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SITTING OF MONDAY, 15 SEPTEMBER 1980
l.
2.
3.
Resumption of the session
Membersbip of committees
Request for tbe a.taioing of parliamentary
immunity of a Member:
Mr Almirante
4. Petitions
5. Documents receioed
6. Texts of treatiesforutarded by the Council
of reports 
- 
Referral to
Point of order: Miss Brookes
Question No 1 by Mr Moreland: Transfer of
football players:
Mr Da'oignon, Member of the Commission;
Mr Moreland; Mr Dattignon; Mr oon der
Vring; Mr Daaignon; Mr Berhhouwer; Mr
Daoignon
Question No 2 by Miss Hooper: Mechanism
for communicating Parliament ProPosals to
the Council:
Mr 'Natali, Vice-President of the Commis-
sion; Miss Hooper; Mr Natali
Question No 4 by Mrs Martin: Export of
fresh meat to tbe UK market, and Question
No 12 by Mrs Le Roux: Free circulation of
milh utithin the EEC:
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the
Commission; Mrs Martin; Mr Gundelach;
Mr Cottrell; Mr Gundelach; Mr Prooan; Mr
Gundelach; Mr Marshall; Mr Gundelach; Mr
Paisley; Mr Gundelacb
Question No 5 by Mr Donnez: Restructuring
oftbe iron and steel industry at Bagnoli, and
Question No 57 by Mr Deleau: Loan to ltal-
sider tofinance the Bagnoli steel complex:
Mr Daoignon; Mr Donnez; Mr Daoignon;
Mr Deleau; Mr Barbi; Mr Daoignon; Mr
Bonaccini; Mr Daoignon; Mr Didd; Mr
Daztignon; Mrs De March; Mr Daoignon;
Mrs Vayssade; Mr Daoignon
Question No 7 by Mrs Eaing: Platonium
accident tests offthe Scottish coast:
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Comnis-
sion; Mrs Euting; Mr Vredeling; Mr Selig'
man; Mr Vredeling; Mr Collins; Mr Vredel'
ing; Mr Enight; Mr Vredeling
Question No 8 by Mr Seal: Problems of the
textile industry resulting from enlargement :
Mr Daoignon; Mr Seal; Mr Daoignon; Mr
Welsh; Mr Daoignon; Mr Paisley; Mr
Daztignon; Miss Brookes; Mr Daoignon; Mrs
7. Autborization
committee
l0
2
2
3
3
3
3
39.
10.
8. Statement on aarious notionsfor resolutions
Urgent procedure
Order of business:
Mr Klepscb, EPP; Mr Pannella
Point of order: Mr Capanna
Speaking time:
Mr Cohen; Mr Bangemann; Mr Cohen; Sir
Fred Catherutood; Mr Klepsch, EPP; Mr
Pann e lla ; M rs Ke I le t t - Bowman
Deadline for tabling amendments
Action tahen by the Commission on the
opinions and proposak of Parliament:
Mr de Ferranti; Mr Daoignon, Member of the
Commission; Mr Marshall; Mr Natali, Wce-
President of tbe Commission; Mr Moreland;
Mr Natali; Mr Scott-Hophins; Mr Natali;
Mr Moreland; Mr Daoignon; Mr Scott-
Hophins; Mr Gundelach, Wce-President of
tbe Commission; Mr Scott-Hophins; Mr
Natali
Procedural motion: Sir Fred V(arner
Question Time (Doc. 1-365/80)
Questions to the Commission of tbe Earopean
Communities:
3
4
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5
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13.
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14.
l4
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Kellett-Boutman; Mr Daoignon; Mr Enright;
Mr Daoignon
Question No 9 by Sir Fred Ularner: 1982
UN Assembly on the Elderly:
Mr Vredeling; Sir Fred Vl'arner; Mr Wedel-
irg
Question No 10 by Mr Tyrrell: Trade agree-
ment betuteen the Federal Republic of
Germany and the Sooiet Union:
Mr Gundelach; Mr Tyrell; Mr Gundelach
Question No 14 by Mr Boyes: Employment
opportunities for u)omen within the Commis-
Ston:
Mr Vredeling; Mr Boyes; Mr Vredeling; Mrs
Squarcialupi; Mr Wedeling; Mr tVekh; Mr
Vredeling; Mrs Claryd; Mr Vredeling; Mr
Marshall; Mr Vredeling
Question No 15 by Mr Seligman: Direct
broadcasting in the Community:
INTHECHAIR: MRSVEIL
President
(The sitting uds opened dt 5.05 p.n.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 11 July 1980.
Mr Daoignon; Mr Seligman; Mr Daoignon
Question No 15 by Mr Christopher Jachson:
Application of Community reguktions relat-
ing to inspection or control ofagicultural or
fishing producu:
Mr Gundelacb; Mr C. fachson; Mr Gunde-
lach; Mr Patterson; Mr Gundekch; Mr
Prooan; Mr Gandelach
Question No 1S by Mr Michel: Inadeqaaqr
of Community reguktions conceming tbe
siting of tbermal or nuclear pouer stations in
border areas:
Mr Davignon; Mr Michel; Mr Daoignon;
Mrs lVeber; Mr Daoignon; Mrs Vayssade;
2t
l8
Mr Daoignon
15. Urgent procedure
18 ft. Agendafor next sitting
22
24
24
25
i
I
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3. Requestfor.the waioing ofparliamentary immuniry of
a Member
President. 
- 
I have received ,from the comperent
authoriries ,of rhe Italian Republic a request that Mr
Almirante's parliamenary immunity be waived.
Pursuant to Rule 5l (2) of the Rules of Procedure this
request has been referred ro rhe committee responsi-
ble, which in this case is the Legal Affairs Committee.
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
Madam President, thank you for
allowing me to speak. I just wanted to say rhar I have
noted the sratement about me and, in the context of
your functions and of the parliamentary Rules of
Procedure, I should be grateful if you would see ro it
that this action proceeds as quickly as possible. If a
vote has to be taken on the matter in committee or in
the Chamber, I would ask you, and I say this on behalf
of my collegues roo, for authorizadon to be granted
for the proceedings to go ahead because I want rc bejudged by the laws of my own counrry.
4. Petitions
President. 
- 
I have received six petitionS, the dtles
and authors of which you will find listed in the
minutes of this sirring.
2. Membership of commiuees
President. 
- 
I have received .from the European
Democratic Group a request rhat Sir Peter Vanneck
be appointed member of the Committee on Energy
and Research to replace Mr Moreland.
Are there any objections?
This appointment is radfied.
{
." l"-, ,,1;
I
,:
I
!
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President
These petitions have been entered under Nos 44 to
49/80 on the register provided for in Rule 48 of the
Rules of Procedure and referred to the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
You will also find in the minutes of this sitting various
decisions with regard to these petitions.
5. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
Since the adjournment of the session I
have received from the Council, the Commissiop, the
parliamentary committees and Members of Parliament
various documents, a list of which you will find in the
minutes of this sitting.
6. Text of treatiesforwarded by the Council
Prcsident. 
- 
I have received from the Council a
, cenified true copy of an agreement, the dtle of which
you will find in the minutes of this sitting. This docu-
ment will be deposited in the archives of the European
Parliament.
7. Autborization of reports 
- 
Referral to committee
Prcsident. 
- 
pulsir4ns to Rule 38 of the Rules of
Procedure I have authorized cenain committees to
draw up reports. You will find a list of these author-
izations in the minutes of this sitting.
8. Statement on oaious mot,ionsfor resolutions
President. 
- 
In the minutes of this sitting you will
find the decisions aken by the Political Affairs
Committee on a number of motions for resolutions.
. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received fiom the Council a
request for urgent debate, pursuant to Rule 14 of the
Rules of Procedure, in respect of two proposals for
resolutions on the flax and hemp sector (Doc. l-134/
80).
This request is justified by the deadlines for entry into
force of these regulations.
I have also received six motions for resolutions with
request. for urgent debate, pursuant to Rule 14 of the
Rules of Procedure:
- 
from Mr Cl6ment and others, on EEC emergency aid
for Maninique, which has been devastated by Hurri-
cane Allen (Doc. 1-362180);
- 
from Mr Sablc and ochers, on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group, and Mr d'Ormesson and
others, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany (CD Group), on Community aid to the
Depanments of Maninique and Guadeloupe devas-
tated by Hurricane Allen (Doc. l-377 /80);
- 
from Mr Lalor and Mr Isra€I, on behalf of the Group
of European Progressive Democrats, and Mr Scott-
Hopkins, on behalf of the European Democratic
' Group, on the persecution of the members of the
Baha'i community in Iran (Doc. l-372/80/rev.);
- 
from Mrs Castle and Mr Lomas, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on thc violation of human rights in
Chile (Doc. t-378/80);
- 
from Mr Glinne and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the political situadon in Poland (Doc.
t-379/80);
- 
from Mr Glinne and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, and Mr Klepsch, on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Pany (CD Group), on the
events in Bolivia (Doc. 1-381/80).
The reasons supporting these requests are contained in
the documents themselves.
I shall consult Parliament on these requests for urgent
procedure at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
10. Order of business
President. 
- 
The next item is the order of business.
At is meetiog of lOJuly 1980 the enlarged Bureau
drew up the draft agenda which has been disributed
to you (PE 66.811/rev.).
I have received from the Group for the Technical
Coordination and Defence of Independent Groups
and Members a request, pursuant to Rule 12 of the
Rules of Procedure, that Mr Ferrero's repon on world
hunger (Doc. l-341/80) be withdrawn from the
agenda.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klcpsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, this Parlia-
ment has carefully prepared its debate on world
hunger. The repon by the committee responsible and
the opinion of the other committees which have been
consulted have now been submitted. The political
groups have had time enough to prepare themselves
Debates of the European Parliament
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for this discussion. \7e have had to face some pressure
and a good deal of time 
- 
close on nine months 
-has elapsed before we could hold a fundamental
debate following our initial or general debate. My
. 
Group therefore considers that it would be intolerable
for this debate not to go ahead as planned. Ve are all
ready for it and we want rhe debate to be held romor-
row.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannclle. 
- 
(I) Madam President, our proposal
may indeed seem rarher srante. Ve have waited for
ten months rather than nine. !7e have frequendy
protested against the delays imposed on us by the
majority in this House. Last Friday, the United
Nations had not reached a definitive position; that is
why we felt that it would have been wise to leave suffi-
cient time for this reporr ro be discussed in the light of
the events at the Unircd Nations and after opening
contacm with rhat body. Having said that, Madam
Presidenr, we are neverrheless pleased thar rhe matter
is now being made rhe subject of a debate; we there-
fore withdraw our request for this ircm to be removed
from the agenda.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Capanna on a point of order.
Mr Cepr.nr 
- 
(I) Madam President, as you well
know, Rule 12 of rhe Rules of Procedure accords rhe
President of this Parliamenr, even before the political
groups, the right ro propose amendments to rhe
agenda.
Referring to the specific events in Turkey, I am of the
opinion that it would be a politically sensitive gesrure
to include rhe consideration of this objccdvely impor-
tant item on our agenda.
I am well awarc that various proposds from the politi-
cal groups are currently bcing considered by the
Bureau, but I would remind you rhar our Rules of
Procedure specifically tranr rhe President rhe right to
propose changes or, in this panicular instance, the
inclusion of a new itcm on our agenda.
Mnt. 
- 
I do not rhink that it would be a good
thing for the President to take any iniriative in this
matter on her own aurhoriry. Ve had envisaged a
meeting of the EEC-Turkey delegation, at which
proposals would bc made. The political groups, which
will have an opponunity this evening to discuss this
complex quesdon, can also able modons for resolu-
tidns. Ve shall resurn to this poinr in a momenr.
At their meering this morning the chairmen of the
political groups proposcd rhat in the light of the events
of the summer the drafr agenda should be amended as
follows:
Tuesday, 16 September 1980
The debate on world hunger will be held on Tuesday
from 9 a.m. ro I p.m. and 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. and contin-
ued on Thursday from 10 a.m. ro 12 noon, the vote
being taken at the conclusion ofthe debate.
tilednesday, 17 September 1980
The Danken repon on the convergence of the econ-
omies (Doc. l-373/80) will nor be distributed until this
evening. In view of its imponance, however, the chair-
men of the political groups propose that it be kepr on
'Vednesday's agenda but that the deadline for tabling
amendments be changed.
The Penders reporr on human rights in Poland
(Doc. l-219/80) also remains on the agenda on rhe
understanding that, in accordance with a procedure
already used, if urgency should be decided for other
motions for resolutions on rhe situation in Poland,
they would be debated jointly with this reporr,.
It has also been agreed that if urgency is decided for
motions for resolutions on rhe situation in Turkey,
they will be also included on the agenda for Vednes-
day, when the President-in-Office of the Council will
be present.
Tbursday, t8 September 1980
As it has nor been adopted in committee, Mr Beumer's
report on the fixing of book prices has been with-
drawn from the agenda.
The other items will be considered after the voring
which will be held at 3 p.m.
Fiday, 19 September 1980
All the motions for resolurions in respect of which
urgency will be decided willbe considered on Friday.
Are there any comments?
The order of business is rherefore fixed.r
ll. Speahing time
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Cohen.
I See minutes of this sitting.
Sitting of Monday, 15 September 1980
Mr Cohen. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I have no
objection to the proposals that you have just made,
panicularly as regards the debarc on world hunger
which, as I understand it, is now to take place tomor-
row and on Thursday morning. But I have now had an
opponunity to see how the speaking sime in this
debate on hunger has been allocated; this morning the
Bureau proposed that each of the 'sub-rapponeurs'
should be allowed to speak for 5 minutes' That
proposal had never been discussed by the Committee
on Development. Ve had always assumed that the sole
spokesman in this debate would be Mr Ferrero as the
general rapponeur and that the sub-rapponeurs would
not be given an oppurtunity to explain their repons.
But, if I have understood you correctly, they are now
to be allowed 5 minutes each; that time is so shon that
there is little purpose in according it at all. I therefore
propose that the 5 minurc speaking time granted to
ihem by the Bureau should be rescinded and granted
instead to the draftsmen of opinions to give them an
opponuniry to explain their opinions at somewhat
grearer length.
Prcsident. 
- 
Vithout prejudice to the suggestion
that has just been made by Mr Cohen 
- 
and I see that
Mr Bangemann also wanm [o speak on this matter 
-this is the allocadon of speaking time that has been
proposed pursuant to Rules 28 and 35A of the Rules
of Procedure:
Debate on world hunger:
Rapponeur (inroduction and
repon in very close cooperation with the other
committees and it is more than a mere gesture of
politeness to allow the other committees a possibility
of explaining their views; it is in the nature of the
subject that this should be so. Afrcr all, this mpic
touches on the rcrms of reference of the Committee on
External Economic Relations and on those of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment and the
Committee on Agriculture; I therefore believe that we
should be reasonable enough m enable the spokesmen
of those committees to explain their opinions briefly. If
we do not do so the main rapponeur and the commit-
tee responsible will very seldom be able to count on
active panicipadon by other committees.
I therefore consider that this allocation of speaking
time is appropriate. It is also equitable because the
main rapponeur is being granted considerably more
time than the sub-rapporteurs. Madam President, I
hope you will snnd by these arrangements.
President. 
- 
Mr Cohen, do you wish to insist?
Mr Cohen. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, it is not so
much a matter of insisting, but I think that Mr Bange-
mann did nor really understand my proposal!
I suggested that the draftsmen of opinions for the other
committees should be allowed more time, but by
cutting the time allocated to the sub-rapporteurs for
rhe Committee on Development. I do not think that
there is really any difference of opinion between Mr
Bangemann and myself on this point.
President. 
- 
It was the chairman of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation that wanrcd authors
of working documents, who have done a great deal of
wor( to be given some speaking time.
I call Sir Fred Catherwood.
Sir Fred Catherwood. 
- 
Madam President, my own
committee spenr a great deal of time in giving its
opinion. !7e also spent three hours voting on it. I think
the draftsman should have at least ten minutes and this
should not be taken out of group time. I most strongly
urge that we give reasonable time to someone who is
speaking on behalf of a committee which has taken a
great deal of time on this.
President. 
- 
I do not think that anyone is objecting
rc speaking time being given to the draftsmen of the
opinions.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, my Group too
appointed one of these sub-rapporteurs, but we believe
conclusion):
Commission:
Draftsmen and authors of working
documenm:
Members:
Socialist Group:
Group of the European
People's Pany (CD Group):
European Democratic Group :
Communist and Allies Group:
Liberal and Democratic Group:
Group of European Progrcssive
Democra$:
Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independent GrouPs
and Members:
Non-attachgd Members:
I call Mr Bangemann.
20 minutes
40 minutes in all
45 minutes (9 x 5)
480 minurcs
122 minutes
116 minutes
72 minutes
5l minurcs
47 minutes
28 minutes
l6 minutes
28 minutes
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Madam President, I believe
that in the case of reports such as that by Mr Ferrero,
it is logical to grant the draftsmen, on behalf of the
committees asked for their opinions, time to speak,
which must of course be considerably shoner than the
time granted to the main raPPofl.eur. Vhy is this so?
The committee responsible, namely the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, has compiled this
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it is sensible to follow the proposals made by Mr
Cohen and Sir Fred Catherwood. Our sub-rapponeur,
Mr Vergeer, will waive his 5 minutes; he will in any
case be speaking on behalf of his political group. \7e
should allow each of the draftsmen of opinions
10 minutes. I could agree ro that proposal.
President. 
- 
I propose rherefore that rhe draftsmen
for the opinions of rhe other committees should have
l0 minutes each, but rhat the speaking time originally
allocarcd to them should be taken from the authors of
working documents.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
tYednesday, 17 September 1980
Rapponeurs:
Commission:
Council:
Members:
Socialist Group:
20 minutes (2 x l0)
20 minutes (2 x 10)
20 minutes (2 x 10)
300 minutes
74 minutes
Group of the European People's Pany
(CD Group): 70 minutes
European Democraric Group: 44 minutes
Communist and Allies Group: 32 minutes
Liberal and Democradc Group: 30 minutcs
Group of European Progressive Democrats: l9 minutes
Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independent
Groups and Members:
Non-attached Members:
Question Time
I call Mr Pannella.
Time begins on rhar day at 5.30 p.m., so there is
nothing that can be done. Each group will simply have
to divide up its speaking rime as besr it can tetween
the different items.down for debate.
I call Mri Kellet-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Madam President, did I
hear you give dme for the draftsman of the opinion on
the Danken repon as you did on Tuesday for the
other report? It is the normal cusrom.
President. 
- 
Yes, in fact. Both draftsmen of opinions
will each have five minures.
Tbarsday, 18 September 1980
Rapporteurs:
Commission:
Members:
Socialist Group:
35 minutes (7 x 5)
35 minutes
300 minutes
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam Presidenr, it is likely
that we shall be discussing the situation in Poland and
Turkey on Vednesday, following the decisions taken
this 'morning. I rherefore consider that it is perfectly
unreasonable ro grant our Group 
- 
and rhe same goes
for the other political groups 
- 
only 11 minures to
speak abour Poland, Turkey and the other topic ro
which we have jusr referred; I would ask the Assembly
to consider my views on rhis. As you well know, our
Rules of Procedure allow Rule 27 tobe applied to the
various items on the agenda rather rhan to the whole
day's sitting. I therefore ask for the speaking time ro
be allocated for a panicular irem on [he agenda on
\flednesday. If we have urtent debates it will of course
be necessary ro find a different time to discuss rhese
topics of such great imponance.
President. 
- 
In allocating speaking time for'lTednes-
day the whole day was taken inro accounr, and I do
not see how we could fir in any funher hours. The
hour only lasts 60 minurcs, and nobody has yet found
any way ro make ir last longer! Besides, euestion
Group of the European People's Pany
(CD Group):
European Democratic Group:
Communisr and Allies Group:
Liberal and Democratic.Group:
Group of European Progressive Democrats:
Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independcnr
Groups and Members:
Non-attached Members:
Are there any comments?
That is agreed.
, 
12. Deadlinefortablingamendments
President. 
- 
I propose rhar the deadlines for tabling
amendmenr during this pan-session be fixed as sei
out in the draft agenda.
In the case of the repons by Mr Danken (Doc. l-378/
80) and Mr Penders (Doc.l-219/80) I propose that
the deadline for tabling amendments be fiied at 3 p.m.
on Tuesday, 16 September.
Are there any comments?
That is agreed.r
74 minutes
70 minutes
44 minurcs
32 minutes
30 minutes
19 minutes
1l minutes
20 minutes
90 minutes
11 minutes
20 minutes
I See minutes of rhis sirting.
-t,
i
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13. Action tahen by tbe Commission on the opinions and
, 
proposals of Parliament
President. 
- 
The next item is the communication
from the Commission on the action taken by it on the
opinions and proposals of the European Parliament.l
I call Mr de Ferranti.
Mr de Ferrenti. 
- 
I welcome the fact that the
Commission, having rejecrcd in principle Parliament's
recommendation on fork-lift rucks, powered indus-
trial trucks, has very ingeniously left the door open by
saying, in the English translation: 'It may consider
Parliament's desired alterations later, according as
matters proceed'. \7ill, then, the Commission remem-
ber, as matters proceed, that it will not, I hope, be the
intention of this Parliament to let either the Commis-
sion or the Council off the democratic hook.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) My
reply is: yes.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Marshall.
Mr Marchall. 
- 
At the last pan-session, this House
debated a report on the Horn of Africa. May I congra-
tulate the Commission on deciding within a few days
of that debate to increase aid rc that very troubled pan
of Africa, and may I ask them to bear in mind that
from November on there will once again be a great
deal of hunger and hardship in that pan of the world?
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Naali.
Mr Natali, Vce-President of the Commission.
- 
(I) Madam President, as the honourable Member
has poinrcd out, the Commission decidcd in response
to Plrliament's resolution to grant emergency aid of
two million units of account to Ethiopia; on 8 August
a decision was taken to provide funher emergenry aid
of five million units of account to Somalia. This brings
the total aid received by Somalia in 1980, including
food aid, to 25 million units of account. !7e know
perfectly well that the need may arise in future 
-
although we hope that it will not 
- 
to respond to
similar situations, and the Commission will be ready rc
comply with the wishes expressed by Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moreland.
Mr Morcland. 
- 
I wish to draw attention to item 3
of the document, which refers to rePorts on which
Parliament did not request formal amendment, and
ask whether it is right to place here the repon by Mr
von Vogau, because if Members look at the document
produced for them they will see that a number of
amendments were put forward, including a precise one
to Anicle a (2) of the proposal on three-wheeled vehi-
cles. I therefore suggest to the Commission that this is
the wrong place for this item. Certainly as I under-
stood it, the Commission accepted the amendment
that was in my name.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(I) Madam President, paragraph 3 refers to formal
amendments. Ve discussed this point at our last pan-
sessionl the repon by Mr von '!7'ogau expressed
cenain wishes but did not contain formal amendments
on the basis of Anicle 149 (2) of the Treary. In para-
graph 4 of our document we specifically mention those
ite.r on which reference has been made to Article
l4g (2). But that was not the case for the rcpic which
c/e are now discussing.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
There seems to be a little
problem here, Madam President. I do not want to
make heavy y/eather of it, and perhaps one ought to
study it in conjunction with Commissioner Natali at a
latei srage, but he will be more than aware of what
happened in July concerning the Kirk report and of
the exchange of correspondence berween the Presi-
dent of the Commission and you, Madam Presidenu
There there was a clear indication that even though it
was not a formal amendment, it should be accepted in
those terms following the spirit of the Treary. This is
exactly the kind of problem we have got here. I am not
happy; I am not satisfied with what the Commissioner,
Mr Natali, has said, and we really must get this quirc
clear so there is no quesdon of a mistake in the future.
President Jenkins had, I thought, made it quite clear,
brit as I do not want to go on with this now, perhaps
we can get together with Commissioner Natali during
this week.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(I) Madam President, you will recall that at the begin-
ning of my answer I pointed out that this matter had
already been dealt with; I added that, as things standI Scc Annex.
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at present, we mainrained our previous interpretation.
I am well aware that contacr are in progress at presenr
berween rhe President of Parliament and the President
of the Commission with a view to seeking a common
interpretation of this anicle and a joint definition of
the manner in which amendments should be presented.
P.residcnt. 
- 
I have received a letter from Mr
Jenkins, Presidenr of the Commission, on rhis matter.
The enlarged Bureau will be informed of the points he
makes and can discuss them at grearer length next
week in Luxembourg. Mr Natali will also be present at
this meedng.
I call Mr Moreland.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Madam President, I am only
coming back on this because I think that, regardless of
the argument we have just had, we did in fact propose
a precise amendment to Anicle 4 (2) and, therefore,
even so the Commission should have commented. It is
panicularly imponant, because this directive has failed
to achieve agreemenl within the Council and we are
hoping that rhe Commission is still pushing it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davigoon, Member of the Commission.
(F,) Madam President, I just wanr ro say ro Mr More-
land rhat there is no problem of substance here. As I
pointed out during the debate, we have taken account
of the considerarion given to the rcxt and I confirm
that point. If no formal confirmation is given, that is
because of rhe discussion to which my collegue Mr
Narali referred just now. But there is no problem of
substance here.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr Gauthiers's report on fish-
ing in the Faroese, Swedish, Norwegian and Green-
land waters was adopted by Parliament, if you remem-
ber.
The Commission then explained why it wished to
retain the proposals. That is quite understandable and
perfectly in order. !7har I wanr [o be quire assured of
is that Parliamenr's rejection and a starcment of the
reasons for it have gone along with rhe Commission's
proposals to the Council of Ministers so rhat the
Council is fully aware rhar Parliament rejected the
proposals put forward by rhe Commission. This is an
imponant point of principle, Madam President.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundclach, Vice-president of the Commission. 
- 
I
can assure Mr Scott-Hopkins that the views of parlia-
ment have been put by myself clearly before the Coun-
cil of Ministers. In some cases in actual fact the
Commission has ried ro follow some of the sugges-
tions which were made here by the European piitia-
ment, bur in no case was rhe Council of Ministers not
fully aware of every single proposal and amendment
made by Parliamenr.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Scort-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Madam President, I am, of
course, more than satisfied with what Vice-President
Gundelach has said concerning rhis, but could ir not
be pur into the repon to Parliamenr? Ir is a damn nuis-
ance my having to get up and say rhis, and if he would
only pur it in the reporr., or I suppose Mr Natali could,
it would save all rhis trouble. Could he do that in
future?
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr. Natali, Wce-President of the Co*.,irrioo. 
- 
(I) I
agree.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Sir Fred Varner.
Sir Fred Varacr. 
- 
Madam President, before we
move on to Question Time, would it be proper for me
to draw arrenrion to this memo which has been circu-
latbd on the establishment of a new rclephone
exchange? Perhaps because of this, ir has been impos-
sible to have any telephonic communication with
London since early this afternoon, and I should be
most grateful if the adminisrrarion section of the secre-
tariat could assure us that we shall soon be able to
speak to our offices and our loved ones ar home.
(Laughte)
President. 
- 
The adminisrration is also very
concerned about the operation of rhe telephone sysrem
and is following up the marrcr. It will be so-e hours
before communications are fully resrored. The real
reason for extending the rclephone exchange was in
order to have telephones in the new officei, but the
disruptions of communication, which were inevitable,
will certainly be of very shon duration.
14. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next irem is euestion Time (Doc.
r-366/80).
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Presidcnt
Today we shall take the questions to the Commission.
I call Miss Brookes rc speak on a point of order.
Miss Brookes. 
- 
Madam President, under Rule
47A(2) I submitted a question in writing to you,
Madam, and I find to my despair that it is not down
on the agenda. May I ask the reason why, please?
President. 
- 
The secretariat tells me that your ques-
tion did not arrive.
Miss Brookes. 
- 
Madam President, it was sent by
mail on Tuesday, 2 September 1980, and it was sent to
the secretariat. May I have your assurance that it was
not barred under Annex II, page 51 of the Rules of
Procedure?
President. 
- 
If your question had been withdrawn,
you would have been informed immediately. Your
question, therefore, did not arrive. The secretariat will
look into the matter.
Question No I by Mr Moreland (H-233l80):
Vhat action is to follow from rhe Commission's recent
discussions with the European Football Associadon
(UEFA) and the Player's Associadons on the problems of
the transfer of football players between clubs within rhe
Community?
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F)The
Commission will now provide information additional
to that already given in ansy/er to written questions. I
shall confine myself initially to pointing out that the
action taken by the Commission has centred on the
removal of barriers to free movement in this area; we
have now received an assurance from all the foo6all
federations in the European Community that the
previous absolute limits have given way to a transi-
tional system under which it will be possible to
progress towards total freedom of movemenr for play-
ers in the Communiry without any upheaval in the
professional situation of the various teams. This of
course applies only to the professional foodall rcams.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Vould rhe Commissioner take a
look, in the context of the free movemenr of labour, at
the effect of the transfer fee situation in Europe on rhe
movement of players between clubs in the Commu-
nity? \7e seem ro have differenr sysrems for different
countries as well as different fees. In cenain counrries
the public is very concerned about the very high level
of transfer fees. After all, I would not like it to be said
thar it was transfer fees thar stopped the winner of the
UEFA Cup this year being Stoke City.
Mr Davignon, 
- 
(F) I leave it to the honourable
Member m decide whether the resulu of a panicular
football match might have been different if the circum-
stances surrounding it had been different 
- 
that is
really a matter for the panicipants in football pools
which have nothing to do with the question; however,
it does seem to me thar there is discrimination in the
matter of transfer procedures. The opinion of our
legal expens is that the discrimination is not such as to
allow the Commission to take action on its own initia-
tive. It would therefore be necessary to see to what
extent the players themselves are willing to invoke
Anicles 48 and 52 of the Treaty and themselves report
such discrimination. The Commission could then acr.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(D) Could the Commission say
whether it considers the transfer of football players to
be a problem of freedom of movement of workers or
one of the movement of goods within the European
Community?
(Laughter)
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) The Commission did nor invenr
the transfer system; let there be no mistake about that.
I therefore said that the Commission was endeavoring
rc allow all Community citizens the same opponunity
of playing in any team in their own country or in a
different Member State. '!fle have given priority to this
aspect because we are concerned here with individual
citizens.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, withour
seeking to criticize rhe Commission in any way, it
seems to me that there is a trade in football players in
Europe today rather reminiscent of the trade in gladia-
tors in Ancient Rome; could Commissioner Davignon
therefore rcll us whether the Commission is prepared
to submit a document to this Parliament indicating
exactly how that trade in players is effected? \7e
should like to know how much of the astronomical
transfer fees are received by the players themselves,
and to what extent real freedom of movement is
enjoyed by these individuals? Are they not rather
obliged to accept cenain changes or movements and
so fonh? \7ell, I see Mr Davignon is shaking his head,
but these matters are of interest to the citizens of
Europe who would like to know what is going on
here. Is the Commission willing and able to compile a
document showing how the European transfer market
for footballers ivorks, and indicating to what extent all
this accords with the freedom of movemenr which
Community workers are supposed to enjoy.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) There are tv/o aspects to Mr
Berkhouwer's question. First of all individuals must be
allowed to move freely in order to use their talents to
the best of their ability anywhere in the Community.
!.{'} '
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That is the privilege of any individual who has a
cenain talent, in the fielil of spons or indeed in any
other.
Secondly, there is the matter of protecting individual
rights under a professional conract by which they are
bound. Here we have made initial progress by guaran-
rceing respect for individual rights. Somebody may
sign a contract when he or she is very young and be
bound by that contract for a long period of time. Then
he may in fact be in a situation such as you have
described. Things have now changed, however, and
contracts must not be concluded for an indefinite
period. As to the second aspect, i.e. the rights of indi-
viduals in the conrcxt of a professional contract, the
Commission will examine the situation in the different
Community countries.
President. 
- 
Question No 2 by Miss Hooper(H-255/80):
Vhat is the mechanism for forwarding proposals and
amendments passed by the Parliament to the Council, and
what steps are mken to ensure that the Council receives
these proposals and amendments in good time for meet-
ings at which they are to be considered?
Mr Natali, Wce-President of the Commission 
- 
(I) I
rhink it is for Parliament to atree with the Council on
the necessary adminisrative arrangemenrc to ensure
that its views are notified in good time.
The Commission for its part makes every effon to
adopt a position on all the amendments and proposals
put forward by Parliament, involving, where neces-
sary, changes to draft texts under Anicle 149 (2) of the
Treaty, in good time for the discussion in Council.
Miss Hooper. 
- 
I do think we have a problem here. I
wonder if the Commissioner could suggest some sort
of mechanism so that we do not have a situation where
Parliament is amending draft proposals from the
Commission at the same time as the Council of Minis-
ters'working pany is already looking at a substantially
altered document.
This happened over the major hazdrds proposals
which we debated in committee in June and also here
in Parliament. It seems to me that it is a complete
waste of time for this Parliament to be amending an
our-of-date document, as we did then. It was only by
accident I discovered that the Council of Ministers
was already looking aL a very different document.
Could there not be some sort of mechanism whereby
we could be made aware that the document we are
discussing is out-of-date?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(D I can only say that the Commission
tries to do everything possible to take account of
amendments and forward them in good time. The
subject of relations berween Parliament and the Coun-
cil has really nothing to do with the Commission.
President. 
- 
,Since ir author is absent, Question
No 3 will be answered in wriring.l
As they are both on the same subject, I shall call the
nex[ rwo questions together.
Question No 4 by Mrs Manin (H-274/80):
Vhat action does the Commission intend to take to put
an end ro the discriminatory measures which prevent the
orher eight Member States from exporting fresh milk to
the UK market?
and Question No 12 by Mrs Le Roux (H-242l80):
Does the Commission not consider that the United King-
dom is blocking the impon of liquid milk by an unwar-
ranted health regularion which forms an insuperable
non-arif barrier thereby infringing the principle of the
free movement of goods within the EEC, and that the
rules applying in France to milk for consumption provide
sufficient protection for the consumer 
- 
does the
Commission not consider it a matter of urgency to elimi-
nate this irregularity, and what measures does it intend to
rake to this end?
Mr Gundelach, Vce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(DK) The Commission has already initiated proced-
ings under Anicle 169 of the Treary against the United
Kingdom on the grounds of the restrictions imposed
in rhat country on the marketing of imponed UHT
milk or milk treated at ultra-high temperatures. In
mking this action, the Commission has been guided by
the consideration that the British provisions governing
impons of that type of milk have no legal basis. The
same applies to sterilized milk, although the situation
is different in the case of unprocessed milk straight
from the cow and orher types of fresh milk, even
though in these cases [here can be no guarantee that
the necessary safeguards in terms of human ot animal
health actually exist. In this connexion, I would draw
your arrention to the fact'that the adoption by the
Council of the Commission's proposal for the
harmonization of rade in this sector (I refer to the
proposal requiring the health and veterinary controls
applicable to unprocessed full-cream milk to be
extended to 
.heat-reated milk, and the proposal for
the regulation of health problems connected with the
production and marketing of heat-treated milk) is
essential in order ro remove all the obstacles which still
exist in this sector and which explain why we have
I.,
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initiated the proceedings to which I referred above,
the aim being to achieve free movement for heat-
treated milk and the abolition of national regulations.
Mrs Martin. 
- 
(F) Does the Commissioner not find
it rather paradoxical that a country should be creating
barriers to the entry of dairy products onto its own
market while at the same time criticizing Community
exports to countries such as the U.S.S.R.?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) As the honourable Member
will have gathered from my reply, the Commission is
of the opinion that UHT milk should not be rhe
subject of impon control measures; it is this particular
kind of milk which is the most imponant in this
context. To that extent I agree with the honourable
Member.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
This House is well aware that this
question is not so much about milk as about other
matters. I should like to ask the Commissioner if he
will, within the original context of Mrs Manin's ques-
tion, report on current progress by the Commission to
put an end to the discriminatory measures which pre-
vent the United Kingdom from exponing fresh lamb
to France.
Mr Gundclach. 
- 
(DK) I am convinced that rhe
overwhelming majority of Members of this Parliament
will agree with me that we have already devoted an
extraordinary amount of time to the discussion of free
trade in mutton and lamb which must of course be
achieved m comply with the rules laid down in the
Treaty. But this evening v/e are discussing the rade in
milk.
Mr Provan. 
- 
I think this question by Mrs Martin
highligh$ one of the failings of the common agricul-
tural poliry, inasmuch as we are trying to put standard
pricing on an uneven base. Vould the Commissidher
accepr, therefore, that if standards applied to milk
production in Denmark were applied throughout the
Community, 50 0/o of the milk produced in the Federal
Republic of Germany would be unacceptable for
Community intervention ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) I am firmly convinced that
acceptable conditions already exist for free trade in
milk trearcd by the UHT method. This will not affect
the common price policy, but will on the contrary
facilitate the freedorn of movement of goods between
Member States.
In the case of other types of milk, cenain norms must
be complied with to ensure rhar satisfactory health
standards, applicable both rc human beings and ro
animals, are respected. None of these provisions is so
costly as to significaritly influence the consumption of
milk in the Cornmunity.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Vould rhe Commissioner accepr
that the British system of doorstep delivery is the
major reason why per capira liquid milk consumption
is higher in Brirain rhan in any other Member Sarc of
the Community, and can he give us a guaranree rhar
he will mke no acrion ro undermine the doorstep
delivery system which is so vital for rhe dairy industry
in the United Kingdom? Can he also give us a guaran-
[ee that countries which expect to exporr milk to the
United Kingdom must a[ the same time adhere to
decisions of the European Coun of Justice regarding
that other liquid, Scotch whisky, and remove rhe fiscal
and other discrimination against it?
(Laughter)
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) | agree entirely with the
honourable member that the system of fresh milk
deliveries used in the United Kingdom has a favorable
influence on the consumption of fresh milk which in
the present situation is surely in our general inrcrest.
This was one of the reasons for which the Community
was able, not without some reticence, to agree rc the
continued existence of rhe milk marketing boards in
the United Kingdom. That being so, there is no reason
why the system of doorstep milk deliveries should be
endangered by free impons of milk which we are
discussing now. As regards Scotch whisky, I would
remind you, as I did when the subject of mutton was
raised, that this is not the topic of our discussion.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that
although Nonhern Ireland is pan of the United King-
dom, it is also affected by these restrictions, so much
so that 80 0/o of milk in Nonhern Ireland has rc be
turned to the manufacturing trade and only 18 0/o is
used as liquid milk? Is he also aware that because of
these restrictions the Northern Ireland farmers are
receiving 5 p. less per gallon than theii colleagues in
the rest of the United Kingdom?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) As regards differences in
the price of milk in various pans of the United King-
dom, in so far as these prices fall within the province
of the milk marketing boards, they are a matter for the
United Kingdom government and not for the
Community authorities.
For the rest I would remind the honourable member
that Nonhern Ireland is vitally dependent on markets
for its agricultural products in the rest of Europe;
trade cannot be one-way raffic and a system of rade
can only function properly if there is movement in all
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directions. In the broader context, a solution to this
problem is therefore vitally imponant to Nonhern
Ireland as well.
President. 
- 
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, I cannot give you
the floor. Five Members have already spoken on this
question, in the order in which they caught my eye
and that of the officials of the secretariat who are
assisting me, and that is enough.
As they are on lhe same subject, I shall call the next
two questions together.
Question No 5 by Mr Donnez (H-283180):
Could rhe Commission indicate why it financed the
construction at Bagnoli of a semi-continuous wide srip
mill with a capacity of three million tonnes when the
Community sheet-steel market is already saturated and
the plant at Denain is operating at only 40 0/o of its capa-
city?
and Question No 57 by Mr Deleau (H-390/80):
Vill the Commission confirm or deny repons that a large
Community loan (50 0/o of total investment) to finance an
extension rc the Bagnoli complcx is imminent, stating
why this loan is being granted despite the many reserva-
tions that have been expressed about a project that will
crearc overcapaciry in a sector already hcavily in surplus?
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) In
examining the documents submitted to it on the
subject of the restructuring of the steelworks in
Bagnoli, the Commission had to ake account of two
factors. In the presenc situation, we had to proceed
with great caution as is now always the case in dealing
with proposals to increase capacity. Our discussions
with the Iralian undenaking revealed that, in conjunc-
tion with other restructuring operations and changes
in activities of the companies concerned, the Bagnoli
project would not lead to an increase in steel produc-
rion capacity in the Communiry. On the other hand
there is an increase in capacity in respect of the pani-
cular product which is to be manufactured here,
namely broad hot-rolled strip.
'!7e therefore opened discussions to determine how to
arrange the programme of the Naples undenaking in
such a way as to permit the essential restructuring of
the old works while at the same time ensuring that the
increase in production between now and 1984 would
not affect the balance of output of this panicular
product within the Community.
On that basis we were able rc deliver a favourable
opinion of principle, provided that the condidons to
which I have just referred could be met, i.e. a reduc-
tion of certain other production capacities in other
plants belonging to the Italsider company and control
over the increase in production of one particular pro-
duct.
Mr Donnez. 
- 
(F) I am not satisfied with Mr Davig-
non's statement. Even when this project was in its
early stages it was already the subject of keen contro-
versy. Given the developments which are now
expected, I think this project will be the subject of
unanimous opposition from both employers and
employees in the steel industry because it seems to me
to be perfectly illogical. It is illogical to advocate
restructuring of the European steel industry 
-through a reduction in production levels accompanied
by an increase in unemployment now that it has been
found that steel prpduction exceeds our needs 
-while at the same time restructuring the Bagnoli works
which will only aggravare the present situation. I
would therefore like to know whether this project is
included in the integrated operation concerning the
Naples region. And if this project were to be
completed and further restructuring in the European
steel industry subsequently became necessary, how
could we then avoid the conclusion that the Bagnoli
works must be required to take the first steps in any
subsequent restructuring before turning to other Euro-
pean works and, if I may say so, before thinking of
Usinor?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) There is at present a crude steel
production facility in Bagnoli. As is the case elsewhere
in the Community the infrastructures here are not
adapted to the current situation. The percenage of
production in Bagnoli forms pan of the overall
Community system. This plant is required to respecr a
quota just like everybody else. Is it reasonable to
suggest that it should not improve its producrion capa-
city within the limits of that capacity? The answer is
no. The problem which confronts us here is not that of
steel but of the change in the type of product manu-
factured in rhe plant, leading ro an increase in the
production of coils. Is .it possible to integrate this
increase in coil production which is becoming a raw
material, inrc dhe whole restructuring programme?
Should it be postponed so as not to affect the situation
existing in the other Member States? That has been our
objective, and we think that we have attained it.
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(F) I, like Mr Donnez, am not at all
satisfied with Mr Davignon's ansv/er and I fully share
the'fears which have been expressed. I also consider
Mr Davignon's answer to Mr Donnez's commenrc to
be dangerous. Ve fully share the views of Mr Donnez
and are convinced lhat restructuring at Bagnoli will
only lead to a deterioration in the present situation of
the European steel indusrry.
Mr Barbi. 
- 
(1) Does the Commissioner not think it
appropriate to point out that this restructuring opera-
tion in Bagnoli will not only lead, as you righdy said
to no increase in Imlsider's steel production capaciry in
Inly but has also involved the abandoning by Italsider
of its plan to create a new steel production centre in
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Calabria? The Bagnoli planr employs about Z 000
persons. It is technically obsolerc and unless ir is
restructured and modernized 7 000 workers would be
made redundanr in the Naples area which is already
experiencing the highest concenration of unemploy-
ment of the whole Communiry. There are l5O OOO
unemployed persons in the Naples area, e level which
exceeds that of any orher urban- area in the Commu-
ntty.
President. 
- 
I would remind Members rhat they
must ask quesrions and not make speeches.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I can only confirm thaq taking
the programme for the restructuring of the Italian steel
industry as a whole, the cancellation of rhe fifth
Bagnoli plant and the orher changes which have been
made will lead to a reduction of some 4 million ronnes
in the envisaged prpduction level.
Mr Bonaccini. 
- 
(I) I should be grateful if Commis-
sioner Davignon could confirm that in the course of
the negotiations with rhe Italian government and in
the work of the ad hoc study group, measures were
taken to phase cenain consequences which this
restructuring may well have.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(D The situation is as I have
described it. Ve now have a basis for our work ro
continue. '!7e musr verify how these various conditions
can be complied with by all parties ro ensure that the
resructuring is effecrive and brings trearer security to
all those involved in a difficult process of restructuring
or adjustment.
Mr Dido. 
- 
0 | share your views, Commissioner.
However, it seems to me that the funher verification
of the conditions for implementation of the resrrucrur-
ing operation at Bagnoli has already taken place. I
should therefore like to know when the Commission
intends to deliver its final opinion so as ro ensure [har
no more time is lost in implemenring this projecr at
Bagnoli which has already been approved by the
Community.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I said thar the Commission had
delivered its opinion of principle in late May or early
June. Ve are nov/ verifying the implementing
'measures and not the principle; this involves no delay.
Mrs De March. 
- 
(F) In Denain and elsewhere,
Commissioner, the Community's steel poliry has
always led to reductions in production capacity and
we are now faced with an intolerable increase in
unemployment. Does the Commission still think that a
programmed reduction in employmenr and in produc-
tion capacity, accompanied by a policy of economic
stagnation in each Member State, is a logical solution
at a time when, in France for example, we are obliged
to impon increasing quantides of steel to meer our
needs, with disastrous consequences for our balance of
payments which is in deficit?
Mr Davignon. (F) If the Commission's
programme really were as Mrs De March has
described it, I should of course be opposed rc it. But
that is not the case and I would remind you rhar rhe
precise purpose of resrucruring is to resrore satisfac-
tory production conditions. Action to ensure social
solidarity is also essential if the conversion is to take
place under the best possible conditions.
The entire range of acrion raken by the Commission is
designed to resrore the condidons for economic devel-
opment and thus eliminate the cause of rhe difficulties
now facing us.
Mrs Vayssade. 
- 
(F) I should like rc rerurn ro
another point in connexion with rhe restructuring
operation in Italy: I refer to the Community's quota
policy. During a hearing before the Committee on
Social Affairs, I already asked you whether this poliry
was not leading to a kind of division of labour in rhe
European srcel industry, thus placing the French, and
no doubt also the British, srcel industry in a panicu-
larly difficult posirion.
I should like rc know what plans there are in this area,
because in France even modernized and restructured
planm are being closed 
- 
I have in mind the Thion-
ville blast furnaces and some facilities in Longwy; the
underlying problem here was the quota poliry. I
should therefore like to know how this policy is being
pursued between the Member Starcs and how the wish
of each Member State to have a steel industry ro cover
its own needs can be respected; this is cenainly no
longer the case in France where we are having to
impon steel.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) It is obviously difficult to give a
comprehensive answer during question time. I shall
therefore concenrat6 on rhree essendal points and
apologize for not being able to speak ar Brearer length.
The basic principle of our sysrem is that, uking
account of Community consumption and consumption
in third counrries, each Member Stare, i.e. groups of
undenakings wirhin rhe counrries, retains its share of
production as it was when rhe srcel industry was func-
tionning at full capacity. The French share, as it is
calculated today, is in facr raiher above average in
comparison with the shares of orher counrries. The
principles of solidarity and equity have therefore been
directly and correctly applied.
., 
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Secondly, it is not the Commission which determines
the attitude of consonia or countries in relation to
panicular producdon sites. It is up to'the industrialists,
with or without state intervention, depending on the
system under which these undenakings operate in the
various countries, to define their best industrial srategy
having regard to the general framework within which
they have to operate and which provides them with
cenain safeguards.
Finally, impons into the Community have been regu-
larly falling since 1977 when we introduced our system
'and since the balance of intra-community rade allows
for respect for this system by all parties, we are now in
a situation where rade in steel products should
become more stable despite the difficult situation
facing us today.
President. 
- 
As its author is absent, Question No 6
will be answered in writing.r
Question No 7 by Mrs Ewing (H-21l80):
Is the Commission aware that tests are being carried out
ro asceftain if simulated nuclear fuel containers can be
recovered from the sea-bed in case of accident in connec-
tion with proposcd carriage of plutonium from Caichness
to Cumbria and will the Commission give its views of the
risks involved to thc cnvironment and to public safety?
Mr Vrcdeling, Vce-President of the Conmission. 
-(NL)The Commission has not been informed of tests
conducted to determine how simulated containers of
fissile material dropped on to the sea-bed during the
transport of plutonium from Caithness to Cumbria,
can be raised again. !flith existing rcchnical equipment
such as caissons and miniature underwater vessels, it is
already possible to raise containers used in the rans-
pon of plutonium from considerable depths. Even if a
container were to remain on the sea-bed for an
extended period, the environmental risk would be very
small because the plurcnium discharged into the sea
water would be disributed over an extremely large
volume of water and the resulting diludon would be
such as rc eliminate any possible damage rc health.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I would like to inform the Commis-
sion that such tests did take place but did not succeed
in recovering the simulated containers. Is the Commis-
sioner aware how relevant the question of 'risks has
become this last week in my constituency at Doun-
reay?
It has come to light that successive governments in the
UK, from rhe period 1977 to 1980, have hidden from
the publit the fact that there were two explosions there
and that two nuclear fuel rods have been, and still are,
missing. Does the Commission not think that Member
States should not hide or misrepresent the facts to the
citizenry? \7ould not the Commission therefore criti-
cize any Member Sate such as the UK which has,
through a government agency, hidden such vital infor-
mation from the public over this period of three years?
Is this not the very way in which public concern will be
aroused if they know that the facts are being misrepre-
sented?
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) It is clearly very difficult for
the Commission to give a reasoned opinion, on the
basis of the information which we have only just
received, on the subject of attempts to raise containers
of fissile material from great depth; we have no infor-
marion as to whether suah trials have failed as you
suggeSt. I have already said that we have not been
informed of rhis matter. I can only give the same
answer ro your second point about the concealment by
the British government of information from the public.
Vere that the case the Commission would not
approve. I can, however, say no more than that. I
cannot comment on the substance of the question as to
whether these events have actually taken place.
Perhaps the Commission will be able to obtain more
information.
Presidcnt. 
- 
No, Mrs Ewing, I cannot give you the
floor again.
Mr Seligman. 
-- 
I think Mrs Ewing is referring to a
very alarmist broadcast on British television last
Monday, which blew up this incident on a much grea-
ter scale than is warranrcd by the disappearance of two
small rods which weigh almost nothing and represent
no particular danger because they contain impure
plutonium.
(Cies fion certain quarters on tbe lefi)
This was a biased broadcast and should not be pursued
by this Parliament at the present juncture until it has
been clarified. Is it not clear evidence of the enormous
care that has been taken by the British Atomic Energy
Authority that all these minute transactions are
recorded and pursued? Is it not also true that they are
aking grear srcps ro simulate the remote possibiliry
that a ship going on the shon journey from Dounreay
rc Vorkington could capsize?
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I would remind Members once again
that they must confine themselves to asking quesrions;
otherwise I really do not see how the Commission can
answer.I See Annex.
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Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) I listened wirh great interest
to the discussion between the two Members. However,
you are quite right, Madam President, no questions
were put to the Commission.
[tfu Qellin5. 
- 
The firsr thing thar occurs to me is
that, although this is Question Time and normally the
Commission would be expected ro answer the ques-
tions, here we have the unprecedented spectacle of'the
Commission actually asking them. Is the Commission
av/are that I have written ro rhem in the last week rais-
ing the question of Dounreay? I find it incredible that
they should come along here today saying they know
- 
nothing at all about the incident. There is no doubt at
all that public disquier is due in no small measure ro the
fact that people seem either rc be uninformed or else
unwilling to give us an ansver. In view of this public
disquiet, Madam Presidenr, I wonder whether the
Commission will rcll us if they are satisfied with the
procedures for keeping them informed on all aspects
of plant safery, with the standards of the Euratom
Inspectorate and with rhe relationship that they have
with national nuclear agencies.
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) Unfonunarcly, I am not able
rc give a satisfactory reply to the Member's suggestion
that his letter has.not been answered and that he has
akeady informed the Commission of this. I have heard
mention of a television broadcast last Monday but I do
not know if it was on rhe same marrer that the honour-
able Member wrore ro us. I am nor in a posirion ro
answer. I hope that his letter has already reached the
Commission, but I do not know. I cannot open every
letrcr myself. Moreover, as you know, I am dealing
here with a matrcr which does nor really fall within my
terms of reference and this complicates maners sdll
funher, especially as regards rhe transmission of
letters.
fu to the othpr point, the Euratom inspectors do
indeed exercise control in rhis area. Up to now we
have received no criticisms of their work in the
Commission.
Safety at the place of work is of course another affair
and it is nor a marrer for the Euratom inspecors. The
necessary supervision is effected firsdy by the national
authorities. The national authorities have primary
responsibiliry for industrial safety. The Council has
adopted a programme on rhe basis of which cenain
areas vill be covered by Community directives. In rhc
Euratom contexr there is provision for control over
safety at the workplace. Here too rhe Commission is
responsible for supenrisory measures, bur in the
specific instance ro which the honourable Member
referred we have received no complaints.
Mr Enright. 
- 
In view of the lasr answer given to us,
is the Commission satisfied that during the absence of
Mr Brunner on an election campaign in Vest
Germany serious marrers like this are being properly
attended to in the Commission. From the replies that
we have received, it cenainly does not seem so.
(Applause from certain quarters)
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NI) This marrer was in fact
referred to me in the absence of my colleague, Mr
Brunner. I see Mr Davignon gesturing his impatience:
yes, he is primarily responsible for Mr Brunner's porr-
folio. However, I would like to say this: this panicular
matter was only made public last Monday and you
cannot now expect a clear answer from us. Moreover
it seems [o me rhar the matter which the honourable
Member has raised is primarily one of supervision by
the national authorities and we have received no infor-
mation on this, at leasr not in my depanment for
which I am responsible.
President. 
- 
Question No 8 by Mr Seal (H-142/
80):
Has the iommission made any estimates of ,n. tit.ty
effects on rhe Unired Kingdom textile industry of the
entry of Ponugal and Spain inro the Community and
what safeguard measures does thc Commissiorr intend to
propose to protect U.K. textile industry from the likely
disruptive effects of textiles from rhese countries?
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission
(F) Madam President, as the honourable Member
knows we have a textile arrangement with Greece and
we also have self-limitation agreements in respec of
textile expons from Spain and Ponugal. The situation
regarding textile trade in this area is therefore
perfectly clear for the present.
Once Ponugal and Spain join the Community follow-
ing the conclusion of the negotiarions on their acces-
sion, we shall find ourselves in a ransitional period
which will be covered by a safeguard clause of the
kind already incorporated into rhe Treaty of Accession
with Greece. Anicle 130 enables che necessary
measures to be taken if abnormal difficulties arise. The
honourable Member will readily understand that rhe
sudies conducted by rhe Commission relare to the
Communiry as a whole and not simply ro the United
Kingdom. The Commission's work covers rhe en[ire
territory of the Community and the whole Common
Marker
Mr Scal. 
- 
It always ernazes me thar when the
Commissioner speaks in a global context he is
obviously speaking of some overall plan, although we
are constantly told that the Commission has no plan
for rcxtiles. I donit know how they can negodare
' "'lli'" '' '-' '.,
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accession treaties, or how they will be able to nego-
tiate the next muldfibre agreement, without some kind
of overall plan. I would therefore ask the Commission
whether they could organize some kind of European
meeting, which would involve not only the rade
unions and employers but representatives from
Member State governments, in order to draw up some
plan for trade in textiles for the EEC as a whole. I
agree with the Commissioner: he has got to think in
global rcrms for the whole EEC. Such a plan should
incorporate guarantees for'minimum levels of activity,
minimum home markets for each Member State. I feel
the situation now in the United Kingdom is such that
if the industry there contracr any more, it will cease
to be a viable industry at all.
Mr Davignon . 
- 
(F) It is wrong to 
"i"i, that theCommunity and Commission lack an overall view. The
honourable Member is confusing two different things:
on one hand the definition of planning rules at
national and regional level for the entire Community
rcxtile industry; clearly the Commission does not have
the ability to do that and it would in any case not be a
good method. Secondly, the definition in general
terms of the Community's overall contribution to the
balance of rade in the textile sector, i.e. m a balance
between the developing and developed countries and
balanced sacrifices by the industrialized countries. On
this we do have a poliry which is submitted to the
Council of Ministers and discussed with all our part-
ners; this removes the need for funher conferences
addidonal [o the instruments already at our disposal to
deal with these questions.
Finally, I must remind the honourable Member that
the idea of preparing a programme to guarantee
national producers a quota of each national market is
by definition contrary to the idea of an integrated
market embodied in the Rome Treaty and to that of
the Customs Union.
Mr Velsh. 
- 
The Commissioner will no doubt be
aware that in a fine example of inter-institutional coop-
eradon the Commission accepted Parliament's amend-
ments to their proposal for assistance to small and
medium-sized' businesses in Ponugal. He will also
know that one of those amendmenc was that the
Commission should not seek to encourage industries
in Ponugal in which there was aheady an excess caPa-
ciry in the Community as it exists.
Can the Commissioner now confirm that that provi-
sion which Parliament suggested will be honoured by
the Commission in their accession negotiations and
that they will not encourate small-business assistance
in Ponugal to be given to firms in the textile industry?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I would say that one aspect of
our indussrial consultations with the applicant coun-
tries 
- 
for which I am personally responsible 
-
relates to the complementarity of their economies with
ours. '!fl'e do not *r"n, 
"n 
.u.n *o.. difficutt situation
than that which exists at present to develop. I am quite
sure the honourable Member was not implying that we
should, as a matter of principle, prevent countries like
Ponugal and Spain from developing a fully competi-
tive industry at their own level 
- 
simply to allow an
indusrry which has ceased to be competitive in our
countries to survive.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
As the Commissioner is well aware,
the rcxtile industry in Nonhern Ireland is reeling at
the present time. His fellow-Commissioner visited the
province and saw a faaory that once employed 2 000
people and now only employs 350. In view of that, can
he give any assurance to the remainder of the rcxtile
industry in Nonhern Ireland that he will cushion the
blow that undoubtedly will fall when Spain and Portu-
gal join the market?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) The aim of the negotiations is
to ensure that there is no such blow; we are now in the
last quarter of tggo and the date of accession still
cannot be clearly defined: in any case it cannot be
before the end of 1983 and then there will be an tran-
sitional period. The whole of our policy is designed to
make use of this period to ensure that the development
of industry in those countries does not come as a blow
to the original members of the Communiry; we also
want action to be taken in each country, region and
industry to ensure that the necessary adjustments can
take place 
- 
and this is perfectly feasible 
- 
without
any increased risk and insecurity.
Miss Brookes. 
- 
As this question includes the ques-
tion of protection, may I ask the Commissioner what
plans he has to protect the production of acetate yarn
in the United Kingdom from the US penetration of
this product into EEC markets?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) The honourable Member will
agree that the subject of impons of man-made fibers
from the Unircd States has no bearing on our discus-
sion of relations with the applicant countries. Having
said that, I may add that in July we began discussions
with the United States in order to determine quite
clearly what the trade rules are which enable American
industry to achieve such a high degree of peneration
in Europe, panicularly for the product to which he
referred. At all events xre were already able rc establish
in August that the situation is irregular. Ve have
inroduced provisional anti-dumpin$ duties because
there were distonions of trade. 'We are still holding
talks with the Americans on the same producr with a
view to eliminating the cause of this problem and if
that cause cannot be removed, and if our studies show
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that there are distonions, we shall rhen
measures which we are allowed to take
GATT rules.
Mrs'Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
The Commissioner said that
it is their job rc decide what sacrifices must be made
by the developed countries for the underdeveloped
countries. 
- 
Yes, he did, and rhose are his precise
words: I took them down. 
- 
Vould he not consider
that the massive redundancies that have already
occurred in the European rcxrile industry and the
70 000 workers, that are on shorr time in rhe textile
industry in the UK alone are sufficient sacrifices, and
will he make sure rhat if and when Ponugal and Spainjoin the EEC they will take rheir fair share of impons
from the underdeveloped countries under the Mulri-
Fibre Agreement, and that quoms are drawn up with
this in mind and are also related to rhe size of the
home market by means of a growth-recession clause in
the MFA and bilarcrals?
Mr Davignon 
- 
(F) The next international multi-
fibre arrangement has nor yet been negoriated and qe
therefore do not know what clauses it will contain.
Since the Community is itself pany ro the multi-fibre
arrangement, the applicant countries will be subject to
all the provisions of that arrangemenr as soon as theyjoin the Community. They will rherefore be placed on
exactly the same footing as rhe other Communiry
countries.
\7hen I said that the Commission did have a specific
position on texdle policy, I simply meanr that we
should have to derermine in the general context the
balance of trade between the industrialized and devel-
oping countries. I made no judgemenr as ro whether
the present situation was sarisfactory or unsarisfactory.
This was merely one factor.on our assessment of the
srtuatlon.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Is it nor rrue nevenheless that unless
we have, as Mr Seal suggested, a coherent strategy for
textiles within rhe Communiry, both Batley and Bang-
ladesh will suffer because they cannor be cenain of
what plans we have? And is it not also the case that we
bumble around for a year, because it is a year since we
- 
Mr Seal and Mr Megahy and myself in a writren
quesdon 
- 
brought up the whole quesdon of the USA
and energy, and that it has taken a full year to do this,
whereas in the case of rhe Philippines it rook a mere
six weeks of threats?
Mr Davignoa. 
- 
(F) I am being asked rwo ques-
tions. The first concerned the acrual need for a multi-
fibre arrangement and rules on such an arrangement
to enable the developing countries to know what share
they will have in potential exporrs ro the Communiry.
My answer is rhar we do need rhis. The second ques-
tion concerns the imponance or otherwise of provi-
sions in a multi-fibre arrangement enabling some of
the least developed countries to gain access to our
market, the idea being that rhe whole market should
not be reserved for countries with a higher level of
industrialization. My answer is again in the affirma-
tive. The Communiry has therefore concluded a whole
series of bilateral rcxtile agreemenff 
- 
56 or 58 I
cannot remember the exact figure 
- 
to settle this
matter and Bangladesh is included.
I totally reject the comparison drawn berween the
Philippines and the United States, implying rhat rhe
Commission is brave in dealing with the weak and
weak in dealing with the srrong. The reason why the
situation with the United Stares is so complex in the
textile sphere is that the American manufacturers of
synthetic fibres have access to the necessaqy raw
material, i.e. oil and gas; this is a discriminatory sirua-
tion because f.or 24years there has been a double pric-
ing system in the United Srates against which we
began to protest one year ago for the first time. This
question is exraordinarily difficult and complex
because, as I understand it, there are 450 different
regulations in the United States which have ro be scru-
tinized if we are to determine whether competirion is
being distoned. That is why rhe negotiarions are
taking so long. The delay's due to the complexiry and
not to a lack of resolve ro setrle these problems.
President. 
- 
Question No 9 by Sir Fred 'S7'arner(H-320180) (formerly 0-27 /80):
Has the Commission been asked to atcend either as pani-
cipant or as observer? If not, would it not be advisable for
the Commission to approach the U.N. authoritiesl
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(NL)My answer ro rhe quesdon is no, for the simple
reason that'the United Nations Conference on rhe
Elderly has indeed already been announced, but its
secretariat has not yer been appointed. According to
our information this will be done in the first half of
1981.'Until then rhere can be no quesdon of invita-
tions. I am therefore unable to say whether we shall
receive an invitation but I expect we shall.
Sir Fred !7arner. 
- 
| realize the Commissionet's
embarrassment, but I had hoped for some indication
of his enthusiasm. \7e give a lot of consideradon in
this Parliamenr to yourh, but, alas, we are all getting
older, though some of us, if I may say so, like you,
Madam President, do not show it. The fact remains
that the average age of the population of Europe is
increasing steadily and the care of the aged will
become one of the major problems in our Europe in
the very near future. Given the fact that we wish to see
the members of the Communiry working towards a
take the
under the
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common poliry on social matters and common smn-
dards of suppon for the socially unfonunate, I very
much hope that the Commission will keep its eyes on
this question, and I should be grateful for the
Commissioner's asiurance that he will watch this
matter and will seek to obtain an inviation for the
Commission.
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) I too hope that the Commis-
sion will be invircd to this conference as is the normal
United Nations practice.
Presidenq. 
- 
Question No 10 by MrTyrrell (H-221/
80):
\7hat is the legaliry of the tradc agreement between the
Federal Republic of Germany and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics in the light of the Council Decision of
December 1973 on the Communiry's competence for
trade agreements between Member States and a third
state?
Mr Guodelach, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(DK)The agreement to which the honourable Member
refers is defined as a cooperation agreement and not as
a trade agreement. It is therefore based on the Council
Decision of 22 July 1974 and not, as indicated in the
question, on the Council Decision of December 1973'
The July 1974 decision stipulates, in a manner comPat-
ible with the 1973 decisions on the common commer-
cial policy, that Member States may continue to
conclude cooperation atreements which are defined as
atreements to cooperate in the indusrial and commer-
cial sectors, through the exchange of patens, in trans-
pon erc. without specific commerical poliry conces-
sions or counterpart facilities.
To ensure continued respecr for the Community's
terms of reference in the matter of commercial policy
and in other areas, the July 1974 decision stipulates
that these cooperation agreements must be nodfied to
the Commission and Council and may be made the
sub.iect of an inquiry or of consultations precisely in
order to ensure that the agreements remain fully
within the framework that I have tried to describe
briefly and that was already outlined in more detail to
Parliament in the written answer of 24 October 1979
m which I would refer you back, because the distinc-
don between a cooperation agreement and a trade
agreement may be rather vague in cenain cases. The
panicular agreement to which the honourable Member
referred in his question has been notified 'to the
Community and was the subject of an inquiry
conducted by the Communiry authorities; itvas found
ro contain no provisions which conflicted with the
terms of reference of the Community.
Mr Tyrrell. 
- 
I am surprised to hear the Commis-
sioner say that the agreemenr has no implications for
trade policy in view of the Council Decision of July
1974, which specifically provides that there should be
nodfication and consultation in the case of such agree-
ments, in particular those which may affect trade. So
may I ask him whether he is satisfied that the consulta-
tion procedure was in fact fully complied with in this
case and, if so, whether he has any proposals to make
which would have the effect of deterring one Member
Starc from aking unilateral action in economic, as
distinct from trade, matters with the Soviet Union,
thus undermining the Communiq/s overall negotiating
position?
Mr Gundclach. 
- 
(DK) As I said in my introductory
answer, this agreement was notified to the Communiry
instirutions for investigation by the Commission and
Council to enable the Commission and the Member
States to ensure that the agreement contained no
specific provisions on trade or other matters which
might conflict with the common commercial policy of
the Communiry. The inquiry procedure has been
completed and it was found that the atreement
contained nothing which conflicted with Communiry
commercial policy.
President. 
- 
Since their authors are absent, Ques-
tions Nos 11 and 13 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 14 by Mr Boyes (H-252/80):
\7ill the Commission starc the gradc of the highest placcd
woman within the Commission/Council/Parliament?
Does the Commission think this is a satisfactory situation
and is the Commission convinced that women are given
equal gpponuniry with mcn within the framework of the
prcscnt staff sclection/advancement programme?
Mr Vrcdcling, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(NL) The most senior position now occupied by a
woman in the Commission is in Grade A 2. There are
rhree women who hold that grade; two officials and
one temporary servant. Unfonunarcly the Commission
does not have information of this kind for the Council
or Parliament. In the case of Parliament, I would
imagine that the honourable Member can easily obtain
the information for himself.
A good number of questions have already been asked
on this subject in the past and on previous occasions
we already expressed a hope that the situation which I
have no hesitation in describing as unsatisfactory
could be improved. I would refer you to my answer to
Question No 1947/79 by Lady Elles: Mrs Dahlerup
also put a similar quesdon when she was a Member of
Parliament and we answered it. I would refer you to
Questions 750/78 and 3/79 for full documentation.
I See Annex.
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The Commission is convinced rhat the procedure
which it applies for the recruirmenr and promotion of
staff does in itself tuarantee completely equal chances
for men and women. However, because of rhe unsatis-
factory situarion to which I referred a momenr ago, we
are now arranging for a repon to be compiled by an
internal working pany which will investigare rhe
whole problem of equal treatment of men and women
in the Commission secretariat. The Commission will
then determine wherher changes are called for in the
light of that repon, for example in relation rc rhe
publicity given to notices of general competition. The
matter is therefore in hand at presenr.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
It is some consolation that the
Commissioner at least says that some members of his
staff are working on the problem. But there is little
consolation in an EEC that cannot satisfactorily solve
the biggest problem facing it, namely, growing unem-
ployment. It is a fact of life that, amongst the unem-
ployed, one of the groups that is suffering most, and
always continues to do so, are women. The fact that
the Commission is looking into it and aware of the
problems is not sufficient.
I think they have to expedite'some reports. They
have got to come forward quickly with some solutions
not only to the problem of unemployment amongst
c/omen but to the problem of unemployment as a
whole. However, with regard to unemployment
among women my specific question is; is the Commis-
sion, in drawing up this report, considering positive
discrimination in favour of women during the selec-
tion processes?
Mr Vrcdcling. 
- 
(NL) My answer ro rhar is in the
affirmative. I recall that we have discussed the ques-
tion of age limits in the Commission. In cerrain cases
the age limit may in effect be discriminatory against
women, especially when it is set ar about 30. This
matter too has been referred to our working pany and
I shall say no more now. Their report will deal too
with the subject of positive discriminarion.
Mrs Squarcielupi. 
- 
(I) I was unable to be in the
Chamber when my question was being discussed
because I was tabling amendments at the time.
However, this question by Mr Boyes gives me an
opponunity to make my point: does the Commissioir
not think that there is extremely serious discrimination
when female participants in competitions or persons
who have passed such competitions are subjected to
questioning in order to determine whether they are
married or engaged to be married? It may then happen
- 
as in a case to which I shall shonly draw your
attention 
- 
that women who have passed a comperi-
tion and have had their names placed on the reserve
list are advised not to say that they are married or, if
they are married, to state that they intend to divorce. I
consider that this procedure constitutes a serious in-
fringement of the principle of equaliry and above all a
serious atmck on the digniry of women. Can Commis-
sioner Vredeling tell us whether he is aware of this
discrimination in the Commission's depanments?
Mr Vrrdeling. 
- 
(NL) I am astonished by what the
honourable Member has just said. I know nothing
whatever about this. If there is any truth in her asser-
tions I should like the cases to be brought to my atten-
tion because they are quite unacceptable. Candidates
must not be asked questions of this kind and if they
are, then I would hope that the honourable Member
will inform me.
Mr Vclsh. 
- 
Vould the Commissioner accept that
positive discrimination in terms of jobs for women is
not necessarily in the best inrcrests of the Communiry,
because what we want is, surely, for the Commission
rc be snffed by people who are best able rc do the job
in question, irrespective of sex, religion, race, or
anfhing else. The idea of having a quota for women is
just about as ridiculous as having a quota for people
with red hair! Could we perhaps forget these questions
of positive discrimination and concentrate on getting
an effective bureaucracy?
MrVredeling. 
- 
(NL) I agree complercly'with thaq
Madam President. There is a great difference besween
positive discrimination and fixing a particular quota.
By positive discrimination I understand discrimination
adapted to the special position of women. I referred
just now to the ate limit. If you say that a person over
the age of 30 or 28, for example, cannot be recruited
this does not constiture discrimination in the legal
sense, but does amount so de facto discrimination
because women around the age of 28 often have to
remain at home to bring up their children. I should
therefore not have any objection to positive discrimi-
nation in the sense of allowing women over the age of
30 m panicipate in competitions. There is no question
of fixing a quota and the comparison wirh the quota
for people with red hair is totally groundless. There
seems to be some kind of fear that men will suffer if
we try [o put an end rc discrimination against women
in the unfavourable sense of the rcrm.
Mrs Clwyd. 
- 
Perhaps the Commissioner would like
to look into what is clearly a case of discrimination in
the current issue of the Official Journal, in which there
is a job description for an English-language interpre-
ter. I counted at least 20'he s'and nor one mention of
'she'. Quite clearly, that job description only applies to
men, and no vomen are intended to apply for the job.
Perhaps he could look into that panicular case which
appears in the current issue of the Official Journal?
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Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) I am perfectly prepared to
look into that matter carefully. If something is wrong
it will have to be put right.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
As many women who go out to
work want m do part-time rather than full-time work
and as many private employers find it very convenient
to employ such ladies on a pan-time basis, would the
Commission be willing to consider employing more
part-time rather than full-time staff?
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) Relatively speaking, the
Commission is already doing a great deal in this
respect. Many women are employed on a pan-time
basis at the Commission. I would imagine that there
are more than in the case of an average employer. But
there are of course limits and it is not always possible
to meet requesm of this kind. I would refer you to a
study which we have conducted on the subject of
pan-time work and which will shonly be examined by
rhe standing Committee on Employment. This study
will also be forwarded to Parliament so that we can
discuss the matter in rather more detail on the basis of
a document. For women rco pan-dme work is some-
times a two-edged sword. I do not wish rc go inrc this
further because question time is not the right occasion
to do so, but it is a fact that part-time work may also
be against the interesm of women.
President. 
- 
Question No 15 by Mr Seligmann(H-250l80):
\fhat srcps is thc Commission taking to ensurc that
Member States are linked into the French and German
national programmes for direct broadcasting spacecraft
and the L-SAT programme of the European Space
Atency, so that European space inceresm are not divided
on the world scene and in the world market?
Mr Davignon, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F) |
should like to make three remarks. Firsdy, we musr be
clear on one point: the convention setring up the space
agency stipulated thar the text applied rc cooperarion
between European countries. Therefore rhe Commu-
nity has no powers in the space sector. This sector was
obviously not included in the Treaty of Rome because
at the time when rhe Treaty was drafted, activities of
this kind did not exist. Subsequently the counrries
created a strucrure outside the European Community,
probably in order ro cover a larger number of stares
because at the time the Community only had six
members. That is a fact which musr be born in mind.
My second point is rhis: the relationship which exists
between space acriviries and indusrial cooperarion is
clearly such that the Communiry, and in panicular the
Commission, is responsible for ensuring firstly rhar rhe
resources of the Community are urilized to the best
possible effect and secondly that the Communiry is not
placed at a disadvantage in terms of technology, the
marketing of technologies and competition at world
level. That is why the Commission has devoted a
substantial pan of its document on rcchnologies of the
future to this panicular subject.
That brings me to my third and last remark: we are at
present in what may be described as a pre-operational
situation. The projects which now exist do not yet
have any immediate and direct commercial spin-off.
The counries which are developing these projects,
either the space project or the bilateral Franco-
German project, are doing so to gain a mastely over
the relevant technologies and not yet to implement
those rcchnologies. But when we do reach the stage of
implementation, a whole range of juridical and rcchni-
cal problems will arise and here standardization at
European level will obviously be of interest. It will be
essential if we want a sufficient market to exist for
these technologies; we shall have to start with a
domestic market in order to be in a position ro
propose these technologies to other counrries larer on.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
I thank the Commissioner for that
very interesting reply. He says that the Community
has no power to intervene in space matters. But if a
satellite is used for TV broadcasts it will be handling
cultural and advenising material, thereby making it a
commercial matter. I think it is most important that
the Communiry should get involved as soon as possi-
ble. \7ould it not be possible for the German and
French satellites to be beamed to the rest of the
Community so that we can share the cultural value of
these broadcasts? If no[, can we have a start on a
Community satellite to provide European coverage for
this sort of cultural and commercial material?
Mr Davignon, 
- 
(F) It is not possible to give specific
answers to that question because the possible coverage
of broadcasts of this kind depend on rhe technology
which is used. Of course that is not the fundamental
point made in Mr Seligman's question. He is inter-
ested rather in knowing whether we consider it neces-
sary to conduct a series of exploratory conversations
with industrialism and national authorities to prepare
ourselves for a situation which will arise in the future.
I can confirm to the honourable Member that this is
what we are trying to do from the industrial angle, i.e.
from the angle of the creation of an adequate basic
indusrial infrastructure and from rhat of funher
infrastructures at user level: all this is very important if
we are to gain full control over [hese rcchnologies.
Secondly, we are surveying all the problems which will
arise once the new technologies are brought into use
so as to obmin, for both juridical and culrural reasons,
a clearly defined situation within the Community and
so as to be able to put forward ideas for funher
consideration by the interested panies 
- 
it is our
intention to work on those lines.
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President. 
- 
Question No 16 by Mr Christopher
Jackson (H-358/80, formerly 0-33 / 80) :
Vhen Community regulations relating to inspection or
control of agricultural or fishing products are being
applied by Member States, does thc Commission have a
duty to check
1. that such regulations are being properly applied and
2. that rhe application is fair and equal as between the
different Member States?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DK) Article 155 of the Treaty stipulates that the
Commissio4 has a dury to make sure that the provi-
sions of the Treary are applied. It follows from that
stipulation that the controlling function of the
Commission includes a duty to examine whether rules
or provisions laid down by the Community are
uniformly applied in all the Member States. These rules
naturally apply in full to the regulations concerning
inspection and control of agricultural and fishery
products, i.e. the two domains to which the honoura-
ble Member's question refers. The budgetary and
personnel resources available to the Commission for
this purpose are limited and we have rc decide on
prioriries in effecting our controls; the list of priorities
is headed by the areas which are of greatest economic
or budgenry imponance to the Community.
However, this implies that certain sectors which are
not without imponance cannot always be controlled as
rapidly as the Commission might feel desirable. I hope
that this state of affairs will be remedied in future
through a joint effon by the Community institutions,
including the Parliament.
Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
I am grateful [o the Commissioner
for the tone of his reply which indicates the possibility
of progress in a really very important matter. Clearly
rhe Parliament has do im pan in relation to the budget,
but is the Commissioner aware that considerable anti-
Community feeling is generated when our citizens
feel, as they do all too often, that one country or
another gains an unfair advantage through different,
lax or improper application of Community rules?
Following from this, would the Commissioner agree
thar it is the positive duty of the Commission to insti-
tute checks even beyond those which his currently
limited budgetary powers permit? To give one specific
example, I would like the Commission to investigate
the reports that some countries are permitting under-
sized herrings to be landed, some say disguised as
mackerel. If this is true, would the Commission agree
to investigate it, as it could ruin the viml effons to
allow Nonh Sea herring stocks to recover?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) | agree entirely with tfie
general position of the honourable Member. There is a
very imponant task for the Commission here. The
functioning of the Community depends on confidence
being felt in all the Member States that the Community
rules are applied completely uniformly by its institu-
tions in all the Member States. This is not always easy
and frequently raises considerable problems, as is
apparent from the difficulty in developing the
Community further in various directions. The
Commission acts within the limit of its possibilities. I
could mention a report. which we ere an present
preparing for the Parliament and Council about the
different ways in which the Member States apply the
rules relating to poultry 
- 
obviously an extremely
imponant economic sector.
(Laughter)
But I am most grateful to the honourable Member for
highlighting the fishery situation. The fact is that one
of the problems which are making the conclusion of a
common fisheries poliry by the end of this year diffi-
cult, is that the rules which have already been adopted
or the rules laid down on the basis of a gentlemen's
agreement are in practice not applied uniformly by the
different Member States. Some countries continue to
catch greater quantities of fish than it had been agreed
they should, while the rules for the protection of fish
on which aSreement has been reached 
- 
and let us
not forget that decisions have already been taken on a
whole series of fishery problems 
- 
are not imple-
mented uniformly.
Against the background of these divergencies, the
Commission has sought to introduce a better system of
reporting by the Member States so that we can inter-
vene if irregularities occur and to ensure resped for
the rules which will result from the adoption of a
common fishery policy by the end of the year.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
I wonder if I might join my
colleague from Kent in bringing to the Commission's
attention another example. Is the Commission satisfied
with existing controls on the marketing of apples in
the Community? To what extent is he aware that
apples below Grade 2 are on sale in the Community,
thus contributing ro rhe problems of surpluses and rhe
cost of intervention? I noted that the Commissioner
empliasized his shonage of staff, but he also said they
were concentrating on essential matters. Does he view
the market in apples as one of these essential areas?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) Yes, we did consider thas
apples were a matter for priority in the spring of this
year when there were temporary problems on the
apple market. As we have seen in our earlier discus-
sions this evening there are many difficulties facing us
but, in the entire fruit and vegembles sector, an essen-
tial condition for the maintenance of market balance is
respect for quality standards and I willingly agree that
quality standards for fruit and vegetables should be
made a matter of priority.
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Mr Provan. 
- 
I think the Commissioner is trying to
be very helpful rhis afternoon on rhis subject. I am sure
he realizes that in the United Kingdom ar rhe moment
we have a severe complication in the beef marker
where grading and acceptance standards seem ro be
extremely high compared with other Community
Member States. Can he offer any assistance in secur-
ing rationalization within the Community to achieve
convergence of grading and acceptance standards for
intervention?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) I have good reason to give
an affirmadve answer to thar question. In my opinion
one defect of the European meat market has been the
extremely wide difference in quality standards includ-
ing the quality standards applied by the intervenrion
agencies. Last May the Council decided, on a proposal
from the Commission and in connection with the agri-
cultural prices for 1980-81, to draw up Community
quality standards which should be implemented in
time for the next production year and the work which
followed from that decision is proceeding according rc
the plan.
Presidcnt. 
- 
As its author is absent, Question No 17
will be answered in writing.r
Question No 18 by Mr Michel (H-289180):
In view of the provisions of Anicle 37 of the Euratom
Treaty in conjuncdon with the European Parliament's
resolution (Doc. 145/77) on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the Coun-
cil (Doc. 506/76) for a regulation concerning che intro-
duction of a Community consultation procedure in
respect of power stadons likely to affect the territory of
another Member State, and in view of the requirements
set out by the European Parliament in the own-iniriative
repon (Doc. 392/75) on the conditions for a Communiry
policy on the siting of nuclear power stations, aking
account of their acceptabiliry for the population, together
with the statement by Commissioner Brunner to the
European Parliament on 16 March 1979 in answer to rhe
oral question by Mr Vandewiele, Mr Benrand, Mr
Dewulf, Mr No6 and others (Doc. 657/78), can rhe
Commission of the European Communities explain why it
is no longer in any way involved in the siting and moni-
toring of nuclear and other power stations in border areas
within the Community?
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) |
hope that the honourable Member will not mind me
saying that his view that the Commission is no longer
taking any action in this sector is exaggerated and
incorrect. Let me remind you of the true situation: as
long ago as 1976 we made proposals on this subject
because when you consider the nature of Community
problems, it is apparent that problems at internal fron-
tiers assume particular imponance. Ve found that the
;-s;f'**
Council has deprived our proposal of some of its
substance: we proposed Community consulations and
in November 1978, turo years later, the Council
merely accepted an exchante of information. Ve have
nevertheless used this as a basis and held a whole series
of meetings with experts appointed by the Member
States and we shall be submitting to the Council, and
thus to Parliament, before the end of this year, the
repon compiled after all these contacr with all these
exper$. On a matter of this imponance and sometimes
with'a lack of goodwill on the pan of the Member
States, you must.understand rhar rhe time taken over
this is not excessive.
To begin with, the Council did not even wish to
discuss the second pan of the Commission's proposal
concerning a Community consultation procedure for
the siting of nuclear pov/er srarions liable to affect the
territory of a different Member State. !7e returned to
the attack on 17 May 1979 with a new explanatory
memorandum and, since early this year, rhis marrer
has been entered on the agenda of all the meetings of
the Council's techni'cal bodies: there is due to be a
funher such meeting in the Council tomorrow. As
regards the desirability of submitting a funher
proposal at this state, I should like to say that the
Commission is not ready to do so and I do nor rhink it
would be a good idea. \[hy? Because it is self-evident
that if we submit to the Council a further proposal it
will have an additional alibi for not looking into the
matter and will immediately suspend its consideration
of the matters now under examination over which it is
experiencing such treat difficulty.
In this context too the Presidency has put forward
proposals concerning the forms of consultation. That
i5 the exact position ar presenr. The Commission is
initiating action, as it is required to do, with stubborn
persistence.
Mr Michel. 
- 
(F) If I have understood his answer
correctly, Commissioner Davignon is referring us to
the Council and to the various representations made
by thc Commission to rhat body on this extremely
imponant matrcr. It seems to me then that this ques-
don should be addressed to the Council rather than to
the Commission since the answer we heard a moment
ago had already been given previously to other
Members of the Parliament who put quesdons to the
Commission on this imponant matter.
Has the Commission been informed of the results of
the public inquiry which has been held in certain fron-
tier regions, more specifically the inquiries arranged
by the French authorities in the Franco-Belgian fron-
tier regions of Chooz and Givet? If so what does the
Commission think of this information? If not, does it
intend to ask for funher details and bring them to the
attention of Parliament?
t
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Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) The Commission is not looking
for an escape roure in this affair. I have simply
reponed on the action which we are taking [o prevenr
any ambiguity abour our objecrives. Since we are not
the legislative body in this situation, I can only repon
on our proposal while at the same time indicating the
imponance we attach to it and the persistence of our
efforts: the decision is taken by orher authorides.
As regards notification of the public inquiry abour
nuclear power stations to be established on the frontier
we are holding discussions with the French authorities
on this marter. In the light of the papers which I have
in front of me, I would hesitare ro say thar we have
been informed of the results of the public inquiry in
the same way as the French authorities: I do not think
that is so. 'We are discussing the substance of the
mat[er and to the extent that we are not satisfied by
the information given to us, we shall use the possibili-
ties'afforded to us by the Treaty to ask for funher
details. In the general repon which we shall prepare
and to which I alluded in the first pan of my reply, we
shall mention this aspect and Parliament will be
informed. It is not for us to divulge internal repons in
public if the authorities of the country concerned do
not agree; that consideration does not apply to the
information contained in this repon.
Mrs Veber. 
- 
(D) I should like to put two questions
to the Commission. \7e all agree how difficult the
consultation procedure is. Sfle have already discussed
the matter in Parliament and our predecessors
discussed it too without making progress. I think that
Mr Michel's question referred specifically to the
following point: why does the Commission not make
use of the possibilities open to it under Anicle 37 of
the Euratom Treaty. Vhen the Member States set up
industrial plants or power stations they are required to
inform the Commission, and the Commission has an
obligation ro obrain such information. Last week in an
answer to a written question the Commission stated
that the French government had not complied with
this requirement to supply information in the case of
the nuclear power station at Cattenom.
My second question is as follows: does the Commis-
sion not also feel that these problems of trans-frontier
cooperation are the focal points of European
construction by which the population can determine
whether cooperation within the European Communi-
ties functioning effecdvely?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I shall answer those tl/o ques-
tions very briefly. On the first, it is self-evident that if
the Commission feels that the information received by
it is not sufficient in relation rc its obligations, it will
then do all that is necessary to apply the treaty provi-
sions since the Commission itself is responsible for
implementation of the Treaty. There can be no doubt
about that. The point really is to determine 
- 
and this
is a subjective point which creates real difficulties 
-whether this information, without being precise, is
sufficient for us to be able rc judge whether the siting
of a panicular nuclear facility is liable to crearc more
'difficuldes than alternative sites. That is the hean of
the discussion 
- 
which also takes place in Parliament
about the procedures for this inter-state cooperation.
Ve therefore agree on the principles. As to the deter-
mination of what exactly must be made known, we
shall take steps to see that the provisions are applied. It
musr, however, be realized that there is no jurispru-
dence in this area and no precise rules; this compli-
cates matters. It does not make the situation impossible
but does render it less clear than in other areas.
Secondly, does the possibility or impossibility of coop-
erating in this area influence the way in which public
opinion perceives such cooperation at European level?
It does, and that is why the Commission is continuing
its effons to create the necessary cooperation and to
lead us out of a situation of mutual disrust which
characterizes cooperation in this area today.
Mrs Vayssade. 
- 
(F) I come from Lorraine and
wanted to put the question about Cattenom which has
in fact just been put. I should simply like more precise
indications now about the countries which are at
present preventing genuine poliry coordination and
trans-frontier cooperation within the Council.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) The situation in the Council is
not simple and I cannot say that the whole problem is
held up by one panicular country only.
There was some dispute initially as to whether the
Commission should give opinions on the repercussions
of the installation of a nuclear facility in one place
rather than another against the background of trans-
frontier cooperation, because there are no uniform
norms or rules within the Community on this as yet.
'$7e seem to be in the middle of a ping-pong tame at
presen[ when it comes to European cooperationl we
hear it said that since there are no norms there can be
no cooperation, and since there is no cooperation no
norms can be defined. That game can go on for a long
time but it seems to me rather srcrile. This then is an
initial difficulty on which several delegations have
commented.
There is a second position which results from the first
and consists in saying that in the absence of Commu-
niry-level cooperation, the emphasis should shift m
bilateral cooperation between the states concerned by
the construction of a nuclear power station and
berween those stases only, with or without the possi-
bility of appealing to the Community if those bilateral
consuhations do not bring results. The discussions in
the Council are continuing around those two ideas
and some delegations are more enthusiastic than
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others. Among the less enthusiastic delegations there is
one which speaks;he language in which you pur your
question to me and in which I have answered you.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
The first pan of Question Time is
closed.l
15. Urgentprocedure
President. 
- 
I have received three motions for reso-
lutions with request for urgent debate pursuant to
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure:
- 
from Mr Glinne and bthers, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the crisis in the European fishing industry
(Doc. 1-382/80 rev.)
- 
from Mr Vergds and others, on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group, on Community aid
I See Annex
measures ro the depanments of Guadeloupe and
Maninique, victims of Hurricane Allen (Doc. l-384l
80)'
- 
from Mr Fanri and others, on behalf of the Commu-
nist and Allies Group, on the relationship berween the
EEC and the new regime in power in Bolivia (Doc.
I -3 8 5/80).
The reasons supponing these requests are contained in
the documents themselves.
I shall consult Padiament on rhese requesm for urgent
debate at the beginning of romorrow's sitting.
16. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow
Tuesday, 16 September ar 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. with rhe
following agenda:
- 
Decisions on urgent procedure
- 
Ferrero report on world hunger.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting was closed at 7.35 p.m.)
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ANNEX
Conmission action on opinions delioered by the European Parliament at tbe tuly part-Sexion
L As agreed with rhe Bureau, the Commission informs Members at the beginning of each pan-
Session of the action it has aken on opinions adopted by Parliament in response to consultation at
rhe previous pan-Session.
2. At its July pan-Session Parliament delivered 9 opinions in response to Council requests for
consultation.
3. At the same part-session ir debared the following 4 repons on which it gave opinions in favour or
did not request formal amendments:
. repon by Mr Giumarra on a proposal with reference to the importation of fresh lemons;
. report by Mrs Hoff on a proposal for a Decision on contributions to the ECSC from the General
Budget;
. repon by Mr von !7ogau on five proposals for approximation of laws, on rear-view mirrors,
building-site equipment, texrile names, electrical mining equipment and monitoring of biodegrad-
ability;
o proposal for remporary abandonment and permanent abandonment premiums in respect of certain
wine-growing areas and premiums for not replanting.
4. In 4 cases it called on the Commission to alter its proposal pursuant to Anicle 149/2 of rhe
Treaty and passed amendmcnts; in one case it threw.out a proposal.
At the debates on the
. report by Mr Buttafuoco on a proposal for suppon for transpon infrastructure projecm of
Community inrcrest,
. report by Mr Gautier on four proposals with reference to fishing in Faroese, Swedish, Norwegian
and Greenland waters,
the Commission explained to the House im reasons for wishing to leave the proposals as they stood.
On the following proposals the state of play is as follows:
. report by Mr Colleselli on a proposal for statistical surveys on wine-growing areas:
the Commission incorporated Parliament's suggested amendment and the proposal was
adopted by the Council in July;
. reporr by Mr von Vogau on a proposal for special Communiry cenification procedure for manu-
factures from third countries:
the Commission will be submitring the amendments accepted by it in the documents under
discussion in the Council;
. reporr by Mr de Ferranri on a proposal for the approximation of laws on motorized handling
trucks:
as the Commission has explained, ir prefers to stick to its proposal, but bearing in mind that it
and Parliamenr have rhe same ends in view it may consider Parliament's desired alrcrations
larcr, according as matters procced.
+
+s
The Commission mkes this opportunity to inform Parliament of the following disaster aid it has
providcd:
(a) cmergency aid of gOO OOO EUA was granted to Belgium on 3 Seprember 1980 for the victims of
the flooding on 20 July in several pans of the country;
(b) at its meetint on l0 September the decision was taken to grant France emergenry aid of 700 000
EUA for the victims of Hurricane Allen in Maninique and Guadeloupe;
I,'ri 1t."', I '1
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(c) in response to applicadons for aid from States also hit by Hurricane Allen the Commission has
granrcd
300 000 EUA to Jamaica,
300 000 EUA to St Lucia,
300 000 EUA to St Vincent and rhe Grenadines,
300 000 EUA to Dominica,
50 000 EUA to Barbados.
and 400 000 EUA for Haiti.
Fuller paniculars have been given to Parliament regarding the budget hcadings to which the sums so
furnished are chargeable.
Questions whicb coald not be ansuered duing Question Time, with uitten uflstoers
Qtestion No 3, by Mrs Squarcialryi (H-266/SO)
Subjecr: Discrimination against women in competitions organized by rhe EEC
Can the Commission explain what crircria are used for recruiting Communiry officials from reserve
lists for competitions,-as successful female candidates are often surreptitiously discriminarcd against,
in flagrant violation of the directive on equaliry?
Answer
After a competition has been held, a list of candidates suiuble for appointmcnt is drawn up by the
Commission's secretariat. This list rcmains valid for a specific period which can be exrended and the
Commission's depanments choose candidates from the lisr in accordancc with their necds for new
staff and the vacancies which they have to fill. The Commission is not aware of any discrimination by
its secretariat against women candidates but, if the Honourable Member has evidence of any specific
cases of discrimination, I am perfecdy preparcd to look into them.
Question No 6, by Mr Sayn-tYittgenstein-Berlebug (H-336/80) (fornerly O-2t/BO)
Subject: Third UN Conference on rhe Law ofthe Sea
- 
having regard to the effons made by the Commission to establish in good time and by the normal
procedure the Community's position on those aspects of the international law of the sia which fall
within its compercnce, and given their failure;
- 
regretting the continucd inadequate progress made by the Commission in fostering coordination
among the Membcr States of the European Community wirh regard ro the exploiration of the sea,
and likewise emphasizing thar the extendcd national sovereign righs to the sea can be safc-
guarded only if Community law is fully implemcnted;
* concerned at the lack o-f efforu by the Commission to kcep under consulnt review the negoria-
tions-and ag-reements of the Third UN Confcrence on the Lawof rhe Sea, establishing inierna-
tional law, from the point of view of their economic implications and of all aspectJhaving a
bearing on the common policies, and to draw conclusions from rhem for Community policy;
I request the Commission to answer the following quesrions:
l. Vhat benefit does the Commission inrcnd to derive, for a Community resourccs policy, from the
extension 
- 
based on agreements of the Third UN Conference on rhe Law of the Sea and
already to be regarded as a law of custom in international law 
- 
of natibnal sovereign territory to
the sea?
t'/
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2. Vhat is preventing rhe Commission now from reating the seas of the European Community in
the same way as the mainland 
- 
in panicular as regards the application of the right of esablish-
mcnr nor only to the common fisheries policy, but beyond that to the exploration and exploitation
of the mineral resources of the continental shelf?
Ansuer
l. There are considcrable benefits for the Communiry from the extension of rcrritorial waters. Sincc
irs resoludon of 3November 1976, the Council of the European Communities has acceptcd the
extension of Member States' fishing limits to 200 miles'from their coasts in the Nonh Sea and Nonh
Arlantic. The creation of these fishing zones by the Member Statcs has allowed a number of agrcc-
ments to be negotiated between the Community and non-member States which have increased the
benefits to Mcmber States of thc Community from marine activities in areas which would otherwise
fall within the sovereignty of all rhc States in the international community. The200-mile zonc is also
being studied in research and development programmes in the raw materials field.
This extension of sovereignty to 200 miles from the coasr of Member Sates of the Communiry will
clearly assist the implementation of a common policy for Community supplies.
2. The Commission wishes to poinr out oncc more that it regards the Member States' right to exer-
cise sovereignty in rclarion ro rhe exploration and exploitation of the mineral resourccs of the conti-
nental shelf as subjecr to rhe provisions of the Treary. Various provisions of Community law, such as
directives and regulations, apply to this sphere.
Question No 11, by Mr Renilly (H-237/80)
Subject: Rerycling of old paper and cardboard
Having recendy proposed measures to encourage the recycling of used paper and cardboari, how
does the Commission intend ro ensure the implementation of these recommendations within its own
services?
Answer
I would refer the Honourable Member to the Commission's reply to Question No 1258/79 by Mr
Adam. Some 350/o of thc prindng and writing paper used by the Commission is recycled paper. The
Commission has a conrract with a specialized firm which collccts waste paper and board and sends it
for recycling.
Question No I 3, by Mr oan Aerssen (H-246/80)
Subject: Chair in transfrontier law studies at thc Twente Technical University
Is the Commission prepared to cooperate with the Nctherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany
in creating a chair in uansfromier la'w studics at the Twente Technical University as a model for
research at European level?
Ansaner
The Commission welcomes initiatives such as that rcfetrbd to by the Honourable Membcr to crcatc a
chair in transfronder law studies at the Twenrc Technical University.
As pan of its acrion programme in the field of cducation, the Commission is seeking to develop in
cooperation with rhe Committee on Education links between ,establishments of hi.,her education in
rhe Mcmbcr Stares to encourage common courscs of study which would allow for greater mobiliry
.t. .; 
"yf 
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among students and schoolchildren. To this end the Commission has ser up a programme of grans
for which all institutes of higher education in the Community are eligible to assist the implementation
of common courses of study.
On an extremely modest scale, the Commission is also able rc provide subsidies ro European institutes
of higher education wishing to add a European dimension to their aoiviries. As the funds allocated
for this purpose are severely limited they would not be sufficient to endow a chair with rhe recurrenr
expenditure which this implies but the Commission mighr possibly be able to make a small one-off
contribution to this project. In this way the Community could express its supporr for such an exren-
sion of European law studies.
The Commission is, however, unable either as pan of its educadon acdon programme or by making
use of other appropriations in the Community budget to organize rhe endowmenr of a chair in thi
manner which rhe Honourable Member proposes.
Question No 17, by Mrs Lizin (H-284/80)
Subject: Aid to the Belgian lron and Sreel Industry
Can the Commission say how the loans granted under Anicle 54 to the Belgian iron and steel indus-
try, totalling I I 000 million have been allocated ro the various undenakings, and can it give the
reasons for this apponionment?
Ansuer
During the last few months, a number of firms in the Belgian iron and steel industry have notified the
Commission under Anicle 54 of investments for major programmes and requested loans in relation ro
a number of these.
In the majoriry of cases, the firms concerned have been given a reasoned opinion pursuanr to Ani-
cle 54 within the framework of the general objectives of the steel indusrry and these opinions have
been brought to the arrenrion of the Belgian Governmenr.
The Commission has uken account of a wide range of both financial and economic considerations in
each case. \7hen considering these programmes in rerms of rhe general objectives, rhe Commission
has atmched panicular imponance to their contribution towards a lasdng return to compedtiveness
and better balance between production and cnvisaged demand.
In the case of some projects, the Commissions decided that ic was unable to deliver an opinion with-
out additional informarion which the firms concerned have been asked to supply.
Question No 19, by Miss Quin (H-293/80)
Subject: Regional Development Fund and Social Fund
Can the Commission confirm repons that there have been insufficienr applications for suitable
schemes from Member States to warrant a significant increase in commitments under the ERDF and
Social Fund?
Anstoer
Over the past five years the number of applications for aid from the Social Fund and the Regional
Fund have not been such as to sutgest that an increase in commitment appropriations was necessary.
In the case of the Social Fund the amount of aid requested was considerably higher than the available
appropriations i.e. approximately 800/o higher in 1980 as againsr 600/o in 1979.The applications for
aid from the Regional Fund exceeded the quoms of the Member States; one Member State with a
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small quota formed an exception to this. However, since the system of quotas enibles the Member
States to know a pioi what their share will be, the gap between the amounc of aid requested and the
appropriations available was much less rhan in rhe case of the Social Fund.
Question No 2Q by Mr Balfe (H-29y80)
Subject: Food aid to Somalia
In the Autumn of 1979 ir was decided ro grant food aid ro Somalia. It has recently been reponed in
Britain that this food aid has not yet been distributed.
In view of the continuing starvation and deprivation in this country, can the Commission make an
urgen[ statement on the current position, and give an assurance that this food aid will be speedily
distributed ?
Ansuer
From the end oI lg79,long before the refugee problem assumed its'present dimension and following
appeals from the Government and a number of international organizations, the Communiry allocated
and delivered large quantities of food aid to Somalia.
Deliveries began ar the end of 1979 and have conrinued at regular intervals in 1980.
From the end of 1979, 12 609 ronnes of cereals, 2 530 tonnes of skimmed milk powder and 800
tonnes of butteroil have been delivered and disribuced to the refugees and the local population;
20 309 tonnes of ccreals, 3 780 tonnes of skimmed milk powder and 1675 tonnes of butteroil are in
the process of being delivered or are scheduled to be delivered and distributed towards the end of the
year.
Delivery times have been fixed, where possible, in accordance with the darcs requesred by the benefi-
ciaries and the arrival of aid from other donors.
The services of the Commission recently sent a fact-finding visit to look inrc the use being made of
our food aid.
During that visit it was found that our aid actually reached the stricken population and made a major
contribution in saving the refugees from staruing.
However, it became clear that better coordination of inrernational aid was needed. To this end, rhe
UNHCR and the \ZFP, which are responsible for coordinating all refugee aid in Somalia with the
cooperation of local authorities, recently reorganized and increased their staff on the spot.
In addition to food aid, the Communiry has decided to grant special aid amoundng to 12.4 m EUA
( I 0 m EUA of which would be channelled through the UNHCR) !o cover other refugee necds.
Question No 21, by Mr Davern (H-298/80)
Subject: Expon refunds for Irish beef
Can the Commission state what progress was made at the EEC's Beef Management meeting of
20June 1980 which was due to discuss the arrangements for exponing beef to the US under GATT
rules and in panicular the low level of expon refunds applied on shipments to the US?
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Ansuer
I can inform the honourable Member that at the rcquest of the Irish delegation on the Management
Committec for Becf the Commission decided in June to increase from I month ro 2 months the
period between the slaughtering of the animals and clearancc of the beef through customs for exponr
to the USA.
The resulr of this amendment, which. removcd a serious barrier to expons, @gether qrith the
improved market situation in the USA, is that applications havc been received for cxpon licences for
quanriries in cxcess of that for which the refund of 107 ECU/kg is'applicable.
Qrcstion No 22, by Mr Bochlet (H-302/80)
Subject: Compulsory origin marking of textiles and clothing
Does the Commission agrce that French Regulation No79-750 oI 29August 1979 oo the introduc-
tion of compulsory origin marking for cenain textile and clothing products and the implementing
administrativc provisions of 3June 1980 represent a major obstacle to the frec movement of goods,
thereby infringing Anicle 30 of rhe EEC Treary? Vhat steps does the Commission intend to take to
secure the withdrawal of this requirement by the French Government?
Ansuer
As ir indicatcd in reply to written questions (577/79 by MrGlinne, 116/79 by MrSassai'ro and
Mr Lima and l45l/79 by Mr De Clercq) thc Commission has instituted the procedure providcd for
in Anicle 169 of the EEC Treaty for infringements of Anicles 30 et seq. of the Treary.
At rhe COREPER mieting oI 2+.1.1980, the Commission announced its inrcntion of presenting a
proposal for a directive on origin marking for textile products to the Council before 30.9. 1980; this
would obviate thc neccssiry for national measures.
Qrcstion No 23, by Mr Gautier (H-304/80)
Subject: Industrial use of micro-organisms which have been changed by genetic engineering
The provisions currently applicable to work on rccombinant DNA in the Communiry Member States
specify a maximum conainer volume of l0 litres. Progress in this discipline has been such that the
large-scale application in industry or agriculture of micro-organisms which have undergone genetic
cngineering appears imminent. Vhat steps does thc Commission intend to take to ensure that safety
reguladons in industry and agriculture prevent any risk to human health and the cnvironmcnt, and to
block investments in Member Starcs with the least stringcnt safcty requiremcnts?
Ansuer
There are tsro aspects to the Honourable Membels quesdon, namely the hypothetical risk from
organisms which have been changed by genetic engineering and secondly the reladvely widespread
use of these organisms in industry and agriculture.
As far as the risk is concerned, recent sciendfic work has shown that rhis is non-existent or negligible
and rhat ar all evcnts it has becn greatly over-estimated in recent years. Monitoring and safery
measures are increasingly proving sadsfac@ry in the majority of Vestern countries. The Commission
has nonetheless proposed that the Council adopt a common position on the regisration of work in
this field and this proposal will shonly be discussed in committcc by thc European Parliament.
I Regulation No 2077180, QJL202 2. 8. l98O,p. 22
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The question also refers to the use of modified organisms in industry and agriculture. In this respect
too it has been shown that the rigorous controls introduced by the undenakings providc sufficient
safeguards at the present time. Nevenheless, as this is a rapidly expanding field, the Commission has
included in im proposal for a biotechnology programme a reference to the assessment of the risks
involved in large-scale applications of biomolecular engincering which could lead to the formulation
of specific safety standards should the need for thcse arise. This proposal for a programme is also
shonly to be discussed in committee by the European Parliament.
Question No 24, by Mr Banersb @-305/80)
Subject: The Community's relations with the People's Republic of China
A repon in thc Financial Times of 27 June 1980 indicarcd that French and British oil. oompanies, in
which both Governments have a stake, have concludcd agreements with China's Petroleum Corpora-
tion on offshore oil exploration but with different terms. lPhat consultations, if any, has the Commis-
sion undenaken with rhe Government of China, within the meaning of Anicle 5 of the Trade Agree-
ment, in order to agrcc standard terms for conracts between Chinese enterprises and Communiry
firms, in various indusuial sccrors, in order to obviate such competition, which might be to the advan-
tage of the Community's compedtgrs elsewhere?
Answer
At a period when Chinese commercial law is in the process of evolving, and is in many cases not yet
published, the Commission haq on various occasions underlincd to the Chinese authorides thc advan-
tages of clear laws and regulations panicularly with regard to the operation of European companies
on the China market, whether engaged in trading or dircct investments in joint venturc.
To date the Commission has however not sought consulations with the Chinese authorities to agree
on standard terms for contracrc between Chincsc enterprises and Communiry firms since this is an
area which does not come under Community competence.
In addition rhe attention of the Honourable Membcr is drawn to the fact that Aniclc 5 of the
EEC-China Trade Agreement refers ro commercial problems. It does not cover exploration and deve-
lopment questions.
Question No 25, by Mr Conrell lU-lOe)/iO1
Subject: Tachographs
Difficulties are arising in the United Kingdom with regard co implementation of the tachograph regu-
ladons as applied rc owners of horse-boxes reserved entirely for private usc. Thc cost of installing the
achograph outwcighs the leisure benefit of maintaining the vehicle and thercfore seriously threatens
the leisure enjoymenr of 
- 
for examplc 
- 
familics who keep a horse or pony. Vherc, as in this case,
no question of hire or reward is involved and where no pcrson is rctained or employed to drive the
vehicle, will the Commission recommend to the Council an exemption'from the tachograph regula-
tions?.
Ansanr
Under the Community's social legislation on ransporr a tachograph need only be insalled in goods
vehicles with a total weight of more than 3t/z metric tons. This means that two ponies can easily be
rransported without rhis maximum permissible weight being exceeded. Community legislation need
probably only apply when two large horses, three or more horses or especially valuable (sic) animals
are being carried.
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In general, the lower limit of 3rlz tonnes gross weight for goods vehicles and of 9 persons including
the driver for passenger vehicles (with a possible derogation up ro a maximum of 15 persons for
domestic transpon) is sufficiently high rc ensure that the transpon needs of mosr families are not
subject to the regulations.
Question No 26, by Mr Flanagan (H-314/80)
Subject: EEC Growh Rate
In view of rhe dercriorating economic outlook for rhe second half of t980, does the Commission srill
believe rhat its forecasr of an average growth rare oi 2 o/or is still possible?
Ansuter
l. The forecasm as regards the economic situation of the Communiry have been revised twice since
the publication of the 1979-1980 annual economic repon: in February and June 19802. These fore-
casm indicate a growth race in the gross domestic product of the Community for 1980 of about
I .5 %, which means an appreciable slackening in economic activity in the second half of this year.
2. Most recent facm and figures which may give rise to a revision of the forecasrs will be aken into
account by the Commission when reviewing the economic situation of the Community wirh a view ro
the drawing up of the 1980-1981 annual economic repon. This will be forwarded to rhe European
Parliament in October for its opinion.
Question No 27, by Mr Lalor (H-31 5/80)
Subject: Venice meeting of Leaders of Vestern industrial world
Vill the Commission give an account of its role at the Venice meering of leaders of rhe Vestern
industrial world and how it represenrcd the needs of the smaller nations of the EEC, panicularly
Ireland ?
Ansuter
As at the previous three Summits, the Community was represenred'at rhe Venice Summit 
- 
for
matters falling within its sphere of activities 
- 
by the President-in-Office of the Council and the Pres-
ident of the Commission. Their tasks and responsibilities consisted in ensuring thar the interests of the
Community as a whole would be protected and uken into consideration, In this connection, the
European Council meeting that immediately preceded the Summit was panicularly useful.
As for the conduct of the Summit itself, the attention of the Honourable Member is drawn to rhe
statement issued at the close of the proceedings. The Commission does not believe that it would serve
any useful purpose to draw a distinction between the role played by the President of the Council and
that played by the President of the Commission in influencing the Summit's final outcome.
Although it was their duty to look after the interesr of the Community as a whole, the President of
the Council and the President of the Commission must clearly have wished to give panicular atten-
tion to the requirements of those Member States not direcdy represenred at the Summit. The
Commission hopes that those states, including Ireland, will have nored subsequenrly fiar their inter-
ests as member countries of the Community were indeed sufficiently prorecred.
I Annual Economic Report 1979-80.2 See'European Economy', Nos 5 and 6.
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Question No 28, by Mr Fanton (H-316/80)
Subject: Stimulating new investment ,
In view of the inadequate rate of invcstmcnt in all the countries of the Communiry, what docs the
Commission intend to do to stimulate new investmcnt vhich is csscntial to dcal with uncmploymcnt
and avoid jeopardizing the future of our economies?
Ansaner
One of the Commission's main objectives is to encourage investment to assist economic radval and
reduce unempleyment.
At the macro-economic level, the Commission is chiefly seeking to stimulate thc propensity 16 invest
by restoring confidence among undenakings, by improving the competitive position of the Commu-
nity's cconomy and reducing financing costs. A slower rate of increase of prices and costs is clearly an
essential factor in encouraging investments and improving job prospccts.
More specifically, the Commission is giving priority to investment in thc allocadon of the funds at iu
disposal. This is panicularly true of the Regional Fund and the EAGGF Guidance Scction vhich are
granting subsidies on an incrcasingly wide scale; the Social Fund is subsidizing invcstments in tfte
field of vocational training, panicularly for young people. Ever greater loans are being made available
by the EIB, ECSC, NCI or Euratom in some cascs as aid towards the paymcnt of intercst. Thc
Commission is increasingly using its industrial, scientific, commercial and compcdtion policies to
encourage new and sound investments panicularly by promoting incgration on the internal market,
improving investmcnt conditions for SMUs, promoting innovation and applying ncw technology.
Question No 3Q by MrAnsqrcr(H-326/80)
Subject: Meedngs of the parliamentary committees
Since it would be easier and make for trcater cfficiency if Memben of the Europcan Parliement held
thcir committee meedngs ar rhe samc placc as part-scssions, would the Commission not .gree that it
vould be far more sensiblc to arrante for the 13 Commissioncrs to attend committce meedngs in
Strasbourg insrcad of requiring Members of Parliament to shutdc constantly back and fonh bcrwccn
Strasbourg and Brussels?
Ansuer
The draft agendas for meetings of parliamentary committecs scnt out by Parliament indicete thc placc
in which the committee meeting will takc placc.
The Commission has always scnt officials from its dcpanments to meedngs of the commimees rrhcr-
ever their meedng place might be. By thc sam€ token Members of the Commission havc in responsc
to appropriate conrac$ beforehand always shown their readiness to panicipatc in thc vork of the
committces.
Question No 31, by Mr Bnchot (H-327/80)
Subject: Ncgodarions on impors of manioc into the Community
In order to make quite.cenain that thcrc is no incrcase in impons of manioc from Thailand and any
other supplier countries, does thc Commission intend to apply morc strictly the voluntary restraint
agreement with Thailand and to take a firm stand vithin GATT on the need to unbind the 6 o/o duty
currently applicable to Community imports of manioc?
t*
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Ansanet
Following my ulks with thc Thai Govcrnment in Bangkok last year Thailand agreed that the volume
of its expons to the Commu niry in 1979 would not exceed thar of 1978. In 1980 expons from Thai-
land may once again be cxpectcd to be lower than in 197E.
This does not however mean that the problem of tapioca impons has been solved. I have therefore
just arranged with the Thai Minister of Trade that we will attcmpt to reach a five-year voluntary
restraint agreement for Thailand's exports of tapioca to thc Community during a visit ro Bangkok in
October.
In order to safeguard Thailand's interests rrithin such a voluntary resraint agreemenr rhe Commis-
sion has already submitted a proposal to the Council 
^ 
ypar 
^go 
for the duty on tapioca establishcd
under the GATT to be unbound. It has not however so far provcd possible to reach agreement on this
within the Council. A spcedy decision by the Council to open negotiations within the GATT will
make it easier for thc Communiry to reach a voluntary restraint agreement with Thailand.
Question No 33, by Mr Hord (H-3 j0/80)
Subject: Sales to Iran
Vill the Commission confirm that sales of surplus Community agricultural commodities have been
made in 1979 and 1980 to Iran and if so would the Commission indicate the commodities concerned,
the quantities involved, the darcs of the transactions and the amount of the EEC subsidy given?
Answer
The Commission can confirm that in 1979 and l98O the Community sold a variety of agricultur4l
products to lran. In its answcr to Vrittcn Question No 408/80 by Mr Danken on ihe saie subject
the Commission gave a detailed breakdown of the commodities and.quantities involved in the 1979
calendar year. It regretted howevcr that it was impossible to providc more derailcd information on
individual sales or the amount of the subsidies as the Member States had omittcd that information
from their monthly reports ro the Commission. Thar is sdll the case.
Question No 34, by Sir Brandon Rlrys Williams (H-339/80)
Subject: Exchange controls and capital movemen$
Vhen will the Commission hold its next regular examination of the authorizations granted to
Member States to maintain Exchange Conrols?
Ansser
The Commission is continuing to examine exchange control in the Mcmber States and rcmains in
close touch with the competent national authorities. The Commission is naturally informed of devel-
opmen$ in this field. The most recent of these were in the Unircd Kingdom where exchange control
was abolished and France where it was considerably relaxed. -
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Question No 35, by'Mrs Schleicber (H-j41/80)
Subject: Protcction of rhe Franconian'Bocksbeutcl'
Is the Commission prepared to protect the right to'rr. rh.'Bocksbeurcl'bottle of rhe Franconian
wine-growing region at Community level?
Ansaner
The Commission is willing to seek an equitable solution ro prorccr rhe 'Bocksbeutel' which takes
accounr as far as possible of the legitimate inrcrest of other useis of this type of bottle.
Nevcrtheless, given the concern among Franconian winc growers for specific prorecdon in relarion rc
the Portuguese bottle known as'Cantil'which resembles the'Bocksbeutel', rhi Commission considers
that it should first await the ou-tcome of bilateral negotiarions currendy taking place on rhis subject
between the Federal Republic of Germany and Ponugal.
Question No 36, by Mr Schnid (H-3a3/80)
Subject: Reactor safery in the Communiry
Vhy is the repon_which the Commission has instructed a group of independenr experr tg compile on
reactor safery in the Community only likely to be published ih-the autumn of 1980, i.e. one year after
the planned dare?
' Answer
The.original mandate given to the group of expens stipulated that the repon thatihey were to draw
up should bc ready by 3l Deccmber 1979.
Since the formadon of the group was delayed until the end of December 1979 because of practical
d_ifficulties, the group's mandate was extended to 3l May 1980. Its work is now finished and the
Commissio_n has already given its initial considerarion ro ih. .epon which will be forwarded ro the
European Parliament and published as soon as it has been ranslaicd into rhe Communiry lantuages.
Question No 37, by Mr oan Mien (H-344/BO)
Subjecr: EC-Comecon talks
Does the Commission think it appropriate rc reappraise the talks with the Comecon countries now
that, according to the final c.ommuniqu€ issued ifter the 34th meedng of the Comecon Executive
Committee, Afghanistan has become an observer in Comecon?
Answer
The Commission is aware that according ro rhe communiqu6 issued after che 34th meeting of the
Council for Mutual Economic Aid (Comecon) a delegation from Afghanisran and five othJr Asian
and African countries attcnded this meeting as observJrs. Afghanistan-is, however, not a member of
Comecon' Nor does it belong to the countries in this organizirion which have announced rheir inten-
tion of acceding th the EC-Comecon agreement. The Commission rherefore sees no reason to change
its decision uken in consultation with the Council to continue negotiations on this atreemenr.
i
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Qrestion No 38, b Mr Martinet (H-350/80)
Subject: US and-dumping proceedings
vhat is rhe prescnt position of the US anti-dumping proccedings in the stcel secror?
Ansaner
The Internadonal Trade Commission which began its inquiry in April 1979,decided on I May that
there were reasonable grounds ro assume that Community impons were seriously damaging Ameri-
can industry and therelore requestcd the Depanment of Trade to continue the 
_inquiry- into prices.
The Depanmenr has unril l6 October to estabiish whether there is prima facie evidence of dumping.
Thc Commission which hes strictly observed GATT rules of procedure has repeatcdly drawn- the
artention of the Unired States' Government to the necd to avoid the dangers which emanate from
continuing with thcse procecdings.
Qrcstion No 39, b Mr Collins (H-351/80)
Subject: Nuclear waste
Could the Commission provide information as to whether it has takcn pan in discussions with rele-
vanr aurhoriries regarding rhe disposal of nuclear wastc on or under the seabed and does the Commis-
sion plan to take-action-as a reiult of the discussions at thc First European Conferencc on Radio
Active Vaste Management and Disposal?
Ansuer
Preliminary scientific studics regarding the disposal of nuclear wastc on or under the scabed are at
present in Progrcss in cenain countries'
Thus, the maner is still at thc research stagc; the Commission is in contact with the main research
insritutes of the membcr countrics.on".rnid and has madc provision for a corresponding research
projecr, of a limitcd narure ar prresenr, as part of its Second R and D Programme 
- 
'Radio-acdve
Vi*. tut"n"gcmenr and Disposal'(1980-1984). This is-a new stagc in the development of thc
Community's activities set fonh at thc First European Confcrencc.
Qrcrtior No 4Q by Mr No/7,, anton (H4t7n0)
Sublect: EEC Draft Dircctive for Commcrcial Agcnr
In view of rhe imponant pan playcd-within the EuroPcan economy by Commc.rcial Agents T.{.rh.
wide diversiq of national legiilarion on this sub.ieo, what progress is being achieved to establish a
Community Directive?
Ansaner
On tTDccember 19?6 the Commission forwarded to the Council its proposal for a direcrive on
harmonizadon of laws, bascd on Anicle 57 (2) and Anicle 100 (OJ C 13 of 18- l- 1977).
-.rnomic and Social Comminee delivered its opinion on 23 November 1977 (OJ C 59 of
-)
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To take account of Parliament's opinion, delivered on 12 September l97B (OJ.C239 of 9. lO.
1978), the Commission submitted an amended proposal to the Council on 2iJ-anuary lglg (OJ
C 56 of 2.3. 1979).
A council group of expens (on economic questions) has begun its study of rhis proposal.
Somepoinm..have already been examined, in panicular the chapters relating ro rhe scope of applica-
tion of the directive, the rights and duties of rhe panies and remuneration ind reimburiement'of the
agent's expenses' The chapters sdll to be considered deal wirh rhe del credere atreement, making of
the contract and cessation of the conract, in panicular the anicles dealing with"the good*ill inJZ111-
nity and the clause on restriction of competition, and lastly the chapter ionmining-the general and
final provisions.
Question No 42, by Mr Marshall (H-360/80)
Subject: Scotch whisky
Vhich Member Governments have altered their fiscal or orher policies to accord with the recent
decisions of the European Coun?
Question No 46, by Lord Bethell (H-369/BO)
Subject: Imponed spirirs
'!fhat. progress has the Commission made in implementing rhe European Coun of Justice's decision
of February 1980 that various Danish, Irish, Italian and-French discriminatory ti*es on imponed
spirits were illegal under the Treaty of Rome?
/oint Ansuer
Following-the decisions of the C-oun of Jusdce of 27 Eebruary 1980 concerning rhe discriminatory
rystems of taxation applied by Italy, France, Ireland and denmark to spiritious beverages, tht
Commission promptly requesrcd the governments of thcse counrries to inrur. that the ieleuanr
decisions were immediately implementcd.
At- present, the Commission is able to provide the Honourable Members with the following
information:
By. dec.ree of I July 1980, replaced by Decree No 3 I of August 1980 lta$ changed the official stateprices lor strong spirits by fixing the same price for cereal-baied, wine-basid and "marc-based spirirs.
The Commission is now waiting for the decree of 3l August 1980 to be placed on the Starurc Book,
the procedure for which is already under way in the Ialian parliament.
Francehas announced that.it will take- steps to abolish the illegal pracrice condemned by the Coun
within the framework of the 'loi de finances', whose adoprion is scheduled before rhe end of rhe
current year.
The relevant draft law, which has already been submitted to the Assembly, provides for the same level
of taxation 
- 
based on alcoholic strenSth 
- 
ro be applied to both cereal-based and wine-based
spirits.
Irelandhas also informed the Commission that it intends ro implement the Coun's ruling wirh effect
from I January 1981.
Finatly, by Law No 153 of 6 May 1980, Denmarh modified its arrangements for rhe axation of spirits
by introducing a sysrcm combining a fixed rate of taxation with an ad valorem ux. This law is
currently being examined by the Commission.
.r,n t | '( 'rr -1, ',-tiY.
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Question No 43, by Mr Scott-Hophins (H-363/80)
Subject: Impon quotas on tufted carpet
Vitl.the Commission now impose impon quoas on tufted carpet imported from third countries in
particular from Nonh America, on the grounds of :
l. Severe disronion of the home marker. Sales of US tufted carpet have risen by 300 0/o in 1978-80
amounting to 6 million square metres.
2. Subsidizadon of rhe Nonh American feed stock of crude oil leading to unfair competition in the
EEC markets?
Ansanet
In accordance wirh Council Regulation No926/79, impon quotas may be imposed only where a
product is imponed in such gready increased quandties and in such conditions as to cause, or
ihreaten to cause, substantial injury to Community producers.
Alrhough rhe Commission is aware of the increase in impons of tufted.cappet in 1980, it considers
that rht-re is little evidence to show that this increasc is the sole cause of the difficulties experienced in
the British carpet industry. It is, howcver, keeping a constant watch on dcvelopments.
The abovementioned regulhtion contains no provisions on the subsidization of the Nonh American
feed srock of crude oil. ijnder GAT[, the eiistence of regulations providing for doublc prices does
not allow for the application of unilateral protective measures but onty the possibiliry of initiating thc
GAfi consultation procedures.
The Commission has sarted discussions with the US authorities in view of the worsening situation in
the man-made fibres sector (the raw material used in the manufacture of tufted carper). Thesc
discussions are still in progress.
Question No 44, by Miss Forster (H-364/80)
Subject: Aid for the man-made fibres sector
Under the Council Regulation No 2914/79 of 20 December 1979 the Commission had to submit a
report ro rhe Parliameni and rhe Council on the application of this.Regulation and also covering the
aspect of reduction of production capacity. Thc Regulation statcd that the Commission should report
before I July 1980. No repon has been received by the Parliament. Can the Commission explain the
reason for this omission?
Ansaner
In accordance with Council Regulation No 2914/79 of 20 December 1979 the Commission has
produced a repon on the application of this regulation.
This repon was forwarded to Parliament on 6 August 1980 and also to the Council.
+
Question No 45, by Mrs Fuillet (H-368/80)
Subject: Implementation of the Commission's activity programme for 1980 
- 
consumers
Whar sreps has the Commission uken to implcment the measures conained in its annual Programme
for 1980 wirh regard to the protection of the economic interests, health and safery of consumers?
I I
f 
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Ansuer
In ir consumer programme for l9E0 the Commission announced that it would be forwarding a
proposal for a diiective on rhe safety of roys to the Council during the-first half of the year. This
propos"l was submitted on 3July 1980. The programme.also provided for the adoption,.under the
p.ocedur. for adaptation to technical progress, 6f two directives on the criteria and methods of moni-
roring the bacteriological purity of cosmedc products.
The Commission considers that rhese two directives can be adopted by the year provided that the
technical discussions have reached a favourable conclusion by that time. Funhermore the Commission
repear ir undenaking ro forward all the other proposals announced in the supplementary memoran-
dum rc the Council by the end of the year.
Question No 47, by Mr Pininfarina (H-370/80)
Subiect: Conditions under which a person may be permitted to make a customs declaration
Considerarion is currently being given to a proposal for a regulation defining the conditions under
which a person may be permitred ro make a customs declaration. Vith a view rc eliminating unac-
ceptable differences betwecn the relevant provisions of the Member States, would the Commission
nor agre€ that it is necessary.ro propose that the reguladon in question should provide unrescrvedly
thar no professional qualificadon is required of an employee as a condircn under which he may be
permitted to make a customs declaration for and on behalf of his employer?
Ansaner
It is generally conceded that any one making a customs declaration in his own namc on his own
behalf is not required to provide thc customs authorities with cvidence of an appropriate professional
qualificarion. This is the case parricularly with employers or legal representatives of a comPany
"lthough they 
very often lack specialist expenise in relation to these operations on behalf of their
.orp"ny. One mighr therefore isk whether thcre is any necd to demand such a qualification from
salaiied'employeeiwho make customs declarations for and on behalf of their employer. Indeed, apan
from cases of personal negligence, the salaried employees are not responsible to the customs
authoriries for tlie opcrationi *rt i.h they conduct for and on behalf of their employer. It is therefore
up to the latrer to ensure rhar his employees possess the necessary expenise without thcre being any
need for adminisradve provisions in this respect.
The majority of Member States have not considered such provisions necessary. Vithout wishing to
belittle the irnpon"nce of such a qualification for both the customs authorities and firms, nor to
pre-empr discussion of this problem in the Council, it would in fact appear that such a solution would
i..*. *o.e problems than it would solve. From the point of view of harmonization which is the aim
of rhis proposal for a regulation one might ask in relation to each Member Starc concerned, who-
should iecognize this qualification, what level of qualification would be required and whether a quali-
ficadon recognized in one Mernber State would be equally valid in the others?
Therefore the Commission does nor consider it necessary at the present time to regulate this matter at
Community level.
Question No 48, by Mrs Desmond (H'371/80)
Subject: Development of Cork Airport
In vicw of the imponance of Cork Airpon to the economic development of the south of Ireland, will
che Commission itare *hat means are ar its disposal towards the prpmotion and devclopment of this
airpon and to what extcnt the-Irish authorities havi availed thcmselves of such aid?
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Question No 49, by Mr Lonas (H-373/80)
Subiecr: Comrption by Indonesian Officials
Vhat stcps have the Commission takcn to invesdgarc the consistent reporr from East Timor of
corruPtion by the Indonesian miliury of humanitarian aid supplied by the EEC and by its Member
Governments to the people of East Timor?
Anxger
l. In response to an appeal from the Intcrnadonal Committee of the Red Cross, the Communiry,
providcd early in 1980 emergency food aid in the form of l3Otonnes of skimmed milk powdir
containint added vitamins as pan of a joint lCRC/Indonesian Red Cross opcrarion. to assist 60 000
pcoplc in East Timor. The distribution of the aid in the area concerned is being superviscd by ICRC
delegates. According rc ICRC sources, it is proceeding satisfactorily. A repon on the distribuiion will
be submitted to the Commission by ICRC at the end of the opcration.
2.- The Community also dccided on 19 Dccember 1979, ro make available through the inrermediary
of OXFAM Belgium cmergency aid amounting rc 50 000 EUA from Aniclc 950 of the budget.
3. It is not for the Commission to supervise the manner in which the aid provided by Member States
is used.
Ansaner
TheCommission is fully alive to thc imponancc of Cork Airpon to the economic devclopment of rhe
south of lreland. It would at the samc time point out that aid from the ERDF is only disiensed at the
requcst of the Member Statc.
Up to the present no application for aid whatcver has bcen submitted by the Irish authorities for rhis
prorect.
Qwstion No 5Q by Mr Debft (H-378/80)
Subject: Community measures for the car industry
Does not the Commission consider that it runs the risk of making the same misake with regard to the
car indust4y as it madc vith the iron and steel industry by failing to react immediately ro ihe magni-
tudc of international competidon; what specific r."ion is the-re is prevenr rhe intioduction olf a
protective customs tariff?
Ansaner
One can hardly attribute the difficulties faced by the European iron and steel industry to a
Commission 'mistake'.
In the automobile sector, the Commission has none of the legal and constiturional powers which it
possesses in relation ro the iron and steel industry.
The Commission is perfectly well aware of the scale of rhe problem posed by international comped-
tion to the car industry and it has had the opponunity of expressing its view on this topic on a number
of occasions, in panicular in its reply to a previous questio; by Mi Dcbre, namely \Tritten Quesrion
't,t 11664/79.
it intends ro submit a document ro Parliament on rhe siruarion of the community car
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As far as future trade policy is concerned, the Commission wishes ro srress:
- 
the imponance of external markets for the Community car indusrry which is currently producing
15 0/o more cars than it consumes and exponing 250/o of ir production ro markets in third
countries.
Question No 51, by Mr Beazley (H-379/80)
Subject: Harmonization of energy costs in honiculture
'!/ould the Commission indicate the outcome of i,, ,.p..r.ntations to the Dutch Government ro
complete the harmonization of energy costs in honiculture earlier than rhat Government's declared
iim of October 1981?
Ansuer
This subject was discussed by the Council in July, after which rhe Commission brought rhe matter up
with the Dutch Government in an attempt to find a solution ro the problem raised by the honourable
Member, but as the discussions have not yet been completed, it is still too early to draw any conclu-
sions. I can however assure the honourable Member that rhe Commission is determined to find a
solution acceptable to all concerned as quickly as possible.
Question No 52, by Mr Hsani (H-380/80)
Subject: Lom6 Convention and internarional commodity atrecments
In view of the extreme imponance of trade between the European Economic Communiry and rhe
ACP in foodstuffs such as cocoa, could the Commission sate how the provisions of the Lom6
Convendon (STABEX) tie up with international commodity atreements, and how they are likely to
do so in the future?
Answer
This question is basically concerned with the reciprocal implications of the STABEX provisions in the
Lom6 Convention and internarional agreemen$ affecting Stibex producrs.
As far as the System for the Stabilization of Expon Earnings (Stabex) is concerned, it is imponant to
note that the aim of this system is to stabilize fluctuations in the value of expons resulting from fluc-
tuations in prices andlor quantities. As such Stabex in no way compercs with international agreements
designed to stabilize the price of basic commodities. On the contrary, the two complemenr each other
to the exrcnt to which global agreements by effectively reducing price fluctuarions lead to a reducrion
in the claims made by the ACP States on Stabex which is chiefly designed ro counreracr fluctuations
in expon earnings due to variarions in the volume of expons.
In the Commission's experience, quantity has at least as profound an effect on exporr earnings as
price. It therefore follows that despite international agreements on individual products, there will
always be a need for action to stabilize expon earnings from the products concerned in order to
protect the exponing countries against the vagaries of production which no organization of markets
however well-designed can eliminate.
E.
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Question No 53, by Mr Pdneing (H-381/80)
Subjecr: Statement by the person accompanfng a visiting parry of 50 officials from the Federal
Republic of Germany
How does the Commission vicw rhe following sutemcnt by the person accompanying a visiting party
of 50 officials from the Federal Republic of Germany:
'Our coach arrived at the border around 10 a.m. on Monday, l6 June 1980, and was due to reach the
offices of the City of Srrasbourg administrarion about 10.30 a.m. Unfortunately, we were still at the
border at 10.45 a.m. The driver had had to refuel in Bruchsal and as of that vcry morning duty had to
be paid on quantities of diesel fuel over 75 lires.
Ve saw the driver scurry from door ro door of the customs building and finally disappear in the
direction of Strasbourg where, as he explained later, he had to buy French francs in order to pay the
customs duty. An impressive demonstration of European cooperation, which was precisely what wc
had come to see on our fact-finding visit: The Strasbourg city officials who met us vere unaware of
this procedure. They did, however, say thar thc same thing'happened on the German side of the
border. French lorries and coaches also had rc pay charges at the border, possibly, they thought, for
the use of German roads.' !
Vhat does the Commission inrcnd to do to prevent the recurrence of such incidents, which conflict
wirh the policy of European unification.
Ansaner
The solution to the problems associarcd with axes on fuel carried in the noqmal tanls of commercial
vehicles registered in one Member State crossing the border to another Membcr State is linked to the
level of Community duty-free allowances.
On 2 August 1974 theCommission,submitted ro the Council a proposal amending Council Directive
68/297 lEEC of l9 July 1968 raising the duty-free allowance from 50 to 100 litres.
Even such a modest proposal encountered strong opposition from one Membcr State and was not
adopted.
The duty-free allowancc of IOO litres has just been re-submitted as pan of a proposal for a taxation
direcdve specifying the area of application of Aniclc la (1d) of Direcpive 77 /388/EEC on vat exemp-
tion for cenain specific impons whic\ the Commission submitrcd to thc Council on 2 June 1980.
The European Parliament will be asked to deliver an opinion on this proposal in the near future.
Question No 54, by Mr Neatton-Dann (H-382/80)
Subject: Fishing
Are all nine Member States now sending up-to-date and full informacion concerning monthly fish
landings to the Commission and if not, which Statcs ire defaulting?
Ansaner
As provided for in Council Regulation No 753180 of 26 March 1980, Member States notify to the
Commission regularly the quantities of species subject to total allowablc catches landed in their pons
by all fishermen or landed outside rhe Community or transshipped by their fishermen. Repons covcr-
ing up to and including the month of July havc been received from Bclgium, Denmark, Germany and
the United Kingdom; repons from orher Member States concerned arc not yet similarly up-to-date.
il,
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Qtestion No 55, by Mr krail (H-38a/80)
Subject: Creation of a demilitarized zone between Kampuchea and Thailand
In view of the adoption by the Foreign Ministers of the three counuies of Indochina (Kampuchea,
Laos, Victnam) following a meeting in Vientiane on l8 July 1980 of a plan to create 'a demilitarized
zone' on the border between Kampuchea and Thailand, does the Commission of the European
Communities intend to modify the posidon expressed by the Commissioner for Devclopment in
Srrasbourg on I I July 1980 during the discussion of the draft resoludon (I-301/80) of 8 July 1980
advocating the crearion of a neutral zone on the border between Kampuchea and Thailand?
Answer
The problem raised by the Honourable Member falls within the sphere of political cooperation so
that it is incumbent upon the governmenr of thc nine Member States to define a position c/hich ukes
account of statements by the various panies involved.
The remark by Mr Cheysson during the dcbare by the European Parliament on l0Jrlly 1980 does
nor refer ro the expediency of cre.adng a neutral zone (which ccnain people regard as eminently
desirable).
On the contrary, he was expressing his doubts as to the possibility of an inter-governmental confer-
ence making rapid progress in this respcct given that thosc in control of Kampuchea could not be
admitted ro such talks at rhis stage as rhey have as yet not been recognized either by the United
Nations or by the governmens of the Member States of the Community.
This is why the Commission is srill convinced that its greatesr scope for positive action is to continue
humanitarian aid from the Community vil non-governmental organizations.
Question No 56, by Mn Hammeich (H-387/80)
Subject: Community guidclines for the entire public sectors of the individual Mcmbcr Sates
A Commission Communicadon to thc Council of 5 March 1980 (COM(80) 101 final) on the
improvement of the coordination of economic policies states tlrat the Member Starcs have agreed to
extend the field of applicadon of budgetary guidelines on an experimental basis, so as to cover 'the
cntire public sector'. It is also proposed in that document that the implications of the labour market,
raxarion, and social rulcs and regulations should be jointly considered. !flill the Commission state the
shon- and long-term objecrives of these plans, what progress has been made on them and when they
are intended ro uke effect?
. Ansuer
The field of application of budgetary guidclines to the entire public sector, as mentioned in thc
communication to which the Honourable Member refers, was first extended in 1979 and again in
1980. This measure, which is still regarded as experimental, has yielded positive results.
As regards inrcgrarion, in joint deliberations on the conduct of shon-term policies, of cenain indica-
tors of the micro-economic implications of such policies (such as the operadon of the labour market,
uxadon, social provisions etc.), this Commission communication refers to a number of questions
which need to be analysed in greater detail. This more detailed analysis is in progress and shows the
Commission's concern, panicularly in the context of the fifth programme for medium-term economic
policy which will be refcrred to Parliament at the beginning of 198 I , to establish a closer link between
policies reguladng demand and policies regulating supply which is necessary to improve economic
convcrgence and consolidate the European Monetary System.
k-
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Question No 58, by Mr Kaoanagb (H-391/80)
Subject: Continuation of Communiry measures relating to the rransicion of young people from
education to working life
Vhat proposals will the Commission make rcwards the conrinuation and further development, after
31 December 1980, of its programme arising from the Council Resolution of 13 December 1976
concerning measures to be taken to improve the preparation of young people for work and ro facili-
tate their transition from education to working life?
Answer
In accordance wich the programme arising from the Council rcsolurion of l3 Dccember 1976 the
Commission is now conducting a pilot project on the transidon from education to working life. The
term of this pilot project was extended by one year by the Council and the Ministers ar the beginning
of this year.
The assessment studies on rhis will be continued unril the end of t982. A provisional report on the
programme will be published in October 1980. The final repon will become available in the course of
I 983.
The Commission is considering new initiatives on a number of individual aspec$ of this programme,
viz. in the field of the education and training of girls and their preparadon for work. The Commission
has also done some work in the field of alternating training for young people. Finally the Commission
has made a start on activities directed towards handicapped young people and rhe children of migrant
workers.
Question No 59, b7 Mrs Castle (H-393/80)
Subject: European Regional Development Fund
To ask the Commission whether under Anicle 3 of the ERDF Regulation rhe fact that an area in a
Member Smte is receiving regional aid from its own government only in the form of a grant towards
the clearance of derelict land will not disbar that area from receiving help towards the cost of infra-
structure works necessary for industrial development under the quota and non-quom secrions of rhe
ERDF respectively?
Ansuer
I . Anicle 3 of the Fund Rcgulation t provides that aid from the quota secdon of the Fund may be
granted on condition that the projects for which assistance is requested are carried our in the develop-
ment areas designated as such by Member States in applying their systems of regional aid ('assisrcd
areas' in the case of the United Kingdom). The fact that aid has been granted for a project 
- 
such as
that referred to by the Honourable Member 
- 
that is not a specifically regional project is not in ircelf
sufficient to qualify the'.region concerned for assisrance from the Fund.
Funhermore, the aid to which the Honourable Member refers involves the transfer of funds from one
public authority to another and does not, therefore, correspond to the definition of the type of aid
that may qualify for Fund assistance.
2. As regards the non-quota section, assistance from the Fund may be granted 
- 
outside rhe areas
of development in question 
- 
provided that thc area concerned is the subjec of an implementing
regulation drawn up within the meaning of Anicle l3 of the Fund Regulation (specific Community
regional development projects).
I council Regularion (EEC) No 724/75 of l8 March 1975, as amended by Regulation (EEC) No
214/79.
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Question No 61, by Mr Bettiza (H-395/80)
Subject: State of ratification of the EEC-Yugoslavia Cooperation Agreement
Vitl the Commission indicare the stare of ratification in the nine Member States of the EEC-Yugosla-
via Cooperation Agreement signed in April 1980 in Belgrade, and does it think it will be possible for
the agreement to come into force by I January 198 I ?
Answer
The EEC-Yugoslavia Cooperation Agreemenr is currently in the process of rati{ication by the various
Member States.
As yet the procedure is nowhere complete. Vhile it cannot be ruled out that the aforesaid agreement
.ould .n,.i inro force on I January 1981, experience of the time required for such a procedure would
indicate that it is more likely to enter into force at a later date.
The Commission would, however, poinr out thar the rade and financial provisions of the agreeme,nt
have been in force since I July 1980 on the basis of interim agreement concluded between the
Community and Yugoslavia.
Question No 62, b7 Mr Puntis (H-397/80)
Subject: Pricing of Petrochemical Feedstocks - USA
Vhat discussions did the Commissioner for Industrial Affairs have on his recent trip to the USA
;ftil;;ililinj"i p.t-.h.mical fcedstocks and what steps are being mken to eliminare unfair
competition in this industry?
Answer
On a recent trip to the United States, Mr Davignon broached the problem of oil and gas prices with
the Amcrican authorities.
Discussions will continue in the near future on the basis of a more detailed analysis at present being
carried out by the services of the Commission.
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INTHE CHAIR: MRSVEIL
President
(Tbe sitting opened at 9 a.m.)
Presidcnt. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal ofminates
Presidcnt. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-'
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
I cill Mr Pannella.
i
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Mr Pennella. 
- 
@ Madam President, it says on
page 2l of the Minutes that 'Mr Pannella withdrew his
request for a change in the agenda'.
In actual fact, Madam President, I first spoke, on the
same basis as Mr Klepsch, and so I would prefer.the
Minutes to read 'Mr Pannella spoke.'He then with-
drew, at the suggestion of the President, his proposal
to amend the agenda', because that is what actually
happened.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Your comments have been noted, Mr
Pannella.
Are there any other comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Decision ofl urgeflcy
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the decision on the
adoption of urgent procedure for a proposal for a
Council regulation and nine modons for resolutions.
'![e begin with the proposal for a reguhtion (Doc.
1-134/80): Marhet inJhx and bemp.
I put the request to the vote.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
This item will be entered on the 
"g.nd" for Friday,19 September..
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider three motions
for resolutions on emergency aid for Guadcloupe and
Martinique deoasuted by b*nicane Allen:
- 
(Doc.l-362180) by Mr Clemenr and others
- 
(Doc. l-377 /80) by Mr Sabl6 and orhers, on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group and Mr d'Ormes-
son and others on behalf of the European People's
Parry (C-D Group):
- 
(Doc. 1-384/80) by Mr VergCs and others on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins on a point of order.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Madam President, I do not
wish to hold up proceedings this morning, but I must
point out to you and to the House, that many of these
requess for urgenry were not available in the different
lan'guages until this morning. Could we make quite
cenain that the texts to be voted on at 9 a.m. are avail-
able the night before. It really is impossible for Groups
to make up their minds exactly, before seeing the
texff, hos/ they wish to vote. \7ill you please see to it
that only ihose texts which are available the night
before are voted on the following morning at 9?
Otherwise the situation is quite intolerable.
President. 
- 
I think that all the motions for resolu-
tions have been distributed by now. fu they all deal
with the same matter, it is logical to put them ro rhe
vote jointly. For this reason, I propose ro put [hem rc a
single vote.
I call Mr Cl€ment.
Mr Cl6mcnt. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, urgency is necessary in this case because of
the severity of the damage caused to the French
D6panements of Maninique and Guadeloupe and,
unfonunately, to persons and property. A year ago,
incidentally, the Assembly decided rc adopt the urgent
procedure in the same circumsanc€s. I therefore
maintain my request for urgent debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vergds.
Mr Vergts. 
- 
@ Madam President, Maninique
has, for a second time, experienced what, in the Carib-
bean area, is acknowledged to be one of the most
devastating cyclones in history.
Another known feature of the history of our islands in
the Antilles and La R6union is the period when they
were hit by a succession of cyclones which affected
their economy for several decades. Ve are afraid thaq
if considerable aid is not quickly fonhcoming, the
Antilles will have to face a very gloomy future panicu-
larly since the people concerned are still waiting for
the aid decided by the French Government, after the
last cyclone, to be distriburcd.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I put rhe request to rhe vote.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
The three motions for resolutions will be entered on
the agenda for Friday, 19 September 1980.
President. 
- 
\fle shall now consider the motion for a
resolation by Mr l^alor and Mr Israil, on bebalf of the
Grorp of Earopean kogresiae Democrats, atd Mr
Scott-Hophins, on bebalf of the European Demooatic
Gro*p (Doc. 1-372/80/reo.): Perseqrtion of the members
of the Baha'i commanity in lran.
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President
I call Mr Lalor.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
Madam President, this resolution also
speals for imelf. It is quite obvious that 
.the Ba'hai
community in Iran have been undergoing veiy serious
torture, and it is necessary that Parliament should
discuss the problem at the earliest opportunity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, I should like
to make a proposal regarding the procedure for the
motions for resolutions on the persecution of the
Baha'i community, Bolivia and Poland. Discussions
are being held among the political Broups, and we can
take it that joint texts on all three subjects will be
available tomorrow, on the urgency of which we can
then vote.
My Group has, for example, refrained from nbling its
own motions for resolutions, because these discussions
are going on. I have spoken to the chairmen of the
European Democratic Group, the Socialist Group and
the Liberal and Democratic Group. I apologize to Mr
Lalor for not being able to discuss the matter with him.
I would ask that we do not vote on these three matters
now, but postpone them until tomorrow morning,
when the joint texts on the Baha'i, Poland and Bolivia
will be available. I hope the House will agree to this
proposal.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
Mr Lalor, in view of what Mr Klepsch
has just said, would you be irepared to withdraw your
motion for a resolution for the moment on the under-
standing that, should a joint proposal not be put
forward, your request can again be tabled tomorrow
morning?
Mr Lalor. 
- 
That is accepable to me, Madam Presi-
dent.
President. 
- 
Mr Scotr-Hopkins' proposal is also ,
covered by Mr Klepsch's request.
These requests for urgent debate are suspended: we
shall return to the matter tomorrov morning.
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) I would like to add to Mr
Klepsch's list the motion for a resolution tabled by
Mrs Castle (Doc. l-378/ 80). This document, inciden-
tally, has already been amended by the author and is
to be the subject of intergroup discussion.
President 
- 
All the motions for resolutions on the
persecution of the members of the Baha'i community,
the violation of human rights in Chile and the political
situation in Poland are therefore suspended.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannclla. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I would just
like to make it clear that, as far as we are concerned, it
is not true to say that we are going to associate
ourselves with the motion for a resolution from other
Groups on these subjects.
I also find it strange, on the second day of our deliber-
ations, that so far no Group has tabled anything on
Turkey. Ve ourselves cannot do anything because of
the Rules of Procedure, but we are truly astonished
that not a word has yet been said in this Assembly at a
time when the parliamentary institutions and democ-
racy in Turkey are being trampled to death.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, the deliberations of a
parliament are also to be judged by the way in which it
reaches atreement and by the time spent drawing up
its documents.
For the moment we are concerned with the motions
for resolutions on the persecudon of members of the
Baha'i community, the political situadon in Poland
and the violation of human rights in Chile.
It should be noted that, if agreement is not reached, all
the motions for resolutions withdrawn this morning
will automatically be considered tomorrow, so'that
they can still be entered in the agenda for the present
pan-session.
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Yes, consulation among the
Groups on the political situation in Poland is almost
concluded and we shall definitely be able to table a
proposal on behalf of several groups today.
t+
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the two modons
for resolutions on the sittution in Bolioia:
- 
(Doc. l-381/80) by Mr GIinne and others, on behalf
of the Socialist Group, and Mr Klepsch, on behalf of
the European People's Party (C-D Group).
- 
(Doc. l;335/80) by Mr Fanti, on behalf of thc
Communist and Allies Group.
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Mr Glinne, do you wish to withdraw your motion for
a resolution?
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) No, Madam President, I do nor
think there is any point in suspending the debate until
tomorrow because the paper that has been tabled is
already the result of consulration.
President. 
- 
As both motions for resolutioqs
concern the same topic, I propose, as before, ro take a
single vote on [he requesm for urgency.
I call Mr Pranchdre.
Mr Pranchcre. 
- 
(F) A military putsch has insmlled a
bloody regime in Bolivia. The horrors of which this
regime has been guilty in so short a space of time
rightly arouse the feelings of all rue democrats.
'S7orkers, trade unionists, Communists and everyone
with a love of libeny cannot but condemn this regime
outright whose complete despotism is only equalled by
its ruthless persecution of democras, trade unionists,
political, trade union and religious leaders, and
students.
Indescribable atrocities are committed like the massa-
cre of the population of the village of Caracoles,
where mine workers have been killed, women raped
and men tonured. Today the number of dead in this
village is 900. Every day, ghastly and detestable crimes
are committed in this country.
In Bolivia, as in Chile and Salvador, the dictatorship
has made torture and death an instrument of govern-
ment. Incidentally 
- 
and this has to be said 
- 
not
one of these regimes, at a time when resistance is
becoming organized, could exist without the direct
aid, whether they admit it or not, of the Unircd States.
Mr Caner sets himself up as the champion of human
rights but today he is supponing satellirc regimes
where men are being killed and freedom destroyed.
Democratically and by universal suffrage, Bolivia
elected a legitimate government and a president. The
wishes of the nation must be respected.
In view of the seriousness of these even6, the
Communist and Allies Group asks that the dicarcrial
regime in Bolivia should not be recognized by the
Community. Given the Andean Parliament's indict-
ment of the Bolivian military regime and in view of the
fact that the Andean Pact is currendy negotiating
agreemenrc with the Communiry, it w.ould be shameful
for the EEC 
- 
without prejudice to these atreements
- 
to officially recognize any representative of such a
regime. The graviry of the situation warrants an urtent
debate on this matter and your vote in favour of the
urtent procedure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, I am some-
what unhappy about the proccdure. I included Bolivia
just now, because we had asked a nr,tmber of Groups to
sign the motion. My Group has informed me that it is
prepared rc sign. The impression may now arise rhat
the Socialist Group and we xranr rc walk all over the
others. I would therefore suttest that we vote on
urgency in the case of Bolivia tomorrow morning. By
that dme anyone who is so inclined can have added his
signature. I feel this would be in the best interests of
the House . I ask the Socialists to atree ro this.
I should also like co say a word to Mr Pannella while I
have the floor, Madam President. I feel he should do
his homework a litde better. If we decide on urtency
tomorrow morning racher than this morning, there
will not be any delay, because the subjects we want [o
debate tomorrow can be debated tomorrow if we
adopt the urtency procedure tomorrow morning. I
fact, I believe his sole interest was again to hold up the
work of this House.
(Appkusefrom the cettre and tbe ight)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I do nor think
there is much to add. Ve have tabled a text rhe spirit
of which still needs to be discussed with other Groups
in this Parliament [ha[ are very worried about events in
Bolivia. Ve have already discussed it u,ith the Group
of the European People's Party and we are ready to
do the same with other troups. The proposal has been
tabled so that a vote can be taken on Friday.
Prcsident. 
- 
For the moment ve are only concerned
with the vote on the request for urgent debate. The
tcxt itself can still be amended.
I cali Mr. Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Madam President, could we
postpone this vote, as suttesrcd by the leader of the
Group of the European People's Parry, not only so
that we can have proper negodations concerning the
text, but also because these texts urere not circulated
until this morning. As I am on my feet, this applies nor
only to the text on Bolivia but panicularly rc the last
one on fishing, which is absolutely crucial: we haven't
seen it until this morning in the English version, and I
really am not prepared to ask my Group to vote on it
until there has been dme rc consider whether ir is
urgent or not. I am not talking abour rhe subsance:
until you see the Ext, you cannot decide on its
urtency, and a quaner of an hour before coming in
here is not enough.
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Mr Pannella. 
- 
U) Madam President, I wish to
speak, if you will permit me, on a personal matter, as
the rules entitle me to do.
In lieu of the ideas they lack, some 'bigwigs' of this
Parliament have been using insults. These 'bigwigs',
who are accustomed neither to the life of an elected
parliament nor to parliamentary and democratic tradi-
tions, but rather to insulm and flattery more befitting a
monarchic that a parliamentary institution, can only
irritate those among us who mean to carry out a
discussion of ideas in a rigorous and honest manner.
Since, Madam President, this is the hundredth time
chat the chairman of the Group of the European
People's Pany has said that my only intention is to
wasrc time, and since in keeping with the traditional
intolerance of this group such accusations have several
times been directed at me by the chairman of the
Christian-Democram while I retret the need to
protest, in accord with the rules I reject this boorish,
violent, and intolerant behaviour.
(Vgorous protests in the House)
President. 
- 
Mr Panella, I would draw your atten-
tion to the fact that you were the first to pass judg-
menr on rhe attitude of this House. Everyone here has
the right rc speak and no one, I believe, has insulted
you.
I call Mr Marshall.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
That seemed to be one of Mr
Pannella's quite fraudulent points of order. Speaking
for myself and, I suspect, for nearly everyone else, I
should like rc say that you have our full support
whenever you silence him on these quite illegitimate
points of order.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Fanti.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(I) Madam President, I have heard the
protest of Mr Scott-Hopkins. I would like to make it
clear however that what is in question here is a vote on
the urgenry and timeliness of examining the problems
of Bolivia together with those of Chile, Poland, and
Turkey, as we did at the meedng of the Group chair-
men. The Assembly should know that a consultation
between Groups is going.forward 
.with a view topresenting a common agenda on Turkey. Any charges
that could be made agairist a European Parliament
insensitive to events as serious as those taking place in
countries like Turkey would thus be rendered irrele-
vant.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de la Maldne.
Mr de la Mallne. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I would
be grateful to have from you a clarification on a point
of procedure. '$7e are trying to organize these urgent
debates in the best way possible and precedenr seem
to vary. I would like to know whether, when urgent
procedure is adopted, it is thereafter possible to amend
the wording and to add names. In that case, there is
absolutely no point in following the procedure we
have followed this morning. In the opposite case, we
need to continue to follow the procedure we began
with this morning. Ve have to choose between proce-
dure and precedent.
President. 
- 
Mr de la Maldne, Rule 14 of the Rules
of Procedure clearly starcs rhat when I receive a
request for urgent debate I must inform Parliament
and the vote must be taken at the next sitting. !7ith
regard to the case in point, since the authors have
agreed to withdraw the request for urgent debate in
view of an agreement amongst the Groups, I am clearly
no longer bound by this Rule and the request for
urgent procedure is suspended until agreement is
reached. I would add, that if agreement is not reached
and if, as a result, the requests are maintained, it is still
possible, right up until the debate begins, to amend the
motions for resolutions and to achieve the same result.
The difference is therefore only psychological: it
would mean having from the beginning a motion for a
resolution signed by as many political groups or
Members as possible, rather than, at the time of
voting, having motions for resolutions which had been
separated or joined together along the way.
I am therefore proposing that a single vote be aken on
the urgenry of the two motions for resolutions on
Bolivia.
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) I would like to both clarify and
correct what I said a few moments ago.
Following the speeches by Mr Klepsch and Mr Fanti, I
do not think there is any reason why we should not
repeat for Bolivia the consensus exercise, or at least
the effon to reach a consensus, that we have organ-
ized on other points. Ve request that voting be post-
poned until tomorrow morning.
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Ellcs. 
- 
Madam President, I think, in inter-
preting Rule 14, it would help if when the President of
Parliament receivei motions for a resolution for which
urgent procedure has been requested, the assumption
should be that these have also been circulated to
gembers of the Parliament. I think this would get
I
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over the difficulry of your receiving the motions for a
resolution one day and immediately tabling them for
the next sitting when nobody in the Parliamenr has
actually had a copy. !fle should rhen not be in the
position we are in today. \flhen you receive a copy of
the modon for a resolurion, ir must be assumed that
Parliament also has copy of the text before they can
make a decision; then we shall nor have this problem
of delaying the thing 24 hours and have ro go through
all these discussions, as we have had to this morning.
President. 
- 
As a general rule, we receive them late
on Monday 'and the Secretariat, which is already
making a considerable effon, needs time to translate
and print them. Perhaps we could decide that we
should no longer vore on marrers of this son on Tues-
day morning since the requests for urgent debate
concern morions for resolutions which have been
tabled late. Vhar we have done this morning is not
without value, even if we decide to put off the vote
until l7ednesday. Ir has enabled us to inform the
House of these proposals.
In any event, rhere is no c/ay of ensuring that the texts
are disributed on Monday evening.
I call Mr Pelikan.
Mr Pelikan. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I would like to
ask for an explanarion about a motion for a resolution
with request for urgenr debate tabled by myself and
other Members, not on rhe subject of South Korea as
stated in yesterday's Minutes, but on the subject of the
threat of death hanging over Mr Kim, the leader of
the democratic opposition.
According to today's French press of various political
leanings, he is likely ro be senrenced to death this
. 
week although he claims ro be innocent of any plor
against the Srate.
.I cannot understand how a motion for a resolution
which truly concerns an urgenr marrer should have
been referred to rhe Political Affairs Commitree and
sruck off the list of requests for urgent debate.
President. 
- 
There has clearly been a procedural
error. The secrelariat will have to look into the mar[er.
I am informed that the motion for a resolution was nor
signed.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution b M, Glinne and others, on behalf of the
Socialist Group (Doc. 1-382/80): Crisis in the European
fishing industry.
I call Mrs Le Roux ro speak in favour of rhe morion.
Mme Le Roux. 
- 
(F) Madam President, this
summer our country was disturbed by a serious
conflict in the sea-fishing industry. Fishermen on rhe
whole of the French coasrline rebelled, against the
conditions in which they are made to work and against
the very grave [hrears ro their jobs, and therefore to an
imponant sector of the French economy, arising
among other things from the plans to enlarge the
Common Market. They had and still have the active
support of all the workers in our country. The respon-
sibility of the governments of MembCr States and that
of the policy applied by the Commission are clearly
involved.
The French Communists and Allies will therefore vote
in favour of urgent debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Vayssade to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Mme Vayssade. 
- 
(F) I would like to suppon this
request for urgent debate on the fishing problem. I
shall not go back over the evenrs rhar lasted all
summer in France and showed the scale of the prob-
lems faced by all sea fishermen. I believe that the scale
of the problem is the same for fishermen in practically
all the Community countries.
I feel it is urgendy necessary for Parliambnt to decide
on its attitude towards these problems of fishing
policy, panicularly since the Council of Ministers of
the Community is 'to discuss fishing nexr week and
since it would therefore be advisable, on that occasion,
for Parliament's opinion on all rhe problems arising in
the Community countries to be known.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Harris to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Madam President, we are very happy
to support the request for urgent dbbate, because we
are conscious of the plight that many fishermen find
themselves in and we do think this is an urgen[ maner.
'!fle must say that the French fishermen have nor
helped their own cause by inflicting so much unneces-
sary inconvenience, on so many innocent tourists; but,
having said that, we do supporr rhe requesr for urgent
debate.
President. 
- 
At the moment {/e are only concerned
with the request for urgent debare. Commenrs on rhe
content can only be made if the motion is debated.
I call Mr Bangemann to speak on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group.
rL , _. ,i, , :,,
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MrBangemann. 
- 
(D) Madam President, I fell that
we cannot agree to urgency in this matter 
- 
at least I
cannor do so on behalf of my Group 
- 
because we did
not have the text until this morning. Vhether or not
something is urgent can after all be decided by a
democratic group only after it has been discussed. Ve
shall not therefore be voting in favour of urgenry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European Peoples Pany
(CD Group).
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, the rcxt is
shon. Ve did not have an opponunity to read it until
this morning. From the contents of the motion I
consider the matter to be urgent, and my Group will be
voting in favour of urgency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de la Maldne to speak on
behalf ot the Group the European Progressive Demo-
crats.
Mr de la Mallne. 
- 
(F) Madam President, my
Group will also be voting in favour of urgent debate,
though naturally not approving the whole of the text
abled by the Socialist Group. It is however quite clear
the fishing problem and the need for the Community
to study that problem are both extremely urgent.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I put the request to the vote.
The request for urgent debate is approved.
This item will be placed on the agenda for Vednes-
day, 19 September 1980.
I remind the House that we are required tomorrow, at
the beginning of the sitting, to vote on a certain
number of requests for urgent debate.
3. World hanger
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the report by Mr
Ferrero, on behalf of the Committee on Development
and Cooperation, on the European Communiry's
contribution to the campaign to eliminarc hunger in
the world (Doc. 1-3a1l80).
I call Mr Ferrero.
Mr Ferrero, rdpporteur. 
- 
(I) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, in the course of the work
accomplished these past months by your Committee
on Development and Cooperation and by the other
commirtees concerned with the problem of world
hunger, as well as in the course of the preparatory
studies made in the ad hocworking party set up within
the Committee on Development, the goal we set for
ourselves was not primarily that of adding another
srudy or another programme of general action to the
studies and programmes which are akeady so numer-
ous. 'Vhat seemed to us essential in the course of our
work, and what we have tried to express in the motion
for a resolution now submitted to the vote of Parlia-
ment, was a coherent series of proposals which are as
precise, as concrete, and as feasible as possible.
'\fle believed that the most rigorous and useful way of
contributing, as European Parliament arid as European
Community, to rhe fight against the hunger, the
malnutrition, and the poverty which prevail in such a
large pan of rhe vorld was precisely to present this
series of feasible proposals and then to attempt,
through the action and the influence of our Parlia-
ment, to direct towards the implementation of these
measures the coordinated effons of the Community as
such and of the Member States.
The resolution submitted for your consideradon and
to the vote of the Parliament should be examined 
-and I think this aspect should be underlined 
- 
in close
relation to all the preparatory material, including not
only the reports of the competent committees, but also
the working documents prepared by the members of
rhe group on world hunger from the Committee on
Development.
Madam President, I cannot attempt here, in what is
evidently only a few minutes, to give an in-depth
analysis of the various aspecr of world hunger, or the
courses of action that the Community and the
Member Smtes should pursue in order to contribute
towards a solution to this problem. For this necessary
view in depth I refer you not only to the material
appended to the report of the Committee on Develop-
ment but also to the contributions to be made by other
colleagues in the course of the debate. I will limit
myself here to a rapid suney of the proposals and views
contained in the resolution and atrcmpt to clarify the
approach which inspired the work of so many months.
I do not believe myself obliged, as an introduction to
the debate, to quorc the statistics of world hunger: this
Parliament is aware of the quantitative dimensions of
the problem; what can be said is that these quantitative
dimensions are already an indication of the scale of a
problem which is an intolerable scandal in the age in
which we live.
Not only have the objectives laid down in 1974 by the
United Nations Vorld Food Conference with a view
to eliminating hunger not been achieved, not only are
there more starving people today than there were
then, but in all likelihood the situation will deteriorate
still funher. There is a danger that, in the next few
years, a still greater proponion of the population of
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the Third Vorld will be condemned to live in increas-
ingly acute conditions of poverty and undernourish-
This dercrioration is strikingly exemplified by the
increasingly frequent famines affecting whole regions
of Africa, Asia, and Latin America (rhe case of Uganda
is only the latest and most ragic). These emergencies
are largely due to natural disasters or are connected
with ragic polidcal events. However, they also repre-
sent an acute manifestation of a more deep-rooted
crisis, of structural trends and imbalances characteriz-
ing the presenr food situation in the underdeveloped
areas and in rhe world in general.
Let us look at a few more sutisrics. The 1974 Rome
Conference 
- 
which I believe ir imponanr to
re-examine after the passage of dme because it repre-
sented an imponant step in this regard 
- 
called for an
annual average growth rate of 40/o in the agricultural
and food production of rhe developing counrries with
a view rc their eventual artainmenr of self-sufficiency
in food. In the past few years this has nor been rhe
case. If we take, for example, the whole African conti-
nent, we see rhar per capita food production decreased
in the period from 1970 to 1978 at rhe rare of. l.2o/o a
year, and the same pattern is observable in rhe other
countries considered to be of priority imponance in
respect of their food deficit. In these countries there is
less food today than rhere was ten years ago.
Food production expressed in reladve terms, i.e. wirh
reference to the population, is decreasing in most of
the Third Vorld, impons are increasing and there is
growing dependence, both industrial and agricultural,
on the economically more advanced countries. For
many years now the developing counries, which until
the middle of the century as a whole enjoyed substan-
tial self-sufficienry in food 
- 
if only ar the lowest
level 
- 
have been forced rc impon massive and grow-
ing quantities of cereals and to suffer the conse-
quences to the detriment of their balance of paymenrs
and their general economic development.
I think there can be no doubr that this situation clearly
results in the first instance from the imbalance in the
development of the agriculrure and, in general, of the
economies of the countries concerned. The fact that
many developing countries specialize in the produc-
tion of only one or ve{y few agricultural raw materials
for expon has had an adverse effect on the cultivation
of products for internal markem and on the extent ro
which local food requiremenm can be satibfied. This,
Madame President and dear colleagues, is the picture
of mass undernourishment in the Third \7orld.
Many views have been expressed and many analyses
have been carried out in connection with this problem,
its causes and its links with poverry and underdevelop-
ment. The work done by our committee echos some of
them. Above all in recent times the alarm has been
sounding with increasing urgency throughout world
opinion; there have been many more warnings,
appeals, and initiatives. Practical soludons, which are
so necessary, have been put forward in various quart-
ers, and those which involve acrion on the pan of the
Community are indicared in our repon. On many of
these there seems ro be extremely broad agreement in
principle.
In panicular, and wirhout repearing here the conrenm
of the resolurion, I feel rhat rhree poinm are becoming
increasingly clear, and I will now enumerare them.
Firstly, the campaign against poveny and hunger in
the world musr nor be an isolated one, but should
ra[her become an integral pan of a new development
strarcgy. Secondly, in order Lo carry out rhis sask
effectively the concept of merely providing assistance
must be abandoned and priority given to promoting
the complete restructuring of the agriculrural produc-
tion process. The developing countries themselves wirh
policies determined freely and independendy must
make a massive effort to expand their agricultural
producrion capacity, and their effons musr be
supponed by appropriate scientific, technical, and
financial cooperation with the economically more
advanced countries. In this connection, international
action is also vital in order ro remove those obstacles
which place the agriculrure of the developing counrries
- 
and in panicular of rhe poorest and of those worst
hit by hunger 
- 
at e disadvantage ois-ti-ois the
protected agricultures of the indusrriilized counries,
and to establish rapidly an effecdve rysrem of securing
world food supplies.
Madam President and colleagues, there is no lack of
analyses and proposals. The calls for action are
becoming more and more urgent. There are ample and
clear indications of what needs to be done and yet
very little real progress has been made : there is a
yawning discrepancy between the seriousness and
urgency of the problems and the measures taken to
deal with them.
Indeed, whereas the richer countries are indulging in
enormous wastage of resources (it has been calculated
that world arms expenditure now totals one million
dollars a minute), the level of development aid is fall-
ing. The commitment to allocate 0.7 0/o of the gross
national product to development aid has nor been mer,
no concrete projects have been worked out for rhe
coming decade, and aid actually fell from 0.35 0/o in
197 5 ro 0 . 34 o/o in 1979 .
I believe it important to emphasize that aid poliry is
inadequate not only from a quan[irative bur also from
a qualitative point of view. Aid is necessary and,
indeed, should be substantially increased 
- 
I refer
you to the document prepared by Mrs Focke for
precise studies of this problem 
- 
but in panicular it
should be directed more towards structural measures,
above all in agriculture and rural development.
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The fact nevertheless remains that aid policies have
been and are still intrinsically limited by the fact that
they form pan of, and do not alter in any w^y, a
system of incernational economic and political rela-
tions based on inequality and on domination by the
strongest countries. It is this system which must be
,changed if we are to wate an effective campaign
against hunger and poverty in the Third Vorld.
Permit me, Madam President, to draw attention to a
general conclusion which, in my opinion, is prompted
by all the work which has gone into the preparadon of
this repon. There are specific causes and reasons
which explain the continuation and worsening of the
food crisis and whose practical aspecm must be exam-
ined and approached in all their complexiry. However,
in seeking the true source of the problem, it becomes
clear that hunger is merely the most dramatic and
explosive manifestation of more fundamenal
processes and cannot be eliminated without attacking
its very roots.
I think everyone agrees that practical and effective
solutions are needed to combat hunger, but such solu-
tions can only be found by tackling the problem at its
roots.
These roots are to be found in the relations between
developed and underdeveloped areas, that is, in the
international economic order. The expression 'new
economic order' is on everyone's lips, to the point
where it has become a ritual expression and too
frequently has only rhetorical value. But this call for a
new order is not only based on the need for equity and
jusdce felt by the underdeveloped countries; it is in
fact an objective necessity, and this for two reasons:
first because a decisive and realistic political initiative
designed rc establish a new basis for international
economic relations is the only way of ensuring security
and snbility in the world and of establishing lasting
peace. Secondly, because the crisis which has hit hard-
est of all the peoples of the Third Vorld is now affect-
ing the industrialized countries and will 
.do so to a
greater extent in future, forcing everyone to seek new
forms of cooperation. Only a hypocrite and dema-
gogue could believe that emergence from underdevel-
opmenr for the peoples of the Third Vorld can coexist
wirh rhe current production and consumption systems
of the industrialized countries.
In addition to chxnges within the economies and
societies of the underdeveloped counffies, the solution
to the problems of underdevelopment, and first and
foremost the problem of hunger, calls for far-reaching
social and economic adjustmenr and major cultural
and ideological changes in the more advanced coun-
tries.
It is surely evident that the crisis affecting these coun-
ries is the same which is striking Europe, and that it
cannot be resolved other than through such changes
and adjustments, which are essential for a resumption
of a development no longer,based on the exploitation
and underdevelopment of the vast majoriry of
mankind.
Madam President, this briefly is the significance of the
resolution that it is my task to present mday. I am
cenain that the coming debate will constitute an
imponant moment in the life of our Parliament 
- 
as
has already been proved in the Committee on Devel-
opment 
- 
and that it will be very significant.
Nevenheless, in concluding this introduction, it is
impossible, I believe, not to repeat forcefully, our
profound alarm: we are discussing questions of food
and world hunger at a time when only a few hours udll
see the conclusion of the special session of the United
Nations in New York, in which a delegation from our
Parliament took pan. It is not my task to offer judg-
ments or evaluations. It will be for our colleague, Mr
Bersani, who presided over this delegation, to take up
this subject. There is no doubt however that what has
happened in New York over the last three weeks
should be the object of the Parliament's careful
consideratio4 as it determines its position on the.
hunger issue.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Christopher Jackson to speak
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee.
Mr. C. Jackson, drafisman of an opinion 
- 
As I follow
rhe main rapponeur perhaps I could offer to him and
to the Members of the Committee on Development
and Cooperation, my congratulations for the immense
amount of work that has gone into this repon, and
particularly into the working documents. I venture to
say that all of us will have found the working docu-
ments immensely valuable and helpful.
As I was listening to Mr Ferrero, it struck me as a
terrible reminder of our responsibilities that for each
of us sitting here in the Chamber this morning, there
'are perhaps 2 million people starving in the rest of the
world: for each of us 2 million people with truncated,
diminished lives. As represenmtives of one of the
world's largest trading blocs, one of the world's richest
groupings, our responsibiliry is even greater than it
might at first seem. It is, indeed, a moral iniperative
for us.
Over six months ago the Political Affairs Committee,
for whom I speak, recommended, in view of the
weight and scale of the subject, that-Parliament should
prepare not one, but two, reports; the first one dealing
with the simpler, more urgent, issues and leaving for a
later repon, more complex and difficult matters. It was
and remains a sensible proposal. The repon in front of
us, although for many good reasons seven months
late, could have benefited from a 2-stdge approach,
and I hope we will not be tempted to see this resolu-
'l'
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tion as our last word on the subject for some time to
come. Indeed, among the amendmenr put down in
my name but derived from the Polidcal Affairs
Committee opinion, are several calling for funher
study. I very much hope Parliament will suppon these
since they offer the chance of funher thought on
several important issues. Some of these issues are diffi-
cult and emotive but that is no reason for this House
not to study them.
The first to which I draw your attention 'calls on
Parliament to study the possibility of aid for family
planning and population control. Now I must report
rhat my committee had divided views on this, but in
the equation of hunger and food, population growth is
a viral variable which the world ignores at its peril.
Several other committees refer to Jhis, and it must
have a place in our final resoludon. '
The second matter requiring funher study is the
encouratement of private irivestment in developing
counries. Again views differ. Some hold that private
investment is the most valuable spur rc development;
others are concerned about the problems which it may
bring. But we believe that the Communiry should
ensure greater security for such investment from
Community countries and that we should sudy in
greater depth how this should be achieved.
Relations berween Member States come up in anbther
proposal in this resolution which calls for Community
aid as a proportion of Member States' aid to be
increased from the 10 Vo level at which it sands now.
Vell this is natural coming from the European Parlia-
ment. Of course, we will emotionally favour this. But
u/e must ask ourselves tvhether this is going to result in
more effective aid for those really in need and I
suggest that the case is not proven.
Perhaps it is right that more food aid should be chan-
nelled through the Community. But I really think
funher study of whether other aid should be chan-
nelled more through the Community is necessary
before we leap to a. conclusion which, without evid-
ence, will, I suggest, not carry weight with the
Member States.
A key question, both for us and for developing coun-
tries is the tbtal amount of aid to be provided. The last
resolution from this Parliament called for 0'7 0/o of
GNP; now we call for a timetable. But how many
Member Sntes will be prepared just like that to go to
0.7 0/o in the near future, as this would represent an
averate increase of some 60 0/o? Yery few, I warrant.
Funhlrmore, we believe that the burden should 6e
spread among the richer countries, not just the
Community. It will take time to increase aid.
Meanwhile, what should we do? There was strong
atreement in my committee on what should be done
now. Sfle should place great emphasis on our internal
effons to increase the effectiveness of our aid, includ-
ing technical and educational assistance. This has a
dual purpose. \7e shall not find our citizens willing to
agree to large increases in aid unless the suspicions of
waste and corruption are dispelled, Unless they are
convinced that such aid is thoroughly worth while.
Secondly we all want the aid we provide to have the
maximum beneficial effect for those in need. For this
reason, we urge that greater priority should be given
to'ex-post evaluationi Ex-post evaluation is a terrible
bit of jargon meaning finding out whether the money
we have spent really helped m do what we intended.
No one likes spending on administration, but it is fool-'
ish and woolly thinking to deny the Commission funds
it needs rc see if it is spending our money to the best
effect.
Let me give two quick examples of ex-post evaluation.
In Guatemala 
- 
a non-Communiry example 
-people who live around Lake Atitlan caught small fish,
and some enterprising humanitarian came along and
filled the lake with big black bass, so that the people
would have more and bigger fish to eat. But bass are
carnivorous: they ate all the little fish. Moreover, it is
difficult ro catch them, because they tend to stay at the
bottom of the lake. So the result of that humanitarian
gesture was, in effect, to cut down the supply of high
protein food and reduce the levels of nurition.
Now let me take a Communiry example. Some while
ago uie spent funds on pure water projects in Africa.
All would atree at first sight that this should have high
priority 
- 
anesian wells were drilled, electric pumps
were installed, concrete cisterns were built to keep the
water pure. But the Community's own ex-Post evalua-
tion showed that some of this money could have been
much better spent. First of all electric pumps in remote
areas break down sometimes and are not repaired.
Secondly, since anesian wells are usually some dist-
ance from the village and water is heavy, the women
of the village not unnaturally prefer to draw water
from their local pond when it is full. But thirdly, and
worst of all, when everything was working the investi-
gators found that the containers which were used to
draw the pure water vere so heavily contaminated that
the water was contaminated anyway. So the precise
aim of this project was bound to fail. Now, that is
scientific method teaching us what is really effective. It
saves waste and makes aid work. I think we should
have the humiliry to,realize that we have to learn how
best to give aid. This is of enormous imponance. It is
something we can do better now, and I hope that
Parliament will not only vote for this amendment but
will vote the necessary funds that the Commission
needs to improve this work.
My committee gave special consideration to issues of
human rights. \7hat should the Community do when
populations requiring aid have regimes that do not
respect human rights? This is, alas, not infrequent. Ve
had an.example before us this morning in the care of
Bolivia. Ve can think of Cambodia too. In such
unhappy cases we call for aid to be restricted rc food
\
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and medical aid and perhaps rural developmenr, bul
with the proviso that it should go directly ro rhose
being aided and should be closely monitored.
Finally, Madam President, as the Brandt repon makes
clear, solving the hunger problem is not just a marrer
of food, still less food aid, bur of wealth. Our primary
aim, which we mu$ never forget, is rc hclp developing
countries to help themselves to achieve economic self-
sufficiency. In Iom6 II we have an agreemenr which is
a model of its kind and which the Community is justly
proud of. But my committce believes rhat the Commu-
niry must in future plan for a more broadly based rela-
tionship including other developing counries, based
on a sratety of concentrating our limited resources
especially on the very poorest regions of the world.
(Applause)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Nielsen to speak on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr Brsndlund Niclscn, draftsman of an opinion.
- 
(DK) Madam President, it is my task, on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture, rc say briefly what
agriculture can do to counter the problems which
world hunger invohes. If I speak in very broad terms,
the reason is that this can mean both agriculture in the
actual countries concerned throughout the Third
'!7orld, and also agriculture in the Communiry. Both
elemenu should be included in the overall view.
It is generally true to say that the world's agriculture,
both in the poor countries and in the Communiry,
frequently has, in fact, a very considerable producdve
capacity and is an immensely solid and stabilizing
element in sociery: often, however, the value of an
efficient and well-run agricultural industry is perhaps
not fully appreciated. It may be that in the Third
\forld people have been overambitious and too eager
to modemize manufacturing industry and other new
forms of business, and have somewhat neglected dre
opponunities presented by the more traditional agri-
cultural industry. It may be that in our pan of the
world there is a scepticism and a hostility towards
agriculture in political circles, the effect of which is
that the opponunities presented by agriculture are nor
fully exploited.
I believe it is a very serious mistake in both areas to
underestimate the great imponance of agriculture to
society.
Turning to what must be done in individual areas, we
recommend that in the developing counries more
emphasis should be placed on development of the agri-
cultural industries and on development in rural areas
as a whole, and that effons should be made to prom-
ote a balance between the many factors whici can
increase these counuies' own agricultural production;
there are cenainly many opportunities for such
suppon. Expen assistance can be given towards
acquiring the technological know-how which enables
better use to be made of resources. This is a very diffi-
cult and challenging task. I need only mention for
example the difficult climatic conditions which exist in
many developing countries. Often there is not enough
rain, while at other times there is too much. According
to the figures, there are some places with the same
amoun[ of rain as we have for example here in Vest-
ern Europe, but it may only fall on a few days in rhe
year. The conditions are therefore completely differ-
ent. On the orher hand, the climate in rnany places is
so warm that there can be several crops in a year.
Ve must help these countries to make rhe best use of
all these very complex circumstances, and we must ask
them to recognize the opponunities which may exist.
Ve must also suppon the expansion of their own
processing industries. Ve must supporr their develop-
ment of local technology, something which they them-
selves can cope with. It is cenainly [rue, as rhe drafts-
man of the Political Affairs Commirtee said,'that we
should also beware of giving aid in rhe form of tech-
nology which local people may nor understand. I will
not go into detail on all these quesrions, bur would
refer m my opinion.
Looking at the situarion here in the Community, our
task is clearly to support these countries from our own
resources. Here I would say first and foremost that as
far as agriculture in general is concerned, we must.
play our pan in raising rhe general level of prosperiry,
so that we have the greatest possible scope for produc-
ing surpluses with which to help these countries. Of
course we musr do this in the righr way, as I said in my
comments on the developing counrries, and in this
contex[ I agree that we should recognize that in rhe
past we have often made mistakes in connection with
our aid, and would mendon thar last week Professor
Myrdal from Sweden delivered a violent attack on the
way in which we give aid. He says that be does so
quirc sincerely, as he has personally been involved in
the organization of Swedish aid, and I believe it is
right to reflect that on occasions we may have
supponed the wrong rrends in the developint coun-
ries. Ve should always be looking critically ar our
own aid.
On the other hand, c/e can of course help in an
endrely pratical way with foodstuffs. Here we have
great scope, because we have an enormous productive
capacity. Vhat is very much in dispute is the exrent to
which we should give aid in rhe form of goods which
we are especially well-equipped to produce. Ve in the
Committee on Agriculture have stated that of course
we do not believe that developmenr aid should merely
be, as it were, a function of our own surpluses. But on
the other hand, it is just as clear to the great majority
of the Committee on Agriculture rhat we should
obviously give aid in the form of goods which we are
especially well-equipped ro produce, and in this
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context I would like to mention milk in panicular. It is
a fact, which I have also discussed in detail in my
opinion, that milk, by vinue of im biological composi-
tion, is quite clearly an immensely good and versatile
foodstuff, and it is something which we are capable of
producing in large quantities. Funhermore the cow,
because of ir special digestive system, is able to use
what are in fact no more than waste products to prod-
uce this protein, this foodstuff, which has a very high
nutritive value. The cow can produce it from the
simplest nitrogen compounds, and this is something
for which we have good climatic potential. It is also
something for which we have e Ereat tradition. Ve
have farmers in the Community who know how to
produce it and we have good processing facilities.
Therefore, we should obviously give aid in the form of
something which we can produce in such quantity. In
doing so we can make far more inrcnsive use of our
agricultural areas, and also of land which simply
cannot be used for grain growing, for example.
In this context we should also endeavour to increase
the opponunities for the people of the developing
countries, the hungry people, to make use of this
foodstuff. This may be a question of how it is to be
applied, and also one of information, for example in
order to avoid the mistake, which is actually being
made, of allowing powdered milk to be used exces-
sively and in the wrong way as a substitute for breast
feeding in the developing countries.
The Communiry should also support the developing
countries through its trade policy, so that they can
obtain the food they need. The Community already
plays a key role here, as we are of course the world's
largest imponer of food. Ve should have an open atti-
tude in this respect. For example, we should look more
closely at the possibiliy of the developing councries
increasing production of some of the things which we
can reprocess. I have in mind a number of feedstuffs
for which there may actually be a greater market than
for other items which at present they are trying to
produce. !7e should therefore support and comple-
ment each other to a greeter extent in terms of world-
wide food production. Here I would point out on
behalf of the committee that the experience gained
from the Lom6 Convention is something on which we
mu$ build with regard to trade in foodstuffs.
Finally, I would like rc say that for myself and for the
committee it is essential to state that when agricultural
policy and agricultural problems are linked with the
question of malnutrition in the world, there is a
passive and negadve response, an inadequate under-
standing of the tremendous opponunities which we
actually have. If there is an area in which we lack
pioneering spirit, it is not in agriculture or amongst
those people who are expefts in this area, but unfor-
tunately in politics. There is insufficient undersnnding
of how much we can actually do. I can name the prod-
ucts. How many times have we heard complaints here
in Parliament that we are producing too much? Yes
indeed, but it is appalling rc think that at the same
time some places are suffering from malnutrition: I
would also mention know-how and information. Ve
possess a vast amount of agricultural know-how.
There are many elements which must be combined.
But let us use them. Let us put them to use to benefit
the starving world. A huge range of knowledge is
involved, genetic, ecological, geological and rcchnical
knowledge. If all this is put to use part of a ruly
determined effon to suppon the improvement of agri-
culture in the developing countries, then we can make
a great contribution to the fight against hunger.
'Sfl'e are faced with a genuine challenge and our effons
can produce great results. My appeal is for our atti-
tude to be marked by this positive pioneering spirit, to
enable agriculture to play its pan in solving the prob-
lem of malnutrition in the world, because it can do so:
(Applause from the rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs'lTieczorek-Zeul to speak on
behalf of the Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions.
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul, draftsman of an opinion.
- 
(D) Ladies and gentlemen, the motion for a resolu-
don abled by the Committee on Development and
Cooperation represenls, in my view, a shon- and
medium-term programme of action for the reorienta-
tion of a specific area of.the Community's and
Member States' development policy. It endeavours to
provide a uniform concept for the policy of the Euro-
pean Community and its Member States towards such
divergent institutions as the UN, GATT and also the
IMF. Ve want to make it more difficult in the future
for the Communiry and its member governmenr to
make grand political speeches, as at the last UN
conference, and then rc shift the practical conse-
quences to other institutions and do exactly the oppos-
ite in the IMF or GATI to what had generally been
proclaimed.'
The way in which this resolution has been drawn up
can also be taken, I feel, as an example for other
projects in this Parliament. It proves that only if care-
ful, comprehensive and unsparing effons are made to
take stock of the siruation and make the necesspry
preparations, can the European Parliament be pre-
venrcd from becoming a stage for inconsequential
exchanges and used to exert influence on European
poliry.
The discussions in the Commirtee on External
Economic Relations were based on a number of
fundamental assumptions, one of which I should like
to mention here and again make it quirc clear what my
personal position is. Ve wish to point out, as Mr
Ferrero has done, that the structures in the Third
'!7orld countries which cause hunger 
- 
and the insi-
JT
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dious food crisis affects in panicular the very poor in
cenain developing countries 
- 
are often a legacy of
the colonial period. If we are honest, we must admit
that the economic, political and military interes6 of
the indusrial countries 
- 
including the Community
Member States 
- 
help to perpetuate these structures.
The colonial legacy which causes hunger includes the
agricultural sructure of the developing countries and
agricultural production geared to exports, with a large
proportion of non-foodsuffs. The activities of pre-
sent-day transnational companies in agricultural prod-
uction and rade in the developing countries have
added to this rcndency. In the fight for productive
agricultural areas to grow cash crops [hat can be
exponed the cultivation of basic foodstuffs always
suffers. But the developing countries then find them-
selves in a vicious circle. Their own inadequate food
production forces them to impon more foodstuffs.
IncreaSes in the prices of these foodstuffs then affect
the developing countries, and panicularly with the
lowest income groups, who in any case have hardly
enough money to subsist and must spend most of their
income on food.
But at the same time 
- 
and here too, I feel, there is a
need for greater honesty in gur debate 
- 
the indus-
trial countries, including the European Community 
-and in this respecr I disagree with the previous rappor-
teur 
- 
pursue a protectionistic agricultural poliry. For
we are willing to accept the developing countries as
suppliers of agricultural products only as long as they
do not compete with the products protected by our
market organizations and high prices, even if these are
the very products the developing counries would be
able to supply after satisfying their domestic needs. Ve
are willing to accept them as trading panners only as
long as they supply non-processed produca. This
means that with our policy we are preventing major
changes in the production structures of the developing
countries. This policy was rightly criticized at the
recent FAO conference. A strategy aimed at perma-
nendy eliminating. hunger in the world therefore
requires, in our opinion, integrated impulses geared to
the independent development of the developing coun-
tries and rc satisfying the basic needs of the broad
masses in the developing countries. This means giving
absolute prioriry to enabling the indigenous popula-
tion to feed itself 
- 
food first 
- 
increasing agricul-
tural production in the developing countries them-
selves, greater collective self-reliance. But it also
means that we must be willing [o accept the exploita-
tion by the developing countries of those areas of the
world market in which they enjoy panicular cost and
geographical advantages. This happens to be true of
agricultural produc6. Ve must also accept that the
developing counries want to achieve Ereater protec-
tion for their economies and rc go their own way in
other areas, in which they are less competitive.
t
The Commirtee on External Economic Relations
therefore calls for three changes in the orientation of
the Community poliry on trade, the only aspect we
discussed:
Firstly, the collective power of the developint coun-
tries in their competition with the industrial countries
should be strengthened 
- 
a very liberal principle
funhermore. Secondly, Community marker should be
opened to agricultural products of the developing
countries and the same time the markets in the most
imponant foodstuffs should be stablilized. Thirdly, the
activities of private firms engaged in agricultural trade
should be supervised.
As regards the collective power of the developing
countries we would refer explicitly to the UNCTAD
proposals for the creation of in{ependent trade struc-
tures in these countries. !7e totally reject the Commis-
sion's proposals for what amounrc to new instruments
of intervendon for the Community's expon poliry. . .
(Applause)
. . . because they are guided by the US or Australian
proposals and, in my view, run counter to the long-
term goal of increasing food production in the devel-
oping countries themselves.,All that is being done is to
shift the European Communiry's agricultural problems
onto the world market, and this to the detriment of
the developing countries.
'!7ith regard to the improvement of rhe developing
countries' opponunities for exponing agricultural
producm, here again, I should like to add, it is remark-
able to see how many of those who claim the interna-
tional divisioh of labour between the Nonh and
South, in other words free trade, in the industrial
sector to be absolutely essential, also talk of outright
mismanagement and the protecdon of agricultural
markets against world market rends. For me this is a
most illogical view. It has resulted in rade in non-agri-
cultural products being increasingly liberalized within
GATT, while trade in agricultural products has largely
been excluded from this trend at the request of the
European Community. And if we are honesr, we musr,
if we intend rc stick by our demands, press for a
reform of the Community's agriculrural policy, for the
abolition of protectionistic measures and for a more
caudous price policy.
The shaping of the sugar policy will, in the opinion of
the Committee on External Economic Relations, be a
tes!-case in this respect. The Communiry must resisr
attempts to expand production in the Communiry even
further and so add fuel to rhe fire of competirion with
the developing countries in the world market. Thar is
exactly the opposite of a practical development policy
strategy.
The committee therefore calls on the European
Community to make provision for larger quantiries
1
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and the inclusion of new agricultural products,
whether processed or intended for other areas, in the
new form of generalized system of preferences to be
used after 1980. And we also call for a long-term stra-
tegy for the fight against hunger, to the benefit not
only of the associated developing countries, but above
all of the non-associarcd eountries, which we feel are
deserving of exactly the same care and attention from
the European Communiry.
To conclude, we call on the European Communiry rc
develop its own legally binding code of conduct for
transnational groups with their headquaners in the
Community as a means of making their economic
activities more transparent. '$U'e are particularly con-
cerned about cenain business pradices of agricultural
groups and specifically the manipulation of ransfer
prices. Ve are very worried about the increasing
tendenry towards venical concentration and integra-
tion among private undenakings engaged in agricul-
tural trade. This results in the developing countries
being deprived of some of their production, and we
have illustrated this very clearly with figures and other
data, taking the banana trade and other areas as exam-
ples.
Allow me to conclude by making a personal comment.
I find it regrettable that this motion for a resolution
does not contain a reaction to the appeal by the devel-
oping countries for the reform of the decision-making
bodies of the !7orld Bank and International Monetary
Fund to enable the developing countries to be more
democraticaly represenrcd. The developing counries
placed panicular emphasis, rightly I feel, on this
demand at the UN Conference which has just ended,
since in many respects present IMF conditions stand in
the way of the independent development of the devel-
oping countries for which our motion for a resolution
appeals. If we do not contribute to democratic change
ih the International Monetary Fund, we shall not
witness funher development in the North-South rela-
tionship or thg negotiations in this connection.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi to speak on
behalf of the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Cousumer Protection.
Mrs Squarcidupi, draftsman of dn opinio,n
- 
(I) Madam President, honourable colleagues, the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, too was also determined to set
aside the facile rhetoric which often appears in the
discussion of the problem of world 'hunger. ' !7e
wanted to overcome precisely, the risk of over-gener-
alization, by presenting concrerc proposals and precise
suggestions to the Commission.
The rapponeur has caught the spirit of our work in
various paragraphs of the motion for a resolution, but
because our requests are precise and pracdcable, we
have preferred to bring them up again in an amend-
ment, hoping that the rapponeur would accept them
so that the execudve can put them into effect'
The underdeveloped world is threatened by hunger
and diseases, and many of these diseases are a direct
consequence of malnutrition. In the majority of cases,
howevir, these diseases cannot be cured by medicinal
drugs. The pharmaceutical products which are sent to
undirdeveloped countries are in general'our' medi-
cines, meant for the sick of the industrialized countries
where hunger is not a mass tragedy. It must also be
added that these medicines have been ried out on us,
i.e. on people in very different physical and psychol-
ogical conditions. \7e can see clearly now the need for
a-new pharmaceutical policy in regard to the Third
Vorld. The shipment of medical supplies to the under-
developed counries has offered and continues to offer
very high profits because medicines there sell for
prices ten and even N/enty timps those current in our
own countries, while per capita income, as we know, is
very much lower. In addition, companies producing
medicines 
- 
usually muldnationals 
- 
send to these
people what is left over in storage: old or ineffective
remedies and even harmful ones which are in any case
unsuited to treat their diseases. 'V'e are asking that the
Commission of the European Communiry intervene
decisively on this matter. Above all, the European
Development Fund should take action to help in the
raining of personnel specialized in pharmaceutical
problems, in agreement with the Vorld Health
Organization, which has taken a specific interest in the
problem. Let it be quite clear that the problem of
medicinal drugs must be faced along with all the prob-
lems which derive from it, whether it is a question of
the supply or the production of these drugs or of the
choice that each nation will make regarding cenain
medicines. There must be a new pharmaceutical policy
which is not divided into sectors. The Vorld Health
Organization has already prepared a list of basic medi-
cines. These make up only rwo hundred out of the
hundreds of thousands of produc$ now on dre
market.
The choice of basic medicines is a cultural, scientific,
and administrative decision, closely allied to a plan of
information and education. Only these two elements
can Buarantee that the use of medicines constitutes a
'genuine response to health needs and not merely a
pan of our export trade or of the budgets of the devel-
oping countries. To organize the pharmaceutical
sector is to coordinate the various health sectors:
rcchnical, medical, educational and administrative. It is
ffue that the expens and the knowledge required to
carry out such a poliry are lacking both in the under-
developed and in the industrialized areas where phar-
maceutics is still an object of consumerism and above
all a source of profit.
''"-,',',,',", 
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A European Economic Community programme should
first of all encourage the building of this knowledge,
establishing European research centres ro develop a
common collaboration plan which would include the
training of personnel ro assume practical responsability
in the various countries of the Third \7orld. It should
also finance an exchange program with study grants
earmarked for students from rhose countries. It would
then be necessary to fund, in the developing countries,
a programme of intensive regional studies 
- 
for
diseases have a regional development 
- 
and also an
independenr program of informadon and documenta-
tion on the medicines available to help these counrries
with the procedures of approval and registrarion. Let
us remind the large-scale pharmaceutical producers
of their responsabilities; ro rhis end we invite rhe
Commission to make a study, as called for in our reso-
lution, of the present state of the pharmaceurical
market in the counrries of rhe Third \7orld, of the
prices of products 
- 
and these will offer some real
surprises 
- 
and of the possibility of setrint up inde-
pendent production. \7e also call for the udlizadon of
the technological porcntial of the large pharmaceutical
producers rhrough ad boc programmes and incenrives
to promore the srudy of medicines best suircd ro treal
and overcome diseases, specially the infectious diseases
typical of the Third Vorld. And by medicines we also
mean methods of birth control, easy-to-use contracep-
tives for which the women of the Third \florld would
not be passive guinea pigs 
- 
as has too often been the
case 
- 
but active panicipants.
In our opinion we menrioned the demographical prob-
lem, the problem of family planning in the developing
countries. The population increase, as Mr Ferrero
also noted in his report, is greater than the growth in
agricultural production. In many countries young
people of under fifteen years of age make up more
than 45 0/o of rhe whole popularion. This demographic
problem is cenainly a very delicate one, bur it must be
faced in order to prevenr a recourse to drastic and
inhuman solutions, conr,rary ro civil and human rights,
such as obligatory mass srerilization, which some
governmenm have introduced under the pressure of
hunger. It is urgent rherefore to undenake the study
of the various effective contraceptive methods easily
accesssible m the majority of women, so thar, through
improved health education, drastic and violent means
of family planning aimed at eliminating mouths that
cannot be fed, may be avoided. Through health educa-
tion and medicine, women must be given more digniry
and a free choice, and their children musr become
complete human beings able to enjoy the first of the
fundamental rights of all people: that of having
enough to eat.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Chcysson, Member of the Commission.
- 
(F) Madam President, is it right for a Commis-
sioner to pay tribute to Parliament? I shall be so bold
as to do so. Eleven monrhs of work, five committees,
ten reports, public hearings: rhese are, in our opinion,
remarkable working methods, although the subjecr
warranred this overall political examination by the
most political of the Communiry's insritutions. Vhat
national parliament has gone ro such rouble?
Madam President, the Commission is proud to serve a
Parliament such as this.
In taking an interest in this subject, Parliament has
also touched on one of those issues which mobilizes
our peoples, to whom Mr Ferrero has appealed. The
word mobilize is too strong, whatever we say is too
weak. Think of the shock we experience when we see
on the television those emaciared men, those young
people witlr their empry eyes, some of them blind,
those mothers grasping dead babies rc their wirhered
breasts. Are we going to put up wirh this? The children
of Uganda are rhe latesr sufferers, rhere were orhers
before them, there will be others after them.
This emotion must also find expression in this Parlia-
ment. It must. be expressed so thar it can be trans-
formed into thought and into acdon.
I shall nor dwell, Madam President, on all the figures
which might illusrate this misery, this suffering of
700 million, perhaps 1 000 million people living in
abject poverry. All I will do is recall the shortcomlngs
which some parliamentarians seem to have forgotren.
According to the dreadful prospects which the FAO
has outlined for us the cereals deficit of the Third
\forld countries will rise from 40 m ronnes in 1978 to
90 m in 2 000 and the deficit in dairy products from
8 m tonnes to 33 m ronnes in 2 000, while mear, a
surplus of which is now produced, will soon be in defi-
cit, and this deficit will reach 200 000 tonnes in the
year 2 000.
I will not go on with rhese figures. As the rapporreur
has done in his excellen[ motion for a resolution, I
shall simply confine myself to sounding rhe alarm
about the size of the problem and to proposing that
something be done about it as soon as possible. It is a
good thing that this Parliament is discussing the prob-
lem at the very rime the FAO is convening a special
meeting to discuss the misery in Africa and the critical
situation that is developing there.
This is an enormous problem, Madam President, and
it therefore entails many answers, which I shall endea-
vour to enumerate and discuss. In any case, I owe this
to the 57 Members of rhis Parliament who have put
down their names ro speak in this debate.
The first objective is obviously ro increase production
in the developing countries themselves. That may be
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obvious, but it is not easy. Let ui not oversimplify this
debate by stating that it is enough to provide more
money or more rcchnology or more infrastructures.
No. The problem is complex, as the rapporteur and
others, Mr Vergeer, for example, have very clearly
illustrated.
The objective is self-sufficiency, at least overall self-
sufficienry in each region, balance in agricultural
trade. But what must be produced in the present situa-
don? Cereals, that is obvious. Absolurc priority must
be given to calorific intake. Third \7orld man at
present has an annual calorific intake of only 70 o/o of.
that enjoyed by man in industrialized countries.'$7ith-
out this intake nothing is possible. The rest simply
cannot be assimilated. I shall come back to this point
in a moment.
Mr Leontiev feels that production in the Third !7orld
must be tripled, the primary objective being cereals.
There are other deficiencies, as we know, panicularly
protein deficiency. 
.Here the situation is panicularlygrave, since protein intake in the Third Vorld is
hardly more than half that in the industrialized coun-
tries, with all the physiological consequences this has,
leading in extreme cases to blindness and rickets. This
protein deficiency can be partly overcome with
cereals, but there must be systematic development of
legumes, particularly soya, and of proteins of animal
oflgln.
I should like to thank those rapporteurs who have
stressed the imponance of fish and all the forms in
which it can be produced. All this, as is excellendy
stated in the repon, entails activity in the rural envi-
ronment. This is where everything begins. Hence
rcchnical aid, research inrc the improvement of pro-
ductivity, into the development of more resistant species
or types of animal and into energy savings as well. At
present 40 o/o of the imponed enerty consumed by the-
Third \7orld in agriculture goes to the production of
fertilizers. \fle should try to find products which
consume less energy and at the same time to improve
outPut.
This research must include, wherever possible, the
application of traditional methods adaprcd to the use
of more up-to-date materials. Hence the major inter-
est in the development of animal power in farming.
35 o/o of all energy is at present consumed by agricul-
tural machinery. Hence the major interest in small-
scale as against large-scale water engineering and the
treat imponance of all methods of conserlation
inspired by traditional methods, for example,. drying.
Research into the use of tools and equipment which
have been known for centuries. Vhat place do they
have in the general environment: Mrs Squarcialupi has
just referred to this, and Mr Ferrero does so at length
in his repon.
This environment is not only a production environ-
ment: it is also a living environment. And the whole of
this environment must be tackled along with all the
health, education, community life and cooperative
development problems wherever this is possible. These
societiis must be taken as they are and developed as
they are, and we must first concentrate on the princi-
pal driving forces. In the life of a society, our concern
is primarily for women, who in less developed envi-
ron.ents have the hardest time. Let us never forget
this while we are seeing what can be done'
Vhat we have already done under the Lom6 Conven-
tion has been mentioned by a number of speakers, and
I wish to thank them for this. In overall figures,
I 500 m EUA of EDF monies has so far been invested
in rural development projecm. '$?'e note with interest
that the share allocated to rural development is grow-
ing constantly as a result of the goodwill of our part-'
ner governments. Beginning with 25 0/o, we have
reached 37 o/o for all forms of rural development
under Lom6 I, and the present protramme tells us that
we shall reach 42 0/o under Lom6 II. Our other activi-
ties, outside the Lom6 Convention, are inspired by the
same concern. Ve have, for example, the special
campaign that stemmed from the Avenue Kl6ber
dialogue in respect of the funds which we made avail-
able to the countries worst hit by the crisis some years
480.
All this, then, ennils integrated action, as I fuave just
said and as Mr Ferrero illustrates brilliantly in his
report. During the last debate, in October 1979, I
described some of the activities rc which we have
subscribed, for example, the development of fishing on
the River Niger and of dairy production in India. I
should like to give a few more examples today. First,
we have the action we have taken in regard to the
evaluation of fish stocks, the construction of a number
of fishing ports and the systematic development of fish
breeding, these activities nking place in the Gulf of
Guinea, the Pacific Ocean, Lake Tanganyika, the
River Niger and the Island of Mauritius.
Let us take an example, one which I'recently saw for
myself which left a great impression on me and one
which you yourself, Madam President, saw during
your visit to one of the ACP countries: the programme
covering 600 OOO hecnres in the B€nou6 region, which
will affect 45 000 people, was begun in 1973 and will
continue for another 10 years. The programme
concerns the production of food for domestic
consumption and of cash crops, because these people
need some resources, reafforesation, stock-breeding
and all the aspects of development, farming, of course,
but also health and education, combining bilateral aid,
aid from the Community amounting to 9 m EUA and
aid from non-governmental organizations.
I have just used the term'non-governmental organiza-
tions'. A number of rapporteurs have stressed the
t.
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imponance of these organizations. I should also like to
pay sincere tribute ro rhem here. The experience we
have had,for a number of years, thanks to this Parlia-
ment, of systimatic cooperarion with these organiza-
tions has proved to be one of the most intelligent and
one of the most fruitful we could have had. I pay
tribute to rhem, and I hope to be able to give them
regular supporr.
(Applause)
Madam President, as we are talking about this society
and as progress is bound to originate from ir, it must
also be replaced in its environmenr. I do not wanr ro
dwell too long on whar has been said by Mr Ferrero in
such excellent fashion about agricultural reform and
agricultural credits. But I should like to talk for a
moment about price policy. The farmers in developing
countries are like our own: they need an incomes
policy to encourage them to produce, they need to feel
sure about their incomes and the growth of their
incomes, they need markets around them which
encourate them to produce and encourage them to
earn so that they can buy what they need. A very
systematic effon is therefore being made in this
respect. Ve are making a not inconsiderable contribu-
tion through STABEX. I would point out after five
years of this system thit two-thirds of STABEX under
Lom6 I has been used to deal with unforeseen local
circumstances 
- 
drought, hurricanes, natural difficul-
ties 
- 
which would orherwise have affected whole
farming communities. This is also why 172 m of the
375 m EUA of the STABEX funds under Lomd I has
gone to the Sahel. Vork must also be done outside rhe
villages: rransport must be made easier, in other words
infrastructures improved, along with srorage facilities,
since 40 0/o of produce is losr in cenain countries as a
result of poor, storage, and supplies to marker musr be
ensured.
As I have already said, Madam President, I find the
constant criticism of cash crops unreasonable. Vhat
d-o you wanr certain Third Vorld counrries to expon
if they do not expon agricultural producm? And if
they do nor expon, are rhey going to live on public
charity? A balance musr be sruck between. cash crops
and crops for domestic consumpdon. This balance his
not been struck in the pasr, panicularly during the
colonial period. It must be re-established. But this
must not be done by eliminadng cash crops.
Thts musr be planned strategically. The
Vorld Food Conference and the !7orld Food Council
have said so often enough. Mr Ferrero's repon is
explicit in this regard: we musr give encouragemenr to
these strategies, we must, in my opinion, make it a
condition that strategic plans exist before we granr
cenain forms of our long-term aid. All this, of course,
in the framework of these countries' farming indus-
tries.
But whatever we do, Madam President, food aid will
coniinue to be necessary. Ir will be needed by the least
favoured regions, those-who will not be able to srike a
balance, and there. are unfonunately quite a few of
them. It will be needed throughout the period of
progress in the Third !7orld. It will be needed when
disasters occur. \fle must therefore be careful when
discussing this aid, all the more so as we have at
present a direct responsibiliry: Community aid repre-
sents a large proponion of world aid. In controlling us
this Parliament rhus controls an important element at
world level.
An argument has been advanced by the rapporreur
who has studied this area in some detail, to thi effect
that it would be preferable to confine the supply of
food aid in kind ro emergencies and simply io have
budgenry appropriations for normal aid. I'shall not
make a habit of this, but I must disagree with
Mrs.Focke in both respec6.
There can be no doubt that appropriations are also
needed for emergency aid, because some money has to
be spent on the spot ar rhe time of disasrcr. Supplies
from Europe would not be enough. On the other
hand, normal, ongoing aid must also include products.
Ve must accepr our responsibilities in thi world-wide
producdon of foodstuffs, which we know are in shon
supply and of which, we fear, there will be an almost
permanent shonage. !7e must encourage development
for the time when, in the medium rerm, we may be less
sure about the use of appropriations. In any case,
Mrs Focke does not srress rhis intentionally provoca-
tive point, and I thank her for making ir. She rhen goes
on to examine very carefully the various aspects of the
aid we tranr. In this case, I entirely agree wirh almost
every point she makes.
Vith regard to emergency aid, the rapponeurs accepr
that what we are doing is on rhe whole satisfactory.
Action is taken with great speed: I have already said
that we were in ef{ect providing assistance in Uganda
within one month and in Equatorial Guinea within rcn
dayt. Vhen rhere have bCen hurricanes, aid has
airfued within a fonnight ro a monrh. Ten days after
Hurricane Allen the first aid arrived in St Lucia. I
would also point out in passing that as a result of
Hurricane Allen we have now paid out I 650 OOO EUA
outside the Communiry and we have just allocated
700 000 EUA to the !7est Indies. Despirc rhis, we musr
be able to make funher improvements by saving time
in getting things moving, by agreeing on orher procs-
dures that are more speedy and in many cases by
agreeing ro,rhe on-rhe-spot purchase of food that it
would take too long rc rransporr to the scene.
The range of products musr also be increased. Coordi-
nation of emergency aid Seems sarisfacrcry ro us,
involving an alarm system for the Nine and the
Commission on rhe one hand, working in very close
and friendly cooperarion with the United Nations
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agencies and the non-governmental organizations on
the other. The volume of appropriations is sizeable
under the Lom6 Convention: under Lom6 II we shall
have 200 m EUA es against 150 m under Lom6 L T,trey
are, as it were, symbolic in the budget you adopt,
because it is impossible to forecast disasters, but they
do gain in size through subsequent changes: 42 m in
1979,39 m since the beginning of this year.
I now turn to normal aid. On behalf of the Commis-
sion, and this is a solemn commitment to Parliament, I
entirely agree with the recommendations made by the
rapporteurs. This aid must become pan of our deve-
lopment aid. It must be an element, a means of deve-
lopment. But we must greatly improve the opportuni-
ties we have. If it is to help developqent, Madam
President, it should be possible for our normal aid to
form the subject of multiannual commitmenrc, as the
Commission has been requesting since 1974. The
Governments allow this from time to time. For exam-
ple, the london Food Aid Convention on wheat which
Mrs Focke rightly welcomes. For example, the help we
have given rc the dairy product operation in India,
'Flood', but otherwise the need for this is rejected by
our Governmenr yEar after year. Help us, I beg of
you, to convince them of this need.
Similarly, the counterpan funds must be allocated in
advance and for a long period, which would be the
case if we entered intb multiannual commitments to
make supplies to projects in preference to projects
which we finance otherwise. If we wish to cohribute
to development with our food aid, we must undoubt-
edly make sure we have strategic srccks of our own
and that they are encouraged to include sirch stocks in
their policies, which at the moment q/e are forbidden
to do. Of course, all this will be linked to the food
strategies to which.I referred just now, and a condi-
tion will be that on no account must the distribution of
our aid undermine their own effons.
Several rapponeurs, Mrs Focke in panicular, have
raised the question of quantities, and I thank them for
their suppon. You are aware of the Commission's
position on this, which is the same as your own. Ve
are pleased that the Governments have at last agreed
to an increase in the commitment by the Communiry
of the Nine Member States on wheat to I 650 000
tonnes, 56 0/o from the Community. Ve hope to go
even funher.
Some people then try rc apply the same artument to
milk as to cereals. However eminent some of those
who advance this argument may be, I would warn
against oversimplifying this aspect. Powdered milk is
not in fact a product that is easily disributed and used
in Third \Zorld countries. Powdered milk contains
proteins, which, without vitamins, are of no interest,
since they do not eliminate the danger of blindness
and of rickets to which I have referred' Even
powdered milk to which vitamins have been added 
-which is what we send at present 
- 
is useless.if the
calorific content is inadequate, because it is not assimi-
lated by the body. I would also add that the powdered
milk we send is frequently of poor quality, either
because it has been stored too long (we should not
imagine that it is enough to increase appropriations to
get rid of our intervention stocks) or because of diffi-
culties over the use of powdered milk on the spot. In
other words, increasing the supply of powdered milk
depends on the installation of sadsfactory distribution
nerworks in the countries concerned. That is why we
so often act through international and non-govern-
mental organizations and why we at present block
requesrc for very large quantities from counEies which
have not shown themselves capable of overcoming the
problem. The limit has been reached. It would be irres-
ponsible of me to rcll you that in the years to come we
can substantially increase the quantities of powdered
milk sent to the Third \7orld as food aid. The rappor-
teur is right in this respect. On the other hand, the
research into protein intake must 
- 
if the Govern-
ments so desire and if Parliament 5q lsssrnrn6nd5 
-allow us to make e very substantial increase in our
supplies of butter oil, to broaden the range of products
we supply as food aid 
- 
and this is a proposal we have
formally made to the'competent institudons, which
also covers vegetable oil, other protein elements, sugar
and so on.
I should not like to leave unmentioned the very many
recommendations and criticisms which have been
expressed about the implementation and adrginistra-
tion of our aid programmes, although in many
respects we plead not guilty. It is true that sharing
responsibilities between tv/o general supervisory
bodies, between the Commission and the Member
States, results in excessive and often incomprehensible
delays. It is true that our procedures are intolerably
complex. It is true that our checks are sdll inadequate,
checks on where our food aid and the counterpan
funds go. Excesses have occurred. \7e have had to
penalize several countries by refusing rc send them
food aid direct and insisting on going through
non-tovernmental organizations. The checks are inad-
equate in Europe: they are leftentirely to the national
intervention agencies, and the Commission must
accept its responsibility here. You are right: we must
have more careful checks on qualiry. It is intolerable, it
is humiliating that Europe should be called to task
eight times in the last few months over supplies of rice
which had been atacked by weevils and was do longer
fir for consumption. Shame on those companies which
have palmed off their waste on us in this way. But we
must admit that our checks have been inadequate. All
these things must be improved, I recognize that.
Ve would also like to comply with your request for
comprehensive report on the past, for annual repons.
But, Madam President, I am obliged to repeat every-
thing that has been said so often here in the past and
tell you that with the staff you have given us we
cannot even contemplate making any progress what-
{'1r,
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soever in this respect. !/e have at present seven
A-grade officials 
- 
I repeat, seven 
- 
for the adminis-
tration of normal food aid. Last November you did
wan[ to give us two more. But in a last-minurc burst of
economy you deleted these rwo posts when you
adopted the 1980 budger \7hile we are on rhe subject,
I would ask Parliamenr ro nore the inconsistency
between the recommendarions and rhe decisions it
makes.
Madam President, this repon refers ro the transpon
problem, and once again I admit'that the rapponeurs
are right. The Commission must become more directly
involved. It must first identify the problem better. This
can be done by means of the budget that has just been
adopted, because it includes a separate budgetary line
for transpon operarions. The Commission will shonly
be proposing a reguladon. And as I am mlking about
regulations, I must again refer ro the incredible anom-
aly that has resulted in the proposed regularion on aid
administration put forward by the Commission in June
1978 still awaidng consideration. I call on Parliament
to do something about this.
I cannot finish this staremenr on hunger in the world
without menrioning international rade. I rusr [har no
one will lose inreresr, because this is an important
aspecr. Ir is a day-dream to suppose that every Third
Vorld country will become self-sufficient in all kinds
of food products. There are products that cannot be
produced in cenain areas or in cenain climates. These
couitries, as I have already said, must have resources.
So they must sell. They must sell at foreseeable, safe
terms. !7hat, then, is the situation on the various
markets ar rhe moment? Cocoa has gone from $ 1.90
to $ 1.10 per pound in ten months. Coffee rose from
$ 1.25 ro $ 2.13 in four months and then fell back
again. Vith markets like this, how do you expec any
country in the world to devise a srraregy and to
develop. Could any of us do so? Vould any of our
countries accept similar fluctuations? Agreements on
raw materials must therefore be given top priority, as
the rapponeurs have rightly said. And this is panicu-
larly true of the UNCTAD agreements.
But with all due respecr ro some Members of this
Parliame4t, these countries must also' buy products
outside: milk, sofr wheat, sugar in some cases. But we
find the same anomalies, even more serious perhaps,
with regard to the products we sell. In 1974 wheat rose
by 50 0/o in three weeks at rhe Chicago Exchange. The
price of sugar fluctuates in a dreadful manner: ir
increased fourfold in a year, 1974, then dropped by
two-thirds in 1975 and finally ripled in 1980-Are we
going to accept this kind of situation? Ve have the
courage to ask the oil-producing countries to ensure a
foreseeable, regular, rational development in the price
of oil, but, when it comes to other products, we laugh
and leave it to market forces, which in cenain markem
means five people or rwo people, to fix price levels.
The Community should accepr irs responsibility in this
respect and put an end to the inconsistency which
resulm in its gambling on low cocoa prices, gambling
systematically, while ar the same time compensating
for the decline in expon incomes by means of
STABEX and encouraging cocoa producers ro pro-
duce more.
The Communiry must accept irs responsibility in all
commercial fields, including buying. The Members of
Parliament who have made much of this are right.
They are right up to a poinr. Let us not forger that the
Common Market is now the largest market in the
world for Third Vorld agricultural produce. Ve are
the largest imponer of agricultural produce in the
world: 48 0/o of our agricultural impons come from
developing counrries 
- 
$ tZ 000 m a year. In 1974 it
was only 42 0/o.Ve impon goods from the developing
countries ro the value of 17 000 m EUA ayear, where-
as our total agricultural expons to the world as a
whole amount to only 13 000 m. 350/o of the Third
Vorld's agricultural exporrs are absorbed by the
Community as against 18 0/o by the United States and
less than 10 o/oby Japan.
In these circumstances, there should be, it seems to
me, less criticism about protectionism on our pan.
50 0/o of. these producr enrer duty-free, 45 0/o at
reduced rates for the Third Vorld, 5 0/o at rhe full
duty rate, but these criticisms persists. They principally
concern certain products which in many cases it is
absolutely absurd to produce in the Communiry. I
shall mention only petro-tomaroes, because I do not
want ro dwell on this.
Madam President, the general rapponeur proposes in
this motion for a resolution that the Commission
should submit a study on the effects of the common
agricultural policy on international trade in foodstuffs
and on the impact of Communiry agricultural expors
on world markets and the developing countries. If
Parliament adopts these swo proposals, the Commis-
sion will comply as soon as possible. But we must also
contribute to the developing countries' securiry of
supply. And here I am talking in panicular m one of
the speakers who presented an opinion just now. I do
not understand the opposition expressed by various
Members of Parliamenr ro rhe idea'that Third \7orld
countries which must impon cenain foodstuffs should
want to safeguard rhemselves in rhe medium and long
term. They want security where their supplies are
concerned, they want to be able ro forecast the prices
of the products they buy. If rhis were not rhe case,
how do we explain that we are now dealing with more
than 25 applications from developing countries for
long-term conuacrs? There was the Egyptian contracr,
which was abandoned, as you know. But they are now
'coming from all sides: from Africa, from Latin Ame-
rica, from the Middle Easr. Venezuela is asking us for
a contract, as are Syria, Algeria, Zatre, because they
want this security, because they want protection
against a sraregy which ar presenr is entirely
controlled by the multinationals. Are we going to get
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involved in this? Ve already are involved, we rhe
Community, we who have no way of intervening in
the medium and long term, no way of enabling our
exponers to enter into rhe firm and foreseeable
commitments our customers need, which would
include opportunities of granting medium-term credit,
interest subsidies, paymenr in local currency, encour-
agement of private storage, as so many other countries
are able to do, and not only the United States and
Australia, Mrs 'S/ieczorek-Zeul, bur also Sweden,
Canada and other countries whose relations wiih the
Third Vorld are in no way suspecr. This element of
our common agricultural policy must be considered. I
hope Parliament will spend the necessary time on it. I
thus come to the end, Madam President, of a long and
complex statement, which has touched on a wide
range of subjects, including technical assisance,
research, training, financing, aid in kind, access to rhe
market and raw materials, because all these subjects
are interdependent, jusr like those direcdy concerned,
our farmers and their farmers, producers and business-
men. This is what the Brandt reporr says 
- 
rightly so
- 
and I respectfully pay tribute to \7illy Brandt. It is
what your resolution says, and rightly so. Ve are deal-
ing with an aspect of the development problem. It is
therefore natural to speak of the 0.7 0/0, which has
progressively declined to 0.34 %. Nothing will be
done without addidonal financing, but it is natural to
speak of all the rest. Madam President, hunger has
disappeared from our industrial societies with the
progress of democrary between the lSth and 20th
centuries. The challenge u/e nour face is to know
whether at world level we can make the same leap
forward at the end of the 20th and perhaps the begin-
ning of the 21st cenruries. This Parliamenr is helping
to clear minds, to increase undersanding, to trans-
form emotion into the will to act.
(Appkase)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brandt to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Brandt. 
- 
(D) Madam President, ladies and
Bentlemen, the repon which we have before us and
which Mr Ferrero introduced at the beginning of this
item of the agenda today, on which the draughtsmen
have spoken and on which the Commissioner respon-
sible has just made an imponant srarement, is, in my
view, a good one.
I can tell the House that the Socialist Group is
prepared to approve the repon in its entirery and as it
stands, unless the rapponeur feels it possible to accepr
the addition proposed by rhe rapporreur of rhe
Committee on the Environment, Public Health 'and
Consumer Protection and provided that we can reach
aBreemenr on rhis.
Madam President, it is somewhat regrettable that it
has not been possible to discuss this subject until
today. The delay is ro some extent due to the working
methods of this Parliament. These working meth-
ods are cenainly still a long way away from what
would be appropriate in view of the legitimation given
by the direct elections. All reasonable politics have to
do with priorities. Those who are unable to distinguish
the essential from the not so essential should not
complain if their opponunities for exening influence
remain limited.
I also mention this with respec to another issue. If the
repon of the Political Affairs Committee on the
Madrid Conference is not debated in early or
mid-October, we might as well save ourselves the
trouble, as the opinions of the governmenr, who write
the speeches for those who will be reading them in
Madrid 
- 
for what they are wonh 
- 
are being
formed now and not after the conference has begun on
11 November.
As regards today's debate, I should like to thank not
only those colleagues who have drawn up reports, but
also those who have prepared the repons, Mrs Katha-
rina Focke and the others who I know have put 
^Ereatdeal of effon into their work. I should now like rc ry
[o say in five sentences what in my opinion is the
essence of this debate 
- 
and beyond this debarc:
Firstly, Europe undeniably has a duty to help to alle-
viate, combat and overcome world hunger, and I deli-
berately use these words in this order: alleviate,
combat and, I hope, someday overcome. This duty
tallies with clearly understood interests, and it applies
irrespective of numbers: whether 800m or 650m are
involved, is immaterial. How much of this is genuine
hunger or merely 
- 
if only quotation marks could be
expressed in the spoken word 
- 
malnutrition and
whether only 2m or 5m children a year are involved,
this is cenainly no substitute for family planning.
Secondly, food aid is and will remain necessary, but I
hope most of us will agree that primary importance
must be attached to measures with which agricultural
production, the producdon of foodsuffs in the many
developing countries where this is possible can be
encouraged and increased on th€ spot if the necessary
condirions are created.
Thirdly, I repeat, food aid will remain necessary and
must obviously be increased beyond whar is needed
after natural disasters have occurred. Europe must
undoubtedly play its pan here, but rhis musr nor be
regarded as a convenient way of ridding ourselves of
subsidized surplus producdon, and the need for a
reasonable reform of the common agricultural policy
must not be obscured by references to hunger in the
world.
(Apphtsefrom the lefi)
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Founhly, the European Communiry 
- 
and we have
just heard Mr Cheysson make an imponant sraremenr
on this 
- 
must leave adequate room for imponsliom
the diveloping countries. Again, this is not only in the
interests of others: it is in our own interesr too.
Fifthly, the fight against hunger in the world cannor be
seen in isolation from the far greater efforts being
made to change Nonh-South relations, the effons
being made progressively and fundamentally to reor-
ganize world economic reladons. But, ladies and
gentlemen, the reference to the overriding task should
never be used as an excuse to abandon or push aside a
problem that is of immediate concern to so many of
us. In other words, hunger in the world is not only
pan of something very much larger and more difficult:
the fight against world hunger also has a dimension of
its own, its own moral weight 
- 
and we must not
ignore this, we individuals, we of the European
Community and ir Member States.
In New York 
- 
as I believe Mrs 'l7ieczorek-Zeul
mentioned just now 
- 
a funher special general assem-
bly of the United Nations recently took place. The
proceedings were not entirely satisfactory. But one
thing at least did become clearer than on any other
occasion in the past which I can recall. Many speakers
from developing countries this time referred and in
some cases lashed out 
- 
and rightly so 
- 
at rhe
depressing, at the grotesque, the shocking incongruiry
between armaments and hunger in the world.
(Applause from the lefi)
This is doubly incongruous in this day and age. For
the first time in its history mankind has the rcchnical
means to destroy itself. But for the first time in its
history it also has the technical means, if it wanted to
use them, to ensure that human beings no longer go
hungry, that they can fill their bellies, that they can be
protected against epidemics, and from sound prepara-
tory work done by experts I can rcll you thar the sum
required, the billions 
- 
we have to count in billions of
course 
- 
is not astronomical: I am referring to the
funds which would be neqded to make available now,
in the 80s, the agricultural equipment, including fenil-
izers, expertise and personnel to enable many of the
developing countries to live on what they themselves
produce in the 90s.
Ladies and gentlemen, in the past wars have usually
resulted in hunger. I have experienced this twice in my
life, the first time as a small boy. Today world hunger
and wide-spread human misery are another breeding
ground for violent conflicu All armed conflicts since
the end of the Second Vorld'S7ar have taken place in
Third \7orld countries. All the trouble spots of the
recent past have occurred where East and \7est, Nonh
and South meet 
- 
I do not need to show you a map
of the world. And everyone in this Chamber knows
how seriously we in Europe are also affected by events
in apparently remote areas. And we also know that the
situation can become even more dangerous. The arms
race and world hunger are not laws of nature: they are
the consequences of political omissions, although I do
nor, of course, underestimate the role played by differ-
ences in cultural heritage and historical background.
At all evenm, on this 15th day of Seprcmber 1980,
while we are meeting here in Strasbourg, about
one-fifth of the population of this world do not have
enough to eat, whereas on this l5th day of September,
as on every day of rhis year, some $ I 500 m will be
spent on armaments throughout the world.
It is therefore absolurcly essential that a limit should
be imposed on these resources, which, if we can be
objecdve, are simply being wasted, and that a major
pan of what would otherwise also be spent on arma-
ments should be spent on development projects, and
that is why I mention the subject at this juncture.
Both Vestern and Eastern Europe 
- 
and I say this
very deliberately, although I could also say Eastern
and !fl'estern Europe: the order is immaterial 
- 
have
important tasks to perform in this respect, so that
funher serious mistakes can be avoided and the
rapidly advancing militarization of the Third Vorld is
not funher aided and abetted, but recognized as an
additional danger, which Europe can help to alleviate.
And it is not even true to say that all these countries
want u/eapons. There are some among them which are
forced into or at least talked into having them.
The repon before us sels out reasonable objectives and
very clear recommendations. The institutions and
Member Starcs of the European Communiry will have
no difficulry in seeing what is expected of them.
But before I go any funher, let me once again emphas-
ize what I consider to be the principal usk: if hun'ger
in the world is to be eliminated, the developint coun-
tries 
- 
the many counries where this is possible 
-must be put in a position to provide their own food-
stuffs in the medium and the longer term 
- 
and not
only the longer therm. The Communiry and its
Member States can make a far greater contribution to
this than they harre done in the past by providing
technical and financial assistance and personnel.
People must be persuaded.to attach greater value to
the agricultural sector in the developing countries.
And European and international aid is surely not there
to prevent or delay structural reforms that are neces-
sary. Many will agree with me when I add: helping to
create new structures cannot mean wanting to graft on
our ov/n structures.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Food aid, I would sress once again, will be needed for
a considerable time to come. Colleagues of mine, who
"P
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unlike myself are experts, tell me, rcll us that the
Commission should overhaul and improve the organi-
zation of the competent administration. The Commis-
sioner responsible has taken the wind out of rhe sails
of the critics. Ve therefore wish him success. '!7e
should like to help if we can. The quality of aid
measures might then be improved. After all, it is not
always quantity that is important: qualiry also has a
pan rc play.
I fully agree with the comminee responsible when it
recommends that the Communiry should be actively
involved in the establishment of a new woild cereals
agreement. I would like to emphasize the following
points:
Firsily, the food aid provided by the Community and
its Member States should, wherever possible, be linked
to multiannual programmes for agricultural develop-
ment in the panner counries.
Secondly, agricuitural trade policy must be better
coordinated with development policy.
Thirdly, in international negotiarions the countries of
the Communiry, or their governmenff, should do their
utmost 
- 
as the Commitree on External Economic
Relations made abundantly clear this morning 
- 
to
ensure that the generalized sysrem of preferences is
enlarged to the benefit of the developing countries and
that these countries play a greater paft in inrernational
trade.
Vhen it comes to reforming the common agricultural
policy 
- 
and I realize I am referring ro a very delicate
matter, which I will not therefore dwell on 
- 
we will
again be faced with the question of the specific role
that Europe can play by making irs own products
available. There will be this role ro play, but I expect
most people will agree with me when I say: hunger
and malnutrition in the world will not be eliminated by
a costly and poorly managed distriburion of European
surplus products. More than this aird something differ-
ent from this will be required. More of everything to
enable others 
- 
how many times have I already said
this? 
- 
m help themselves.
The Committee on Development and Cooperation
will be informing Farliament regularly in the future on
the progress which I hope can be achieved in the fight
against hunger. I assume that the reporrs will refer not
only to the Communiry, but also to the Member States
and that the services rendered by non-governmental
institutions will also be acknowledged. \7e must see all
this in context.
Ladies and gendemen, wide-spread hunger, hunger in
the world is not, of course, an isolared problem. But
the fight against this hunger is a task in imelf.
Vhat I mean by this is that however right the refer-
ences to a fundamental reorganization of world
economic relations and new development strategies
may be, as Mr Feirero has quite appropriately said,
they cannot relieve us of the dury and must nor be
taken as an excuse when it is a question of doing today
what can be done today. That is what we have done,
well advised as we v/ere, in our countries. Vhen I was
invited to Quaker meals in my home town of Lubeck
after the First \7orld lVar 
- 
donations received from
Quakers in England and the United States 
- 
it would
nor have meant anything ro me if I had been told what
people would be eating in Strasbourg rcday. And
when the millions of refugees were streaming into the
Federal Republic and having tq be accommodated in
barrracks and camps, it would have been no consola-
tion for them to be told that in the year X there will be
modern residential areas.
But there must cenainly be fundamental social and
intellectual change, not only in other countries, but
above all in our own indusrrial counrries. The
zoz-economic aspecm of development 
- 
we have
talked here almost exclusively about the economic
aspect 
- 
must undoubtedly be paid far greater arren-
tion than has been the case in the past.
And a cowardly arrirude towards taboos is not
compadble with the need for world-wide responsibil-
ity. There is no need for exaggerared concessions to be
made elsewhere in order to ape what is supposed to be
thinking in terms of national presdge and is in fact
close to bankruptcy.
(Applausefrom tbe brt)
And alking of taboos in connection with reducing the
population explosion, we can hardly expect to be given
advice where it is to some exrenr in the nature of
things that little should be known about the subject.
Vhat the rapporteur had to say I therefore found
helpful.
I appreciate that on this occasion the repon of an
independent international commission has been
obtained and that it has been under discussion for
several months. Mr Jackson and Mr Cheysson havejust mentioned this. This is the commission which the
President of the !7orld Bank suggested should be set
up and which I chaired in 1978 and 1979. And I am
conceited enough to say that it would do the Euro-
pean Parliament no harm to consider that repon again
and in greater demil. Our colleague Edgar Pisani made
a major contribution to the report, particularly in the
fields of agriculture and food, in which he has consi-
derable experience as a result of his earlier minisrerial
activities.
Members of the other troups need nor be put off by
presumed one-sidedness. I still do not consider my
friend Edward Heath, the former Prime Minister, to
be a left-wing Socialist, but he was a good member of
my commission. And so was the former Chilean Presi-
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dent Eduardo Frei, a Christian-Democrat, whose
views I did not always share. In addition, he again
adopted a courateous position on the so-called elec-
tions that have taken place in Chile.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
And the members of the Liberal and Democratic
group will not be unfamiliar with the Swedish name
Ohlin. Despite differences of opinion, we and others
managed, afrcr a great deal of argument, to come up
with joint proposals for solutions in our consulations
with a large number of colleagues from developing
countries 
- 
some radical, as they say, and others
not so radical. And this was possible without anyone
having to abandon his political identity or his own
convictions.
Our outline emergency programme has as its priorities
energy and food 
- 
the subject we are discussing
today. And then we merely add 
- 
and this was also
mentioned this morning 
- 
proposals for a number of
imponant inidal steps towards the reform of the inter-
national organizations that are conce rned with
economic and financial questions. But 
- 
fourthly 
-there can be no doubt that more financial resources
should be made available, not least to the benefit of
the poorest counries, or the least developed countries
as rhey are know in UN language. I would recom-
mend the house to read the moving and unusually
expen words used by the Presidenr of Bangladesh at
that special assembly of the United Nations devoted to
the subject of the least developed countries.
In this context, it is significanr rhat we call on [he
governmenm not to leave it at an abstract pledge to
meet the 0.7 o/o objective 
- 
0.7 0/o of gross national
product for public development aid 
- 
but to aim at
achieving tliis objective by establishing a binding
timetable. I say this as one who, when he had direct
influence on the Government of the Federal Republic
I of Germany, did not do enough in this area. Some-
times a guilty conscience is not the worst motivation to
get on with the work. '!(/e are in the process of doing
more in the Federal Republic of Germany.
Our appreciation must go to rhe Dutch and Danish
Members for the fact that their countries are ahead of
all the others in the Community.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
I stress this point not because I feel it can eliminate all
the misery in the world. But it would cenainly amounr
to more than the proverbial drop in the ocean. And if
we adopted a more practical and more resolute
approach in this, we could, of course, also make our
demands to the rich oil countries clearer and say even
more clearly than today that the poor South can
expect something not only from the,Nonh-\7est, but
from all indusrial countries, regardless of their politi-
cal system.
(Applaasefron the lefi)
And then, next year, there should be various oppor-
tunities to make some progress 
- 
no[ great progress
but progress nevertheless 
- 
in the negotiations
between the industrial and developing countries,
which are marked by many years of omissions and
errors, of too wide a gap between excessively high
expectations on the one hand and too litde willingness
to make concessions on the other.
The European Community now has a major responsi-
bility. And I am one of those who say that not only
can the opportunities for cooperation set out in the
Lom6 Convention be developed further: information
on them can also be passed on to orhers so that they
may enjoy the benefits of the experience we and the
ACP States have gained.
Before the summer recess, in June and July, the f,uro-
pean Council and the Council of Minisrcrs once again
referred to the need for an early process of under-
standing. Much will depend on the impulses given by
the Member States of the Community and the
Community itself at the forthcoming negotiations.
It is very much to be hoped that a reasonable proce-
dure is adopted to ensure that the global negotiations
due to begin in New York early next year and to
continue for at least nine months will be conducted
with the greatest possible speed. This will not come
about by itself. There is a great deal to be said for not
allowing the negoriations to cover every possible
subject rhis time, but to pick out central issues and to
attempt to reconcile differences of interest by seeking
a common denominator.
I know there are moralists 
- 
or should I say idealists?
- 
q,'he, to say the least, turn up their noses when they
hear a reference to interests. I nevenheless feel that
recognition of common interests amont the nations
will play an increasingly imponant role 
- 
and by this
I mean not only interest in the survival of mankind,
not only interest in the fight against hunger, but also
interest in jobs with a future in other parts of the
world and here at home. I say this to young people in
my own country. Vhy should I not say it here as well?
Vhether or not today's young people, their children
and their grand-children have jobs with a future will
depend on our economic links with other pans of the
world becoming more extensive and more intensive.
Again, at the world economic summit meeting to be
held in Ottawa in Canada next year, Europe can show
that it is dealing constructively with the legitimate
demands and the understandable expectations of the
developing countries. Before then an initial consulta-
tive meetirlg of leading representatives of the industrial
and developing world might also prove useful. The
Austrians and Mexicans are trying rc do something
along these lines, and I hope that their effons will bear
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fruir next year in Mexico. This can give new impulses
to the United Nations global negotiations.
Vhether this debate or the decision taken by this
Parliament as a result of it tomorrow or the ,day after
is of any significance will depend on what we can
persuade others ro do, not only in the institutions of
the Community and the national governments, but
also in cooperation, in intellectual and political
contacts with churches and trade unions and universi-
ties, with the many and varied media and European
associations, but above all with young people, whose
future is far more at stake than that of us older ones.
Ve must not therefore content ourselves with appeals
to the Commission, the Council and the governments
of our countries: softly, softly, nothing exreme,
mustn't upset anyone, as is so often the case.
Mr Cheysson congratulated us and felt we should be
proud. Mr Commissioner, we can be proud or at least
sadsfied only if we achieve something over and above
rhe adoption of a resolution in this House.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
'!7e should say ro our peoples, our citizens, in other
words those who have sent us here, and in particular
the youth of Europe: this is 
- 
let us be quite frank
about this 
- 
a European Community full of imperfec-
tions, but a Community of stature and influence, influ-
ence through im share of responsibility in the world.
The youth of Europe will follow us if we make it clear
to them that it is our serious intention to help elimi-
nate hunger in the world. For the youth of Europe are
aware 
- 
as I said just now 
- 
that not only does
hunger follow war, but that war may also stem from
hunger.
\flhatever else may divide us in this House, whatever
else may be the subject of disagreement and therefore
dispute here, let us tell the peoples of Europe and
above all the youth of Europe: we do not simply want
to talk, we want to act, in other words, we want action
to be taken for the sake of mankind and of peace and
also of our own well-understood interests.
(Loud applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vergeer to speak on behalf of
the group of the European People's Pany, (C-D
group).
Mr Vergeer. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, the debate on the European Community's
contribution to the fight against hunger and malnutri-
tion in the world is in fact the first fundamennl debate
that this institution has devorcd to this immense prob-
lem of our times. Our debate is based on over ten
months of careful preparation involving studies, hear-
ings attended by Third !(orld representatives, expens
and those directly concerned with development and
cooperation and agriculture, the four repons drawn
up with Breet cere by the sub-rapponeurs, the major
contribution made by the Committee on Development
and Cooperation and lastly the opinions of four other
committees of this Parliament. On behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany I should first like to
express my thanks and respect to the general rappor-
teur, Mr Bruno Ferrero, who has succeeded in
combining the various documents to form an eccepta-
ble synthesis. He has made it possible for the members
of the Committee on Development and Cooperation
and the principal sub-rapponeurs to form a kind of
common front, ignoring political divisions and pany
interests in view of the extreme gravity of the problem,
of the supponers of a significant increase in European
action to combat hunger and underdevelopment. I
accepted the task of drawing up one of the four basic
reports, which concerns the development of agricul-
tural and rural areas because I was and am still
convinced that a solution to the problem of hunger in
the world must be technically possible. I still believe
this despite all the disappointments we have had in the
last twenty years or so, and I therefore believe that a
proper start can and must be made on solving the
problem during the 80s. Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, while preparing for this debate I asked
myself several times what the point of the debate was
and in particular what the outcome would be.
Vhat above all do the 800 million people or so in
Third and Founh \Torlds having to live below the
absolute subsisrcnce level expect of us? This is a crucial
question. Vill this Parliament really provide the
impulse for a movement that will put an end to this
form of violation of human righs, which has ravaged
the world for centuries, or will the outcome of this
debate be a sham, nice words, without any real pros-
pects. As Members of this Parliament, as representa-
tives of a major part of the industrialized world, do we
really see this debate as an indictment of ourselves? I
hope that an answer can be given to this question at
the end of the debarc. My group feels that the central
issue in this debarc must be whether there is in fact the
political will in Europe quickly to achieve a consensus
of all the Member States on the magnitude of the
problem and willingness to set priorities in this area
without waiting for the North-South dialogue, which
- 
forgive me for saying so 
- 
often appears rc be a
dialogue of the deaf, to drag to a close.
The fight against and the debatr on the world food
problem has been going on for decades. As long ago as
1945 protection against hunger was designated the
objective of the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization, the FAO, then being set up, alongside
the improvement of agricultural production. And since
then there has been no shonage of fine-sounding
words. Reading them is really depressing. I,et me
f ,i"
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quote a few examples: ar the first \7orld Food
Congress held in \Tashington in June 1963 the then
American President John Kennedy spoke the follow-
ing familiar words: \7e have the means and we have
the power to eliminate hunger in our lifetime. All we
need is the will actually to do it. And at rhe Vorld
Conference held in Rome in November 1974 all the
countries of the world unanimously supponed a reso-
lution submitted by Henry Kissinger which conrained
the following brief and succinct message: In 1985 not
one child must go rc bed with an empry sromach. But
in fact in the year 1980 hunger is a daily reality for a
quarter of the world's population and 40 000 children
die every day in the Third and Founh \florlds. In facr
one hundred million children in the world will be
physically or mentally handicapped throughout rheir
lives as a result of hunger and malnutrition. And this
process of the destruction of human lives continues,
and continues at an ever increasing pace. Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, rhese events wait for no
man. Every month we receive appeals from all over the
world, from Africa, Asia, Latin America, where there
is a threat of hunger and death. The names of some
countries are still topical, examples being Kampuchea,
Chad, Uganda, Somalia, El Salvador, and rhere are
undoubtedly new names to be added. That is the real-
ity. It is therefore abundantly clear that many develop-
ing countries are unable to break out of rhis infernal
circle of poverty and rhat rhe future prospecm for
these countries and their rural population are exrreme-
ly gloomy.
Mr President, the trend publicized by the !7orld Bank
is alarming, panicularly where a number of African
countries south of the Sahara are concerned, rhe
fear being thar national income per head of the
population will decline even funher. Twenry years ago
the FAO introduced a world campaign against hunger,
and twenty years later there has been no decrease in
hunger in the world: on [he conr.rary, it has srcadily
increased and is sdll increasing. The effons of many
people have not succeeded in preventing 'rhe world
food problem from growing from year ro year. Ve
must also realize that underdevelopment is, of course,
a major cause of hunger and malnutrition, bur rhat
wars are in no small measure to blame in this respect. I
am thinking here in parricular of the sad fate of the
many millions of refugees. In this contexr, ir comes as
a shock to realize thar military expenditure in 1979
must be estimated ar about $ OOO m and that the indus-
trialized counrries have spent an averate of about 7 0/o
of their gross national product on armaments in recent
years, compared wirh an average of 0.4 o/o on devel-
opment aid, and in addition that the Third \7orld has
imelf doubled its spending on arms between l97O and
1980.
In many developing countries there is not enough food
because the people no longer have rhe land to grow it,
owing to overpopularion or because rich land-owners
have taken their land ro grow products for export or
because the people have been driven away ro rhe
poorest land, an example being many of the Indians in
Latin America, as I was able to see for myself a few
weeks ago. Another reason is rhar the governments of
the developing counrries lack the resources or rhe
motivation to help the people wirh investmenm. The
people are also unable to offer any resistance rc or be
protected against natural disasiers, drought or disease.
The governments of many developing countries have
furthermore neglected the food quesdon and given
priority to industrialization and exporrs. Moreover,
the rich countries, including rhe countries of the Euro-
pean Community, have been unable ro agree on who
should pay for food aid and how much.
Against this background the Group of the European
People's Pany wishes to express its great concern ar
the course of events during the special United Nations
Assembly that has just been held in New York, where
a new development srraregy for the 80s was discussed.
It has become clear meanwhile that the countries of
the European Community are completely at odds over
the deadline by which they musr surrender 0.7 0/o of
their GNP to the poor countries. Voices have even
been raised in favour of a return ro separate, national
policies to replace the funher-reaching European inte-
gration that is needed in this area. A worse develop-
ment is hardly imaginable. If the European Parliament
really wishes to show that it wants rc lead the way and
that it stands above the national governments and
above the national parliaments, it must do so during
this debate. This Parliamenr musr then express its
serious concern in unmistakable rerms at what
happened in New York. \7e musl nor and we cannor
unload our own economic problems on to the Third
'!7orld.
But the European Parliament cannor conrent iffelf
with emphatic references ro rhe responsibiliry of the
governmenm and the parliaments of the Member
States. No, it must itself make a gesrure to show chat
the Community itself seriously intends ro tackle the
problem of hunger in the world. To this end, my
group has tabled an amendment based on an idea put
forward by Mr Vawrzik in October of last year
during the first debate we had on rhis subject. This
amendment proposes that we should be prepared to
state during the 1981 budget debate that I 0/o of the
total budget of the European Communities will be
made available as a special conriburion to the fight
against hunger in rhe world as part of the cooperation
with the developing countries.
I sincerely recommend this amendment ro the House
and hope that it will receive sufficient suppon. To
those who refer to the economic crisis as a prerext for
holding things up I would say that even ar times of
great prosperity development aid has been shon-
changed by the \Testern industrialized countries. The
Communist countries in Eastern Europe, and the
Soviet Union in panicular, have so far done vinually
nothing to save their fellow human beings in the Third
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and Fourth \Torlds from starvation. The acceptance of
such responsibility, or solidarity, is unfonunately not a
term to be found in the Communist vocabulary. Ve
must radically change the world economy and with it
the way in which people think and act, if mankind is
not to sink into a morass of increasing hunger, infla-
tion, unemployment, energy shonages and armaments
and the terror and wars that all this entails.
It cannot and must not be accepted that the rich
North,,accounting for a quafter of the world's popula-
tion, should consume four-fifths of the world's income
and that the poor South, accounting for three-quarters
of the world's population, must make do with one-fifth
of the world's income. Things can only become worse
in the years to come if the world populadon rises
from, say, 3 400 million in the year 2000 to 6 500
million. Hunger is a result of poveny, and everything
must therefore be done to speed up the economic
development of the poor countries. In this, the highest
priority must be attached to agricultural development
and increasing food producdon in the Third \7orld
ircelf. If we fail in this, the consequences may well be
more serious than those of the present energy crisis.
That is why the whole of the international Community
must be mobilized to assist the developing countries in
their fight against hunger. My group is absolutely
convincid thit the Euiopean Community can and
should play a pioneering role in this.
The various reports now before us show that the
world food crisis can in the longer term be put down
to production problems, that the solution to the prob-
lem of hunger in the world is rcchnically possible and
can be achieved to a considerable extent in the 80s. I
would stress once again the essential need for political
will with regard to international cooperation. The
Community has a duty in this connection to improve
the coordination of the national development policies
of the Member States. Development cooPeration
between the industrialized countries and the Third
\7orld is equally important for both sides and should
therefore take place on the basis of absolute equaliry.
The European Community must, with the aid of this
debate, set cenain priorities in the fight against hunger
in the world. I would summarize these priorities as
follows:
1. The primary objective of the European Community
and its Member States will continue to be an increase
in the proponion of GNP intended for development
aid to 0.7 o/o by 1985.
2. The increase in the aid we graht must be accompanied
by better evaluadon of our aid protrammes; guaran-
tees must also be given with regard to the administra-
tion and implementation of projecu.
3. Most of the increased spending by the Community on
dei,elopment aid must bc devoted to cooperadon with
non-associated developing counries. These countries
together have a population of over I 300 million, or
fivi times as high as all the countries associated with
the Community under the Convention of Lom6. And
these developing countries account for three-quaners
of the people of the world living in the poorest
regions.
a. If we want to motivate the rural population better and
enable them to cooPerarc in their own development by
means of cooperation projects and our food aid
programmes, we must resort to cooperation with the
11sn-governmenml organizadons more than we have
done in the past. These voluntary development organ-
izations, which work at grass-roots level outside offi-
cial channels, oumide all the adminisrative shilly-shal-
lying that Boes on, are often in a better position to
meei the needs of the local population with their
small-scale projects. The development aid work done
by these organizations is interesting. It is therefore
extremely imponant that full advantage should be
taken of the know-how and exrcnsive pracdcal experi-
ence of these organizations.
5. Ve urge the Council and Commission to rethink the
food aid policy. Our food aid must be incorporated
into rural development Programmes and projecs, and
the European Community must be put in the position
to enter into multiannual food supply commitmenr,
so that the developing countries can take account of
them in thcir agricultural development Protrammes.
6. Each rural development project must be seen as an
inrcgrated whole, with its social, educational,
economic, commercial and public health aspecs' It
must be geared to the agricultural communities and
their basic needs. The deficiencies of the'green revo-
lution', to which I refer in my rePort, must be reme-
died. Rural development must therefore be more
closely integrated in a general strategy to be esrab-
lished by each developing country, with account taken
of its own priorities. That is why the European
Community must give increasing preference to assist-
ing them in the establishment of thcir development
policies and development strategics.
7. There must be cooperation in the fisheries sector, the
aim being to provide the developing countries with the
means to take free and effective advantage of their
exclusive 200-mile economic zone. In my repon I
have underlined the imponance of Mr Enright's
proposal that there should be a study of the possibility
of transforming our declining fishing industries by
means of development aciivities in the maritime zones
of the Third Vorld, where fish stocks are in many
cases not being exploited to the full.
Mr President, I come to the end of my statement. My
group has tabled a small number of amendments. The
motion for a resolution before us and the repon which
accompanies it are completely acceptable to my group
and will receive its suppon. I will conclude by express-
ing my sincere thanks to Mr Cheysson and his staff
"rrd 
alio the staff of the European Parliament for their
cooperation, suPPort and assistance in the drawing up
of my repon..
(Applause)
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Vce-Presidcnt
President. 
- 
I call Sir Fred Varner to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Sir Fred $Iarner. 
- 
Mr President, the original
subject of this debare was m be world hunger.
It has now been widened rc include the whole field of
development and Nonh-South relations. That is logi-
cal enough. As other speakers have said, chronic
hunger is only pan of the problem of chronic poveny,
and to overcome it is only to provide a partial solution
to the problems of economic and social development
as a whole. Funhermore, these great subjects are being
debated elsewhere, panicularly in the United Nadons
and we must make sure that what we are doing here is
measured against what is happening elsewhere. But
best of all, by widening this debate we were able to
hear the whole sweep of Mr Brandt's ideas and to hear
how his thinking has developed in rhe course of the
studies which he has been making during the last year
or more. Nevenheless, the work done here in Parlia-
ment during the last year has been principally
concerned with food aid, and it is abour food aid that
I shall speak today.
Yes, it is a whole year rhar we have been discussing
this matter; it is just a year ego roday since we first
took up this debate in this chamber. And although it is
very unfonunate that many many people have died
during that year and that we have nor been able rc
guide adequately the expenditure of many many
millions of units of account during that year, I still
think that y/e were right to take our time. Ve were
right to go over the whole ground of food production
and food distribudon, agricultural development aird
agricultural Eade, resources and financing. Your
committee has read a grear deal of material and
listened rc a lot of evidence and argumenl The resulr
is an exremely comprehensive document. Some may
think it is.far too long, but I do not think so. I think
we were right to look at every aspec[ of the problem. I
think it right to have produced for you, Mr Commis-
sioner, a full overall blueprinc which can provide you
with guidelines, with points of reference, for every
activity in this field.
However, I am afraid that fellow-Members will not
have found anything panicularly new in this docu-
ment. It would be quite dishonest for us tb suggest
that it contains very much which has not been
suggested before by other people. Again, I do not
think we should be discouraged by that. It is right that
this ground should have been gone over carefully by
others. If there is anything strikingly original in our
work, it is probably contained in the opinion \re gor
from the Commitrce on Agriculture, which rc my
mind does take a fresh look at some aspects of the
problem.
Now Parliament will have made some progress if it
manages ro achieve the following. First, ir musr draw
the attention of the European public to the urgenr
need for governmenm to make sufficient funds avail-
able. Ve 
- 
all of us, I suspecr 
- 
have experienced in
alking !o our electors a lack of interest and the
absence of a sense of urgency in this matter. Ir is quite
easy to arouse interest for a particular situation: for
Cambodia, for Somalia. But rhe general need for vast
resources over a long period is nor undersrood by the
public at large. I get lots of letters 
- 
I am sure we all
do 
- 
about Cambodia, I get letters about Afghani-
san. But do I get letters about the constant loss of life
in India? No, I do not. And that is something which
we in this Parliament have to remedy. You are right,
Mr Ferrero, you are quite right when you say rhar we
are going backwards. People musr be rcld rhat what
they have seen on their television screens or in their
papers as a series of periodic emergencies is becoming
one Permanent emergency.
Second, in this Parliamenr we have to make a number
of sensible practical suggestions for directing rhe
efforts of the Commission, and rhe resolution contains
quite a large number of these. I would like to draw
attention to whar seems to me to be the most impor-
tant for the future of the Commission's work on food
aid. This is covered by paragraph 8 of the text. But I
am afraid that the presenr wording will make it rather
unattractive to donor governments. It is too vague and
too widely drawn, for ir asks governmenr to hand
over an increasing amounr of their toral developmenr
programmes to mulrilateral administration by the
Communiry. There musr be some doubt as to whether
this would improve the effectiveness of our industrial
project aid. In fact there is reason to fear the opposite.
Cenainly, experience in the United Nations suggesrc
that, while there are cenain vast projects i:hich
cenainly have to be undenaken and cannot be under-
taken in any orher way than on a multinational basis,
rhe ordinary-sized projecr is perhaps better handled on
the scale of a one-government affair.
But food aid, to my mind, is quite different. Ve
already have in the Commission machinery, pracrices
and networks which, if properly used and supervised,
will obtain more food and hand out that food fasrcr
and just as reliably as a number of national effons. In
fact I am prepared to back the Commission if it has
sufficient manpower and resources to do the job
better. So we in our group have redrafrcd paragraph 8,
and moved ir to irs proper food aid conrext so as !o
ask that Member States should enrrusr management of
their food aid to the Community as soon as possible.
But really rhe main aim of Parliament's work should
surely- have been to reach an understanding of our
own future relarion with rhe Third \7orld. Har.. *e
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succeeded in doing this? If there is an answer to this
problem in the document, I doubt if it is a very clear
one. Let us look critically at what we have tried to say.
'![e have got to understand what we said. Ve have got
to te[ on with this, and turn it into practical action.
Let us look at what we said, or what we thought we
were saying. '!7e were saying that there are three ways
of relieving chronic malnutrition in a community or a
region. The first way is to give food aid. But every
member of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, as far as I know, without exception was
of the opinion that although food aid is absolutely
essential at present, this is not a proper long-term
soludon. Indeed to make a country dependent on such
charity is in the end to rob it of its independence.
Nevenheless we have to face the fact that food aid will
continue for many years and decades. Not one of us in
this Parliament is likely ever to see the end of food aid
ProSrammes.
A better way of proceeding, it seemed to us, is to
enable communities or regions to meet their own need
for food by growing it. That is obvious enough, and
everyone who has spoken has alluded rc it. But this is
just where the readjustment of our own lives begins.
Increasingly the Third Vorld has become dependent
on exports of grain, fats and milk powder from
Europe. If you look at page 5 of the Committee on
Agriculture's report, you will see that demand is
increasing rapidly in deficit countries for just these last
two items 
- 
fats and powdered milk coming from
Europe. The rate of increase is much higher than for
other things.
In Europe u/e are also becoming a rival Branary to the
United States and rc the wheatlands of South America
and Australia. This tendenry becomes sronger every
single year.'!7e are looking'to the needs of -others to
encourage grearcr and greater production at home.
But if we succeed in eradicating the long-term need
for food aid, this trend will then have to be reversed.
There are those in Europe 
- 
and there must be those
- 
who do not particularly wanr this, and we ourselves
have no clear idea, even after our year's work, bf how
the present state of affairs will ever be phased our. So
that we can go back and study this properly, we have
asked in paragraph 44 that we be given a full study of
the effecr of our food expons. In other words we are
looking at the overseas effecrs of the Common Agri-
cultural Poliry.
I am afraid that the resolution leads us well beyond
this. There is also the problem, so clearly indicated by
Madam Ylieczorek-Zeul, of trade in agriculrural
products. Those developing countries which are
successful in increasing their output of food are nor
going to stop at a fine balance of their own needs.
Some are going to produce a surplus and will want ro
export it. Paragraph 46 of the morion for a resolution
says that we should open up our markets ro rhese
products. And so no doubt we should. Perhaps it will
be easier for my country than for orhers, because
much of food which we would be asked to impon will
be of tropical or semi-tropical origin and does not
compete with British agriculture. But are those who
repres€nt the Mediterranean area of the Community
happy about this? Vill the new entran$ to the
Common Market 
- 
Spain, Greece and Ponugal 
-welcome these impons? \7ill our sugar beet growers
welcome more cane sugar? \Zill those who refuse the
impon of British lamb welcome grearcr impons of
meat from Africa or South America? The resoludon
says 
.that they will. But I think they will need some
coaxlng.
The third way of feeding under-nourished communi-
ties is to enable them to buy their own food. Some
countries may not have the will or the resources to
produce their own food, and must produce foreign
exchange instead. This can be done either by selling
raw materials or by making and selling industrial
goods. But the resolution has little to say about this
last aspect. All of us have in fact already accepted clear
responsibilities in this field. Ve have commitments
arising from GATT and from our discussions in
UNCTAD. Ve can expect a crippling new range of
obligations to be proposed to us in the context of the
Nonh-South negotiations. Though our resoludon
does have the merit of facing up rc the need for a
proper return on the sale of raw materials, it has
largely shirked the issue of trade in indusrial goods. I
therefore wonder if our committee is wise rc drop the
reference to expanding the GSP. In an amendment,
my group is trying to draw attention more clearly to
the existence of this problem by rescueing it from too
much wordiness.
No two countries have exactly the same problem. As
we have recognized, the poorest countries have pani-
cularly agonizing problems. Buq fellow Members, is it
no[ becomint clear that some of the main problems we
have raised are not about other countries, but about
ourselves. Ve are planning, in this document, our oc/n
future. There will indeed be changes in our way of
life, and there will be transfers of resources. But how
will this take place? Such vague statements reveal
nothing. It is by looking at the detailed mechanisms of
change and transfer that we see where we are really
going to come face to face with the necessary real
decisions..
I now turn to the text of the resolution. This repre-
sents an exceptional effon by the rapporteur to
combine the thoughts and contributions of all
concerned. In this it is remarkably successful, and we
must all admire the work of Mr Ferrero, his skill and
his fairness.
(Applause)
In order that we mighr debate it in this our first pan-
session of the new parliamentary year, it was unani-
mously agreed to forward it from the Committee on
,. i,
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Development and Cooperation, but of course, we did
so in a bit of a rush. That does not mean that it is too
late now to clarify the rcxt, to improve it and to give it
more force. For this reason, my group has sponsored a
number of amendments which we would like you to
consider very carefully. The resolution will be read by
everyone who has an interest in the subject, and we do
not. want. them to find repetitions, obscurities or
contradictions. Some of the amendments ,we have
proposed are designed to corred these or to remove
poinr of disagreement.
The firsr major amendmen! concerns 'paragraph 5.
Paragraph 5 tries to say a great deal without telling the
reader what it means. It talks about far-reaching
adjustments to our way of life in Europe and massive
transfers of our resources, without, as I have already
said, indicating how. It seems to say that we can only
abolish hunger by becoming much poorer oulsslvss 
-or at least most people would read it in that way.
Unless that is indeed what needs to be clearly said,
would it not be better to make the point that you can
use resources in different ways, productively or
unproductively. Since so many of the world's
resources today come to Europe or are created in
Europe, we need to turn them to productive use for
mankind as a whole. That is a moral imperative. But
do we really need to make a parade of chariry and
puritanism?
The same paragraph mentions the evils of arms
expenditure. But I think that perhaps it does so in a
rather pointless and too general way. No one should
dismiss the problem of arms expenditure. As Mr
Brandt said, there is a trotesque disproponion
between spending on arms and spending on aid. But
people will dismiss the problem if it is not faced up to
realisdcally and with truth. Vhat is that ruth? To me
it appears that the truth is that we all live under
constant threat of war and aggression. The truth is
that Soviet Union is spending more than 15 % of its
GNP on armaments. It is not surprising therefore that
in recent years they have spent less than half of
one-tenth of I o/0, 0.04 0/o of their GNP on develop-
ment aid.
But far more serious than what they do is the effect on
the rest of us. For what are we to do when faced with
the realiry of this vast expenditure on arms; with the
reality of the invasion of Afghanistan? Vhat we do is
spend our own money on defence and spare far too
litde of it for the betterment of mankind. So those who
are desirous of cutting arms expenditure will not get
very f.ar with just rclling all of us to be more peaceful.
They had better speak to their Soviet friends 
- 
if they
have any 
- 
and ask them to break this deadlock by
reversing present trends in the arms race. This is the
point of our amendment.
The next point concerns oil and the contribution of
the oil-producing countries. To deal with this, my
group originally proposed the substance of what is
novi paragraph l0 in the resolution.
'$(i'e now feel that it does not cover the whole problem
and I have tabled an amendment to supplement it. Of
course we cannot tell other troups of States what they
should do. Ve also have to acknowledge the tremen-
dous contribution being made by Arab funds to the
development of the Middle East and of Africa. Ve
have to acknowledge that some oil producers are nov
spending a greater proponion of their income on
overseas aid than ourselves, but we must draw atten-
tion to the futility of building up the earning power of
developing countries only to remove it instantly by
increasing the price of oil. The debasement of the
Third \florld will grow, not diminish, unless we can
bring order into this scene.
Anorher amendment refers to the provision of water
supplies. That is a very imponant matter, but there is a
psychological aspect to what we are proposing 
-there could be great advantage in giving European
rural development aid a recognizable character of its
own. My group believes that we can do this by concen-
rrating on three things 
- 
not to the exclusion of
others 
- 
but by making them very specially Euro-
pean, very specially our own. These three things
would be the provision of water', help in eliminating
post-harvest losses which consume so much of the
food after it is produced and thirdly, the development
of fisheries.
One of the most important passages in the whole reso-
lution is paragraph 33. It asks for the establishment of
emergency food reserves where they are most likely rc
be needed, that is, in the developing or the needy
countries themselves. This is long overdue; it is absurd
to have to rush around buying at inflated prices, hiring
emergency ransport, etc., every time such a situation
arises. But if our governments are going to provide
money for a better, smoother sysrcm, they need to
know where the food reserves will be and how they
will be manated. Our amendment is designed to give
us a clearer idea of what will be done.
May I make a very quick .efe.errie to Anicle 23.
Buried almost invisibly in this haystack of an anicle is
a tiny reference to family planning. There is also in the
paper the statement that world population is increasing
fast and that this contributes ro rhe problems of
malnutrition. It is true that population is increasing
faster than the supply of food. Another Member today
has proposed an amendment on this and I will leave it
at that. But I would only say this: we, in our group,
fully understand why those who are Catholics have
doubts about this 
- 
perhaps they will feel obliged to
abstain 
- 
but I think a lot of the objections which are
made are out-of-date and no longer relevant. I do not
believe that we have the right to deprive orher coun-
tries of advice on what we enjoy ourselves. I do not
believe it is right that, because someone is an African,
you should refuse to speak rc him as you would to
another man of your own country or your o\/n race.
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I come now to paragraph 53 on multinational compan-
ies. Here again it becomes rather difficult because we
run into ideological and even mythological concepts
which ought not to have any place in our thinking
when we are discussing the interests of other panies
and other countries. Inescapably the majority of firms
which will operate effectively in third countries are
multinationals, even if many are still small and only
beginning to develop their multinational qharacter.
That is the nature of overseas business.
I suggest that this Parliament should decide whether
they want to see such companies operating effectively
or not. If we do, then we had better give them some
encouragement, for they have had plenry of discour-
agerhent in the past.
Not surprisingly, however, developing counries are
increasingly recognising this requirement and are in
practice turning to foreign companies for help.
Ve also should stop being so nen/ous and say what it
is we really want: this is that there should be proper
guidelines available; that those concerned should
strictly follow them and that the abuses which have
come to light should not be repeated. Ve already have
one set of guidelines in the OECD, so let us not spend
time on drawing up rival sets of rules, but rather
ensure that those on which we have already agreed
become the basis for an international agreement at the
UN. Meanwhile, I would sutgest, Mr Commissioner,
that you are going to find it difficult to cooperate with
people who should be cooperating with you if you
blame many of the mistakes of your own Commission
and of our governments on them.
Finally, our last amendment toes one stage funher; it
faces the fact that half the transfer of wealth rc the
Third \florld today is through the private sector. It
acknowledges that the most successful of newly indus-
trialized countries have often taken that route. It
acknowledges that tovernments are in no position to
do everything themselves. If we are not prepared m
say that, then we are rclling developing counries that
they have got to wait, and this is what they are not
prepared to do. So many of our European companies
are now getting good encouragement from many ACP
countries. Ve should give them no less encourate-
ment. They have many successes to their credit.
So it is on this note of enterprise, of what Mr Nielsen
called 'pioneer spilit', and of possible success, that I
will end. !7e ourselves suppon this resolution, though
we hope to see some amendment to it. Ve believe that
to put an end to hunger in the world is a moral imper-
ative. '$7e also believe that it can be done. But we do
not think it will be done without changing the pattern
of agricultural and industrial trade and we suspect thet
our resolutions are in danger of ourunning our will
and our performance. That needs funher srudy.
As for rural and indusrial development, the Commis-
sion is our agent. Ve must constantly watch it,
encourage it, and help it. 'Sfl'e must study its actions to
make sure it is choosing the right projects and earrying
them out effectively and with economy of funds. Ve
must encourage it to become our principal distributor
of food aid. Europe is a mixed sociery of mixed econ-
omies. 'S7e can only act in accordance with our own
nature, not that of someone else. Let us make sure that
the whole srength of our public and private sectors
together is exened rc abolish hunger in our lifetime.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pajetta.
Mr Pajetta. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I would first like to
express the approval of the Italian Communists for the
resolution, and at the same time our approbation of
the spirit which inspired the work of the committee,
and of the near-unanimity of its vote. 'S7e also salute
rhe unanimity of the delegation to the United Nations,
which seemed to give srong support to Commissioner
Cheysson, who was very active although not always
heeded by the governments of the Community.
The situadon is serious because we are at a critical
moment and we find it difficult to face, much less to
solve, the crisis. The bulletins coming in from New
York seem to indicate that this crisis is even more
serious than we had supposed. It becomes almost
impossible to formulate a posidve solution and even to
conduct a productive debate.'S7e have here a report
whose imponance is heightened by the unanimity to
which I referred, but which reveals an overlapping of
requests, good intentions, declarations of principle,
advice, and questions addressed rc bodies which it is
sometimes difficult to identify. For this reason our
approval must be tempered with a demand for clarifi-
cation and concretization, so that the statemenm and
desires expressed will not remain merely a list of irre-
mediable miseries, sufferings, and fruitless hopes.
This Parliament must and will deal urgently with these
problems, and I think it useful to examine today some
of the threats which loom ahead. First I want to look
at the question of the 0.7 0/0, which by vinue of repe-
tition has assumed the form of a ritual in our discus-
sions. The commitment made by the countries of the
Community should have been gradually fulfilled
during the second decade of developmental aid stra-
tegy, that is, by 1980. Not only is this not the case, but
also a clearcut decision in rhis regard was fiercely
opposed in New York, in the Council of Ministers, by
some Community governments. The Bridsh, for exam-
ple, have forgotten that they agreed at the same time
we did to a gradual yearly increase in their contribu-
tions, and have decided instead to reduce their aid by
7 o/o in 1981.
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Vhat we may say to each other in this session has lirtle
importance in itself. '!fle must rry ro pur pressure on
the governments as well as on the Commission, which
perhaps is not so much in need of encouragemenr.
Pressure should be applied by rhe parties that form and
support these governmenr, parties who uphold one
policy here while another is pur into effect in the field
of inrcrnational politics. \7hat should be rhe function
of the European Community in the world communiry?
On the one hand, as I said, we have the means for
direct acrion and we musr use them. But it is not any
less imponant to act on rhe global level, within the
United Nations general assembly, to influence rhe
debates and the choices. Is the Community prepared to
do this? Do rhe Member States pursue coherent aims
in accordance with the principles expressed in this
motion for a resolution which will perhaps be unani-
mously approved by our Assembly?
Let us take the essential and tragic problem of hunger.
The solurion is not ro help the underdeveloped coun-
tries to live in underdevelopmenr. The problem is not
merely to discuss more effective food aid programmes.
The problem is to determine how this aid can conrri-
bute towards ending the crisis, while too ofrcn it is
used instead as a means of hegemony, as a disguised
form of neo-colonialism. Let us srare clearly that
sometimes this food aid, besides being a way to liqui-
date surpluses in countries with overproduction, can
also constitute a threat ro local agriculture. If the
funds allocated were used for irrigation or for agricul-
tural improvements, perhaps there would be a few
more problems for those European producers who
now lament over world hunger and a few more advan-
tages for the countries which suffer from it.
The proposal of Mr'l7aldheim, Secretary-General of
the Unitbd Nations, for immediate aid provoked in
New York and extraordinary reaction on rhe pan of
those countries who would have benefited by ir. Mr
Valdheim suggested immediate inrervention, and the
countries on whose behalf it was ro be made vinually
refused. !7hy? Because rhey assumed, accustomed as
they are to being cheated, that it would take the form
of some son of charity designed to avoid dealing with
the essential problems. Do you realize rhe significance
of this refusal on the part of starving people ro accepr
direct food aid, a refusal motivared by the fact that
thay consistently regard such aid as a lover for
manoeuvres which serve only to agBravate their situa-
tion?
'Sflhat can the Communiry do with the means it has at
its disposal? That is the first problem. Our Group once
proposed that one billion unirs of account should be
put on the budget for development. I musr here again
express my regret and that of the Group.in regard ro
the negative vote on our proposal expressed by rhe
Parliament.
The rapporteur indicated some priorities which I
accept, and I also share the opinions put forward by
Commissioner Cheysson, especially with regard ro raw
materials and their costs.'Ve also agree thar rhe Euro-
pean agricultural policy must be correced. \7e see this
necessary correction, however, as above all a need to
overcome internal contradictions. Unless we do this,
we cannot confront the problem of agriculture in the
rest of the world. It is certainly vital, therefore, to
reconsider the problems of European agriculture so
that im relationships with problems of world agricul-
ture and world economy can be examined without
delay.
I was speaking earlier of the news reaching us from
New York. It is alarming. Some of the suggestions
offered unanimously at the level of the Parliamentary
delegation representing the Commimee on Develop-
ment were ignored in practice, and a schism resulted. I
must say that I am unaccustomed to paying compli-
ments to the Italian Government, to which we lead are
vigorous opposed, but I must express my satisfaction
and 
- 
Mr Bersani will permit me to say it 
- 
also my
surprise that the Italian Government dared do what
the German and British Governments did nor with
respect to the attempted prevarications of the United
States.
There is some irony in the fact that the Brandt reporr,
so highly praised at the United Nations, is so heavily
annotated, since it is used for electoral speeches by an
Italian Communist orator, but could not serve as a
memorandum for the German delegation ar rhe
United Nations, in which members of the rapponeur's
party were cenainly pres€nt. I say this with bitterness,
as you will understand, but cenainly not because I
v'ant to find a new subject for argument; we should
overcome this and consider it pan of the past. In New
York something importanr was accepted. There is
always talk about rhe oil-producing countries and thejustified or unjustified percenrage of increase in oil
prices. One cannot explain what constitutes a fair price
for oil.'!7hen we in Europe, fix the price of a car, we
include the wages of the workers 
- 
who have shoes
and also automobiles 
- 
profits, privileges, raxes, cosrs
of highways and arms, and we say: this is the right
price for a Fiat, a Volkswagen or a Renault.
But what is proper price of oil?
It is the price fixed wirh reference ro rhe people who
not only go without cars, but who go barefoot. \7hen
we speak of these counffies as if they were rhe coun-
tries of the sheiks and then recommend these sheiks to
give us petrodollars to invest in rhe banks of the capi-
talist world we cenainly cannor complain about what
they do, since what we suggesr ro rhem is merely a
little more charity for the Third Vorldl at the same
time we refuse to have these countries present in the
international organizations where the world's financial
and economic life is regulated. It is towards this objec-
tive that American intransigence, with British and
German complicity, was directed: ro arrempr ro prev-
ent those countries from being represented in the
places where decisions are being made.
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For my part, I cannot accept the now-official termi-
nology 
- 
I have seen it in the Unircd Nations docu-
ments 
- 
which speaks of donor countries and reci-
pient countries. The latter are not beggars: I cenainly
have no desire to retell history and explain why they
have remained behind, but colonialism cenainly
played a pan. I would like to say, however, that these
countries, who are not donors, do have something and
will have more to give. One has only to consider the
problem of raw materials, of which I spoke earlier.
Together, therefore, we must examine what we can
and should do and what we can ask of the Parlia-
ments, peoples, and governments represented here
who declare their willingness to draw up a common
policy.
The aid concept must be rejected. !(i'e are not opposed
rc all types of aid, much less rc food aid and to emer-
gency action; I referred for this reason to the reaction
of the Third \7orld countries to the Valdheim
proposal. \fle believe that such aid should represent
only one initial level of action, otherwise it is not only
futile, but detrimental as well. It is imponant that the
way in vhich such intervention is conducted should
create the conditions whereby underdevelopment can
be effectively remedied. The problem is one of panici-
pation, of the presence of each counry; the issue is
connected with each country's jealous independence
and effective autonomy, and implies the refusal of any
external interference or intervention, which we have
always condemned.
The Lom6 Convention, though limited in scope, was
meant to set an example in this regard. The effon of
the Communiry 
- 
if I'm not mistaken, Mr Bersani 
-was ro work in association with others, to establish, at
least juridically, a sort of parity, even though no one
supposes that Great Britain and Grenada, or Grenada
and the United States, have equal influence in the
world. But this is precisely what was and continues to
be rejected in the world debate now taking place.
A short while ago our German colleague, who
deplored the shortcomings of the resolution, referred
to the problem of international financial institutions.
This problem is central. Is it possible to assign to a
cenral body the work of coordination and stimulation
and leave the big international organizations with their
own specific character, their mode of action, and their
autonomy? This presupposes structural changes in the
big international organizations themselves, and above
all in the International Monetary Fund and in the
'!7orld Bank. Failing this, the old phrases will be heard
yet again: we have the money, we are the masters and
want to conduct ourselves as such. At the most, ve are
ready to make a charitable contribution or to slip a
bonus to a minister in some Third Vorld Bovernment.
Finally, since there have been references to structural
changes in the Third \florld, to the timeliness of an
agrarian reform, for insnnce, I would like rc make, if
it is permissible in an fusembly where so many
languages are spoken, a Latin quotation: de te fabuk
ndfidntt4r. It is impossible to recommend social
changes, equality, justice, and agrarian reform to the
Third Vorld without realizing that profound changes
must be effected here in our own countries. This
should involve an assumption of coresponsabiliry on
the pan of those who represent the panies and organi-
zations of the working class. The defence of the
conquests of the organized labour movement is
certainly a motive force for world change as well as a
point of leverage for liberation movements in the
widest sense. This, however, should not be confused
with elements of corporatism, with elements which
could even be considered chauvinistic. It cannot be
thought that European workers have played there full
part if, they forget their duty to exercise international
solidarity, Fina,lly, let me say just a word about a prob-
lem which is all inclusive: that of detente and disarma-
ment. Our British colleague who spoke a moment ago
emphasized the expenditures that weigh on the social-
ist countries; he gave us the arms budget of the Soviet
Union; but I cenainly do not believe that this is the
way to put a stop to this insane course. No! I think
that, as to content, it is enough to recall the Brandt
report, which I hope Mr Brandt at least will not forget
and will have translated into German as well, if possi-
ble. I want to assert that without detente, without
international negotiation, disarmament is impossible.
And arms expenditure itself already overwhelms whole
sectors of the economy, and in some countries is even
considered to be an economic catalyst.
Today there is no progress for development, but only
for rearmament for missiles, Pershings cruise missiles,
and SS 20's. Ve, the Ialian Communists, have hailed
every international initiadve, including the German;
we have offered concrete proposals which have not
been taken into consideration and which would have
avoided, or at least made avoidable, this perilous deci-
sion.
At this point, the problems of the world crisis form
pan of a vast picture. '!7e are opposed to a simplifica-
tion which would consider part of the world as being
outside the crisis and not involved in its resolution.
Specific situations do cenainly exist, but there is
always a correlation. !7e reject Stalin's simplification
of a world divided into rwo mutually exclusive
markets. For that matter, recent events demonstrate
that the crisis is also affecting the socialist counuies.
They also demonstrate that catastrophic solutions of
crises in the Third Vorld do not automatically create
a new order and a new social situadon which can be
considered stable or even desirable.
'\7orld interdependence is demonstrated by the volume
of trade, by technological exchange, by energy prob-
lems. This makes it impossible for anyone to consider
himself as outside the crisis. For this reason we believe
that the socialist countries should be involved in
attempm to make the world emerge from underdevel-
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opment and that they should feel themselves responsi-
ble panners in the common effon. It is not true in any
case that they play no role in aiding development. Our
Bridsh colleague has neglected ro menrion, for exam-
ple, that Cuba is also a member of the Third \7orld
and that the Socialist countries provide aid for Cuba.
Illusory as it would be to think that the problem only
concerns cenain countries and that the only issue is
that of aid to underdevelopment, it would be even
more futile to believe, as some'demagogues assert, that
resolving the problem of underdevelopmenr in these
countries will benefit everyone in the same manner.
No, we cannot possibly convince our people, our
voters, that an increase in our aid to the developing
countries will eventually result in each family's owning
another car. It must be realized that rhe effon in
favour of progress must now be concentrated where it
is most necessary from a global viewpoint. !7e are not
speaking of charity, even though charity should not be
undervalued. \7hat is cenain is that, should we nor
have the courage to resolve this crisis, if only as far as
the problem of hunger and underdevelopment is
concerned, there will not be another car for those who
already possess one; there will be a global disaster.
The avoidance of such an eventuality is obviously an
appreciable advantage.
In the ,hope that this debate will promote some
progress, the Italian Communists will vote in favour of
the motion for a resolution, and urge others to do rhe
same. Going beyond the question of the Community
crisis, the Italian Communists wish to reaffirm with
their vote the role of the European Parliament and of
Europe. The principles outlined in this ilocumenr must
also however be coherently expressed in the govern-
ments' actions. And that, let me repeat, is the reason
we consider very serious the division among the Nine
which occurred in New York.
The Parliamenr has on orher occasions followed a
policy contrary to thar of the Committee on Budgets,
but this time the lack of agreemenr causes trear
concern because it opposes tovernments and panies
which should mutually represenr one anorher. lfe Ital-
ian Communism believe thar a vore in favour of the
repon under discussion will be, inasmuch as it is unan-
imous, a concrere if modest step forward, a rymbol of
hope for an inclusive dialogue and immediate acrion.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce on a point of order.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I refer to Rule 15 
- 
the
use of languages in this Assembly. Ve are all now
being issued with identity cards ro get into this build-
ing. I find that mine has my starui as a Member'of
Parliament written in French 
- 
only in French.
Rule 15 says rhar all the languages wiil be used on
documents of this Parliament. Colleagues are laugh-
ing, but let me say this: I will not stand for the frenchi-
fication of this Parliament. This is not an extension of
the French Parliament, and I serve norice on you, Mr
President, rhat at rhe next session of this Parliament,
in Strasbourg, I will not use this card and if you refuse
me enqy into rhis Chamber because I will not wear a
document in French on my jacket, then I think you
will be defying the whole principle of this Communiry.
Mr President, would you please stop rhis bias. kt us
recognize that there are six languages here, not jusr
one, and that French will not be rammed down my
throat.
President. 
- 
Your quesrion will be forwarded
directly to the comperenr Quaesrors. Ir is not merely a
personal matter. Your have drawn the House's atten-
tion to a rule which musr be obeyed.
The sitting is suspended.
(Tbe sitting utas suspended at 1.15 p.m. and resumed at
3 P.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vce-Presi.dent
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
I call Miss Brookes on a poinr of order. /
Miss Brookcs. 
- 
Mr President, it is in fact a minute
past 3 o'clock and you walked in punctually at 3. I
would merely like to comment rhat everybody is aware
that this House reassembles at 3 o'clock. At the
moment, the audience is very sparse indeed. I would
like to make the poinr rhat if the President is prepared
to arrive at 3 o'clock, everyone else should also be
here. It is not good that there should be so few people
present for the deliberations of this very imponant
Parliament.
President. 
- 
I note your commenm Miss Brookes.'
However, I am sure that our colleagues will soon join
us.
4. Membership of Committees
President. 
- 
I have
European Progressive
received from the Group of
Democrats a request for the
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appointment of Mr Clement rc the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, to replace Mr Mess-
mer.
Are there any objections?
The appointment is ratified.
5. lVorld hunger(continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the pontinuation of the
Ferrero repon (Doc. l-341/80),
I call Mr Poniatowski.
Mr Poniatowski. 
- 
(F) Ladies and gentlemen I was
pleased to see that, in their approach to this debate on
so grave a probtem, all the political formations of our
Parliament have been concerned not with ideological
or theoretical matters but with analysing realistic solu-
tions and with the determination to put them into
effect. No doubt we partly owe this to the realistic and
concrete approach of the general rapponeur, Mr
Ferrero, and the individual rapporteurs whom I have
seen, in my capacity as Chairman of the Committee on
Development, working month after month on a report
providing a solid basis for our work and also for our
decisions.
It has been said often enough that today some
800 million human beings are still living in a state of
absolute poverty and that every year millions of people
are dying of hunger. This is true, but there is every
likelihood that the situation will be even worse in the
future if nothing is done. The truth is clear from the
events of the last few years. Over the last ten years,
food production has increased at a slower rate than
the population in over half the developing countries.
In the pooresr countries, averate per capita food pro-
duction fell by 3 0/o in the period 1976-1978 compared
with 1969-1971. The number of ill-fed or underfed
human beings in Africa and Asia is increasing.
This being so, the developing counffies' food impons
are steadily increasing. Economic planning on a sound
basis is becoming impossible for these countries which
are forced into heavy debt every year to ensure the
survival of their population. If we look at the require-
ments of South America (and Brazil and Mexico in
panicular), Eastern Europe, Asia and Africa over the
next few years we can see that this trend for impons to
increase will accelerate even funher. A point here is
that Soviet Union aid is negative in two ways. Not
only does that country provide no assistance to the
developing countries in any field or in any form but in
addition, having failed to organize its agriculrure on a
rational basis its own food requirements weigh heavily
on rhe world market. In the early 1950s, the develop-
ing countries were importing only 20 million tonnes of
food prodqcts. In 1970 they were already imponing,
over 50 million and this year food impons will be 4 %
up on 1979, reaching a figure of 85 million ronnes.
Lastly, in 1990 foreseeable requirements of the 80
poorest. countries in Africa and Asia are likely to be
about 145 million tonnes.
These figures take on all their imponance if they are
compared with the developing countries' production
and expon potential. An FAO study forecasrc that
their grain impon requirements will be 143 million
ronnes and their export. porcntial 61 million tonnes by
the end of this cenrury. This means a deficit of
82 million tonnes and there is nothing to suggest that
the problem will then be solved. The situation will also
be exremely grave for a product that must concern us
for reasons we all know. I am nlking about milk and
dairy producm. For these producff, the same study
estimates that the developing countries' exports will be
practically negligible which means that vast quantities
will have to be imponed, i.e. nearly 32 million lonnes
by the end of the century compared with 19 million
tonnes in 1990.
Forgive me for quoting so many figures and statistics.
In substance, of course, the problem lies at a level
which ranscends these figures and statistics. But it
would be too easy to arouse public opinion by using
arguments based on sentiment and not on a logical
and lucid analysis of the realities with which we are
faced. Figures are eloquent. They show very clearly
the, grave situation of the poorest counries. As an
illustration we have only to think of a country like
Zaire which, 20 years aBo, was still exponing food,
whereas today it is forced to impon food wonh
$ 300'million. 'SThereas food prices were sreadily going
down for some hundred years, a continuous upward
rend has been manifest for some time now and the
developing countries' requirements merely srengthen
this rcndency and that itself funherworsens their
situation.
Three types of actiorr are called for: development of
rhe developing countries' food crop production for
domestic consumption, development of food trade
among developing countries and lastly, conrary to
what is so often said, development of food production
in the developed and advanced countries.
As regards the first point, the share of budgetary
expenditure devorcd to the agricultural sector in the
developing countries rarely exceeds 5 0/0. In many
developing countries, the allocation of priorities
among the various sectors does not give agriculture
the position it should have in the country's economic
development. This imbalance needs to be corrected
and priority given to agricultural development in many
cases. The ACP States have recognized this need
because over one-third of the EDF appropriations
under Lom6 I goes to rural development. The setting
up of the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural
; r 'i 'l
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Cooperation provided for in the Lom6 II Convention
is also an ACP inidative. It is to be hoped that this
Centre will play an imponant pan in the ACP States'
rural development strategy. Although it is necessary
for the developing countries ro promore their agricul-
ture, this does not, of course, mean that the developed
countries can evade rheir responsibility. Agricultural
development in the developing countries is a responsi-
bility common to and shared by both developing and
developed countries. So our financial effon will still be
necessary for many long years. More than ever will it
be necessary for us to advance towards the target set a
long time ago by the international organizarions, in
other words to devote 0.7 0/o of our GNP to official
development aid.
Development in food rade among the developing
countries also seems [o me to be an imponant point. It
often happens that food products exist but, for various
reasons, do not reach the point where they are needed.
It is sometimes easier for cenain big developing coun-
tries to impon a product from an indusrrialized coun-
try rather than have it transponed from a neighbour-
ing country. The share of food in the growth of
inter-developing country trade, at 16 0/0, is much
lower than the share of manufactured goods (39 0/o) as
can be seen from the figures for the 1960-1975 period.
On this point what is needed is to correct the short-
comings of the developing countries' marketing
networks. Some expens see these shortcomings as one
of the main causes of threatened famine in rhe devel-
oping countries. It is therefore urgently necessary [o
make questions of marketing, road infrasructure,
transport and storage a major item in rural develop-
ment ProSrammes.
Lastly, we have to increase food production in the
developed countries and, in particular, producdon of
those kinds of food that are lacking in rhe Third
Vorld. In this field, the European Economic Commu-
nity has a grear responsibility. I know that this presenm
us with problems ar a time when the economic crisis
tends to make us introspective and ro worry about our
own difficulties first. Bur without food from the
advanced countries, the developing countries will not
be able to meet their increasing requirements. Far from
reducing its volume, as is sometimes suggested, we
need to increase it and to adjust what we produce so
that it is better suited to rhese requirements. Could we
not revive the mechanisms of the Common Agricul-
tural Policy, orientating them more clearly towards
improving the food situation in the developing coun-
tries? The present situation 
- 
chronic surpluses in
Europe and malnutrition and famine in cenain devel-
oping countries 
- 
is intolerable. Ought nor rhe Euro-
pean Community to have a srrateg'y wonhy of the
name enabling the EEC's agricultural trade to be
improved and long-term conrracts to be signed? This
is also what our ACP friends have many times said
they wanted.
So far what the European Community has been doing
on other markets has too often been a matter of. ad
hoc action and the results have not always been very
fonunate. In 1975, for example, rhe Communiry was
unable to conclude a firm 5-year conrrad with Egypt
relating to over 400 000 tonnes of agricultural produce
and yet we see that cdnain counrries, and the United
States in panicular, are perfectly successful in nego-
tiating such atreements. There is, of course, no ques-
tion of challenging cenain principles of our Common
Agricultural Policy but we need to make of this poliry
a useful instrument in rhe service of developmenr
cooperation. The contradictions in the present situa-
tion could well anger public opinion and yet a true
cooperation policy is impossible without rhe constant
and firm understanding and suppon of that public
opinion. This means that the objectives of the poliry
must be clear and its methods simple which is not the
case mday. Our rapporteur, Mr Ferrero, has described
the concrete steps that should be aken in excellent
fashion and after so many studies of such high qualiry
ve are now very clear about what has to be done.
The unbearable pictures shown to us on television
accuse and distress us. Ve must nor remain indifferent.
It is up to us to accept the human challenge of rhis
closing millenium, that of helping all mankind co have
enough to eat. Ve have the resources, we have the
techniques and we need to have the polirical will. In
this connection, some of you may have certain reser-
vations or criticisms to make about the repon that is
before you but in its main lines it is excellent. The
protramme of acdon proposed is precise and practical.
Now our Parliament has to state its view clearly and
unequivocally. It has to make clear its unanimiry at
this very moment when the so-called Unircd Nations,
on the same subject, are ,showing how impotent,
incapable and divided they are. In this world which
therefore seems dominated by selfishness and indiffer-
ence, let us hope that a few European countries at
least will state clearly that they intend to and will in
fact tackle this tragedy of hunger and that they cannor
accept that people who have enough to eat should
watch unmoved while those who do not die for lack of
food.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Debr6.
Mr Debr6. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenq we have often
deplored 
- 
and we shall no doubt conrinue rc deplore
- 
that the European nations have no transcending
aims. It is true. Such an objective could be ro take pan
in the conquesr of space and not to leave this great
adventure in the hands of nations outside Europe.
Another could be a combined effon to discover ihe
riches of the sea bottom over rhe next half century and
not to leave this effon, too, to non-European nations.
But here in front of us we have another such objecdve
of a particularly humanirarian and moving 
- 
but also
political 
- 
kind that is the joining of the European
nations totether in a war on hunger and malnutrition.
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A first observation that needs to be made 
- 
at all
events I am making it 
- 
is that this action, though
pan of a po[iry towards the developing countries, is at
rhe same time a poliry in its own right. Of itself it is a
major enterprise. And this is why, unlike the previous
speaker, I do not have unconditional admiration for
the repon before us which I see as a list, a kind of
summary catalogue, of measures some of which we
know will never be applied.
There is a Chinese proverb which says .!flhen a man is
hungry do not give him something rc drink but teach
him how to use a net to catch fish'. Like many prov-
erbs this is only half true. True enough we must teach
the undernourished countries and the people suffering
from famine to cultivate their land. They need agrar-
ian reform in order to develop family farms, irrigation
and energy supplies to help fertilize the land and in
general manpower training, the presence of coopera-
tion helpers and agricultural equipment. This is
cenainly an immense task for which France is in a
position to provide many examples. It could be the
task of a European foundation, grouping national
non-profit-making institutions of the same rype inro
an international association. This European founda-
tion would be responsible for coordination and, being
neither a tovernment body nor an official institurion,
it would enable those concerned and farmers in parti-
cular to join in an effon to develop cenain rural areas.
This, it seems to me, is where an ambiguity in the
repon and in our debarc needs to be pointed ous. It is
certainly right 
- 
and we have said this often in other
discussions as well 
- 
that tovernments should insti-
tute a market organization ro facilitate expons of
cenain products whose prices would, in this way, be
guaranteed. But this is only one aspec. The vital point
is to place the accent on food crops. This is what went
through my mind this morning when I was listening to
Mr Brandt referring, on the subject of this policy, to
the opening of the doors of the Europe,an Economic
Communiry to agricultural produce. Here, to my
mind, there is a confusion of thoughr Apart from the
fact that the EEC is one of the biggest imponers of
agricultural produce 
- 
coming to 20 billion
the first problem with regard ro the war on hunger or
help for the undernourished developing counries is
not to develop agricultural produce for expon. The
prime need is to create and develop food crops. AII rco
often business firms, and even tovernments, are
allowed m d'evelop compedng lines or types of prod-
uction intended for expon to the industrialized coun-
tries whereas the primary requirement is crops to feed
the people in these countries. In other words, conrary
to the underlying assumption in cenain debates, the
important thing is not to make mon€y in preference to
producing food. In this effort to help the undernour-
ished countries, therefore, there is a requirement
which has to be clearly underctood and that is thet
priority has to be given to food, in other words to
crops and animal farming for the people living in the
oountr). and not to types of productiron intended for
export. Of course help has to be given but that is
another problem and the two should not be mixed up.
It is perfectly clear rc anyone who knows these coun-
tries that this agricultural development action will be
very very slow. Self-sufficiency, rhe only ansv'er [o rhe
problem of the food shonage, is a disant objective.
The under-nourishment of tens of millions of children
and adults calls for a poliry in which agricultural
surpluses are orienated towards assistance for those
who are malnourished and hungry. And this is where
the Chinese prwerb is wrong. This is the point that
has to be brought out at the outset. Let me say at the
stan that, with regard to the children, aid must not be
made subject, even in a motion for a resolution, to
provisions regarding changes in sexual behaviour or in
polidcal regimes. Vg cannot tolerate, as the previous
speaker has just said, the sight of children or adults
dying of hunger. The way their lives are ruled does
not matter. Ve have to be careful not to mix up things
which must be kept separate once we begin talking
about the war on hunger.
But here again we have something deseruing our
thought, panicularly if Members will cast their minds
back to the debates we have had during preceding
months. In the debates on the budget and those on
agriculture we cannot cry 'away with surpluses' and
then in the same voice, when we are not debating the
budget or agricultural policy,'let us give them food'.
Giving food implies a policy of surpluses.
To that we are told 'there are surpluses of products
which cannot be marketed and there are also food
habits and even religious rules that have to be consid-
ered'. This type of argumert is deplorable and unreal.
Admittedly there may be products that cannot be used,
wine surpluses being the obvious and immediarc exam-
ple, although a fruit juice policy would offer great
potential for a number of countries and the children in
rhose countries. But we have to admit that most
surpluses can b€ consumed, bccause food habits may
change and the agro-food industry can conven prod-
ucts and, as experience has shown, habits and even
religious customs. Mr Cheysson gave us an illustration
this morning. Through nuritional research it is possi-
ble to use products which, on their own, might not
appear to have enough protein or calories but which, if
combined, provide excellent food on the basis of intel-
ligently planned surpluses. In other words uie should
not adopt provisions in conflict vith others passed a
few weels before!
The result of the vote on the motion for a resolution
following this dcbate will either cancel out a vote
against a poliry of agricultural surpluses or will itself
be cancellcd out by such a vote. let us not invite a
charge of hypocrisy which is what would be implied if
ve s'an! to separate what is complementary on the
excuse 
- 
and here I refer direcdy to thc papers bcfore
us 
- 
that we have ro begin by changing the sryle of
;ir/
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production and life in the industrialized counrries.
Vhen I hear this requirement put as a kind of condi-
tion for assistance rc the undernourished countries,
Mr President, I cannot believe my ears. In that case we
might just as well siy goodbye to any effons on behalf
of the starving millions. And I would add that we are
very carefully not told what this change, what this new
style of production and life is to be.
A minute ago I spoke about a foundation for develop-
ing subsistence agriculture in counries where there is
a food shonage or famine, a European foundation
coordinating the work of national foundations. These
non-profit-making national foundations and this
European foundation could adminisrer the European
nations' agricultural surpluses. They could provide
incentives for some surpluses and for their conversion
via the development of agro-food industries and
research.
But the main need is for a programme lasting spveral
years. My reaction to the anti-hunger campaigns I
hear about is to wonder whether we are really respon-
sible people . Next year, in two years or four years time
there will still be underfed and starving people. It is
not an annual campaign, not an appeal m public
generosity for one particular year when, for one
reason or another, one country comes into the head-
lines, that we n€ed. The problem is permanent and if
therc is no pluriannual programme, more or less
nothing will be done. I see the reaction to what I say
and I understand it 
- 
what a lot of money. Pan of the
effon would be offset 
- 
as in the United States' case
- 
by an inrclligent poliry of selling cenain surpluses
on the world market, but I feel there is a contradiction
we have to face up to and it is not by voicing pious
wishes about reducing arms expenditure that we shall
be at peace with our conscience. No transcending
objective whatever it be is without danger or sacrifice
and sacrifice of money in panicular. Aid for the unfor-
tunate cannot be provided, as is so ofrcn done, by
printing money, which feeds inflation, but by collect-
ing a contribudon from the well-off countries. And for
the foundation I have referred rc, though it would
have the panicular feature of being able to receive
donations and grants from non-governmental authori-
ties, its main role would, I am sure, be to receive
large-scale official aid in order to establish coopera-
tion with a view to the development of food crops and
the necessary resources to be able to use our produc-
tion surpluses to provide food to the underfed and
starving countries.
Vhat is imponant Mr President 
- 
and this is the only
thing I would ask you really ro remember 
- 
is not to
create a division between two conflicting debates in
this Assembly. In certain respecrs, it is rhe presdge of
this House which is at stake. The Commission and
Member governmenrc should connect the rwo prob-
lems together and set above them a rational policy of
agricultural exporm and a rational poliry of industrial
conversion, both inspired by the determination to help
in the form of disinterested technical cooperation
giving priority to the development of food crops and
animal farming. In this way, Mr President, we will
have done more for the prestige of the European
nations and their influence than all the institutional
debates we take such pleasure in. To serve a great
cause, nothing is so effective as a great social achieve-
ment and this is why, beyond the catalogue that has
been put before us, we must see things in simple terms
and ask the Commission and governments to see the
facts as they are in the way I have just 
- 
clearly I
hope 
- 
described them.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Mr President, honourable
colleagues, ten months ago this Parliament adopted
unanimously, with the exception of our Group, a
resolution asking your governments for the immediate
allocation of 0.7 0/o of rhe gross national product for
development. It was your resolution and it passed in
spite of our vorc.
You are now about to vore on a morion prepared by
our Euro-Communist comrade, our friend and
colleague Mr Ferrero from the Comntitree on Devel-
opment and Cooperation. Sir Fred Varner has praised
the report, and it has also met with the approval of Mr
Poniatowski, not only, if I understand correctly, for irc
style but also on the basis of cultural affiniry. \7hat is
being celebrated in this House, Mr President, is the
, 
mystery of salvation through interclass collaboration,
technocratic modernism and rcchnicist illusions, with
the agreement of the presdgious rerired ex-revolution-
ary, comrade Pajetta, of Mr Poniatowski, and of all of
you.
How many fewer people will die, in the next weeks
and months, thanks to your agreements? None, I'm
afraid, if it is true, Commissioner Cheysson, that the
monaliry rate will con[inue to climb, as specialized
agencies unanimously predict, unless radical changes
take place.
The resolution in question does not correspond to the
concrerc political decisions expecrcd by public
opinion. It seems that the inrerests of parry politics
allow you to ask for an immediate 0.7 0/o and to vote
later, in your own Perliaments, in favour of. a 0.10/o
or 0.2 o/0.
Mr Pajetu was right, unfonunately, in reproaching
Mr Brandt for writing, with other well-known
, persons, a report on behalf of that same Vorld Bank
which, having financed this work, now opposes its
general principles. The German Social-Democrats
themselves, who offer us this beaudful work,
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announced in New York their intention to reduce
funher their aid and subsidies in favour of develop-
ment. This is not development policy, but rather the
poliry of 'detente', which in reality means 'arms race',
so that, in this political game, it is impossible to under-
stand where vaudeville ends and tragedy begins.
Tragedy begins with death or murder or mass extermi-
nation. Perhaps it takes the place of vaudeville when
Commissioner Cheysson calls attenrion to the fact that
only seven officials of category A are available to him
instead of the rcn he requested and you denied him.
Commissioner Cheysson, if you have the courage to
state clearly your real needs and if you are not simply
playing racdcs, you would probably have to ask for
many dozens of officials.
'Mr Cheysson, here are represenred the followers of
the great pre-industrial and mercantile classes; you
must no[ believe that a responsible bargaining tech-
nique will be successful. You should behave like a
Levantine merchant: if you want three officials you
must ask for fony, since the agricultural corporarive
lobbies among orhers, will compare the adopted reso-
ludon with rhe real artirudes of the governments of the
Nine and of Messrs Klepsch, Bangemann, and others.
It was no more play on words when we stated last year
that 'we knew that we did nor know' what should be
done. !7e did know, however, that yodr approach was
illusory. You contemplate reality from the outside so
as to live it berter. You find it easy to be at peace wirh
your consciences; you preach as if you were angels or
devils untainted by the sphere of polirics. But the prob-
lem is one of political will: your will, that of your
political groups and that of your leaders 
- 
bur you do
nothing to change it.
Ve believe that the 0.7 0/o does not solve the problem:
the issue is the transfer and distribution of wealrh. Ve
stated from the beginning that, if the problem is one of
political will, it is essential to couple this political will
with the weight of the law, without which any political
will becomes a fancy, a sterile pretext or protest.
This is the case of Mr Pajetta, who criticized Mr
Brandt for contradicting himself seriously on many
occasions and who at rhe same time speals on behalf
of a pany which for rwo years has supponed in Italy
the only governmenr of the last 35 years to decrease
the Italian public conrribution to 0.320/0. Thus the
Italian 'coalition government' of Communists and
Christian'Democrats has caused our contribution to
slide to the last place among industrialized narions.
In our opinion the main problem is one of procedure.
Already last year we stated that, in tetms of procedure,
the question should have been brought before rhe
authority of the United Nations and of the Secretary
of the United Nations' Security Council, and that the
theoretical procedures of rhe consensus had rc be
strengthened and directed rowards the technocratic
and diplomatic centres of power, for outside of the
reactivation and elaboration of the juridical doctrine
of consensus it is impossible to make a counr{F respec[
its commitmen$ any more than it was with regard to
the famous resolution on the 0.7 0/0. Mr President, in
1936 the so-called League of Nations 
- 
as Mr Ponia-
towki would 
- 
stated: 'the world has all the technical
and financial means ro defeat poveny and to avoid the
prospect of war'.
Then, too, there exisrcd a policy of detente. Musso-
lini's and Hitler's policies of war and murder were
blessed by the Mu,nich agreemenr, which finds a
distoned but discernible echo with Mr Pajetta and Mr
Poniatowski, and with all those who today in Europe
believe that the cause of tragedy lies in the evil spirir of
a Stalin, of a Hitler, or of anyone else.
Mr President, we had also pointed our thar it is utopic
to continue to say as do you and Mr Brandt: military
spending must be reduced. \7e have proposed in
technical terms a different policy of conversion of
military expenses; we have said: let us even use rhe
armies to create special forces of intervendon, whether
for transpon or for emergency acdon. A period of
famine can, with perverse logic, be an opponuniry to
formulate plans, to build bridges, making use of army
technology which is, ar presenr, fully adequate for
such objectives, instead of the rcchnology of Europe's
big capitalistic construction firms who build big and
disastrous dams where only small remporary bridges
are needed.
\fle furnished many indicarions of this kind, Mr Presi-
dent; we contest the studies that have beon made.
\7hile fully respecting other points of view, we believe
that a small political family such as ours has the right
and the duty to compare studies, so that this Parlia-
ment may be proud of having included what the
minorities can in their turn propose.
However 
- 
as President Debr6 reminded us 
- 
this is
not a Parliament, Mr President: by the terms of the
Treaty this is an Assembly, and, I will idd, an Assembly
with a unique character because it is based on rhe
political indifference of the Ferrero report, based on
this technocratic delusion, without honouring the
ideas and ideals for whose sake we are here and lack-
ing the courage to acknowledge. differences and to
recognize different kinds of good faith.
An Assembly that holds such multilated discussions is
an Assembly that can contriburc only to that desruc-
tion which it is already approaching. Vho are, in fact,
the lords of the eanh? \7ho are thc lords of politics in
this world? Vho produced tfie moral and ecbnomic
confusion now established in the world? It is your
parties, Mr President; and erren more it is the narrow-
minded attempr to dominate this Assembly by means
of hairsplitting regulations such as those you use to
discipline the debate. !7e panicipate in rhese debates
in order to be at peace with our own consciences and
t,'
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to respect the right of our adversaries to be fully
honoured with our attention and our criticism. This is
not permitted to us. You are the bit-players in the
tragedy of catastrophe. It is sometimes tempting to say
that we are on a boulevard rather than in a hemicycle,
and to say to you: good-bye; we will talk less and less;
you manage for yourselves. Gandhi taught there are
moments in history when democracy and libeny must
be served in different ways, and they are not those of
soulless insdiutions, capaLle only of killing bodies and
destroying tle reasons for which tley were created.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs Dckker. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, my approach
will be somewhat different from that of the previous
speakers, but I shall nevertheless attempt to reat the
subject in my own qray as well as I am able. Mr Presi-
dent, on the way to Strasbourg I read in Tbe Econo-
mist that more is now spenl in the United Starcs on
house plants and flowers than on development aid as a
whole, $ 5 000 m as against $ + soo m on development
aid. Ve are now discussing hunger in the world. One
out of every five people on this eanh goes hungry or
dies of shrvation. And this can happen even though
sufficierit cereals are produced on this eanh to feed
the whole of the world population. Mr Vergeer says in
his excellent working document that a solution to the
problem of hunger in the world is rcchnically possible
and that the problem can largely be sohed in the 80s.
He adds that in the present world food crisis it is a
question of distributing what is available, but that in
the long-term production is the answer. Hunger is also
a sign that.the resources are not available to buy food.
Ironically, and this is enough to make one cynical,
hunger is most wide-spread in the rural areas of the
poorest countries. Combaring hunger and providing
people with sufficient food rherefore also means
cornbeting poverty. If the worst poveny and therefore
hunger are to bc eliminated in the shon term, financial
resources are needed. These can and must be provided
by the richer countries. The disuibudon of incomes
throughout the world must also be gradually
improved. But what sign is the EEC, which includes
some of the richest countries of the world, giving at
the bcginning of the third development decede? A piti-
fully shabby and reticent approach, with even the
threat to revert to commitments enered into in the
past and frequendy confirmed, panicularly the aim of
spending at lcast 0.7 olo of our gross narional product
on development coopcration. I feel that developing
countries should cenainly not be callcd upon to acoepr
,lcss then was agreed before the decade that hes just
finishcd. If dre EEC continues ro adopt this not
exactly positive linc, it n'ill go down as the club of rich
counries vhich +cnd hss on development coopera-
tion than, for example, on sweets. It is not simply a
question of oliderity or rhe right of all peoplc to some
kid of sccurity: it is elso imponant for a more
consmrcdvc position to bc adoptcd, particularty, by
the EEC. The Community is now about to turn its
back on, to turn away from two-thirds of the world's
population, the peoples of the Third Vorld. Added to
this, the monetary crisis which is affecting many devel-
oping countries cannot go on. If measures of substance
are not aken, especially structural help with paymenr
in order to bring about a subsmndal decrease in the
debd'of the Third Vorld countries, which according
to IMF information now amount to more than
$ 70 000 m, rhere is a danger that moneary blows will
fall, which will also affect our countries and all that
that enmils. It would be exremely shon-sighted not to
take practical, creative measures in this respect. The
economic recession that is a feature of the 'Vestern
nations is hitting the developing countries just as hard.
It must not be uses as an alibi or as an excuse. Nor
were we very generous during our prosperous period.
Hunger and poveny or lack of purchasing power go
hand in hand. This is not an original statement, but
one which y/e must bear in mind if we seriously mean
to eliminate hunger. The motion for a resolution
begins with an appeal to our own peoples to help
achieve a fairer distribution of wealth with a view to
creatint a new world order. Quite right, because it will
be a costly venture. At this point, I should like to
express my appreciation of the excellent reports and
documenr and, with one excepdon, opinions
delivered by the other committees. Ve owe the
rappofteurs and drafumen a sincere vote of thanks for
their very considerable efforts in many cases and
fortunately very clear and practical analyses and for
their proposals on the economic poliry measures
required, without gewing lost in high-pirched unrealis-
tic standards, which are often too vague.
So many words and so much paper have already been
devoted to this enormous problem. Vhen I urent in
search of material and information in preparation for
this debate, I had over a metre of documentation and
publications within an hour, all on hunger in the
world. Let us in the name of peace not allow this
unique initiative to become yet another paper exercise
to be added to the pile of dissenations already availa-
ble. Let us instead use our combined political forces to
take concrete acion. 'More bread.on the mble rather
than more paper in the cupboard' should be our
slogan. The impulses needed for rhe positive and deci-
sive contribution which the EEC can and, in my view,
must make to the development of the Third Vorld
primarily come from the European Parliamenr Of
course, the improvement of the living conditions of the
poorest Broups in the developing counries mainly
depends on the poliry pursued by these countries
themselves. But this cenainly does not relieve the rich
counries of their dury to offer financial, economic
and technical help. The much quoted Brandr repon
also addresses recommendations ro the developing
counuies themselves, regarding, rhe improvement of
thc position of the pooresr But if the required increase
in food production is to be achieved, aid must risc by
$ 8 000 m a year, $ 4 000 m of which would be availa-
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ble if the rich countries increased their spending on
development to 0.7 0/o of gross national product in
1985.
There must also be an international system for collect-
ing these monies, and larger food stocks must be
established to ensure supplies throughout the world.
Increased food production, prevention of excessive
population growth and better distribution of land and
incomes are the measures recommended by the Brandt
repon in this connection. Vithout wishing to detract
from the merits of this repon, I must say I find it
rather sad that, if no more than a few of the proposals
made in the various, similarly very valuable reports
appearing in the early 50s after the first development
decade had been implemented, a not inconsiderable
ponion of this new report would have been super-
fluous. Mr President, Parliament can very soon add
deeds to words, initially by adopting the motion for a
resolution without changing its contents or tenor and
also by taking advantage of the possibilities open to us
and doing our duty in translating our good intentions
into a practical poliry during the debate on the 1981
budget, which will be taking place soon. This will
show how far the words spoken here go. Mr Presi-
dent, I would have liked rc make a number of specific
and more detailed commenr on the policy we must
pursue and the measures we must take if we are in fact
to solve these enormous problems. But I see that I do
nor have enough time for this. I well therefore
crcnclude by referring to the two amendments that I
have tabled to the motion for a resolution. They leave
the contents of the motion completely intact but prov-
ide an addidonal incentive to implement the proposals
made.
In the first place, I suggest that the Commission
should submit to us a six-monthly repon containing
figures on protress achieved in this area, on the basis
of which Parliament can then see what the situation is
and what must be done, this being completely in line
with this Parliament's responsibiliry has to check poli-
cies that have been introduced. In my second amend-
ment I propose the establishment of a system we
already have in the Netherlands, a kind of aurcmatic
information procedure, whereby imponant decisions
on commercial policy and in the agricultural sector are
automatically brought to the attendon of the relevant
bodies where they affect the situation in the develop-
ing countries. Mr President, I conclude my speech
with an appeal to Parliament rc add political action to
im words.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cohen.
1 Mr Cohen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, before I discuss
rhe subject of today's debate, hunger in the world and
our relations with the developing countries, I should
like to make a few preliminary remarks. I too should
like to express my appreciation of the work that has
been done by Mr Ferrero and by the sub-rapporteurs,
which forms the basis of the debate we are having
today on hunger in the world. I believe that through
this working method Parliament has shown that it is
capable of effective and fruitful work.
A second remark I should like to make is this: I was
very happy to see that the opinion of the Committee
on Agriculture was available this morning. Perhaps I
do not quite understand the situation, but I alwap
thought that an opinion was delivered to the commit-
tee responsible and that the committee responsible
then took account of that opinion when drawing up its
resolution. Vhat the opinion of the Committee on
Agriculture can now add to our debate is not quite
clear to me. I feel that the Bureau should consider
what status the draftsman of an opinion in fact has, so
that we can in future avoid such practices.
Thirdly, as Mr Brandt said this morning, the Socialist
Group has not mbled any amendments and fully
endorses the resolutions tabled by Mr Ferrero. The
resolution does not completely reilect out views, but
we agree with 90 a 95 o/o of ir Ve felt we should not
table amendments because we believe that so impor-
mnt a resolution on a matter we ourselves raised,
should be adopted by Parliament by a large majority,
if not unanimously. There is no point in repeating
during this debate everything that you can find in Mr
Ferrero's repon and the other working documents. I
shall not therefore be giving any figures, any analyses,
any background information. Those who are inter-
ested need only refer to the repons, and they will then
know what roday's debate is about.
At this stage of the discussion we are concerned wish a
different matter. Vhat is important now is to prepare
for action, to prepare the way for a genuine poliry. I
do not intend today rc speak on behalf of my Group
on the problem of hunger, buion the relationship
berween the European Community and the developing
countries in the spheres of trade and financial aid.
As regards trade policy, I would refer you to para-
graphs 43 to 52 of Mr Ferrero's resolution. The
Socialist Group takes the contents of these paragraphs
very seriously. They address requests both to the
Commission and the Council, or to put it somewhat
less diplomatically, they issue instructions.
Ve feel it is extremely imponant that these instruc-
tions should be obeyed. A study of the implications of
the common agricultural policy for the developing
countries is a first requirement if we are to know how
we must attune our poliry the interests of these coun-
tries. Mr Cheysson has already said that he is prepared
ro carry our this study. Yet another study, you will
say, and indeed, a study takes time and we cannot wait
that long. Something must therefore be done imme-
diately. The Community has the unique opponunity to
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prove that, whether or not all these studies have been
carried out, it does intend to rake accounr of the inter-
ests of the developing countries. I am thinking here of
the extension of the generalized system of preferences
in 1981. Ve are involved in rhe preparations for rhis at
the moment, and Mr Ferrero's resolution makes it
quite clear what must be done: removal of trade
barriers, removal of tariffs on agricultural 'products
generally, much improved access to the Communiry
market panicularly for the agricultural products of rhe
poorest developing countries. 'S7'e are obviously think-
ing above all of the opponuniry the Community is
being offered in the implementation of im day-rc-day
policy. Last year it was the suBar agreement to which
we attached such great imponance. This year, now
that the review of the generalized preference system is
soon to be made, I place the emphasis on rhe impor-
tant step the Communiry must shonly take, with
which it can demonstrarc that it really intends to
consider the interests of the developing countries.
There are other matters on the agenda which the
Community can use to show the same courage, the
same interest in the developing countries, apart from
generalized preferences. It is absolurcly essential, as
the resolution again says, that the Community should
accede to the international sugar agreemen[ and that it
should also sign the new international agreement on
cereals. And what is perhaps most imporrant of all is
that the Community should do everything in its power
to make a success of what is known as the common
fund.
So the Communiry will face three specific msls in the
near future.
And there is yet another matter, which is not
mentioned in the resolution, but I should like to put it
to the institutions of the Community whose task it is
to take rhe decisions for their consideration. Is it not
high time the Community made a trade pledge, like
the one that already exists among the indusrial coun-
tries within the framework of the OECD? Vhen we
see that trade among the industrialized countries is
slackening, we are always prepared so look for the
causes and possibly ro pu[ forward proposals ro resrore
that trade to its original level or preferably ro an even
higher level. I wonder whether the time has not come
for the Communiry to make a trade pledge rowards
the Third \7orld, with the aim of keeping up, if not
increasing, trade wirh the developing countries. So
much for trade.
As regards financial aid, I have the following to say.
Mr Ferrero's resolution refers to the Brandt repon and
calls on the Commission to make a study of whar Mr
Brandt calls the automatic financing of development
aid. As I have said before, we feel it is extremely
imponant that the Commission should carry our rhis
study and that it should put forward proposals on how
such a system of automatic financing, either by the
world as a whole or by the Communiry to begin with,
might find acceptance. The Brandt repon itself makes
various proposals. One of these proposals is that auto-
matic financing might be coupled to spending on
armamenm. That idea, I will say sraightaway, does
not seem so good to me. It would mean the more
spent on development aid, the more spent on arma-
ments. I do not feel that is the course we should
follow. But any other proposal for a system of aurc-
matic financing merits consideration, and I therefore
hope that the Commission will shortly be producing a
sudy of this kind. The same is, of course, true of the
commitment to make available ar leasr 0.7 0/o of gross
national product for development aid. In New York,
as you all know, only two Member States, Denmark
and the Netherlands, were prepared to give a firm
commitment on this 0.7 0/0. The Communiry refused.
Nevenheless, this naturally remains an imponant
objective, and we therefore feel that ihe Commission
must ensure the availabiliry of the information from
which we can conclude how, when and by whom the
0.7 0/o should be provided. The other suggestions
made in the Ferrero report 
- 
extending the Vorld
Bank's activities, increasing and simplifying Interna-
tional Monetary Fund facilities and, not to be forgot-
rcn, the contribudon the Community should make to
the International Fund for Agriculrural Development
- 
should, in'the opinion of the Socialist Group, also
be given top prioriry.
I should like to make particular reference to two
factors at this point. They have to do with the indebt-
edness of the developing countries. I am principally
thinking here of what we might do in cooperation
with the OPEC countries. As you probably know, two
OPEC member States, Venezuela and Mexico, have
aheady entered into commitments towards countries
in the Caribbean and Latin America aimed at reducing
the burden of increasing oil prices on non oil-produc-
ing countries in that pan of the world to a somewhar
lower level than would have been the case had these
commitments not been made.
I wonder whether the Community should not endea-
vour to have rhe Arab member Stares of OPEC
emulate Venezuela and Mexico in its effons to estab-
lish good relations wirh the Arab counrries, though for
difference reasons. Even if all the proposals and all the
measures mentioned in the Ferrero repon were imple-
menrcd, the developing countries would still be left
with an enormous debt. Ve musr therefore rack our
brains over what can be done about the position of the
developing countries in this respect. A general moraro-
rium does not seem to rhe mosr appropriate way of
solving this problem, but thought might well be given
to writing off the debts of cenain counr.ries ar a ser
annual rhythm. Although this is a world-wide prob-
lem, the Communiry also has ir own responsibility, in
that ir has assumed the position of creditor in its rela-
tions with the developing countries through European
Development Fund and European Investment Bank
loans.
d,
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Parliament has applied a unique method of studying
and drawing general attention to the problems of
hunger and poverry, of underdevelopmenq and present
interdependence. Never before has the subject of
development cooperation been discussed with such
fervour and in such deail as today. This debate too
will conclude with a resolution, because words,
including those contained in resolutions, are the
weapons of parliamentarians and democracy. But let
there be no mistake. This resolution by Mr Ferrero,
which merits unanimous adoption, is only the begin-
ning, not the end.
Thii' resoludon is not the dutiful reaction of this
Parliament to proposals that have reached us from
elsewhere, but the expression of the democratic will,
born of our own initiative, to influence and improve
the Community's poliry. Parliament will come back to
today's statements at regular intervals in the future.
Ve will come back to them in order to stimulate or to
criticize, to pillory or to threarcn, as the need arises.
This seems all the more necessary now that the
outcome of the New York Conference is known.
Ve had expected something of this kind, but the
resulm are perhaps even more meagre than we had
feared. It seems that in New York it was forgotten
what was really at stake, what is expressed so well in
the Brandt report. !7hat is important in our relations
with the developing countries is that we should estab-
lish a programme for survival, specifically of the youn-
ger people, the generations to come. For this world-
wide cooperation is needed.
Bur the Communiry cannot hide behind the inactiviry
of others. The Community has a duty and a responsi-
bility of its own. As the latgest rading bloc in the
world, comprising nine Member Starcs with an infin-
itely higher gross national product than the countries
of the Third World, the European Communiry has a
special responsibility. There is no point in repeating in
this debate what can be read in the Ferrero report. But
it must be clearly stated once again that the Commu-
nity must fulfil its obligations. It must give the devel-
oping countries the opponunity to survive, to grow in
the agricultural sector, in the industrial sector and in
all those sectors mentioned in Mr Ferrero's resolution.
To this'exrenr, the Socialist Group accepts Mr
Ferrero's resolution as a beginning, not as an end, as a
dury and as an assignment. This Parliament has taken
the first step on the path towards the shaping of a
genuine development policy. Other steps will follow,
must follow. \7e Members of Parliament must ensure
that this subject remains on the agenda in the future.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Bersani.
Mr Bcrsani. 
- 
(I) Mr President, honourable col-
leagues, it is undeniable that our debate and the work
which preceded it have a particular significance. I too
would like to associate myself directly with those who
have given their complete support to the work of our
rapporteur, Mr Ferrero, and of the other colleagues
who worked with him in.the working panies and in
the committees asked for their opinion.
The proposals elaborated by Mr Ferrero, with the help
and agreement of the committee, tend to crbate the
conditions for the widest possible consensus. I believe
this is a wonhy objective. The proposals seem to me to
be appropriate, and obviously if they 
^ppear, 
in so far as
they represent a moderate position, to take no accoung
of the more advanced viewpoints, I still consider them
to be, in the present phase of our thoughts and of our
work, well adapted rc the purpose of our debate. I
agree, then, with the proposals; I agree with the spirit
which inspired and aided the preparation of the texts
by which we will a measure our political will; I agree
also 
- 
and this was after all the view of the rapponeur
- 
that we'should not let stop at this objective, but
should rather exploit the results which we count on
achieving today and plan new goals and new courses
of action for the Communiry.
The problem of hunger 
- 
as we have said so many
times and as I believe today's dibate expressed clearly
and soberly, without allowing ourselves to be carried
asvay by the emotion we all feel when we think of the
immense tragedy which lies behind this discussion 
-is ctnainly the most serious problem facing the inrcr-
national communiry. No other is as pressint or as
imponant, and what we have attempted to elaborate
up to this point is still far from being ari adequate
response. \7e do not, however, have to start from
scratch: we have, especially at the Communiry level,
much valuable experience which is incorporated in the
facts and statistics now before us. Ve have enriched
this experience with the attitudes and tensions which
animate the ideal strategic design behind the initiatives
taken in the Community, with the approval and influ-'
ence of Parliament.
I would like to enlarge upon three subjects in panicu-
lar: in the first place the links between Europe's repon-
sibility and the global framework in which problems of
hunger and development must be solved; I would then
like rc make a few very brief observations on the
subject of agriculture and on the dramatic aspecr
presented today by the problem of hunger in Africa.
'!7e were present in New York. For the first time the
European Parliament 
- 
and this in itself has a signifi-
cance of which I would like to remind you here 
-named its own delegation to an institutionalized inter-
national organization. For the first time this delegadon
played its own political role: it v/ent not merely to
observe, but, I repeat, to play an active role. I would
like at this point again to express my gratiude for the
services of the Commission and also to thank the Pres-
ident of the Council, who made possible a small but
significant event. Before the Council of Ministers met
formally to decide upon the Community platform,
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there was a three-way meeting which included the
Council of Ministers, the Parliamentary delegation,
and the Commission. Cenainly this cannor be said rc
have constituted a formal precedent, yet it is the
acquisition of a new point of reference, nnd ir is signi-
ficant that this occurred in connection with the prob-
lem under discussion. Ve all evidently realized that, in
the face of such an extraordinary problem, normal
methods and procedures are inadequate, and that we
must heve the courage to transcend them. Unfonuna-
tely, this did not occur in the special assembly of the
Unircd Nations, which foundered precisely on these
same procedural and political reefs. From the begin-
ning we found ourselves in an atmosphere of great
suspicion and distrust. And concerning this I would
like to say 
- 
having been in contact with some swenty
Third \florld delegations coming from countries under
the Lom6 Convention or other European reaties 
-that as soon as we referred rc the treaties the atmos-
phere changed immediately, and deep-rooted suspi-
cion gave way to a climate where concrete discussions
could take place, at least to some degree, in an atmos-
phere of undersanding, dialogue, and collaboration.
As you know, there were three fundamental problems.
Firstly, there was the question of worldwide Nonh-
South relations, secondly, that of defining the new
United Nations Third Development Decade, and
thirdly the need to take a decision on the Valdheim
proposal, which called for immediate emergenry aid
for.the poorest counries, where the hunger and star-
vation are omnipresent and desperate.
However the situation was dominated by the negative
attirudes adopted by of the principal groups at the
international level. The United States, in vi& of the
coming election, would venture nothing; dre Eastern
bloc was totally uncommitted, and, I would say,
animated by archaic motives in a world which is
rapidly changing by vinue of the very conditions of
development and international cooperadon; Japan was
at first unceftain and then rather inclined ro welcome
some of the European initiatives. In this very difficult
and complex framework, our effons were concen-
trated on urging the Nine 
- 
divided, alas, among
themselves 
- 
to develop a formula which could open
up the conference, and, secondly, on panicipating in
the definition of some unaiguable objective strategies
like. that of rhe 0.7 %.
Unfonunately, the Community was unsuccessful in
obtaining the internal clarifications that it had the
grave responsibility to achieve in these circumsrances,
where actually, before '77, it was the only voice to
possess some credibility and was therefore in a posi-
tion to form a point of reference, a srimulus to
forward the negotiations. The session ended yesterday
- 
I have here the various documents 
- 
in an armos-
phere of considerable disappointment accentuated by
the awareness of the imponance of the problems
involved and by the expectations we had previously
formed. All is nor lost, however, because in my
opinion, the documents which were presented by the
Community at the close of the session offer an oppor-
tunity for our Parliament to play an important role in
improving the situation. Fundamentally, although at
the last moment and with the reservations we
deplored, 
- 
I agree fully with Mr Pajetta concerning
the Bridsh and German attitudes 
- 
the commitment
of the 0.7 0/o was, if only in general terms, reaffirmed.
There exisps also a declaration of consensus regarding
a pan of the general statement on developmental stra-
tery 
- 
a long declaration comprising some 107 ani-
cles 
- 
wherein the Community also, in expressing its
agreement on the 0.7 o/o though without establishing
time limits for it, approved the increase from 0.7 0/o to
I Vo. There exists, then, alongside our denunciation of
the Community's inability to assume its responsibility
precisely and coherently at such a serious moment, a
concrete space in which to work with increased
srength and a deeper conviction, since in the course
of the negotiations some small developments took
place and some progress is foreseeable. The problem is
cenainly such as to influence a large pan of our deli-
berations. The East-\flest problems which have domi-
nated world history since the w^t, ere becoming ever
more involved with the problems of Nonh and South.
The European Community with its broad policies has
cenainly shown itself able to grasp such inrcrconnec-
tions between these [wo great moments in human
history. The Communiry's panicipation, responsibility,
and experience, though limited and panial, indicarc a
point of depanure on the long road rowards the
assumption of a greater and more decisive interna-
donal role. It has already realized its abiliry engage in
credible negotiation. If there is a negatife aspect to the
New York discussions 
- 
and they have as yet only
just begun 
- 
it lies in the fact that this credibiliry of
the European Community, this parimony which we
should rcnd carefully that it may help bring about a
wider vision, was panially damaged.
Mr Presidenq I believe we should firmly urge the
Nine's governmen$ ro attain without delay a closer
unity and increased clarity on these positions; rhey
must overcome the inadmissible hesitarions and reser-
vations which characrerized their attirudes in New
York, and assume more decisively their proper role :
that of motivaring force, of basic panicipant in these
most serious of world problems. The European Parlia-
ment has already, for example, influenced with this
debate the Italian Parliament, where, in the wake of
qur own discussions, a body of provisions was
approved on the political level, provisions which will in
four years increase Italy's commitment from 0.320/o
to 0.42 %. Ve hope that this will soon be accorded
formal approval, but the interrelationship demon-
srated here is already significant, and I am encour-
aged to hope that we can establish with the narional
parliaments a more functional alliance. In this regard I
will make a formal proposal that we encourage
common deliberations with the corresponding com-
mittees of our narional parliaments concerning our
present responsibilities.
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I meant to speak of agriculture, and of'Africa, but time
is lacking, Mr President. Agriculture remains the key
factor in any possible initiative, and it must be involved
not only with nadons but also with many internal
elements in our society and in that of the developing
countries. As for the problem of Africa 
- 
of hunger in
Africa, of the tragedy in at least twenty-five African
countries on whose behalf the FAO has planned an
upcoming special conference in Rome 
- 
this remains,
especially for us who within the Lom6 framework
consider Africa as a fraternal partner bound to us by
many circumstances, a problem of the gravest resPon-
sibiliry.
I cenainly would like to think that something new,
more adequate and more appropriatq will result from
the proposals we have advanced. The situation is
desperately serious, and I believe that our Parliament
should immediately examine, in agreement with the
Commission, extraordinary measures whereby a timely
response to this specific and dramatic problem could
be made.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Simmonds.
Mr Simmonds. 
- 
Mr President, hunger in the world
is rather like sin. There is no shonage of it in the
world, we are all against it, we deplore it. Many of us
every week confess our sins, and there is cenainly no
shortage of fora in the world in which to discuss and
deplore the subject of hunger. If only the hungry
could eat the paperwork that is generated by debates
on the subject, there would not be an empty stomach
in the world.
I do hope that every Member has read or will read thb
annex document containing the opinions and working
papers on this subject. May I draw the House's pani-
cular attention to my report on page 125 on which I
have placed the following heading: Summary of new
proposals to alleviate hunger in the world, which are
lifety to be accepted and implemented by the nine
member countries of the Community' I have left the
rest of the page blank 
- 
blank, so far, Mr President,
because although we have 57 paragraphs of resolution
in the report, it is the member tovernments of the
Community that have to make the commitment and
produce the cash to carry them out. Everything I have
heard'to date leads me to believe that neither that
extra commitment nor the extra cash will be fonhcom-
ing without considerable and concentrated pressure,
not just from this Parliament but by every voter in
Europe.
Now for a moment, Mr President, I would like to turn
rc my panicular area of responsibiliry in the rePort,
and panicularly to Mr Cheysson's remarks when he
deplored the fluctuations in the stock and commodity
markets and the motivations and activities of some
individuals. I share his wish to develop Smbex 
- 
to
develop greartq price stabiliry in the Third Vorld 
-but what I believe was missing from his remarks was
the argument that, although the private sector may
have its shortcomings, interference by the State in the
free market, whether European or national, usually
creates more problems than it solves. That is a point I
have developed to the full and at length in my report'
Secondly, Mr President, I would refer to the remarks
made by Mr Pannella. I am sorry that he is not
present, btrt having spoken to him I understand some-
body is taking notes on his behalf on what I have to
say. You will note from page 4 of the resolution that
Mr Pannella was appointed a rapporteur on this
subject, but you will also note that there is no report
from him. I hope that this House and you, Mr Presi-
dent, will take panicular note and ensure that the next
time that his panicular brand of street theatre is
introduced into this chamber, it is viewed with the
contempt that it deserves.
So far, Mr President, the European Parliament has
spent a year preparing the reports and resolution
before this House. Many speakers have congratulated
those concerned on their work and research, but I fear
that these congratulations are premature. The millions
of words spoken and written so far have resolved
nothing and fed nobody. I will reserve my congratula-
tions for 12 months, and then I will only award them
on the basis of what has acually been achieved and
implemenrcd because I fear that after one and a half
days of debate, Parliament will feel that it has dealt
with the subject and put it on one side.
The real test of our intent and sincerity will be the
work we put in to ensure that our requests and recom-
mendadons are carried out by those who have the
power of implementation which we, as a body, lack. I
hope that European public opinion will receive a
funher jolt from this debate. In October, people from
all over Europe, from all over the world, will be unit-
ing to promote a world development campaign, and
the better sharing of its resources. They will unite
under the slogan 'One world 
- 
share it'. That is the
philosophy behind our debate. But the real challenge,
Mr President, is to translate our words inrc action.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gremetz.
Mr Gremetz. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, for us French Communisw, the poveny and
unhappiness of millions of human beings are intolera-
ble. How could the hunger ragedy we are today
discussing leave indifferent the defenders of human
rights that we are? This is the age of the atom and of a
scientific and technological revolution opening up
gigantic potential for the satisfaction of human need
and yet in 1980, like every year before iq 50 million
men women and children will die of hunger and
millions of others will be underfed, diseased and suffer
jY, ! ii,, r',1 !
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all the effects of underdevelopment. This situation is
intolerable, it calls for exceptional and urgent action
by the international communiry.
This is why we, the French Communisrs, supported
and continue ro supporr the proposal made by Presi-
dent Fidel Casro last October in New York on behalf
of the nonaligned countries rhar a sum of 300 billion
dollars be raised over the nexr ren years [o help defeat
world hunger and under-development. This is why we
are in favour of increasing supplies of foodstuffs 
-what is convenrionally called 'food aid' 
- 
from the
Community countries ro mee! rhe most urgent needs.
But let me say emphatically at this poinr that ir is not
chariry that rhese counrries are asking for. The people
who are today suffering from hunger and malnutrition
are srruggling to have their right to dignity recognized.
They refuse ro remain, for ever dependent on assist-
ance. Their aim is self-sufficiency and food independ-
ence and they mean to make their own decisions about
the use to be made of international aid without condi-
tions or interference. In a word they want to decide
their own destiny in all sovereignry and independence.
They are fighting for the institurion of more demo-
cratic, more harmonious and betrer balanced relations
among nations, in other words a new international
order.
Yes, the international communiry has a great responsi-
bility where they are concerned. But those responsibil-
ities have to be defined in detail. How can those
responsible, in rhe cipitalist counrries, for policies of
austerity and unemployment and the undermining of
national economies dare talk about effons ro do away
with world hunger? How can those who, in this
Assembly irelf, use food aid as a political weapon
against Cambodia or Viernam, for example, dare to
make speeches about people in disress. How can
those who, in the framework of the Community,
organize rhe winding up of whole sectors of agricul-
ture and animal farming and rhe weakening of agricul-
tural research potendal seriously bring up subjecrs of
food aid and agricultural cooperationl These, for
goodness sake, aie the same people who in our coun-
tries exploit industrial and agricultural workers,
organise poveny for millions and are responsible for
shameless neo-colonial looting, bringing poveny and
famine to many counrries. These are the ia-e multina-
tional companies that we do not often mendon in this
House, which ravage our countries and reduce others
to the level of suppliers of cheap manpo.wer or produ-
cers of cheap raw materials. No, it is cenainly not rhe
harshness of fate we have ro accuse when we talk
about world hunger. To bring rhis terrible scourge [o
an end we have m fight against those who are really
responsible, againsr imperialism and im old economic
and political order based on capitalisr plunder, grab-
bing and profit, national degradation and inequaliry.
At the same time, this sresses the deep-lying commu-
nity of interest berween the populations of the devel-
oped capitalisr countries and those of countries which
imperialism keeps in a starc of under-development.
Moreover, the peoples of these countries understand
this and it is because increasing number of them are
pointing the finger ar rhose who are really responsible
that, for some time now we have been hearing more
and more apparendy highly commendable declaradons
of intent on rhe rteed for human fellowship. This
morning is an other clear example. All it really means
is an effon, on the parr of the leaders of the big imper-
ialist countries on a prerexr of development aid'and
bringing in a new order, ro open rhe way for ideas of
inter-class collaboration in every country and at the
international level. Ir is not, incidentally, irrelevant to
recall that this was the objective that chancellor Villy
Brandt openly set himself when accepting the proposi-
tion by Mr MacNamara, President of the Vorld
Bank, to lead a commission on international coopera-
tion problems. There is no denying the Cnormous gulf
between words and acions, between declared cibjec-
tives and the policies that are actually put into effect.
'!7e only have to see how the governments of the
Community countries forget, without rhe slightest
qualms, their undenakings as regards contributing
0.7 o/o of their GNP. S7'e saw the same thing ar the
'$Testern Economic Summit at Venice. Far from plan-
ning the foundation for genuine international cooper-
ation in the field of energy and raw materials, the
leaders of the Community countries, wirh Mr Caner,
stepped up their effons ro inrimidarc rhe oil-producing
developing countries. The same happened ar rhe
!7orld Energy Conference in Vienna. This attitude
clearly confirms the dererminadon to put olstacles in
the way of the legitimate claims advanced by the
movement of the nonaligned countries and the Group
of 77.
At the Special Session of the United Nations General
Assembly devoted to development, the European capi-
ralist countries did not resist the United States' opposi-
tion to the opening of global negotiations in the UN
framework. Some of them are campaigning 
- 
and
w'ould like ro see rhe Communiry act in this direction
- 
for the organizadon of a panial conference in
Mexico on rhe parrern of that recommended by Chan-
cellor Brandr. The only aim is to bring rhe proposal of
the 77 that the discussions on rhe new order should
have a universal framework, that of the United
Nations, to naughr. Lastly, the Lom6 II Convention
put forward by rhe represenrarives of the Communiry
as a model for inrernational cooperation is the targer
for increasing by bitter criticism on rhe pan of the
spokesmen for the ACP countries. These are concrete
facm and they are evidence of the political determina-
tion to oppose popular aspirations ro narional sover-
eignty, justice and protress. For us French Commun-
ists, they confirm rhe view that hunger and develop-
ment problems are closely linked. They strengthen our
impression rhat the new international order can come
only from gains in the popular struggle, in every coun-
try and at inrernational level, against the system of
imperialist plunder and to bring about a democratic
and socialist future.
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For our part, we shall work with all the forces of
progress in the world to open up the way to polidcal
solutions and concrete, positive measures advancing us
in the direction of a new international order. First of
all we have to develop democracy in international rela-
tions. Ve therefore support the proposal put forward
by the movement of the non-aligned countries and the
Group of 77 lor global negotiations relating to all
problems of international cooperation in the frame-
work of the UN. How can we fail to be shocked by
the fact that all that would be necessary to make an
effecdve contribution to the hunger and development
problem would be to devote one-twentieth of defence
ipending to that object for ten years. This is why, at
the United Nations Conference on Disarmament, we
spoke in favour of setting up a development fund in
the framework of the United Nations financed by
cunailing this expenditure. Today again we are striv-
ing to oblige the French Government to seize the occa-
sion of the next meeting in Madrid to have concrete
decisions taken in this direction. In another field, the
disorder of the international monetary and financial
system makes its remodelling and restructuring a topi-
cal issue. It is not acceptable that institutions like the
IMF and the IBRD, directly controlled by Vashington
and the big imperialist countries, should dictate their
wishes to sovereign states. Nor is it acceptable that the
privileges of the dollar should be maintained. The
problem of energy and raw materials needs to be
sated not in terms of confrontation and plunder but in
those of mutual interests, consolidation of national
independence and the development of diversified
cooperation. It is urgent that genuine discussions
should be able to mke place in this spirit and in the
context of global negodations. Their successful
conclusion would require that the leaders of the
imperialist countries should abandon the idea of trans-
ferring pan of their responsibilities and the effects of
their crisis to the oil-producing developing countries.
It would require that piogress be made in the discus-
sion of agreements on basic commodities and in the
institution of the joint fund for raw materials. If there
is a field in which cooperation could really grow its
wings it is the, in many respects vital, sphere of agri-
cultural development with the self-sufficiency of the
developing countries in food as its aim. '!7'e arrive at
the same conclusions when we ackle problems of
industrial and rcchnological cooperation.
This is a brief outline of our ideas and proposals'
Action to defeat world hunger and under-development
and to institute a new world political and economic
order is for us a primary concern and a concrete
objective in our struggle and solidariry. !7e shall not
flinch from any effort with all the peoples of the world
to help to bring it about.
Mr Sabl6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr Commissioner,
ladies and gentlemen, the spectre of famine has disap-
peared from the European scene but modern informa-
tion media are there to remind us that it still exists and
that, in cenain pans of the world, it even reaches ca-
tasrrophic proponions. Recent rclevised reports have
made us the horrified and impotent witnesses of the
frightening starvation currently affecting Uganda and
several other regions of Africa and Asia. The almost
unbearable pictures reaching us from these countries,
lying only a few hours away from Europe by air,
where millions of human beings are under threat of
death show that malnutrition continues to be an
offence against morals and justice. FAO officials havejust confirmed the tragic nature of the agricultural
situation in Africa. Everything even suggests that it
will continue to worsen.
The causes of poverty and of the Nonh/South imbal-
ance ere well-known and were clearly summed up this
morning in the admirable general repon produced by
Mr Ferrero. A weak agricultural sector, associated
with logistic supply difficulties, and a chronic
balance-of-payments deficit periodically aggravated by
political unheavals can only result in poverty and food
insecurity. According to the best-qualified expens, the
average African has 10 % less food than ten years ago.
Drought is again ravaging many sectors of the Sahel
and East Africa whilst the number of refugees this year
is higher than that in any other continent. At the same
time we are still arguing in Europe about how to
restrict agricultural production and how to get rid of
surpluses at astronomic prices and organizing confer-
ences on the medical effects of eating rco much rich
food. Is it morally justifiable to throw fruit and vegela-
bles onto the rubbish tip every year? How can we
accept without demur that 40 0/o of world grain prod-
uction should go to animal farming in the industri-
alized countries of the East and rhe \7est although the
grain deficit continues to mount.. If this trend goes on
ar the same rate, the day when certain of these coun-
tries will be using more grain for animal feed than the
population of the Third \florld will have to eat is
already within sighl The conversion of grain into
animal protein in the form of meat, milk and eggs is a
costly process. If the rich countries restricted their
consumption of animal protein to what they need they
would have sufficient reserves to come to the aid of
the hungry. But it is unfonunately. only too true that
the starving propulations of the Third Vorld could
not use them for lack of the necessary purchasing
power and rhis is why, on the occasion of this impor-
tant deba[e, we have rc think about a new definition of
the relations between Europe's agricultural poliry and
its poliry of aid to the Third'S/orld.
By improving productivity and organizing its markets,
the Community has achieved self-sufficiency for most
of its agricultural products and is even producing
surpluses in some cases. In the developing countries,
on the other hand, production is far below require-President 
- 
I call Mr Sabl6,
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menr. The evil of srarvarion can be avened only if
greater effons are made to develop food crops and
animal farming making due allowance, of course, for
the customs and habits of each of the countries
concerned. In this connecdon, the Community has
fully realized this need because 40 o/o of rhe projects
under the European Development Fund are for. the
rural sector. But we should not be under any illusion;
they will continue ro need to impon agricultural prod-
uce for a long time yet because subsistence crops, even
if only for economic and dietetic reasons, cannot fully
replace the agro-food farming which will provide
them with jobs and wages as well.
To increase their purchasing power, ro stop the terms
of rade becoming worse srill and ro establish the
conditions necessary for the rarional development of
their economy, the countries of the Third Vorld are
obliged to earn foreign currency by exporting their
tropical products 
- 
mainly sugar, groundnuts, palm
oil, coffee, !ea, cocoa and bananas. It is in an increase
in trade that the beginnings of a solution need to be
sought to the problem of raising the standard of living
of the Third Vorld. Admittedly rhere is some comple-
mentarity between the European agricultural policy
and development requiremenrc in cerrain fields but
there is also opposition rhar we have to try ro over-
come. Europe, rhe world's number one tradint power,
should be able, by means of the generalized preference
mechanism, gradually ro reduce the administrative and
tariff barriers that adversely affecr agricultural expons
and thus to facilimrc access for the products of the
very poorest. countries not only into the Common
Market bur also into the rich counrries in general. The
fact is that there are few agricultural products in real
competition with European produce 
- 
mainly sugar
and certain fruit and vegerables. In these secrors, as in
the industrial field, 'we shall have to accepr a new
international division of labour making allowance for
natural geographical advanrages.
Vhy wasre energy, sometimes subsidized energy ar
that, to produce cenain fruit and vegetables under
glass, like tomaroes and aubergines, when rhey can be
grown more cheaply in the interesm of European
consumers themselves in countries with more sun? Do
we have [o continue [o support rhe firms processing
cenain products for which the Mediterranean coun-
tries,. for example, have geographical advantages?
Everybody now atrees that there are mechanisms rhar
need revising in the Community's foreign trade policy.
For example, the Community is threatening Thailand
with reducing its imports of manioc,.anorher impor-
tant constituent of animal feed, whel Europcan coun-
tries themselves encourated the counrry'to'produce it.
Vhy rry to negodare a self-limitation agreement with
a developing counrry when irwould be preferable and
more profitable ro enrer inrc this kind of negoriarion
with cenain indusrialized counrries, the United States
in parcicular, a heavy exponer of soya bean inro the
Community? Conversely, reciprocal concessions based
on a wider selection of exportable products would
enable the Communiry to make an even grearer contri-
budon to the world's food supplies. It has to be admit-
ted that in fact the Community has no coherenr exrer-
nal agricultural poliry.
The developing countries' primary need is for grain
but the forecasts say that the world's grain deficit is
going to increase from the presenr figure of 80 million
tonnes to 100 million ronnes by 1985. 'I would prefer a
grain mountain ro a skimmed milk mountain because
it could be put to good use'is what Mr Saouma, FAO
Director-General, said in Brussels on 1 April. \7e
have to find a way of restricting the production of
products which are unnecessary or cannot be exported
and, on the other hand, increase that of food essential
to the developing countries unril rhey have built up an
agricultural secror operaring satisfactorily.
The Community has an important role ro play on the
world market. So far it has not done so because it has
acted on an ad hoc basis and thus failed ro secure
cenain major contracts. Several speakers, including
President Poniatowski and Mr Cheysson, referred to
this subject this morning. \7hat it needs now is to
equip itself, like the other big exporrers such as the
United States, Canada and Australia, with more flexi-
ble instruments including loan arrangements for granl-
ing better medium and long-term facilides and ro
negotiate ourline supply agreements covering several
years. This strengthening of the Communiry's role as
exponer needs to be.backed up by the conclusion of
international agreements on the main categories of
food.
Unfonunately, ladies and gentlemen, recenr interna-
tional meerings have proved disappoinring. The
prevailing feeling after the Special Session of the
United Nations General Assembly on Developmenr,
about which Mr Bersani, Chairman of the European
Parliament Delegation ro rhe UN, spoke ro us a
momenl ago is a cenain pessimism. At rhe end of the
proceedings, rhe American delegate said 'If we. are
going to sran on global negotiarions, no harm will be
done if we do not smn rhis monrh'- a srange way of
speaking.
For my pan, I consider rhat it would be wrong ro lose
any time at all in this field when one reflects on the
vast resources available to the international community
and the manifold ;iotendal at the command of the
European Community, because of the rrust it inspires
in the Third \7or1d, to solve the tragic problem of
world hunger
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Vce-hesident
Presideqt. 
- 
I call Mrs Dienesch.
Mrs Dienesch. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I have noticed
from the beginning of this debate 
- 
which we
requested and to which we have listened with extreme
interest 
- 
the presence of two somewhat contradic-
tory attitudes: on the one hand, a dramatic expression
of the horror awakened in us by the drama of hunger,
and on the other a feeling of relative satisfactibn at our
work, at our effons, and sometimes at our results. I
certainly do not wish to underrate the many hearings
and repons we have heard, all of which I must say,
include interesdng and practical suggestions. One
must not underestimaie the time spent nor forget the
many meetings which prepared for these proceedings.
I will nevenheless remind you that we are still behind
the course of events. Our requests for a debarc on this
problem do not date merely from last year. The
Assembly which preceded ours and which had the
same anxieties had in 1978 already submitted a series
of proposals whose results, it appears to me, have not
been outstanding. \Thether the catastrophe of famine
is sporadic or continuous, the profound inadequary of
our action has been observable throughout the entire
year. \7e cannot be sadsfied with resolutions and with
hopes when we are confronted with the full sum of the
difficulties of eyery description in which we find
ourselves. I will not give an opinion on those which
stem from political options already mentioned by some
of our colleagues. S7hether we speak of Vietnam,
Cambodia, the Sahel, Uganda, or others, many
explanations can be offered to justify the futiliry of our
effons. I do nor underestimate these efforts, outlined
for us by Mr Cheysson, but I am obliged to point out
that they have not really achieved their goal. Among
the long-term objectives we planned, which have been
fixed in any case since the 1974 Rome Conference,
was that of bringing about an average 4 0/o yearly
increase in agricultural and food production in the
developing countries. This seems to have remained but
a pious wish: 43 priority developing countries attained
a mere 2 0/o increase, and in Africa there was even a
I Vo decrease in food production in relation to the
period from 1970 to 1978.1don't want to quote more
statistics; those have already been given to us. But I do
mean to emphasize today that we cannot show great
confidence in the future, and above all we cannot be
satisfied with mere words. At the very moment when
aid from the European Communiry is declining, cereal
imports are being forced up to astronomical levels.
Yes, the Ferrero repon is very late in coming, and it is
too late to influence the United Nations Conference.
All we can give is a recapitulation of all the measures
suggested within the last five or six years for lessening
the imbalance between developing countries and rich
counries. Yes, I know we have made an effon 
- 
and
herein lies the value of this debate 
- 
to try to perfect
the details of the measures to be adopted, to monitor
their effectiveness, and to find means to implement
them. As far as the basic problem is concerned,
, however, I believe that it has not been sufficiendy
examined.'!7e agree with these proposals. Ve offered
the same ones more than two years ago now. They call
for an increase in the volume of present levels of food
aid, together with the supply of second stage products,
in which the cereal ingredient is present in an appreci-
able proponion, and the creation of stocks to meat
immediate needs. I had already pointed out in the
October debate the need for three-way transactions,
with the EEC supplying the developing countries with
products bought in another developing country, if
possible from the same geographical region. All that
has been said, and it is nothing new; we repeat it, and
we ask for it again. !7e know nevenheless that the
problem of hunger must be confronted in an expanded
cont€xt. Of course, Mr Brandt is right in calling it a
disaster in isself. Vherever and whenever it strikes,
effons must be made to alleviate it. But it.must also be
said that hunger is linked in its origin and consequen-
- ces with the development of agriculture in the Third
Vorld. It is therefore necessary to create the material
basis for the producdon of basic foodstuffs within the
developing countries themselves by transforming
archaic methods of cultivation so thit whole regions
and populations can be supplied. '!7e must use our
technology 
- 
although this 'our' seems to me a bir
smug and pretentious 
- 
to guaranrce that geographic,
climatic, ecological, and ethnic regions are respected,
to set in motion networks for distribution, to encour-
age intcrnational cooperation, to develop a light food
industry and to insure the equitable distribution of
investments berween industry and agriculture. There is
one subject which should be considered apart, i. e.
research. I don't think it right to say that proteins, for
example, are superfluous when another country has to
go without them. I think that if we have enough intel-
ligence to find the means to reach the moon, we have
enough rc provide the developing countries not only
with proteins but with calories and vitamins as well. It
would be truly scandalous if all our sciences
combined, biological, physical, and chemical' were nol
to accomplish this. I will also emphasize, as one of the
positions of my Group, the fight against Malthusian-
ism. Ve do not agree that it is necessary to regulate
our aid by our own common agricultural policy. I say
rhis because we have here two distinct problems, and it
is not b'y eliminating surpluses that we can better help
others. Let us remember that the problem of surpluses
is, moreover, connected with the continued existence,
even in our own countries, of farmers who, though
not actually threatened-by famine, sdll lack cenain
necessities basic to their physical and social develop-
ment. Let us not therefore shed hypocritical tears over
hungry and dying children vrhile at the same time
planning a decrease in agricultural production. 
.
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I have just made a rapid and schematic survey of the
points made today with which we are in entire agree-
ment. I would like to conclude by touching briefly on
our effectiveness and on what we should consider
more deeply. I have mentioned our delays and our
insufficiencies and I will a gain underline rhe inade-
quacy of our effon. Sfle must reject the illusion that
intervention by another instirurion will allow us to
relax this effon, and convince ourselves once and for
all of the necessity ro increase ir, even though this
means lowering our standard of living in Europe.
I wish to direct the attention of this Assembly to
certain ambiguities in this debate. I feel a certain
uneasiness. Ve sometimes assume a paternalisric assur-
ance despite the enormous complexity of a problem
which involves so many different factors.
I will offer a few examples, avoiding a categorical
judgment but urging their careful consideration. They
merit close a[renrion, and should not be adopted with-
out verifying their objectives. The respecr of human
rights and our programme of food aid have been
mentioned. I cannot agree.ro the combination to rhese
viewpoints at the present juncture when political prob-
lems already presenr so much overlapping thit our
politicians themselves have great difficulry in soning
them out. I will say, however, that any form of food
blackmail is a complete contradiction of our hopes for
the development of humanity.
There is a second series of questions, namely arma-
ments. In all the debates I have heard a ransfer of
arms allocations is always proposed in order ro creare
credits where there are none. I have heard it proposed
for education, for agriculture ; in every area we are
told:'well, eliminate, arms spending and then you can
provide money for the developing counries.' Here
again there are quesrions. !7e do not favour rhe proli-
feration df armaments, but in the first place it is not
something we can control. It, is not we Europeans,
alas, who rcday hold the solution ro lhe arms race.
Nevenheless, if neirher Pakistan nor Afghanistan had
been armed, perhaps today they would be definitively
erased from the map. Neither can one sysrcmatically
transfer credits. Vhile there are still peoples who
threaten the liberty of others, we perhaps have a
cenain duty to maintain a military capaciry, without
however calling for increased spending or enhanced
arms sophisticarion.
The third poinr, which deserves consideradon and
which really brings us to the hean of the debate. There
has been talk about the necessity of relieving demo-
graphic pressure. How obviously simple-minded this
is:Ve live well, we indulge in wasre, we have a scan-
dalous overconsumprion, 
- 
and in order for us to be
able to help others, rhey must have fewer mourhs ro
feed. Therefore rhe means par excellence is rhe reduc-
tion of demographic pressure. Ve announce thar ve
will give them excellent advice so rhat they can reduce
the size of their large families. There is cenainly a
problem here; it would be preferable m help the coun-
tries of the Third Vorld to find their own solutions
insrcad of imitating us. I am a lirrle bir sceptical when I
hear it said thar this is intended to defend a woman's
right rc choose her own life. Behind this urgent
request for a lowering of the birth rate, is there not a
sordid struggle against the rhreatening demographical
strength of these countries? I-et us then try to evaluate
the motives and the principles which lie behind cenain
of our actions. I will add one more thing, and that is
that our effons must be effective. Ve are making plans
on behalf of the Third Vorld,'exhorting them and
sometimes consulting them 
- 
I think thar Lom6, and I
salute it here, is still one of.rhe most important factors
for rapprocbement 
- 
but I wonder how we can ask
poor countries to rejept the progress of the'civilization
of overconsumption in which we live. All sons of polls
have been taken in all pans of the world, but when will
one be taken to determine what the poor man of the
Third Vorld really wants? I would be astonished if
these people said they would renounce overconsump-
tion, and had no desire to imitate our supposed social
elites whose superiority is due primarily to wealth. I
truly doubr rhat we would manage to .find a little
wisdom and a little prudence in the Third Vorld when
we have set such a different example. Vhat strength
and selfconfidence rhey would have ro possess in ordtr
to reject this example and accept our advice. This
confrontation of two civilizations, one of which
cannot be developed without halting funher develop-
menl in the other, can only lead to hate and to revolr.
Recent painful events like those in Iran are shocking
to many of our values, but rhis conflict teaches us
something abour the morives underlying possible
Third Vorld reacrions ro rhe recommendations we
think so noble, so grear, and so wise.
In order ro be heard, we mus! make changes in our
lives. There has been frequenr mendon of life styles,
but the rcrm is much too vague. Beginning today we
must put a stop to our overconsumpdon; ir is neces-
sary ro reduce the wealth of rhe EEC in order rc share
it. This must be done very rapidly, and unfonunately
such haste is impossible unless a powerful moral factor
lies at the core of this modification of our ways of
thinking. A highly-placed personnage known the
world over recenrly declared: 'no transformation of
political, social, or economic structures can be
achieved withour an accompanying and sincere trans-
formation of the spirit, the will, and the hean of man.'
This was said in Brazil, as you will all have recognized.
If we are unable, in the Nonh or in the South, to tap
this well deep in the hean of man; to establish a
dialogue and an exchange, and if this impulse is not
pan of a universal morality, then I say: all our effons
today, all our good will and our intelligence will
perhaps have been in vain.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
l'l
I
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Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NZ) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we regard Mr Ferrero's report and the
resolution it contains as very positive on the one
hand, but panicularly inqomplete and unbalanced on
the other, posing the danger that we will finish up with
a two-day humanitarian debate, since at least three
fundamental issues have not been raised at all or not
raised with sufficient force and have cenainly not
found expression in the resolution.
Firstly, there is the pan played by the multinational
companies. I am very grateful to Commissioner
Cheysson for his fine words on the subject. This deli-
cate issue is closely connected with something which
Mr Brandt recalled: the question whether our '$7'estern
consumption models are not sometimes forced on the
developing countries. Let me give a few examples.
Firstly, there is baby food. Perhaps a report will very
soon make it clear that it is not only hunger but also
food that causes the death of millions of children.
Secondly, there is the thoroughly improper practice of
forcing nuclear power sations on others. The third
and most imponant point that has been completely
suppressed is the role played by the arms trade. I am
glad I am able to speak after Mrs Dienesch, who was
all too ready to brush this problem aside.
The role played by the arms rade is connected with
hunger in three ways. Firstly, spending on armaments
is so high that it will never be possible to achieve
0.7 0/0, let alone 10/0. Secondly, war and the arms
trade are directly responsible for millions of people
going hungry. The recertt report on East Africa states
that it is not the climate but war which causes hunger.
Thirdly, we of the highly developed countries are the
suppliers of weapons to dictatorial r6gimes, which
make any kind of agricultural reform impossible with
murder and terror. Mrs Dienesch cannot say that
subtle distinctions should be made in this respect.
The 1979 CIPRI report rclls us rhat the arms rade has
increased by 25 0/o a year since 1970. In contrast,
another repon tells us that the purchasing power of
the inhabitants of the developing countries has been
falling by l0 0/o a year for twenty years.
Expons of armaments were twelve times higher in
1979 than in 1959 and five times higher than in 1969,
and that is why we cannot become fully involved in
action to combat hunger. Belgium, my ow'n country,
spends 7 000 m on development aid pure and simple. It
supplies armamenrc to the value of tz OOO m, while
toml EEC spending on food aid amounts to a mere
10 000 m.
'!fle might also refer to UNCTAD. You know what
UNCTAD wants and the view that it will become
increasingly difficult for,the Third \7orld countries to
achieve economic improvement if they must spend
their scarce financial resources on armaments. This
too is a factor which should have been discussed
during this debate. "
The CIPRI repon rclls us something else. It tells us
that 95 0/o of the international arms trade of the indus-
trial countries goes to the developing countries and
that the national governmenm of the industrial coun-
tries themselves conrol 80 0/o of this armaments indus-
try and trade. So we cannot blame anyone else. No
one but ourselves is responsible. Our governments are
responsible. I will therefore close with a remark by
Prime Minister Trudeau, one which the rich countries
can make, but not the developing countries. It is a
choice between diny hands and an empty stomach.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, there can be no doubt that the scope of world
hunger and the agony it causes make it one of the
most pressing human, social, and also political dilem-
mas facing the civilized world, and our Communiry in
panicular.
The anxiety we should be suffering, however, cannot
be confined only to the wretchedness existing on a
large scale in the developing countries, taken singly or
in a group, to which the resolution we are debating is
directed. The sarne problem exists to a considerable
degree in many highly developed countries. In the
countries of our <iwn Communiry, in the very midst of
ostentatiously and shamelessly wealthy regions, where
waste and bad production administration ire common,
poverty and misery are rife, providing a spectacle of
even more overt human and social injustice and imply-
ing graver and more shameful political responsibilities.
I refer in particular 
- 
though not exclusively 
- 
to
southern Italy and to the incredible and incomprehen-
sible destruction of so-called food surpluses in our
countries. Aid for underdeveloped countries should
not, as Villi Brandt said, take the form of commercial
speculation aimed at disposing of excess goods; we
cannot however accept the unseemly destruction
which akes place in order to control prices, to defend
the marker, or for other equally disgraceful theo-
retical reasons, when hunger 'is on the increase
rhroughout the world. This consideration renders less
effective and less valid one of the points on which the
rapporteur, some of the co-rapponeurs, Mr \7illi
Brandt and Mr Pajetta insisted: that of the enormous
amounts of money that countries continue to spend on
building up their armaments. This leads us to ask why
rhey want these arms, and m examine the motives
which, in the face of the persistent threat of Commu-
nist imperialism, determine this necessity. Ve will not
explore this aspect of the matter, since as has been
blear to everyone for some time, the fight against
hunger is not a quesrion of means. The fight against
hunger is only a question of will. That was said back at
the beginning of the sixties. Today v/e can add that it
is perhaps no longer a question only of will, but also
and perhaps especially a question of our ability to put
into effect the plans and programmes we have under-
taken to implement.
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Now that the imponance of the fight against hunger
has been recognized, there remains the problem of
how to organize this fight, how to determine the
proper means and scale for our campaign and to trans-
form our plans into concrete realiry. The Ferrero
repon itself 
- 
which is actually only a list of things it
is more or less necessary rc do and not an organic crit-
ical approach 
- 
states, what has been repeated in
many quarters, namely that the aid we are able to give
to the development of the countries and populations in
question, totether with all that it implies on the tech-
nical, financial, political, even prychological levels,
remains fundamental, since the scourge of hunger,
disease, the deformities and rickets caused by malnu-
trition are becoming more widespread while we are
debating our choices and resolutions.
Commissioner Cheysson has informed us regarding
the amount of aid furnished to date by the Commu-
niry. The results of this aid are obviously not as
considerable as its mere volume, if it is true as every-
one here has said on the basis of irrefutable dara that
world hunger and underdevelopment have not
declined but increased in the last twenty years. It is
unfonunately quite true that there are more derelict
and hungry people now than there were in the
deplored and far-off days of colonialism. Do we wish
to go back to those times, or do we wish to go forward
in our own times, in the economic and historical
conditions in which we are now fatally obliged rc
function, employing all the means offered by our tech-
nology, better organizing our aid, making better
choices, directing our effons.mor.e accurately, increas-
ing our resources in a more intelligent way and keep-
ing better track of our accounting and financial activi-
ties? Ve must make an effon in this direction if we
want !o prevent the fight against hunger from becom-
ing, instead of a serious and inspiring struggle, a
descent into shameless speculation on the pan of
multinationals or other companies in search of ever
more disgraceful profits, and on the pan of political
parties which have the reprehensible habit of making
of every concrete and human problem a springboard
for political propaganda, and who cannor bear to let
pass the chance of exploiting even rhis most painful of
subjects.
In this regard especially our Parliament must be able
to demonstrate its ability and ia will to play a signifi-
canr role, to influence rhe decisions of othei big inter-
national institutions and above all the governments; ir
must determine its choices carefully, discarding irrele-
vant or secondary questions in favour of the major
human and political goals ir mus[ pursue if ir wants to
be faithful in the future rc the high political mission
for which it was electe{ by the people of Europe, and
especially to perform the duties and fulfil the hopes of
the new tenerations.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jaquet.
Mr Jaquet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, world hunger: one
only has to be aware of the statistics given us in the
course of this debate to recognize the painful and
dramatic nature of the problem.
At the close of this 20th century, nearly a third of
humanity is undernourished and nearly 500 million
human beings live in what is vinually a situation of
famine. Ve can be cenain 
- 
and this increases our
uneasiness and underlines the urgenry of the situadon
- 
that if no fundamental changes take place in inter-
national economic structures in the near future this
picture crill become progressively worse.
There are signs that the statistics and the outlook for
the future is beginning to make an impact on world
opinion. A new developmental strategy for the 80s is
being studied, but we must admit that the resul$ are ar
this point very disappointing.
The rich counries, and panicularly those which we
represent here, should understand how rapidly ener-
getic action musc be undertaken. In the first place we
have a dury of solidarity towards those who are suffer-
ing. This is self-evident rc all of us. But effective aid
would also, 
- 
as \7illi Brandt emphasized this morn-
ing 
- 
serve the interesr of our people if they are
properly understood. The industriiliied countries can
only maintain an indispensable economic vitaliry
within the framework of a healthy international econ-
omy, and they can only carry on their own develop-
ment to the degree that the seeds of international
tension gradually disappear.
'!7'hat, then, should we do?
The repon presented rc us by Mr Ferrero stated the
problem clearly, and the document he submits to us
today is remarkable for thb earnestness and the coher-
ence of its proposals and suggestions. I have no inten-
don of reviewing all the poinm raised. I will limit
myself instead to a few specific observations. To deter-
mine the action which should be aken, it is perhaps
not unuseful to recall some of the causes of rhe present
situation. I will try to remind you rapidly of these
causes, but I believe that, in fact, the essenrial cause
lies in the hismry of economic and political relations
between the indusrialized and the developing coun-
ries.
Colonization, it cannot be denied, included some rrag-
ically negative factors. Pursuit of profit was often the
dominating interesr, and in many cases, especially at
the agricultural level, this resulted in the encourage-
ment of income crops such as cotton or peanur at the
expense of basic foodsmffs.
The absence of egalitarian social stnreures in certain
areas, notably in fuia and Latin America, have aggra-
vated the problem of land distribution. The grear [,adn
American estat€s are an example of this, u.here the
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population is in a state of vinual serfdom. Let us also
mention the indifference, the errors or the choices
consciously made by the governments of cenain devel-
oping countries which have encouraged industrial and
urban developmenr model for the benefit of a minority
orientated towards the modes of consumption of the
indusrialized countries.
Especially in this regard, the multinational companies
carry a large responsibiliry. Their behaviour, undenia-
bly aggravates the present situation. Powerful agricul-
tural and food processing companies are able ro take
control of the food market and even assume rhe
ownership of the land. They are rhen in a position to
determine the types of production, to fix prices and to
impose patterns of consumption, not primarily in view
of the essential needs of the population but in view of
income and profil
Les us also realize that, despite promises and commit-
ments technical and financial aid from the industrial-
ized nations has been and remains tragically insuffi-
cient. In 1970, at the United Nations, as all rhe speak-
ers have mentioned, the figure of 0.7 0/o of the gross
national product was unanimously acceprcd. Ve are
f;; from icliieving rhis. It is rrue rhat cerrain counrries
have made a praisewonhy effon: Sweden, Norway,
and the Netherlands have gone beyond the projected
rate and are not far from attaining that I 0/o of the
gross national product which ir would be desirable to
impose on all 
- 
I share on this point rhe opinion of
Mr Bersani. But the other countries of the Vestern
world, 
- 
which w'e represenr here, 
- 
are far from
respecting their commitments.
Ve here it said, 'Don't count too much on an
improvement in this area, for you may be disap-
pointed.' If this is so, then I am profoundly sorry, for
that would mean that most of the governments of the
privileged nations of the world are unable [o overcome
their egotism. But even if it is otherwise, we must not
remain inactive. Our dury is to alen European
opinion, which must become aware of the imponance
of what is at stake, and which has something to say
about the policies of those who govern us. In the same
vein, I wish rc express my approval to \filli Brandt
and to the members of his committee regarding the
recommendations it offers us, and in particular my
approval of those which plan a transfer of resources to
the developing countries made possible in pan by a
desirable decrease in arms spending.
Mrs Focke has draw up in the course of our studies a
very remarkable document on food aid, and I fully
share her conclusions. I will now att€mpt, tlerefore, to
offer some thoughs on another aspect of the problem.
It is absolutely necessary that the developing countries
gradually attain a level of food self-sufficiency at least
for basic nutritional needs. To reach this goal, they
must, with the help of international aid, develop rhe
various technical methods applicable to the task: culti-
vation of several hundred million hectares which are
now under-exploited, development of irrigation and
better water management, production and use of grea-
ter amounts of fenilizer, wise use of appropriate agri-
cultural machinery, improvement in professional train-
ing. The list could go on and on.
It is evident [o me, however, that an essential condi-
tion of the effectiveness of these technical means is the
ability of the governments involved to implement new
agricultural policies in several priority areas: agrarian
reform and the democraric organization of the syscem
of land tenure, participation by farmers in decisions
regarding agricultural policy at all levels, panicularly
in the development of cooperadve institutions as a link
between agricultural and industrial development.
These are some of the conditions we consider indis-
pensable if our efforts are m be truly effective.
'\fle offer these as suggestions, and not, of course, as
conditions. Ve would hope to impose upon those
countries who solicit our help. Action to fight hunger
must be unconditional, and we have been anxious ro
reaffirm here, in a recent debate, that food aid should
under no circumstances become a political weapon.
Mr President, two more points before I close. In the
course of the hearings organized in preparation to this
debate, cenain speakers emphasized the need to
increase substantially multilateral aid programmes, and
I fully concur with their opinion. Naturally, bilateral
aid is and will long remain necessary, but it is primarily
multilateral aid that should be developed. It is often
more effective, and its relative objectiviry and disinter-
estedness calls for less suspicion. This is why we think
it desirable that the Community should assume on
behalf of our countries the essential pan of the respon-
sibility.
Finally, I wish to asserr rhar the whole problem of a
new international economic order is involved in this
attempt rc esmblish food self-sufficiency. If we wish to
conribute towards making the peoples of the Third
Vorld responsible for the producdon of the means for
a decent life, we wish in effect to put them in charge
of exploiting rheir national wealth and make them
equal panners in the manatemenr of the inrcrnadonal
economy. Ve are talking abour a new concept of the
definition of national and international policies. In the
agricultural field, panicularly, no coherent poliry can
be defined without taking into accounr the necessary
evolution of agriculture in the developing countries. It
would in fact be desirable to establish a sysrem of price
guarantees on the world marker. Such a policy is
necessary to organize production and commercializa-
tion of agricultural products, and also ro tuaranree
stable sources of revenue for the developing countries,
most of whom depend on their agricultural exports for
their principal balance of payments resources.
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All these questions are at the centre of the interna-
tional negotiitions. They were the hean of the LomE
agreements and the debarcs of the UNCTAD. They
dominated the discussions which have just concluded
at the UN. But the failure which marked the end of
that session has far-reaching consequences. The reac-
don to the problem of hunger depends on a positive
attitude on rhe part of the industrialized nations, and
in panicular those which make up our Community.
The developing countries are waiting for us to mke the
lead, with truly constructive proposals, in changing
world economic structures. I hope we and our govern-
ments will realize this before it is too late. However, to
make a srart in rhis direction, we must also have the
agreement and suppon of public opinion in our coun-
ries. Indeed, at a time when the economic crisis is
deepening, some people have only too great a
tendency to return the responsibiliry to the developing
countries. In reaffirming the truth, we fully express the
imponance of our work.
These, Mr President, are our views, and I wished rc
express them in this debarc, as others have done before
me.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Michel.
Mr Michel. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I would not want to repeat a number of things
that have already been said so well in this House and
will instead confine myself firstly to three general
observations and then to five lines of thinking and
pointers for action.
First of all, echoing all those who have already done
so, I would like to thank Mr Ferrero and the whole of
the team working on the report that is now in our
minds and the subject of our debarc. The first observa-
tion that I would like to make is this. Ve are all more
or less in agreement that this problem of world hunger
is the challenge of our generation. After all it is in this
generation that it has grown to the scale we know and
for which we all feel panly responsible because we
have to justify ourselves to the rising generation. Are
we going to find ourselves tomorrow in the same posi-
tion as those who rcday have to explain away the
holocaust of yesterday by saying 'we knew nothing
about it, there was nothing we could do'? Ve know
everything and we know that we can do something.
That is where our responsibiliry lies.
My second observation is that we are, I believe, all
agreed that the mad arms race is really very serious
and is a stalemate for this and the nexr generarion.
You know the figures. Already in 1973, 25 times as
much money was being spent on arms than on aid for
the developing countries. Today we find war, or at
least fighting, practically everywhere 
- 
in the Middle
East, Asia, Africa and Latin America 
- 
and in rcn
years the Third World has doubled its arms expendi-
ture. No later than this morning I heard on the radio
that two young people, or more precisely two children
because one was 12 and the other 14, had been
arrested for setting fire to forests in the South of
France. This was their welfth fire. \7hen they were
asked 'but why do you do it?' they replied 'because it
is such fun to see the Canadair aircraft throwing water
on the fire'. Looking at the way we behave, I have the
feeling that we, too, are behaving in somewhat the
same way. This is what many of us find and it is
where, contrary to what some people believe, we have
to shoulder our responsibilities and prevent this mad
race going on and on as it is at the moment.
My third observation is that we all agree that we can
overcome hunger and that we have the technical and
even financial heans to do so. Are we aware that, at
the present time, there are 950 million petrodollars
and Eurodollars looking for takers? Do we also know
that there are all kinds of opponunities that could be
seized and are not? In this war we have to wage we
know that food aid is only one feature, useful no
, doubr, even necessary and sometimes essential but not
the paramount factor. The main accent has to be put
on development aid. Thineen years ago, Pope Paul VI
was already saying in his 'enryclical Populorum
Progressio 'Development is the new name for peace'.
And it is in terms of that kind that I would like to tell
you about the five lines of action y/e feel ought to be
recommended.
First of all, from the snndpoint of development possi-
bilities, we should not forget that in Latin America a/s
of the land is not cultivarcd. In Africa the figure is 3/r
and in Nonh America t/z of. the arable area is not used
either. All these figures are given in Mr Vergeer's
report on page 162. Ve also know that a whole series
of crops 
- 
single crop farming, tea, coffee, ground-
nuts, sugar cane, cotlon, etc. 
- 
are grown by a
number of countries which, because of that, do little
about food crops. Ve are not against continuing
profit-making crops but we do say tha[ these should
not be grown to the detriment of food crops, i.e. those
whose first purpose is to feed the rural pgpulation.
That is the problem: to produce in order first of all to
eat and live or to produce for the market and to make
money. This is the issue facing a whole sector of the
population. It follows on the colonial era and is
nurtured, it has to be said, by a number of multina-
tional companies of which examples are easy to quote.
Contrary to what Mr Coppieters just said, the refer-
ences to multinationals in this report are not watered
down. This is perfectly clear from paragraph 53 of the
motion for a resolution: we consider that there is an
urgent need to formulate international rules regarding
the activities of the multinational companies in order
firstly to eliminarc their negadve effects and to
harmonize their activities and the developing coun-
tries' development needs and secondly to provide a
reliable frame of reference for private and public
investment. Ve ask that the governments of the
I' I
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Member States should give precise instructions to their
represenratives so that the work now being donJin the
United Nations and its agencies should rapidly prod-
uce concrete results. I also feel it would be useful 
-and this would be a first stage 
- 
for the Community
rc draft its own code of conduct for the multinationals
as quickly as possible on the basis of the Treary. In this
connection we have special responsibilities because,
unlike what is generally said or thought, the big agro-
food multinationals are not American. The two
tiggest, by far, are European: Unilever is Anglo-
Dutch and Nestl6 Swiss. S7e know that the multina-
tionals are by far the biggest. \fle also know that some
of their activities, whilst earning profits for those who
organize them, may threaren the srability of whole
regions. It is well known, tor example, that Nestl6
brought about such a change to agriculture in the
Andean pact areas that lakes of milk were created and
at the same time the agricultural population was made
wholly dependent on the multinational company. Ve
therefore invite you to refer to a serious study made by
the Vorld Confederation of Labour which was
published last June and shows clearly how it is possible
for the situation of cenain regions to be changed
cqmpletely through the activiry of the multinationals.
The second line of action is that which, in our view,
should start from the grass roots and is a matter of
succeeding, with the rural population, not only in
doing regular and soundly based work but in planting,
irrigating, spraying, hoeing, harvesting, improving,
selecting, marketing, conserving and diversifying
crops. Naturally all this means that there has to be a
global, integrated development policy to include
infrastructures as well, such as water supply, roads and
dams, but also housing and the social, educational,
health, economic and commercial aspects of the whole
environment.
This cannot all be done by miracle and it implies that
young people be effectively involved. In this connec-
don I would like to put forward two other lines of
thought and action. First of all it is in my opinion
necessary to base what is done in many regions on the
family communiry. Here I would like to quote the
example of the family houses for rural apprenticeship.
These already exist in over twenty counries. They
have been active since 1935 in France and have devel-
oped very fast in other cduntries in Europe, Africa and
Latin America. Their method is this. Instead of organ-
izing the exodus to schools of general education, they
build up, in and through the environment itself, a
package of educational and training componenm at the
professional, social and economic levels without
young people having rc leave the land. In other words.
it is a kind of alternating education or training in
which young people stay in their environment and are
given general education enabling them thereafter, if
they so wish, to continue in other sectors of economic
and social life. This saves organizing the brain drain.
Ve know well how, both in our counries and in the
developing countries, young people who have gone off
a.fter engineering, agricultural or veterinary degrees
are often lost to the environment they come from and
build up the numbers in government depanments and
urban centres, leaving the rural environment to take
care of itself. That is what, in my mind, we have to
change. !7ith regard to the provisions that are ro be
adopted, among others, for the technical centre for
agricultural and rural cooperarion to be set up under
the new Lom€ Convention, we would rherefore be
very glad if what has been done in this way could not
only be used as a model but also brought to people's
knowledge and spread abroad.
My third line of action is the association of rural
workers. I ask you, ladies and gentlemen, not to lose
sight of the fact that, at the present time, 60 0/o of all
workers are employed in the rural sector and very
often, it has to be said; in agricultural sructures
where, although shere are unexploited areas of land,
they themselves are over-exploited. \[e should take
our cue from the measures introduced by the Interna-
tional Labour Organization for some years now with
regard to this situation. The International Labour
Organization has development programmes which,
among other things, recommend a national agricul-
tural prices poliry and a consistent international
policy, the institution of good marketing networks and
the right kind of organization for agricultural credit.
But they also recommend that rural workers, agricul-
tural cooperatives and all those who live in the rural
environment should be involved in running develop-
ment programmes. These are the ways in which suuc-
tures can be changed; they are not just words. They
are realities which have to be grasped in and by the
rural environment with the effective and active panici-
pation of agricultural workers.
Lastly I would like to say a word 
- 
and this is my
founh line of thought and action 
- 
on rhe subject of
the cooperation assistants from our countries. My fear
is that, if we continue the way we are going, we will
soon have no assistants left to carry out certain
projects. The sad fact is thar, very often, these young
people, full of enthusiasm, are nor sufficiently
prepared for the work they have to do; when they sign
on it is for very limited periods and when they come
back they are just left to themselves. Vhy? The reason
is that, whether in our individual counrries or a[
Community level, we do not make rhis recruitment of
cooperation assistants our full responsibility. My
belief, in fact, is that we exploit the generosiry of the
young. If we want this rc change, if we wanr reams ro
be set up in which young people in. the developing
countries join with those from the developed coun-
tries, and if we want this type of scheme ro conrinue ro
have a future we have to change our attitude. Lastly 
-and on this I will close 
- 
I want to say a word about
the budgetary aspect. This is the fifth and lasr line of
action. Mr Cheysson, during the debare on refugees
from the Horn of Africa, spoke to me in these rerms:
I i'"'" '
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'It would be a good thing if Mr Michel could be logi-
cal with himself and ask his Group rc be logical as
well, because it is not sufficient to make generous
speeches, we need to be consistenr in our budgetary
decisions.' Mr Cheysson, let me pur rhe ball back in
your court by saying that in the draft budget for 1981
there is a 1.28 0/o reduction in food aid. I accept rhis
1.28 o/o reducdon because I do not believe that food
aid is the essential element of what we have to do. For
development, on the other hand, there is an increase
of tOz m.u.a. Not only do I hope that this will be
passed but the Group I belong to proposes that devel-
opment aid be increased by the equivalent of 1 0/o of
the total budget figure. My point is that whereas aid to
development came to 4.09o/o of last year's budget,
this year 
- 
just when we are debadng world hunger
- 
the figure for development aid comes to only
3.75o/0. So I hope that we shall be voting in the way
you want and that, in that way, our differing concerns
will end by converging and we shall be able to fight
this battle rctether.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Fred Catherwood, Chairman
of the Committee on External Economic Relations.
Sir Fred Cathersood. 
- 
Mr President, I speak to
support the opinion of my contmittee in this docu-
ment, that is the pan to, be vorcd on, Part A rather
than Pan B, which is more the rapponeur's own views.
In panicular I speak to support the proposal for free-
dom of access to Community markets for the agricul-
tural products of the least developed countries.
This view, I am happy to see, is supponed by Mr Sabl6
who says:
Agricultural prorccrionism on the pan of the indusrial
countries unquestionably makes the poor countries poorer
still.. . Subsidized exporr of surpluses to the world
markeu strongly undermine the competitiviry of the
developing countries.
That view by Mr Sabl6 is opposed by Mr Debr6 
- 
I
am sorry rc see [hat he is not here any more 
-although he admitted at the beginning of his speech
that the best way rc help the hungry man was, in the
words of a Chinese proverb, to give him a fishing net.
But Mr Debr6 then turned from this commonsense
approach to rcll us rc send the hungry our subsidized
surpluses. If they do not like urhat is left over from the
rich man's table because that is not what they happen
to eat in that country, then they must change their
eating habits and overcome their religious barriers. On
the other hand, it was a dream rc think that we in
Europe should change our patern of farm production.
That was the thing that was absolutely impossible.
Now, I really do not think that that view of Mr
Debr6's is likely to help overcorrc world hunger. Ve
can change our of,,n habir, but we cannot insist that
the Third !7orld changes its habits to suit our produc-
don. That is what imperialism is, not what our friends
on the other the side say is imperidlism. So I agree
with Mr Debr6's commonsense beginning, but not
with his conclusion which has absolutely nothing rc do
with his beginning. The beginning was right and then
he went off on a completely different tack. That is our
problem.
I believe that trade is better than aid, and I want to
give five good reasons why trade is better than aid.
First of all, we can actually do something abour it. \7e
are all in favour of abolishing hunger, like abolishing
sin, but what can we actually do rc help, as opposed to
talking about it? The Committee on External
Economic Relations propose that we reduce trade
barriers [o these hungry countries, and that we can
actually do as a European Community. It is within our
competence, not so much in the competence of the
national governmens. Ir is in our power and it does
not interfere with the cusroms and habirc of those
countries. It encourages them, on the contrary, rc do
something for themselves. It gives them Mr Debr6's
fishing net.
Second, the encouragement of food expons puts hard
cash into the agricultural sectors of poor counries in
far bigger quantities than aid. Look at any figures
which contrast the export revenue of a country with its
aid revenue. Expons clearly can help much much more
in any country capable of exponing at all than aid can.
The quantity of money that requires to be put in to
overcome hunger in those counries is very, very
subsantial.
Now trade can fill rhar subsmntial gap in a way that
aid cannot, so aid can never match exports as a source
of revenue. Food aid is worst of all. In contrasr ro
trade, it actually ruins the local farmer, who can never
possibly compete with our huge subsidies. So it creat€s
a desert and it creates dependence. That is what send-
ing them our surpluses actually does for them. Food
aid rots in the warehouses 
- 
again look at the figures
for that 
- 
it is lost on the road and when it gets
through, by all accounts, it is divened to the rich and
the poor sdll starve.
Now I admit that that is perhaps an impressionistic
way of looking at it, but you ask any missionary at the
trassroots of these very poor countries and he will tell
you that the food does not get through rc the starving.
It stays with the rich. They keep it, and they eat it.
By contrast, the cash from expon sales puts resourc€s
into agriculture. It builds up the local farmer and all
aid experience shows that the encouratement of cash
crops also builds up output for local consumprion as
the cash goes into agriculture, and builds it up
enabling them to put down drainage and roads and all
the other things that cash will enable these people to
do.
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Even the most corrupt government in the Third !7orld
knows that it should encourage its expon industry;
that it should not damage it by an excessive rakeoff 
-maybe it is too much to hope that they will not take
any rakeoff, but they should not wreck it by an exces-
sive rakeoff.
So, although food aid and cash aid may not tet
through, the income from exports from the country
will go to the farmers throughout that country, build-
ing up a healthy agricultural sector and helping up a
healthy agricultural sector and helping that country to
get rid of its own starvation.
Founh, it is surely more sensible to encourage coun-
tries to expon what grows cheaply and naturally in
mostly tropical countries rhan to close our markets to
them while at the same time opening them under the
GSP to sophisticated manufacturing goods that those
countries cannot make with the result that as soon as
they begin manufacturing simple goods we have to
erect new trade barriers like the muldfibre atreement.
Fifth 
- 
and this we have got to remember 
- 
it is all
right making speeches about increasing aid, but we
have hot to go back and persuade people to pay more
taxes. The citizens of Europe will actually give far
more money to the very poor countries over the
counter of a supermarket or a grocer's shop than they
will through higher mxes. So again, at our end, more
money will come in that panicular way.
So, let us not just make great speeches. !fle have had
some very great speeches, bui let us not just make
great speeches about what must be done. \7e have
heard all day about what must be done, but let us not
make impossible demagds and then throw up our
hands and say it is nothing to do with us when these
demands cannot be met. Let us instead do what vre can
do and what we should do.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Denis.
Mr Denis. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the worsening of the
food situation in the developing countries is in no way
something beyond our control. As my friend Maxime
Gremez has shown it is the result of a century of
plunder by imperialism in other words by the financial
and industrial powers that are now still striving, in
neo-colonialist forms, to enrich themselves from the
labour of the peoples in the Third \florld and of the
working class in their own countries. Yes, it is clear
where the responsibility lies. Here I shall confine
myself to a specific and highly significant problem: the
link between the war on hunger and underdevelop-
ment and the struggle for disarmament.
How can our indignation fail rc be roused at seeing
povery and malnutrition increasing for hundreds of
million women, men and children at a time when the
human, technical and material resources that could rid
mankind of this evil exist as the experience of the
socialist countries, from Cuba to China via Bulgaria
and others, shows. It is a major scandal of this age to
see so many developing countries increasingly in debt
and unable to raise the funds they need for investment,
infrastructures and social, educational and health facil-
ities whose absence intensifies their.underdevelopment
and, at the same time, to see vast resources swallowed
up by an arms race which has today re.ached an unpre-
cedented pitch. At the hearing organized by the
Committee on Development and Cooperation last
February, I asked Mr Brandt how it was possible to
talk about world hunger and in the same breath
approve the decisions of the developed countries meet-
ing in the Atlantic Council 
- 
in 1978 
- 
to increase
their defence spending up to the year 2000 and to
install new American missiles in Europe. I was given
no reply.
Those who reject the constructive proposals of the
developing counries, too, refuse to reply rc the
proposals repeated by the socialist counries that nego-
tiations be held on all medium-range missiles in
Europe. They lift every limitation on the Vest
German navy and, in Paris, stan work on making a
neutron bomb. The weepers, here, of crocodile rcars'
are the same who use the weapon of hunger against
people whose crime, in their eyes, is to want the sover-
eign right to decide on their own political and social
policies. But the world is changing and these
manoeuvres are encountering some stinging defeau.
Ve only have to look at the example of Cambodia
where the declarations of the big international and
humanitarian organizations today confirm what we
were saying in this House. It is iiigh time for the
Community to restore food aid to Vietnam and
Cambodia as the Commission had undenaken to do.
Even so it would be very quickly possible to find
large-scale resources to contribute towards self-suffi-
ciency in food. Among other things a few billion have
to be switched from the appropriations concerned with
preparations rc kill to those concerned with life'and
human progress.
The proposal made by Fidel Casro on behalf of the
movement of the non-aligned countries and since
supported in all world conferences by the Group of
77, that a 300 billion dollar development fund bi set
up in ten years funded by reducing all defence budgets
had the spokesmen of imperialism and, not least, the
pundits of the EEC raising their arms to heaven. But
they know perfectly well that this sum would only be
one half-year of the defence spending expected over
the same ten years, i.e. 1980-1990. It is a problem of
political will. Our approval of this proposal is all the
greater in that it corresponds with that put forward by
the French Communist Parry on the occasion of the
Special Session of the UN Assembly on disarmament
and that the same stance was taken by the Communist
parties of the capinlist and socialist countries of
{i jI
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Europe meerint in Paris last April on peace and disar-
mament. I would also recall that, on our initiative, this
proposal was favourably received by the ACP coun-
tries at the Arusha meetint of the Joint Committee.
Anyone can check this. Those who refuse ro ser up
such a fund and veto any measure designed to ackle
the roots of the hunger problem in all the meetings
that have already been held are the chief imperialist
countries and the EEC. And your consensus, your
pious hopes are not enough to make us forget what
the governmenrc that you suppon are in fact doing.
For our part, we support all proposals likely to reduce
tension and the presence of armed forces, to outdarc
blocs, and to initiarc negotiation panicularly with the
objective of creating zones free of nuclear veapons,
battle fleets and foreign bases. \7e support, for exam-
ple, the wise proposals put forward by the Malagasy
President Ratsiraka for the Indian Ocean. !7e
consider that the nations of the Third Vorld, like
those of the Mediterranean and beyond, are vitally
interested, like us the European countries, in the
Madrid Conference being a complete success so that
military d6tente will enable armed forces, arms and
defence budgets to be gradually reduced on equal
security terms for all. So quite definitely, the war on
hunger and the struggle for disarmament seem
increasingly to be essential aspects of the battle to
institute a new world order allying cooperation,
d6tente and the struggle against poverry and under-
development.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr lrmer.
Mr lrmer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I am afraid that today may go down as a black
day in the history of the European Community and
panicularly of this Parliament if we achieve here
nothing more than adding a funher layer of paper ro
the enormous pile of clever analyses, opinions and
proposed solutions that has formed over the years and
then, our consciences clear, go off to snails, steaks and
Alsatian Riesling. Today's debate as an excuse for
continued inactiviry? A dreadful thought. But I still
have some hope. Today might mark the beginning of a
new, more constructive period of coooperation
between the Nonh and South, at least to rhe exrenr
that the European Communiry can contribute to this. I
feel that the Ferrero repon contains ample scope for
this. This hope can, of course, be fulfilled only if we
are all prepared not only to approve Mr Ferrero's
resolution, but also subsequently to take its contents
seriously in our daily work. In other words, this debate
will have served a purpose only if the practical sugges-
tions made here can be translated into practical policy
without delay. This directly affects each and every one
of us. Let me give you a few examples: paragraph 14
of the resolution calls for the entry of:
a subsantial sum in the 1981 budget for the revival and
strengthening of the Internadonal Fund for Agricultural
Development;
and paragraph 40 states that
it is essential to increase the budget appropriations allo-
cated to emergency aid substantially;
These are only rwo examples. Ladies and tentlemen, I
must ask those of you who are not prepared to use
their voices during the debate on the 1981 budget in
the autumn of this year to translate these demands into
real policy and are not prepared for conflict with the
Council in these matters if that should prove neces-
sary, not to vote in favour for the motion for a resolu-
tion. Paragraph4T of the resolution says that the new
generalized system of preferences must be an improve-
ment over the old both as regards the type and number
of producm benefiting by the system and as regards the
mechanism of the arrantemenm, and so on and so
fonh. The report is full of well-founded and pracrical
suggestions of this kind. Those who are not prepared
to fight for all these demands in this House in the
future, those who are not willing to take the wise and
reasonable conclusions drawn by the resolution really
seriously and possibly again to accept a fight with the
Council, the Commission and the industrial associa-
tions directly concerned should vote against the
Ferrero resolution. But those who vorc for the resolu-
tion 
- 
and I hope there will be very many of them 
-must realize that, in so doing, they are entering into
very specific commitments, that they are in fact casting
their votes for a later time when it comes to translating
the theoretical policy developed here into practical
acdon and budgetary decisions. For some of us this
will undoubtedly be by no means easy, and it will also
require some rethinking. Let me give you another
example, and I am now followint up something
Sir Fred Catherwood said:
It is generally recognized that the development gap
can be filled only if we go in for strucrural develop-
ment in agriculture. It is also said that structural devel-
opment in agriculture is possible only if we are
prepared to open our markers ro rhese products. But
occasionally this is bound to give rise to conflict
berween domestic producers wirhin the European
Community and potenrial producers in the developing
counries. Ve have become accustomed to always
solving these conflicts by protecting our domestic
producers. I feel we should give some thought to a
different method of resolving this conflict in rhe
future, and this not only to rhe detriment and at the
expense of domestic producers, who might rhen have
to be 
- 
let us be quite frank 
- 
compensated with
direct subsidies. But, ladies and genrlemen, this money
would, I feel, be better invested in rhis way than the
money we repeatedly have ro pump into the bottbm-
less pit, the developing countries, for emergency
measures, to plug the largest holes, without really
achieving anything structural. It is undoubtedly better
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to pursue a temporary policy of additional subsidies
for endangered sectors of the economy than rc to on
refraining from doing what we all recognize as being
right for the developing counries. I can but agree with
Sir Fred Catherwood when he says that this is an area
where we, the European Community, can ourselves
take action without having to ask the Member States.
A final example of such rethinking. I feel we should
take paragraph 8 of the resolution very seriously. It
sarcs that the Community aid as a percentage of
Member Stares compared bilateral aid must be
increased progressively. Not only must it be progres-
sively increased: in the longer term we must also have
a situation in which the European Community is in
sole charge of development aid and the development
policies of the Member 'states are subordinated to
Community aid, because this is a classic example of an
area that justifies the association of the Member States
in the Community. Only the Community will be able
to take the necessary measures.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs !7eiss.
Mme Veiss. 
- 
(F) Mr President, fully aware, by
experience, of world malnutrition and famine, let me
assure you first of all of the infinite human sadness
underlying the cold reasoning that I am resolved to
put to you, realizing the limits to what a Europe can
do rhat is already heavlly in debt for its own needs and
bent under the weight of the burdens it has taken up
on behalf of the Third Vorld.
I shall make three points.
The first is that these burdens 
- 
advance warnings of
the ruin you can see written into our national budgets
if you hold them up to tle light 
- 
these burdens are
recorded in such a tangle of statistics that after careful
study they were completely indecipherable m the
housewife that I am. Mr Vergeer has already said,
quite rightly, that he wanted to know, in addition to
the aid given by the Community, how much aid was
given by rhe individual Member States and distributed
through the various international channels among
those who come begging of us. All this aid, let me
remind you, always comes from the same source in
other words the impotent, ill-informed axpayers of
rhe Vest. They have a right to be told and by our
Parliament in panicular. I therefore demand for the
first time that we tot up not only the loans made from
their money, but also rhe presents implicit in the leng-
thening of repayment terms, the lowering of the rates
initially asked and then, ultimately, the conversion of
loans into gifts. On top of these considerable sums
ihere are the outright gifts, unprofitable investment
and investment that ought to be profitable but because
the terms are not honoured saddle the guaranteeing
countries with the risks entered into by the supplying
firms. To all this must be added the funds for susnin-
ing raw materials prices, the tax reliefs of all kinds, rhe
money administered by the international or
non-governmental relief organizations and the consi-
derable funds applied by the churches to more or less
the same object. Ve really do not know who pays
whom and how much.
At the moment we would be completely in the dark if
figures had not been produced which, although far
from covering all the aspecr I have just mentioned,
rcll us, in Mr Jackson's remarkable report, that aid
from the Nine is 0.450/o of GDP, that from the
United Sates 0.25 0/0, that from Japan 23 0/0, and that
from the USSR only 0.03 0/0, which reduces Mr
Ferrero's report. to a piece of propaganda aimed 'at
blaming or, more explicitly still, destroying Europe.
My second comment is this. To hope that all the Euro-
pean countries putting public and private money into
helping the Third \florld will take decisions in agree-
ment with the Community seems today no more than
a pious hope.
Even so, and I refer to Mr Jaquet's peninent report on
the Community's decision-making mechanisms for
granting this kind of aid, our Parliament should
certainly be better informed about them and in pani-
cular their criteria.
These billions are badly managed as everyone knows. I
commend to your attention the repon by Mr
Simmonds. In the'interest of the digniry and effective-
ness of this Parliament, it seems to me that these
criteria should be human rights on the one hand and
Europe's right to exist and progress on the other. !7e
are here rc defend Europe.
A few words on the subject of human righr. The
Lom6 Agreements do not even refer to them and the
countries we help refuse to apply them so that, for the
Third Vorld, Europe 
- 
blamed for everphing 
- 
is
in a situation of a hoodwinked benefactor. In the
name of human rights, the dictators in the Third
\7orld wirh their majority in the United Nations
Organization claim that our duty as Europeans is, at
least, to provide the minimum their populations need
to live. In the name of the same rights, however, they
refuse, on the excuse that it would be interference in
their internal affairs, the controls that are nevenheless
cusromary besween borrower and lender. \7e need no
list of the abuses, misappropriations and subversive
uses made of our aid. Europe in its weakness, not
content to be ridiculed, has reached the point of going
on its knees before the authors of the most cruel forms
of genocide to beg them to accept its money for the
victims of sheir ferociry. They never accept without
benefiting themselves. That, therefore, is the moral
ragedy oT Europe. Benevolence is the cloak it uses to
hide its impotence. Uganda was not shon of food or
drugs. All it needed was policing to conrol the looters.
1
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No one dared. I know the area weel having spent
much time there. International aid to Cambodia wai
sideracked and no-one took any account of it. Ve no
longer remember the Iri, that fine tribe that Amin
Dada killed off by herding the people onto infenile
hills. Then, however, he was in power and showered
with tributes from Manhartan.
My other criterion, Europe's right to exisr and
progress, seems to me to be just as fundamenral. I am
not pleading a case. I am quesrioning the Commission.
Should the Third Vorld countries that are hostile to
Europe and provoked to attack their neighbours, our
allies, weapons in hand, benefit from aid given by our
Communides? Yes or no? Our political will has to be
defined. Take the example of Ethiopia where the
Kremlin governs by remote conrol. Chrisdan and
Islamic traditions are being sysrcmadcally stamped out
but the whole country is being armed.
Perhaps the Kremlin could also feed and educate the
Ethiopians instead of leaving this reponsibiliry rc their
opponents, kind souls that we are. Under the Lom6
Agreements, its Ethiopian colony has just received
some 200 million dollars. On top of these 200 million
dollars there is direct aid from Brussels of about the
same figure. What is your intention, then? Tell us
clearly.
Finally, here is my third and last commenr. An indica-
tor of stanling simplicity for the malnutrition and star-
vation thac grieves us so much is the division of
resources by the number of mouths feeding on rhem.
Here again we should pay tribute ro the detailed work
on the improvement of these resources on'which Mrs
Katharina Focke and Mrs Heide-Marie 'l7ieczorek-
Zeul have produced reporrs. These tell us everything
about agricultural education and the frightening threat
to the ecology of the whole of the world from the
abandonment of rural areas but little about sexual
education which is at leasr as imponant. In other
words there is a shamefaced silence about runaway
binhrates whereas conrraceptive facilities would do
more than powdered milk dissolved in often polluted
local water [o secure the survival of a famished race.
An alarming repon by the Inrernational Labour Officejust out says that the Third \7orld, in spirc of the aid
we are giving it, is galloping rcwards underdevelop-
ment.
And this 
- 
let us be frank 
- 
is out of fear of the
ideological argumenr that is immediately trotted out:
do only the rich have the right to live? The highly-
publicized Bucharest conference was unable to resolve
the problem. There, the most minor form of family
planning was regarded as an atuck on rhe powers of
the countries concerned whereas if they were fewer in
number and better fed they would be stronger. Since
then, China and India have understood.
So, Mr President, whatever Parliament thinlss abour
the brief commenrc I have made or about pasr or even
future debates, Europe, the benefacror, faced with
today's disasters, must reflect, in order to decide what
its conduct is to be, on the quesdon which towers
above all the others: is it responsible for all the inter-
course in the universe? And what, in conscience, is
Europe's reply?
I am going to suggest that you adopt the following
motion for a resolution but I would not be surprised if
you refer it to committee. The European Parliament,
aware of the need for immediate aid to families suffer-
ing from starvation, nevenheless asks that the
Communiry should define im poliry of aid to the Third
Vorld in relation to its own resources, about which
we shall finally be informed, with due regard for
human rights and Europe's right to exist and to
progress, and therefore posrpones its aid to countries
whose attacks on our fundamental freedoms would
thereby be strengthened and requires rhat human
rights and the monitoring of their application be
included in any future cooperarion agreemenr.
As regards past atreer4ents, rhese should be amplified
by open mlks in which the represenhtives of the aided
countries, in return for the rightful use of Communiry
funds, would be invircd to see, in their turn, how
human rights are applied in the Member Statcs. I think
that this experience would have some educational
value. The morion would also recommend that, bear-
ing in mind the absurd situarion of UNO, in which the
cost is largely borne by a democratic minoriry and the
activities decided by an anti-European, non-paying
totalitarian majority, the Communiry should embark
on any hunger relief acrion in the said conditions in its
ovn name. It would funher recommend thar the
Community should organize its aid, not in ignorance
of national measures of the same kind but in coopera-
tion with them, noting that increased resources is just
as important as the sexual education of people suffer-
ing frorn an overpopulation they do not know how to
control, and finally that, should acrion be necessary,
an order-maintaining force of European inspiration
should inrcrvene to save as many human lives as possi-
ble.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Skormand.
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, about 150
years ato there was a rcrrible famine in Ireland; the
potato crop failed, and almost 2 million people died of
hunger, while another 2 million were forced to
emigrate to England or the USA. In England, which of
course at that time ruled Ireland, there was a grear
deal of discussion about what could be done. Large
quantities of corn were senr, to Ireland, and people
argued about how Irish agriculture should be
improved. But only a few people concerned themselves
with lreland's main problem: rhe facr that most of the
good land was in rhe hands of rich landowners, and
that in the midst of the famine these landowners were
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sending large quantities of corn out of the country for
consumpdon in England.
It seems to me that the debate on world hunger taking
place here in the European Parliament is ignoring the
real problems in much the same way. However, some
good background material has been prepared, and I
read Mr Sabl6's working document with panicular
interest. It touches on many fundamental problems.
On page 123 for examplp, Mr Sabl6 discusses the fact
that about 85 % of the calories are wasted when
cereals are used to produce animal products. On
page 124 he smtes that 12.5 0/o of. the EEC's animal
production is only possible with the aid of feeding-
sruffs from abroad. In this context he asks whether it is
really appropriate for the developing counries to
export feedingstuffs to the rich countries instead of
producing food for themselves.
Mr Sabl6 does not describe the extent of these exports.
But as far as one can tell from the Community's stads-
cics, the EEC imports 13 to 14 million tonnes of
feedingstuffs from the developing countries every year
- 
a far greater quantity than the 2 m 3 million tonnes
of cereals which people are now talking about the
EEC sending to the developing countries. One reason
why the EEC impons so much is that there is a levy on
cereals, but no levy on feedingstuffs from the develop-
ing countries. The feed companies in the EEC coun-
tries are therefore buying more and more of their
feedingstuffs in the developing countries. Tragically, a
large proponion of these feedingstuffs is completely
wasrcd, because the EEC's agricultural system leads to
over-production of animal producm. In other words,
the EEC's agricultural poliry itself plays a pan in
increasing hunger in the world. Unfonunately neither
Mr Sabl6 nor Mr Ferrero tackles this problem, and
their attitude reflects one which is common in the
EEC's institutions. So history is no doubt going to
repeat itself, with one imponant difference. The Irish,
after all, had a choice between smrvation and emigra-
don. People in the developing countries have no such
choice.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Focke.
Mrs Focke. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, eleven .months ago, during our first debate on
the fighr against hunger in the world, we sounded the
alarm, we began to mobilize public opinion and we set
ourselves an assignment. The result of this work is
now before us in the form of Bruno Ferrero's report
and motion for a resolution, a result which permits
and requires a debate different from that held eleven
months ago. It places the subject of the fight against
hunger in the world in the general context of develop-
ment, North-South problems and the whole question
of the new world economic order. But it concentrates
the proposals on what is more closely, more specifi-
cally connected with the fight against hunger in the
world. It proves that this can be done and 
- 
just as
\7illy Brandt emphasized this morning 
- 
it stresses
that this must be done and there must be no waiting
for a solution to the more comprehensive general
problems.
The resolution is an instruction to act. It is not a
further addition to the existing pile of analysis. The
atrcmpt has been made to make use of everything
others have already thought, said and proposed and to
form a package of measures for practical acdon. This
has successfully produced a large number of assign-
menm which are specific enough to be put to the test.
I contend that the motion for a resolution and the
programme of action it contains are realistic, in rhe
sense that they are not Utopian, wishful thinking,
taken out of the blue, but a minimnm rathEr than a
maximtrm programme for solving the known problem.
Ir is a Europein programme, b'ecause it is based on the
terms of reference, the instruments of the European
Community, on its powers to act and take decisions, if
only in terms of European development poliry, the
agricultural policy, the commercial poliry or European
political cooperation. h is feasible with 
- 
I would say
- 
no more than an average amount of political good-
will. It is financially accepable with a little more
imagination used on new forms'of financing, panicu-
larly a more automatic system of financing, as Villy
Brandt and his Commission have proposed, and espe-
cially when the consequential costs arising if there is a
further increase in hunger are realistically calcularcd,
to use the very cold language of finance ministers.
It is negotiable with, and indeed acceptable to, the
Group of 77, because it is in the mutual interests of the
industrial and the developing countries. Finally, ladies
and gentlemen, I hope that for all these and many
orher reasons it will also find the support of a majoity
of this Parliament, a large, broad majoriry who will
approve this motion, a majority who will refrain from
transforming it with a large number of minor amend-
menm which in the final analysis have little to do with
its general content.
I can refer to only a small part of the package of cohe-
sive measures. I will concenrate on the link between
rural development, agricultural development and food
aid. The primary requirement, according to the
proposals, is that the developing countries should be
able to meet their own food needs from domestic
production. The motion for a resolution naturally
assumes that this primary requirement is in the interest
of the developing countries themselves and that they
are setting themselves this objective, and indeed there
are many indications that they have already done so.
But we are also aware of the following, and the
motion for a resolution refers to this several times: if
this overriding objecdve is rc be achieved, the indus-
rrial countries must provide a Ereat deal of rcchnical
and financial aid to rural development, for example by
donating additional resources to the International
I
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Fund for Agricultural Developmenr. S7'e can give quite
specific figures in this respecr: we wanr the sum ro be
tripled, we wanr to see this fund initi.ally having
$ 3 000 m, and we wanr ro see a title in the European
Communiry's budget. '$fle propose rhat additional
rcchnical and financial aid should go rc rhe establish:
ment of food strategies, food securiry plans for the
developing countries, since they are essenrial if we are
to achieve rhe objective in cooperation with the devel-
oping countries more quickly and more purposefully
than in the past. \7e propose 
- 
as Bruno Ferrerots
motion very'clearly stares 
- 
that, for example, more
technical and financial resources should be entered in
the big chapter endded 'storage'for storage extending
from the village level up ro emergenry reserves, which
must be held in case anorher disaster occurs. These arejust a few specific proposals, some of which 
- 
I
would repeat 
- 
include figures and which would
enable a far greater and quicker Eansfer of resources
from the industrial counrries ro rural development as
pan of the 0.7 % objective to speed up and intensify
the financing of development. In this I fully agree with
what Villy Brandt and Mr Vergeer have said. In the
past I have encountered far too much pessimism with
regard rc the possibiliry of speeding up rural develop-
ment. No one, in my view, has the right to adopt an
attitude of resignation and pessimism in this way
before the artempr has been made to provide the
necessary funds and resources for the developing
countries.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
I will not at this stage go into what is actually involved
in the rural agricultural development we seek. I would
point out that normal food aid is a reasonable solution
and should be granted in the long rcrm only if it is
linked with such rural development based on food
security plans m be established by the developing
countries as earn as possible.
The important thing is to'raise the level of self-suffi-
ciency, and to trant a decreasing proporrion of food
aid as long as it is needed, and we know that it will be
needed for some considerable time. Ve would even
say that for the time being food aid will have tq be
stepped up.
It is essential that we avoid the mistakes of the past. In
other words, food aid must nor discourage and
hamper self-supply.
Food aid can must be given in a form which acceler-
ates and increases self-supply. It must therefore be
granted under food-for-work programmes, rhe work
being performed on rural projects, or rhe money
obtained in the markets of developing countries from
the sale of the food we provide 
- 
and this how things
are usually done 
- 
must be invested in specific,
planned pans of rural development projects. That is
one task.
I realize 
- 
and Mr Cheysson was quite right 
- 
that
this is possible only if ure can plan our foodlid several
years in advance. The committee and, I hope, when it
comes to the vote on the resolution, the whole House
will endorse the request he has made in this respect.
But the other important task is rhar the developing
countries should not be sent food which differs from
what they themselves can grov/, conflicts with rheir
raditional diets and therefore runs rhe risk of becom-
ing pan of their daily diet. So we need budgetary
funds for red beans and rice and nor just for cereals, of
which we ourselves have a surplus. This is the second
demand which must be given very strong emphasis 
-triangular trade, as it is known.
It is also far more importanr now rhan it has been in
the past that we should be able to granr food aid for
storate purposes as well. If I refer to the disaster in the
Sahel region, I probably need say no more. The reso-
lution mentions this and also the eliminarion of con-
siderable deficiencies in the Commission, in the trans-
port system and many other aspecrs. I cannot go into
detail on this.
In praise of the Commission, I can say that in the
eleven monrhs of work on this subject in committee it
began to pull itself rogether and remove some of these
deficiencies and to submir ro rhe Council a number of
good proposals, especially on international negotia-
tions on the subject of food.
The position the Commission proposed the Council of
the European Communities should adopt in the global
negotiations in New York largely anticipated our reso-
lution, and- in this regard there was also a very large
measure of agreement. The failure was due ro proce-
dural questions. Now that this has happened, I can do
no more than regret that agreement was not reached
on the agenda and rhe quesrion of procedure and criti-
cize the governmenrs of my own counry, the United
Kingdom and the USA, for adopting a position which
was excessively concerned wirh preserving rhe satus
quo and jeopardized the consensus.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Instead of shutting themselves up in a fonress, the
International Monetary Fund, these three countries
would have done far better to put forward pracical,
constructive, forward-looking proposals on how such
such controversial institutions might be reformed and
how cooperation berween the UN and special institu-
tions might he improved in the future.
But all is not yet lost. In New York rco, rhe work
continues. After this debate we musr cenainly ensure
that our Governments do what we have called on them
to do here. It is up to us in many ways. Public opinion
must be repeatedly and increasingly mobilized. Ve
must check and ask how far what we have demanded
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here has been translated into reality, and we must also
stick by whit we have said. I fully agree with what Mr
Irmer has just said. It is not simply a question of
adopting this resolution nov. \7e shall have to show
our tnre colours tomorrovr and the day after 
- 
when
it comes to decisions on the budget, decisions on the
reform of the agricultural policy, the generalized
system of preferences, such mundane things as the
reduction of the sugar quota and the question of the
future form of a European Communiry code of
conduct for the multinational companies. Good work
has been done, and I believe we now face the test of
showing how far we are able to adopt and maintain a
credible, consistent European position.
Ladies and gentlemen, I hope that this resolution will
find wide suppon and'that a consistent attitude will be
adopted towards the decisions to be taken in 'the
future.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Poniatowski on a point of
order.
Mr Pontiatowski. 
- 
(F) Mr President, several times
today we have heard speakers refer to the discussions
which took place at the United Nations in New York.
The fact is that these debates are closely related rc the
subject we are dealing with rcday. My suggestion is
that tomorrow we take advantage of the presence of
both Council and Commission to ask them to rcll
Parliament, before the meeting of the ACP which is to'
mke place in the next few days, about the work that
has been done in New York and its results, and the
problems that are likely to arise for the future.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F) Mt
President, in the second part of the debate on world
hunger 
- 
planned,for Thursday 
- 
the Commission
intends rc give the fusembly a full repon of what it
knows about the debates in New York' Obviously
there will be no point in that if the Assembly decides
to have a separarc debate on the subject.
President. 
- 
The debate is suspended.
, 6. Ugent procedure
Presideat. 
- 
I have received five modons for resolu-
tions with requests for urgent debate Pursuant to
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure:
- 
by Mr Bayer de Ryke and others, on protecting the
site of Tyre (Doc. 1-380/80);
- 
by Mr Penders and others, on the persccution of the
Baha'is in Iran (Doc. l-390180);
- 
by Mr Lalor and Mr Israel, on behalf of the Group of
European Progrcssive Democrats, Mr Klepsch, Mr
Vergeer, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti and others, on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(C-D Group) and Mr Scott-Hopkins, Mr Purvis, Mr
Prag and others on behalf of thc European Demo-
cratic Group, on thc pcrsecution of members of the
Baha'i community in Iran (Doc. l-397 /80);
- 
by Mr Fanti and others on the coup d'6tat in Turkey
(Doc. t-392/80);
- 
by Mr Glinne, on behalf of thc Socialist Group, Mr
Klepsch, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany (C-D Group) and Mr Bangemann, on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, on
events in Turkey (Doc. 1-396/80).
.iThe reasons supponing the requests for urgency are
contained in the documents themselves.
I shall consult the House tomorrow morning on these
requests for urgency.
7. lVitbdraual of a motionfor a resolation
Prcsident. 
-. 
Mr Glinne has informed me that he has
withdrawn his motion for a resolution on behalf of the
Socialist Group on the political situation in Poland
(Doc. 1-379180).
8. Agendafor next sitting
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next sitting will be held on
'lTednesday, 17 September with the following agenda:
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. to 7 P.m.:
- 
Decision on urgency
- 
Danken rcport on convertence of the economics of
the Membcr States
- 
Penders report on human rights in Poland
5.30 p.n. to 7 p.m.: Question Time (questions to the
Council Foreign Ministers)
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting uas closed at 7 P.m.)
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Wce-President
(Tlte sitting was opeted at 9 *n)
Presidcnt. 
- 
The sitdng is open.
12. Agendafor next sitting
Annex
l. Approoal ofminutes
President. 
- 
The minurcs of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
I call Mrs Bonino.
I
t
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Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I note that page 6
of the minutes gives details of requests for urgenr
debate, amont which is the request for urgent debate
on events in Turkey, tabled by Mr Glinne, Mr Klepsch
and Mr Bangemann. But I also note that the document
includes a request for urgent debate on a modon for a
resolution relating to rhe Macciocchi case, to which I
and, I think, another 30 Members of this Parliament
are signatories, and which we tabled yesterday for
forwarding' to the translation services, ar 3 p.m.
exactly, i.e. at least two hours before the Glinne,
Klepsch and Bangemann motion for a resolution was
abled, since the meeting on Turkey ended at about
5 p.m.
Mr President, I hold that all Members have equal
rights, whatever their names! I also know, Mr Presi-
dent, that the Fand motion was ready and had already
been distriburcd and that subsequently the idea of
combining the two documents arose. I do not object to
the fact thas the motion tabled by Mr Glinne and
others was announced yesterday; I simply regret 
-and protest against 
- 
the fact that the motion for
urgent debate tabled by us three hours before that of
the other Members, among whom Mr Glinne's name
appeared first, was not announced.
I repeat, Mr President, that I do not in any way object
to the fact that the motion on Turkey was announced.
I regret, and protest strongly against, the fact thar the
request for urgent debate on a motion for a resolution
signed by so many Members 
- 
whose names are
different, but I don't rhink thar is a crime 
- 
was nor
announced yesterday so that it could be voted on this
mornlng.
President. 
- 
Mrs Bonino, I have been informed in
the meantime that your text is srill being ranslated.
The request for urgent debate will be put to the vote
tomorrow morning, when all the Members will have
had a chance to read this rcxt.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, we are grateful m
you for this information, but allow me to point out
that the documents were handed to the translators at
3 p.m. and 5 p.m. respectively. This means, Mr Presi-
dent, that behind the scenes in this Parliament rules
are being set up which are becoming more and more
annoying. And since we are on the subject of institu-
tional life, I would point out thar the document in
question bore the signatures of Presidenr Rumor, Mr
Glinne and others.
President. 
- 
I shall see to it thar this text is available
as soon as possible.
Since there are no funher commenff, the minutes of
proceedings are approved.
2. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
I have received various documents,
details of which will be found in the minurcs of
proceedings.
3. Deckion on argenc!
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the decision on rhe
urgency of a number of motions for resolutions.
I have the following two motions for resolutions on
the perseotion of tbe Bahais in lran:
- 
by Mr Penders and others (Doc. l-390180)
- 
by Mr Lalor and Mr Israel on bchalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrars, Mr Klepsch on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pary
(Christian-Democratic Group) and Mr Scott-Hopkins
on behalf of the European Democratic Group (Doc.
t-J97 /80).
The motion for a resolution (Doc. l-372/80/rat.) has
been withdrawn.
Since they deal with the same subject, I propose that
the House should vote on these two motions rcterher.
I call Mr Glinne.
Illr Glinne. 
- 
(F) I should like to point out that
there is 
- 
or at any rale there was yesterday 
- 
a
consensus on a joint text to which my group was a
pany, but I see no mention of my group in the docu-
ment.
President. 
- 
That is the motion by Mr Klepsch, Mr
Lalor and others.
Mr Glinnc. ,- (F) But there is no reference rc [he
Socialist Group, nor to other troups which agreed. I
do not think we have the right version of the final rcxt.
Presidcnt. 
- 
So the Socialist Group also wishes to be
a signatory to the motion. That is noted, Mr Glinne.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) I should just like to withdraw
the Penders motion for a resolution in favour of the
jointly agreed text.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
That makes matters even simpler. The
Penders motion for a resolution is rhus withdrawn and
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,
Mr Glinne wants it clearly st"ted that his group asso-
ciates itself with the joint motion (Doc. 1-397180).
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, it seems to be
a morning of technical hitches. However, to reassure
Mr Pannella and Mrs Bonino, so that they do not feel
rhey are the victims of political persecution in this
House who deserve to have a request for urgenry
tabled in their defence, I should like to point out that
neither is any mention made of the Liberal Group in
the motion for a resolution on the persecution of the
Bahais, even though we also helped to draw it up and
ir has our support. I would ask for the name of our
group ro be added.
President. 
- 
I am pleased to note Mr Bangemann's
desire to be associated with the motion for a resolution
(Doc. 1-397l80).
I call Mr Lalor.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Chambeiron.
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I shall not
speak about the consensus, because we French
members of the Communist and Allies Group are not a
parry to it. I should like to point out that it looks as if
the tradition is becoming established or even streng-
thened according to which, at every part-session, this
Parliament deals with violations of human rights
which are being or might be committed somewhere in
the world.
This desire to transform Parliament into an institution
responsible for handing out praise or blame according
to obvious selective crircria leads me to remind you yet
again of the position of principle consistently adopted
by the French Communists and Allies. !7e .do not
consider that this Parliament is compercnt to set itself
up as a tribunal on world affairs. Funhermore we note
that mostly, behind the superficially displayed desire
to defend human rights, there is hidden a design which
is less convenient to admit, namely not to serve the
interests of human rights but to use them for the
purpose_of po,litical manoeuvering on th€ 
_side. The
au9he15 
- 
oiit least some of them 
- 
of the motion
for a resolution on Iran would enjoy greater credibiliry
in our eyes if in the past they had not kept strangely
silent over the crimes committed by the former Shah
and his regime, although in doing so they were only
following the example of the governments of most of
the Communiry countries. Some of the signatories
seein to have forgotten the time 
- 
albeit still very
recent 
- 
when they went into noisy raptures over the
sumptuous celebrations organized by the formbr
tonurer of Teheran, while thousands of political
prisoners were groaning and dying under torture in
the SAVAK prisons.
\7ith regard to Chile, may I remind you also that since
the assassination of President Allende my friends and I
have not ceased to draw public atrention to the crimes
of Pinochet and his regime and to mobilize democrats
to isolate a dictatorship which has plunged the Chilean
people into violence and obscurantism. And we shall
continue to do so, as we have done for the past seven
years, without faltering. \fle shall keep on condemning
all those tovernments, including our ov/n, which are
helping to srengthen the dictatorial and antidemo-
cratic regime in Santiago by supplying it with military
equipment.
Once again we must note that this Parliament is being
used as a democratic alibi for absolving from their
responsibilities - governments with whose policies
cenain groups in this House are in complete agree-
ment in their respective countries. Lastly I would
remind you rhat there are violations of human rights in
the Community; at the same time the majoriry in this
House refuses to discuss them and has done every-
thing to prevent a debate on the motion for a resolu-
tion mbled by my colleague Mr Marchais ' . .
(Protests 
- 
Appkuse fiom the extreme lefi)
Presidcnt. 
- 
For the moment you are only supposed
to state whether you are for or against urgency. This is
not the debate.
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(F) . . .I am against urtency
because we refuse to allow Parliament to arrogate to
imelf rights which are not granted to it under the
Treaty. Ve shall'abstain from the vote on urgency and
from any debate which follows it.
President. 
- 
I put the request for urgent procedure
to the vote.
Urgent procedure is adoprcd.
The debate will be placed on the agenda of Friday,
19 September.
*-"".
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-378/80) by Mrs Castle and Mr Lomas
on behalf of the Socialist Group: Violation of haman
rigbts in Chile.
I call Mr Klepsch.
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Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am rather
surprised at this motion for a resolurion with request
for urgent debate, since we were rold thar it would be
revised and completely changed. I cannot agree ro
urgent procedure for rhe motion by Mrs Castle and
others in irs present version, since we do nor feel that
Parliament should deal in plenary sitting with ques-
tions which might suitably be discussed by the Political
Affairs Committee. Ir is nor up ro us in this House to
censure what the British Governmenr states in rhe
House of Commons. I would repear, Mr President,
that we were rold rhat the morion would be completely
revised and ubled in a version which would be accept-
able to the other groups, but rhis has nor been done.
Therefore I cannot agree ro urgent procedure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) I should just like ro poinr our rhar
a different version of the morion for a resolution was
tabled yesterday. It is more complere in rhat ir mkes
account of the farce of a referendum which has jusr
been held in Chile and includes a justificarion which is
slightly different from the morion itself. I nore rhar rhis
document has not been disrribured. I must also say to
Mr Klepsch, who for very valid reasons was absenr
when this marrer was being discussed yesrerday, that
the colleague who took his place seemed very reserved
indeed with regard ro the negoriation on [he new text,
unlike che posirion adopted on the old one.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lomas.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
Could we just esmblish first, Mr Presi-
dent, whether we are now actually debating this
request for urgency? If so, I wish to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Arndt.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, I should like to
propose that we do not now vore on urgency but wait
until the orher motion has been printed and distri-
buted.
President. 
- 
I propose that rhe matter be posrponed
unt.il tomorrow, when the new text is available. This
will give Mr Klepsch the chance ro conracr Mr Glinne
and others.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
President. 
- 
I have the following rwo motions for
resolutibns on eaents in Bolioia:
- 
by Mr Glinne and others on behalf of the Socialist
Group, Mr Klepsch arid Mr Blumenfeld on behalf of
the Group of rhe European People's Pany (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group), Mr Fergusson on behalf of
the European Democratic Group, Mrs Caretroni
Romagnoli, and Mr Berkhouwer on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group (Doc. 1-382/80/rev.)
- 
by Mr Fanti and orhers on behalf of the Communist
and Allies Group (Doc. I -385l80).
I propose that, since these two morions for resolutions
are on [he same subjecr, rhe requests for urgent proce-
dure be voted on rogerher.
I call Mr Pranchdre.
MrPranchire. 
- 
(F) I wish to smre rhar we are in
favour of urgent procedure, which is jusrified because
the fascist milimry junta which is rorturing and
massacring in B,olivia is srill at work. The Bolivian
fascists are vying in crime with rhe bloodthirsty dicta-
torships of Chile and Salvador, where American
imperialism is pulling the strings. \7irh regard to the
events in Bolivia, we are ourraged ar the silence of
most of the governments of the nine countries of the
Community and ar the half-heaned attitude of a few
others, who confine themselves [o expressions of
regret, and we nore thar the polidcal groups which
represenr rhem in rhis House are silent on rhe
disgraceful behaviour of their governments. Vhat
government has announced that it has made firm
representations ro rhe sinister military junta demand-
ing an end ro the massacres like those of Caracoles
and to save rhe political, trade union or student leaders
of whom at least 2 000 are in prison? Vhat govern-
ment has intervened ro save rhe life of Simon Reyes,
Secretary of the Bolivian Vorkers' Federation and
elected represenrarive, who has been horribly tortured
and is still in monal danger? Vhat governmenr? Nor
those in Paris, London, Bonn or Rome! As for the
nine governments of the Communiry countries, not
one has thought for one insant of recognizing the
only legal governmenr of Bolivia, that which is led by
the elected President and which affirms before the
whole world its presence and its authority . . .
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Pranchdre, keep your remarks on
the subject itself for the debate and confine yourself to
the question of urgency.
(Applause)
Mr PranchCre. 
- 
(F) . . . Mr Presidenr, I am in
favour of urgent procedure and shall end by explain-
ing exactly why. Ve are of rhe opinion that a clear
position mus[ be adopted in defence of democrary and
libeny in Bolivia. In shon, we wish to uphold our
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motion because we do not want deputies like those in
France who remain silent and do norhing in Paris to
appear here as if they wanted to clear their name in
Strasbourg. This is the main reason for our position.
President. 
- 
Since no one else wishes to speak, I put
the request for urgent procedure to the vote,
Urgent procedure is adopted.
This item will be placed on the agenda of Friday,
19 September.
**o
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motionfor a
resolution by Mr Beyer de Ryke and others (Doc. 1-388/
80): Protecting the site of Tyre.
I call Mrs Le Roux.
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(O Mr President, ure are very
attached to the heritage of man, but we are also very
attached to human beings who are living today. This is
why we are very astonished, even perplexed, at this
reques[ for urgent procedure. Tyre is inhabited, is it
not? And is it not for that reason that it is being
bombed? And bombed by whom? By the Israelis. And
why are they bombing it? Because thousands of Libyan
and Palestinian refugees live there and Israel has
decided to clear it out. \flhat is urgent, Mr President,
is that Israel should stop its aggression so that in this
very region the descendanm of those who built the city
of Tyre may continue to live and to protect and create
a heritage. This is why we are against urgent proce-
dure, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beyer de Ryke.
Mr Beyer de Ryke. 
- 
(F) I would be loath ro enter
into a debate on the subject at this stege, since the only
point at issue is whether urgent procedure should be
adopted. The honourable Member of the Communist
Group is already starting to debate the matter itself,
but a political debate is in my view out of place, since
this is not whit my motion for a resolution is about. I
therefore ask the House to adopt urgen[ procedure
and shall wair to speak on the subject when you call
me to do so.
President. 
- 
I put the request for urgent procedure
to the vote.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
This item will be placed on the agenda of Friday,
l9 September.
President. 
- 
I have the following two motions for
resolutions on Turkey:
- 
by Mr Fanti and others (Doc. l-392/80): Coup d'6tat
in Turkey
- 
by Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr
Klepsch on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group) and Mr
Bangemann on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group (Doc. l-396/80): Eoenx in Turkey.
Since they deal with the same subject, I propose that
these two motions for resolutions be voted on
together.
I call Mr Frischmann.
Mr Frischmann. 
- 
(F) Mr President, it had been
, 
obvious for a long time that a coap d'6tat was being
'prepared in Turkey. In this very House we warned . . .
(Urproar)
. . . of this possibility. I personally went ro Turkey
recently as a member of a fact-finding delegation. On
my return I was able to make public the dangers which
were taking shape in that country.
Yet silence reigned everywhere. The media and the
right-wing parties were silent. Nothing succeeded in
stirring them. Neither the declaration of manial law in
a dozen regions, nor the repeated attacks on the free-
dom of the democratic and trade union organizations,
nor the censureship, nor the refusal to allov certain
newspapers to be published, nor the mass arresm, nor
the obstacles put in the way of lawyers, nor the
tortures in the police stations, nor even the thousands
of murders whose perpetrators have been left in peace.
But it is all these facts which prepared the way for and
encouraged this coup d'6tat. But yesterday's logic of
guilty silence has given way today to the stralte,
campaign which involves justifying the coup, display-
ing an astonishingly indulgent attitude to these even$
and appealing for moderation in our reaction rc them.
It would be a dishonour for this House to follow those
who are not bothering with the usual fuss about
human rights, liberties and the right of every nation to
conduct its own affairs by democratic means, i.e. those
whose sham indignation disappears because NATO
- 
that is, the United States 
- 
sanctions this criminal
i act by stressing Turkey's eminently strategic position.
': t'
l
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This is why we propose that Parliament should state
clearly its solidarity with the democratic forces strug-
gling against dictatorships and condemn the repres-
sions and violations of human rights which have esca-
lated since the coup d'6tat.Ye ask the House ro smre
equally clearly that it demands the immediarc release
' of rhose imprisoned and freedom for the democradc
and rade union organizations, the press and the
elected institutions, especially the Turkish Parliament.
And lastly, we want the European Parliament to
demand firmly the immediate suspension of relations
between the Communiry and Turkey for as long as the
military junta is in power. Any other attitude would
only serve to encourage. . .
(Uproar 
- 
Protestsfrom tbe ight)
Presidcnt. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, we must observe
a minimum of discipline. I defend the right of the
minority to speak for three minures, but you musr nor
keep on interrupting the speakers.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemaan. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, since the
Member who has just tried ro convince us that the
Communist Group's mo[ion is urgent did not speak
about urgency, he was unable to convince me rhat his
motion is urgent. I therefore request separare vorcs on
these two requests for urgent procedure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Danken.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I thought it was
customary in this House to consider 'urgenr proce-
dure' as relating to the urgency of the subject and not
the content of the resolutions themselves. If we vote
on them separately, we risk creatint a 
- 
to my mind
- 
dangerous precedent.
President. 
- 
I did not fully understand whether Mr
Bangemann meant that we should only speak on
urgency and not on the subject,itself.
I call Mr Danken.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
(NL) Once or twice problems have
arisen 
- 
to my mind deservedly 
- 
on pasi occasions
when urgent procedure was adopted for one motion
and not adopted for another one on rhe same subject.
'Ve have always obseryed the rule that urgency refers
to the actual subject and not the content of the resolu-
tion. In my view, since both these motions for resolu-
tions are on the same subject, we cannot vote on them
separately.,
President. 
- 
Icall MriPannella.
Mr Pannclla. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, I am obviously in
favour of urgent procedure, and rhis for a reason
which I could not have foreseen two days ago. It
seems incredible rc me that after three days the Euro-
pean ,Parliament 
- 
pardon me, Assembly, since we
must not uQe the word Parliamenr here! 
- 
has not yet
dealt with the problem of Turkey. So urgenry'is also
required for the dignity of this House. Ve urgently
need to take formal note of the facr that in Turkey
democracy and the Parliament have been overrhroc/n
by the milita45 which not only violares laws but also
tortures people.
Mr President, I want to have an urtenr debate, but let
us not delude ourselves. '$(i'e are perfectly well aware
that there will be nothing more rhan a debate, and a
debate for the majority.
The Group for rhe Technical Coordination and
Defence of Independent Groups and Members will
not have a single second to speak on rhis subject, since
it has been allocarcd only 11 minutes for the debates
on Poland, Turkey, the Danken report and the state-
ments by the President of the C6uncil: I I minutes'for
the whole group for the whole day. It is obvious that
we shall not be able to speak in this House, but since
we have the misfonune to belong rc it for rhe momenr,
we think that it should deal with this subject urgenrly.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I would even
propose that we debate rhis subject today, since the
Council is present.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to
address a request to Mr Bangemann. I can understand
his annoyance, since the gentlemen's agreemenr we
made obviously no longer applies if anyone who tables
a request for urgent procedure which he knows will be
adopted uses his speaking time to make a political
speech on the question of urgency. Then, of course,
the gentlemen's agreemenr to which Mr Danken
referred cannot be upheld. I therefore have every
sympathy with the commenr by Mr Bangemann. But I
should like to ask him to atree to our adopting once
more the procedure referred to by Mr Danken. I
should also like to ask the Chairman of the Commun-
ist Group, Mr Fanti, ro see ro it that this genrlemen's
agreement is not stretched to breaking poinr. If all the
authors of the motions had wanrcd to speak on
urgency just now, the discussion on urtenr procedure
alone would have taken an hour. If the agreemenr thar
a single vote on urtency should be taken for more
than one motion on the same subject is to apply, rhen
such 
- 
if I may call them so 
- 
slip-ups musr be
avoided.
(Applausefrom tbe centre and the right)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, on Mr Bangemann's
suggestion that the two motions be separately voted
on:You stated at the beginning that the motions dealt
with specific subject-matter. The President did exactly
the same thing yesterday with lots of other motions.
The point is, as Mr Danken and you yourself have
already said, Mr President, that what we are discuss-
ing is whether Turkey is a matter of urgency. '!7e are
not discussing the content of the resolutions. To divide
the resolutions and vorc on them separately would
implicitly be saying that there was more in one resolu-
tion than in another and the subject-matter would go
by the board. So I think we must vote on them
together.
President. 
- 
The Bureau has adopted a rule to th.e
effect that various resolutions dealing with the same
subject should automatically be grouped. So let us nor
enter ihto a legal discussion on the matter.
I call Mr Fanti.
Mr Fanti. 
-. 
(I) Mr President, I must express serious
criticism of the way in which the proceedings are
being conducted in this House. There is not a majority
and a minority in this House, since all the chairmen of
the groups are equal, whatever the size of the group.
Ve must adhere to this princifle.
I have asked to speak soon after Mr Bangemann in
order to ask him to withdraw his proposal for a separ-
ate vote, because this request would give rise in this
House to a very dangerous precedent which would
force our Broup to employ all the means available
under the Rules of Procedure tci see to it that demo-
cracy is fully observed. The agreement was that a single
vote is to be iaken when requests for urgent procedure
deal with the same subject. This is the case for the
motion for a resolution before us, and I do not see
why we should now depan from what has been laid
down. I therefore repeat my request to Mr Bangemann
most insistently and ask the President [o put the
matter to the vote.
(Applau.sefrom certain quarters on the lefi)
President. 
- 
Mr Fanti, I shall consider what you
have said as a point of order invoking the Rules'of
Procedure. I accept your remarks in this sense.
I call Mr Bangemann on a point of order.
Mr Bangema (D) Mr President, you know that
I very rarely raise points of order because I really do
not want rc hold up the proceedings. But.what is at
issue here is a question of firndamental imponance for
a reasonable debate on urgency, a question which will
come up time and time again.
It is true, Mr Fanti, that after an incident in which
urgent procedure was adopted for one motion and
rejected for another we agreed in the Bureau that as a
rule a single vote would be taken in such cases, since
in any case in the subsequent debate and decision on
the substance it can be decided separately which
motion to adopt and which to reject. But this is 
- 
as
it is so nicely described 
- 
a genrlemen's agreemenr,
and I have already spoken in this House, with an eye
on your group, about keeping to such agreemenm.
You were very annoyed at the time, but if you as a
gentleman consider the speeches by two of the
members of your group this morning, you must admit
- 
objectively 
- 
that they did not speak on urgency
but on the matter in hand. So if we come to a gentle-
men's agreement here, everyone musr keep to iu This
meansthat...
(Applause)
. . . your group must speak on urtency and not on the
actual subject. And this is why I have . . .
(Applause 
- 
Interruption)
. . . my remarks are not addressed rc you personally
but to you as chairman of your group. . . Vhat is
more, I would say to Mr Klepsch that his suggestion
that I was annoyed only shows that he has never seen
me in that state. Mr President, I shall not now uphold
my request so as not to complicate matters, but I
would ask you to point out to the group chairmen in
the enlarged Bureau that the gentlemen's agreement
we have concluded and which, furthermore, is not
provided for in the Rules of Procedure can only be
maintained if in this debarc on urgenby everyone actu-
ally does confine his remarks to the question of
urgency.
President. 
- 
I therefore pur the request for urgent
procedure to the vote.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
As already announced, this ircm will be placed on
today's agenda after the Penders repon on Poland.
I call Mr Sherlock on a point of order.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Mr President, with regard to the
decisions on urgency I wish on a point of order ro
question the effecdveness of our maturinal session of
ineffectual and undignified drivel. Do any of those
censured ever reply? If so, may we see those replies,
even if they are very discouraging or even just plain
rude?
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Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Sherlock, your group is at libeny to
ask the Bureau to change the procedure.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins on a point of order.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
May I have an assurance, Sir,
that Question Time even though you have added to
the agenda, will mke place at 5.30 p.m. this afternoon
and will not be put back, causing us to lose time. May
I have your assurance that we will stan Question Time
at 5.30 p.m.?
President. 
- 
Yes, at 5.30 p.m.
4. tV'elcome
President. 
- 
I have the honour to welcome to the
official gallery the Ponuguese Secretary of State for
European Integration, Mr Rui Almeida Mendds, who
is paying his first visit to the European Parliament in
Strasbourg.
On behalf of the House, I extend a warm welcome to
him and wish him much success in the talks he has
during his visit.
(Applause)
5. Regulations on structural problems affecting the
United Kingdom and setting ry aJlnancial mechanism
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mr
Danken (Doc. l-273/ 80), on behalf of the Committee
on Budgeu, on
the proposals from the Commission to the Council for
I. a regulation instituting supplementary Community
measurcs to contribute to the solution of the principal
srrucrure problems affecting rhe United Kingdom and
hence to the convergence of the economies of the
Member Smtes of the Community
II. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 1172/76
of lZ May 1976 setting up a financial mechanism.
I call Mr Dankert.
Mr Denkcrt, rutpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, it has
been claimed before in this House that the EEC is sick,
but apart from cenain incorrigible anti-marketeers, I
have never heard anyone claim that the EEC is incura-
ble, so you can imagine my surprise on hearing that
the Commission is now proposing euthanasia as a suit-
able course of treatment. Of course, no-one would
deny that there is such a thing as a British problem,
one which goes further than a simple case of 'I, want
my money back', one which is centred on the fact of
the 
- 
on averate 
- 
lower United Kingdom gross
narional product together with the high level of unem-
ployment and a disproportionarcly high British contri-
bution to the Community budget. All this must be seen
in the light of what I mentioned earlier and of internal
British political problems regarding membership of the
Community. These are all things we must bear in mind
and for which we must seek solutions. I shall refrain
from criticizing the agreement'of 30 May, although
there is one comment I must make in passing. It seems
to me rhat over rhe last few years, United Kingdom
Government members of the various Councils of
Ministers have not exactly done their best to reform
the Community budget [o ensure that contributions to
that budget are rather better balanced. Let me remind
you here 
- 
with a dash of bitterness 
- 
of the attitude
adopted by Mr Lawson in the debate on the budget.
However, be that as it may, and disregarding the ques-
don of whether we should assume the United King-
dom to be trying m be in the Community and oumide
it at one and the same time, the central problem is of
course whether rhe agreement of 30 May will harm
the Community more than it benefits Mrs Thatcher.
My inclination is to reply in the,affirmative, and I have
a number of reasons for doing so. Firstly, the British
atreement has shown that the policy of blackmailing
che Community works. I expect that the current finan-
cial and economic crisis within the Community will
rempr certain Member States to follow the United
Kingdom's example and that it will put ideas into the
heads of cenain applicant States. That is a highly
dangerous development for the fuure of the Commu-
nity.
Secondly, the British deal amounts to interference
with the financial autonomy of the Community and is
difficult to reconcile with the recently esublished prin-
ciple of financing the Community budget from own
resources, somethin8 which was achieved only after a
great deal of toil and rouble.
Thirdly, the British deal means that the Community
will hit the own resources ceiling at least a year earlier
rhan was expected. It is therefore highly likely that the
Commission's proposals for reforming the budget will
come too late to assist in the necessary process of
restructuring the budget, in which, case the Commis-
sion will be at the mercy of the Council, a Council
which, by means of the decision of 30 May, has poliri-
cally eliminated the United Kingdom from the discus-
sion on budgetary reform. To cut a long story shon,
we have witnessed a shifr in the political balance
wirhin the Community, whereby the Unircd Kingdom
has effecdvely been banished to the sidelines.
Founhly, the British deal means that the United King-
dom, after adopring a special position ois-,i-ois rhe
European Monetary Scheme, has now done the same
with regard to the budget. Finally, rhe British deal
means that the European Parliament has again been
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left out of the European decision-making process. So
much for the Council, which is in itself bad enough.
But what is really beyond my comprehension is the
fact that the Commission 
- 
which an ever-decreasing
number of optimists still regard as the guardian of the
Treary of Rome 
- 
still thinks it has to use the draft
regulations it submits to us as a means of keeping us in
the dark as to what is really going on. As regards these
draft regulations, I can only protest that the present
Commission is jeopardizing European cooperation
more that it is funhering it. Let me illustrate this point.
It was the Commission which 
- 
at the Council's
request 
- 
introduced the concept of net contribut-ions
to the budget. Mr President, this concept cannot be
applied to the benefim and drawbacks of EEC
membership for the United Kingdom in the same way
as, say, the mesh size of fishing nets or sugar produc-
tion in the EEC. This holds true not only because it is
impossible to calculate such a thing as a net contribu-
rion, but also because this concept fails rc reflect the
overall economic and budgenry advantages bestowed
on a country by its membership of the EEC. To take
the last point first, it must be said that the Netherlands
enjoys considerable advantages from the Common
Agricultural Policy, but let me also point out that I
have used a German car for the last twelve years
because the Dutch automobile indusry has pulled out
as a direct result of the free market within the
Community. Agricultural policy does indeed form an
integral pan of the Community budget, but nowhere
does the budget concern itself with my German car or
the restructured Daf company.
But even those elements which are reflected in a coun-
try's contibution to the budget do not give any firm
indication of what a country's net contribution is. Let
me give you two examples of what I mean. Because
'!(i'est German farmers receive more for their agricul-
rural produce than their Dutch counterpans, Dutch
powdered milk is mainly bought into intervention in
Germany and thus appears in the German profit and
loss account. By the same token, goods coming into
Europe through Dutch'and Belgian pons are subject
to levies and customs duties for the Community's
account, but because these levies are collected by the
Netherlands, they appear in the Dutch account. The
whole idea of a net contribution is therefore pointless
because it is at variance with the concept of a
Common Market. The fact that the Commission'
rhought it necessary to introduce such a concePt
unfonunately says more about the position of the
Commission than the state of the Community. The
criticism of the concept of a net contribution applies
even more to the draft regulations submitted to us by
the Commission in connection with the problem of the
Bridsh ner contribution. Instead of pimply claiming
that a net contribution redress was necessary as a f.eirly
arbitrary basis for giving Mrs Thatcher mosr of her
money back 
- 
a political deal we shall have to live
with and which I would not criticize as such 
- 
the
Commission now seeks to place rhis political deal on a
false basis by embroidering the facts with all this tvad-
dle about sructural problems and economic conver-
gence, with even a new financial mechanism being
dragged out as well.
To begin with the regulation setting up a financial
mechanism, the Council last week said before the
Committee on Budgets that, in the Council's opinion,
the system should be operated as proposed by the
Commission up to 1983, which would mean removing
cenain limitations, and that this mechanism should be
applied only to the United Kingdom. This convinces
me all the more that this soludon bears no resemblance
to an objective settlement of financial problems facing
rhe less well-off Member States and was adopted
solely to provide a part of the British money.
However, even with the pressure released from all the
brakes, it will only be possible to find pan of the
required amount, hence the need for the so-called
'supplementary Community measures to contriburc to
the solution of the principal structural problems afteu-
ing the Unired Kingdom and hence to the conver-
gence of the economies of the Member Starcs of
the Community', as the Commission's proposal has it.
The regulation could of course have been endtled
'Repayment of part of the British contribution for
which we have found no suiable instrument in the
Community's range of policy measures'. At any rate,
this draft regulation has nothing whatsoever rc do
with economic convergence. Repayment of the British
contribution will not bring the United Kingdom any
closer to the Communiry. At most we can expect this
regulation to ensure that the Unircd Kingdom drifts
away from the EEC rather more slowly. As regards rhe
solution of the outsmnding structural problems, the
Commission's proposals do not conain any warcnight
guarantee that the money repaid will be ,used for the
specified purpose because the Commission's draft
regulation in its present form in no way provides for
th-e necessary element of control at the end of the
regional development programmes at a time several
years following the checks carried out by the Commis-
sion or the Court of Auditors. In other words, no-one
can check whether the advances of up to 90 0/o of rhe
EEC's share of the year's expenditurc on a ccnain
programme, paid at the beginning of the year, and the
additional lO 0/o at the end of the year have actually
been used for that programme or for some other
purpose entirely. It is only at the end of a multiannual
programme that a check can be made as to whether
the programme has been carried out or not and
whether the funds earmarked for that programme
have actually been used for that purpose. I am grateful
ro rhe Court of Auditors for pointing out this facl- and
for presenting an opinion 
- 
which was reiectedby the
Commission 
- 
calling for the incorporation of the
necessary guaranrces. I am extremely disappointcd
that this kind of crirical opinion from the Court of
Auditors should not be passed on to us by thc
Commission if the Commission chooscs to ignore ir. It
is right that t watrhdog body like this Parliameot
should only be able to get the information it needs to
Ft. i,t 4a
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enable it to do its work by underhand means. That is
just by the by. My main.point is.that.there are insuffi-
cient guarantees to convince us that the supplementary
Community measures will genuinely conribute to the
solution of what are indeed serious structural prob-
lems affecting the Unircd Kingdom. In other words,
wi: seriously doubt whether these measures bear any
resemblance to the kind of regional poliry we should
be pursuing. Moreover, how can a structural poliry as
pan of a regional policy be reconciled with compul-
sory expenditure? Fortunately, Mr Tugendhat said last
week before the Commirree on Budgets rhat the
Commission took the view that the Advisory Commit-
tee'on Regional Policy should be brought'in on this
issue. The Commissions's willingness to bring in the ad
hoc committee proposed by us indicates that the
Commission will not insist on the supplementary
measures being of an explicitly regional policy nature
and should not be confused with such measures.
Mr President, with one eye on the clock, I should like
to draw a number of conclusions. The Committee on
Budgem rejects the substance of the Commission's
draft regulations regarding the United Kingdom's
contribution to the budget. This is clear from the
proposals we have put forward. Ve can do nothing 
-and do not wish to do anphing 
- 
rc nullify the finan-
cial content of the agreement of 30 May, in which case
there is no point in simply expressing a contrary
opinion on the proposals. \fle would then have gone as
far as we can in our advisory function in this matter.
Ve therefore propose that you urge rhe Commission
to accept our amendmenm to the draft regulation and
put our case rc the Council. If the Council accepts our
amendmenr, we can righdy say that we have done
our best to steer a clearing-house operation in rhe
direction of a structural policy. But rhis musr mean
structural poliry in the sense of non-compulsory
expenditure. If the Commission refuses to champion
our amendments or if the Council refuses ro accepr
[hem, we can srill insriture a conciliation procedure,
which is open to us in all cases in which the point at
issue is a Council decision with significant financial
consequences. In view of the fact rhar the Council
itself has so far failed ro solve the problem of the
content of regulations resulting from the decisions
taken on 30 May 
- 
indeed, I understand that rhe
Council is having to conrend with considerable inter-
nal problems with regard both to the amounts agreed
on with the United Kingdom and the substantive
nature of the poliry to be pursued 
- 
I trust that a
time-consuming conciliation procedure will not be
necessary.
That does nor mean ro say rhar I am ariy less gloomy
as regards the consequences rhe agreement of 30 May
will have for the Community, because the fact remains
that this agreement conflicts with rhe principle of rhe
Community's financial auronomy, exacerbates the
problem of own-resources, places rhe United Kingdom
in a special position vis-i-vis the other Member Sutes
and ser a precedent which may very soon be followed
in other Member States. The agreement runs counrer
to the aim of economic convergence, and may set a
precedent for other secrors of Community policy,
especially in the discussion which is just beginning on
restructuring. Moreover, it has 
- 
despite denials 
-introduced the principle of. juste retour into the
Communiry budget. The \7est German cabinet is now
considering a ceiling which would be at variance with
the principle of the uniry of the market. As a result of
this agreernent, the necessary structural reform of the
budget has been rendered more difficult, the European
Parliamenr has been banished to the sidelines and the
Commission has, in my opinion, allowed iuelf to be
manoeuvred by these draft regulations into a position
which illbecomes it.
(Applausefrom certdin quarters on the lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman to speak on
behalf of the Committee on Regional Poliry and
Regional Planning.
Mrs.Kellett-Bowmann, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
Mr
President, my Commirtee welcomes these proposals as
a realistic ar[empr to solve rhe problems of one of the
Member Smtes wirhin the framework of Community
policy, and I was dismayed ro hear the remarks made
by Mr Danken jusr now, alrhough I had heard pan of
them in the Comtnittee on Budger earlier last week.
My Committee feels very strongly that these proposals
do not consrirute a long-rerm solution either to the
problems of the United Kingdom 
- 
and in that we do
agree with Mr Danken 
- 
or ro rhose of the Commu-
nity, and therefore we in my Committee await wirh rhe
grearcst of interest rhe Commission's proposals for
structural change which they have been asked to
present by June 1981. My Commitree does not share
Mr Danken's view that the proposals now pur forward
by the Commission in any way imperil those rhat will
be put forward next year: we regard these proposals
more as what we would call a holding operarion.
My Committee appreciares that these supplementary
measures are aimed at the fulfilment of programmes,
and this is so vitally important that we musr fix our
mind on that particular point. They are fixed on
programmes rather than on isolated projects, and we
attach panicular imponance ro the Commission's
insistence thar these supplementary measures must 
- 
I
repeat, must 
- 
fit in with existing Community poli-
cies, especially with regional policy, and be directed rc
the regions with the grearcst structural imbalances.
That is why I found some of Mr Danken's remarks so
puzzling. He appeared to think that these proposals
were not really aimed ar rhose pans of the United
Kingdom which are in the worst strucrural balance
and most in need of bringing into convergence with
the ress of the Community.
For many years, the Regional Poliry Commitree has
stressed the nced for the close coordination of all
. 
ir',i 
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Community instruments if economic convergence is to
be achieved. They do not, therefore, wish to see the
creation of any new legal frameworks such as are
contained in the proposal for a regulation, Doc COM
(80) 333, except in a quite specific shon-term sitpation
such as this is. The proliferation of funds and instru-
ments cannot, in general, lead to that greater coher-
ence in Community policy at which we must all aim,
and on this point, at least, we would agree with Mr
Dankert.
My Committee is in full agreement with the aim and
range of the projects covered: the renewal of urban
areas by the improvement of economic infrastructure,
with especial emphasis on those things which my
Committee have always sought 
- 
transpon and
communications, energy transmission, water, sevage,
advance factories, the servicing of industrial sites, and
so forth 
- 
and investments to improve the exploita-
tion of coal resources at a time when the Community
is so ihon of energy. Surely it can only be in the inter-
ests of the whole Community that the money thus
provided should be used in these particular ways 
-ways in which this Parliament and this Chamber have
long sought that money should be spent.
My Committee also feels, as it has always felt, in
respect of the Regional Fund itself that this money
should be clearly seen to represent additional expendi-
ture in the regions concerned; but they are satisfied,
unlike Mr Danken, that this can be achieved by the
Commission's proposals, in panicular by Anicle 7 (1),
whereby the UK must make available to the Commis-
sion all information required and accept supervision
and on-the-spot checks 
- 
unlike one Member State,
which is very keen on avoiding on-the-spot checks 
-because I believe, and my Committee believes, that
these on-the-spot checks are perfectly proper where
public money is being spent. The Commission also
has the power to suspend payments if they are not
satisfied with the way that programmes are carried
out. Now surely this is a reasonable tool for the
Commission to expect to have and a reasonable tool
for this Parliament to wish it to have and under para-
graph 4 of Anicle 1 of the financial mechanism they
do not make the final payment until they are so satis-
fied and all the evidence is in their hands.
All in all, although it would be perfecdy true to say
rhat my Committee regrets that the need arose for such
measures, the measures put forward by the Commis-
sion are fully in accord with the principles of regional
policy for which our committee has always stood and
they therefore give them their support.
(Appkuse from certain quarters on the ight)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schinzel to speak on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
Mr Schinzcl, drafisman of an opinion. 
- 
(D) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, speaking on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, I
should like m begin by informing Mrs Kellett-
Bowman that I cannot go along'ivith her views when it
comes to the vote. I can, however, add my voice to the
essential points made by Mr Danken on behalf of the
Commimee on Budgets.
The Commitrce on Economic and Monetary Affairs
lqe-lcomes the fact that agreement has been reached
between the Member States, thereby defusing a situa-
tion which seriously threatened the cohesion of the
Community. \7hen one reads the title of the Commis-
sion's proposal, aiming to 'conribute to the solution
of the principle structural problems affecting the
United Kingdom and hence rc the convergence of the
economies of the Member States of the Communiq/,
one may be forgiven for hoping that the Community is
really setting out to tackle one of its most imponant
political aims, namely rhe elimination of the regional
dispariry within the European Community by means
of an active and forward-looking structural policy. But
if we have a good look at the proposal itself, the title
turns out to be a mere facade which has nothing what-
soever to do with structural poliry in the Unircd King-
dom or with economic convergence ih the Community
as a whole. lfhat the proposal is copcerned with is
nothing more than a pure financial transfer. The fact is
that neither the corresponding programmes exist, nor
are there any criteria whatsoever for such Programmes
or mechaniims for implementing such criteria or any
way for Parliament to crel1 such mechanisms.
This, as far as the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs is concerned, is the essential point.
Ve are against issuing carte bhnche to any Member
State on the grounds that, although such a srcP may
aven a shon-term danger to the Community, it vill in
the medium and long term serve to weaken the
Communiry and place limitations on the political
means whereby this House can earmark more
resources for a policy of greater convergence and a
reduction of unemployment in the Communiry.
L.i *. be brief th.n 
"nd simply 
point out that this
project will set a dangerous precedent and will be a
retrograde step in the development of the Communiry,
and I have in mind here not only those counries
which will shonly be joining the Community, but also
those Member States which are currently facing
serious economic difficulties, such as Belgium and
Italy. I wonder what our reaction will be if these coun-
ries come along with an unjustifiable demand like the
United Kingdom government.
Secondly, the measurds proposed by the Commission
and the Council will lead to a system of. juste retour
and thus 
- 
and this is not a new point I am making
now 
- 
rc the capitulation of all of us who want to see
a common European policy for workers and employ-
ees implemented at long last in important sectors such
as industrial, errcrgy ahdlructwal policy. Ve shall
thus be throwing in the towel before we have even
n. . i,"
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made any serious arrempt to tackle this kind of policy,
which is of the utmost imponance for the future of the
Communiry.
Finally 
- 
to end on a personal note 
- 
we are hand-
ing over this money to a government which is produc-
ing growing unemployment as a means of remedying
its economic problems. Given the level of unemploy-
ment throughout the Community, that is quite a stag-
gering achievement.
The Council claims that the proposed measures will
remain in force for only two years, but no-one is
prepared to say how we propose ro make a soft land-
ing and introduce a sensible sysrem to the budget in
two years' time. In other words, there are no serious
documents which could persuade us ro vore for rhe
proposals. That being so, we supporr all the supple-
mentary checking measures proposed by the Commit-
tee on Budgem to ensure that the funds will be allo-
cated at least roughly to,those areas which the Euro-
pean Parliament 
- 
politically at least 
- 
thinks desira-
ble.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fich to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Fich. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the Socialist Group
was never very much impressed by the decision
reached by the Council on 30 May. In fact we were
amazed that it was regarded as a solution. There had
indeed been many problems during the spring and
everyone here knows how anxious they were, how the
possibility of the Community being crippled or even
falling apan loomed so large. However, it was, in our
view, quite a leap from this situadon to calling the
decision reached on 30 May a solution. As we saw it
and continue to see it, all this decision in effecr meant
was that the problem could be put off for a while. \7e
are still convinced that this is the way things stand. \7e
are convinced that no solutions were in fact found on
30 May but that the problem was simply put off. Vhy
should this be? The obvious explanadon is that the
endre debate at that time was based on a fundamen-
tally wrong approach. The trouble with the approach
was that people did nor understand rhe own-resources
system and accepted what Mrs Thatcher said to the
effect that customs revenue c/as money belonging to a
panicular country which was subsequently transferred
to the Community. Nobody questioned the fact that
this was called a British contribution 
- 
in spite of the
fact that it had been explained time and rime again for
the benefit of the Council and everyoqe else that rhe
system just does not, in fact work that way and in spite
of the fact that it had been explained thar if goods
were imponed into the Communiry through a differ-
ent country, e.g. France or Denmark, this situation
would never have arisen and in spite of the fact that
this was demonstrably m_erely somerhing which
hippened on paper but liad nothin-g to do wiif, the real
economic transactions.
At the same time it was accepted 
- 
this was anorher
aspect of the wrong approach 
- 
that the Community
budget reflected the benefits or drawbacks arising
from Community membership for a parricular counr{f.
If this idea was accepted, ir was obvious that, for
example, the Federal Republic had made the largest
contribution. But as we all know, the Federal Republic
has profited enormously from the Community for the
simple and obvious reason [har only a very small
proportion of the economic ransactions between the
Member States have anyrhing wharsoever rc do with
the Community budget. For this reason, rhe entire
problem of a net contribution had been misunder-
stood, and since the solurion was based on this misun-
derstanding, the solution itself was obviously also
mistaken.
Thus we now have a provisional solution which is to
apply for two or three years. Let us hope that it is very
provisional, since if rhis principle manates to uke a
hold, we will, as Mr Schinzel rightly pointed out,
come up against the problem of. juste retour.If it means
that limits will be set for paymenrc which a counrry
can receive from or pay into the Community budget,
this will provide a direct roure ro prorecrionism in
Europe and there can be hardly anybody who wants
this to happen as u/e know from experience what this
can mean.
In our view, rhe financial artumenm underlying the
Council's decision were mistaken. '!7e realize, of
course, that there were certain political facts which
had to be taken inro accounr and forced the Council's
hand in this situarion. Basically, we can fully under-
stand these political considerations, bur we do not
think these argumenff should have been used.
A further consequence of this is that our Group does
not intend to reject rhe Council's decision of 30 May.
Ve will not reject the postponement of the problem
agreed at that [ime. In fact, we are somewhat surprised
that other groups uranr ro try and get something of this
kind rejected. I srrongly suspecr rhat the French
Communists or the Danish Peoples Movemenr atainsr
the European Communiry wanr ro try and bring about
a re.iection of this measure designed to rerurn cenain
amounts to the United Kingdom 
- 
which is some-
what surprising as these troups do not normally take
the view that Parliament should be able to overrule
Council decisions. However, they appear now ro have
adopted a different arrirude ro this question. !7e, on
the other hand, will accepr rhe Council's decision for a
limited period, but with the following four clear reser-
vations.
Firstly, we should like ro stress most emphatically that
this has nothing to do with convergence. This is purely
and simply a financial transfer which does nor even
contribute very much to structural developmen!. Tbc_
question is whether or nor this is simply a matter of
reducing British foreign credit. I have heard at any
rate thar this is rhe view rhat Mrs Thatcher takes on ir.
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Vhy is this not a solution to the convergence prob-
lem? The reason is quite simple, namely that the agri-
cultural policy occupies such a dominant position in
Community policy as a whole and as long as it contin-
ues to do so, there will never be an automatic chan:
nelling of funds from the Community back m the
Unircd Kingdom. I should thus like to stress the wish
of the Socialist Group for a reduction in agricultural
expenditure so that the funds can in future be distri-
buted in a more rational manner.
Our second major reservadon is that this decision is
unclear. As Mr Danken himself states very clearly in
his repon, not many people in fact know exactly what
was decided. Vhat did the Council in fact decide ? Did
it decide what the United Kingdom's net contribution
should be? Or did it decide what the Community
should pay back to the United Kingdom?'S7hat were
we supposed to do if the estimates proved to be incor-
rect? All these questions remain to a certain extent
unanswered, and it in fact strikes us that the Council
has made very bad decisions in this field.
Thirdly, our Group insists that this should be classified
as non-compulsory expenditure. Ve cannot simply
make out a blank cheque to a government and say,
'here you are, you can use this money for whatever
purpose you like 
- 
tax reductions or anything you
feel like'. This is not something we can go along with.
The funds which are to be returned to the United
Kingdom come from the Communiry coffers and
should therefore be subject to the maximum possible
control by the Communiry, i.e. those who contriburc
to these funds. !7e therefore insist that this should be
non-compulsory expenditure, which means that c/e
agree with the Labour members who feel that this
money should be used in the fight against unemploy-
ment which is so obviously called for in the Unircd
Kingdom. This will only be possible if it is classified as
non-compulsory expenditure. It is essential in this
context that we must insist on control of the way the
money is used. This is not simply a question of report-
ing, it is also a question of how the payments are
made, i.e. what system of conrol is applied. Mr Dank-
en also stressed the need for this in his repon.
My founh and final point is that this must not be
allowed to set a precedent. !7e have already heard
rumours to the effect that other counffies might feel
inclined to introduce similar arrangemenrc and, as has
been pointed out, the countries in question are not
only applicant countries, but also existing Member
States. \7e cannot accept this, as it would be tanta-
mount to planting a bomb under the entire financial
mechanism. If this is what people want, they should
come straight out with it and say so. However, if they
wish to maintain the existing financial system, this
must not be allowed to set a precedent.
I should like to conclude by saying that, in our view,
this is a very shoddy piece of work on the pan of the
Council. As we see it, the Council has postponed the
problems but, in the current situation, we do not see
any possibility of changing the Council's decision of
30 May. !fle will, therefore, try to improve on it. This,
we think, can only be done by supporting the Danken
repon rcgether with a proposed amendment regarding
the combating of unemployment.
(Scanered appkuse from the lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom to speak on
behalf of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group).
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of
my Group, I shall refrain from using the kind of
language used just now by the rapponeur, Mr Dank-
ert, to underline his outstanding report, which inci-
dentally we support.'![e shall be voting for the motion
for a resolution, but I feel that we should be well
advised to refrain from using extreme language to
express our concern and irritation. The position
adopred by my group is independent of the question of
which government is in power in the United Kingdom.
I very much approve of the views advanced by Mr
Schinzel on behalf of the Committee on Eeonomic
and Monetary Affairs, but in his speech he referred at
one point to 'a cenain government. I do not think it
wise for this House 
- 
and cenainly not the commit-
rees 
- 
to pass judgement on the internal politics of
this or that Member State. That, after all, is what
national Parliamenm are for. Our views, which are
entirely in line with those espoused by Mr Schinzel,
were arrived at regardless of the question of which
tovernment is in power in the United Kingdom. I just
wanted to make that point, Mr President, to avoid any
misunderstandings.
I shall try to ssick to the facm and adopt as unemo-
tional a tone as possible. I find it difficult to express
the feelings and views of my group on this repon. As I
said before, we support the Danken Report and we
shall be voting for the motion for a resolution.
!7hen the financial mechanism was introduced in
1975, the old nominated European Parliament merely
took note of the development. However, the silence
which greeted its introduction concealed a wide range
of sentiments. Actually, Mr Dankert is doing precisely
the same thing by saying neither yes or no. \7hat.he is
very rightly trying to do is to have changes made to
various articles.
On the previous occasion, we w'ere presented with a
fait accompli, and the same holds true more or less this
time. The motion for a resolution does not express our
approval, but does set out objections and requests for
amendments to be made. This we believe to be as it
shbuld be, and the text of the reiolution points out the
grave danger inherent in the way in which the present
compromise was brought about in the Council, a
compromise designed to redress cenain complaints,
['
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which were ro some extent jusrified. The compromise
does not solve the strucrural problem, but merely
offers, a cercain remporary consolation. But at what
price?
The high price which has been paid is that the sysrem
of financing the Community by own-resources 
-achieved after so much roil and trouble 
- 
can now be
tampered with. And what is the significance of that?
Not everyone 
- 
and cenainly nor rhe public at large
- 
realizes that the money for the European Commu-
niry budget comes nor from government coffers, but
sraight from customs levies, agricultural levies and a
proportion of VAT revenue. These funds are nor prov-
ided by the Member Srates' governmenrs, and it is
simply wrong for them ro be presented as originating
from government budgem.
The money that comes direcdy to the Community is a
proportion of the taxation paid by rhe taxpayer. If this
principle is tampered with, we shall'at the same time
be tampering with the principle of the Community's
financial auronomy, and thus with the powers of the
European Parliament. That is rhe grave danger the
rapponeur rightly point6d out and which I have
briefly underlined. A number of speakers have already
commented on the danger of setting a precedent. The
same point is righcly made in the repon. Ve must be
on our guard against serting a precedent for new and
existing Member States. Afrer all, why should one be
denied what has been granted to another?
It is also a fact that this large amounr of money will act
as a brake on the preliminary draft budger for 1981, a
very powerful brake which will probably result in the
own-resources ceiling already being exceeded in 1981.
The repercussions of all this will become clear to us
over the coming months when the rapponeur, Mr
Adonino, begins his work in this House on the 1981
budget, and we shall get a foreraste of what we can
expect nex[ week when the Council meets to settle rhe
draft budget for 1981. And rhen there is also a danger
of other ceilings for such rhings as incomes, receipts
from and payments into the Community kitry, where-
by the status of the budget within the Economic
Community is seen totally out of perspecrive, because
the benefits and drawbacks of membership of the
Community are reflected only to a minor extenr in the
budget, as we have heard so often in this House.
In the opinion of my Group, rhe great danger here is
that if large sums of money are committed in rhis way,
it will mke years ro break down the resistance on rhe
pan of cenain governmenr to the essential increase in
the ceiling for own-resources. Those tovernmenrs are
really in favour of raising the ceiling, but only for very
specific pro-Europeans aims. There are therefore a fair
number of drawbacks to rhis system, major drawbacks
which are rightly reflecrcd in Mr Danken's motion for
a resolution.
I should jusr like [o commenr on a specific point in
paragraph 5 of the morion for a resolution. Speed is of
the essence in the process of examination and submis-
sion by rhe Commission of proposals designed m
improve [he s[ructure of the budger ro creare a berrer
balance. This is a highly important marrer, and the
Council expecm the work to be complercd by l July
next year. That being so, rhe Commission musr srop
claiming that it is not its job, as it did last week to the
amazemenr of all of us in the Committee on Budgets.
Of course, the present Commission will no longer be
in office in July 1981, but it should do the necessary
preparatory work. If the new Commission, whose
members will first of all have to ter ro know each
other, has to start from scratch in January, it cannot
possibly complere its work by l July, 1981, which is
late enough as it is. Ir therefore follows that the
present Commission must do the preparatory *ork,
and I hope that this debate will help ro convince the
Members of the Commission that rhis is indeed tlreir
job.
Mr President, I can go along with the repon and the
motion for a resolution tabled by the rapporreur.
There can be no doubt that the major drawbacks of
this compromise outweigh the advantages. I should
like to. point out thar I have grear respect for rhe
work done by the Commission's officials who have
shown a great deal of inventiveness in trying ro recon-
cile this compromise as well as possible with the estab-
lished views on regional poliry in Europe. The cynical
commenrc which have to be made on this compromise
in no way detract from our respecr for the work which
has been put in. I hope thar this will bear fruit in the
form of the convergence of the Member Shtes' econ-
omles.
Finally, I should like to comment briefly on an amend-
ment. The first paragraph of the motion for a resolu-
tion refers to surpluses. To avoid any misundersmnd-
ing my Group would like ro see rhis changed ro 'srruc-
tural surpluses'.,I rhink the rapponeur will go along
with this suggestion, but others may disagree. Agricul-
tural surpluses are a perfectly normal phenomenon, as
are occasional shonfalls, but that is not rhe point at
issue here. Vhat we want to see are structural
measures aimed at the kind of policies which, year in
year out, produce permanenr major surpluses. 'Stre
hope this amendment ro paragraph I will be adopted.
(Applause from the centre )
President. 
- 
I call Mr Taylor to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr. J. M. Taylor. 
- 
Mr President, it is not often rhat
I speak either in the CommittBe_on Budgets or in this
Chamber ar odds and in disagreemenr with Mr Dank-
ert. But I feel thar today, and in his paper, he is wrong
in his opening appraisal; he is wrong in his treatment
and in the way he introduced the financial mechanism
and the supplementary measures and rhe proposed
regulations to deal with them.
': " ,,!! '
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He devoted some of his opening remarks to problems
in the United Kingdom and problems in Europe 
-problems that are very serious 
- 
problems of unem-
ployment and regional imbalance, problems often
Lxpressed in the global word convergence. The tone of
his comments, like the tone of much of his paper, is
that these monies s/e are now. considering are in some
way intended exclusively and directly for those
purposes in the United Kingdom.
'!7ell, I hope they can in fact find their way to applica-
tion to help with those problems in the United King-
dom.
But 
- 
and this is the imponant point, a point he has
missed 
- 
these monies we are ulking about now are
simply being paid to the United Kingdom because the
United Kingdom was paying far too much.
There has crept into Mr Danken's document 
- 
but I
hope not into his personal attitude 
- 
a certain mean-
ness of approach that one did not discern before.
Vhether this is some post-rapponeurship reaction I am '
not sure, but the meanness of tone is cenainly there'
And also, if I may so, a cenain emotiveness of
language 
- 
although this may have something to do
with the translation of his repon. I heard him say 
-
cenainly in English 
- 
that it showed that blackmail
could pay, the May agreement demonstrated that
blackmail in the Community paid.
Now, you know, this will not do, Mr President. If any
other country in the Community is paying in three
dmes more than it is taking out, which was the UK
position 
- 
I l/2 billion in and a half billion out 
-then clearly something is wrong. If it was Mr Dank-
ert's country that was in that position I would want his
country to have some money back as well.
I would want his country to have redress because the
Treaty says it should. I have got the words of 1976:
... 'concern any country that is obliged to bear a
disproponionate burden in financing the Community
budgiC. The way our structures work at the moment,
rhe industrial and agricultural balance of the different
countries, and the way we raise our revenues have
resulted in the United Kingdom's paying considerably
too much, and now this redress returns money to the
United Kingdom, at it should, and as I would wish rc
see it do so were another country in the same set of
circumstances.
Emotive language! He talks about camouflage, Mr
President; camouflage indeed in the Commission's
proposals. Vell, the Commission's proposals qe av4!-
able. Ve can read them. They have been published,
and for that matter ihe Committee on Regional Poliry
and Regional Planning seems to be able to understand
them. Mrs Kellen-Bowman did not say that they were
camouflaged. She said that her Committee was reason-
ably content. I think she said that she was content. Mr
Danken himself, following through presumably on his
presumpdon of camouflage, decided to write to the
Commission expressing his anxieties. \7hat did the
Commission do, Mr President? The Commission
replied in writting. The document has been published.
It is PE 67.020. These are patent, obvious, clear, Eans-
parent ansq/ers to Mr Danken's anxieties. So much for
camouflagel
Net contribution: he suggested that this was some
kind of intractable mystery which he personally could
not fathom. Not at all. Mr President, the quesdon of
the British redress is not a marginal quibble about juste
retour. Ve are talking, as I said before, of a country
that is paying in three times more than it takes out.
That is not a marginal matter of juste retour. That is
the very set of circumstances which the Treaty and the
Acr of the Council from time to time have regarded
as unfair and in need of treatment.
Mr President, Mr Danken said that the Commission
document offered inadequate guarantees. In those
remarks he also missed the point, I regret to say. He
seemed to be treating the financial mechanism and the
supplementary measures as though they were an
extension of the Regional Fund. Mr President, they
are not. He told us that the committee for which he
was speaking, the Committee on Budgets 
- 
which
incidental.ly was not unanimous on this matter 
-
rejects the Commission's proposals. My Group, Mr
President, does not. He says that he asks that there be
progress now towards conciliation. I say that this is a
waste of time; it is not needed. The amounts are
agreed, and programmes are being put forward by the
recipienr government and the matter should frankly be
dispatched.
Mr Schinzel suggested to us that the Commission's
proposals represented, in the English translation, 'a
capitulation'. He also said that the measures were
intended to run for a maximum of two years. Mr Pres-
ident, I can only take these observations as being in
some way related to the fact that he was not present in
the Committee at the relevant times and that his
Committee was somewhat pressed for time. The report
states, and I quote, 'in view of time constraints and the
absence of the draftsman' 
- 
I believe that this is the
Member in question 
- 
'the committee vorcd to adopt
some sections of a previous document as the basis for'
its opinion'. I do not find that very weighty or persu-
asive, nor indeed do I regard the Member's contribu-
tion as one that should be panicularly pressuasive in
this debate.
Mr President, I speak as one who, in my own countr/r
has been as keen as any to support regional arguments
as against national centralism. I speak-as one who was
elected to this place because I believe in the European
Community, I believe in the advancement of the
Community and its concept of regional policy, and I
believe in the role of the Parliament. On this occasion,
Mr President, I think we must look at the realities.
The Council has taken a decision ro redress the
balance in favour of one Member State. The financial
consiquences are obligatory. The financial mechanism
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is obligatory and the supplementary additional monies
must be seen in the same light. Vhat we have here, Mr
President, is rhe Parliamen[ undersnndably being
zealous. Parliament is keen to take an interest in the
destination of rhese monies. Thar is understandable.
But I am not quite sure that it is 
.iusdfied, because it is
not the Regional Fund, alrhough the document from
the Commission allows that there should be regular
appraisals of progress. I think there should be. I think
they should also be communicated to this Parliament
for its comments.
Mr President, ler me conclude my remarks in this way:
my colleagues and I believe in rhe attempt to achieve
convergence. But convergence is far more than what
we are talking about here today. Convergence is
urgent. ft is imponant and it is much bigger than the
topic we are now debating. \7hat we are now debat-
ing is merely a shon-term palliative. Ir is merely a
three-year redress for one counrry rhat pays roo much
because of the way in which we raise our revenue, and
because there is an urgent need to overhaul the way
we raise our revenue and ger a better balanced and
more logical and sensible sysrem. Until we have a
better balance and a more logical and sensible sysrem
one counrry is paying too much by a factor of 3 to l,
so it will get some of its money back. Vhat is wrong
with that? That is nor rhe real problem, It is shon-term
correction and the imponant thing is to desparch this,
get it out of the way. Give the United Kingdom its
money. Don't mess about. Get on the real issue which
is the economic convergence of the European
Community.
(Applausefrom certain quarters on the right)
President. 
- 
The President-in-Office of the Council,
who has been in conference wirh the Political Affairs
Commitree since this morning, has just joined us. On
your behalf, extend a very warm welcome to Mr
Thorn.
(Appkuse)
I call Mr De Pasquale to speak on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group.
Mr De Pasquale. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I think the
solution found to the problem of the British contribu-
tion mirrors the crisis in the Community. It entirely
reflecm the inadequacy of the presenr Community
structures in the face of any problem of internal
balance or convergence 
- 
so much so that, in this
case, in order to cobble together a precarious, tempor-
ary solution ir was necessary to modify both rhe finan-
cial mechanism and the Regional Fund procedures.
The agreement reached in May has solved nothing,
Everything has been postponed, and this posrpone-
ment was not accompanied by any useful suggestion
on how to overcome the present difficulties in the
course of time. Indeed, rhe imbalance in the British
contribution to the Community budget is a real and
serious problem which nobody in this Parliament has
ever underestimated, and therefore the requesr for its
correction, being entirely legitimate, had to be mer.
But in what way? The righr way was indicated by this
Parliament on various occasions and even through
spectacular action. It was a question of placing the
imbalance in the British contribudon in the wider
context of budgetary reform, of correcting the agricul-
tural price system, of increasing resources and creating
new common policies. It was a question of regarding
the British problem nor as a difficulty rc be patched
up, but as an opponunity to tackle the mosr urgenr
questions of integration and convergence. This was
and is the right road not only for Great Britain but
also for all the European counrries to take, but
governments have not even taken a timid step along it.
Instead of providing a srrong political solution for a
financial problem, they have confined themselves to
providing a weak financial solution to a political prob-
lem.
I think one can say that the compromise reached arose
from the intersecrion of two netarive approaches 
-on the one hand, rhat of the British Conservative
Governmenr, rooted in a purely quantirarive concepr
of im relationship wirh the Community, one of gains
and losses 
- 
consistenr moreover with the whole of im
economic and monetary policy, which denies any need
for planning; and on the other hand, the approach of
the other European governmenm, concerned rc avoid
inroducing any new elemenm into the present totrer-
ing Community edifice, so as nor ro oppose the very
strong protectionist tendencies in the national econ-
omtes.
For these reasons the view taken by the Italian
Communists can only be exrremely critical, and for the
same reasons we shall vote in favour of rhe motion for
a resolution, since it confirms this view, confines itself
to mking note of a fait accompli and proposes changes
which are in line with our thinking.
There is no time to examine the substance, and there-
fore I shall make three brief observations. Firstly, in
this matter, once again, the powers of rhe institutions
have not been respected in practice. The Council has
done everything and rhe Commission has been rele-
gated to the role of a rechnical annex whose sole task
is to clothe the decision in Communiry garmenrs,
whili Parliamenr has been ignored on an essential
budgetary question. Secondly, the procedures
contained in the Regulation instituting supplementary
measures show that, when one wants to act with a
modicum of speed and effectiveness in monircring
regional programmes, the present structure of the
Regional Fund is of lirtle or no use. It must therefore
be reformed within the deadline envisaged, in the
interest of all the weaker areas of the Communiry, not
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only those in Great Britain. Thirdly, it is not certain
that the change in the financial mechanism is valid
only for Great Britain and only for the next few years.
The development of the crisis can have unforeseeable
effects on the budgets of the Member States, and for
that reason it is essential quickly to bring about a
reform which would rule out the very idea of Commu-
nity refunds directly related rc the budget of an indivi-
dual Member State, since the alternative would be the
disintegration of the Community.
Mr President, the Concil has committed itself, in its
usual ponderous way, to solving these problems by
1982 through structural reforms. Vhile we are not
. 
questioning anyone's good faith, this postpone-
ment seems an obvious sign of uncenainty and confu-
sion bordering on ill will. Ve hope that Parliament
and the European democratic forces will not passively
await events and deadlines, but will do everything they
can in this decisive year to help bring about true inte-
gration. Ve Italian Communists, for our pan, will do
our best,towards that end.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rossi to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Rossi. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should first of all
like to stress that it is not our job, as Members of the
European Parliament, rc discuss in this debate the
merits of the agreement reached on 30 May last, but
what we must do is to pass judgement on the Commis-
sion's proposals for regulations to implement the
measures decided in May, first by the Heads of State
or Government, and then by the Council of Ministers.
I shall therefore resrict my remarks to this aspect of
the question and consider the two main problems it
raises, that is the financial mechanism and the supple-
mentery measures for the United Kingdom.
On the first point, I share Mr Danken's point of view
entirely, and I must take this opponunity to tell him
how much I appreciated the good judgement and high
quality his whole report displays. For my Group, it is
quite clear that the provisions of. the 1976 settlement
- 
and I think this should be pointed out 
- 
are in no
way altered, but that cenain arran$ements are being
allowed which apply only 
_to the United Kingdom.
These arrangemenis consist of suspending 
- 
and not
abolishing 
- 
the graduated system used to define the
. amounts to be rapaid, and in the same way I would
remind this House that the clauses concerning the
balance of payments and the ceiling for contributions
have been suspended and not abolished. I should like
rc point out to Parliament that the suspending clauses
have only been firmly decided upon for two years, and
that if one looks beyond 1980, from 1982 onwards the
mechanism of. the 1976 settlement will again come into
force. Any extension of the decision of 30 May last to
cover a further year requires the unanimous approval
of all governments.
Naturally, we approve point 8 in Mr Dankert's motion
for a resolution which, resulting from the Coun of
Auditors suggestions, requests that, should estimates
for this item be revised, the institudons be authorized
to recover payments made.
I now come to the supplementary measures which, I
must remind you, are not a second and separate pan
of the agreement but an integral pan of the whole
settlement reached on 30 May, since that settlement
was comprehensive in nature and included measures to
aid the United Kingdom, the fisheries problem and the
sheep-meat problem. Once again I agree with the
terms of Mr Danken's motion for a resoludon, and I
am panicularly obliged to him for having had the
parliamentary reflex which requires any elected assem-
bly to interest itself in the control side of an agree-
menr, and this interest is made very clear in the
amendment to Anicle 7 which we approved.
Vhat now remains to be considered are the terms of
the approval of the special infrastructure programme.
On this subject, the Commission explicitly referred to
the methods used by the European Development Fund
to define qualifying categories and the. zones they
concern.
I personally am much more in line with the rappor-
teur's opinion, when he states in point 12 of his
motion for a resolution 
- 
and I quote:
the Commission's proposal can in no way be considered
as falling within the framework of Community regional
policy.
The conclusion that I draw from the above, ladies and
gentlemen, is that the supplementary measures sched-
uled to be granted to the United Kingdom are quite
specific in nature and may in no way be considered as
pan of regional policy. To suppon this view, I should
like to reiterate that all the measures we are faced with
here are quite exceptional and that, as a result, an
approach must be found which corresponds rc their
exceptional nature, and we should not necessarily seek
to ipply mechanisms which already exist in the
Community. This is why we feel that the regulation
should merely define some simple criteria aimed at
guaranteeing that the supplementary measures are
fully in line with Community interests. Let me give at
random, as examples of possible criteria, that these
measures be compatible with Community policies, that
they be sectoral in nature, that they lead rc a varied
development of infrastructures and naturally that they
have no effect whatsoever on comPetition. It was with
rhese notions in mind that I approved in committee 
-
and that we shall presently approve 
- 
Mr Danken's
amendment suggesting the setting up of an ad hoc
'I
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consultative committee representing the Member
Smtes, to deliver an opinion before rhe Commission
actually decides on each programme. Personally, I do
not see how this opinion could be purely formal or
consultative.
These, Mr President, are the views I wished ro express
- 
I hope in clear and succint rcrms 
- 
on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
I should just like to conclude by making two very brief
remarks. Firstly I should like to restate that the settle-
ment of 30 May lasr is quite exceptional in nature and
may not be applied to other Member Sntes for the
sake of convergence. I should also like to point our 
-and I am sure we will have the chance to discuss this
point more fully in our debarc on the budget 
- 
that
these measures are now a very important element in
the Community's,budgetary activities, since they will
represenr a burden of t oOO million unim of accounr in
a budget which this year will total berween 15 and
17 thousand million, and as a result they are likely to
hamper 
- 
or even cripple 
- 
some common policies
which are aheady operating or common policies which
are being drawn up. All of this leads us naturally
enough to consider the question of own-resources,
which I hope will also be the subjecr of a later debate.
This is the conclusion I should like to draw from all
this: when I consider how financial considerations
hem us in more and more, I wonder, Mr President, if
there has not been a shift in budgetary planning which
has escaped our nodce. Let explain what I mean by
this. Up to now, the Communiry's principle has been
to devise a poliry and at the same time provide itself
with the financial resources necessary for such
common policy. This is what happened in the case of
the common agricultural policy. Now however, we
are trying to fit new common policies which we want
to set up or encourate into the framework of existing
resources.
It is obvious that by doing this we can only harm exist-
ing policies. This is why I wonder if, rather than
engaging in a hard struggle ro increase income from
existing own resources, we would not do better to
look at the problem from a different point ofview and
begin by proposing one or two common policies, by
defending them and supporting them, by fighting to
ensure that they are adopted and then demand new
resources for these new common policies. Mr Presi-
dent, this will be the theme of a later debate, but we
must be av/are thar all future debates in this House will
be haunted by the fear that one of the Communiry's
main acquired rights, its control of the budger, may
vanish. 
\
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ansquer to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Ansquer. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, after the 30 May settlemenr, the Commission
presented two draft regulations. One related to the
adaptation of the financial mechanism decided on in
Dublin, and the other provided for supplementary
expenditure for the United Kingdom.
No doubt the first quesrion which springs to mind
when we see Parliament consulted on this matter, is to
wonder of that real use it may be, as all the decisions
have already been taken. Nonetheless, given that the
Council has tactfully delayed the formal adoption of
these proposals and requested Parliament's opinion,
we hope that our views will be of some use.
The Brussels agreement is a political compromise and
like all compromises it has its good and bad side. For
us, the bad side is that which tends to diston the prin-
ciples and spirit of the Community. This compromise
in fact means introducing into rhe system of broad
balance the notion of 'juste retour' and institutes
measures for Community aid specifically meant for
one Member State, measures which go againsr the
common policy approach. In addition, this precedent
may harm relations in Parliament and the Community
insrirutions. And lastly, it means that a large slice of
the Communiry budget will go to the United Kingdom
- 
approximately 8 0/o of the 1981 budget 
- 
whilst
Eansport policy, totether with indusrrial poliry and
energy policy, only make up less than 2 7o of our
budget.
On the other hand, Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, this compromise provides a basis for setding
before the end of the year such ticklish questions as
fisheries or sheepmear and this is the plus'side of the
Brussels agreement. It should be made clear that this
agreement is global in nature and that these regula-
tions may only be formally adopred when some solid
results have been achieved on the other wide-ranging
,and urgent problems we are all aware of, and in pani-
cular on the fisheries question. It is wirh this aim in
view that my Group tabled several amendments, and
in panicular an amendent to be placed before para-
graph 1, which restates rhe narure of the settlement
reached on 30 May.
The Group of European Progessive Democrats does
not approve everything in Mr Danken's reporr and
especially does not agree with his demand that the
budget be substandally reformed, since this reform
would lead in our opinion ro the complete dismantling
of common policies, in panicular of the common
agricultural policy, and probably in rhe long run ro
the destruction of all that the Community has
achieved. However, my Group does suppon the
strengthening of conrrol measures which rhe rappor-
teur recommends, in other words we share Mr Dank-
ert's misgivings.
As for the regulations relating to the supplemenary
-:"tu..r proposed by the Commission, we approve
ll
1
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Mr Danken's draft modifications. Nonetheless, Mr
President, the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats, whilst not wishing to disqualify from aid any
panicular type of investment, is against aid specifically
aimed at exploiting Briain's coal reserves. Four draft
modifications to the Commission's draft regulation
have been submitted with the inrcntion of excluding
rhis type of investment. Our assessment of the prob-
lem, which is close to Mr Dankert's, is based on two
factors. Firstly, aid aimed at exploiting coal resources
should be pan of a general energy poliry, a general
-scheme for the Community. And we have long
demanded on this subject, as have others amongst you,
ladies and tentlemen, a real common energy policy. It
is not in the interest of the Community in this panicu-
lar field to begin grinting aid for such a purpose to
one Member State.
Lastly, how in the present situation could we get
public opinion in Community countries to accept the
idea that we finance the mining of coal only in the
United Kingdom? This is why ladies and gentlemen,
we should like to see our motions, which are very
reasonable ones, adopted by this House and why we
seek your suppon. The Group of European Progres-
sive Democrar' amendments rcnd, we hope, in the
same direction as that which the rappofteur is follow-
ing and since it is impossible to avoid this financial and
political compromise which doubtless holds some
danger for the future of the Communiry, we should
like rc see this House closely following the application
of this compromise so that it may be in the best inter-
ests of Europe in gerieral.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonde.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the regulations
we are discussing here rcday are aimed at keeping the
'Unircd Kingdom in the European Communiry against
the will of the English, Velsh, Scottish and Northern
Irish people. If we are to believe the opinion polls,
there is a firm majority in Britain in favour of with-
drawing from the Community, 
.iust like in Denmark
where the majoriry of the population is also in favour
of pulling out.'S0'hat these regualtions would mean is
that the Danish Bxpayqrs, over half of whom are
opposed to continded Community membership,
would, against their will, have to pay towards keeping
'another country within the Communiry contrary to
the. wishes of the people of that country. It is hardly
surprising, therefore, that the members of the People's
Movement against the European Community intends
ro vote against these regulations.
It can hardly be claimed, literally, that the expenditure
to keep the United Kingdom in the Community is
compulsory expenditure, since it is not expenditure
arising from the Treaties. However, there is no logic
underlying the distribution of expenditure between the
two categories 
- 
the Council simply has the last word
over one lot and Parliament has the last word over th€
other. In the Council each Member State has the right
of veto, but in Parliament Denmark and Greenland
have only 16 members while 206votes are needed to
form a majority for the purposes of the budget.
This is why we are strongly opposed to the idea of
increasing non-compulsory expenditure and, in parti-
cular, the wish of the majoriry in the Committee on
Budgets to'make the contribution to the United King-
dom a non-comptrlsory item, as it is by means of
tactics and techniques of this kind that the possibiliry
for the Danish voters, for example, rc influence
matrcrs is almost daily being undermined. I might
perhaps quote some figures to illustrate this gradual
transfer of power from the Council to the Parliament:
in 1974 13.9 0/o of the total expenditure was
non-compulsory. By 1975 this figure had become
16.30/0, by 1976 17.50/0, in 1977 and 1978 the
proportion was 18.5 Vo, in 1979 20.5 0/o and in 1980
24. I o/o,andit is within this non-compulsory section that
Parliament has its own allocation which Denmark is
powerless either to reduce or increase. The amount
available to Parliament has quadrupled since 1975.
The possibiliry for Danish vorcrs to exeft influence is
being chipped away bit by bit and I must say, there-
fore, that I was somewhat taken aback to hear Mr Fich
insist that the expenditure necessary rc keep the
United Kingdom in the Community should be a
non-compulsory item, on which Parliament has the
last word, as this is not only out of keeping with Mr
Fich's special opposition protramme but also at odds
with the Social Democratic candidates' joint electoral
protramme, which advocates keeping power as far as
possible with the Council and avoiding a transfer of
power [o this Assembly, and it is somewhat surprising
that Mr Fich should be criticizing the members of the
People's Movement for voting along the lines advo-
cated by the Social Democrats in their own electoral
ProSramme.
IN THE.CFIAIR: MT de FERRAMI
Vice-Presidcnt
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gendebien.
Mr Gendebien. 
- 
(F) Ladies and gentlemen, we
have already seen Europe in the hands of business,
now we see it in the hands of accountanm. 'S7e have
now reached a smge never before reached in political
haggling. The decisions taken on 30 May last in Brus-
sels were dominated by a climate of blackmail, short-
sightedness and an obvious lack of courage.
l.et me be understood however. I agree to the principle
of special and temporary aid rc Britain because of the
' 'I i-1" r"l
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serious difficuldes it is now undergoing. flsq/sys1 
-and this is what rankles with me 
- 
this decision was
aken outside the normal budgetary and regulatory
procedures. It was taken on the basis of the principle
of 'juste retour', a totally unacceptable principle which
only a few months ago was almost unanimously
rejected by this House. It is my believe that the future
will see such measures as those taken for Britain
becoming the norm. Vhat in fact is to prevent those
States which are net recipients from having their posi-
tion modified in future in a way which we can easily
guess at? This would not solve the basic problem of
the Community's budgetary crisis. Vhat it would do is
encourage those people in several Member Starcs who
demand that their government withdraw from the
Community. In addition, the content and the wording
of the decisions taken on 30 May show that the Euro-
pean budget is less and less an instrument of common
policy and is successively reduced to the satus of a
eompensatory fund. The special aid for the United
Kingdom will be distributed ourside normal budgetary
and regulatory procedures. Vhat is to stop one of the
new Member Sates or even one of the present
Member States from demanding that similar measures
be applied to them? There is, therefore, a real risk of
creatint a precedent.
The rapponeur and the Commission feel that there is
no reason for considering the measures aimed at Brit-
ain as covered by the non-quota section of the
Regional Fund. I disagree. Together with a few other
members of the Committee on Regional Policy, I feel
that the tvo regulations, one on the British
programme and rhe other on the non-quota secrion
should be merged or at least to a great extent coordi-
nated. The same is true for the management and
conrol of these two Funds because, without this, the
whole scheme would have no Communiry significance
at all. So, both on principle and for reasons of effi-
cienry, the two Funds should be inanaged in the same
way'
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, my conclusion,
will be clear. Faced with national and Community
budgetary crises and the upsurge in isoladonist and
deflationist tendencies, and especially when faced with
the enlargement of the Community, everything points
to the fact that the Communiry will not be able ro save
itself from disaster by the cheap-jack methods u/e are
urged to ratify. It is only by improving once and for all
the tone of our dealings wirh each other that we can
weather the gathering storm. If we don't go forward,
then we must to backwards. A srarus quo situation
would mean the end of Europe. If we are ro solve rhe
Community's budget problems then we need a sffont
political will, a 'grand design'. This objective will not
be reached by building on existing common policies
alone, but also and above all by implementing new
common measures, in panicular in the field of political
cooperation. But 
- 
and this will be my conclusion 
-we must first discover whether all our partners in
Europe really wish to consolidate what has been built
in Europe and if they all really wanr ro see a European
Europe rather than a Eans-arlanric one.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrc Castle. 
- 
Mr President, I am glad there is
common recognition in all the documents that are in
front of us that the United Kingdom's complaint about
her net contribution ro rhe Community budget wasjustified. The Socialist Group has always been
sympathetic to the United Kingdom's argumenr. I
cannot say other pans of rhe House have been equally
so. I think it really is a reflection on the inability of this
Community to adapt and reform itself rhat it has taken
so long to ger even this panial redress of what was
clearly an outstanding injustice to one member of the
Community.
I am glad there is no suggestion in rhe Committee on
Budgets' repon of questioning the May 30 settlement
either as to its period of operation or as ro the amount
- 
indeed it would have been very odd if anybody had
questioned 
.the amounr, because of course Mrs
Thatcher's vicrory was only a partial one. She never
got the 100 Vo balance for which she asked. Britain is
still the second largest contributor, although we are
the third weakest economy in the European Commu-
nity.
'Vhat we are discussing today is how this serdement is
being applied. That is why I am moving, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, amendment No.2, which I think
has been circulated. I would like to read it to the
House: 'Parliament notes the dramatic increase in
unemployment in the United Kingdom to over
2 million, wirh funher increases ro come as a result of
the United Kingdom Governmenr's deliberate defla-
tion of demand in obedience ro irs monerarist policies.
And insists thar the resources being made available to
the United Kingdom under the supplementary
measures be used ro reduce the intolerable levels of
unemployment in the United Kingdom by expanding
public expenditure'.
Now the rapporreur for rhe Commirtee on Budgem,
Mr Danken, was absolutely right. The whole of this
regulation in front of us roday governing the supple-
mentary measures is an elaborate farce. Because what
was the idea behind the May 30 settlement? It was that
Britain's contribution was our of balance, panly on the
revenue side, but mostly because so little was being
spent in the United Kingdom by the Community.
Now as we all know, agricultural spending takes the
bulk of the budget, and last year rhe United Kingdom
only got 5 0/o of ir. That is why the Commission
proposed that two-thirds of the rebate Britain is to get
- 
and that two-thirds amounrs in sterling ro
550 million pounds 
- 
should be in the form of
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increased spending in Britain by the Community on
the son of schemes Britain needs to strengthen her
economy.
Vhen this news came through, hopes were raised in
Britain's hard-hit areas, in her depressed regions
among the indusries where unemployment is mount-
ing so rapidly. 550 million pounds to be made available
for spending on the schemes on which the British
Government is savagely cuming back! Look at the list
in the Commission's documents 
- 
so be spent on
industrial development, the building of advance facm-
ries, urban renewal, public housing, health services,
schools, roads, energy supplies, seciaBe works. These
are the sort of schemes which the depressed areas of
Britain are desperately anxious to spend money on.
And hopes were raised, too, in my own region, the
North-west, which has just had its status as an inter-
mediate area entitled to help under Britain's regional
programmes cancelled from August of this year. They
thought that perhaps at last some money can come
back under this new proposal for expanding Commu-
niry expenditure.
Now I have some news for this House: none of the
local authorities, nor the public authorities providing
the services I have just listed, are going to get one
penny more as a result of this settlement.
I will give you my evidence for that. In announcing the
setttement, Mrs Thatcher, our Prime Minister, rcld
the House of Commons that the money would not go
ro increase public expenditure, but to reduce the
government's borrowing requirement.
A few days ago, the British Government sent a circular
to the local authorities telling them not to bother send-
ing in applications for this money, not to put forward
any projects for a bit of this 550 million, because they
would not Bet 
^ny 
of it at all.
I have here a letter given to me by my colleague, Mr
Griffiths, a letter from the Secretary of Sate for
'Vales, Nicholas Edwards, in reply to Mr Griffiths'
enquiries about this expenditure. The lemer said that
the Community assistance now available will afford
the Government greater room for manoeuvre in
pursuing its medium-rcrm economic and financial
objecdves, which were described by the Chancellor in
his budget starement in March without the need for
funher major cuts in public expenditure which might
otherwise have been necessary.
Vell, I am sorry. I agree with the House of Commons'
practice of interruption, but it does not seem to be a
practice here, and if I gave way, it would be taken out
of my time.
Perhaps we can get the procedures reformed so that
we can have some.
That letter was written on l5July. Since then the
money supply in Britain has risen by 8 0/o despite the
restrictive measures of lhat mad monetarist who leads
Britain.
You are not going to tell me that even vith this
Community money she is not planning any further
cuts in public expenditure, because of course Mrs
Thatcher does not believe in expanding Britain's econ-
omy, but in deflating it.
Public expenditure has been, and.still will be, cut back
savagely. Vages are being held down. Manufacuring
industry is being ruined by the fall in home demand
and by catastrophically high inerest rates. Exports are
being lost by the anificially high exchange rarc for
sterling these policies have produced. Unemployment
in Britain has jumped ro over rwo million and no-one,
not even the Treasury, denies it is going up higher still.
In one day alone in Britain, only a week ago, 400
people lost their jobs, many of them in firms where
workers had taken a cut in pay to save their jobs. tn
my own Euro-constituency, where I was a few days
ago, the announcement came through, in one day, that
five factories had been closed down.
Mrs Thatcher's policies are making Britain an
economic and industrial desert and she intends to take
this money to continue rc pursue those restrictionist
policies. The employers' association in Britain, the
CBI, predics that manufacuring outpuc will fall this
year by nearly 7 % with a funher fall next year. last
week a deputation of top industrialists went to see Mrs
Tharcher to plead with her to relax her monetar,,
stranglehold on British indusry.
This is how the business section of The Times
reponed their views, and I quotc: 'New measures are
urgently needed rc stimularc industrial growth and to
ease unemployment because of the unexP€crcd sever-
ity and rapidiry of the recession in manufacturing
industry.'
'!flell, here ure have the money for those new
rheasures: I 550 million. But Mrs Thatcher turned
down the CBI. She has now found that her monearist
policy is not working even in reducing the money
supply. So she intends to turn the screw still dghter.
This Parliament is fooled if it thinks one penny of this
I 550 million is going on nev'projects for indusrial
or regional development. I suggest that whcn the
Commission does its monitoring as to how the moncy
is spent, it finds out if the measures are new, or rather
as we know will be the case, if they are measures
aheady planned for which this money will be
earmarked in order that it can in effect be pockercd by
the British Government.
I was surprised at Mrs Kellea-Bowmanis complaccncy
in introducing the Committce on Regional Policy and
/l
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Regional Plannings report. She did nor even mention
the fact that it demands rhat this money be additional.
Can she really say that this money is going to be spent
additionally? Of course not. She said it was to be all in
keeping with the regional policies.
Naturally the British Conservatives have come into
line behind their own tovernment, so we can discount
everything Mr Taylor says. But we, the resr of us, have
a chance to judge the situation objecdvely, and when
we vote this deal, we are voting to give money ro a
government which is deliberately creatint unemploy-
ment.
All right, that is a polidcal problem with which the
British people have rc deal. It is their responsibiliry.
But at least by supponing the amendment I have read
out, let this Parliament show it knows what is happen-
ing. The job of this Parliament is not to dictate to
national governments. That has never been my view.
But it is our job to monitor, to expose and so to influ-
ence.
'$7'e cannot be unconcerned when deals are struck
which make a mockery of our own regional poliry.
'S(i'e cannot be unconcerned when Communiry noney
is spent in ways which actually make convergence
worse.
It is the rise in unemployment.and the heavy cost of
unemployment benefit which has inflared the govern-
ment's borrowing requirement more than anything.
The government is borrowing rc keep people out of
work, and Mrs Thatcher wants this Communiry
money to 'help her afford the unemployment her
monetarist policies have made inevitable.
I believe that the kind of camouflage we have had in
the Commission's reports, in some of the speeches we
have heard rcday 
- 
not all of them by any rheans 
-the camouflage that Mr Danken exposed, does make
the fundamental restructuring of the budget far less
Iikely. I do not believe for a moment that there will
before June 198 I be proposals before this House to
curb the spending on agriculture and redistribute
resources to regions and industry. I do nor believe it.
The political will is nor there. The political will is not
in the British government to develop any kind of
effective regional policy. So let us show we have not
been fooled. Let Parliament pass this amendment and
retain it's dignity.
(Apphasefrom certain qldrtert on tbe lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Boyes on a point of order.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
That was a very imponant speech by
the leader of the British Labour Group on this panicu-
lar problem and I am very concerned that neither
MrTugendhat nor MrJenkins were presen[ to listen
to it. I am wondering. Mr President, if this debate is
going to go on all day, Mr President, without
Mr Tugendhat or Mr Jenkins listening to the contri-
bution.
Presidcnt. 
- 
You must specify the rule under which
you are raising your point of order.
I call Mr Schon to speak on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pany (Chrisdan-Democratic
Group).
Mr Konrad Schiin. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
Bentlemen, I have naturally never had occasion ro take
part in a debate in the House of Commons and this is
why I was hardly able to believe my ears when I heard
how our British colleagues squabble over their domes-
tic politics. This has given me food for thought. Even
though my Group and I subscribe wholeheanedly to
the views expressed in the Dankert report, I should
'like to raise in all seriousness rhe question of whether
it might not be necessary in certain cases to examine
the Treaty interdict on aid for national secrors, in
panicular for the supplementary monies rc be granted
in this case to Britain.
As for the rest, Mr Taylor, we approve the decision
taken in Luxembourg out of solidariry with Britain or,
to couch it in more Community terms, out of solidar-
ity with the Community. But one connot argue that
one wants. to pursue a common policy and then be
unwilling to have this policy, which would be a
common poliry applied in Britain, monitored'as it
should be.
A funher point is that the rappofteur warned us
against sefting a precedent. If what we are talking
about are Communiry policies in the sense of regional,
structural and social policies then this expenditure
cannot possibly be from the quota secrion. It must be
from the non-quota section and in that case Parlia-
ment must insist that we exercise some control over
such expenditure.
I also warmly welcome the proposal for an ad boc
committee, because up ro now expenditure of this rype
has always been made in Member States on the basis
of projects which were beforehand examined and
indeed which could be examined beforehand individ-
ually. Now I hear people speaking in terms of overall
programmes. I have nothing against programmes,
and nothing at all against narional programmes, but
they must be Community programmes which should
also in general include some kind of declararions of
intent. On these objectives 
- 
as we have just discov-
ered in this debate 
- 
our British colleagues, both
Conservative and Labour Members, are clearly not in
agreement. And so this once more raises the question
of whether the programme is an integrated set of
specific measures which we can assess prior to its
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application or not. This question must in my opinion
be answered both by the Commission and by the
Council represenatives.
I am grateful rc Mr Ansquer for having raised a
funher question. Clearly some of us are toying with
the idea that sectoral policies might be included in
these programmes, for example in the coal sector. It
sounds very pro-Community to say that the Commu-
nity is in the middle of an energy crisis and so we are
doing something in Britain in order ro ease this crisis.
If however this merely means boosting the British coal
sector then this is not pursuing a Community policy
and we will cenainly meet with demands from other
regions for similar support, and perhaps also in the
coal sector. This would be against the Treaty. And so
this programme must be examined so that we can be
cenain that a Community policy will indeed be
pursued in this case. I have not doubt that the speakers
from Britain 
- 
they have stressed this several times 
-will willing to cooperate in examining this project, so
that a real Community poliry can be pursued, espe-
cially 
- 
and this is the most interesting point in the
plan for financing this programme 
- 
as 90 % of the
money will be paid prior to and the remaining 10 Vo
after completion of the- programme. So even the
method of financing the programme is not one which
has been normally applied up to noqr.
And so I should like to explain on behalf of my Group
- 
and I shall conclude with these remarhs 
- 
that we
wholeheanedly approve the report and that we shall
examine all the amendments to the motion for a reso-
lution from the other Groups and Members in order
ensure they will not help these measures for the
United Kingdom to create a precedent, which instead
of leading to convergence in the Community could
only lead to divergence.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Howell to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Howell. 
- 
Mr President, it has been my experi-
ence that the last year has been exceedingly difficult. It
has also been an exceedingly sad year, not only for this
Parliament which is facing a tremendous problem in
one Member Snte, but also for us in this group and
indeed in the United Kingdom as a whole.
I am the first to say that I am not proud at all to be in
a position of being a supplicant to this Parliament.
Neither am I proud of the fact that my own Bovern-
ment finds itself in the position, as Mrs Castle put it,
of being the third weakest economy in Europe. There-
fore, I accept and say to this Parliament that many of
the problems faced by the United Kingdom at the
moment are of our own making; that the United
Kingdom imelf must bear the blame for the majority of
the problems it faces. Nevenheless, it was made clear,
and ir is a fact, that it was highly unjust for the United
Kingdom to pay three times more into the Communiry
than it got back. That in itself was its own fault. The
fact that the economy of the United Kingdom
notwithstanding all the oil it has in the Nonh Sea, was
not able to meet the requirements and the projections
laid down in the Treary and in the negotiations for
entry into the Communiry. The fact that we did not
come up to scratch in our economy was the result of
bad management by successive tovernments of the
United Kingdom. It was the result of the inability to
increase our growth rate and our gross domestic prod-
uct that has led us into a position of finding ourselves
paying more in than we tet back. It is right, therefore,
that we have to come 
- 
not in a sense of boasting, not
in a sense of good will but with a feeling of depression
- 
to the,Community again to ask for refunds and
repayment. Ve have got these on a temPorary basis.
I find Mr Danken's report rather misleading on the
way the operation is to go forward from here. His
tone is exceedingly mean. He talks of precedence; he
talks of Britain becoming anti-European; he talls of
Unircd Kingdom blackmail, of Britain putting itself in a
position of default in European decision-making; he
says that the United Kingdom is not pan of the Euro-
pean Monetary System and is now in a unique position
wirhin the Community. He talks of Britain and the
British contribution problem causing the VAT ceiling
to be reached sooner. I would rcll him that if Britain
was not paying three times as much in as it was getting
back the VAT ceiling would have been reached much
sooner. It is right, therefore, that we in this Parliament
accept the 30 May Agreement together with the prov-
iso that this agreement is only of a temporary nature.
The thousand million pound problem, as we called it
in the United Kingdom was, of course, an effect and
not a cause. The fact that we did pay a thousand
million poirnds [o the Community as our net contribu-
tion was the effect of European poliry and not a cause.
Therefore, any temporary measure to reduce that
amount, as we have now, can only by definition be
remporary and we still have not hit at the root of the
problem. The problem, of course, is that of the policies
which are still bedevilling the Community at the
moment. Here I can again be critical of my own
tovernment. In my own view there is a tremindous
lack of forward planning, of positive thinking,
concerning how Britain can become more Communiry
orientated or what Britain wanff; whether it wants
indeed a common agricultural policy. I would ask it
and other Member States to be more fonhcoming on
this. But the imponant point now is that this Parlia-
ment has to seule down and to start to reform the
budgetary procedures and the policies of the Commu-
nity before it is too late. That, of course, is the major
pan of the agreement of 30 May, that ure start to
resolve the problems of agriculture, surpluses and the
vast cost to the exchequer of this Community.
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Last December we voted to reject the Community
budget in recognition that the Community was going
off the rails. \7e put it off the rails in recognition that
the Community of rhe 1980s and the Communiry of
the 1990s could not be one based solely on agriculture
and agricultural surpluses and that we had to move
forward into areas of greater concern. Today we are
facing the consequences of a Community which has
lost ia direction, and we have to fight once more
within this Parliament to be positive and put forward
positive suggestions.
I have, great sympathy with much of what Mrs Castle
says and much of yhat Mr Danken says. fu a Euro-
pean I would love to see European projects promoted.
All of us have our oy/n areas. I look in my own consti-
tuency of Norfolk to an ability to rade with the conti-
nent and, therefore, to increase our infrastructure
development, our roads and our ports to allow us and
the Continent to trade together much more. But I do
not consider that incompatible with the government's
requirement to reduce public expenditure. And, Mrs
Castle, I would ask you just what the record of your
own government was in terms of infladon and the ,
people you were supposed to be helping in your pani-
cular period of office?
Mr President, it is therefore important that this Parlia-
ment today does not push this panicular proposal
from the Council too far. Therefore, I would like
now, Mr President, to move the amendments put
down in the name of this group to reject rhe Danken
amendments and to cerry forward rhe present
proposal of the Council and Commission, so that no
funher delay can take place from this Parliament and
that we can smrt once more to ger a better feeling
amont public opinion in the United Kingdom and play
a better role as members of this Communiry and stan
to work to new policies which are going to help the
Community once more into the 1980s and the 1990s.
(Applauseform certain qturters on the ight)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baillou
Mr Baillot. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the repon which
Mr Danken has submitted to us considers from a
purely technical poinr of view an imporunt political
problem, which is rhat of the financial benefit which
Britain will receive from the Community in respect of
its contribudon as a result of the compromise of
30 May last.
It would doubtless be wonhwhile to discuss the solu-
tions put forward by the Commission which are often
ingenious and raise many problems. For example, the
draft regulation revives rhe old controversy berween
supponers of European integration achieved by finan-
cial and budgetary mechanisms and supponers of the
upholding of the rights and prerogatives of each of the
Member States of the Community. There is also
another attack on the common agricultural poliry
which was the focal point of the compromise.
However, in our opinion, this is not the crux of the
matter. Our debate is far from being academic. And
conrary to what cenain speakers have said during the
debate, the French Communists and their allies feel
that the window dressing which the Commission is
proposing, however attractive it may be, does not
disguise the fact that it is mere window dressing,
aimed at covering the implementation of a political
decision of prime importance: the compromise deci-
sion reached during the Council meering of 30 May
last. A compomise from which Britain gains the most,
a compromise whose financial consequences will be
borne by the German and French mx payers, a
compromise urhich is considered in France as a surren-
der by Mr Giscard d'Estaing to the pressure exened
on him by Mrs Thatcher.
fu the rapporteur has just stated in this debate, the
Unircd Kingdom is in an exceptional position which it
is quite impossible to defend, even though the logic
which led the rapponeur to draw this conclusion is
differeht from ours.
By this compromise, the Council decided to reduce the
British contribution to the Communiry budget for two
or three years by a considerable amount, approxi-
mately 15 thousand million francs for 1980 and 1981,
a linle more than 4 thousand million francs of which
will be borne by France. To counterbalance this, the
problems of sheepmear and of fisheries were supposed
in effect to be solved in a way which benefitted French
farmers and fishermen. \7ell, this is not the case. Quite
the contrary is true; the situation in the French sheep
breeding industry has considerably woisened and it t
sheepmeat producers who are footing the bill. As for
the fisheries question, evenr in France underscored as
they are by the struggle of the fishermen, show just
how much the situation has deteriorared.
This compromise will ultimately have proved to be a
swindle, except for Britain. The British tovernmenr
succeeded in having the other counuies of the
Communiry assume responsibiliry for its problems,
whilst at the same time refusing ro share the benefits
which the United Kingdom receives from irs privileged
position, for example in ia relationship wirh some of
the Commonwealth counuies 
- 
I am thinking in
particular of New Zealand 
- 
or where energy is
concerned, since Britain toget"her with Holland has
large oil reserves which mean rhat it is self sufficient
for ia supplies.
I should like to say in conclusion, and given the shon
time available to me, thar'we are in total disagreemenr
with the decisions taken on 30 May last by the Council
and we cannot approve them, much less amend a
repon whose sole aim is to give legal form ro an unpa-
latable decision.
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Mr Paisley. 
- 
Mr President, the proposal that the
United Kingdom's hitherto excessive budgetary
contribution should be reduced in pan by the
Communiry providing extra financial aid to the Unircd
Kingdom for improved economic and social infra-
structure, and in panicular for the regions, is in princi-
ple an excellent and wholly acceptable idea. Experi-
ence, however, has taught us that in practice it may
well remain for the regions of the UK a mere dream.
Firstly, let me say that Nonhern Ireland's dire social
and economic situation should make it a prime candi-
date for such a large slice of aid. The Commission has
indicated that aid for the transmission of energy is one
of the schemes it has in mind; on this score there is no
more needy or deserving pan of the UK than Nonh-
ern Ireland. The incredible price of our energy puts us
at tremendous indusrial and social disadvantage. Our
electricity prices are 21 0/o higher than the averate in
the rest of the UK; our coal, all of which has to be
imponed, is 9 to 12 pounds per tonne dearer and our
gas, rhe supply of which will soon be terminared
because of the refusal of the UK Government to allow
us a share in Nonh Sea gas, is three times dearer. So if
the Commission is making extra money available for
the transmission of energ'y, then Nonhern Ireland
should have a prime claim upon it.
However, unless the Commission is able to keep a very
strict watch on the expenditure of any money it allo-
cates for schemes in Nonhern Ireland, then I fear that
the advantage of this extra financial assistance to my
province in real terms will be almost nil. The problem
quite simply is that when the EEC makes allocations
for Nonhern Ireland, only about one-third of that
money comes to Nonhern Ireland as aid addidonal to
that already committed by the UK Government. The
UK government has been using money given by this
Community for expenditure in Nonhern Ireland to
offset its own planned spending in our province. In a
series of questions to the British House of Commons I
elicited the information that of the i 85.69 million
received for Northern Ireland for regional, social and
agricultural purposes from 1973 to 1979, a mere
f.28.2 million was passed an by the UK government as
a direct cash addition to the Nonhern Ireland econ-
omy. The remainder, g 58.49 million, was retained by
the UK government to offset its own expenditure in
Nonhern Ireland.
This is a scandal with which the Communiry should be
ashamed to be associated and which it must hence-
fonh avoid and guard against. If such a thing is
allowed to happen with this money, then Nonhern
Ireland will reap little real benefit and thc good inrcn-
tions of the Commission in making the allocation will
come to nought. If we in Nonhern Ireland are really
to benefit from these new provisions, then any monies
paid to the UK Government for schemes in Nonhern
Ireland must be made conditional upon their expendi-
ture in Nonhern Ireland as additional aid, and the
Commission would need to take steps to strictly moni-
tor the entire operation. Additionaliry is the key to real
economic assistance for the depressed areas of the
United Kingdom.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppiercrs.
Mr Coppieten. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, this debate on
the Danken Repon touches on the fundamennl philo-
sophy behind the Communiry Treades, those Treaties
which were referred to so often in the election propa-
ganda put out by cenain major political groups: the
Treaties, and nothing but the Treades! It would now
eppear that such is no longer the case. Mr Dankert has
produced what we may call a gloomy report on behalf
of the Committee on Budgets, but it is one which
receives my full suppon because it accurately reflects
rhe basic elements of criticism. The British problem is a
political problem, and cenainly not one of projects or
protrammes. The solution which was found on
30 Miry 1980 was essentially a political solution. kt
me repeat the question put by Mr De Pasquale: on
what basis was this political solution reached? The
Commission obviously thought it necessary to camou-
flage the whole thing or at least dress it up in Euro-
Pean attay.
I shall not go into the technical aspeds, for which the
dme is simply too short, but I should like to associatc
myself with the proposals for amending the regulation
put forward by the Committee on Budgets. At the
same dme I really wonder what to make of the attitude
of the Commission, which is somethint that has
concerned me before. \fhat happened to the Commis-
sion's role as rhe moror of the Community in this
,matter concerning the United Kingdom? The
Commission is after all supposed to be the motor and
guarantor of the Communiry aspec$ of European
affairs. Let me repeat that some Memberc of the
Commission have indeed been highly industrious in
this matter. I myself come from a small Benelux coun-
try, and I should like rc appeal rc the new Commission
and to its future President, who likewise comes from a
small country. I should like to see dre Commission put
up stiffer resistance to tlre pressure exened by the
larger countries to ensure that the Community as such
does not lose out to harmful political alliances between
cenain leading heads of government. I would call on
rhe Council not to create any more precedents of this
kind. Vhat matters is the Treaties, and nothing but the
Treaties! I am a convinced federalist. Ve should be
prepared to go much funher than the Treaties. Ve
said in the election campaign that the Treaties them-
selves are inadequarc, for which remark w'e received a
reprimand. This debate clearly shou.s that even the
major political groups are no longer loyal to the Trea-
ties.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Hume.
f .a{-..1 r
I
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Mr Hume. 
- 
Mr President, I rise to support the
amendment tabled by Mrs Castle, which is designed to
see to it that the Commission carries out its stated
intentions. The monies we are talking about today,
which are going to the British Government, are
strpposed to be spent on industrial development,
infrastructure development and rural programmes. 'Stre
know as we stand here that that is simply a charade.
\[e know that not one job will be crearcd by this
I 550 million. The Commission will destroy its own
integrity if it participates in such a charade. This
amendment is designed to say from this House to the
Commission, 'Stand up and be counted; insist that
your intenrions, your European intentions, are put
into operation and that these monies are used to
reduce the unemployment that exists in all the regions
of Britain and Nonhern Ireland today and to develop
industry and agriculture'.
My own region underlines more than any other the
charade that is going on in this regard. The unemploy-
ment fitures in Nonhern Ireland today are 15.30/0.
Some towns have figures as high as 29 0/o 
- 
higher
than anywhere else in Europe! In our basic industries,
textiles and man-made fibres, thousands of jobs have
been lost in che past 12 months. The government's
response, in a situation where there is such dire
poverty and deprivation in a region, has not been to
increase public expenditure but to stop it in its tracks.
The only public building being constructed in North-
ern Ireland rcday is a prison, a new prison, and there
is no more savage commentary on the priorities of a
governmenr than that!
Mr President, the Commission hds responded with
sympathy to the problems of our region. It has
suggested that the city of Belfast be one of the first
areas for a new integrated action programme and that
there be a small-farm programme for the rural areas of
Nonhern Ireland. Vhat has been the response of the
British Government? It has been to simply put in a list
of proposals that are already in operation, in other
words, a totally.dishonest exercise which is not going
to bring one exra penny to that deprived region to
reduce unemployment. Not one new job will be
created.
The amendment proposed by Mrs Casde asks the
Commission to insist that these monies be used in
public expenditure in the regions of Britain and
Nonhern Ireland. If the Commission does not insist
on this, then its inrcgrity and that of the insdtutions of
this Community will be funher weakened. It has an
opportunity to stand up and be counted, and in
supponing this amendment I ask this House to call on
it to do so.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Newton Dunn.
Mr Newton Duon. 
- 
Mr President, I have listened
carefully throughout this debate, and there is a very
great confusion in many speakers minds. There has
been a confusion between symptoms and the real
disease. The 30 May agreement is only a symprom, not
a disease. The disease, Mr President, is the grossly
swollen share that agricultural spending takes in our
Community budget, and the United Kingdom is
merely the chief victim of that disease. Instead of
putting the blame on the patient in the hospital who is
the chief victim of the disease, we must identify the
problem and see how we can cure the disease!
Speakers have described the 30 May agreement as a
waste and a disaster. Mr Danken, the rapponeur, said
that the whole balance of the Communiry would be
jeopardised by it. But, Mr President, the opposite is
true. It gives the Communiry a chance of survival. It is
neither good nor bad; it buys time. If, in rwo to
three years when this agreement runs out, there has
'been 
no reform of the waste in agricultural spending,
then I must warn colleagues that a rising tide of
opinion in Great Britain may well, against the wishes
of my colleagues in the European Democratic Group,
take the United Kingdom out of the Community. And
not just the United Kingdom only, because I believe
that other counries will follow. You will rernember
that three countries joined together. If more than one
country leaves the Community, that will be the end of
unity in Europe and the end of the Community as
many of us wish it to be.
So, Mr President, we have bought a little bit of time.
The situation is still extremely serious. I urge
colleagues to get at the root of the problem and to use
this short period of two years to cure the real disease.
:
President. 
- 
I call Mr Butafuoco.
Mr Buttafuoco. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I would like rc
express briefly my satisfaction and that of my
colleagues that we are now debating this matter,
regardless of the merit of the repon, with which we
agree in many respects. Our satisfaction arises from
the fact that the difficult political phase which the
European Parliament and Europe as a whole went
through seems to have been overcome, as does the
danger of disintegration of the Community structure
which was so greatly feared before the approval by
Parliament of the 1980 budget 
- 
leading people to
fear that Europe would lack the ability to tackle and
solve its problems, thereby compromising'the credibil-
ity and validiry of any internal or internarional policy.
'!7'e must acknowledge that rhis new situarion is due
panly to a limitation of the United Kingdom's demand
for a fixed ceiling for its contribudon. This limitation
srcms from a reilization on rhe pan of the United
Kingdom that it cannot avoid the risk of an increase in
its real deficit in relation to present forecasff, and from
its agreement to make greater concessions on sheep-
meat and fisheries, thus demonstrating a constructive
approach.
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Vith regard to agricultural prices, one can say that the
resulm are favourable for the other eight Member
States. Italy, in accepting what is clearly a modest
increase in the Regional Fund, is panly compensating
for the Breater burden represenrcd by the compromise
reached on the British contribudon. It is a comprom-
ise, and this compromise is valid because it provides
the breathing-space needed to tackle in a positive and
practical way the problems of convergence which have
the effect of slowing down the development of Euro-
pean integration.
Vith regard to the supplementary measures providing
for expenditure in favour of the United Kingdom, it is
necessary to impose Breater convergence on the econ-
omies by reforming the Community budget, in order
to solve in the long ierm the problems arising from an
imbalance in the distribution of the resources of that
budget. Obviously this convergence cannot be brought
about by the special and temporary measuies under
consideration, which, apan from the danger that they
may rurn out to be mere palliatives, threaten to create
a dangerous precedent for the approval of,provisions
specifically related rc the budget contributions of a
Member State.
Ve hope that the disagreements on procedural aspects
will be clarified and overcome, hnd we take the view
that where it is not possible to agree on the Commis-
sion proposal, the Belgian proposal for a compromise
designed to overcome the obsmcle should be accepted.
Ve have no reservations about the sectors for aids 
-
e.g. urban renewal or a possible srengthening of coal-
mining activities. However, we confine ourselves to
suggesting a more precise formulation, so that the aids
do not take on the character of a subsidy and so that
protectionist temptations may be avoided.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I should
like rc take this opportunity to say a few words in the
presence of the Member of the Commission, and give
him the chance to reply to my comments if he thinks
fit.
Let me point out once again that there is full agree-
ment in this House on the need to relieve the United
Kingdom of pan of im budgetary burdens. Let us be
quite clear, though, about where we stand. First of all,
it is wrong to talk about contributions at all in the
European'system of the Community's own resources.
'!?har we are really talking about are burdens imposed
in the various Member States and discharges granted
to the Member States. In other words, this whole thing
has nothing to do with contributions in the meaning of
the Treaties.
It is also wonh making the point that all the Member
States 
- 
including those which joined on l January
1973; indeed, especially those 
- 
have declared their
acceptance of the Treaties and the legal projects and
'rheir effects resulting from the Treaties. However, let
me add that if a specific financial development results
in a Member State being placed in an intolerable posi-
tion and that Member Sate is granted certain conces-
sions, it is up to us to examine the matter. However,
that should have happened before now; indeed, it
should have happened as early as 1975/1976, in which
case we should not be faced with this situation today.
Ve have pointed out in earlier debates the possibility
of such difficulties arising, and I especially recall a
number of complaints which were made earlier from
various sides, including the United Kingdom.
However, nothing was done at national or European
level to bring about any change'in the situation, and
now we are faced with this problem. Let me remind
you that in November last year this House urged that
any financial relief granted to a Member State should
be of a general Community nature and not related
specifically to one panicular Member State. After all,
the solution we are debating today is not a general
Community solution, but a specific arrangement which
is not in line with the basic principles of Community
poliry and which is not designed 
- 
and in this respect
we support. the criticism voiced so far 
- 
to restore
balance to the Community budget.
Bearing in mind the way this debate on granting the
necessary financial relief to one of our Member States
has been conducted in the various Community institu-
tions 
- 
and I am thinking here particularly of the
Council and the European Council 
- 
I can only say
that, if the same methods were to be adopted in one's
private life, they would beggar any polite diplomatic
description. Vhat we have witnessed and still are
witnessing are elements of blackmail, bribery and
corruption. If that kind of thing were to be repeated in
a private sphere, we could easily be prosecuted. Vhat
the Commission is now proposing is not in the
Community's best interests. The European Council
was responsible for the political compromise, but it
failed to say how the compromise should be put into
effect. The Commission therefore had every chance to
put forward proposals for a Communiry solution and
Community mechanisms 
- 
if only for a transitional
period.
Such, however, is not the case. Vhat the Commission
is trying to do here may possibly seriously ieopardize
the future of the Community. According to the EEC
Treaty, the Commission is the guardian of the Treary,
but I must say that in this case the Commission has
failed in its dudes ar an extremely critical point in the
Communiry's development. If I were really to push
things to the extreme, I could say that such a clear
dereliction of the Commission's duty as guardian of
the Treaties and of its dury to protect, the Community
as such is sufficient grounds for tabling a motion of no
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confidence. The situation really is that serious, and I
hope that the Council will respect Parliament's
attemprc to place rhis marrer on a Communiry basis
and to create Communiry instrumenr.
If we were to go along with a soludon related specifi-
cally to the United Kingdom 
- 
or shall we say 'a
panicular Member gs2ss' 
- 
we should be seriouslyjeopardizing the future developmen-t of the Commu-
nity as regards budgetary balance arid the resrorarion
of balance between the common agricultural policy
and the various other Communiry policies. Therefore,
ladies and gentlemen 
- 
and here I am merely repear-
ing what the rapporteur has already said 
- 
this repon
and pardcularly this motion for a resolution amounr
essentially to a categorical rejection of the Commis-
sion's proposals. Ve are in effect appealing to rhe
Council to bear in mind all the essential Communiry
aspects so as. to prevenr the Community from collaps-
ing or growing apert in such emergencies. There are
grounds for a comprehensive soludon, as proposed by
this House in November last year. But whar is now
happening 
- 
and this is something I must stress 
- 
is
that the Communiry'.s own resources are being used up
for something which should 
- 
as was proposed earlier
- 
be settled by the provision of additional funds by
the Member States. But such funds musr be budge-
tized, booked and spent through the Community
budget under Communiry supenision. Such a provi-
sion is, however, conspicuous by its absence from this
proposal.
Finally, let me point out that it has so far been
accepted within the Communiry that expenditure is of
an obligatory nature when third panies are able rc
point to acdonable legal rights. One specific example
of this is agricultural price policy. For instance, if the
Community acts at variance with a regulation, an agri-
cultural producer or a group of producers have the
right to appeal to the European Coun of Justice.
Perhaps someone could rcll me whether the agreement
reached on 30 May is sufficient basis for a similar
appeal? The fact is that this agreemenr is of a political
and not a legal nature. Under no circumstances, for
example, could the United Kingdom appeal ro rhe
Coun of Justice, because that could result in an
avalanche of counter-claims. In other words, accord-
ing to the sandard definition of compulsory and
non-compulsory expenditure, what we have here is
not an actionable legal right, quite apan from the facr
that the agreement rides roughshod over the Treasies
as regards financial and budgeary burdens and rights
within the Communiry.
I would seriously warn the Commission against
proceeding along this path, and I would address an
urgent appeal to the Council to proceed on rhe basis
of the'proposals contained in this motion for a resolu-
don, which will probably 
- 
apart from a few minor
amendments 
- 
be accepted by rhis House. That is the
only means of guaranteeing that in emergencies we
shall find Community soludons capable of avening rhe
danger of the Community tearing itself apan.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giolitti.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(I) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I readily admit that
the regulation concerning the supplemenary
measures for the Unircd Kingdom 
- 
for rhat is what I
am going to speak about 
- 
lays itself open ro many
criticisms, and I certainly do nor claim to be able to
rebut them all, especially as the rime available to me is
shon.
I would say that it is in the very narure of this provi-
sion to be subject ro many criticisms, since in a sense it
constitutes an exception to the rule, given that it is
intended to deal with an excepdonal situation using
exceptional measures. It is clear rhat if these measures
are compared with the rules which normally govern
the operation of the Community, there are reasons for
concern and criticism.
Ve were faced with an exceprional situation, which 
-as Mr Lange rightly said just now 
- 
could have been
foreseen and dealt with at an earlier and perhaps more
timely stage, by adopting solutions which would have
aroused less concern and criticism than that which
these measures have aroused. Moreover, the acknow-
ledgement of this exceprional siruation and therefore
of the special measures which it was necessary ro take
in order to deal with it 
- 
I say this very clearly and
firmly 
- 
cannor in my view provide any basis for the
accusation which some have levelled at rhe Commis-
sion of having failed in its dury [o respecr, and ensure
respect for, the Treaties.
Obviously the position of one country in rhe Commu-
niry cannot and must not be measured in terms of
credit and debit with regard to the budget 
- 
in terms
of the net contribution, in accordance with the
concept, which we have always rejected and conrinue
to reject, of the so-called 'fair rerurn'. However, the
net contribution of the United Kingdom is only one
aspect of a more complex picture. It is not a new
concept or critcrion which rhe Commission has aken
the responsibility of following when taking these
measures.
On the contraty, the Commission, faced with a crisis
situation and a political problem, for which the Coun-
cil proposed and outlined a political solution, did not
resign irelf, because of these pressing needs, to failing
to ackle the problem which we refer to in general as
'convergence' with everything that that rerm implies.'
On the contrary, faced with the need to find a solution
to a pressing shon-term problem 
- 
that of the United
Kingdom contribution to rhe Communiry budget 
-
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the Commission simultaneously committed itself to
restructuring not only the Community budget also the
Communiry policies 
- 
since that is the task which the
Commission is already preparing to carry out, but
clearly not to complerc, since it will be up to the new
Commission in the first half of 1981 to develop and
complete what this Commission, in the short life span
left to it can only prepare and help to develop.
It is therefbre clear that, with these measures, we have
no intention of creating a new policy or even of
introducing a new instru-ment of policy. \7e made an
effon 
- 
and, may I say, a successful one 
- 
to make
the solution ro the urgent problem consistent with the
more long-term question of convergence. That is what
the Commission has achieved. It has made the solution
to this specific problem of the United Kingdom
compatible and convergent with chose which will have
to be gradually worked out and adopted for the more
complex, broader and more general problem of
convergence in the Community. I should like rc add
that the Commission has acted in such a cray as not to
create a precedent, since, as I said, it has not intro-
duced a new policy or a neu/ instrument of policy.
However, within these narrow limits of the provision,
we have stressed the planning aspect. It would have
been much easier, one could say, to have used the
customary system of financing individual projects. If it
had merely been a question of transferring resources
to make refunds to the United Kingdom budget, that
would have been easy. Ve have done that before in
the context of regional policy.
Ve could therefore have proceeded on the basis of
projects. But the Commission made life more difficult
for itself, for as we now have to operate on the basis of
programmes, we have to check on the validiry, consist-
enry and implemenution of the programmes, and
within them, of the sub-protrammes relating to the
various kinds of infrastructure. \7e have linked this
planning approach, which assists the solution of the
convertence problem, with a regional element, in that
the regions suffering most from problems due to
delays in development or crises have been given prior-
ity.
Is all shis wishful thinking? I do not think so, for we
have provided ourselves with all the means needed to
ensure that this will come about, and with means of
monitoring developments. It is the Commission which
reserves the right to choose pans of the general
programmes which the United Kingdom will submit,
and which in our rcchnical jargon we call
sub-programmes. The Commission has reserved the
right to choose those sub-programmes to which the
Community aids envisaged by these measures will go,
as well as the right to cease payments, suspend them or
even to transfer them should the periodic checks show
that the implementation of the protramme or
sub-programme is not in accordance with what was
decided.
Allow me, ei p4ssdnt, to compare the normal manage-
ment of the Regional Fund with the type of manage-
ment which we are about to inroduce on a temporary
and exceptional basis for the supplementary measures
in favour of the United Kingdom. \7e have been even
more demanding with regard m the latrcr measures 
-precisely because they are of an exceptional nature 
-than with regard to the Regional Fund, in respect of
monitoring and continuous flow of information.
There is no doubt that this information, of which the
Commission has guaranteed itself a continuous supply,
will be transmitted to Parliament. Ve have undenaken
precise commitments in this respect, but there is
nothing to prevent an even more frequent contact 
-going beyond these formal commitments set out in the
draft regulation 
- 
between the Commission and the
Parliamentary bodies 
- 
either with the Parliament as
a whole if it wishes, or with the relevant committees.
Mr President, ladies and gentlement, these are the
brief remarks which I felt it necessary to make, on
behalf of the Commission and which correspond to
the most imponant concerns and criticisms expressed
by the rapponeurs and other speakers in this debate,
all of whom I wish to thank for the contribution they
have made with a view to funher improvements which,
between now and the end of the procedure, we can
cenainly still make to our proposals. In this context,
we shall give our full attention to the amendments
which Parliamen[ suttests.
However, I wish to point out that there is one amend-
ment which we cannot accept, that which relates to
paragraph 4 of Anicle 6 and which proposes that the
transfer of the balance be effected only after comple-
tion of the programme. I would say that this is techni-
cally impossible, since it contradicm the very concept
of pluriannual programme. Vhat we are concerned
with is that the Community resources which contri-
bute to the implemenntion of a programme 
- 
whose
cost far exceeds the amount paid by the Community
- 
rhat the Community resources paid in this specific
case to the United Kingdom, should be entirely used
for the implementation of the programmes or sub-
programmes approved. '!7'hat concerns us is the way in
which the Community aids are used. \7e are not
concerned with the full implementation of the
programme within a given period. \7e are concerned
- 
and as I was saying, we have prepared the necessary
measures to that end 
- 
that the Communiry resources
should be entirely used for the implementation of the
Programme.
It is impossible rc check on the practical implementa-
tion of a programme. This is possible for a project 
-if one finances a road building project, one can physi-
cally check whether that road has been built and
completed, but one cannot physically and materially
check on the full completion of a necessarily complex
and coherent programme 
- 
and the more coherent
and complex the programme the better, since it will
I t,i ,\
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then really conribute to solving the structural prob-
lems of the regions concerned. I repeat that what
concerns us is, to ensure that the use made of the
Community aids corresponds to the purposes for
which they were granted.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Danken.
Mr Dankert, rdpporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I
should like rc make a few remarks in reply rc Mr Giol-
itti. Athough he accepts most of Parliament's amend-
ments, he rejects 
- 
and I believe that this is what the
debate is all all about 
- 
the most important amend-
ment, which is to ensure effective conrol, end-of-
programme control, before disbursement. As Mr Giol-
itti knows very well, I did not invent this amendment,
nor did the Committee on Budgets invent it: it is an
amendment based directly on the opinion of the Coun
of Audircrs, whose principal role is to ensure that
responsible control is exercised over the Community's
budgetary expenditure. This is an essential point.
Another point: Mr Giolimi stated that the Commission
was more exactint in the case of the supplementary
measures than in the case of the Regional Fund. It
appears to me that he himself did not show himself to
be so exacting in his brief speech. The fact is that this
amendment which he rejecr would enable the
Community to be equally exacting in the case of
programmes which differ fundamentally 
- 
and he
admitted this in a way 
- 
from what is termed regional
policy. Owing to the shonage of time, I will confine
myself to these two remarks.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote
tomorrow during voting time.
6. Human rights in Poland
Prcsident. 
- 
The next ircm is the repon, by Mr
Penders, on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee,
on human rights in Poland (Doc.1-219180).
I call Mr Penders.
Mr Penders, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
European Parliament is the first assembly after the
Polish Diet to discuss events in Poland over recenr
months, and we are thereby taking a great deal of
responsibiliry on ourselves. Of course, the situation in
Poland is still far from clear and consolidated. Strikes
are still in progress, interpretadons differ as to the
aBreements reached in Gdansk and Katowice and the
leaders of party and government have not yet been
able m consolidate the changed circumstances in
policy rcrms. There is still a latent danger of outside
intervention, and the Polish economy is sdll straining
under the dual burden of a disastrous level of State
indebtedness and bureaucracy and waste. Any debate
at this stage must therefore be conducted with all due
circumspection. On the other hand, the European
Parliament would be shirking its responsibiliry if we
failed to debate the events in Poland.
The Poles deserve our respect; they are Europeans,
they have struggled for centuries for their independ-
ence and they are acquainted from their recenr pasr
with the phenomenon of foreign intervendon. They
have known partition, suppression, slavery, occupation
and compulsory friendship. They, as signatories to the
Final Act of the Helsinki Conference, are Europeans.
On the eve of the follow-up conference in Madrid, ir
is fitting that we should be devoting our attention to
developments in the field of human rights and funda-
mental libenies in Poland over the last few months.
The report I have the honour of speaking on today
was adopted in May 1980 by avery large majority in
the Political Affairs Committee. In other words, that
was before the increase in the price of meat of I July,
which gave rise to the strikes in Lublin, Gdansk and
Silesia. Nevertheless, our report is essendally bound
up with the strikes and subsequent agreements in
Poland. After all, the developmenm of the last few
months did not .come endrely out of the blue, but
followed on logically from earlier events.
After the troubles in the Radom and Ursus works in
1976, the proclaimed increases in the price of meat
c/ere relracted by the Polish authorities. But this
concession to the consumer could only be paid for in
terms of the Polish economy by taking up new loans,
particularly in the !/est. Management of the new
loans was, however, no better than before.
Since 1975, unres[ has been spreading under the
surface. The eighth congress of the Polish United
Vorkers' Party in February this year saw a change of
prime minister from Jaroszewicz to Babiuch without
any real result.
A lot has been happening too in recent years in the
field of human rights. The Polish Pope's visit to his
own country in June 1979 demonstrated once again
the unbreakable ties betwien the Polish people and the
Catholic Church. Any r6gime 
- 
no matter what its
origins and no matter what its alliances 
- 
will have to
live with that fact. A lack of understanding bemreen
Church and Pany does great damage to rhe Church,
but is also a millstone around the Party's neck. The
human rights situarion in Poland accurately reflects
the relationship between Church and Party.
A lot has happened in Poland over recenr years in the
field of human rights. Pride of place of course musr go
to the Committee for Social Self-Defence 
- 
KOR 
-
l.
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under the leadership of Mr Kuron. It was the petry
hounding of members of this group which caused Mr
Allen Tyrrell in November 1979 to table a motion for
a resolution, and which in turn helped to bring about
this debate.
Mr President, as rapporteur for the Political Affairs
Committee, I must of course stick qo the mandate I
have been given by the committee in the form of the
approval of my report. This I shall do and I shall keep
my personal views to myself.
Perhaps I may be permitted though to make one brief
personal remark. I said earlier that my repon vras
essentially linked to the strikes in Poland. The events
of the last few months have been characterized by the
intenwining of socio-economic aspects and human
righm, and that is the fascinating aspect of what.has
been happening in July and August. The almost unbe-
lievable seems to be happening: a communist Starc
appears to be accepting the existence of independent
trade unions and a free trade union press. The pre-emi-
nent role of the Pany has been respected and accepted
by the strikers, but the new trade unions are in no way
an extended arm of the Pany. Old and new trade
unions are free to engage in pluralist competition.
'lfhichever way we look at it, the fact is that an
element of possible opposition has been accepted in a
sotalitarian State. That being so, we must ask ourselves
how it has been achieved. The answer is thanks rc the
caution shown by she strikers themselves, who have
recognized the limitations of their activities. Secondly,
thanks to the caution shown by the leadership of State
and Parry. It is undoubrcdly true that the repugnance
felt throughout the world for what is happening in
Afghanistan has increased the leeway for strikes in the
atreement. Vould it be going too far to say that the
very existence of the Final Act of the Helsinki Confer-
ence and the fonhcoming Madrid Conference have
also contributed to this process? Is it also going too far
ro claim that the combination of a higher level of
education and the emergence of a certain degree of
moderation are in the long run the major threats to
totalitarian r6gimes?
An attempt is now being made very cautiously 
- 
and
that is an imponant point 
- 
rc diffeqentiate between
the new trade unions and the human rights movement.
Let us not forget though that it was only thanks to the
distributive and communicative activities of the human
rights movement that news of the strikes became
known at all in Poland and throughout the world.
\7hat should our next step be? Amendment No 4 has
heen tabled [o my motion for a resolution, which
enjoys a very large measure of suppon in the Euro-
pean Parliamenr That is a source of great pleasure to
me. The future of Poland is primarily a matter for the
Poles themselves. Ve condemn any intenrention from
whati:ver quarter and of whatever nature. The impor-
tant thing now is to consolidate the atreements of
Gdansk and Katowice, which will require economic
and financial support from the Vest. I am thinking
here panicularly of the high level of State indebted-
ness in Poland. A debt amounting to 20 000 million
dollars is a serious turden on the Polish economy. It
must be clear that the prospects for the Polish econ-
omy can only improve once a number of basic princi-
ples of efficient management have been introduced. In
that respect, '!fl'arsaw would be well advised to take a
leaf out of the book of the Budapest authorities.
But consolidation is only a first step. The agreements
of Gdansk and Katowice may act as a guideline for
other sectors in Polish sociery. Ve have only to think
of the universities which will be resuming their activi-
ties on I October. The really imponant thing is to
view the situation in Poland against the background of
the Helsinki Final Act and the fonhcoming Madrid
Conference. Consolidation of what has been achieved
in Poland is an imponant criterion for the success of
security and cooperation poliry in Europe.
Finally, our admiration is due first and foremost to the
Polish workers, but the need for circumspection must
also enjoy a high level of prioriry. May both of these
elements characterize our coming debarc.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Council President,
ladies and gentlemen, for what is at least the fifth time
since the 50's, the Polish people have, during this
summer of 1980, demonstrated massively against the
joint powers of State and single parry: demonstrated
against the rigidity, against the abuses and the distor-
tions which are typical of the authority which claims
to represent them, demonstrated against the harsh,
despairing realities of the society which claims it is
building for them. Fonunately, this time and so far,
the workers' revolt has not been met with the steam-
roller of repression. Fonunarcly, the government and
the communist pafty have chosen the path of concilia-
tion and negotiadon. Hope is being reborn in'Sfl'arsaw,
in Silesia, and on the Baltic coast. The first wish of
those of us here who represent democratic socialism is
rc pay tribute to all the men and women of Poland
who during these last months have joined determina-
tion to calmness and courage to resffaint in an admira-
ble campaign. One old slogan, brought back to life
like so many others by the events in Poland, reminds
us that the emancipation of the working classes is the
task of the working classes themselves. That is and will
remain just as true in eastern Europe,
Now, after the first positive agreement berureen the
workers and the authorities, we are panicularly keen rc
know the exact wording, the legal and official terms,
and the trade and territorial areas in which there will
"r tt'- ,
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be the freedom which has been granted in principle to
self-governing rade unions. All single-parry govern-
ments fear a sharing of power, even, perhaps above all,
at the level of mass movements which are all too
frequently reduced to the role of submissive tools. The
events of the coming monrhs will show us rhe rrue
range of the right rc self-dercrmination which the
Polish workers wanted ro win, far more clearly than
the official statemen$. Meanwhile ve musr emphasise
that the freedom of association to which we hold as
socialists mus[ be available to the Polish people as well.
Ve must emphasise rhat any society which calls itself
socialist must be able to rake under its wing a vasr
range of diverging inrerests and that dogmatism and
monolithic ideology and organisarion, no marrer
where they are, do no sevice ro rhe inrerests of the
workers' movement. Pluralism is not just an exrra
benefit, it is a necessity. Geographical accident,
reasons of state and the theories of limircd responsibil-
ity must never, in the last analysis, prove superior to
this essential requirement.
'!7e must also emphasise rhat we consider that the
poliry of detente has, over the years, little by litde,
helped the Polish workers' struggle towards democ-
racy. Armed confrontadon between opposing blocks
of allies can only reinforce the conservative tendencies
within each. D6tente on the other hand, by reducing
the external threat, gradually makes it possible to seek
a new path towards a better sociery, convens people to
the idea of internal reform and creates a climate
favourable ro chan&e. One of the principles of our
Group is the strengrhening and exrension in Vestern
Europe of democracy in its various forms, and for rhat
reason we are panicularly appreciative of the para-
graph in the joint resolution which expresses the hope
that the policy of d6rente will be continued. Our
encouragement is there for those Poles and orhers
who wish now or in the future ro conrinue along this
path, because, ro us, d6tente is not the acknowledg-
ment and establishment for all time of the status quo
but its precise opposite, a consrandy evolving process.
The demands put forward by the Polish workers, it
will be observed, do nor in their overall effecr or in
individual details call into question either the system of
ownership or the counrr;y's membership of a specific
military alliance. But beyond the key demands for
self-governing trade unions and the legal right to
strike, beyond the demands for specific reforms such
as waiting time in rhe allocation of subsidized housing
and better supplies ro rhe home marke$ or even
reducing the material advantages of the various bodies
responsible for public order, beyond all this it was of
vital imponance thar the workers demanded and
obtained the liberation of those intellectuals who
supponed them, together wirh the relaxation of
censorship.
The resolution before this House most appropriately
emphasizes in that same spirit the importance of the
freedom of information and communication: rhat it is
those things which are not prohibited which should be
allowed and not the opposite, as it does the close rela-
tionship between the workers' political and social
grievances. Indeed it is fonunate that the authorities
recognized that the Polish workers' acion was
directed not against socialism but against the distor-
tion and corruption which, as in the Szcipanski affair,
deform and degrade it.
It is our hope that the liberadon of those intellecruals
who supponed the workers is not an expedient
concession but a permanent gain for human rights.
I would like to speak finally on the quesrions of
economic and financial cooperarion between Poland
and the Community and its indiVidual members. The
resolution before us proposes that such cooperation
should be improved. That is exacrly rhe word because
it is not simply a quesdon of quantity and of volume,
nor of supponing and strengthening the marcrial
interests of Poland's trading parrners. '!fle must go out
and meet the Polish peoples' hopes for a betrer life
based on a new institutional strucrure of which 
- 
we
hope 
- 
self-governing trade unions will form the
cornerstone. The goals of our renewed cooperarion
must be not the satisfaction of individual demands,
decisive though they may be, but the furure of the
working people of Poland and the common good of
people everywhere.
Mr President the workers in the 'Commune of Paris'
and'Lenin' shipyards in Gdansk, their comrades in the
mines of Silesia and in hundreds of orher industries
have taken a courateous srcp forward in their counrry,
for their country and for their own role in their coun-
try. fu the resolution quitc rightly says, the right to
decide the future of Poland, which is by tradition a
European counrry, lies with rhe people of Poland
alone. But democratic solidarity is no less necessary
for all that and that is rhe reason why we, as socialisti
committed to the inrernadonalist ideal, will strive to
achieve that solidariry in rhe four corners of the eanh.
(Appkuse)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Blumenfeld to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Parry (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).
Mr Blumcnfeld. 
- 
Mr President, Mr President of
the Council, in taking this opponuniry to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Parry I
do so first of all in order to rhank the rapponeur, Mr
Penders, for having updated his excellent report under
very difficult circumsrances, for having recommended
that we approve the decision which he had resubmit-
ted to us and for having contributed himself to its
adoption.
The European Community like all the Member States
has signed the final act of the Helsinki Agreement
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together with Poland. This fact in our opinion estab-
lishes a panicular responsibiliry on the pan of the
European Communiry and of its Parliament, and it
also establishes the need for us to take a direct and
immediate interest in the latest events in Poland,
events whose political implications cannot yer fore-
seen. The EPP Group has followed with the greatest
respect the struggle of Polish workers to obtain demo-
cratic rights, to improve their material living condi-
tions and circumstances and above all to bring into
existence independent 
- 
that is to say independent
from the State 
- 
trade unions. Seldom since rhe end if
the last war have political events more deeply stirred
the heans and minds of people in free Europe as those
which have taken place in the last few weeks, and
which have kept us in Europe intent on our television
screens. The moving scenes in front of the Lenin docks
in Danzig when the strikers prayed together with the
priests of the Catholic church and when this group
grew to become a large peaceful gathering in which,
thanks to the level-headedness of all, bloodshed was
avoided were a good example of what I mean.
I should also, however, during this present situation,
like rc remind you of the hisrcrical background
against which one must consider the struggle of the
Polish people for independence and freedom. Mr
Penders reminded us that the Poles have been divided
for centuries, have suffered occupation and seen their
country submerged under the tides of wars and that
they have nonetheless kept alive cheir feeling for and
their firm resolve to obtain independence and free-
dom.
Ve must also 
- 
and it is my intention to place pani-
cular emphasis on this point on behalf of my Group 
-see the role which the Poles have played in the last few
decades in seeking to obain peaceful cooperation in
Europe.
Please allow me to make a complercly personal obser-
vation. Many of my fellow Members of the European
Parliament and also many of my friends in the EPP
Group have suffered ryranny and war side by side with
the Polish people and with the Poles. I myself was
incarcerated in Auschwitz concenuation camp
rcgether with thousands of Polish citizens during the
war as a prisoner of Hitler's Gestapo and the SS under
inhuman conditions. I want to make clear by this
example that when we speak of man's firm resolve to
obtain freedom, human rights and peace uie know
what we are talking about. Ve also know that courage
must be seasoned with clear-sightedness so that the
developments in which the agreements made at
Danzig dnd Cato*,ice which represent a large step
forward, may be continued and built upon just as Mr
Penders so righdy said just now.
Stating these facts clearly does not mean, in our eyes,
in any way interfering in the internal affairs of another
state. Our cidzens want to hear from us clear, plain
and fonhright language and this does not in any way
involve interference.
The EPP Group once more calls upon all the signato-
ries to the Helsinki Agreement to adhere stricdy to the
policy of non-inrcrference as it is laid dow4 in Ani-
cle 2 Chapter 7 of the United Nations'Treaty.
The EPP Group and the European Parliament will
observe this policy of non-interference to the lemer
and trust that the Polish people will be able to decide
for itself what form its future will take. Ve wish much
success and clear-sighrcdness m the Polish people, to
the Polish workers and the Polish citizens in the diffi-
cult weeks and months which lie ahead of them. The
Polish people should therefore know 
- 
and this is
urhat I undersrcod from Mr Glinne's speech 
- 
that
support from the European Communiry is and will be
fonhcoming without any precondidon of a political
nature so that we may help people in Poland over the
exceptionally difficult economic future which awaits
them and make a European conuibution rc their
welfare. For this is what the Polish workers and people
want, t6 see Europe and Poland growing step by srcp
closer and closer to each other.
I appeal on behalf of my Group to the Council of
Ministers and m the Foreign Ministers of the Euro-
pean Communiry rc direct their paniCular attention to
developments in Poland during the preparadons for
the Madrid follow-up conference and intensify their
effons towards implementing the principles laid down
in the Helsinki Agreement.
I should just like to add one final remark, Mr Presi-
dent. The EPP Group is of the opinion that what has
now taken place in Poland srcms from objectives
which the Communist might of the Soviet Union has
been strengthening for many years, that is at the same
time as carrying out a poliry of detente to continue the
ideological and economic rivalry between the cwo
systems 
- 
on the one hand the communist rystem and
on the other the free market syst€m. Ve have so to
speak accepted this challenge in an offensive spirit and
now it is becoming apparent that freedom cannot be
suppressed, that it can be suppressed in none of the
countries of the world. And we also wish to make this
clear and to stress at the same time that should devel-
opments in Poland, that is m say the agreements
reached between the Polish government and the strike
committees which have been negotiatcd and signed by
both panies, be reversed then the Madrid Conference
has no longer any meaning or purpose.
I norc with satisfaction that it is once more the Euro-
pean Parliament. which has been the first to discuss an
extremely up m the minute event of incalculable politi-
cal significance which it is quite impossible to assess at
present, and that is will now adopt a decision which
has been drawn up and supponed by all the demo-
cratic Groups of this House.
(Apphuse)
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President. 
- 
The proceedings will now be suspended
until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting uas suspended at 1.05 p.m. and resuned at
3.00 p.n.)
INTHECHAIR: MRKATZER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
In view of the remaining items on the' agenda, I
declare the iist of speakers ilosed for roday.
I
7. Deadline for tabling amendments
President. 
- 
I propose that the deadline for tabling
amendments to the motions for resolutions on Turkey
be fixed at 4 p.m. today.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
I call Mrs De March on a point of order.
Mrc De March. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I am raising
this point of order to express our deep concern and to
ask the Bureau to deal without losing a moment vith a
matrcr that has just been brought to my attention,
namely that Mr Kim, the leader of the democratic and
progressive movement in South Korea, is in danger.
He has just been sentenced to death for political
reasons. I have therefore just made an official
approach rc the Presiden$'s secietariat so that the
Bureau can undenake moves to save him without
delay.
President. 
- 
I am sure that Parliament agrees to
refer the matter immediately to the Bureau.
8. Haman ighu in Poland(continued)
President. 
- 
The next item is rhe conrinuadon of the
debarc on the repon by Mr Penders on human rights
in Poland (Doc. l-219180).
I call Lord Bethell to speak on behalf of the European
Democratic Group.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, following that point
of order, I would of course like to suppon all
measures that aim to protect those threatened with
imprisonment and death both in South Korea and in
Nonh Korea, and I hope that an early opponunity
will be found to debate this important question of
human righr.
However, this afternoon we are concerned with a
European country to which it is panicularly appro-
priate to devote our time in this European Parliament.
Our House is a symbol of reconciliation after half a
century of conflict and war on our continent: 41 years
ago, it was a conflict in Poland that precipitated the
outbreak of the most destructive war of our century,
'the consequences of which we in the European Parlia-
ment are elected to do away with. So it is a panicularly
emotional moment at which we find ourselves discuss-
ing the latest outbreak of violence and difficulty in
Poland, one of the victims of the Second Vorld Var.
It was in an effon to bring democrary to Poland and
restore its independence that this continent was
plunged for the last time into the most terible war in
recent memory, and our efforts to restore democrary
and freedom rc that country failed. Poland was moved
200 miles to the west and squashed befi/een three not
very friendly counries and the sea, and although
many of its citizens would wish to apply for member-
ship of our European Community 
- 
arld I know
many prominent people in political positions in that
country who would like to do this 
- 
through no fault
of their own, because of the system that is imposed
upon them by outside forces, they cannot fulfil the
criteria for membership 
- 
in particular, the April 1977
declaration.on pluralism and political freedoms in our
nrne countnes.
Of course we fully appreciate the political realities of
1980 in Europe and I know that there is no one in our
Group who wishes to challenge them, to overturn
them, to plunge our continent, our whole world, into
catastrophe. The Yalta Agreement, rightly or wrongly,
condemned Poland to the sphere of inreresr of rhe
Eastern bloc, and there is no one either here or in
Poland who seriously believes that in the shon term
that can be challenged.
I want to pay a pafticular triburc ro rhe political
maturiry of the working people of Poland and of the
professional people who have encouraged them and
publicized their plighr, rhat they have at no point tried
to upset the political starus of Poland within the Sovier
bloc and the Varsaw Pact. At no point have they chal-
lenged the foreign policy or the defence policy of
Poland; indeed they have accepted, as parr of the
agreement struck between the striking workers and
the Polish tovernment, that the Communist Pany's
control of political activities and foreign poliry should
remain inviolate. This is clearly quite right and quite
appropriate, and no one would risk disaster by chal-
lenging this decision.
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There are, however, other questions: questions of
international agreement and questions of principle.
'\[e should, I think, pay particular attention to the
Helsinki Agreement, which guarantees non-interfer-
ence by ouride States in the internal affairs of our
member nations, and many of our Foreign Ministers
have made this point clear. Ve do not intervene, we
do not intervene violently or by subversion, and we
expect other countries not to interuene either. One
need not look very far to see which country we are
panicularly thinking of 
- 
the one which hai inter-
vened so frequently in that area, in other countries
close to Poland.
So the Helsinki Agreement makes this plain. It will be
underlined, I hope, when the Member States' repre-
sentatives meet in Madrid in November. !7e rely on
the people of Poland and in particular on the new
bodies that will be created to make sure that their own
destiny is decided by their own people. By the imper-
fect form of government, the semi-democracy or
quaner-democracy, that they have been able to estab-
lish, they will be entitled and they alone entitled to
work out their own fate within the very narrow
margins of manoeuvre that are available to them.
The question of principle, though, is one that we
should not entirely forget. There are those, I know,
, who believe that East Europeans either do not want or
do not need the freedoms that we take for granted and
enjoy: freedom of expression and association, trade-
union freedom and, of course, the right to choose
one's own government. Those who believe that ordi-
nary people in Eastern Europe are fundamendy differ-
ent from us in'!7'estern Europe are quite wrong. Any
one who goes to Poland or any other East European
country can see how there is, if anything, a greeter
interest in the freedoms that we hold most dear than
one can detect in our countries. Absence makes the
hean grow fonder, and what they miss they miss most
sharply and most ragically. Members of our Group 
-Mr Hutton, Mr Tyrrell 
- 
have been to Poland in
recent months and have come back,having noticed this
phenomenon extremly clearly, and it is right that in
our speeches this afternoon we should make this point
- 
having, of course, emphasized that we can in no
way interfere with the sta[us quo by violent or subver-
slve means.
Therefore, Mr President, I suppon this motion whole-
heanedly; I am delighrcd that it has been possible to
agree this motion with almost every Member of this
European Parliament 
- 
with the exception of the
French Communists, who are, let us face it, rapidly
becoming the moral lepers of the European Commu-
nity.
(Applause from certain quarters on the right)
And I look forward, in spite of the political realities
from which the people of Poland are suffering, to the
day when they will be able to fulfil the criteria and
apply for membership of our Communiry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ansan to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Ansart. 
- 
(F) Mr President, you have asked me
to speak on behalf of a pany which has five million
electors in its own country, a pafiy 75 thousand of
whose members gave their lives during the last war to
save that country.
(Applause from the extreme left)
That is what I say to that gentleman who has given
himself the right 
- 
as he quite frequently does 
- 
to
insult in this Assembly those whom he should be
admiring for the consistenry of their political attirudes
and who in many respects would make an excellent
example for his own group.
(Apphuse from tbe extreme lefi)
Having said that I would remind you that this morning
Mr Penders, the rapponeur, referring to the heavy
responsibility on this Assembly and speaking as he said
with prudence, on behalf of his committee, said just
that and then turned immediately to describe life in
Poland, and went on to make a rapid analysis and
some remarls with 
- 
and I hope he will forgive me
for saying so 
- 
considering we were talking about a
country like Poland, a quite staggering lack of
concern.
The attitude which my colleagues and I share is quite
the opposite. Poland is a friendly state, and we have
respect for its government and its people. Poland is a
country which has come a long way: barely 35 years
ago it was backward, unable to support its own popu-
lation who were forced to emigrate in their millions to
the United States, to Canada, to Germany, to France.
At that time Poland was oppressed and depressed
under the yoke of the colonels. Poland was of interest
ro no one except the foreign capitalists who held the
counffy in fief, exploiting a cheap labour force which
had neither work nor freedom. Poland paid a high
price for the war and no one has yet forgotten the six
million dead, or the concentration camps and massa-
cred Jews. Ninety-five percent of Varsaw was
destroyed, and rebuilt in record time as was Gdansk
too, in the style of its great days when the ciry was one
of the great trading centres in the Hanseatic League.
During those 35 years Poland has healed its wounds,
rebuilt its ruins, trained graduates, technicians, engi-
neers and managers in tens of thousands, and built,big
modern production centres. Unemployment has disap-
peared and ihe country has rap(ly become the tenth
greatest industrial power in the world. The govern-
ment of the Polish Democradc Republic has restored
the Poles'independence, their dignity and their histor-
ical eminence.
Such rapid development has lead to tensions, to
contradictions and to problems, and resolving them is
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the task of the Polish government and workers, and of
them alone.
It is intolerable that this Assembly should yet again be
over-reaching its mandate, discussing a situation in
which it is not concerned when it has neither the
moral nor the political right to do so. The resolution
which is before us constitutes interference in the inter-
nal affairs of Poland which is flagrant, inadmissible,
and, as I said once before in the case of Palestine,
irresponsible.'Ve have too much respect for the people
and government of Poland for the authors of the reso-
lution to lead us into these areas.
Is there not too a cenain lack of logic in this resolu-
tion which affirms that the Polish people 'alone have
the right to determine the future of Poland' whilst
each individual point of this self-same resolution is in
rhe form of pretentious advice offered to an inferior
people: that is an insult to the Poles. Should this
assembly not be showing a little more humiliry at a
time when in the Community's Member States the
crisis is worsening and when each day rcns of thou-
sands of workers lose their jobs, when almost seven
million of them are unemployed and when in 1980,
3 million of those are young people?
How can this Assembly give itself the right to judge, to
accord praise or blame when for months it has been
refusing to discuss human rights, as we proposed,
within the Community? Many of those here who have
suddenly become very excited about Poland are very
much less enthusiastic when we want to defend the
workers of their own countries, workers like the
French fishermen who cannot go on strike without
becoming the victims of police brutality and govern-
ment repression. There is no lack of such examples
within the Community.
And in addition, the workers of these countries have
every right to tell this fusembly and the governmenr
of the Nine to put their own house in order first. How
many members who have signed today's resolution
have also supponed 
- 
and continue to support 
-those colonial wars and ventures which oppress
millions, and how many of them find the present situa-
tion in Turkey perfecdy normal?
I would also like to add that the Polish workers and
their government did not wait for this Assembly ro
finish irc holidays before they started, between Poles
and only between Poles, to discuss and resolve the
problems which they alone have the right to decide
both now and in the future.
That said, ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of my
colleagues I ask once again as my colleague Mr
Chambeiron did this very morning, 'when is this
Assembly going to discuss human righm in the coun-
tries of the European Community'?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Haagerup. 
- 
@K) Mr President., for reasons
which are obvious, we have been very preoccupied
with rhe events in Poland and it would therefore be
unnatural if Parliament were [o disregard these evenrs,
panicularly in view of the fact that a repon on human
righrc in Poland already figured on our agenda follow-
ing a decision reached before lasr week's even6.
There is, nevenheless, Mr President, no need for the
European Parliament to make a bombastic starement.
It was the wish of my group that we should keep a low
profile on this matter which we will naturally conrinue
to keep a very close eye on. !(e therefore felt rhat the
original motion for a resolution by the Socialist Group
formed an excellent basis for the discussions concern-
ing a joint decision in which I took pan on behalf of
the Liberal Group. Ve are very pleased with the fact
that it proved possible to agree on a common text
which reflects an attitude which has practically the
unanimous support of this Parliament, apart from the
exception we have just heard.
I should like rc express my appreciation of all those
Members also involved in the discussions which led.to
this joint text, including in panicular Mr Claude Estier
of the Socialist Group who chaired the meetings with
great skill and Mr Jean Penders of ghe Group of the
European People's Pany for so readily agreeing ro
withdraw this original and, incidentally, quite excel-
lent motion for a resolution on human righr, thus at
the same time and in a different way making a
constructive contribution towards the drawing up of
our joint text.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Isradl to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Isra€I. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, after Hungary in 1956, Czechoslavakia in 1968,
it is now Poland which is the hot-spot of che Commu-
nist world. The farc of Poland hangs in the balance.
Each of us is aware rhat one false step, one change in
the Polish workers' demands, one single provocarion
could without any doubt result in Sovier intervention.
The events of Budapest and Prague give an idea of the
possible scale of the USSR's reactions. Nonetheless,
the reactions of the people of Poland canno[ be pred-
icted and under the circumsrances we must ask
ourselves what the Community can do.
It is our view that the EEC's principal task is to
concentrate on the fonhcoming Madrid Conference.
The Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe decided on a programme of meetings to
measure the progress made in detente. That, Mr Presi-
dent, will be one meering at precisely the right time.
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Human righrc in Poland were going to be on the
agenda and we shall have to bring our analysis up-to-
darc in the light of recent even6. Thus the freedom to
work, the freedom ro srrike, rhe freedom to crearc free
trade unions, freedom from political discrimination in
work, are issues which should be raised in Madrid, all
the more so because 
- 
as I would remind the
Communist speaker 
- 
the European Community was
a signatory to the Helsinki Agreement.
Of course, it would be naive to deny rhar rhere is a
political side to the discussion of human rights. Free-
dom of information, the free circularion of ideas, free-
dom of association: there is a close connecsion
between demands for human righrs and political
demands, and we would not wish it otherwise.
The principle of non-interference in a State's internal
politics has been mentioned. One should perhaps
remember that the principle is intended to cover thre€
particular cases: military interrention, the threat of
military intervention or the organization of inrcrnal
subversion in another country. Making a value-judg-
ment on the way in which human rights are being
respected in any panicular country cannot under any
circumstances be considered intolerable interference.
Nobody can accuse us of rystematic anticommunism.
There is nothing to suggest that it is historically inevit-
able for an egalitarian communistic regime to be
accompanied by limitations on individual human
righcs. Is socialism with a human face a dream vrorldl
The answer to thar quesdon lies in the hands of the
Communist movemenl and, alas, so far their reply can
hardly be called encouraging. The fundamenral ideas
of Helsinki are winning ground. Meddling with
human rights does not go unchallenged. Vhat was
initially inrcnded to be only a verbal atreemcnt is nov
turning into reality. The Final Act of Helsinki gave rhe
people of the world great hope. Committees monitor-
ing the observance of the Helsinki agreemens have
taken root in this great cleft in the communist struc-
ture.'We in the \7est will condnue to be prudent, but
we shall continue to stress human righrs. Ve are
convinced that the resolution which is before you is
the result of quite unprecedenrcd cooperation within
this Assembly: there is no need for me to tell you that
our Group will support it wholeheanedly. It is my
belief that the approval of the resolution will add dig-
nity to this Parliamenl
Prcsident- 
- 
I call Mr Capanna.
Mr Capenna. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the polidcal mood
in Europe at the moment and the recent even6 in
Poland, represent a real watershed. Many people in
both Eastern and Vestern Europe who cornfonably
believed that the working class movement was in deep
slumber have been shaken out of their complacence by
the workers' revolt in Gdansk and Szczecin. The
Polish workerc' campaign has been intelligent, resolute
and brave; it has been and continues to be a class
struggle to esnblish and reach the goals of freedom
and equaliry. Vhat we are seeing here is a struggle
which is reopening avenues to the construction of
socialism. That is why the authorities in both East and
Vest do not like it and why, despite the fine words,
most of this Assembly does not like it.
Most of you are really af.raid that this class struggle
will prove contagious. Is it not true rhat, threatened
with 14 000 redundancies, the Fiat workers in Turin
have staned to say they are going to do the same as in
Gdansk? My own hope is that the Polish workers'
fighting spirit does prove to be contagious. I have
finished, Mr President, because our group had barely
t-hree rninurcs left to deal with all the questions arising
this afternoon.
I have spoken for one minute and ten seconds. I am
going to donate rhe other twenry seconds of my
speaking time to Mr Klepsch and that of course is a
token of my protest and my astonishment that we
should have to work in this way.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romuddi. 
- 
0 Mr President, Iadies and gentle-
men, it is my belief that the European Parliament
should pay tribute as never before to the moral cour-
age the political u,isdom and the faith 
- 
faith not only
in their rights but in the Church of their fathers and
ourc, of their civilization and ourr 
- 
of the Polish
workers who, during a few dramatic weeks, while the
world in general and Europe in panicular held irs
breath, led the Ereat campeign to form free trade
unions and achieved resulr whose cons€quences,
though rhey cannot yet be predicted will undoubtedly
be vital in the battle of the peoples of the qrorld to
defend their liberry and their independence from
Communism and the suffocating political and military
presence of Soviet Russia.
A journalist specializing in these maners has said thar
Mr Valesa and his colleagues in the Lenin shipyards ar
Gdansk have, by winning the right to sqt up free trade
unions, vinually defeated Stalin.
Personally, I feel that Mr \Talesa and his colleagues
have done something more than rhat: they have for
praaical purposes opened a rift right across the
Communist world, throughout its structure and down
to its very foundations. They have done away with the
Leninist concept of the rade union, which is funda-
mental to the political, social and econimic structure
of 'real'communism.
But precisely for this reason it would be a mistaken ro
think that the situation in Poland has stabilized, thar
Poland is rid of those grave threar and does not need
'J; '1"\{:'
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from us in the civilized world, from the Eruopean
Parliament, the greatest atsention and the most earnest
commitment to keep a constant watch 
- 
as is our
duty 
- 
on how rhe Polish government carries out the
obligations towards the defence of human rights which
it undenook as a signatory to the Helsinki Agreement.
And at the same time we should be looking at how the
other Communist countries have kept their word. \7e
should be doing that as a preparation for the
Madrid Conference which, will obviously, above all,
be the occasion when we have to decide whether
d6tente is a policy which can be pursued without
endangering freedom and the independence of
nations: Afghanistan .was one lesson to us, and other
lessons of the same kind are not far to seek. Ve do
want d6tente, we do want peace, and we also want 
-but we want it for everyone 
- 
non-interference in
other countries internal affairs. But we want all that at
the same time as libeny and independence for the
peoples and nations who wish m lielp promorc that
poliry.
In the motion for a resolution which I have the honour
to present on behalf of my non-attached Italian
colleagues, we ask the Council and the Commission to
take appropriate measures to give tangible aid rc the
people and workers of Poland in overcoming the
economic and social difficulties, now so acute, which
for years have been typical of the political regime
under which that proud nation lives. 'Either 'l7esrern
aid, or, sooner or later, Russian tanks', someone has
said. I do not know whether the Polish question can
really be reduced to this simple formula, but the
Parliament, the Council and the Commission would be
mistaken and naive if they did not take it into account
when making their future plans.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fergusson.
I
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, I would say at once
to Mr Ansart that our, moral authority to discuss
Poland, which he has questioned, is simply this: we
too are Europeans.
I want to concentrate in a few minutes on the form
and timing of the resolution which, with the support
of members of every group in the House, recalls the
united concern of the free people of Europe for our
fellow Europeans in the east. This resolution is no
mere expression of relief and admiration at what has
happened and what the Polish workers have achieved.
It is equally a statement of apprehension that the gains
are an illusion, thar the attempt to consolidate them
will be undermined and that the Polish people, in a
word, will not be allowed to decide their own destiny.
\(lhy do q/e worry thar the Gdansk agreement will not
be honoured? \7hy do we have suspicions that salami
tactics, slice by slice, will cut back those minimum
righrc and freedoms which have been promised? \7ell,
it is not simply that eastern Europe, the Soviet satel-
lites, have tasted spring before and never seen a
summer. For three decades, the course of polidcal
seasons there, at their best, has run winter, spring,
winter, winter.
Ve are concerned with something more 
- 
the escape
clauses, written or spoken. Ve are concerned at the
way Polish events have already been attributed by the
Kremlin to anti-socialist forces inside and outside the
country. 'Ve are concerned, for example, with the
third point of the Gdansk protocol dealing with free-
dom of communication by radio, television and the
prinrcd word. How can freedom in this area yet be
subject to social control? Vhose coritrol?
Mr President, may I persume to re mind you, as we
contemplate the chances that rhe Polish people will be
permitted to decide their own future, of what Ani-
cle 29 of the Soviet Union's own 1977 Constitution
says: I quote: 'The relations of the SovietUnion to
other smtes are based on the observance of the princi-
ple of equality, on mutual renunciation of force and of
the threat of force, on inviolability of frontiers, on
rerritorial inrcgrity of states, on peaceful settlemenm of
conflicts, of non-intervention in the affairs of other
states, on respect of human righrc and of fundamenal
rights, on the right of every nation to decide its own
destiny'.
Is there a catch? Vell, indeed there is. If there is any
danger thar anti-socialist elements socalled are at
work, then everything lapses. The formula for waiving
the rules is there. Blame anti-socialist forces and you
can override everything, agreed or signed.
That is why I must refer you to the paragraph of ourjoint resolution that mentions our wish for east-west
d6tente, a d6tente that looks less and less like an asser-
tion of faith and more and more like a pious hope and,
after Afghanistan, like a lost cause.
Poland, hardly less than Afghanistan, will be a touch-
stone of Helsinki, and of the indivisible global,
genuine d6tente which we should have liked !o see.
Genuine d6tente, not merely peaceful coexistence
interspersed with violent and cruel asserrions of rhe
Brezhnev doctrine, but the relaxation of world rension
as a result of real and justified rust in the good faith
of others.
Afghanistan, as we know, ihattered that trust. Even
when the invasion, not just ,the bombing of villages
there, ceases, d6tente will still have a long, long way to
go just to recover the ground it has,lost.
And how much will the Madrid Conference really
mean, for the imprisonment of the monitors of the
Helsinki Agreement goes on within Russia? And what
of Pland, the very first casualty of the even6 of
August? A vital principle of the Helsinki Final Act was
broken both in the spirit and the letrer when the free
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flow of information was stopped through the jamming
of outside broadcasts to the Soviet Union.
Ve have noted and noticed rhat the ears of rhe
Russian people have been stopped because their
masters, their nurses, their warders, could nor bear
them to hear the dirty word 'freedom', freedom of
association, freedom to strike, freedom to say and
write and think what one believes or wants or knows
to be true.
Mr President, the only anti-socialist force at work in
Poland has been man's fundamental, natural,
unquenchable yearning for the freedom which the
system would deny them.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galluzzi.
Mr Gdluzzi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, it is our view that
the Gdansk agreemenrc represent the saning point for
democratic evolution in Polish society, an evolution
we always considered essential rc the full socialist
flowering of the country and to overcoming the alien-
ation of the pany from the people, the citizens from
the organizations. The gravity of that alienation has
been recognizedby all the leaders of the parry and of
the democratic republic: by Kania and Olszowsky and
by Gierek. It is our belief, Mr President, that it has
been possible to write this new page of Polish history
first and foremost through the merits of the Polish
working classes, who had the wit to look nor only to
the structure but to society and to undersand that the
assertion of their economic and political rights was
closely linked to the economic development and
demographic growth of the whole country. But it
should not be forgotten, Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, that the Polish lTorkers Party added one
decisive contribution to the successful ourcome of the
crisis, and that was to overcome the misgivings, the
schisms, the closures, and to consider the Gdansk
agreement not as as temporary mishaps, a fault to be
corrected as quickly as possible, but as an appeal for
liberry and for democrary which spranB from the
entire country and which had to be taken up and
carried forward.
Together with the composure and the sense of respon-
sibiliry shown by the Polish working people and parry,
s/e must refer to the moderation of a third protagonist
in these developments, the church in Poland, which
was able rc resist the temptation to wait and see, and
the temptation to seek confirmation, confirming the
national role of the church's leaders and giving its
approval to a solution which points towards renewal
whilst preserving the counry's continuiry and unity. It
is our hope that this balance, this sense of responsibil-
ity can last, because in our view it is the one condition
on which the movement for renewal can advance not
only in the interests of Poland but in the interests of
the whole of the continent of Europe.
The success of the Polish experimenr can after all open
a new chapter for Europe, can help rc resolve the
sulemate which until now had Europe divided into
two opposing sysrcms, for it replaces the rigidiry of
two systems with a range of solutions and experiences
from which the politics and logic of power blocks can
be overcome, and from which independent European
initiative can be developed. That is the reason, ladies
and gentlemen, why we must help the evolutionary
process which has begun in Poland. But helping the
process does not just mean that we should all go and
put pressure on our governments and or allies to give
Poland all the help she needs to recover from her
present very serious economic difficulties. It means
more than anything else that we should carry on in
Europe with the process of d€tente and disarmament.
It was d6tente in Europe which enabled a new page of
Polish history to be written and it is that same d6tente
which constitutes the only possible way, because
respect for the rights to freedom and to participate in
government is spreading in Easrcrn Europe and being
restricted in many western countries where those
particular problems are still far from being resolved.
Funhermore, carrying on the process of d6tente
implies three very,specific conditions: firstly that the
Soviet Union must understand that a policy of d6tenrc
and disarmament such as will guarantee its security is
very much more imponant than the doctrine of limited
sovereignry, which is in any case neither valid nor
appropriate nowadays; secondly that the United States
of America must realize that the age of American
omnipotence is over and that they must resolve the
conflict between their professed willingness to reopen
negotiations on disarmament and peace, and their
continuing to perfect the first-srike strategy which is a
consequence of rearmament and the belief that
conflict is inevitable; thirdly, Europeans must under-
stand that, as Chancellor Schmidt said recently, the
defence of Europe's interests can no longer be left to
the United States, and they must look to balance and
stabiliry, first and foremost here in our own continenr.
Those, Mr President, are the reasons why the Italian
Communists and Allies have subscribed m the joinr
resolution, and will vote for it.
Prcsidcot. 
- 
I call Mr Bettiza.
Mr Bettiza. 
- 
(I) Mr President, Council President,
ladies and gendemen, when we look at events in
Poland our immediarc impression is one of dcjd o*.ln
1956 Edward Ochab fell from trace as a result of a
workers' 
.revolt and l7ladyslaw Gomulka came to
pover. In 1970, again as a result of workers' revoh,
Gomulka toppled and Edward Gierek came to power.
Yet another workers' revolt in 1980 and Gierek falls
and Stanislaw Kania comes to power. But in this
endlessly repearcd cycle of even$ this time thcre has
been something which was not dtjd ou.
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The situation in Poland, analyzed in the light of the
workers' triumph and the political liquidation of Mr
Gierek, appears to be inconsistent and dangerous. !/e
have in fact observed from the wings a popular victory
which for the first time in an Easr European Commu-
nist country has wrung out, in terms of workers'
demands, the maximum possible in that pan of the
world.
The same thing had aheady been attempted in 1970
but with one difference: in 1970 the Polish working
classes had idendfied with Mr Gierek. Gierek rose ro
power because Polish working classes wanted him
instead of Gomulka. This time on the other hand, they
do not identify with Stanislaw Kania who replaces
Gierek at [he very moment when the Polish workers
are consolidating the advanced positions which they
have quite lawfully reached. Ve all remember how
1970 was summed up in a single deed: Gierek, just
elected to the highest position in Poland, went !o
Gdansk, went to Katowice, vent to Silesia, went
everywhere to meet the workers. And in the same way
Kania, scarcely elected, has gone out to meet not the
workers but those pany officials whose privileges were
one of the targets of the workers' srikes. Now, if that
happened at that particular moment of the crisis in
Poland, it was obviously because the workers and the
parry did not manage to reach the agreement which
Mr Galluzzi spoke about so excellently. And I should
say to Mr Capanna that I agree entirely that the events
in Poland could spread elsewhere, including here. But
automatically rc draw an analogy berween vrhat is
happening in the'West, in Turin, and what is happen-
ing in Poland, seems to me rather far-fetched. In Italy
we already have a legitimate rade union movemenr
which lawfully represents the Italian working classes
and does battle with the employers. And what do we
have in Poland? Ve have a working class, deprived of
rights, in conflict with political authoriry over the
legalization of its trade union movemenr: we have the
twentieth century on one hand, and the nineteenth on
the other.
If I may make one funher observation, it is that the
problem is unfonunately not yet resolved. The
20 thousand million dollars loaned to Poland have
done nothing either to reconcile the Polish people to
the regime, nor to reconcile the regime ro rhe concepr
of independent trade unions.
Ve in the Liberal Group are in complerc atreemenr
with this motion for resolution on rhe even6 in
Poland. '!7'e are delighted that it should have been
developed from a Socialist proposal. In panicular we
would like to congratulate Mr Estier who has been
one of the most assiduous draftsmen of the resolution,
which we hope and expeo ro see approved by this
Assembly. In the interests of the Poles themselves we
must not overdramatize the situation. Ve must act
prudently and with critical wisdom, but we musr nor
forget that today is the anniversary of 17th September
1939, the day that the Soviet Union and the Red Army
entered Poland and divided the spoils with Hitler.
President. 
- 
I call Miss de Valera.
Miss de Valera. 
- 
Mr President, at the outset I
would like to express my Group's admiration for the
people of Poland who have taken such a bold step in
pursuit of their human rights. Ve in this Parliament,
and the people we represent, take for granted free
trade unions, the legal right to srike and the freedom
rc express any religious belief. In a Communist society
such freedoms do not exist. As the Soviet Union is a
signatory of the Helsinki Agreement, such freedoms
should be available to the people under its conrrol. 'Sfe
have now witnessed the people of Poland claiming
these rights. Difficulties will arise over the implemen-
tation and interpretation of she Seventh P.rinciple of
the Final Act of the Helsinki Agreement, namely,
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,
but the historical imponance of this principle ac-
knowledges the universal significance of human rights
and their essential role in assuring the development of
friendly relations befi/een the eight signatories and
bears crucial relevance to the credibiliry and success of
detente. I am sure the Members of this Parliament,
while lending full suppon to the workers of Poland
and acknowledging that now, more than ever, human
rights in Poland must be respected, will be watching
and monitoring their progress with inrcrest.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Al,miraote. 
- 
(I) Mr President, although we put
forward an independent document over the name of
Mr Romualdi, with which I do of course associate
myself, ve shall vote for the joint resolution. For that
reason I shall restrict myself to one short observation.
More or less all of the speakers, surring with the
rapponeur himself, have mentioned non-interference.
The French communists mentioned it, which was logi-
cal enough since they are the mourhpieces of their
Soviet masters and for them non-interference means
'don't meddle in Soviet affairs'. But members of all the
other groups have mentioned it in passing roo. And if
they were doing the right thing from rhe official point
of view, I, from the practical point of view 
- 
and that
is the one we have in mind when we supporr the joint
resolution 
- 
I would like there to be some talk of
solidarity. The Europe of freedom, the Europe of the
Nine 
- 
civilized Europe 
- 
has wasted all its previous
opportunities tg ger rogerher wirh Eastern Europe,
and those opponunities were wasrcd precisely because
of the hypocriry and, if you will allow me to say it, the
cowardice with which we wenr iruo meetings wirh
those who, on the other side of the Iron Cunain, were
trying to produce in their own counrries, by lawful
means, a climate of social and above all of civil liberry.
This is one opportunity which must not be missed.
And that is why we should nor be talking about
non-interference but about solidarity: the real support
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of every type which Europe should be offering to the
noble people of Poland.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Antoniozzi.
Mr Antoniozzi. 
- 
(I) Mr Presidenq ladies and
gentlemen, I would like to speak on the rules of proce-
dure which stipulate that members may not speak to
oral questions separately but that they may do so in a
debate on resolutions tabled on rhe same subject. This
is neither the time nor the place to discuss questions of
procedure and regulations, bur it is my belief that
every aspect of oral and written quesrions should be
reconsidered so that we avoid this almost total waste
and devaluation of a process which should have greater
imponance here 
- 
I am referring to questions 
- 
in
view of the shortage of legislative and decision-making
poc/ers which this Parliament has. On a future occa-
sion I shall ask for an enquiry ro consider the experi-
ence we have gained on this subject so far.
Now, Poland. The events we all know abbut had
scarcely begun when I asked 
- 
in an oral question 
-for a statement on the position adopted by the Council
of Ministers and the Commission, with panicular
reference to the political problems and to human
rights in the light of the final act of Helsinki. I then
requested proposals for economic aid to meer the
needs of a people who quite clearly had a great many
social and economic problems.
Indeed ladies and genrlemen, practically all the politi-
cal groups represented here will be interested in the
events in Poland because, even though we all believe
in the principles of libeny and democracy, rhe events
in Poland have demonstrated that those principles
possess such power that in the end, and by many
different ways, they bring about the re-appearance and
reconstitution of the ultimate human realities. A
number of voices here and elsewhere have stressed, in
terms which are cenainly not suited to the significance
of the events in Poland, demands for actLn which
might be described as provocative and failing to.
respect the principle of non-interference in the internal
affairs of other nations. Our view is that the evenrs in
Poland are of great significance both politically and in
the principles they imply, since by turning upside
down conflicdng ideas and satements, they confirm
that the suppression in Man<ists states of political and
other rights 
- 
including the right to form free trade
unions 
- 
canno[ be justified on any grounds and
conravenes basic and natural human rights.
Representatives of some left wing parties have always
maintained that the right to srike and a number of
other rights could not be imagined in the Communist
system since, because the workers themselves were the
owners of the means of production, there could never
be any major confrontation. That argument is refuted
by the events which have taken place in so many east
European countries, both elsewhere and now in
Poland. This time too it is nor just the political dissi-
dents who are involved in the strugglc as was the case
elsewhere and on other occasions in Poland itself; this
dme it is the workers themselves, and their panicipa-
don has not been on a small scale but as a genuinely
popular movement in pursuit of freedom, a movement
towards us, towards our way of thinking and towards
our principles.
Vhat is more, this political advance rcwards our own
ideas is taking place not only in Poland but here and
there in many other countries throughout she world
and even in some Communist parties, including a
number represenrcd here. Ve should remember, and
by doing so add weight to our future political action,
that opinions on human rights, opinions on alliances
such as NATO, opinions on the Europe of the
Communities and so on have changed radically, and
have almost invariably shown that our views were
correct. Those of our beliefs which were confirmed by
the events in Poland should be enhanced in this
debate, and we should feel real gratiude rc the Polish
workers and people who 
- 
and it is no coincidence 
-are generally Catholic, which goes rc show that those
who believe in the Christian virtues are closer to real
human values than others and are betrcr equipped to
defend them both in spirit and in action.
The events in Poland give greater purpose particularly
to us Europeans in our aim to strengthen the Commu-
nity, whose principles have been so clearly shown to
be well-founded, universal and closest to the human
qualities in which we believe. Thus we express our
gratitude to the Polish people and our solidariry with
them, together with our hope that, by the most peace-
ful means possible, their independent action will lead
them still funher in the regaining of their lost libeny
which, as we have seen, was not offset by social or
economic protress. Such solidarity should also
perhaps be expressed in tangible terms with aid, such
as has already been the case with other countries from
the Communist world. It is for that reason that it
would be both appropriate and helpful if we worked
out the best possible means of economic cooperation
which will lend a hand ro a people who are also
oppressed because they still do not have the possibility
of determining their own future in a truly democratic
vay.
That is the responsibility which we should take ar rhe
same time as sending'our greetings to the people of
Poland our message of solidariry, f.raternity, gratirude
and hope.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Tyrrell.
Mr Tyrrcll. 
- 
Mr President, the repon we are
discussing is on a morion tabled by myself and others
on my return from a visit to Poland last November for
'l 'I)l
l
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the anniversary of Poland's Independence Day. Ten
months have passed since then, and in a sense it is
fonunarc that they have, because we are now able to
have this debate at a crucial moment in the history of
Poland and possibly in the history of Europe. The
debate was on the agenda for July, and at that time I
abled three amendments to Mr Pender's report.
Those amendments have been ovenaken by events and
will be withdrawn.
Vhen I was in Poland in November, the Polish people
were suffeiing from grave deprivations of rights which
we here take for granted. There were, of course, no
free trade unions. There were three small rade unions
that were unofficial, membership of which was liable to
lead to dismissal from work with no likelihood of
re-employment. There was no right to withdraw
labour. Those who did were liable to imprisonment.
There was no freedom of information or communica-
tion. Censorship was vicious. I saw a massive pile of
material that had been submimed to the censor by a
leading Catholic magazine over a two and a half year
period which had been excluded from publication,
matters relating to Polish poetry, Polish history and
Polish culture all being banned. Robotnik, the work-
ers' magazine, was published surreptitiously. It went
out once every lhree weeks, 20 000 copies, all unoffi-
cial, all liable to be confiscated if found, all printed on
newsprint obtained through unofficial channels 
- 
a
massive ask, splendidly executed. Above all, of
course, I put down my motion because of the arrests.
40 were arrested on the eve of the Independence Day
celebrations, and that was common. The 48-hour
arrest has been a feature of Poland for a long time
now.
The dissidents whom I met were united on one thint,
that the flashpoint in Polish society was near. '$7hat
was going rc happen? No one could say with any
degree of assurance. Vhat they were dercrmined on
was that there should be no violence. It is thus with
enormous satisfaction that one can look back and see
what they have achiev6d with no violence but through
courage, determination, moderation and skill. If the
Gdansk Charter can be implemented, it could mean
freedom of speech, freedom of communication, free-
dom to associate, freedom to strike and, one hopes
also, freedom from arbitrary arresl If these advances
can be main.tained, it will be historic for Poland.
Implementadon will undoubtedly be very difficult. A
staft has been made, and we can only watch with hope
and help when we are asked m help. Genuine d1tente
in Europe. can be achieved only when there are in the
Soviet empire the basic freedoms which we in the Vest
take for granted. Only then can the misrust berween
East and Vest be replaced by trust. The Polish people
have poinrcd the way ahead. The way will be slow and
hard, and rushing it would do more harm than good. I
am reminded of, and would like to apply to Poland,
the sentiments expressed by Lord Tennyson, the
British poet, 150 years ago: 'A land of old and jusr
renown, where freedom broadens slowly down from
precedent to precedent'. That will be the way ahead,
one hopes, for Poland, and if freedom can broaden
slowly down in Poland, then it can broaden slowly
down elsewhere. Therein lies the fuure and the future
hopes of this continent. Ve can only pray God that
these hopes may be fulfilled.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Tindemans.
Mr Tindcmans. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, before setting out my own thoughts on the
subject of human rights in Poland, I should like to
compliment Mr Penders on his repon and also express
my admiration for those Members who have so far
spoken in this debate. It is good rc hear so many
right-minded, serious and sensible things said in this
House on a subject which is difficult and delicate in
the exreme.
I must admit to a cerain sense of apprehension in
speaking in this debate organized by the European
Parliament on the defence of human rights in Poland.
Of course, it would be easy to give a speech on what
has happened in Poland and what should happen in
the future. But the workers who have been or still are
on strike in Poland, and who are Bking such action to
defend their righr in the face of threats to their liberry
or their jobs or their families are in a much more diffi-
cult situation than we here. Most of us here are
following ev,ents in Poland with the grearcst possible
interest and concern,
Our history books tell us that throughout the nine-
teenth century and in the early pan of the rwentieth
century, the workers had to fight for their right to
form unions to protect their interests and their rights.
For many of us, this aspect of the past was the moti-
vating force behind our political beliefs. Now in 1980,
when we thought that the age of vrorkers' struggles
belonged to the past, we are witnessing in a country
not all that far from our own countries 
- 
a country
which has played an imponant part in the history of
Europe 
- 
qrsskgls resorting to direct acdon to obain
precisely that right of free association to enable them
to safeguard their interests. Many people, including 
-let us be honest about this 
- 
some in this House, saw
the Polish workers' struggle as an act of desperation:
courageous, brave, noble, but 
- 
many people thought
- 
ultimately hopeless. And we all held our breath as
the struggle in Poland unfolded and the netotiations
continued.
Ladies and tentlemen, Poland is an integral pan of
Europe's history and culture. '$7'e see the Poles as a
kindred people, which is a point I should like to
emphasize here in the European Parliament. From Jan
Sobieski, the great humanist who led rhe allied Euro-
pean troups in 1583 in the Battle of Kalenberg to 
-and I say this not without a tinge of emotion 
- 
the
,''l )
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Polish troops who died in my own country, Belgium,
Poland has played a Ereat pan in Europe, in Europe's
history, for the European ideal and for libeny in
Europe, And the Poles have often paid for their
commirmenr with their lives. Centuries passed before
Poland attained its freedom and independence. The
geopolitical situation of the country was responsible
for its being drawn again and again into the series of
bloody conflicm in Europe. But the vitality of the
Polish people has always withstood the rcst and the
Polish nation has frequently re-emerged as a Phoenix
from the ashes.
Poland has also made a major, unforgettable contribu-
tion to European culture, and has always been linked t
to our countries by ties of friendship and sympathy
Let us in this House never forget that Poland is an
essential part of Europe, and let us not ignore the
Polish people when we think of extending the Euro-
pean Community and searching for better forms of
integration. On the contrary, let us, in our search for
more European integration and unity, give some
rhought to how we can work to the benefit of the
Polish people.
A number of speakers 
- 
including Mr Blumenfeld 
-have said that, at this critical moment, the European
Community should do more for the Polish people in
their current difficult situation, and I fully support that
view. Let me put it this way: in our search for integra-
rion and unity, let us not forget Poland, which is a part
of Europe, and let us consider what we could do for
the Poles. Let me repeat: Poland has so many ties with
our own countries. It is 
- 
let me stress 
- 
a pan of
our Europe. The Group of the European People's
Pany, along with other groupings 
- 
and I am
delighted at the measure of uniry we have achieved so
far on this matter 
- 
is pleased that a solution has been
found to the conflict in which the Polish workers had
taken a stand against their Government's policy, a
solution which was brought about by both sides in the
conflict. That was undoubtedly the best thing that
could have happened for Poland itself. \[e hope and
pray that the agreemenm of Gdansk and Katowice will
be fully implemented, unambiguously and without
Pressure.
Ve have always taken the view that the Polish prob-
lems should be solved by the Poles themselves, and I
am sure you know whai I mean by that. If no agree-
ment had been reached in Poland after the outbreak of
the conflict involving strikes about basic human rights
for the workers, there would have been peffnanent
unrest in Poland, but foreign intervention would have
had unforeseeable consequences. In panicular, any
such intervention would have made a laughing-srcck
of the idea of defending human rights. The spirit of
Helsinki, the Final Actof tgls which was signed by our
counries and also by Poland, and the fonhcoming
Conference in Madrid would 
- 
and others have made
this point in rather more specific language, but I shall
just repeat it in my own words 
- 
in the event of
outside intervention have become pointless. If force
had been used, the quest for peace and ditente would
have lost all credibiliry.
The Group of the European People's Parry wishes to
once again express its solidarity with the Polish people
and pay tribute rc the Polish workers, who have
fouglit for their cause with honour and digniry in diffi-
cult conditions. The Group of the European People's
Parry calls on the European Parliament to investigate-
systematically whether or not the agreements of
Gdansk and Katowice are being fairly implemented.
'S7e must lose no opponuniry to let the Polish people
know that ve are fully aware of their struggle for
justice, human rights and a genuine peace, that we are
following the progress of their struggle and that we
are behind the Polish workers.
The Polish people must be made aware that wd regard
Poland as an integral pan of Europe, and that we
therefore stand four-square with the Polish people.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, at this diffi-
cult time for Poland, I am reminded of the cry of hope
someone uttered at a particularly gloomy time in
Europe's history: in the dark-it is good to believe in
rhe light.
INTHE CHAIR: MRSVEIL
President
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission.
(F) Madam President, several draft resolutions have
suggested the possibiliry of the Commission taking
uaiious courses of action, and that is the reason for my
taking pan in a debate which is in reality addressed
principally rc the President of the Nine, since in such a
serious quesdon it is at the level of our nine govern-
ments that reactions will count.
Of course, I cannot fail to mention the Commission's
own deep commitment to the resPect of human rights
and the feelings we all shared on seeing the calm
determination of the Polish people to be heard and to
be respected, and the satisfaction we felt on seeing that
progress was being made peacefully against a Polish
background on rcrms decided by Poles.
Let me return to the question of the draft resolutions.
Of course ther Commission will consider what
economic and commercial action is possible. However,
while giving this undenaking, I should stress that at
present rade between Poland and the Communiry is
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scarcely significant economically since Poland's trade
with the Communiry represen$ no more than 3 % of
her GNP. Funhermore a steadying in the balance of
uade over the last few years has resulted in an almost
exact balanc€ of impons and exports. Ve shall,
Madam Presidenq do everything possible. In panicu-
lar we shall examine with grear inreresr rhe Polish
Governmenr's own proposals. But I do not think even
so tha[ we should make too much of rhis side of the
problem: the imporanr aspecr is political and ir does
not conc€rn us direcrly.
Presidcnc 
- 
I call Mr Thorn.
Mr Thora, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Council 
- 
@
Madam President, ladies,and gendemen, I feel some-
what hesitant in aking parr in this debare: the Council
has of course nor yer been able to adopt a joint srate-
ment on rhe quesdon since ir has not discussed Poland
or reached any decision. Neirhcr have my colleagues
given me any insructions under our political coopera-
tion arrangemenr on oudining their joint ardrude ro
you today.
Even so, it is clear that rhere is one fundamenal idea
which has inspired us all and that is our concern ro
promorc and respec human rights. No one is berter
suited to it than you, Members of Parliamenr, parricu-
larly here at Strasbourg which is the European capitel
of the human rights which you are defending with
such ardour. On this you have my wholeheaned
suppon and I can give you my categorical assurance
that the tovernmenr of every member of rhe Commu-
nity shares your concern rhat human rights should be
respected not only wirhin our Communiry but
throughout the world. This has been borne our over
the years by the words and acdons of the heads.of
governmenc and their ministers.
I must nonerheless rerurn ro rhe subject of your
debate, Poland. Of coursc, I and the other Foreign
Ministers of the Nine have followed recenr even$ in
Poland with the grearcsr of atrention. Ve have done
so as observers having the greatcst possible inrcrest in
the events of a major European country, a country
which is, as President Glinne rcminded us, tradirion-
ally European. Our interest has also been that of polit-
ical leaders concerned by the developmenr in a coun-
ry with which we have had excellent relations
frequently, as we have been reminded, going far back
through history. And we have done so with feelings of
genuine concern for a country which has experienced
all too many griefs over the centuries.
I will nor conceal from you, rhat our view of the
agreemenm which have been concluded, freely
concluded this time, between the Polish workers and
their political leaders, is totally positive. !7e are parti-
cularly appreciative of the fact that these agreements
have been concluded withour outside inrcrference and
I am especially pleased that we are unired here in our
approval of that fact. Bur I believe I am interpredng
my colleagues' opinions correcdy if I state that it is
cenainly not for us ro go any funher in rhe attitude we
adopt. A truly essendal elemenr is and will remain the
freedom of the Polish peoplc to reach their decisions
without outside inrcrference from any source whar-
soever, as indeed Mr Blumenfeld and others have said
during this debate.
I would like to join Mr Tindemans in congratulating
you, and congrarulating this endre fusembly on the
discretion with which the rapporteur opened the
debate and rhe digniry with which Members of all
troups have spoken. It is most gratifying that within
the European Parliament 
- 
especially within the
European Parliament 
- 
represenratives of all groups
and of all countries should have spoken without any
distinction being apparent berween an opposirion and
a malority.It is particularly imponant that here in rhis
vital extremely political, extremely sensirive area, we
should appear as a community, committed to Commu-
niry actions and Community beliefs. kt us not forger
that there are some who do not see these develop-
ments with the same sympathetic view as ourselves,
and who might be only too grateful for the grounds to
accuse us of interfering. Have vre not akeady heard a
number of morc or less explicit suggesdons of this?
For alas European history shows that rhe strict princi-
ple of non-inrcrvendon in the internal affairs of other
countries is not always strictly observed. And the
lesson we musr learn from rhat is that we must abstain
from any acdon which could give other people the
slightest excuse for interfcring in Polish affairs. The
very objective, very moderare tc,ne of your debate
gives me reason rc believe that the European Parlia-
menl shares our views on rhis subject. Poland deserves
all our supporr. Poland deserves more than anphing
else to be left alone to decide her own future freely.
That does nor prevenr the Members of this Commu-
niry from considering sympathedcally any requesm for
economic collaborarion which are pur ro rhem by
Poland. And of course rhal goes for every one of the
Nine. I believe that every one of rhem has indicated
that it would be favourable ro any such requesm. And
since Commissioner Cheysson has already been kind
enough to give the Commission's views on Poland's
relations with the Communiry itself rhere ir no need
for me to repear them. 
,
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote ar
the next voting time.
9. Situation in Turhey
President. 
- 
The next irem is the joint debate on the
following two motions for resolutions on Turkey:
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by Itlr Fanti and orhers on the coup d'6tat in Turkey
(Doc. 1-392/80)
- 
by Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr
Klepsch on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Party (Christian-Democratic Group) and Mr
Bangemann on bchalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, on the events in Turkey (Doc. t-396180).
I call Mr Spicer on a point of order.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Madam President, before we begin this
debate I wish to point out that an undenaking was
given this morning to the leader of my troup, Mr
Scott-Hopkins, that Question Time would start
promptly at 5.30 p.m. I am sure that is your wish as
well. All I would like to say, Madam President, is that,
as someone who has been involved in the affairs of
Turkey for a great many years, I really do believe that
in less than an hour we really cannot do full justice to
a subject of this magnitude. I wonder if you could bear
in mind the need for us, at a later occasion, when we
have at our disposal information which we do not have
at the moment, to hold a proper debate on this mpic.
At the moment informadon on what is a changing
situation is arriving almost by the hour. I think that
what most of us would hope to hear today is some
contribution from the President-in-Office of the
Council who is the only person here today who has
any background knowledge of events in Turkey over
the last week. But I would be grateful for the assur-
ance that we will come back to this matter at a larcr
date. Since I know that people in Turkey will be sadly
disappointed if the only occasion on which we
discussed their affairs was at a time when the situation
was developing almost by the hour.
President. 
- 
If, when it is drawing up the draft
agenda, the Bureau receives specific proposals for
scheduling a new debate on this question, it will
obviously take them into account.
I call Mr Segre.
Mr. Segre. 
- 
(I) Madam President, Mr President of
the Council, ladies and Bentlemen, the circumspection
with which. the Council and Commission have
expressed a view 
- 
or rather failed to express a view
- 
on the military couP in Turkey, refraining from
clearly condemning this offence against democrary
and freedom and this violation of the human righm
which are enshrined in the Final Act of the Helsinki
Conference 
- 
which Turkey signed 
- 
is in our view
a sad and bitter fact. Not only was no condemnation
made, not only was there a failure rc stress verbally
and by corresponding decisions the incompatibility of
membership of, or association with, the Community of
countries where freedom and democracy have been
abolished, but no more was expressed than general
concern and a vague hope that at an unspecified future
date those who carried out the military cozp may wish
and be able to restore a democratic regime.
Are historical arguments about the rdle played in the
past by the Turkish armed forces, from the time of
Ataturk onwards, or mention of the recent tragic
events in Turkey, the worsening of terrorism or the
threat of economic bankruptry enough rc justify this
atnostic attitude to a military coilp d'6tat? Our reply,
although we are no[ unaware of Turkey's suffering,
must be firmly in the negative.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, may I speak
especially as a citizen and parliamentarian of a country
where it is in terms of democracy 
- 
with considerable
panicipation by the treat mass of the people, as
recently shown by the response m the terrible massa-
cre perpetrated in Bologna on 2 August by right-wing
terrorists 
- 
that we fight against terrorism, subversion
and the serious economic crisis. Vell, this, too, is a
bitter pill for us to swallow. To the Italian people,
which is fighting in its own and Europe's interest to
defend and develop democracy and to defeat the
enemies of democracy and freedom, the circumspec-
tion and hesitations of the Commission and Council in
the face of the military coup in Turkey seem not
merely incomprehensible but also a sign of serious
political insensitivity.
For that reason, ladies and gentlemen, we ask the
European Parliament 
- 
in its independent r6le and in
accordance with those basic principles of democracy
and freedom the violation of which, if it is to be
condemned, must be especially condemned when it
occurs in one's own camp 
- 
to display the sensitivity
which evenr in Turkey call for and to express a firm
and clear position. \fle ask it on behalf of the Turkish
people, especially on behalf of our Turkish parliamen-
tary colleagues, who deserve our active support, and
we ask it on behalf of our own people and in the inter-
est of democracy and freedom throughout the world.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Gredal on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mrs Gredd. 
- 
(DK) Madam President, we in the
Socialist Group have for some time now been follow-
ing the events in Turkey with some concern and
anxiety. Violations of human rights and murders,
including murders of politicians, have been daily
events in that country. This, together with the enor-
mous difficulties with which Turkey is faced in its
economy and Parliament, where it was not possible to
elect a President even after 200 votes had been held,
have regrettably led to the situation in which Turkey
finds itself today.
I should like to stress thar facts of the kind I have just
mentioned do not, however, make a military coap
d'itat more accepmble. There should be no doubts as
regards the attitude of the Socialist Group regarding
r ''tr' 'l' ' 
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military coups.Ye cannot accept this son of attack on
democracy. This military coup in Turkey has led rc
the dissolution of political panies and trade unions
and the detention of a large number of leading politi-
cians and members of the national assembly. Ve in the
Socialist Group are deeply concerned for our Turkish
counrcrparts in the party led by Biilent Ecevit and our
Turkish colleagues in the joint delegation.
For 50 years now the way in which Turkey has been
working towards establishing a tradition of democracy
has been admirable. It is this tradition which has now
been broken. Nevenheless, we must also acknowledge
the fact that the generals have given their explicit
assurance that the democratic institutions will soon be
re-established and that they will respect human rights
and vouc| for the treatment of the people currently
under arrest in one form or another. As we in the
Socialist Group see it, this prbcess must get under way
immediately. !7e do not wish at this point to cause
funher problems for the people of Turkey by propos-
ing that all,aid rc that country should be cunailed. \fle
do however wish to stress that this attirude is based on
the assumption that the generals' promises regarding 
.
the re-establishment of the democratic institutions and
the release of political prisoners will be put into prac-
tice as swiftly as at all possible. In this respect, we are
in complete agreement with the Council which has
also made its decision to continue cooperation with
Turkcy conditional on a rapid c.hange in the situation.
For our part, we will keep a dose eye on daily dcvelop-
ments in Turkey.
Finally, I should like to add that we hope and expect
to be able to meet our colleagues in the Turkish dele-
tation to the Community as soon as possible, either
here or in Turkey.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lemmer to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democrat Group).
Mr Lemmer. 
- 
(D) Madam President, ladies and
gendemen, Turkey has unfonunately been in an
extremely difficult situation for a very long time. The
various tovernments which have succeeded each other
in the last few years were unable to take the necessary
measures and to have them accepted by the Turkish
parliament. One of the external manifestations of this,
which I offer as an example, is that in more than
200 ballots it was impossible to elect a president.
Turkey's economic and financial bankruptcy is public
knowledge and has so far been avened only by grant-
ing comprehensive aid. The large number of murders
committed every day is reminiscent of a state of semi-
civil war. Faced with this sisuadon, the armed forces
had already delivered a warning 8 months ago. This
warning was not delivered out of the blue. The Turk-
ish constitution is the only constitution which bestows
on the armed forces a specific role as its guardians.
This was the basis for that warning and quite obvious-
ly also for the takeover of power. As a result, this step
cannor be compared with the putsches which the
South American generals carry out and we should not
draw any such comparison. It is not the first time that
the Turkish armed forces have intervened in a crisis,
but whenever the Turkish army has acted in this way it
has always handed back power of im own accord to a
civilian government. The Turkish armed forces have
once more promised rc do this.
Ve should follow developments very closely and not
allow rhe Turkish generals to forget their promise and
their responsibility in this matter. On lhe other hand,
we should not corner them in such a way as to render
their subsequent and voluntary return to a parliamen-
tary democracy more difficult. I thus agree with the
previous speaker that we should condnue our cooper-
ation with the Turks as long as we are able to work
on [he assumption that they are truly determined to
re-establish democracy in Turkey.
The other thing we should do is to ask the Council
and the Commission to keep us abreast of funher
developments in Turkey. 
.Ve should make any
measures we intend to take in the future dependent
upon this and, if circumstances require it, hold another
debate in this House urhich is not restricted to a mere
half-hour. I believe that with these measures we can
help the Turkish people to overcome the difficuldes
they have in their country as rapidly as possible and
help them quickly to return to a lawful parliamentary
democrary.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Scott-Hopki's. 
- 
Madam President, I find
myself in the happy position of not disagreeing with
what the two previous speakers, Mrs Gredal and Mr
Lemmer, have said, although I disagree with the point
ofview of the speaker who opened this debate.
I do not have to underline, Madam President, the
seriousness of the recent events in Turkey. My Group
deplores the appalling iecord of sectarian violence
which has been a feature of Turkish political life over
the past few months, indeed longer than that, and
which of course has led to the reluctant assumption of
power by the armed forces. It really has been a terrible
series of events in Turkey and one's hean goes out to
the Turkish people.
In our view, General Evren and his National Securiry
Council have but one task in front of them, as has
been said by both the previous speakers, namely to
re-establish conditions in which democracy and liberry
can flourish.
But, of course, events are moving with enormous
rapidity, Madam President, to such an exrenr thar ir
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would be wrong to go into too much detail now. So I
recommend to you and to the House what my
honourable friend, Mr Spicer, said a little earlier on: I
hope that when we have more information at a later
stage we shall be able to have a funher debate on this
very serious matter because, as I said, events are
moving remarkably quickly. One hopes that the path
back to freedom and libeny and democracy in Turkey
willbe found equally rapidly.
But I must say m the House that, of course, we will
judge General Evren by his achievements, and not
merely by his assurances. I hope sincerely that he will
move in that direction.
At the moment I think it is right to give him the bene-
fit of the very considerable doubt which attaches to
any kind of military takeover. He surely must realize
that he needs the support of this Communiry and this
House if the Turkish economy is going to be restored
to health, as we all of us hope. And I hope he will take
the opportunity of reviewing the situadon both inter-
nally and in the field of foreign affairs to see whether
he cannot make a gesture of good will towards the
Community. I believe it is important that he should.
I think, however, that th'e more we say now, Madam
President, the more difficult matrcrs may well become.
For after all, as I have already said, it is a fast-moving
scene and we do not u/ant to make the life of the ordi-
nary people of Turkey, which has been referred to by
previous speakers, more difficult. Nor do we want to
hinder in any way the return to democratic rule in
Turkey.
So I hope this House will take note of the situation
and come back to it when events and facts are clearer,
and then be able to take a more balanced view of what
should be done in the light of the circumstances as
they may well be in a few weeks or months dme.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Frischmann rc speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Frischmann. 
- 
(F) Madam President, since this
morning's debate I have learnt of the communiqu6
issued by the Council of Foreign Ministers of the nine
Member States which expresses the views of their
respective governments and which sarcs, with what is
perhaps unseemly hasrc that they have noted the reas-
surances offered by the new Turkish rulers concerning
the rapid re-establishment of democratic government in
Turkey. The Council has thus decided not to break off
diplomatic relations between the European Commu-
nity and Turkey.
And we have also heard the first speeches in this
debate, most of which display the same aPParent, or
rather hypocridcal, innocence rcwards the military
takeover in that country. So we now have the truth,
solid confirmation of what I wished to say this morn-
ing, that is that a military coap of this nature can take
place, that thousands of arrests can be made, that the ,
Turkish Parliament can be closed, that democratic and
trade union organizations can be disbanded, and that
all this can leave cenain people with an easy consci-
ence and with their voices suddenly hushed. All that is
needed is that this coup d'6tat,be announced by Presi-
dent Caner before anyone else and that it take place
during the NATO manoeuvres in Turkey.
This is obviously a flagrant and incontrovenible exam-
ple of the ever-changing and indeed false amitudes
which are adopted on the quesdon of defending
human rights and democracy.'Vorkers and democrats
in all counries, and those of Turkey with cruel clarity,
will draw their own conclusions from an attitude of
this kind.
As for us, we uphold the wording of our motion for a
resolution which unconditionally condemns the coup
d'6tat carried out in this country, which is linked to
the EEC by an association agreement, and our motion
demands as a result that all relations berween the EEC
and Turkey be suspended for as long as the military
junta refuses to relinquish the power it has unlawfully
assumed.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Beyer de Ryke to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Beyer de Rykc. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I
should first of all like to say that I consider it quite out
of place to draw comparisons between events in
Turkey and in Poland during this debate. My only
reply rc the Communist speaker is: 'Long live Poland!'.
The Liberal and Democratic Group is motivated by
the desire rc avoid any confusion between the facts
and the principle. On the principle, I should say that
rhe vast majority of the Members of this Parliament 
-however, in saying this, my gaze is not directed to the
person opposite me 
- 
are deeply attached to the prin-
ciple of parliamentary democrary, a principle which
was being flouted daily in Turkey 
- 
and previous
speakers have reminded us of this fact 
-, 
murders
were being committed every day and, Mr Frischmann,
no doubt many of your comrades were murdered rco
and, in spite of you, and perhaps against your better
nature, I am taking up their defence.
Ladies and gentlemen, it was out of the question to
allow a government which could not guarantee law
and order in its streets, a tovernment which was
attacked by both leftist and rightist exremists, to
continue to exist, since it was quite unable to impose
its power. I believe that the facts in a given situation
must be fully considered. I also believe that, unfonun-
ately for Turkey and for parliamentary democracy in
Turkey, hared existed between Mr Ecevit and Mr
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Demirel and thar this made any coalition governmenr
quite impossible. They make me think of the liner in
Barres' writings which you have perhaps read, in
which he speaks of that nascent, creeping hatred
which shows on people5' faces and which can be found
in some parJiamentary assemblies 
- 
although I hope
not in ours. It was that hatred which motivated Mr
Ecevit and Mr Demirel.
This is why the minority governmenr in Turkey was
quite unable to face up ro rhe situarion. And you must
believe me, ladies and gentlemen, rhar I too am sorry
that the marches heard in Turkey now do not echo
Mozan and that chamber music has had ro give way
to military marches. Bur if this chamber music has had
to give way ro military marches, it is simply because
the chamber music had become mere carerwauling.
Fellow Members of the European Parliament, we'
heanily desire ro see a democratic and parliamentary
regime re-established in Turkey as soon as possible.
But I should like to say rhat even if there is today a
new government which we have not chosen, which
was forced on us by circumsrances, rhis has had one
effect, whose ourcome I would not hazard ro guess,
but which is at any rare an immediate effect, rhar is
that for the first rime in years negoriations between the
Greeks and the Turks concerning Cyprus have been
restaned, and I think that this is a positive step.
Having said this, I am naturally 
- 
and in rhe Liberal
and Democratic Group we are extremely demanding
on this point 
- 
fully behind those of you in thii
House who are passionately concerned about defend-
ing human rights and freedom, but I do not think rhat
thc Turks v'ere any berter protected.under a r€gime
where murders were carried.out daily. So, I say a
wholeheaned yes to parliamenrary democracy, to a
parliamentary democrary wirh responsible Members
of Parliament who are prepared rc accepr all rhe
responsibilities that holding power and governing
imply!
President. 
- 
I call Mr Isra€l to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Isra€I. 
- 
(F) Madam President, it is never pleas-
ant to wake up one morning to see troops posted at
every sreer corner. It is never pleasant to hear that the
members of a governmenr have been imprisoned, that
human rights and libenies are denied and that during
the night parliament has been dissolved. Especially on
this last point, the even6 in Turkey are extremely
worrylng.
However, if we look closely at the declarations of
intent made by those who carried out this dawn
takeover, v/e are forced to conclude thar rhis is not the
language normally used by dictators and power seek-
ers. It is seldom that one hears such people say rhar
democracy will be immediately re-esablished, that
human rights will be respected, and rhat members of
parliament will not be tried for rheir political acts.
Ve should pay special arrention to the situadon in
which this counrry finds itself, a countq/ which, like
Poland, is one of today's trouble spots. There was a
real threat of Turkey's disintegrating, a very real
threat. Perhaps I am being a little too bold if I say that
one of the dangers threatening Turkish unity was that
of a fanatical Islamic movemenr originating in Iran.
'!7hat would have happened if Turkey had woken up
to iranizarion? It is quite clear that, had rhis been the
case democrary would have been at much greater risk
than it is today.
Nonetheless, my Group felt that the situadon was so
complicated that no rash moves should be made. This
is why, as you may have norcd, we have tabled no
motions for a resolution, and why I am able to tell you
now thai we shall abstain from the vore on the
Communist texr 
- 
which is much roo clear cut and
too brash 
- 
but we shall also abstain from the vore on
the Socialist text because of the first paragraph.
Vhat we should quite simply like to see is the Euro-
pean Parliament firmly saring thar it is against the
dissolution of any Parliament whbrever it may be in
the world, but above all we should like ir rc be reiter-
ated that Turkey has signed and ratified the European
Convention on Human Righu which lays down thar
individual human rights should be respected. Reiterat-
ing this fact should suffice ro show that we are on our
guard and that we shall not stand for the slightest
attack on individual freedoms.
I should just like to make a shon remark on one of rhe
provisions of Anicle 25, the European Convention on
Human Rights, which establishes the righr of an indi-
vidual to petition directly ro rhe European Coun
sitting at Strasbourg. Turkey, Cyprus and Malm 
-and unfonunately France have not ratified the
declaration which is contained in Anicle 25, and
which grants the right to an individual to petition.
Had this declaration been made by Turkey, then we
should be far easier in our minds and we would be
able to watch the situation much more closely.
Madam Presidenr, I take it upon myself ro call upon
this House to shov grear caurion in this Turkish affair
and to demonstrate our passionate interest and
constant vigilance where individual freedom is
concerned. If the promises concerning rhe liberaliza-
tion of the country were nor kept, then this House and
my troup would be in the forefront of those who wish
to see Turkey rerurn to its former democratic system.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino.
l![6 f,enin6. 
- 
(I) Madam President, ladies and
tentlemen, I must say rhar I was shocked by the way
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in which some of the previous speakers sought tojustify the coup 
- 
and, in particular, the Liberal
speaker, who made a subtle distinction berween the
factual problems and questions of principle, left me
not only perplexed but truly shocked.
Mr Beyer de Ryke, if we stan saying that in principle
parliamentary democrary is of undoubted value, but
that in practice 
- 
when there is terrorism or violence
- 
a coup d'6tdt which at last ensures order can be
desirable, why should we not then accept even the idea
of. a coup d'6tat carried out in advance in order to pre-
vent undesirable developments? Funhermore, anyone
who believes that the inevitable problems of democ-
r^cy can be solved by a coup d'6tat or a military dicta-
torship, rather than by greater courage and more
democrary, would undoubtedly have justified a
Russian intervention in Poland if the Polish workers'
struggle had been less peaceful and had caused some
international disturbance.
Indeed, rhis justificatory argument is precisely the one
which is used to consolidate the division of Europe and
the world into two blocs within which one of the
hegemonic powers intervenes in Afghanistan and the
other in Turkey. There is no doubt that the coup d'6tat
in Turkey corresponded to the more or less explicit
wishes of NATO. There is no doubt that it is, to say
the least, a violation of legality. I have no sympathy
with those who produce excuses such as 'there was
unemployment, there was terrorism, it was impossible
ro go on like that'.
Ladies and gentlemen, I think that arguments of that
kind take us along a very dangerous road. Perhaps you
rhink that a coup d'6tatwould be justified in Italy if the
government failed to check terrorism or if 
- 
let us say
- 
there y/ere another three or four atncks on Fiat
personnel? There is no doubt that democrary has its
problems. But it does not follow at all that a total lack
of democracy and the violation of law are valid reme-
dies.
In my view pious intentions or hopes for a speedy
relinquishment of power on the pan of the army in
favour of the civil government achieve nothing.
However, I think we have a way of hastening this
transfer of power: we must take up a very firm and
rcugh position as regards the coup d'6taq for one
cannot cooperarc with those who use violence 
-
neither with those who violate law nor with those who
violate human life. For that reason we shall ask Parlia-
ment to approve the amendments we have tabled call-
ing for the suspension of any negotiation and any
agreements with Turkey.
Gentlemen, your justificatory attitude worries me
greatly.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs Dekker. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, in the few minutes' speaking time available
ro me on this subject, I should like to say to begin with
that the seizure of power by the militaries in Turkey
cannot and should not give any rise to a feeling of
satisfaction. However exceptional or special the
circumstances and background may be in Turkey, it
must be a basic principle that no regime can and
should overthrow a democracy. '!7e have therefore
followed recent developments with great concern. It
may be that this development was inevitable in view of
the admittedly extremely worrying social and
economic conditions in that country and the fact that
democracy had effectively ceased functioning. In this
respect, I cannot go along with the previous speaker as
regards the conditions we can create to ensure that the
milirary leadership keeps its promise of restoring
democracy in the near future. I should like to give
rhem the benefit of the doubt, but for only a shon
period, and I take a shon period to mean weeks rather
than months. !7e must not lose sight of the fact that
this situation was precipitated by social and economic,
as well as political, circumstances. I would therefore
urge this House not to jeopardize the means at its
disposal for creating the kind of climate in which a
democratic system can once again function effectively.
I do not think I need explain in this House what a
democradc form of government involves.
Finally, Madam President, it seems to me that this
situation 
- 
just like the debate we have just had on
Poland 
- 
indicates once again the need for us in the
Europe of the Nine to formulate clealprinciples as
regards democrary, basic rights and human rights, the
very principles which we think governments should
abide by and which we should like to see laid down in
the form of a chaner.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F)Madam President, Mr President-in-
Office of the Council, ladies and gentlemen, what is
important is to identify the cause of last week's events
correctly, and indeed there is no guarantee that they
represent the climax, because today's calm on the
surface. may only be a sort of lull before a storm of
rePresslon.
The cause, it appears to us, is not terrorism as such,
because the odious cancer which terrorism undoubt-
edly represents cannot grow in a politically and
socially healthy body. Moreover, as early as 1978 very
far-reaching repressive measures were taken in
Turkey, such as the imposition of matial law in at
least one-third of the territory. Since then there have
been funher very serious restrictions on democratic
liberty, such as the refusal of the government and mili-
tary authorities to authorize the larcst May Day cele-
brations, or the occupadon by the army of the cenral
offices of the Confederation of Progressive Turkish
Trade Unions, the DISK, on 30 April last, during
which 23 leaders were arrested. The underlying cause
of the events is in our opinion the enormiry of the
t 
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economic and social injustices which, in spite of
cenain effons, still characterize Turkish life.
The Cortrmission of the European Communities, using
terms which reveal a distinct desire ro be prudent,
recognize this in its recent reply 
- 
nor yer published, I
believe 
- 
ro my Vritten Quesdon No ll3l80. The
Commission asserted rhat measures were necessary, in
panicular an increase in exrernal economic and finan-
cial suppon, in order to cement the consensus between
the different social groups in Turkey.
But the famous 'certain degree of consensus berween
the different social groups in Turkey' to which rhe
Commission referred can only be esrablished in a last-
ing manner if quite astonishing and anachronisric
social injustices are abolished, and this in itself is not
possible withour the assistance of political and social
organizations eager for change. It is rherefore a
vicious circle. This explains our disapproval on princi-
ple of any take-over of power by the military and our
scepticism with regard to rhe alleged neutraliry rc the
fundamental effectiveness of the provisional regime
which has just nken over. To smother is not ro cure,
to wipe out rhe traces is not the same as eradicating an
evil.
Fufthermore, there is ihe obligation ro show solidariry
with democracy, based on specific international
commitments. On 27 April 1977, the Official Journal
of the European Communities published an impressive
and very far-reaching srarcmenr bearing the signature
of Mr Colombo for the Parliament, Mr Owen for the
Council and Mr Jenkins for the Commission and
declaring allegiance to the consriturions of Member
States and similar allegiance ro rhe European Conven-
tion for the Prorection of Human Rights and Funda-
mental Freedoms. It also referred to the specific areas
on the international polidcal scene which were a
matter of concern to the whole Communiry of the
three institutions.
In addition to commitmenm to rhe Communiry imelf
- 
and contrary to what Mr IsraEl said just non' 
-Turkey also ratified the European Convention for the
Protection of Human Righr and Fundamenral Free-
doms; this fact is well known and has been duly
welcomed. Moreover rhe Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities makes explicit reference ro ir in im
reply to the \Tritten Question which I tabled and
which I mentioned jusr now.
Consequently, Madam President, we musr explain
why we agree with rhe joinr resolution for which the
majority of Parliament will probably vote shortly. Ve
regard this resoludon as a warning shor. The value of
the text resides mainly in ir first paragraph, which
cannot be clearer. It reads as follows: 'The European
Parliament urgently requests thar steps be mken imme-
diately towards guaranteeing for the Turkish people
the enjoyment of polirical and rade union freedoms,
within a democratic institutional framework'. The
qualiry of this paragraph merits a favourable vote by
Parliament on the proposed resolution. This vote
means that, for our pan, we-shall not cease to ait until
the day when political and trade union libenies are
accessible rc the Turkish people within democratic
institutions wonhy of that name.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Madam President, as I said during my
earlier speech, I have been involved both as vice-chair-
man and as rapporreur of our Turkish committee for
many, many years, and I think the background knowl-
edge that I have built up and the affection that I have
for the people of Turkey are almost unrivalled in this
present Parliament.
Mr Lima, Mr IsraEl and Mr Beyer, in what they have
said about what we in this Parliament should now be
doing and the way in which we should be acting, have
struck the true norc. One of the things that worry me
is that in the weels and months ahead there will be an
increasing volume of orchestrated opinion from the far
left determined to undermine whatever is going to
happen in Turkey in the future. I am prepared to
follow Mr Israel's vieu, that the line taken by the new
President of Turkey has been quirc clear. He does not
wish to remain in power, he does not wish the army to
remain in power; he wants to hand power back to a
democracy that will really work. The first steps along
that road have already been mken, and, Madam Presi-
dent, I hope it will not be long before you, as Presi-
dent of this Parliament, will have rhe opponuniry of
welcoming Senator Inan, who holds the gold medal of
this Parliament and who was chairman of the Turkish
delegadon to the Joint Parllamenary Committee for
so many years.
\7hat I am worried abour is the maintenance of our
links in the weeks and months ahead, and I do hope
that you, Madam President, and the Bureau will look
with sympathy upon the maintenance of those links,
tenuous though they may have to be in the early srages
- 
but for heaven's sake, Iet us not put Turkey on one
side and oskacize her complercly in parliamentary
terms !
Secondly, may I make the plea thar we follow the
course plotted by both the Council and the Commis-
sion. I am the last person to follow the Council and
the Commission on many rhings, but they do have
information available rc them which perhaps is not
.available to us.
If I may say so ro Mrs Bonino, the ill-informed views
that she holds abour the withholding of aid to Turkey
will nor change marrers in Turkey, except to make life
more difficult for rhose people ar the bowom of the
economic pile. And this is something that none of us
would wish to see happen.
t:
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So, Madam President, I can say that I am relieved and
happy at the tone in which this debase is being
conducted today. I hope you will bear in mind the
need for us to return again, and we look forward with
great inrcresr to hearing a few words from the Presi-,
dent-in-Office of the Council.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Martin.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I have just
received a rclegram which I should like to bring to the
notice of Parliament, on behalf of the French
Communist and Allies Group.
Mr No€I, the Secretary General of the Commission in
Brussels, that is the highest official in the Commission,
has just stated to a Turkish daily newspaper, Houriyet,
that ''I7e hope that there can be a return to democracy
now rhat order has been resmred by the Turkish
army'. I wish to put a formal question to the Member
of the Commission, Mr Natali, who is present here. Is
it with the agreement of the President of the Commis-
sion, that Commission which appears to be so
concerned with human rights, that its Secreary
General states that the Turkish army has restored
order in that country? If that is the Commission's posi-
tion, what an admission and what support for the
standpoint of NATO and the United States!
In the meantime, this can only confirm our opinion
that this coup d'ilat war financed by NATO with, of
course, the rctal backing of the Commission. Vhat
have you tot to say, Mr. Natali? Ve await your
explanation.
President. 
- 
I call MlCapanna, to whom I can
allow only two minutes.
Mr Capanna. 
- 
(I) I thank you, Madam President,
even though these two minutes are a concession. It
would be bemer if they were an acknowledged and
established right.
It has already been said that, by talking of inevitability,
one can justify any historical event, especially a mili-
tary coup d'6tat. The perpetrators of. coups d'6tat have
always mainnined that their action was indeed inevita-
ble, *hether they were the Greek colonels, Pinochet,
the Bolivian military or others.
Of course, in Turkey, there was right- and left-wing
terrorism and a very difficult social and economic
situation. History shows that all this can be overcome
not by suspending and reiressing basic democratic
freedoms but on the contrary, by broadening and
strengthening them. The history of Turkey irelf and
the earlier coups d'6tat show that the army failed to
cope with the serious social, economic and political
problems of that country.
There can therefore be no doubt that when we vote on
these motions, if the European Parliament's condem-
nation of rhe coup is not clear-cut and if Parliament
does not therefore convey to the Council the need rc
take as soon as possible all the necessary measures to
induce the Turkish military to return to barracks, if
none of this happens, it will be a truly black day in the
hisrcry of this Parliament elected by universal suffrage.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
0 Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, I, too, agree that the events in Turkey
must arouse bitterness and sadness. A coup d'6ta1
whatever the reasons for it, must be a cause for
concern, and therefore what has occurred in Turkey
cannot but arouse concern.
But we must bear in mind the tragic depths to which
Turkish democracy had sunk, with thousands of dead
in terrorist acts of every political colour, on the brink
of civil war if not already involved in civil war. lrt ui
reflect on the frightening economic situation, with
inflation galloping at the rate of tsO 0/o and a reces-
sion extending to vinually eve{F sector. If we bear all
this in mind we must ask ourselves what else could
have occurred but a different kind of coup d'6tat,
Mrs Bonino, or a full-scale civil war 
- 
i.e. a much
more serious and tragic disaster, the most tragic of all
disasters. For the moment the generals have not saved
democracy but they have cenainly saved the Turkish
people. The future will not hold an immediarc return
to democracy, but at least irwill be less bleak and tragic.
Like everyone else, of course, we hope that the gener-
als.will rapidly revitalize a bad constitution and a bad
democrary, which have led to the tragic situation in
which the Turkish people now find themselves. I
(epeat, we hope that they will be able to move rapidly
from milinry tovernment to a new and efficient
democracy, capable of giving government to the coun-
try and guidance to the State, and providing all the
guarantees of freedom and full respect for human
rights for which we and all others hope.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Wce-President of the Commission.
- 
(I) Madam President, ladies and gendemen, the
Commission is following with concern and careful
attention the development of events in Turkey, indeed
with the same concern and careful attention Y/ith
which we followed the action of the armed forces,
bearing in mind the growing economic difficulties, rhe
social tensions which accompanied them, the wide-
spread terrorism and all the other problems 
- 
a situa-
tion which was reaching civil war proponions, with
thousands of dead over a few months.
I
I
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Turkey is a large country which from January I next
will border on the territory of the Community. It is
already linked to the Communityby a special associa-
tion agreement and has cultural, historical, political
and emotional ties with the countries of the Commu-
nity. In the pasr, in the history of rhe effons made by
that country to become a secular and modern State,
the armed forces have intervened a number of times
and have always kept their promises ro resrore the
democratic institutions of the country, as Mr Lemmer
stressed in his speech.
The Commission therefore takes note of the assur-
ances nov/ given once more on this fundamental point.
\7e also take note of the statemenrs by the Turkish
rulers on the tuarahtees that they mean to give with
regard to.the treatment of the politicians who are
currently under surveillance. Moreover, the Commis.
sion will be as vigilant as possible in monitoring
respect for human rights, and the treatment received
by politicians and trade union leaders. In this conrexr,
I would like to tell Mrs Gredal that we are ready ro
associate ourselves with any sreps rhar rhe European
Parliament may take, including steps with a view to
obtaining information and guarantees on rhe fate of
the Turkish members of the EEC-Turkey Parliamen-
tary Committee.
Vith a view, then, ro a restoration of the democratic
order in Turkey, the Commission reaffirms its belief
that Turkey'i association with rhe Communiry is based
on the irrevocable criteria of respect for human and
civil rights and democratic order, principles which
form the basis of rhe very existence of the Community.
Madam President, this is rhe Commission's posirion,
which moreover had already been set out in a state-
ment which the Commission issued immediately after
the events in Turkey. I am not aware of the statements
to the press menrioned in this debate. I can only say
that the Commission's position is that which I have
just set out. Moreover, I wish ro say rhar, in this spirit
of vigilant expecrarion, as the Council of Ministers
stated yesterday, we think we must maintain for the
time being the cooperation envisaged by the associa-
tion agreemenr, in the hope 
- 
which has been
expressed from many sides in rhis Parliamenr 
- 
rhar
the democraric insritutions in Turkey will be restored
as soon as possible ro their normal functioning.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Thorn.
Mr lltorn, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council.
- 
(F) Madam President, as you know, yesterday and
the day before yesterday in Brussels the ministers
discussed recent evenrs in Turkey. They did so
because, quite simply, it is their duty to concern rhem-
selves with the Community's future relations with an
associated country.
The debate which took place berween us can be
situated in the context of polirical cooperation. Let me
say very briefly that, on the basis of the information
available, discussions followed three broad lines.
First of all there was an exchange of views on events in
Turkey before the military coup, events which them-
selves contain the reasons for the intervention of the
General or at least the reasons given by him. I will nor
attempt rc list the difficulties of various kinds vhich
Turkey has experienced in recent years; some of you
have just mentioned them. All this is perfectly well
documented by information sources accessible m all,
and will undoubtedly contribure to the future assess-
ment of the decision mken by rhe military authorities.
It is not up to me to assess that decision here and now.
As regards the take-over of power by rhe military, all
we could do in the Council was nore with concern the
so-called 'suspension' of democracy, as you have done
yourselves. It is always, and I emphasize rhis, deeply
regrettable when, for whatever reasons, parliamentary
institutions are overthrown by force.
In saying this I suppon Mrs Bonino and Mrs Dekker,
and I believe that we are all unanimous on this point.
You as members of Parliament, myself as Minister 
-my legitimacy is also derived from a parliament 
- 
we
cannot but regret, unanimously that a situation can
arise in which the democratic life of a count{F ceases
to exist. It is therefore with all the greater interesr that
the Minisrcrs of the Nine took norc of the promises,
one can even say assurances, given by rhe military
authorities regarding rhe rapid resrorarion of demo-
cratic insritutions. These assurances concern 
- 
and I
quote 
- 
respec for human rights and guaranrees as ro
the reatment of polidcians and public figures who are
under house arresr. These assurances were repearcd
formally and publicly yesterday evening by rhe present
Head of Smte. \7e musr be able, I would even say w'e
must be willing rc hope that these assuranc€s which s,e
have been given and which were repeated yesrcrday
will be fully and rapidly respecrcd and that Turkey will
soon regain its status as a parliamentary democracy.
Let me assure Mr Frischman rhat v'e did not adopt our
point of view in haste. No. Ve took note of these
declarations, because we hope in this way ro encour-
age and exhon the presenr government or the military
at present in power ro restore democrary rapidly. Ve
believe that in reacting rhus we have a somewhat grea-
ter chance 
- 
ar leasr ar presenr 
- 
of bringing back
the democratic system, which is what you wish.
I have summed up for your very briefly, ladies and
gentlemen, the fundamental preoccupations expressed
by my colleagues and which are shared by all. The line
of argumenr followed in our debate was thar, in view
of the three above-mentioned factors, we should at
present opt to continue cooperation berc/een the
Communiry and Turkey, being aware of course that, if
we acted differendy, we would accenruare the crisis in
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Turkey even further. And who would we be penaliz-
ing? It would be the whole Turkish people, which
is certainly not involved in what is being called
here a 'coup d'6tal'. And need I remind this Assembly,
certain of whom have compared, privatnly or offi-
cially, the situadon in Turkey to that which existed
over six years aBo in Greece, that in tha[ case we did
not suspend the association before a very long period
had elapsed, waiting then also for the situation to
evolve. That therefore is what the Council or what the
nine Foreign Ministers decided yesterday and the day
before yesterday. Believe mc 
- 
[ assure you of this
because this was the decision taken by the nine
Foreign Ministcrs 
- 
we will follow the situadon in
Turkey day by day very closely. Only the future,
Madam President, will show us if we should re-exam-
ine our line of action.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
The motions for resolutions will be put to the vote at
rhe next votint time.
10. Urgentprocedare
President. 
- 
I have received two motions for resolu-
tions with request for urgent prdcedure pursuant to
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure:
- 
by Mr Glinne and others on the tcrmination of Mrs
Macciochi's appointment wirh the Frcnch universiry
(Doc. l-395l80)
- 
by Mr Calvez and others on rhe common fishcries
policy (Doc. I - 403 / 80).
The reasons supporting these requests for urgent
debate arc conained in the documenr themselves.
I shall consult Parliament on these requests at the
beginning of tomorroc/s sitting.
ll. QuestionTime
Prcsi&nt. 
- 
The next item is the second pan of
Question Time (Doc. l-366/80).
Ve begin with the questions addressed to the Council.
I call Question No 63, by Mr Purvis (H-222/80):
Vould the Council consider, during its currcnt Presi-
denry, the possibility of the Presidcnt of the Council of
Ministcrs bcing clected by universal suffragc of the people
of Europe for a term of four years and with powers cqui-
valenr to a Member State so that thc Community can
benefit from the political leadership thet such a p€nton
would encapsulatc?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(F) The composition of the Council of the European
Communities, the order for holding the office of Pres-
ident and its duration are laid down in Anicle 2 of the
Treaty establishing a single Council and a single
Commission of the European Communities.
Any amendment to that provision would require revi-
sion of the Treaties, and this is not envisaged.
IN THE CFIAIR: MRS DE MARCH
Wce-President
Mr Purvis. 
- 
I should first mention that I think the
French translation of this question indicarcs that I
would be expecting that they should implement this
decision within the current presidency. In fact the
English original says only that perhaps they might
discuss and consider the idea.
I think we have got used to the idea of the Council
being very negative in its attitude to the possible evolu-
tion of the institutions of the Communiry, but this
question is put in a positive spirit, namely how can we
get more out of Europe, make it more of a symbol and
get more leadership in the Communiry?
\7ould it not be true, in the President-in-Office's
view, given his attitude to the future of Europe, that
such a post would provide a cenre of leadership and a
symbol for the people of Europe? That it would pro-
vide political continuiry in the ordering of the Coun-
cil's business, that it mighr in some degree mitigate the
nationalistic conflicm that can arise in the Council,
rhat it mighr reach compromises and decisions a little
quicker with that leadership? That it would perhaps
provide a democratic check and balance rc the grow-
ing power of the Parliament? Vould it not be repre-
senting the people of Europe as a whole in the Council
and increase the President's inrcrnational standing?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I am ilreid I am not able to add
much to my original answer. First of all, I think it
would be difficult rc find the ideal person you envis-
a.ge for the permanent or at least long-term Council
presidency and you must also rcalize that, firsdy, this
would neccssitate amending the Treaty, which
secondly, is not an easy matrcr. It would not merely be
e question of changing one provision of the Treary but
its whole spirit. The entire current system would have
to be changed since the Presidency is not, as things
stand, given to a person but to a Member State and we
have the principle of the roating Presidency. As I am
sure you will realize, I am not here to give my own
opinion although you have discreedy suggesrcd what
this might be. Things and acitudes being what they are
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in our Member States, I do not think that a change of
this nature and on this scale is likely to be considered
for quirc some time yet.
Mr Van Minacn. 
- 
(NL) As regards the more
immediate future with respect to the Presidency and
the Treaty, I should like to ask the President of the
Council whether he can rcll us anything about the
arrcmpm which are being made to have the President
of the Commission elected by the Council. The nomi-
nation of the President of the Commission has still not'
been confirmed and is being put off, which is a source
of embarrassment to this Parliament too. I hope that
my question will be regarded as supplemenmry
enough, but I am very curious to hear how the Presi-
dent of the Council, Mr Thorn, reacts to being kept in
suspense for so long as regards his appointment to the
Commission Presidency. Does he not find this a ques-
tion of even treater topicality which comes entirely
within the context of the Treaties?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Ve were speaking just now of the
President of the Council and now we have nioved on
to the President of the Commission. I do not think this
is exactly the same subjcct but I can nevertheless
assure Mr van Minnen that I intend to answer his
question. If he asks what Mr Thorn, the President of
the Council, thinks of Mr Thorn, the President of the
Commission, I must say, in all humiliry, that I
obviously have the highest possible opinion of him!
( Laagbter and. applause ).
On the other hand, you have asked whether or not I
am in a position of uncenainty. I would remind you
that the nomination will not take place until I Decem-
ber, when the entire Commission is officially
appoinrcd, as the Treaty smrcs that the President is
selected from the members of the Comniission. Thus
the nomination will ake place on the occasion of the
official appointment of the Commission at the next
summit. At the present sage, a prospective candidate
for the Presidency has been indicated. Originally, we
did not make this public and later my colleagues felt
that a public announcement would be superfluous as it
was already in all the papers. Thus as regards the preli-
minary designation, my colleagues regard the matter
as settled.
Mr Fellermaiet. 
- 
(D) Mr President of the Council,
would you agree that the election of a President of the
Council would not in itself increase the effectiveness
of rhe Council bus that iu effectiveness could in fact
be increased if, in accordance with the Treaties, the
Council in future were not to split itself up into a vast
number of Councils, but were to regard itself, in
accordance with the letter and spirit of the Treaty of
Rome, as a single Council of Ministers and, as such,
were ro act differently from a political point of view
from the innumerable specialized Councils of Minis-
ters ?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The most simple thing would be to
reply in one word rather than with a lengthy speech.
Yes, Mr Fellermaier, I share your view. However, I
should perhaps temper this statement by saying that
there is indeed a need to reinforce or stress in future,
much more than hitheno, the unity or singulariry of
the Council. As we all realize, it is perhaps sometimes
necessary to have a meeting of the competent Minis-
rcrs to deal with technical matters but I think,
nevenheless, and I am speaking here in a personal
cepacity, that in recent years we have been moving in
the wrong direction and that there has been too much
fragmentation and companmentalization and that this
has led to reduced efficienry as a result of the exces-
sive number of specialized Councils.
President. 
- 
Questions Nos 54 and 88 have been
withdrawn.
I call Mr Spinelli on a point of order.
Mr Spinclli. 
- 
(F) In view of the importance of the
proposals contained in the Rey report, I should like to
deputize for Mr Jonker who is the author of one of
the questions you have just announced as having been
withdrawn.
President. 
- 
I am afraid, Mr Spinelli, that this is not
possible under the Rules of Procedure.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(F) Parliament should respect its own
decisions to a greater exrcnt. This is a really vital ques-
tion.
President. 
- 
i 
"rn 
afraid what you propose is impos-
sible.
I call Quesdon No 65, by Miss Hooper (H-255l80):
'lZhat steps are takcn by the Council to cnsure that the
proposals under consideration at Council meetings
contain the amcndments and recommcndadons of Parlia-
ment?
Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Ofice of tbe Council.
- 
(F) The Council has adopted procedures aimed at
taking better account of the Opinions of the European
Parliament. It is laid down for all Opinions that the
reports drawn up at each stage of the proceedings
must indicate any differences between the proposed
guidelines and the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment, and I shall do my best to ensure that these deci-
sions are respected.
I '- ,-, t '-'
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- 
\7ould the President-in-Office not
agree that this can at times be a somewhat Erey area? I
understand that on occasions we are discussing and
amending Commission proposals when the document
before the Council has already been altered by the
Council's working pany. Can he therefore suggest a
method of at least informing us when the Council's
document has been altered from the Commission's
original proposals? Otherwise it seems to me that it is
a wasrc of our time.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I hope Miss Hooper will not take
it amiss if I say thar I get the impression that rhere has
been insufficient interest in various quaners 
- 
that is
to say 
- 
the Council as well as perhaps even Parlia-
ment itself 
- 
as regards what subsequently became of
an opinion after it had been issued. Let us say that, as
a rule, the Council waits to hear Parliament's opinion
- 
in fact in some cases it even waits for a long time,
which is something for which it could perhaps even be
criticized. I think that in the inrcrests of efficiency and
effective collaboration, Parliament and the Council
should perhaps take steps more often rc find out what
has become of Parliament. I go along with you on rhis
point, Miss Hooper.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) In view of the fact that, on the
one hand, on the occasion of the first enlargement of
the Community from six to nine Member Starcs,
requests were made for progress as regards political
unification but that nothing in fact came of this, and
that, on the other hand, similar requesm were made
some time ago with an eye to the accession of Greece,
will the President of the Council tell us what has been
the follow-up to the repon of the Commiuee of
Three, which was submitted in good time, and
whether we can expect other initiative on the part of
the Council aimed at improving institutional proce-
dures?
Mr Thorn 
- 
(F) In accordance with their mandate
from the European Council, the Foreign Ministers
meetint in the appropriate context have studied the
repon of the Committee of Three with a view to
preparing the examination of this report by the Euro-
pean Council. On completion of this study, the
Foreign Ministers drew up 'a report which they will
submit to the European Council. This repon was
adopted at yesterday's Council meetint and the Euro-
pean Council will examine it on I and 2 December
when it will either take appropriate decisions or give
the Foreign Ministers guidelines on the basis of which
they will be able ro prepare a subsequent decision. The
Foreign Ministers noted that cenain proposals
contained in the Repon of the Committee of Three in
fact concerned the competency of the European
Council itself.
The Foreign Minisrcrs managed to achieve broad
agreement on a cenain number of proposals contained
in the repon of the Committee of Three mentioned by
Mr Radoux. The points on which agreement has been
reached have already been put into practice or will be
implemented as soon as possible at the behest of the
institutions or bodies concerned. As regards the other
points, the Ministers intend to continue their study of
them when they are called upon to uke decisions in
the fields concerned, possibly in the light of the guide-
lines which we hope will be fonhcoming from the
European Council in December.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 66, by Mrs Scrive-
ner (H-280/80):
On 30 June the Environment Ministers of the Nine exam-
ined a repon on various. proposals drawn up by the
Commission on problems reladng to the environment.
!7as the Council able to reach agreement on a set of clear
priorities and on measures to combat pollution and to
finance the Community environmental protection policy?
Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council.
- 
(F) At its meeting on 30 June 1980 the Environ-
ment Council approved the Directive on the quality of
water intended forhuman consumption, the Directive
on air qualiry limit values and guide values for sulphur
dioxide and suspended paniculates and a Resolution
on transboundary air pollution by sulphur dioxide and
suspended paniculates. It held a detailed exchange of
views on the future development of Communiry policy
on chlorofluorocarbons in the environment, and estab-
lished, pending the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment, a view favourable in principle to the prohibition
of commercial impons of whale products.
The Council examined the Commission repon on the
rational use of land from the point of view of Commu-
nity environment policy and noted that substantial
progress had been made on the proposal for a Direc-
tive on the major accident hazards of cenain industrial
activities.
Mrs Scrivener. 
- 
(.ir) Could the Council explain
precisely what it means by 'substantial progress'
regarding the draft directive on risks of major acci-
dents in cenain industrial activities and tell us whether
financial measures have in fact been provided for with
a view to implementing this Community environmen-
tal poliry which is so{nething m which the public
atnches treat imponance?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The Council of Environment
Ministers has not yet dealt with the questions of
financing the Communiry environment poliry, which
is in fact perfecdy normal as this malter should be
discussed within the conrext of rhe budgetary debate.
Mls Lizin. 
- 
(F) Does the Council of Environment
Ministers inrcnd at its next meeting to discuss the
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regulation on the Community consultation procedure
regarding the construction of nuclear power plants at
frontiers 
- 
which has for the time being been
suspended, panicularly as a result of one of the
Member States.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) This problem is still under discus-
sion and will probably be dealt with not by the Envi-
ronment Council but by the Energy Council before
the end of the year.
Mrs Veber. 
- 
(D) Mr President of the Council, the
decision on the so-called Seveso Directive which you
have just mentioned, was in fact delayed at this meet-
ing because the French representative refused to
accept the passage in which Parliament required trans-
frontier information and panicipation. Is it true that,
as we read in the September editions of the Interna-
tional Environment Repon from Vashington and
ENDS from London, France intends to oppose this
request at the October meeting too? Vhat attitude
does rhe Council intend to adopt and will it accept
France's assurance that it prefers bilateral netotiations
ro European atreemenm on questions of this kind,
when at the same time, as in the case of Cattenom, it is
patently obvious that neither Luxembourg nor the
Federal Republic were adequately informed?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) It is very difficult for me to predict
what will happen in October. All I can say, without, as
it were, confirming what you have just said in so many
words, is that certain of the difficulties you have
mentioned have in fact arisen. There have been serious
difficulties this month and I do not knou/ if !t will be
possible to overcome them in October but I genuinely
feel that we are getting closer to atreement and that
our differences are not quite as big as the reports
which have appeared in the press would suggest. All I
can say is that, for various reasons including those you
have mentioned, the Presidency will do what it can to
bring about agreement.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
It seems fonuitous, perhaps, that
Questions Nos 65 and 66 in their underlying probing
for the truth are striving to get an assurance from the
Council that it recognises 
- 
indeed I would say, must
recognise 
- 
that the voice of this Parliament is truly
representative of and reflects the voice of the people of
the nine Member States of the European Economic
Community. That it is only through this body, as you
have seen from all sides today, that the concerns and
anxieties of ia inhabitan$ can truly be reflected. It
frequently seems to those of us who toil in this vine-
yard that our effons are indeed unheeded. Can you,
Mr President, assure us that our labours, well directed
as I am cenain they are, will indeed be increasingly
heeded in the infrequent meedngs of the Council of
Ministers responsible for environmental marters?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Obviously, I cannot give you any
undenakings regarding the future actions of the
various Councils and the nine national delegations, but
I can assure the honourable Member who has just put
this question and indeed all the Members of this
fusembly, that the opinions and resolutions submiwed
to all the various Councils are in fact examined, distri-
buted and uken into consideration. I might add that
the imponance which you attach to this quesdon, for
example, will not go unheeded in the Council. You
can resr assured that, to put it bluntly, it will always
suit at least one delegation to take every opponuniry
of sressing thar Parliament had insisted that this or
that opinion should be nken into consideration. As
regards the point raised by Mrs Veber and others just
now, I can tell you that full account was aken of the
opinions issued by Parliament in the course of the
discussion in Council. It is indeed ffue that this is not
always sufficient to bring about a unanimous agree-
ment between nine national delegations, but this does
not mean that Parliament's opinion is disregarded.
Mr Michel. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I put a similar
quesrion to the Commission regarding new nuclear
facilities ar Chooz, on a previous occasion. I received a
fairly evasive reply from the Commission who said that
this was rather a question for the Council. A survey
has been conducted with a view to ascenaining the
views of the people directly concerned and we do not
know whether the results have been communicated to
the Commission which says that its knowledge of this
survey is very limited. This is why we put this question
to the Council, and we should also like to ask it, since
it is in the position to do so, to ensure that Parliament
is informed of the results of this public suffey.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The honourable Member was
quite right in addressing the Commission since it is in
fact that institution which is responsible for matters
concerning the installadon of power stations. fu I saidjust now [o another Member of this House, the
Energy Council will examine this problem from the
point of view of teneral principles. However, if the
Council only agrees to discussing general considera-
tions, and not questions of the type or sircing of the
various power stations, these then are matrcrs for the
Commission. I think, for the rest, that it is true to say
that various questions have already been put on this
matter, and all I can do is repeat the perhaps unsatis-
factory answer which I gave just now, i. e. that the
problem will be discussed again at a general level by
the Energy Council before the end of the year. It is
cenain, however, that the Council will not go into the
question of the individual plants in various places
within the Communiry, as this falls outside its compe-
tency.
Prcsidcnt" 
- 
I call Question No 57, by Mr Sayn-
Vittgenstein-Bcrleburg (H-337 /80, f.ormerly 0-26/
80), for whom Mr Janssen van Raay is deputizing:
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Given that funher negotiations on the law of the sea are
to take place, in panicular ar rhe fonhcoming session of
the Third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea in July
and August in Geneva;
drawing attention to rhe continuing urgent need to coor-
dinate the positions of rhe Community panners on
amendments to the exisring negotiaring texr of a future
UN Convendon on the Law of the Sea, in order to define
a position which takes inro account the interesm of all the
Member Sates of the Europcan Community;
whereas extra rime would allow all the Membcr Stares of
the European Community to take concened action on all
matters concerning the law of the sea and its
economic aspects at rhe internarional negodating table,
with an eye to the EEC panners adopting a more deter-
mined approach to the outer limit of the continental shelf,
prorcction of the marine environment and deep-sea
mining (in particular the competence of the International
Seabed Authority as regards resources policy);
regretting the lack of agreement, despite a number of
undenakings by panicipants in the conference, on the
question of granting to organs of the European Commu-
niry the right 
- 
which under Community law fa[[s within
the competence of the Commission 
- 
to accede to the
Convention;
having regard
- 
to the potential benefit for the majoriry of the
Member States of the Community of committing their
exisdng technology and financial resources in the field
of dcep-sea mining, despite the lack of access to these
resources hitheno for those without sea zones of their
own;
- 
41d, in this respect, to the advantages of reaching
agreement on a regional basis on interim laws to safe-
guard resources prior to any arrangement under the
new system, we request the council to answer rhe
following questions:
l. Vhat conclusions has the Council drawn from the
meetings of the European Council in Venice and the
world economic summit of the leading OECD coun-
ries as regards the approach to the Third UN Confer-
ence on the Law of the Sea?
2. Does the Council agree that it is not appropriate at
the present stage of the negotiations to support a
formalization of the so far informal negodating rcxr,
as this makes progress towards funher imponant talks
unnecessarily difficult?
3. \7hat steps has the Council taken or does it intend to
take to coordinate at Communiry lcvel, and if neces-
sary with the United States interim rules for decp-sea
mining currently conrcmplatcd by, among others, the
United Kingdom and the Federal Rcpublic of
Germany?
Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Ofice of tbe Council.
- 
(F) During the August session, considerable
protress was made in the negotiations for the future
Convention on the Law of the Sea, panicularly as
regards decision-making by the Council of the
Authority, where the inroduction of the consensus
procedure for the adoption of cenain imponant deci-
sions will enable those Member States which are
members of that Council to oppose any decisions
which are unfavourable to them. Less progress has
been made as regards the financing of the enterprise.
However, the new text provides Member States with a
better knowledge of certain aspects of their financial
obligations. Finally, the quesdon of the financial
clauses in contracts, the uansfer of technology and the
limitation of production conEinue to give rise to diffi-
culties in the view of some of the industralized coun-
tries.
Under these circumstances, and in accordance with
the decision taken by the Conference at the plenary
sitting marking fie closure of the 9th session, the
revised rexr of 29 August has not been formalized and,
although entitled 'draft Convention', is an unofficial
negotiating text subject to informal debate and open
to amendments via the same procedure as in the past.
At the general debate in the last week of the session,
all the delegations requested that it be studied in detail
in the capitals, particularly since the next session is to
examine the problem of the Preparatoiy Committee
and the status of investments during the period up to
the entry into force of the Convention.
The Member States, co-ordinating their positions
either within the Council or in political cooperation
depending on the subjects dealt with, as they have
been doing since the start of the Conference, will
examine by the next session any improvemena which
might still be made ro rhe rexr of 29 August.
Finally, as regards the insenion in the future Conven-
tion of a panicipation clause enabling the Community
to become a pafiy to it, this hitherto relatively new
idea, since this will be the first time that the Commu-
nity has panicipated in a codifying Convention of the
United Nations, has made some headway among all
the Community's interlocutors.
Contacts have. been made with the regional groups,
particularly those of the developing countries, in order
to obain their reactions to the rcxt proposed by the
Community. Soludons are being worked out in this
connection, and the problem will, we hope, be
resolved favourably in the spring of 1981.
Lastly I should like, if I may, as a rnember of 'the
Government of the Grand Duchy, to express my gra[i-
tude to the Netherlands delegation, and panicularly to
its head, Professor Rippager, for all the hard work and
extreme perspicacity which they displayed at the
Geneva session when they deputized for us in the
Chair.
Mr Janssen van Raay. 
- 
(NL) I should like to give
my special thanks rc the President of the Council for
answering the three questions put by Mr Sayn-\7itt-
genstein in such detail. In view of the major interest
1 ,', 'l '" i- i "'I1
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which all the Member States of the European
Community has in the exploitation and exploration of
the resources of the seabed 
- 
which was the central
issue in my questions 
- 
I have at any r^te understood
from the answer that the Council is very interested in
the possibility of cooperation and the attempt to arrive
at a unified position with a view to prevendng the
Member States' drifting apart on this point.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 68, by Mr Seligman(H-272/80)
Vhat steps has the Council taken to ensure political bene-
fits of closer contact between Arab and European peoples
through involvement of Community firms and Commu-
niry finance in the implemenation of the Arab Telecom-
munication Satellirc Project, now that the Arab Satellite
Communications Organization is issuing a new rcnder
later this year?
Mr Ttorn, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Council.
- 
(F) The Council recognizes in general terms the
advantage of panicipadon by the Community and its
Member States in the implementarion of regional
projecrs such as rhe one referred to by the honourable
Member, as this could only strengthen cooperation
links between Europe and the Arab world. However,
no proposal concerning the project in question has been
placed before the Council.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Does che President-in-Office nos
agree that better relations berween the EEC and Arab
peoples would benefit both sides not only in the supply
and price of oil, but should also benefit general
commercial and cultural relations, including especially
giving the Community's space technology firms a
sronger competitive position ?
Other powerful nations, such as the USA and Japan,
do not necessarily distinguish becween their political
and their commercial interests and they often give
substantial financial assistance to their exponers. \Vhy
should the EEC Council not give a lead in rhe same
way by giving some son of assisrance ro our space
technology firms in this matter? I think they should
not wait to be pressed on this by cenain special inter-
ests.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I repear what I have just said, i.e.
that in our view, cooperation of this kind could be of
some interest to the Communiry, but that no proposal
or request has as yet been placed before the Council
and that I am therefore unable rc say as a matter of
general principle on behalf of the Council whether or
not it would be in favour of granting aid. Broadly
speaking, however, I repeat thai I shari your opinion
to the effect that the question is one of general impon-
ance and interest for the Community and should like
to stress that, for example, in the context of the Euro-
Arab Dialogue, we have already considered coopera-
tion in this field 
- 
this idea dates back to the Copen-
hagen Summit. !7e hope that it will be possible to deal
with the question with which you are concerned as
pan of the planned resumption of the dialogue which
is planned for the coming months.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 69, by Mr Seal(H-1e3l80).
Vill the Council, having finally after over a year issued a
negodation mandate on the commercial cooperation
agreement with India, say specifically how the repoft on
this agreenient, approved by this Parliament, has been
taken into account in preparing this mandate?
Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Council.
- 
(F) On 22April 1980, the Council adopted nego-
ciating directives for the conclusion of a Cooperation
Agreement with India. To a fairly large degree, these
directives correspond with the proposal made by the
Commission in this area in 1979 which served as a
basis for the interim repon by rhe honourable
Member. These directives reflect the Community's
desire to extend and strengthen its links wirh India by
means of an enlarged framework agreement covering
both the commercial and economic field. They there-
fore.comply with the guidelines laid down in the
rntenm rePort ln questron.
In accordance with the procedure governing relations
with the European Parliament in the sphere of trade
atreements, the council informed Parliament in detail
of the content of the negotiating directives in a letter
dated23 April 1980.
Mr Seal. 
- 
In spite of the answer I have been given,
it would appear and I stand to be corrected
on this 
- 
that not a lot of notice has been aken of the
deliberations of this House. Because of that, and this
follows on from a question which was asked earlier by
Miss Hooper, would the Council nor atree rhat unless
the Council takes notice of the deliberations of this
Parliament, this is yet another indication to this House
of the low esteem in which it is held by Member State
Governments. Vould rhe Council also not agree rhar,
this being the case, perhaps political parties through-
out the Member States who are ar presenr formularing
policies on the EEC should take thii into account?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Ve must nor lose sight of the fact
that this is a quesdon of negotiations and that the
proper procedures must be observed. On conclusion of
these negotiations and before the agreemenr is signed,
the Council will, in apcordance with your wishes,
inform the competenr Parliamentary committees
regarding the substance of the agreement 
- 
and I
might add that we often classify information of this
kind as confidential and unofficial. Finally, if the
Commission proposes that the conclusion of the
rtl
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agreement should take place on the legal basis
afforded by Anicle 235 of. the Treary 
- 
which is
generally the case with this kind of agreement 
-consuladon of Parliament will then be required before
the agreement is concluded by the Council.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 70 bi Sir Frederick
Varner (H-321 / 80 ; formerly 0-28 /80) :
In view of the imponance of securing idendcal or
converging policies for the aged within the Member
States of the Community would the Council consider
discussing and perhaps laying down guidelines for an
approach to be adopted by representatives of the Nine
attending the 1982 United Nations Assembly on the
Elderly?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Cotncil.
- 
(F) Insofar as questions which come within the
province of the Community are discussed at the 1982
United Nations Assembly on the Elderly, the Council
will not fail to examine any suggestions which may be
forthcoming from the Commission on the attitude to
be adopted there.
Sir Fred Varner. 
- 
That sounds like a very sadsfac-
rcry reply. I would just like to point out that the average
age of people in Europe is increasing quite rapidly and
thar we shall soon all be rather old. Funhermore, it is
imponant that we should standardize as far as we can
the treatment 
- 
the social benefits accorded to the
less fonunate members of our Community. So I hope
that all organs of the European Corirmuniry will give
full attention to this very imponant problem.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Question No 71, by Sir John
Stewan-Clark (H-22al80) :
Bearing in mind the need for a coordinarcd Communiry
acdon programme in the microelectronics industry and
taking into account thc industrial and social consequences
of ncw and accelerating technological developmens,
what action does the Council intend to take, panicularly
following the publication of Commission document
COM (79) 750 final entided 'European society faced with
the challenge of new information technologies 
- 
a
Community response'?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Council.
- 
(F) In November 1979, i.e. at the Summit held at
the end of last year, the European Council to which
the Commission communication on European society
faced with the challenge of new information technolo-
gies had been submitted, stressed the imponance it
attached to consideration of the action to be taken in
this field, placing pardcular emphasis uPon the desira-
bility of discussion at Community level on a strarcgy
for developing technologies of the kind mentioned by
Sir John Stewart-Clark.
The direction which the Council would like Commu-
niry action in this sector to take has already been
defined in the multi-annual data-processing Pro-
gramme currently being implemented.
Yzith more specific reference to the Community
schemes to promote microelectronics technology, the
Council, in its Resolution of ll September 1979,
called upon the Commission to submit specific projects
at Community level, taking inm account the criteria
and fields defined in the Resolution. The Council has
just received the awaited Commission proposal. It will
commence examining the proposal as soon as the
European Parliament has delivered im opinion.
Sir John Stewart-Clark. 
- 
Since tabling the question
the following Commission proposals have come into
my hands. They are, firstly, new information technol-
ogies, first Commission report, secondly, first propos-
als for Community action in the field of microelec-
tronics and thirdly, recommendations on telecommun-
ications. I assume that these are the same proposals rc
which the President-in-Office refers.
Mav I consratulate the Commission on their work to
datJ; it is iirst good step. \fle welcome the Council's
request that this Parliament should deliver an opinion,
and our own group intends to take a firm initiative in
this regard. Vill the Council give me iheir assurance
that they will act concretely and expeditiously once
the opinion is received, in view of the paramount
imponance of quick, sensible and unified acdon in the
fields of telecommunications and microelectronics?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I still remember the discussions at
the 1979 summit and the irnerest shown by the Heads
of State and government. I can only assure you of
their very favourable attitude and hope that Parlia-
ment will now issue its opinion as quickly as possible
so rhat it will be possible for us to open discussions on
the matter under the Luxembourgish Presidenry.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 72, by Mrs lr Roux(H-2a3l80):
In recent months the British Navy have boarded several
Breton lobster fishing vessels, causing them to lose several
days'work and imposing heavy fines on the owners.
Does the Council not consider this matter to merit early
consideration? In view of the ICES recommendations,
which are based on a number of scientific studies, carried
out by official bodies, has it not dclayed possible amend-
ments to the regulations on mesh sizes? Does the Council
intend to consult scientific and fishing expens before
reviewing these regulations ?
Mr Thorn, Presid.ent-in-Offce of the Coancil.
- 
(F) This question is primarily the Commission's
responiibiliry. I would, however add that the Council
''',*"1''I'i"
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is perfectly aware of the serious problems which fish-
ermen may face as long as the Communiry does not
adopt a policy for the conservation of stocks and, in
panicular, regulations on mesh sizes for nets.
The Council is endeavourint, on the basis of Commis-
sion proposals, to work out solutions which, while
based on scientific opinion, will not ignore the vital
needs of the various categories of fishermen.
As regards more panicularly the case of meshes appli-
cable to lobster fishing, the Council has before it a
new Commission proposal which 
- 
following the
most recent scientific opinions expressed by the Inter-
national Councils for the Exploration of the Sea and
the Communiry's Scientific and Technical Committee
on Fisheries 
- 
confirms the validiry of the previously
proposed provisions aimed at gradually introducing a
uniform 70 mm mesh size for the major pan of
Community waters.
At its meeting on 21 July 1980, the last meeting before
the summer recess, the Council held an inirial discus-
sion on this proposal, ar the close of which it nored
that the timemble for introducing rhis mesh size in
various zones required more detailed examinarion,
which is a diplomatic way of saying that rhere were
various difficulties. The Council therefore agreed to
return to this question ar rhe end of this month, i. e. on
29 September.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 73, by Miss Quin(H-2ea/80):
Has the Council discussed rccently the application of the
principle of addirionaliry by Member States with regard
rc the European Regional Development Fund, and have
there been any recenr changes in thc arritude of Member
governmenr towards thc adminisration and use of the
European Funds?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Council.
- 
(F) In the opinion of rhe Council, ir is for the
Commission to ensure that the principle of additional-
iry is applied in the implementarion of the Reguladon
esablishing the European Regional Development
Fund.
Miss Quin. 
- 
I would still like ro say rhat the opera-
tion of tht European funds is very disappointing and
that perhaps we oughr ro see rhings for what they are
and give the Regional Fund its true title, which seems
to be that of the National Fund, since all too often it is
simply used as a convenienr source of financing for
national tovernment.
My question is this: is the Council aware that in the
UK there is a direct negative correlation berween
government spending in certain areas and EEC funds?
In other words, the EEC Fund has increased the
amount available in recent years, while ar the same
time the UK Governmenr has actually been decreasing
regional spending overall.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I can understand your views
regarding Community or narional regional policy, and
might in fact share your opinion. However, in my
capaciry as Presidenr of the Council, I am nor permit-
ted to commenr on this question. I musr smy within
the limits of my instirution and say rhar Communiry
policy being what ir is, with the various shoncomings
which you might feel rhat it has, rhe correct imple-
mentation of the principle of additionality is a marrer
for the Commission and I cannor, ar rhis srate,
comment on behalf of the Council.
Sir Brandon Rhys-Villiams. 
- 
Vould the Presi-
denr-in-Office atree that the severe limiration on the
usefulness of the Regional Fund is that it has ro be
considered on an annual basis and that therefore it is
not possible ro take inro considerarion ar all major
projects which would really transform the economies
of Europe's regions such as the Severn Barrage or the
Channel Tunnel, which inevitably require finance rc
be spread over a period of years? Vill rhe Council of
Ministers therefore devore themselves to lengrhening
rhe time span of decision in the spending plans in the
European Regional Fund and other major invesrment
funds, so that we do not labour urrder this Srone Age
limitation that everything has ro be done and
completed within an annual budget framework?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) It is indeed rrue rhar, as Members
of Parliament will have noriced, the system of annual
budgets does pose cenain problems. Nevenheless, I do
not think one should take too severe a view and think
that we specify exacdy what must be spent each year.
There are various programmes in. existence which
cover periods of over one year and I think rhar you
urill have occasion during this very week to consider
the problem and discuss it with people who know
more than I do on this marter. It is then true rhar the
annual budget framework causes problems, bur it
would be wrong ro say rha[ we only consider marrers
on a year to year basis since we obviously also give
consideration [o programmes which overlap different
years.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office aware of
the great concern in Nonhern Ireland at rhe fact that
in the Bridsh House of Commons recenrly it was
announced that only a rhird of the grants received
from the Regional Fund is actually going to Nonhern
Ireland to these panicular projects and that the British
Exchequer is keeping two-thirds of rhese grants? !7hat
is he prepared to do about that, bearing in mind rhat
Nonhern Ireland has the worsr unemployment in the
whole of the Community?
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Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I am familiar with problems as
serious as these from my colleagues. Since 
- 
as the
honourable Member is aware 
- 
Nonhern Ireland
forms pan of the United Kingdom, this is a matter for
Her Majesty's Government.
Mr Adam. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office aware that
unless the problem of additionaliry is resolved and the
Regional Fund deployed in addidon to the
programmes we already have locally, the problem of
unemployment in the pan of the world that I come
from, the Nonh-East of England, is not going rc be
alleviated by the activities of the Fund, though that is
what the Fund is for?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Personally, I am convinced that
this is one of the major problems of regional policy
and that, if no solution is found to it in the reladvely
near future, the development of our regional policy
will not be something for us to be proud of.
MrvonderVring. 
- 
(D) I should like to congratu-
late the President of the Council on the diplomatic
clarity with which he expresses his views and, in pani-
cular, the way in which he justified Miss Quin's objec-
tion to the effect that it was in fact the principle of
complementarity which applied but that not much was
actually done in practice by any of the governmenr. I
should like rc ask him, however, whether or not it is in
fact high time that the Council took steps aimed at
least at removing the veil of secrecy surrounding the
Regional Fund so that the regional bodies will be able
ro ensure that this principle of additionality is
observed.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I am a little surprised that you
make such a big issue of secrecy or 'confidentiality'. I
am not aware of there being all that much secrecy.
There is in fact a cenain amount of publicity, perhaps
not enough, and it is up to the competent bodies to
disseminate the information. For the rest, I think it
would be a better idea if you were to take this matter
up with the Commission which will no doubt be able rc
give you information in the course of the debate to be
held this week. I do not, however, think we should
exaggerate the secrecy surrounding the various deal-
ings involving regional policy.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 74 by Mr Adam(H-303/80):
One of the major objectives of Community energy policy
is reduced dependence on imponed oil with subsequent
increasing reliance on imponed coa[. Considering the
growing and extensive investment by international
companics in coal production outside the Community,
have the Foreign Ministers examined this trend, which
could pose a threat to the Communiry's long-term secur-
ity of supplies, in that these companies may be in a posi-
tion quirc soon, to establish an international coal canel?
Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Council.
- 
(F) This subject has not been discussed by the
Council.
Mr Adam. 
- 
I find the President-in-Office of the
Council's answer most disturbing. Ve have been told
very many times in the Committee on Energy and
Research and in this Parliament that we have got to
reduce our dependence on oil. It follows from this that
we would be increasing our dependence on coal, and
mainly, ii would seem, imported coal. However, we
are told that this is alright because coal is owned by so
many different sources ihat we would not be under the
same threat as we are with oil. Now coal fields outside
the Community are increasingly being cornered by the
multinational companies. I find this most disturbing,
and it worries me that the Council has not discussed it.
Are we really to believe from the President-in-Office
of the Council that the Council should not concentrate
on this coal interest and find out exactly what is
happening, because it could surely threaten the energy
sffaregy of the Community which we have only
recently agreed? Could I further ask that when the
Council does carry out this investigation it will also
look at a funher trend, namely, that having bought up
the interest in some of these coalfields outside the
Community, the multinational companies, instead of
exploiting them, are, as i[ were, putting them into cold
storage. I find both these trends quite alarming and I
hope that the Council will give an assurance that it will
look at these matters.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Might I point out to Mr Adam
that it is first and foremost the Commission which is
responsible for taking steps to ensure regular coal
supplies to the Common Market and examining the
effects which investment on the pan of multinational
companies in coal production oumide the Community
could have on competition and long-term supplies.
So far, the problem you mentioned in your question
has not been put before the Council by the Commis-
sion and I cannot tell you on behalf of the Council
that I think we are going to discuss this matter in the
near future. However, I will say that our idea is not to
investigate investment by multinational companies at
this stage. \7e should also like to point out that Pro-
duction within the Community has increased and I am
cenain 
- 
and I will discuss this matter with the
responsible persons within the Commission 
- 
that the
Commission will examine this quesdon and, following
your request, consider whether or not a communica-
tion to the Council is called for.
Mr Seligmao. 
- 
Clearly the answer to the danger of
an international coal cartel is to make Community coal
cheaper by investing in modernization of the Commu-
niry coalmining industry. Can the President-in-Office
use his influence on the Energy Council to see that the
{r' ,i
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coal investment projects are not blocked any longer
and that the modernization of our mines is not held up
by lack of finance? This is definitely a Council matter
and not a Commission matter, because it is in the
Council that these matters are being held up.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) As far as I can see, whether he
likes it or not, it is not up to me to give the assurances
which Mr Seligman might wish since, as Parliament is
surely aware, investment in coal companies in the
Community is not a matter for the Council but
concerns the private sector and national policies.
However, I think it might well be possible that if the
Commission, after examining the quesdon, reached
what appears to be Mr Adam's conclusion, i.e. that
disproponionate investment outside and within the
Community constitutes a threat tq our future, to our
competitive position and to energy supply in this major
sector, a Council, or a European Council, might well
look into the problems of energy and draw up guide-
lines.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) Does the President of the Council
agree that there is a need for an energy price poliry
and, as has already been proposed by the American
executive, control of investment by the oil companies
in other energy sources, panicularly coal?
My second question is addressed to you, Madam Pres-
ident: I should like rc ask on what authority you have
limited the number of supplementary questions which
may be put by Members of Padiament during Ques-
tion time to six?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I can only repeat in a personal
capacity. As a liberal, I do not think that control of
inves.tments would produce the resulr you appedr to
requlre.
President. 
- 
To answer in turn, in view of the large
number of questions down 
- 
whose authors normally
wish rc receive a reply 
- 
I pass on to the following
question as soon as 
- 
generally speaking after four or
five supplemenmry questions 
- 
it strikes me that the
various aspecm of a panicular problem which could be
of interest to the various groups have been dealr with.
Since their authors are absent, Questions Nos 75 and
76 will receive written replies+.
I callQuesdon No 77, by Mr Lalor (H-311/80):
Vill rhe Council, as a matter of urgcnry, aBree ro
convene a special meeting of EEC, OPEC, industrialized
counries, State-trading countries and developing coun-
tries with a view to ensuring that there is greater coordi-
nation in channelling resources from the developed coun-
uies by way of aid'for the energy sector to the underde-
veloped countries and ensuring that OPEC greatly
increases its commitment to developing countries from its
meagre i 31 million?
Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Council. 
-(F) The problem referred ,to by the honourable
Member is being ackled in rhe more general conrexr
of the Nonh-South dialogue. At the llth special
session of the General Assembly of the United
Nations, an approved text was drawn up regarding the
new international development strategy for the 1980s.
As regards energy, the aim of the srategy is ro facili-
tate the exploration, exploitation, extension and
processing of all the energy resources of the develop-
ing countries to an exrenr commensurate with their
development objectives, and, to this end, ro provide
the appropriate financial and technical resources.
In addition, the new srategy provides for considerable
increase in real value of the financial resources made
available to the developing countries. The aims and
objectives of the strategy adopred, also stipulate that,
in connection with this increase, those developing
countries able to do so should also continue to provide
aid to the developing countries.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
I noted that in fact the President-in-
Office did nor state in his reply to the' question
whether the Council would, as a matrer of urgenry,
agree to convene the kind of meeting I referred rc in
the question. I should like to mke up that point again
in view of the fact that, on behalf of the Council, he
did not agree rhat he should convene such a meedng. I
want to ask the President whether he does hot agree
that it would be comparatively easy at this stage ro
prevail upon the OPEC countries to give more atten-
tion and aid to developing counries, especially when
they are amassing large financial reserves at the
Present time?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I concede Mr Lalor's point that I
did not in fact give a precise and clear answer to the
question to which he has just referred back. However,
I must inform him 
- 
since he has pur the question
directly once more 
- 
in view of the fact that we have,
if not officially enquired, at least sounded out rhe
various troups of countries mentioned. '!7e have not
received a clear reply, but the replies we have received
have been discouraging and cenain troups of coun-
tries have made it quite obvious that they prefer to
discuss these matters on a bilateral or group basis and
are not interested in a more general conference of this
kind. For this reason, I am led to share the view of my
colleagues to the effect that this solurion is unlikely to
be something we will See in the near future.+ See Annex.
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President. 
- 
I call question No 78, by Miss De
Valera (H-312l80):
Vill the Council elaborate on the 'shon-term sructural
measures' which were reaffirmed as a priority regarding
the employment situation for young people at the June
European Council meeting in Venice?
Mr Ttorn, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(,F) During the examination of the economic and
social situation in the Community at the last meeting
of the European Council in Venice, Particuler atten-
tion was devoted to the employment situation and
especially that of young people. On that occasion
emphasis was placed on the urgent need in at least
some Member States for shon-term structural
measures as part of an active employment poliry by its
Resolurion of 27 June 1980 on guidelines for a
Community labour market policy, the Council sought
to lend fresh impetus to this active employment policy
which is first and foremost the responsibility of the
Member States.
As the President of rhe Council pointed out to the
European Parliament on 8 July, the Communiry is
making its contribution to the solution of employment
problems 'occurring in Member States, in panicular
ihrough the incieasingly close coordination of
national policies. It should also be remembered that
assistance from the European Social Fund is intended
mainly to offset the Community's current employment
problems and in panicular the problem of youth
employment.
Miss De Valera. 
- 
M"y I funher ask (a) whether or
not the Commission was invited to make cenain
proposals and specific measures for an EEC policy to
iight unemploymen!, and (b) whether the Council has
giuen consideration to establishing a data bank on the
imployment opponunities for young people in the
Member States?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F)'Ihe Council has just in fact
received from the Commission a proposal to the effect
rhat action in favour of young people under the Social
Fund should be extended until the end of 1983. The
standing Committee on employment has looked into
the question and I am convinced that all the Member
Statei are very concerned about the problems
mentioned by the honorable Member.
Mr Marchall. 
- 
!flould the President-in-Office not
aBree thar the chief desroyer of jobs is inflation, and
th"t pr.tn"ture reflation by fuelling inflation could in
fact destroy jobs and not creare them 
- 
the task of all
Member Gouetnments being to destroy inflation,
because that is the only path to'sure prosperiry within
the Community?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) \7hat you are asking for is a state-
ment of economic policy which I can gladly give you
since at their last meeting the Nine stressed once more
that the fight against inflation remained a priority
issue. You can, therefore, set your mind at ease.
Prcsident. 
- 
Since their authors are absent, Ques-
tions Nos 79 and 80 will receive written replies*.
I call Question No 81, by Mr Battersby (H-318/80):
Vhat advanuges does the Council see in incorporating
reference to the commitments of each Comecon state and
rhe Community ip respegt of Basket II of the Final Act of
the Helsinki Agreement in future agreement besween the
Communiry and each Member State of Comecon and
Comecon itself?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Council.
- 
(F) So far, the Council has not worked out a
general approach to the question of any reference to
the Final Act of the Helsinki Agreement in agreements
to be concluded with East European counries, but has
stated its position on each individual case, having
regard to the characteristics and conditions penaining
to each agreement. In the negotiations currendy
underway with Comecon, the Community has
suggested that provision be made for a recital satint
thiiboth parties were mindful of the provisions of the
Final Act of the CSCE. The-Community considers
such a reference to the whole of the Final Act rather
than just Basket II a timely reminder of the impon-
ance of the Helsinki document for the process of
cooperation between East and Vest European coun-
ries, which serves to underline the fact that negotia-
tions between the Communiry and Comecon should
be seen as one aspect of the implementation of the
Final Acr As for the two agreements with Romania
signed at the end of July, neither contains a reference
to the Final Act.
Mr Battcrsby. 
- 
Could the President-in-Office tell
me whether, in addition to the agreements with
Romania, the Council intends to conclude any further
agreements in the near future and, if so, with who?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Apan from the agreements I have
just mentioned and various other sectoral or rcchnical
agreements concluded with various other Eastern Bloc
counries 
- 
particularly in the steel anC textile sectors
- 
no other agreements have been concluded or are
being negotiated with the Comecon counries at
Present.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Ve proceed with the questions
addressed to the Foreign Ministers of the nine
+ See Annex.
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Member States of the European Community meering
in political cooperation.
I call Mr Seligman on a point of order.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
(F) Madame President, I should
like to withdraw Question No 103 (H-271l80), as it
has already been answered+.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 104, by Mrs Ewing(H-2e2/80):
'!7ill the Foreign Ministers meeting in Political Coopera-
tion comment on the failure of the Bridsh Governmenr to
implemenr the recommendation of the repon on the
Employment of Non-Domiciled Seafarcrs (ENDS) which
set out ro end the discriminatory wage rate paid to Asian
seamen?
Mr Ttorn, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) The honorable Member's question has
not been discussed within the conrext of Political
Cooperation and the Presidency therefore regrer rhar
he is unable ro reply on behalf of rhe Nine.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I am rarher disappointed rhat the
President-in-Office could nor ar leas[ deplore the prin-
ciple that I have exposed in rhis quesdon, which is
based on facts thar have caused considerable concern
in the British press and among the British public.
Could he nor go a little further, even rhough it has not
been discussed, and rcll the House that he deplores
this kind of principle, which surely is not in kCeping
with the principles of the EEC?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Mrs Ewing, I appeal to you and to
all the Members presenr. You have asked me a ques-
tion, i.e. whether rhe Foreign Ministers meerint in
Political Cooperation can stare their views on the fact
that etc. I rell you thar the Minisrers of rhe Nine have
not discussed this matter and you complain rhat I have
not stated the posirion. You ask me about the position
of the Nine and I rcll you rhar rhe Nine have not
discussed the matrer. I cannor, therefore, make a state-
ment regarding a situation which has not been
discussed and which, funhermore, is not a marrer for
political cooperarion, which is one of the reasons why
it has not been discussed.
I could of course srare my personal views but I do not
think rhis would serve any useful purpose. I had rc
point our thar rhis was not a field covered by Political
Cooperation, that ir has never been discussed and that,
for this reason I would not. wish !o ser an unfonunate
precedent. I hope you will understand thar I cannot
make a satemenr, on behalf of the Foreign Minisrers
meeting in Polirical Cooperation on a quesrion 
- 
andI have no doubt wharsoever that your quesrion uras
well-founded 
- 
which I have nor looked into at all
and on which I have no information whatsoever at my
disposal. Please excuse me, but I hope you will under-
stand my position.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 105, by Mr Christo-
pher Jackson (H-296/ 80) :
In view of rhe dererioracing situation in Somalia are the
Foreign Ministers proposing ro rake concened acdon?
Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) The Nine are concerned abour the serious
deterioration of rhe situation in Somalia, parricularly
from the humanitarian point of view.
The situation in that counrry is being srudied within
the context of Political Cooperation as an aspect of
the overall situation in the Horn of Africa. The Nine
will, in due course, decide on the appropriateness of
concened acrion in this pan of the world and on the
form it should rake, with due respect for the sover-
eignty of the countries in question and for the princi-
ple of non-interference in their internal affairs. The
Nine would also remind you rhal the European
Communities have already drawn up a food aid
programme involving in pah,icular the supply of
skimmed milk powder, butteroil and sugar ro rhe
countries in this area.
Mr C. M. Jachson. 
- 
The exrremely serious suffer-
ing of the refugees, caught between a Russian-
supponed Ethiopia and a formerly aggressive Somalia,
has. caught the imagination of the peoples of Europe,
and I should be grateful if the Presidenr-in-Office
would convey to lhe Foreign Ministers meering in
political cooperation our srrong suppon for the
concerted action which he proposes to take. Vould he
please do rhis?
President. 
- 
Since they deal with similar subjecrs, I
callQuesdon No 106 byMr Israel (H-323/Bq;
Following the declaration made at the Venice Summit,
Foreign Ministers gave rhe clearest possible indication of
the precise polidcal rcrms on which, in rhe Council's view,
the self-scyled Palestine Liberation Organizadon could be
involved in the peace initiatives proposed in the Middle
East?
and Question No 108, by Mr Newton Dunn (H-361/
80):
Vill the Foreign Ministers consider pressing for rhe
Palestinian.peoples_to be represented properly ai negotia-
tions by a body which has bcen democratically selected
from among all rhe Palestinian peoples, either registered
and living in Israeli-administered terrirory or regisrcred
and living in surrounding Arab countries?+ See above
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Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) In their declaration made at the Venice
Summit, the Nine outlined their general attitude to the
Palestinian problem, the PLO and related quqstions.
And it is on the basis of this document that I can
describe our common position rcday.
As regards the Palestinian quesdon, the Nine have
noted that it is time a just solution was found to this
problem which is not simply a problem of refugees. In
the opinion of the Nine, the Palestinian people, which
has a national awareness, should be given the oppor-
tunity, by means of an appropriate process to be
defined within the framework of the overall peace
settlement, to exercise to the full its right of self deter-
mination. The realization of this objective will demand
the suppon and panicipation of all the parties
involved, the principles contained in the Venice decla-
ration forming the basis of the peaceful settlement.
These principles apply to all the panies concerned, i.e.
including the Palestinians and the PLO. So far, the
Nine have not gone into greater detail regarding their
views on the involvement of the Palestinian people and
the PLO in the negotiations. I have no reason rc doubt
that this will receive funher attendon from the Nine.
Mr IsraEl. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like to
thank you for reminding of the text of the Venice
declaration, with which I was perfectly familiar.
If the PLO does not change its attitude and continues
to preach the destruction of the smte of Israel, do you
not think there is a contradiction between this objec-
tive and the peace mission which it is your task to
carry out?
Mr Thorn, 
- 
(F) Mr Israel, you tell me rhar you
know the Venice declaration more or less by hean. I
felt it necessary to remind you of the text for the very
reason that if what you say about the PLO is true 
-and the PLO, or at least its leader, denies this this
would not in fact be possible as we maintain that the
principle must apply to all panies concerned. I am
cenain that we are in agreement at leas[ on this point.
Mr Newton Dunn. 
- 
Mr Thorn answered the ques-
tions joindy but he did not answer my question at all.
My suggesdon, according to [he researches I have
made, is entirely original. The leaders of the PLO,
Yasser Arafat and so on, are not legally or democrati-
cally elected by anybody. Vould it not be a good idea
and help towards a solution in the Middle East if the
Palestinians who are registered in their countries of
residence in the Middle East were encouraged to hold
elections and produce leaders 
- 
and it might well be
Yasser Arafat 
- 
leaders who are acrually elected and
can therefore speak for the Palestinians with a stron-
ger voice?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I should like to break down this
quesdon, or the reply to it into various components.
Personally, I share your view, and that of all present
here today, that elections always represent the best
and the most democratic soludon to the formation of a
government for solving problems of this nature.
Nevenheless, as we all know, there are a good many
countries in the world which do not have democratic
elections and that of the 150 members of the United
Nations, there are perhaps 30 which have parliamen-
tary democracies or operate in this way; thus, if we
wish to solve all the problems in all these countries by
imposing elections on [hem, we have a lot on our plate
and I do not think a proposal of this kind is likely to
have much success. However, I should like to draw the
artention of the honourable Member to the fact that in
asking for self determination 
- 
note that we do not
exactly say 'elections' 
- 
1vs are asking that the possi-
bility should be introduced for the persons involved to
express their opinions freely and hence democratically.
It is, I rhink, an imponant element in the potential
solution and one which we thus hope will become a
realiry. It will be a question of finding out whether it
will be a referendum which is involved, what son of
c<insultation will take place, what is the nature of the
question and who will be involved. These are the
points which must be clarified in the course of this
mission and in the course of future work by the Nine.
Thus, you will see that our views coincide to a certain
extent on this point even if vre cannot exacdy speak of
parliamentary democracy or elecdons proper in so
many words. The imponant thing is that there should
be democratic consultation and that freedom should
be respected, i.e. there should be a guarantee of
genuine self-determination wonhy of this name.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
\7hen I was in Vashington this
summer, there was considerable disquiet that the visit
of the President-in-Office would interfere with the
prospects of the Camp David agreement. They called
it 'rocking the boat whilst it is still afloat'. Can the
President-in-Office comment on this disquiet in
Vashington, and can he confirm it?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Mr Seligman, I too was in Vash-
ington and, without wishing to boast, I hope that I
contributed to dispelling a certain amount of apprehen-
sion. There have been reasons, in \flashington and
elsewhere, to fear that action on the pan of Europe,
even as restrained as this, could adversely affect the
results or development of the Camp David negotia-
tions. There can be no denying, however, that if the
negotiations between Egypt and Israel have been
blocked, it is by no means as a result of us, but as a
result of other unilarcral srcps.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) Could the President of the Council
assure us that on the occasion of his meeting with Mr
Arafat, it was clearly sated by the gentleman in ques-
ft -.ii "1.
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tion that he no longer had the destruction of the state
of Israel in view.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I think we have already spoken on
this matter in a more confidential meeting, and we are
not going to go over all these points again in a wider
and more public meeting! However, since the objec-
tionable satement of the Fatah has arisen, Mr Yasser
Arafdt has drawn attention to an interview he gave
which was subsequently published in the New York
Herald Tribune rc'deny this charge.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 107, by
Mr Van Miert (H-355/80) for whom Mr Colla is
deputizing:
In view of the fact that military matters and in panicular
thc possibility of negotiations on the limitation of stra-
tegic nuclear weapons in Europe formcd the main subject
of discussion ar their meeting of I July on the Schmidt-
Brezhnev ulks in Moscow, can the Foreign Ministers
meeting in Political Cooperation confirm that in future
military matters are to be discussed in the context of polit-
. ical cooperation?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Ministers
- 
(F)The meetint of 3 July formed pan of the reci-procal information procedure currently being
conducted within the context of political cooperation.
This procedure is in keeping with the objectives of
political cooperation, which is designed in particular
to guarantee, by means of information and regular
consultation, better mutual understanding regarding
the major problems of international politics. fu stared
in the repon adopted by the Minisrcrs in Paris on
13 May 1971, which forms the main basis for this
procedure, the informadon can take the form ofverbal
communication at various levels. This is the case with
rhe meeting of 3 July in Luxembourg, which rook
place at ministerial level.
As regards the question put by the honourable
Member regarding the nature of the meeting of
Foreign Ministers of 3 July, my answer musr be in rhe
negative. One should not conclude from the fact that
the repon of this meering touched on politico-strategic
questions that milirary marrers are discussed within
political cooperation. The report drawn up by
Mr Genscher also dealt with other quesrions on inter-
national politics.
Mr Colla. 
- 
(NL) I realize that the exchange of
information within the framework of political cooper-
ation is in keeping with the objectives of rhis coopera-
tion and I find it perfectly in order, and indeed a good
thing, that this should take place, for example, on
3 July. This strikes me as perfectly natural. Thus, the
first pan of your ansu/er poses no problems. As
regards the second part, however, we are genint into
more specific matrers and, if I may quore you, you
said thar rhe meeting of 3 July also discussed politico-
strategic problems. This strikes me as a magnificent
example of diplomatic vatueness, if I may describe it
in this way. All I can say is that I have difficulty in
imagining how a discussion beween Schmidt and
Brezhnev could avoid including a number of miliary
questions. I fully realize that this is a delicate matter,
but I nevertheless get the impression that the Foreign
Ministers are behaving a little like flies around the jam
pot at present. I should personally far prefer it if the
Council or the Foreign Ministers meetint in Political
Cooperation, would be a limle more explicit as to
whether it is neceqsary or occasionally inevitable that
various military aspecm should come into their discus-
slons.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) You have regiprcred your prefer-
ence and I respect your opinion. This is all I can say.
Nevertheless, I do not think either of us should
complain of what has come about, as it simply means
that within the context of political cooperation, we
were keeping very much up to date with events. It
seems !o me that we all, regardless of our political
views, felt that the meeting between Mr Schmidt and
Mr Brezhnev was important, and we know that our
American friends were directly informed of it by the
leadirs of the Federal Republic. !7as it not rher only
to be expected and extremely desirable that our friends
in the Federal Republic should inform us too. I am
sure this is the way you regard the matter. The repon
of the meeting therefore may well have connined
various elements of a politiqal nature 
- 
undoubtedly
- 
and perhaps also economic and miliary questions.
Ir is, I think, difficult to divorce these various aspecr
from each other, but this is'not tanamount to saying
that a Community military policy was discussed.
President. 
- 
At its authol's request, Question
No 109 is postponed until the next part-session.
I call Question No 1tO, by Mr Lomas (H-372/80):
Given that the Indonesian Government has refused to
comply with United Nations General Assembly and
Security Council Resolutions calling for the withdrawal
of im roops from East Timor, in order that a gcnuine act
of self-determination can take place in the territory, why
do the Member Smtes of the EEC collectively abstain in
any UN General Assembly vote calling for a cessation of
Indonesia's attemprcd annexation of East Timor, as a
result of which at least l50000people, approximately
one-quarter of the population, have been killed?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of tbe Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) The Nine have always recognized the
right of self-determination and our willingness to
suppon any solution accepted by both Ponugal and
Indonesia aimed at putdng an end to this conflict,
provided this right is respected. The Nine absained
from voting on Resolution 34/40, since this resolu-
tion, panicularly paragraphs 2 and 5 of the preamble,
'l.,, lt ;i- {:'-',"-.-r,..r.
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might interfere with the outcome of the self-determi-
nation process.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
I must confess that that reply is a little
nlore encouraging than I had expected, but it seems to
me that there is really one condition for self-deteimi-
nation, whatever else may happen, namely the removal
of foreign troops from a country where they have no
right to be. I would press the nine governments of the
EEC to make it very, very clear to Indonesia that they
have no right in East Timor and must withdraw their
troops immediately.
President. 
- 
I call Question No I 11, by Mrs Lizin(H-385/80):
Vill the Foreign Ministers givc their general appraisal of
the outcome of Mr Thorn's visit to the Middle East and
of the conclusions to be drawn from it, having rcgard in
panicular to the European attitude of the United Nations
and European reacdon to the Israeli decision on Jerusa-
lem?
Mr Thgrn, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) According to the Rules of Procedure of
this Parliament, the reply given ro a question by an
institution must not take on the proponions of a sate-
ment. Neveftheless, I might outline the situation very
briefly as follows.
At the ministerial meeting of Monday and Tuesday, 15
and 16 September, the Ministers of the Nine heard a
report by their President-in-Office on the visit decided
upon at Venice. The President-in-Office has already
discussed this matter this very morning at a meeting
with the Political Affairs Committee of this Parlia-
men[, at which you yourself, Mrs Lizin, were present.
The European attitude at the Unircd Nations will be
defined in due course, panicularly on the occasion of
rhe statement which I will make on the 28th of this
month as pan of the general debate. I can also inform
you that in New York itself, the Nine will meet again
to formulate their attitude. As regards the question of
Jerusalem, the Nine stressed at the European Council
in Venice, that they would not accept any unilateral
initiative aimed at changing the status of Jerusalem
unilaterally. Consequently, the Nine as a whole
strongly deplored the recent UNCTAD decision
which advocarcs afait accompli.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) \7hen I tabled this question, I did
not knov/ that this meeting with the President-in-
Office of the Foreign Ministers was to be held. Let us
say that my question was intended to cover any even-
tuality.
However, to return to your attitude regarding Jerusa-
lem, I should be grateful if you could tell us whether at
this stage any diplomatic action is envisaged on this
point. 'Furthermore, you are, I think, intending to
make a statement on 24 September. My experience of
the political cooperation machinery leads me to think
that you probably already have some idea of what you
are going to say and could perhaps pass some of this
informadon on to us.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Mrs Lizin, you have a remarkable
rhirst for information! The statement the President-
in-Office is to make on behalf of the Nine, will be the
result of painstaking consultation berween the nine
chancelleries. Only ten minutes ago, I received a
communication indicating what modifications one
government or another would like to make. Tomor-
row morning, there will be a meeting of those respon-
sible, i.e. the representatives of the nine Foreign Minis-
[ers, to finalize one section of this statement. I cannot,
at this stage, say anything at all, and/ do not think the
final touches will be put to it much before the eve of
the 24th. However, I think you have enough informa-
tion at your disposal to imagine the general approaph.
As regards Jerusalem, we have protested against unila-
teral action not resulting from diplomatic negotiation,
and what u/e are faced with is unilateral action. T\e
Nine jointly and separately state that we cannot accept
and deplore this fait accompli. This does not directly
involve negotiation. The point still at issue is the future
of Jerusalem as one of the elements in the conflict and
one aspect of an overall solution. However, the two
should not be confused and I should be panicularly
reluctant to give the impression at this stage that the
Community is conducting negotiations on the subject
of Jerusalem as a result of the unilarcral decision by
the Knesseth.
President. 
- 
Question time is closed*.
12. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take'place tomor-
row, Thursday, 18 September 1980, at 10 a.m., 3 p.m.
and 9 p.m., with the following agenda:
- 
Decision on urgency
- 
Ferrero repoft on world hunger (conclusion of debate
- 
vore at 12 noon)
- 
Travaglini repoft on regional development
programmes
- 
Sassano report on altcrnative energy sources
- 
Von Vogau repon on safety belts and interior fittings
of motor vehicles (without debate)
o See Annex.
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President
- 
Turner report on insurance contracts 
- 
Hahn report on 1985 as 'European Music Year'
- 
K.y repoft on rhe use of appropriations available in 
- 
3p.m.:votes
the budget
- 
Ryan reporr on the discharge to be granted to the The sitting is closed.
Management Board of the European Cenre for the
Development of Vocational Training (Tbe sitting was closed at 7 p.m.)
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ANNEX
Qaestions uthich coild not be answered during Que*ion Timq with atitten ansarcrs
Question No 75, by Mr Fanton (H-308/80)
Subject: Promotion of the wood industry in the Community
Does the Council intcnd to grant financial support to the industries producing manufactured
proccssed products from wood, so as to encourage the developmcnt of the infrastructure in
secrcr, which nceds a vider markct in ordcr to expand)
Atsuer
The Council has not received any proposal from thc Commission of the Europcan Communitics to
undenake, at Communiry lcvel, infrastructure aclion with financial support for the wood-proccssing
and manufacturing industries.
I would funhermorc point out that no appropriation was entercd for that purpose in the 1980 budgct
of thc Europcan Communities or in the Commission preliminary draft for 198 l.
Qrcstion No 7$ by Mn Cassanmagnago Cenetti (H-310/80)
Subjec: Adopdon of a regulation on the managemcnt of financial and technical aid to non-asso-
ciated devcloping countries
In thc lighr of thc past opinions of the European Parliament and thc importance attached to aid rc
non-associatcd dcveloping countries in thc major debatc on hunger in thc vorld (sce thc Vergcer
report on 'Tcchnical and financial coopcration with thc dcvcloping oounrics with a view to the dcve-
lopmcnr of agricultural rcgions and the foodstuffs sec6/, PE 64.575, l9E0), cen thc Council statc
what progrcss has becn made as regards the adoption of a regulation on the managcment of financial
and tcchnical aid to non-associatcd dcvcloping countrics arr a mcans of increasing the effectiveness of
our acrion in this area and of giving the Commission full responsibiliry for administcring this aid?
Ansuer
The Council attachcs grear imporancc to associatcd devcloping counries. It is precisely to increase
its cffcctivcncss that the Council 
- 
on a proposal from the Commision 
- 
has drawn up a draft
framcvork rcgulation on the administration of such aid.
As you will know, this framcwork rcgulation is currcndy thc subject of a concilietion procedure.
A sccond mccting of the Conciliation Commiuee was hcld on Monday 15 Scptember.
Following a widc-ranging cxchangc of views, the &lcgetions of thc Europcan Pediament and thc
Council decided to dlov our two Institltions funher time to consider the arguments put forvard by
cither side.
Qtustiott No 79, by Mr Cronin (H-3 I 3/80)
Subjcct: Amending Rcgional Fund definition
Vhile vclcoming thc amcndmcnr ro rhe Rcgional Fund of the definition of eligible infrastructurcs to
includc infrastnrctures 'which contributc to thc development of thc rcgion or area in which they are
locatcd' will thc Council includc such social infrastnrcturcs as 'hospials, schools and rchnical
colleges'?
and
this
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Ansuer
I(hen it approved a wider definition of the infrastructures eligible for aid from the European
Regional Dcvelopment Fund, the Council undertook to define, on a proposal from the Commission
and after consulting the Regional Policy Committee, the categories of infrastructure for which aid
might be granted from the European Regional Devclopmenr Fund.
The Council is awaiting the Commission proposal and is therefore unable to comment ar this stage on
the specific quesdon pur by th€ Honourable Member.
Qrcstion No 8 
,Q 
by Mr Pranchire (H-317/80)
Subject: Sheepmeat
Sheepmeat prices have fallen in France over the last few weeks. This fall poses a serious threar to the
incomes of French sheep farmers. Does the Council not agree that it is essential to take the necessary
steps rc provide effective protection for sheep farmers by unbinding custoirs duties and guaranrceing
them a pricc geared to production costsl
Answer
The fall in market prices in a numbcr of Member States, in relation to production costs, was one of
the most difficult proble ms in framing the basis Regulation adopted by the Council on 27 June 1980. ,
It should be pointed out that the new Communiry legislation is not yet in operation as rhc prospective
volunary restraint agreemcnts with thc main sheepmeat-expofting third countries have not yet becn
finally concluded.
The Directive will, panicularly as a result of the obligation on manufacturers ro nodfy rhe responsible
authoriries of the Member States of the substances and plants in use, allow hazards to be better
assessed, and consequently prevent major accidents in the European chemical industry.
Question No 85, by Mr Radoux (H-331/80)
Subject: Institutional improvemenr with a vicw to the enlartemcnt of the Communiry
In December 1969 the Hcads of State instructed tlie Ministers of Foreign Affairs to consider how
progress could be achieved in the area of'political uhification with a view to the first enlargement of
the Community. Some months ago the Heads of Statc instructcd a threc-man tcam ro draw up a
repon of the same nature with a view to the second enlargement of the Community. Vould rhe
Council say what acdon has been taken to bring about alterations to improve institutional procedures
and whether other initiatives may be expected from the Council in addition to the report of the Three
Vise Men?
Ansuer
As instructed by the Europcan Council,-the Foreign Ministers, meeting within the appropriate frame-
work, havc studied the repon of the Three !7ise Men in preparation for its examination by the Euro-
pcan Council.
Having concluded their study, the Foreign Ministers have drawn up a reporr to be submitted for
consideration by thc European Council so that the lattcr can either discuss the matter ioelf or give the
Ministers for Foreign Affairs the necessary directives on which a fJnher dccision can be p..p".1d.
Thc Foreign Ministers have notcd that some suggestions made in the repon of the Three \fise Men
came within the competence of the European Council itself.
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The Foreign.Ministers have succeeded in reaching a broad consensus on a numbcr of suggestions
conuined in the repon of the Three Vise Men. The poina covered by this consensus have already
been put into effect or will be as soon as possible on thc initiative of the Insritutions and bodies
concerned.
The Foreign Ministcrs propose to continue their examinadon of the other points when decisions have
ro be taken in the arcas concerned, in thc light of any directives the European Council may see fit to
give them.
*oo
Question No I 7, by Mr Giumnana (H-332/80)
Subject: Formalities for air travellers
Does the Council not consider that ir would be desirablc to end a wastc of dme and money by
arranging for the abolition of the 'landing card' which citizens have to fill out and show aftcr every
journey by air cven if the points of depanure and arrival are both within the Community?
Answer
At present the honourable Member's question on formalitics for air travellers falls *,ithin thc respon-
sibility nor of the Council but of the Member States.
ooo
Question No 91, by Sir Brandon Rbys lVillians (H-340/80)
Subject: Common capital market
Is the Council satisfied with irs progress towards the creation of the common capital market as laid
down in the Treaty?
Ansuer
The resumption of the process of liberalizing capital movements will depend in the future on favora-
ble rends in the situation both within the Communiry and oumide it.
ooo
Qrcstion No 92, by Mr Bocklet (H-342/80)
Subject: Protection of the Franconian'Bocksbeutel'
Is the Council prcpared to proted the right to use the'Bocksbeutel'botde,of the Franconian wine-
growing rcgion at Community level?
, 
Anstter
Regulation (EEC) No 355/79 provides for the possibility of making the use of conainers subject to
cenain condirions rc be laid down for the purpose of ensuring in panicular that 'the qualiry and
origin of the products may be distinguished'.
This provision was inscned by the Council so rhat specific measurcs can be taken by the Commission,
acting in accordance with the Management Commitee procedure. It was undcrstood that this provi-
sion was merely a legal basis for taking account of ccnain instanccs where the shape of the bottle is
associated with specific notions as to the geographical origin of the wine.
The Council has therefore taken into considcration the insance cited by the honourable Member.
'a l i_ll 'i.1J
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Questioa No 93, by Mr Van Miert (H-345/80)
Subject: EEC-COMECON talks
Does the Council think it appropriatc to reappraise the talks with the COMECOM countries now
that, according to the final communiqu6 issued aftcr the 34th meedng of the COMECON Executive
,Committee, 
Afghanistan has become an observer in COMECON?
Answer
fu the Council has already stated in its reply to Vritten Question No l2l80, which the honourable
Member put on the same subject, the mlks with COMECON are currenrly continuing ar expen level.
The last high-level meeting was in Moscow in November 1979 between Mr Haferkamp, Vice-Presi-
dent of the Commission, and Mr Faddeev, Secretary of the CMEA; it was planned at that time to
arrange a funher high-level meeting in Brussels in April 19E0, after an expen-level meedng in March
of the same year.
However, at the end of March, following the inidal expertJevel meedng, the Communiry did not feel
that the circumsunces were right for a high-level meeting and proposed to the CMEA that talks
continue at expert level. The CMEA agrced to this and a second experts' meering was held in July,
with a third planned for mid-Ocrober 1980.
Qrcstion No 94, byMr Balfotr(H-346/80)
Subject: Financing the Communiry Budget 
- 
Thc ITay Ahead
At which meetings has the Council considered the Commission's Communicadon to the Council and
Parliament entided 'Financing the Community Budget 
- 
The $Vay Ahead'?
Anruter
The Commission communication of 2l November 197E entided 'Financing rhe Communiry Budget
- 
The Vay Ahead' sras cxamined by thc Council on 2 April 1979.
Qtcstion No 95, by Mr Pininfariu (H-347/80)
Subject: Systems of self-disciplinc in advenising and in the mattcr of comparative advenising
In thc conrcxt of thc proposal for a Community Directive on unfair and misleading advenising, can
the Council indicatc its position on the acceptance of the proposed improvements put forward by
UPA and other advenising associations witlt-panicular refertnce'ro the desirability of explicit and
formal rccognition of thc existence and vahdiry of the systems of delf-discipline in advenising in force
in many European countries and to the delction of Anicle 4 relating to compantive advcnising?
Ansanet
1. At this stage in its work on the proposal for a Directive on unfair and misleading advenising the
Council cannot comment on the action to be taken on comparative advenising and on systcms of
self-discipline, whatever thc changes suggested in this connection by ccnain advenising assoiiations.
2. In addition, I would rcmind the honourablc Member that in the Opinion it delivered on 8 May
1979, thc European Parliament stated that it was in favour of thc principle of comparativc publiciry as
proposed by thc Commission in Article 4 of is proposal.
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Question No 9Q by Mr Collins (H-352/80)
Subject: Nuclear waste
Vould rhe Council provide details of research into the disposal of nuclear waste on or under the
seabed being carried our by Member States either nationally or jointly with other countries?
Ansuer
The informadon sought by the honourable Member is not at the Council's disposal.
o*o
Question No 98, by Mr Normanton (H-316/80)
Subject: Vorld rcxtile trade after 1980
To ask the Council when it will reach a decision in principle to instruct the Commission trl open
negotiations for a framework for world textile trade after 1980, the date when the present inrcrna-
tional Agreement 
- 
MFA 
- 
expires, and what will thc terms of this remit be?
Ansuer
The Muldfibrbs Arrangemenr (MFA) which expires at the end of 19Et provides in Anicle l0(5) that
rhe members musr meet nor later than one year before the end of the MFA to consider whether it
should be extended, modified or discontinued.
The Textiles Commirtee, which embraces all signatories to the MFA, is to mect for this purpose at the
end of December 1980.
The Commission has stated its inrention of submitting in due coursc its recommendations to thc
Council, whose subordinare bodies will discuss what approachcs should be followed oncc the mattcr
has been referred.
The discussions at the end of 1980 will to some extenr constirut€ a preparatory phase of the negotia-
tions which will subsequently be conducted in 198 I for a possible renewal of thc MFA.
ooo
Qrcstion No 104 byMr Lomas (H-374/80)
Subject: Parliamentary repon on Chile
Can the Council tell me what response thcrc has been by Member Governmens and by the Govern-
ment of Chile to the report on Chile carried overwhelmingly by the Europcan Parliamcnt?
Answer
The question pur by rhe honourable Member essendally falls within the scope of subjects dealt with in
political cooperadon.
Virh regard ro rhe Community aspects raised by the Resolution adopted by the European Parliamcnt
on the violation of human righrs and fundamental freedoms in Chile, and more spccificdly the
requesr addressed by Parliament to the Council in point 5 of that Resolution, the Council is able to
assure rhe honourable Member that the Communiry does not trant any economic aid to the Chilean
Government as such.
In fact, since the current regime came to power in Chile, the Community has continued 
- 
for
humanitarian reasons 
- 
only one form of aid, to wit food aid intended for populations in distress.
I'r '"'i\'-'''"i,"7"
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Question No 101, by Mrs Rody (H-38t/80)
Subject: Consumer action programme
In discussing the second consumgr action programme, is thc Council prepared to confirm its agree-
me nr with the broad principles for action set out in its first programme of I 5 April 1975 ?
Answer
The Council is in the process of examining the draft second consumer action programme of the
Community forwarded to it by the Commission on 27 Junc 1979.T\e Council cannot take a position
on the programme until later, in particular in the light of the Opinion shonly to be delivercd by the
Parliament of which you arc a Mcmber.
The Council would also remind the honourable Member th"t ti,. drak 2nd acdon .programme
proposed by the Commission not only embodies the main principles set forth in the ls programme of
1975 but also conains new guidelinep dcsigned to reinforcc acdon on prices, services and consulta-
don between producers and consumers.
Qucstion No 102, by Mr Neoton Dunn (H-388/80)
Subject: Harmonization of energy costs for honiculture
Vho or what is preventing the immediate harmonization of energy costs for honiculturc throughout
the Community?
This aid, however, is not granted as it v/as formerly to the Chilcan Government itself, but to a
non-governmental intcrnational ortanization, 'Caritas Catholica', which is in a position ro ensure
distribution without intcrference by the public aurhoriries.
Ansant
In June 1980, a Commission repon on distonions of competition in hothouse horticulture was
submitted to the Council which discussed the mattcr in detail ar its meering on 22luly 1980. The
Council does not, at present, have all the necessary data to give a detailed reply to this question.
Nevenheless, from the an.lysis in the repon it emerges that the most pronounced distonions-are due
to thc fact that the honiculture sedor uses different fuels with different prices per unit of calorific
valuc accordint to the Member State.
Thc Commission has undertaken to pursue its work so that a solution to this problem may be reached
quickly. The Council plans to return to the mattcr at is meeting on 30 September, taking'into consid-
eration any additional information with which the Commission can provide it.
:,.:'-. 
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President
I call Mr Lomas.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
Mr President, I would just like rc say a
few words in the hope that I may persuade Members
of the Parliament to accept this request for urgency. I
hope Members will agree with me that although
torture and repression has become a continuous
feature of life in Chile, there are two matters which
have arisen in the last few weeks which make this a
matter of urgenry.
One, of course, is the torture of the British citizen,
Clare Vilson, and the other is the farcical referendum
held a week or so ago.
Ir is quite astonishing, Mr President, and I hope
Parliament will agree with me, that the British
Government should react to the tonure of a Bridsh
citizen by saying that we shall still continue to sell
arms to Chile.
I intend to be very brief, Mr President, and will just
make these two quick points. First of all, I hope
Members will agree that we cannot say tonure is not
an urgent matter, even if this has been a feature of life
in Chile. How many citizens have to be tonured
before Parliament atrees that it is an urgent matter? I
believe that even if the British Government is not
concerned about the tofture of its citizens, then at
least this Parliament will be. I urge Members here to
agree that we can debate this tomorrow morning. If
we do not, though our modves be the purest 
- 
and I
atribute no base modves to anyone 
- 
the Pinochet
regime will believe that we are acquiescing in their
murderous policies.
I make this request, Mr Presidenq on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group).
Mr Klcpsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I should like to speak against urgent procedure
and briefly to starc my reasons. I twice asked for a
differently worded motion, ,as announced by the
Chairman of the Socialist Group, rc be tabled on
Chile, one which would justify urgent procedure. This
has not happened. The text has remained unchanged
except for a minor addition dealing with the referen-
dum which has taken place in the meantime. For this
reason 
- 
at least in the view of my Group 
- 
there is
no need for urgent procedure. It was a matter of
urgency for us to state our views on the referendum
before it was held, and my Group did so. On behalf of
my Group I protested to Mr Frei and the Chilean
Government about the referendum, which we consider
undemocratic, before it took place, and Mr Frei
expressed his thanks to us in a telegram. Funhermore,
at the congress of the European People's Party on
1-2 September, the Pany Chairman, our colleague
Mr Tindemans, obtained a decision on this question
by the whole contress, and this was made public. Thus
we adopted a clear position at a time when might still
have been possible rc bring some influence to bear on
the conduct of the referendum. It goes without saying
that we still hold the view that this referendum is
undemocratic. But this is not the subject of this motion
by Mrs Castle and others, which actually refers, as we
see it, to an isolated case and to a satement which is
said to have been made in the House of Commons.
\7e do not think that this should be dealt with in this
House.
(Appkusefrom tbe centre and tbe rigbt)
\fle feel that this motion can perfectly adequately be
referred to the Political Affairs Committee and exam-
ined there, to be dealt with at a later stage in plenary
sitdng. \7e see no reason for special urgency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, with regard to
urgency, I second what Mr Klepsch has just said. I am
also somewhat disappointed that the Socialist Group
was unable to amend the text so that everyone could
have accepted it as urgent, since it does refer to viola-
tions of human rights. I should like to advise the
members of the Socialist Group on no account to turn
such highly immediate and acurc violations of human
rights into a vehicle for internal political wrangling
with the government of a Member State. It is this that
my Group finds panicularly unacceptable. It forces us
to the conclusion that the issue should not be regarded
as urgent. Urgent procedure would have been appro-
priate for condemning the violations of human righr,
but not for any internal political wiangling to be trans-
ferred to the internationa[ forum of the European
Parliament. \7e feel that this is an abuse of the instru-
ment of urgent procedure, and so my Group is sorry to
say that it sees no alternative but to reject the request.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moreland to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, I think the argument
against urgency has been well put by Mr Bangemann
and Mr Klepsch. I do not intend to say anything else.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, I am very inrcrested to
see from the speeches we have heard from Mr Klepsch
,r,_:-- r,-.,r r:r, 1",, 'I ,, I1',,-
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and Mr Bangemann that they are not conrcsring in
fact the issue of urgency, merely the competcnce of
this Parliament ro deal with this particular case. So we
are grateful that they do recognize that there is a new
situation here and a recenr situarion which does
involve urgent consideration.
Now the sole argument against rhis motion is that it
would bring a national argumenr onto the floor of rhis
Parliament. But surely thar is to ignore the fact that we
can all of us only deal with these issues on a European
basis if the facts are first established. The reason why
this panicular British case has been quoted in the reso-
lution is that it is evidence 
- 
evidence of political
repression and tonure in Chile. It is followed by a
statement by the Foreign Minister of a Member State
that despite this clear evidence, his government is
going to continue with the sale of arms to Chile.
Now is this Parliament against the sale of arms to
Chile?
(Applaasefron the lefi)
It they are, they must support this resolution because ir
calls on all Member States to ban the sale of arms ro
Chile and to accept this latest British case as evidence
that cannot be refurcd of a continuing series of politi-
cal atrocities by the government of Chile. Anybody
who really believes in fighting atrocities, who believes
in human and political rights, must supporr rhis motion
for urgency.
(Appkusefrom the lefi)
President. 
- 
I put the request forurgenr procedure
to the vote.
Urgent procedure is rejected.
The motion for a resolution will therefore be referred
to the committee responsible.
o 
oo
President. 
- 
\[e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution by Mr Glinne and others (Doc. 1-395/80):
Termination of Mrs Macciocchi\ appointment aith the
French unioersity.
I call Mrs Roudy to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
@ I wish to stress the need to deal
with this affair as a marrcr of urgency. It is the very
type of affair which must be dealt with urgenrly, since
Mrs Macciocchi has already been informed of the
termination of her appointment at a time when she
should have been preparing for the stan of the new
academic year. This whole affair is taking plaie at this
ve{y moment, and so I urge you to deal with this ques-
tion by urgent procedure.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Donnez ro speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Donnez. (F) Ladies and tenrlemen, our Group
will vote in favour of this requesr for urgent proce-
dure. It is not that we wish to prejudge rhe marrer,
since we understand that France's coun of highest
instance, the Council of State, has had the matrer
referred to it, and it is up rc rhat court ro pass judg-
ment. But as far as form is concerned, we want. to state
tomorrow that we do not at all approve of the way in
which Mrs Macciocchi was informed of the measureg
taken against her. The Members of this House should
stand up for one of their colleagues and declare their
solidariry. In order to do so, we musr adopt urgent
procedure this morning, and so that is how my Group
will vote.
President. 
- 
I call,Mr Simonnet to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Pany (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).
Mr Simonnet. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, our Group feels
that urgency is not called for. If we adopted urtent
procedure, it would mean that we wanrcd to pro-
nounce judgmenr on a very difficult case, so difficulr
that the lady concerned has herself referred it to a civil
court. The best way for us to deal with difficult cases
is to refer them to committee. For this reason we shall
vote against urgent procedure.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I put the request for urgent procedure
to the yorc.
Urgent procedure is adoprcd.
This ircm will be placed on the agenda of Friday, 19
September.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution b M, Caloez and otbers (Doc. 1-403/80):
Commonfisheies policy.
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, we all know how anxious those involved in sea
t'
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fishing, whether ship owners or fishermen, are to see a
rapid soludon to the problem of European fisheries. In
order to avoid fresh indusrial unrest, it is imponant
for us to decide before the end of'the year on a
common fisheries poliry and a review of the organiza-
don of the market in fisheries products. I leave it to
the House to decide in its wisdom whether to adopt
urBent procedure.
President. 
-,I put the request for urgent procedureto the vote.
Urgent procedure is adoprcd.
This ircm will be placed on tomorrow's agenda to be
debated jointly with the motion for a resolution on the
same subject.
4. World hunger(continued)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
debate on the report by Mr Ferrero on the European
Communiq/s contribution to the campaign against
hunger in the world (Doc. l-3all80).
I call Mr \fawrzik.
Mr Vawrzik. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I have the honour of opening thb second day of
this debate on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Parry. I do irot need to remind you how grave
and how imponant this problem is for us. Ve are
discussing this imponant aspect of development aid at
a time when hunger in the world is being identified
first and foremost with the suffering of refugees in all
pans of the world. The war being waged by Vietnam
against Cambodia, the Soviet invasion of a free and
independent Afghanistan, the fighting berween Ethio-
pia and Somalia 
- 
to give just a few examples 
- 
have
generated misery and suffering to an extent which has
deeply affected all of us and made the people of the
Community ready and willing to make sacrifices rc
alleviate the situation. This sentiment on the pan of
our people is something for which we in this House
should offer our thanks.
(Appkuse from vaious q*arters )
The people of the Communiry are making sacrifices rc
fill the gap left by politicians in many parts of the
world who have failed to deal with exisdng conflicts
by peaceful means. Indeed, the politicians are all too
ofrcn simply unwilling to make any serious attempt rc
use peaceful means to setde their differences.
In thanking our people, we are of course at the same
time committing the European Parliament to make
sacrifices too. It is simply not enough to pass a resolu-
don calling 
- 
as the Ferrero Repon has it 
- 
for
major changes in the industrialized countries' produc-
tion system and way of life. Of course, I am quite
prepared to suppon such a resolution and to give due
consideration to the matter. But, ladies and gentlemen,
any major change in our way of life and our produc-
tion system would 
- 
with six and a half million unem-
ployed 
- 
act as a serious brake on our political will
and would result in things proceeding more slowly
than we should like.
This repon and our ensuing discussions have failed o
eliminate other basic contradictions. No one would
challenge our atrcmpts to accelerarc agricultural devel-
opment, nor does anyone want to see us interfere in
the sovereign affairs of the countries of the Third
\7orld. Unfonunately, though, there is a yet no atree-
ment as to how we should implement our proposals
without interfering in those countries' sovereignry,
and how we should go about tackling the problem of
world hunger.
The only concrete thing we can do at the present
moment is to vote on the proposal put forward by our
Group to cut the Communiry budget by l0/o overall
and to allocarc the funds thus made available to the
appropriate budgetary items.
Ve trust thar this House will suppon this proposal as
an expression of our willingness m make sacrifices.
Surely the surrival of between ten and twelve million
refugees and the alleviadon of chronic malnutrition
among hundreds of millions of people is wonh such a
sacrifice.
I should like at this point to make a personal comment
on the Common Agricultural Policy. Even this debate
has failed to ilear up the contradictions and the
general vatueness concerning the Communiry's agri-
cultural poliry 
- 
by which I mean over-production.
Ve have been given impressive figures highlighting the
world food situadon. Even if we were [o do everything
currendy in our power, the need for food in the world
would continue to be extremely high for a very long
time.
But surely, now that we are aware of this situation, we
cannot in all conscience regard over-production as an
unfonunate aspect of European policy. Nor can we
point to the fact that world foodstocks amount to
berc/een 17 and 20 0/o of world requirements and
claim that things are not half as black as they are
painted. The fact is that food has been stockpiled
throughout the world despite the fact that hundreds of
millions of people are stanring and we have really only
created these stocks primarily to safeguard our own
requirements. I am prepared to discuss arry aspect of
agricultural policy, such as the need to gear produc-
tion to demand and rc try to save all unavoidable costs
and change many processes, including srcrage life and
qualiry. As far as I am concerned, it is unacceptable
,, , i t ,' ,,'., l
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that we should be supplying low-qualiry food to the
Third Vorld. The reason why we are supplying poor-
qualiry food is because the produce concerned has
been stored for too long at too high a cost, and then
disposed of when it is no longer good enough for our
own consumption. \7hy do we not dispose of the stuff
as soon as we have it available? Again, as far as I am
concerned that is not a question of agricultural policy.
I can only say that the unwillingncss oir the pan of the
nine Member States to give the European Communiry
the money it needs to carry out its policy is merely a
pretext for using over-production as a European
poliry scapegoar
Ladies and gentlemen, vre are perfectly well aware that
not everyone supports our policy on development aid.
Unfonunately there are cases 
- 
and we should not
seek to deny the fact 
- 
which tend to reinforce exist-
ing reservations. Dictatorships and war, ideological
blindness, ineptitude and waste are perennial sources
of doubu But we must view these phenomena against
the background of the repercussions of the mistakes
made during the colonial period and our dealings with
each other at that time. None of this is reason enough
for us Christian Democrats to give up the idea of
development aid. As far as we are concerned, the main
value of development aid lies in our responsibiliry for
the people of the Third \7orld. Ve see this as a moral
and humanitarian dury, which has prioriry over all
other conceivable aims. Of course, we also attach
value to our own interests such as the safeguarding of
raw materials and energy supplies in the interests of
our own people; we do not regard this as being in any
way immoral. But our own interests must come lower
down our list of priorities. It is a matter of principle m
us that we should support any measures designed to
eliminate hunger in the world, regardless of the politi-
cal structure of the country needing our help. As ever,
though, we refuse to use our taxpayers' money to feed
armies which are waging war on neighbouring coun-
tries.
(Applaase from the Groap of ilte European Peoplel
Party)
My Group is prepared to vote for Mr Ferrero's motion
for a resolution, and we should like to thank him and
the draftsmen of the other opinions for their work.'!7e
regard this repon as a useful instrument in the practi-
cal implementation of our poliry. Ve are also
prepared to give serious consideration to supponing
all the proposals and suggestions under discussion in
internadonal organizations, and to investigate their
feasabiliry. !7e shall, however, refuse rc suppon ideo-
logical proposals which we know will harm rather than
benefit those regions in which they have been applied.
This House will face a moment of truth when ir comes
to the vote on the motion for a resolution and our
proposal to earmark l0/o of the Community budget
for development aid. \7e shall be called upon today
and in the future to show how s'eriously we take this
discussion and this problem. For the Group of the
European People's Party, the fight against world
hunger is a grave dury, and we are prepared when it
comes to the vote and on all future occasions to do
whatever is expected of us.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Jackson.
Mr Robcrt Jackson. 
- 
Mr President, I should like
simply to make rwo points in this debate: one, a broad
point concerning what Mr Debr6 on Tuesday called
the 'grand design' of a European role in combadng
world hunger; and the other, a narrow point concern-
ing the administration of the existing effon that we are
making rc provide food aid from the Communiry.
Vhen talking of grand designs to save the starving
millions, vre must, I think, beware of the possibility of
falling into a certain special pleading.
Let us just recall for a moment the fundamental char-
acteristics of the European agricultural poliry 
- 
and
here I would like to welcome what the EPP spokes-
man Mr 'Vawrzik, has just been saying about his
openness to re-examine these matters. Our agricultural
policy is a policy which works by restricting the impon
of food into the Communiry and thereby maintaining
European agriculture at an anificially expanded level
of production, which is no* notoriously in certain
sectors producing massive structural surpluses.
Nobody, I believe, has yet calculated the resource-cost
to the Community of this anificially expanded volume
of resources which is being devoted to agriculture. It is
possible that such a calculation cannor be made,
although it would be very interesting to see what
might come of the effort to make it. I myself have little
doubt that if such a study were made, we should find
that the volume of resources which we devote in this
way to sustaining our agriculture in Europe is subsan-
tially, very substantially, grearer than rhe volume of
resources which we are devoting to the suppon of the
less-developed countries.
In relation to the less-developed countries, there are at
least two consequences that flow from the fundamen-
tal characteristics of our European agricultural policy.
These have been spelled but by the rapponeur of the
Committee on External Economic Relations in her
report 
- 
paragraph 8 of her resolution. Firstly, the
Community's agricultural policy damages the capacity
of cenain less-developed countries to export and,
therefore, to win more resources for feeding them-
selves. And I am thinking panicularly of countries
which expon sutar cane and beef. Secondly, the
resources which are devoted by our agricultural policy
to protectint European agriculture are as a conse-
quence, not available m us for promoting the develop-
ment of the less-developed countries.
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I think it is in this connection, Mr President, that we
should look very closely at Amendment No 6, which is
proposed by the Group of the European People's
Party and to which their spokesman has just referred.
This calls for an additional I 0/o of the entire Commu-
niry budget this year to be provided for emergency
relief to combat world hunger. I would like to ask the
next European People's Party speaker in this debate to
ansu/er rwo questions about this. Firstly, is this I 0/o to
be achieved by cuts elsewhere in the Communiry
budget, and if so, could he or she please indicate
where those cuts are to be made? And if this money is
not to be found by cutting from existing or projected
expenditure but is to be additional to the expenditure
which is already proposed, then I would like the
spokesman of the European People's Parry please to
tell us what other possible projects they would elimi-
nate in order to find the money to provide this extra
I o/0.
I would like to insist, on behalf of my Group, that this
son of questioning does not imply that we are in any
way hostile to the concept of-aid. for. less-developed
countries, or in panicular of food aid 
- 
our whole
attitude through this debate has shown that. But what
I think is absolurcly fundamental is that we should
know what s/e are really doing when we are making
our effon.
Finally, Mr President, a word on what I called earlier
my narrow point about the administration of exisdng
food aid. I should like to draw the attention of the
House to the strictures of the Coun of Auditors last
December of the way in which Community food aid is
currently being administered by the Commission, and
of rhe constraints which the Council has imposed upon
the Commission in its management of food aid. How,
I would ask, can we tet maximum effect from the
effort that ure are already making in the Communiry
- 
quite apart from any future effort that we might
make following the amendment proposed by the
European People's P"tty 
- 
when the system is such
that in one year it takes 201 days to agree the milk
programme, while in the next it akes 89 days?
Mr President, after all the generalities in this debarc
are over, we must come down to these rather detailed
rcchnical matters, because it is these things that count.
If one thing emerges very clearly from this debase
today, let it be this: that this,House insists that at the
very least the Council should allow the Commission to
administer efficiently the effort that the Communiry is
already making to provide food aid.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mrs Agnelli.
Mrs Agnelli.
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gende-
doing anything to avoid them. Sometimes, admittedly,
drastic solutions are proposed, but these are imme-
diately countered by other sutgestions entirely at vari-
ance with them. So when nothing is done the blame is
placed on the difficulry of choice.
At this moment in time the horrific and tragic specre
of starvation looms over alarge number of the inhabi-
tans of this plant. Accurarc analyses have been made
of the situation and it is wonh looking at some of
these data together.
In all the industrialized countries and in many devel-
oping countries the daily individual calorie intake
exceeds what is necessary, but in the low-income
countries it falls in some cases to 74 0/o of the required
level. The consequences of this for life expectancy and
infant monality are obvious.
This comparison might lead one to ask: why not
reduce the excessive calorie intake and increase
correspondingly the inadequate intake? But anyone
foolish enough to ask such a question would cenainly
be classed among the dreamers and idealists. The real-
ism know that even the slightest drop in the level of the
individuals standard of living is unacceptable in our
societies. It is as well to face the facts: we can do very
limle if we wish to avoid introducing degrees of
compulsion which would profoundly alter the struc-
ture of our societies.
An examination of the development aid offered by the
banks does not lead rc very encouraging conclusions.
In June 1979 some 47 0/o of. bank credits were concen-
trated in only five countries, 37 0/o in fifteen countries
and the remaining 14 0/o in a large number of others,
the most needy ones. This is not intended to be a criti-
cism, of course, because the banks are merely doing
what they are designed to do, which is to lend m those
clienm who are most able to repay the loans; if they
lent money to clients unable to repay they would be
failing in their usk.
But does this mean that there is absolutely nothing we
can do? No, there is something. The Venice Summit,
having paid the ritual tribute rc the international insti-
tutions, concluded that the rerycling of the advances
to the oil-producing countries should be left to the
privarc banks. Mr Brandt, however, has put forward
specific proposals which I think should have received
grearcr attention. Vith the annual meetings of the
Bretton Voods institutions about to take place, the
European Parliament could call for the necessary
attention to be given to these proposals. Among the
specific measures suggested I draw your atrcntion to
the proposal to institute a task force which would help
to make development aid udlization more effective.
This was the objective of Amendment No 43, which
has now been withdrawn, together with the other
amendments from my Group.
men, the world seems
srange malady, that
impending arrival of ,
to me to be suffering from a
of continually announcing the
unimaginable disasters without
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This Parliament has been criticized for its inabiliry to
decide, and to adopt clear positions. Today we have
an opponunity to give an example. If we manage to
adopt the Ferrero motion with a large majoriry we
shall be helping to resolve the situation which has
arisen in the United Nations. This is why my Group
has made the gesture of withdrawing all its amend-
ments. This is a genuine sacrifice since all our amend-
ments were carefully prepared and considered.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Capanna.
Mr Capanna. 
- 
(I)Mr President, the poor countries,
which are delicately known as the developing coun-
ries, are generally areas rich in raw materials and with
large available labour forces, but they are nonetheless
areas of starvatibn. The reasons for this are that they
'have been so organized to expon, without being able rc
crcate a proper internal market owing to their depend-
ence on manufactured produc6, that the possibiliry of
developing a handicrafts economy has been closed to
them, and they have had to accept the role of
colonial exponing economies rigidly subordinated to
the development requirements of the imperialist
Powers.
Unchallengeably authoritative studies by Magdov,
Jal6e, T. dos Santos and A. G. Frank, without indeed
going back to Marx, have shown clearly that the back-
wardness and the underdevelopment of these countries
are the direct consequence of the exploitation which
the major industrialized countries have imposed on
them. Their backwardness and underdevelopment are
not due to lack of resources, but to the consistent
plunder of existing resources; they are not g'enerally
the result of feudal structures but of the forms of
subordination which the large multinational concerns
have created in these counries. Trade between the
indusrialized counries and the poor countries is
dominated by the law of 'unequal rade' whereby a lot
of work is exchanged for a litde work. In concrete
terms this means that the products exponed from the
industrialized countries are sold at a cost above their
real value, whereas those exponed from the poor
countries are sold at a cost below their real value. In
the period between 1954 and 1965, f.or example, this
has meant that the Third Vorld has seen its terms of
trade deteriorate by around 19 0/0.ln other words, in
order to buy in 1955 the.same volume of products as
in 1954, the Third Vorld had to sell 19 0/o more of its.
raw materials.
The hunger in the world, therefore, is not a divine
curse, but a curse emanating from one pan of
mankind against another pan of mankind. The situa-
tion 'which results is one of chronic indebtedness
which drives the poor countries to continuous borrow-
ing. A devastating chain reaction 
- 
debq loan, more
debt 
- 
has developed inexorably so that nowadays
two-thirds of all the new public aid going to the Third
\7orld is needed rc pay their accumulated debr.
Theirs is thus a decisive srcp which this Assembly could
and should advocate: the writing off of all the debts
accumulated in this manner by the Third \7orld. The
activities of the inrcrnational organizations, like the
International Monetary Fund and \7orld Bank, are in
fact simply producing an enormous drain of funds
from the weaker countries to the stronger ones. The
result is that the Third Vorld is financing the rich
countries and not the other way round, as some would
have us blieve. This is true in the fullest sense of the
term.
For these reasons the Ferrero motion . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Capanna, you are exceeding the
speaking time still available to your Group.
Mr Capa..a. 
- 
(I) .. . Mr President, there were five
minutes left and I have only spoken for less than three.
However, I am on the point of finishing. Thank you
for reminding me. fu I was saying, for these
reasons . . .
President. 
- 
Your Group trad five minutes in toal.
Mr Capenna. 
- 
(I) .. . No, Mr President, I'm sorry.
There is probably some misunderstanding. Ve spoke
to the other Groups and we were tranted additional
minutes which were not required by the larger Groups
so that, if I am not misaken, we had available a total
of around 23, or rather 25 minutes. However, I have
just about finished . . .
Presidcnt. 
- 
I am sorry, the result of this agreement
was already included in the speaking time to which I
referred a moment ago.
Mr Caprn'1. 
- 
(I) All righq Mr President, all righu
All I wanted to say in conclusion is that the exploircrs
are here among us. This whole business in fact,
confirms it.
(Laaghter)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Spaak.
Mrs Spaak. 
- 
(F) Mr President, having read his
report I should like to draw Mr Ferrero's attention to
two feelings which it raised in a Member of Parliament
who, although having a close interest in the problem
of hunger, has no pretentions at all rc share the
honourable Member's knowledge of this subject.
The first feeling I had was that the repon which we
are examining today attempr rc situate this problem
r/- ilrt .1,,i-;*," ri,r , \,
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against a very wide background, since it raises all the
most crucial, most sensitive and most controversial
questions. I am referring to the role of the multina-
tionals, of disarmament and also of the profound
social and economic remodelling and the great
cultural and intellectual transformations which the
most developed countries have undergone. I agree
with Mr Ferrero: all these questions do arise and must
be broached here in this House, but let us beware lest
they serve as an excuse for doing nothint, an outcome
which would cenainly go against the wishes of Mr
Ferrero.
The second feeling I had was rather different in
nature. If the horrifying and continually worsening
figures quoted in this repon and confirmed by Mr
Cheysson, if the dreadful and revolting pictures we see
on our television sets, showing children reduced m
skeletons dying before our very eyes, if all this does
not move the members of our opulent societies to
show the necessary minimum of solidariry with these
people, then we must, and quickly, draw the inevitable
conclusion that our methods are bad. Ve must find
others, better calculated to pierce our gold-plated
armoury of selfishness, we must explain to people,
persuade them through our governments, that if this
horrifying blight is allowed to persist then it will inev-
itably lead to violence and world-wide instability. \7e
must explain rc people that assuming responsibility for
these problems, even if at first it also means accepting
sacrifices 
- 
slight indeed in truth 
- 
will in thi
medium term help to crearc trade and industrial
outlets which those countries that today are still called
- 
and c/e may well ask ourselves how long this will
last 
- 
rich need rc balance their economies. Should
we no[ choose some priority projects amongst those
which Mr Ferrero's report suggests, and follow them
through step by step, using all the means at the Euro-
pean Communiq/s disposal, to a successful conclu-
sion?
It is quite clear from Mr Ferrero's report and from the
commenrc Mr Cheysson made during his speech that
maximum aid must be given rc local agriculture in the
developing countries. In the shon- and probably the
medium-term, aid from outside will remain necessary.
How can the difficuldes we are now encountering
with the Common Agricultural Policy be affected by
the aim of meeting the demands of developing coun-
tries? The aid programme and the contract for supply-
ing basic foodstuffs should be long-term ones. This
would enable the developing countries at least to
count on a minimally predictable factor, which they
need in order to draw up their development
programmes. An external agricultural poliry would
facilitate such multiannual commitments, which have
already given good resul6, in India for example.
Acting in cooperadon with non-governmental organi-
zations, whose efficienry is universally acknowledged,
we should untertake inrcgrated rural development
schemes.
The Council, with the backing of the Commission and
Mr Cheysson himself, supported by Parliamenq
should concenffate on a few high-prioriry schemes.
'$(i'e cannot wait for the world revolution in order to
act. \fle have done enough analysing, made enough
proposals and repons, held enough meetings and
seminars. Two figures must be etched deep into our
minds. Soon, one thousand million people will be
living in abject poveny; soon, five hundred thousand
million people will be reduced below starvation level.
This House should provide the impetus for fast, effec-
tive, generous and tangible action. This Parliament's
credibiliry and reputation 
- 
indeed, the reputadon of
our whole way of life 
- 
are at sake on this issue.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mrs Cassanmagnago-Cerretti.
Mn Cassanmagnago-Ccrretti. 
- 
(I) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen we have noted, in all their harsh
reality, the figures and data relating to the scale and
graviry of the problem of world hunger.
Our task as responsible European politicians is not to
offer new analyses and interpretadons but to come up
rapidly with specific solutions and answers to combat
this spreading scourge, in order to eliminate the scan-
dal of underdevelopment and death from starvation
and malnutrition. These solutions must clearly be
provided at world level f the ideal forum is that of
the Unircd Nations, which, however, until now has
only offered answers which are quite inadequate to
deal with the seriousness of the situation.
Proposals are already on the table which would
increase the power of the Securiry Council of the
United Nations to impose binding measures aimed at
identifying a series of goals which should be given
priority in a more effective struggle against hunger in
the world.
These goals are:
- 
an obligation on the industrialized countries, in
both the Vest and East, to devote 0.7 0/o of their
gross national product to public development aid,
i.e. rhe promises already made must be kepq which
in this contex[ means that.the obligations under-
taken previously must be respected. It is no acci-
dent that we have spoken in this Chamber of the
Brandt Repon and of the unreasonable behaviour
of the tovernmenr in the United Nations,
- 
the creation of an organization, of the blue beret
rype, which can give timely aid to the starving and
to the victims of disasrcrs, which would guarantee
to these suffering people a return to normality as
soon as the situation becomes stabilized,
- 
the putting into effect of the proposal made by the
Brandt Commission on an international tax on
arms sales which would provide a basis for world
.'l'r', '
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aid to agricultural and rural development in [he
Third Vorld. These answers must also and in fact
primarily be given in the context in which we are
directly responsible and in which we can take
concrete action, that is the European Community
and ir policies of development cooperation.
Three areas require our particular attention:
- 
food aid,
- 
rcchnical cooperation to non-associated developing
countries. Special consideration must be given to
those countries which for historical reasons are not
signatories rc agreements with the EEC, such as
the Lom6 Convention, and which, let it not be
forgotten, make up the majoriry of Third Vorld
countries.
It is clear that the management of operations in these
two first sectors must be more exact, and that the
direct responsibilities of the Commission must be
increased when it comes to the application and imple-
mention of irc programmes.
- 
financial cooperation with non-governmensal deve-
lopment aid organizations.
Discussion on these three points will continue when
we debate the budget: that will be the moment when
we shall be able to demonstrate our uniry and to trans-
late into figures the political options to which we give
priority. This is why, Mr Jackson, the European
Peoples' Pany, proposes in its amendment that a l0/o
increase should be introduced in the preamble to the
1981 budget, with a view to increasing the available
funds for emergencies and food aid.
In future, the latter should be made pan of the agri-
cultural and rural programmes, something which has
no[ been possible until now 
- 
as we should have
wished 
- 
owing to lack of snff and management
personnel.
I should like here to sress once again the vital work
carried out by the non-governmental organizations in
the programmes of rural development, something
which the Vergeer Repon illusrates clearly in its
chapter devorcd to these voluntary organizations. May
I also emphasize the imponance of paragraph 23 of
the Ferrero motion for a resolution, and thank the
rapporteur for having given attention to this aspect of
the problem of hunger in the world, since it is one
which our Group felt to be panicularly imponant.
This paragraphs highlights thg essendal role of
women, in the context of the Vorld Conference held
in Copenhagen on the theme of 
.'Vomen, develop-
ment and peace.' Many women are not even treated as
human beings.
Vhen the rapporteur reminds us thar half of the 800
millions of human beings who are-starving are made
up of children and that every year 250 thousand of
them become blind owing to lack of vitamin A; when
we are tqld that a third of all the children in the
underdeveloped countries die before the age of 5
owing to under-nourishment, we must surely recog-
nize the fundamental and decisive role of women in
the, matter of nutritional training. The main reason for
the failure of so many rural development projects is
that insufficient atrcntion is given to the training of
men, women and young people.
This is why it is vital that youth organizations and
women's organizations should have a more decisive
role in this sector in order to ensure their full panici-
pation in the assessment and implementation of the
projects which we put forward, and to encourage
educational and information programmes suircd to
their rural environment and which also fully respec[
human values.
These training and information protrammes can pro-
vide the basis for any serious reform of agricultural
structures which in many developing countries oblige
the majoriry of the population working in agriculture
rc live in a state of poverry and dependence which
prevents any restructuring of agriculural production.
Excellent examples are provided by thc African areas,
by the Sahel, by the Horn of Africa, etc.
In future the women's organizadons must play an
increasingly major role in the mater of agriLultural
reform.
Finally, cenain ideas and proposals put forward here
in reladon to family planning conflict with the conclu-
sions of the \Iorld Population Conferencc held in
Bucharest, and represent new fornp of colonialism
ois-i-ztis the populations and the families of the Third
\7orld. !7'e were present at [har Confcrence. The
representatives of the developing peoples asked us for
information on matrcrs relating to responsible mother-
hood and fatherhood, and on the need to return the
decision as to whether rc have children to the family,
and so on.
Our Group has called urgendy for this serious debate,
and presented a modon for a resolution in 1979.Ve
make no claim rc be defenders of prioriry posirions,
but we do demand, rcgerher wirh the Commission,
that the Council makes some new choices. We shall
personally insist to the budget rapporreur rhar these
choices should be translarcd inrc priority positions,
within the available limits.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Mr President, I have four poins to
make. First of all I wish rc say thar I think it is impor-
tant in our appeal to rhe people of the Communiry, to
aid the Third Vorld in one way or another, be it food
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aid or anything else, to distinguish whether we are
making appeal primarily on the grounds of humanitar-
ian principles or whether we are talking about she
need for our society in the West rc have a working
relationship with the society in the Third \7orld.
There are, where I live, not too many vot€s to be got
in an election on the basis of the humanitarian
concept. That is unfonunate but realistic. However I
think there is a very strong case, which I am doing my
best ro emphasize, that we need increasingly to get on
with people in the Third Vorld and that to help them
to solve the problems of starvation and disease is in
our interests as well as in theirs. I think that it is that
side of it, 
- 
the growing interdependence between
nations 
- 
that should be the centrepoint of our argu-
ments in this debate.
My second point, Mr President, is rc warn against the
hypocrisy which dogs debarcs on Third \7orld prob-
lems. This is a subject on which all kinds of people can
pick up sympathy votes and support. There are those
who do this in a callous and rynical way. I would like
to point out two examples. The people who produced
the repon, Mr Ferrero and his colleagues, did an
enormous amount of work and rightly deserve the
credit they have been given for this. It is unfonunate
that one man, one Member of this Chamber, who has
produced most of this bookful of amendments, has
played such a small pan in the work of the Ferrero
working party. I think there is a confusion berween
those that are trying to do some good for the world,
including Mr Ferrero 
- 
with whom I do not entirely
agree, but he has done a very good job 
- 
and those
who use this as an opponunity for polidcal gimmickry
and clov'ning.
I would also cite, Mr President, another example of
jumping on the bandwagon. Earlier this week Presi-
dent Carter of the United States, speaking to the
American Press, claimed the credit for solving the
independence crisis in Zimbabwe. I do not normally
wanr ro use this Chamber, as a forum for boasting
about my countr;y's achievements, but the work of
bringing about a peaceful solution in that pan of.
Africa does not belong rc the United States; and I
have to say that I think it is cheap of an American poli-
tician to try rc take the credit for something that does
nor belong to him.
My third point, Mr President, is again to the effect
that it is actions that speak and not just words. In the
United Nations' discussions which Mrs Cassanmag-
nago-Cerretti has just referred to, where we are all
trying to achieve 0.7 0/o of our gross national prod-
ucts, the current figures show our own performance in
rhe Community as being not bad but not good
enough. The overall figure for the Communiry as a
whole is 0.49 0/0. The Netherlands has a particularly
fine performance inside that figure and it contrasts
u'ish the United Starcs' figure of 0.19 and that of the
Comecon countries of 0.08. I think that this should be
pointed our The Third Vorld would be well advised
rc see who their friends really are, not just who are the
people who make noises about solving their problems.
The other figure of interest is that the OPEC countries
have a figure of I o/o in 1979 which is very good and I
think it underlines the need for the European Commu-
nity to work with the OPEC countries collectively or
bilaterally to help to use their surplus funds iri
conjunction with our knowhow in solving some of
these problems.
My founh point is a rcchnical one. I think where we
have rc use figures to make a point, it is useful if the
figures are produced on the same sandard statistical
basis. I am informed in this connection that the figures
for the different Member States of the Community are
not produced on exactly the same basis.
I refer panicularly to the fact that the percentage
quoted for France includes aid given to the French
Overseas Territories, which are part of metropolitan
France. It seems to me to be inappropriate that they
should be included in that figure because it gives a
wrong impression of the contribution of that Member
Statc to the Third Vorld. The contribution of France
to development aid is a good one and it seems a piry to
confuse it with aid to pan of that Member Starc's
rcrrttory.
Mr President, that is all I have to say. I appeal to
people rc be honest in their approach, to look at the
need for close cooperation between ourselves and the
Third \florld and rc make practical progress, not just
to produce empty words.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE
Vce-President
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Boserup.
Mrs Boscnrp . 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the Danish
Socialisdsk Folkepani has chosen me as its representa-
tive in this matter.'S7'e are the only parry in Denmark
which is unambiguously antimilitarist. For us, disarma-
ment is a basic issue and I should therefore like to take
this opportuniry of amplifying an extremely sensible
point conained in motion for a resolution which states
rhat if the situation of the developing counries as
regards production and purchasing power are to be
improved, an increasing reallocadqn of current
world-level expenditure on arms to dwelopment aid
will be essential. There are already enough rockets,
bombs, missiles and what-have-you to wipe out the
entire population of the vorld a few times over, and
yet one million dollars are being spent on afinaments
:r \'r "I
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every minute. This, I think, should be foremost in our
minds when we discuss hunger in the world.
People of my teneration have seen what had
previously been colonies becoming new independent
countries. I am sure there is no one here in this House
who thinks that these new countries will put up with
living in poverty and being thrown the odd copper in
the form of aid for very much longer. They too have a
claim to a share of the world's riches and they realize
the appalling injustice of the way these riches are
distributed. There is no need for us to wait for the
Commission and Council to cobble together a few
programmes and a poliry, panicularly when we bear
in mind how little previous programmes have
achieved. '!7'e must all urge our own tovernmenm to
take action, to take the lead in internadortal bodies
and, when drawing up their policies, to take account
of the wishes for d6tente, disarmament and coopera-
tion expressed by a large proponion of their voters
and not least, the v/omen amongst them.
The fact that the food problem has deteriorated over
the last decade demonstrates clearly how far off-beam
our so-called aid rc the developing countries has been.
It has in fact come in for criticism from many quarters
and,I should like, if I may, to draw your attention to
the prominent Swedish social democrat, Professor
Gunnar Myrdal. It should be noted that he has for
many years now been involved in international politics
and an advocate of raditional aid policy. The idea of
transferring resources to underdeveloped countries has
often been stressed in the debate and this is, of course,
also imponan!. However, it is just as important to see
the problem in the light of trade relations, which in the
case of the developing countries mean an enormous
dependency on the export of raw materials to rich
countries. In the developing countries, investmenr are
made on traditional capitalist lines. This can result in
increased agricultural production, but this producrion
is not calculated to meet the needs of the local popula-
tion as regards foodstuffs. It is designed to produce
the maximum yield for the landowners and processing
industries.
My colleague, Mr Villy Brandt, was so kind as to
commend Denmark the day before yesterday for
achieving, totether with the Netherlands, the modesr
goal of 0-7 0/o of the gross domestic product as deve-
lopment aid. This is, of course, excellent, but, as we all
know, there are also reactionary forces in our country,
which are calling for cutbacks in this region. I am not
proud of my country's effon. I could, however, be
proud when the day comes rhat my counrry, prefera-
bly together with other countries represented here in
this House, takes,the lead on the road towards disar-
mament, since only then will there be any hope of our
esablishing equality and fellowship with those who at
this present time are starving.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup.
Mr Haagerup. 
- 
@K) Mr President, I should |ust
like to deal with one point in the Ferrero Repon 
-but an imponant one 
- 
from a political point of view.
The point I should like to take up is the same as that
mentioned by the previous speaker, i.e. the passage
referring to the enormous expenditure on arms and the
need to transfer resources from armament to deve-
lopment aid.
The explanatory statements speaks of the alleged
wastage of thousands of millions on military expendi-
ture, and many people here today, not only the
Member who has just spoken, have adopted the same
attitude. I should like to say that it is, of course, true
that enormous sums are spent for miliary purposes,
but I should nonetheless like to suggest gently but
firmly that we should not regard those, on the one
hand, who are in favour of a dependable Vestern
defence system and those, on the other hand, who are
in favour of extending our development aid as two
opposing camps. 'We realize that there are certain
Members in this Parliament who would wish to estab-
lish a rift of this kind since they want to oppose the
defence policy of our counries as, for example my
compatriot, Mrs Boserup. She and like-minded people
are perfecdy entitled m adopt this attirude. However, I
would remind you that it is not shared the vast major-
ity here in Parliament and this is not a question of
'either/or' bur of 'both/and', since it is not true to say,
in the present serious international situadon, that the
NATO countries are spending too much on defence,
but rather that some NATO countries are spending
too little. Some governments are increasing develop-
ment aid and saying that for rhis reason they cannot
also increase expenditure on defence, regardless of
whether this attitude might have serious consequences
for other countries from the point of view of defence.
Ve also hear the argumenr that development aid is an
aspect of securiry policy and thar increased develop-
ment aid compensares for failing ro increase or even
reducing expenditure on defence. This is a somewhar
muddle-headed argument. Naturally, future prospects
as regards security are an imponanr aspec of develop-
ment aid, but simply lumping defence expenditure and
development aid together does not take accounr of rhe
widely differing time scales and the immediate prob-
lems. If we are to be able to transfer funds from mili-
tary expenditure to development aid, this will depend
on the international situation and any progress which
might be made in d6tente.
Ir is not the wish of my group rhat we should wait
until we can ransfer resources from military expendi-
ture before we s[ep up development aid. Ve must
avoid establishing an anificial and controversial link
between these two imponant aspects of our countries'
policies as, this might not only reduce public awareness
as regards defence questions, but these constant
attacks on the defence expenditure of our own coun-
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tries would make it more difficult to gain broad public
support for the idea of exrcnding aid to the developing
counries and hence the combating of hunger in the
world.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I again call Mr Capanna for
remaining dme allocated to his Group.
Mr Capanna. 
- 
(I) Thank you Mr President, but I
should have thought that decency would have required
rhe Presidency to acknowledge that it made a major
howler a few moments ago. There is nothing to be
ashamed of in admiming a mistake; indeed it can only
reflect well on the person who remedies the mistake.
I was arguing, Mr President, that hunger in the world
is not accidental: it has specific causes deriving from
the structural dependence which the poor counries
are obliged to accept. I used the metaphor that hunger
is not a curse of God but a curse of man and one that
has terrestrial origins. It can therefore be banished if
we wish and if we recognize its true causes. The truth
is that hunger in the vorld is structurally valuable rc
those who ,are not hungry but who have more than
enough food. In the same way the 'development of
underdevelopment' is vinl to the industrialized coun-
tries and to the plunderers of raw materials and
resourQes. Hunger in the world is indeed an essential
element in the development of underdevelopment.
If this fact is not faced all the other argumen$ are
mere hypocrisy. And the proposal to write off the
debts which the Third Vorld has been obliged to
contract, 
- 
a proposal which probably seems mad to
rhe 'accountants' of the capitalist world 
- 
is nonethe-
less a radical measure which, oddly enough, no radi-
cals are putting forward, but which I am advocating,
because it is a measure which this fusembly could back
and which be a specific and quite cenainly effective
steP.
But 
- 
and I want to make my position very clear on
this.- some of the Members of this fusembly stand
shoulder rc shoulder with the exploiters against the
starving because they defend the marcrial interesr of
those large and powerful international concerns which
carry a major pan of the responsibiliry for the hunger
in the world. This is the real problem and as I was
about to say when I had to conclude during my
previous speech, I believe that the Ferrero motion is
consequendy inadequate, because ic does not mention
these questions and because it is an inadequate
response to the seriousness and the nature of the prob-
lem of.hunger in the world, and offers insufficiently
effective remedies to solve it. If, therefore, this vital
' measure to write off the debts of the countries which
are suffering from hunger is not expressly included in
the motion, all the rest 
- 
from the sending of
powdered milk rc that of dried peas 
- 
is nothing but
idle chat and means that the majority of this Chamber
is aligning itself with the exploiters of the hungry
people of the world.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Paisley.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Mr President, this House should be
exceedingly grateful for the able work done by all
those responsible for the repons before us today.
There are ts/o great problems which immediately face
us when we come to consider the plight of the hungry
millions of the world. One is the problem of vastness.
No matter what views we take of any assessment of
the hungry millions of the world, the problem by any
standards is vast. 500 million ts I 300 million do not
have enough rc eat. More than half of these are chil-
dren in whom malnutrition is causing physical and
mental damage. One-third of all children in the devel-
oping countries die before they reach the age of five
years, from starvation and related diseases.
The second problem is the problem of administering
relief. One of the repons called it an administrative
jungle, and so it is! Adminisrative reform must grap-
ple with and conquer: 1. delays in drawing up
protrammes and implementing aid projects; 2. defects
in procurement procedures; 3. transpon problems, and
4. defects in supervision over the actual implementi-
tion of aid programmes.
Now, how are we to tackle these urgent problems? I
believe they can only be ackled by, first of all,
economic aid leading to self-help. This must be our
long-term strarcg'y, and we should concentrate on the
poorest regions and especially on aid to rural develop-
ment. The economic aid should go to the canstruction
of wells and irrigation and drainage worls. Such irri-
gation schemes mean a change in methods and crops
and must therefore be accompanied by technical assist-
ance and agricultural research. Secondly, there must
be direct food aid, and in the shon-term immediate
food aid. I think that the Communiry itself should
have a food bank. Ve already have surpluses, which
should be used up to help the hungry rather than sold
off cheaply to Russia. A large bank of 'food should be
built up and used to encourage the underdeveloped
and needy countries to build up proper stocks of food.
Then when there is an exacerbation of need, supplies
will be more readily available.
Of course, all our peoples must be awakened to the
plight of the world's hungry and standng millions. At
the moment many of our peoples are only alarmed at
spotlighted areas, when there is, in fact, a perrnanent
emergency across the whole'globe. Our governments
have a moral responsibiliry to give a firm lead in this
field.
However, proper supervision is imperative. Free gifu
are all too often sold under corrupt regimes, and this
,h9
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deters people from giving liberally to this imponanr
and deserving cause. I therefore welcome the recom-
mendation of the Polidcal Affain Committee on this
problem which suessed how imponant it is thar the
Community should wherever possible act to help rhose
suffering from hunger. However, in the case of
regimes that do nor respect human righr, aid should
be restricted to food aid, medical aid and possibly
rural development aid. This aid should in all cases go
direcdy to those being assisted. Panicular stcps should
be mken to avoid misuse of such aid, for example, by
the sale of food to third panies, corruption or diver-
sion to other uses.
Finally, Mr. President, the world's hungry are a chal-
Ienge to this Communiry; ler us tackle ir with all the
strength we can muster!
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Rabbethge.
Mn Rabbcthgi. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, the dramatic situation concerning world
hunger now and in the near future was described
yesterday and this morning in a number of ourtand-
ing speeches. I shall not 
- 
you will be glad to hear 
-be repeating the facts.
However, there appear to me to be gwo points wonh
mentioning, one of which differs substantidly from
what other Members have dready said, the other of
which diffen only in nuances. \7hat I am concerned
about is the more effecdve urilization of technical
facilities and a change in our metlods. I agree with Mr
Brandt that we shall have to rethink our attitudes, but
that is something we must all do.
The major instirutions 
- 
such as the lforld Bank, the
UN and the FAO 
- 
have proposed and applied
models aimed at solving the problem, and these have
met with varying degrees of success. A word of
construcdve criticism should then be in order.
As far as the rcchnical facilities ane concerned, ler me
point out that large-scale projects have often in the past
lacked any real spadal and temporal planning. For in-
stance, abanoirs have been erectcd despitc rhe lack of
an efficient catde industry in the vicinity. Hospitals are
built despite the fact that there ane not enough doctors
so work in them, and spanking new refuse disposd
facilities are creared wirhout regard to the necessary
Eansport infrastructure.
As a result, those people ure wanr to help are not rcally
benefitdng. Expensive hospitals are of litde use when
so many children are sricken with trachoma, which
can be effectively cured by an inexpensive cream
applied at the right time.
The problem of the fair allocation of resources is
another thing entirely. The unfair or inequitable distri-
bution of land is often regarded as a cause of inade-
quate food production 
- 
as Mr Jaquet said yesterday.
Large estates come in for special criticism as being
largely inefficient. At closer inspecrion, however, this
argument does not necessarily hold warcr, because 
-as we all know 
- 
the main areas of world hunger are
to be found in South-East Asia and Africa, where the
land is oy/ned exclusively by smallholders. In Latin
America, for instance, land redistribudon programmes
have proved to be only panially successful in the fight
against hunger. Nonetheless, reform is urgently
needed here, precisely because of the negadve experi-
ence we should be learning from.
A more effecdve means of tackling the prJblem of
hunger is more effecdve supporr for trade and indus-
try, and this point has been made in many forms so far
in this debate. For insrance, rhere is the sciendfically-
based argument thar agriculture should develop
hand-in-hand with backing for the industrial sector. Ir
has been printed out here rhat mistakes have been
made in managing industrial invesrment. On rhis
point, I go along with Mrs Ylieczorek-Zeul, bur we
must accept that to err is human. In my opinion, we
should not now throw out the baby with the bathwarer
and concenuate exclusively on agriculural develop-
ment !r'ithout 
- 
as was said this morning 
- 
encour-
aging the development of small and medium-sized
firms.
Ve now have to ask ourselves in what economic-
poliry conditions a mixed investmenr programme
along these lines would be possible. In my opinion,
this House has so far not given any thought to rhis
matter. I have honestly tried m find a centralized
economic sysrcm with the proven abiliry to overcome
the problem of the lack of commodities, ro crearc
incomes and satisfy the wishes of the consumer, or
simply to alleviate hunger. I have come to rhe conclu-
sion that it will only be possible to bring about a rapid
improvement in incomes in those countries with the
political will to institute a betrer competitive economy
with the essendal framework conditions, and with
such features as rhe free movemenr of capiral and
labour, free competition and private properry safe-
guards and in panicular wirh a fiscal policy designed to
encourage independence and rhus a market economy
rystem, which would thus be a democrarizing rystem
maximizing resource-efficiency and thus helping to
solve the problem.
Ve have heard references to a new world economic
rystem, which is allright by me so long as someone will
explain who is to be responsible for cutting up and
distributing the pieces of the cake. In my opinion, we
should take concrerc sreps ro improve the efficiency of
our development aid .roiurrteer systems. Ve must give
some thought as to how we can improve the qualiry of
this rystem which is designed ro encourage self-help.
Young people today are prepared to make sacrifices to
bring about social improvemenq which is something
we all welcome. The essential rcchnical equipment for
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craft trades, farmers, engineers, nursery school rcach-
ers, nurses and doctors is usually available, but all too
often we get complaints from the developing countries
about our young development aid volunteers. In their
sense of social commitment, these people all too often
interfere in the political life of their host countries ind
get so involved in internal conflicts that they finish trp
in prison and have to be fetched out by their national
Embassy staff.
That is just'a point I wanted to make in conclusion.
'!7e 
should bear this aspect in mind and try to improve
our training schemes to make the young volunteers
more aware and more respectful of other religious
ways of life, other culrures and other mentalities they
are likely to come across in their host countries. let
me remind you of what the great French poet and
writer Romain Rolland said: 'The idea is imponant,
the thought is essential, but the deed is decisive'.
Ladies and gentlemen, let us proceed to action today.
kt us express our solidarity with the people of the
Communiry who expect more thail just more words
and resolutions; they expect us to set an example. Let
us try in this first legislative period, at work and at
home in our families to motivate young people to
become development aid volunteers 
- 
with the essen-
dal rcchnical qualifications and mindful of what I said
just now. That would perhaps be a way of showing
rhat the European Community is not only good at talk-
ing, but is also prepared to set an example.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Johnson.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
Mr President, the amendment stand-
ing in my name calls on the Community and on the
Member States to increase their aid to countries which
request assistance in the field of population and family
planning. I stress the words 'countries which request
assistance'. I am speaking.of a situation where a coun-
ry has a population policy or a family planning
programme and where it wishes to seek external help
in the implementation of that programme.
Vhat kind of help? In most cases we are dealing with
a wide range of projects. Countries may need assist-
ance in establishing the basic demographic characteris-
dcs. $flhat is the size of the populadon? '$Zhat is its
distribution? How fast is it growing? \7hat are the
rhtes of fertility, monality, internal migration and so
on? They may need assistance in setting up the infra-
structure necessary for the spread of family planning
both in urban and rural areas.
Now in many cases there is an acute shortage of
doctors and nurses and para-medical workers of all
kinds. They may need contraceptive supplies of one
kind or another or the money to buy such supplies.
My amendment, and others which are before the
House, would simply call upon the Communiry to
recognize in is own development and cooperation
effons that this is a perfccdy legitimate area of assist-
ance and we call upon Member Statcs to do likewise. I
am convinced, Mr President, that this amendment is
entirely relevant to the debate which the Parliament is
holding on world hunger.
You do not have to be a Malthusian to believe that
high rates of populadon growth in many developing
countries exacerbate the pressures on food supplies
and on resources of all kinds. The evidence is unmis-
mkable that in many pans of the world the stork is
out-running the plough. And, in any case, even where
per capita food supply is managing to keep ahead of
population growth, we are often talking about such a
low staning base in terms of calorie and protcin intake
that statistical gains are vinually meaningless.
Of course, populadon and family planning policy arc
delicate areas. National sensitiviry is involved.
Personal convictions are involved. But we must try to
leave polemics behind. Vhat we must focus on is the
need for assistance where this is clearly felt and clearly
expressed by developing counries. It may be that the
Communiry will, at the request of governments,
include a population and family planning component
in its overall package of aid. It may be that Member
States will do likewise in their own assistancc
programmes. Some are already doing ic All could do
more.
'!7hat we should also do, I think, is encourage the
effons of international organizations in the area such
as the United Nations Fund for Population Activides
and the Vorld Health Organization, and non-govern-.
mental organizations like the Internadond Planned
Parenthood Federation.
Mr President, I conclude by srying that I auended in
1974 the !7orld Population Conference in Bucharest.
That conference adoprcd a world population plan of
action. All the Communiry Member Statcs subscribed
to rhat plan of action. I think the dme has come for
the Communiry to honour the commitments made in
Bucharest. I therefore commend the amendment to the
House.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call our new- and probably young-
est 
- 
colleague, Mr De Gucht.
Mr Dc Gucht. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, there are two
problems 
- 
closely related to each other 
- 
which are
of special imponance for the subject we are dealing
with today, and they are the stabilization of agricul-
rural prices and the influence of multinational
companies in the food sector.
I should like in this contcxt to emphasize the need for
improving national agricultural prices in the develop-
,' . t
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ing countries and rheir imponance as a srimulus for
farmers. Agricultural prices are in fact very low in thi
developing countries, usually as a result of a policy of
favouring consumers in towns and because of high
taxes levied on products for own consumpdon. To
encourage farmers to increase production, it is abso-
lurcly essential for rhe prices of basic agricultural
producm to be smbilized. This should be seen as a first
tenmtive step towards an increase in agricultural prices
in the long run. The Stabex sysrem introduced for the
benefit of the ACP countries makes it possible to
increase prices as well as reducing axarion on agricul-
tural incomes. This does nor mean to say, though, that
a Srabex system is nor open to improvement, for in-
stance, by extending its scope to a wider range of
producm. I am thinking here in panicular of fisheries
producrs, which should incidentally feature on the
developing countries' menu. The Stabex sysrem covers
only a limited number of countries 
- 
the ACP coun-
tries 
- 
and here the range could well be extended.
Mr President, talk of agricultural prices brings us
automatically onto the multinadonal companies and
their desubilizing role. Ve have witnessed a worrying
development over rhe last few years, namely the ever-
growing venical organization to complemenr the old
horizontal organization. Multinational companies in
the agricultural sector have always monopolized the
cntire production process, from the production of
basic products in the developing countries up to distri-
bution in the indusrialized countries. By means of
monopolies and canels, they are in a position to mani-
pulate the level of production and prices. The control
exened by the multinational companiis extends to rhe
means of production, fertilizers, seeds and agricultural
machinery, in which secbr these major companies
often have a monopoly as well. Only the large-scale,
rich farmers are interested in such machinery 
- 
or, to
be more precise, can afford to be inrerested 
- 
because
farmers' incomes are so low that the majoriry cannot
hope to invest in such machinery. As a result, the
multinationals buy up rhe agricultural products 
-need we say? 
- 
at a low price from the producers or
nadonal sales agencies, and sell the goods ar enormous
profit at relatively low prices in the developed coun-
tries, which already have an abundance of the sruff. fu
a result, the dependent position of farmers increases,
as they make a loss on production for expon and ar
the same time neglect production for their own
consumption, whereby the whole process often jeopar-
dizes the delicate ecological balance. The processing
of basic products is likewise in the hands of the
multinadonals, which are organized on a capital-
intensive basis with the aim of maximizing profits.
Let me sum up by saying that the mulrinationals
control not only the whole production process, but
also all those aspects which have a decisive effecr on
prices. \7e have only rc think of transpon of the prod-
uce by sea and their control over stocks. In order to
maximize rheir profits, the multinationals force down
prices paid to farmers and thus encourage the desrabi-
lization of agricultural prices to enable enormous
profim rc be made by speculadve dealing. Speculation
may consist of restricting production so as ro send sell-
ing prices shooting up. The distasteful thing here, Mr
President, is nor the fact rhat profits are being made so
much as that the price paid is all too often hunger
throughout the entire populadon. Specialization in
cenain products for expon on the pan of developing
countries also increases their dependence on prices on
the international market and the multinationals oper-
ating in this field.
The power of the muldnationals over the developing
countries is best illustrated by the fact that some of rhe
multinationals have a rurnover which is higher than
the gross national product of some of the developing
countries. There can be no doubt that private invest-
ment is absolutely essenrial for the development of the
Third Vorld, but an appropriarc response musr be
found to the activities of the multinationals and the
danger they represent in terms of world hunger. The
European Community must formulate a code of
behaviour for the multinationals as a matter of
urgency 
- 
those companies wirh registered offices in
the Community, of course 
- 
encouraging investment
in sectors which are of decisive imponance to rhe
developing countries. This code of behaviour should
make the companies' managemenr somewhat easier to
keep track of, the aim being ro prevenr 
- 
and if
necessary authorize 
- 
rhe manipulation of transfer
prices and restrictive measures. The code of behaviour
should also incorporare a social element, guaranteeing
an elementary level of protection as regards working
conditions, as recommended by the Internadonal
Labour Office. The Communiry should make its
contribution to a poliry of national agricultural prices,
incorporating an element of stimulus for producers 
-a policy which incidentally is closely connected to the
question of the smbility of international food prices.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr De Gucht. I should like
to congratulare you on your maiden speech.
I call Mr Narducci.
Mr Narducci. 
- 
(I) Speaking at the end of a debate,
Mr Presidenr, has the obvious disadvantage that many
things that one might wish to say have already been
amply stated. But for rhe same reason it is possible to
keep to the allotted time, sinci brevity in such cases
be-comes an obligation. I shall therefore limir myself to
a few remarks.
The first is thar the vote which this Parliament is abour
to give on rhe Ferrero modon for a resolution on
hunger in rhe world is an imponanr one because it
shows that there is in rhis Chamber, going beyond all
the legitimate and due ideological and political differ-
ences, a majority of persons of goodwill 
- 
we also
saw this during the vore on rhe budget 
- 
who are able
t,
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to respond to serious and specific objecdves, not.by
demagogy and unrealistic exaggeration, but by real
and effective construction. The fact that such a major-
ity exists in this Chamber augurs well for the future
and permits us to say that the work done to alleviate
the hunger in the world will not be mere bombast,
mere propaganda fodder, but genuine and construc-
tive assistance on a day-by-day basis to the staning
populations. As I said there is a majoriry of persons of
goodwill, from whom only those are excluded who
have used this subject as a platform for demagogy. . .
( I nte rrup t i on from M r C apanna )
Mr Capanna, hunger in the vorld will not be elimi-
nated by 80 amendments, it will not be eliminated by
abstaining from the work of the working grouP on
hunger in the world and by refusing to carry out the
asks which have been laid upon us. Ve are there to
work and to build, that is why we have a committee,
to accept asks and to do our duty, ind if you are
looking for exploiters in this Chamber you should
look also amongst those who do nothing but use up
paper and avoid work . . .
( Inte rnrp tion from M r C a s te llina )
no, I said that they should be sought among those who
do not work, and I can scarcely avoid noting that the
amendments have been signed exclusively by Mr
Pannella. So if the shoe fits . . . But this is not really
what we should be talking abour A realistic way
forward has been chosen, a policy of reform has been
chosen and I think it is wonhwhile pausing to consider
this with respect to the future policies which we may
perhaps be able to develop together' quite apan from
ihe differences between us which, as I said, are
perfectly proper and will continue to exist.
I have three rather marginal comments on matters
which I find of imponance. I fully agree with the
remarks in the Ferrero report on demographic educa-
tion. Mrs Cassanmagnago also highlighrcd this point,
but some voices have been raised in this Assembly
which appear to see the problem rather in terms of
massive demographic planning, with which we clearly
cannot agree, not only because the Vorld Population
Conference in Bucharest rejected this approach, but
because it has been shown to be valueless by the scien-
tific studies carried out following the horrifying argu-
ments of the Club of Rome and the MIT. Educadon in
responsible family planning is one thing, but planning
on a massive scale which would impinte on the most
delicate aspects of human life is another.
My second remark is that many speakers have under-
lined the value of the non-governmental associations,
and I too would like ro sress this poing. l[ithout
voluntary workers, without the capability which these
have of'penetrating all areas of the Third \7orld
successfully, Benerously' and effectively, areas where
the international and Bovernment organizations are
unable to enter, without the cooperation of these
organizations vinually anything done for the Third
and Founh \florld is likely to run aground. '$7e must
take full account of this when we are discussing the
budget, because we shill be continuing this debate on
that ocvasion, and we must then find some fundamen-
tal outlets. The same applies rc food aid. I agree also
with those who say that direct food aid can act as a
disincendve to local populations. It is fair to be
concerned about this, but we must not forget that the
food aid is useful. Vhen I see that the preliminary
draft budget reduces the relevant appropriation,
insrcad of increasing it, I feel extremely concerned and
consider that we must return to dealing with these
questions when we come to discuss the budget'
In conclusion, my final commenr would be that this
debate seems to have had the common thread that
none of us wishes to accept or is able to accePt that
hunger is an ineradicable evil. Ve are all convinced
that if we continue to work day by day, a linle every
day, hunger is a scourge which can be eliminated. !7e
have oftin seen the linls beween armaments and
hunger and, since we are unable to believe that war is
,r.".ssa.y, we must likewise refuse to accept that
hunger is necessary. Unless we engage in moral disarm-
ament something good can be done every day. The
fact that international organizations like the United
Nations are in difficulties, while this Parliament on the
other hand is able to put together a majoriry, with its
own srength and style, indicates to me that our
contact with our voters, with the real views of the cisi-
zens who are behind us, PerhaPs Pro-
vides some hope which cannot be disregarded.
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr President, I shall speak in tele-
graphic style in order to save time.
First, we are debating the role of the Community and
its responsibilities towards the rest of the world. Ve
already live in an interdependent world, and what we
are discussing is not whether we should have responsi-
bilities but what responsibilides we have and how we
should implement them. The very first request I would
make to Member States, in the overwhelming contri-
bution that the Community can make to funher deve-
lopment of less-developed countries, is to welcome
warmly and immediately Zimbabwe as a signatory to
the Lom6 Convention; to stoP haggling over the
quantities of bags of sugar and packets of tobacco and
to ,ecognize tli-at the.i are 7 million people in the
hean of Africa who vant to be associated with the
European Community. I very much hope that the
Commission will mainthin a strong posidon ois-i-ois
the Council and do all they can to see that this
measure is implemented at the very earliest possible
moment.
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Secondly, we are all agreed, I think, thar there will
always be a need for emergenry food aid to deal with
siruations resulting from var and from droughr and
other climatic even6. Ir is a polidcal inescapabiliry and
we have to make up our minds. If ever the CAP has
achieved only this, m bring food aid to millions of
people rhroughout the world, it has justified its exin-
ence from the beginning: there is no question whether
the CAP musr be continued, it is again a question of
how. Many proposals have been made rcday and I
know rhat the Commissioner will be listcning with
interest. Here is a quesrion which must be discussed
more dceply, ro see hour the CAP and different
regions of the Community can be used ro rhe grearcsr
effect rc bring food aid m rhose parts of thJ world
which will undoubtedly need it for some years rc
come.
-Thirdly, the long-term contribution of the iommu-
niry: it is impossible to -have an agricultural
programme if it is not multiannual, and this, I think,
must be recognized straight away in the budgct.
Founhly, we have had many cascs of the total failure
of projects, and I think there must be much a bester
study of pilot projects, for insrance in afforestadon of
in the provision of water. Ve have heard ridiculous
examples of stupid and inefficienr resul6, and funhcr
studies should be made ro see how this can be
improvcd. Above all, there is an over*helming needfor the exchange of rcchnical information, suctias the
magnificenr work rhat has been done by a small
village in Tuscany, at Borgo a Mozzano, in training
indigenous agriculrural rcachers to teach rheir.os,n
farmers how to farm. There should be far more of
these individual projects set up within the Community
for the benefit of agriculturalists in less-developed
countries. In this connection, the proposals of Sir Fred
Catherwood and Mr Debr6 can be seen to be interde-
pendent: tcaching people to produce for themselves
and at the same rime to improve rheir purchasing capa-
ciry and so encouraging trade and commerce.
So it is nor a question now of merely transferring
resourc€s; ure have to consider to urhom.'!7e have nor
mendoned the newly-industrialized counrries. They
noxl expoft ten gimes the amount of manufactured
products they did in 1965, if you take Hong Kong or
Soush Korea, and 30 times, if you take Brizil; bur if
we in rhe Communiry are ro apply prorectionisr
measures, all the effons that these counrries, wirh their
ingenuiry and their skills, have made within rheir
free-market economies will give way ro retrogression,
so that a measure of protectionism is a measure against
the developmenr of many pans of the world.
Fifthly, how much should we give? I do not believe
these arbirary figures of O.l o/o or I Vo are helpful.
The Developm€nr Assisancc Committee counr.ries'
contribudon amounrcd to US $ 19.8 billion in 1978,
and according to rhe Thineenth General Repon of the
Communiry, 2.4 billion EUAs went over the lasr 2
years to the Lom6 counrries, which compise 282
million people. Bur what are rhe effects of this? Ve
heard earlier from Mr Poniatovski rhat food imported
to rhe less-developed counrries amounted to 20 million
tonnes in 1950; now rhe figure is 80 million ronnes. It
is clear thar rhere is correlarion berween the amount of
aid going into these counrries and rhe amounr of food
they are being able to produce, and it is, therefore, a
question of what we do rc see rhar rhis money is used
effectively.
The Nerherlands yesterday issued a repon which says
that of their 1 .4 billion dollars' wonh of aid, many
projects musr be halted; many projects are useless;
many projects even have counterproductive effects. It
is not the willingness to give thar mamers, it is how this
money can be applied effectively. In this connection, I
should like to tell Mr Pajeta rhat the British record is
an extremely good one. In the EOCD Development
Cooperation Review of 1979, of the total ner flow of
resources in 1978 the United Kingdom accounted for
US $ l0 billion, of 3.35 % of its GNP. Italy, I regret
to say 
- 
and I am not attacking the Italian Govern-
ment but merely saying this for the benefit of Mr
Pajetta 
- 
had a figure of t.Zt 0/o; Germany l.19 o/0.
I do not shink that rhe United Kingdom has anything
to be ashamed of.
Vith regard to rhe effectiveness of aid, the Vorld
Bank Repon said that power-starions in India are
working at 50 0/o efficienry. A saving of 7 o/o by
poc/er-srarions throughout the less-development coun-
tries would mean a saving of US $ 2 billion a year. So
here is something practical which I think the Commu-
nity should consider and see how they can cooperar,e
with less-developed coun[ries' governments.
Vith regard to the multinarionals, many less-devel-
oped countries in fact welcome the multinationals.
They have seen from their own bitter experience after
independence that Marxism just does not work as an
economic sysrem, and it is no good holding out politi-
cal dogmas as a cure for the suffering of the people
who have been living under Marxist r6gimes. Ve 
"renow seeing many less-developed counrries turning to
what is, perhaps, a fiiling capialist system -but
neverrheless one which does produce wealth, which
does create opponunities_and does provide encourate-
ment for the native populations of those countries. Ve
only have ro see rhe increase in the number of govern-
ments which are passing nadonal legislation ro prorccr
foreign investments and encourage the multinationals
to go in. Of course they need to be guided, they need
to be guarded 
- 
there are guidelines, and that is, of
course, to be welcomed and approved 
- 
but rhe
multinationals as such do make a contribution ro deve-
lopment, and I think it is political dogma to deny that
this is so.
Vhat do we give to the less-developed countries? A
transfer of technology, as such, is again useless. The
less-developed countries will be litrered with rhe trans-
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fer of broken-down and irreparable remnanff of tech-
nology unless these are maintained and unless there is
the training to use them. I believe firmly that there
should be a better use of the European University
which, after all, we have in our Communiry, to facili-
rarc the exchange of ideas and to encourage bright
students from less-developed countries to learn what
Europe has to offer. After all, we have not suffered
blood, sweat and tears for 2 500 years and come where
we have just at the drop of a hat. I think others can
learn from the way we go about things, from our
respect for the individual, which will help them to
respect individuals in their own country.
I strongly support what Mrs Cassanmagnago Ceretti
said on population problems. You cannot have popula-
tion control in a counry like Botswana, with a popula-
tion of 8oo ooo inhabiring an erea the size of France.
The French with a population of 52 million, would be
indignant if somebody told them that they must
conrol their population: why should you, therefore,
go and tell it to a population of goo 000? So I think
these are matters which need looking at.
In conclusion, Mr President, I should like to thank
most warmly Mr Ferrero and all those who have
contributed to making this debate so wonhwhile. \7e
hope that, unlike the UN Assembly, we shall be able rc
adopt this repon unanimously. Ve hope you will look
kindly on our amendmenm, but that what toes out
from this Parliament will show that we know that we
have responsibilities and we are prepared to take them.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vergis.
Mr YergCs. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, since I have only a very shon speaking time, I
should like to place the emphasis of my speech on the
following points.
Firsdy, however great our shock may have been at
seeing the pictures shown in the press and on televis-
sion in Europe of the victims of the famine which is
now raging in Uganda, it is nonetheless true that we
have generally approached this problem from the point
of view of piry for the victims and by showing finer
feelings which could ease our consciences. Anyway, this
tragedy did not stay front page news for long, and it is
not even back page news any longer. However, under-
nourishment and malnutrition which place the lives of
whole unborn generations in, jeopardy 
- 
and which
ever more frequently lead to genocidal famines 
- 
are
permanent fixtures in what is called the Third'!(orld.
The figure of tens of millions of victims per year has
been quoted. This is like having a Hiroshima disaster
every two days. This many-faceted problem has been
with us for years, and will remain with us for years
and years to come. Vhat can we do to ensure that [his
lasting, widespread tragedy is ever-present in the
minds of the European public and in public opipion in
the developed countries? This is a top priority. \[e
should give thought to the reproa.ch levelled at us
recently by the minister from Senegal who during the
United Nations' session in New York stated that it was
because the leaders of the affluent counries consid-
ered themselves culturally superior to the Third Vorld
that they were unable to see the true size of poverry in
' the Third Vorld.
Secondly 
- 
and the report and most of the speakers
have stressed this point 
- 
the situadon in the develop-
ing countries will become even worse. I shall not
repeat all the figures which were quoted. But I should
like to stress how disastrously deep in debt the coun-
tries of the Third \7orld are. Their total debt was
some $ 400 thousand million ar the end of 1979 and
for the same year world military expenditure alone
exceeded this figure. !/e should point out that deve-
lopment aid received by the Third S7orld countries fof
the same ye4r totalled less than 6 0/o of. their external
deficit. It is not surprising that many of these countries
are already on the verge of bankruptcy.
Thirdly, the scale and seriousness of the problems they
have to solve are magnified by the consequences of a
population explosion which can be objectively
explained. Ve should not forget that in twenty years
from now, there will be one billion five hundred thou-
sand more people on eanh, and 9Q 0/o of those will be
from the Third \7orld, the Third \7orld which will
then account for 80 0/o of world population. Mexico
City will have 30 million inhabitana, Calcutta 20
million, Cairo, Jakana and Seoul berween 15 and 20
million. Twenty years is not far away. !7hat can we do
to ensure that public opinion in those countries which
are wealthy and powerful, and above all that the media
in Europe become aware of the threat to all mankind
which this truly meteoric metamorphosis will pose, a
metamorphosis which is certainly the greatest in the
history of mankind.
But we should not let these figures paint a picture of
doom. There is no such thing as historical inevitability.
Various speakers have stressed that there are ways and
means, in terms of resources, manpower and technol-
ogy, to solve the problems of hunger and the problems
of development in the future. This does not mean that
we should underestimate the scope and complexiry of
the problems, but that there are ways of solving them.
If we are faced with this tragic situation today it is
because there are certain forces whose aim is to main-
tain the status quo, because that is what the interna-
tional division of labour is based on, a division which
was the cornerstone of the material and financial
power of the Vestern countries during the Empire
building phase,in the development of the capitalist
system. This is why we can see that these problems can
only be solved by closing our ranks for the struggle,
and not by sanctimonious utterings or technical direc-
tives which are often tinged with paternalism. In fact,
I '- 'i :
I
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the simple choice 
- 
and I am forced to simplify things
here 
- 
the 'grand design' which confronts the indus-
rialized countries and rhe Third Vorld and in pani-
cular Europe and Africa, is that of a broail alliance
between the peaceful and democratic movements in
Europe and the democratic and revolutionary move-
menr in Africa, so that a new'economic order may be
established, a new economic order which will be a
departure from the old and will mean progress in ihe
social field. This is the noble objective, the grand
design which links our fate wirh that of orher nations.
For we cannor hope to save ourselves without joining
together and showing solidarity, building a new inter-
nacional system which will be the key to the future of
rhe peoples of Europe and of Africa.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Mahcr. 
- 
I have very limited time and I will try
to make the best use of it to make a few practical
points. First of all, I think it is imponant rhat this
Parliament should abandon rhe Jekyll and Hyde atd-
tude of some people who say on rhe one hand we have
got to reduce agricultural production within the
Communiry and at the same time we have got to give
more food to the people in other parts of the world
who are hungry. Those two views are self-conradic-
rory. For God's sake let us abandon them!
Secondly, this problem clearly cannor be solved by any
one single measure. It must be solved by a combination
of measures. In the shon-rerm food aid, and in some
cases in the long-term, food aid too. But rhe mosr
imponant thing is to help these people to help them-
selves. In that context, Mr President, it is utrerly illogi-.
cal that some of [hese counrries are exportint food
while at the same time there is serious malnutrition
and hunger in that same country. One,of the reasons
is, of course, that they are producing the wrong kind
of food. The classic example is sugar. They are exporr-
ing sugar to a very difficult marker. Could we not give
them technical aid to conveft to producing soya beans,
which is a protein food, which they need badly? Ve
know that where you can grow sugar cane you can
also grow soya beans. In that way they will be helping
to make up their own prorein needs and ar rhe same
time have a product to sell to rhe western world that is
always in shon supply. There is a good market for
soya beans and protein at all times. !7e would in rhis
way be helping these countries to help themselves and
at the same time putring their economies on a better
footing.
My third point, Mr President, is this: could we help
these people to help themselves ro produce more food
by supplying them with simple implemenm for produc-
tion? Not sophisticated racrors or sophisticated farm
machinery which rely on oil for their operation, which
makes them dependent on the whim of the Arabs in
increasing the price of or stopping oil supplies. Simple
implements that are operared by animal power rarher
than by oil. After all, did we noD feed rhe peoples of
Europe for thousands of years with implemenc oper-
ated by animal power: buffaloes, donkeys, horses,
cattle, etc. In any event, Mr President, many of these
countries lack the techhical expeftise needed ro oper-
ate, maintain or to repair many of these machines.
M"Ib" we could even set up industries in some of the
regions in our own countries to produce very simple
ploughs, cultivators and so on. Moreover, Mr Presi-
dent, let us bolt them ,together, nor weld them
together. I have seen cases in some paru of Africa
where welded machines got broken. There were no
welders present. They did nor even have elecriciry to
repair them. Let us think about these details.
My final point, Mr President, is directed to Mr Cheys-
son. Mr Cheysson, I.know that shonly you are having
a meeting with the represenratives of the agricultural
and fishing cooperatives of the European Community.
I remind you that a remendous fund of experrise and
knowledge and competence exists inside these organi-
zations, in galvanizing people to help themselves. Ve
have done it in Europe. Could you use rhis expertise in
order to help people in the African countries tb estab-
lish cooperatives, in order to help themselves? It is
there for you to use, Mr Chcysson. Indeed, I say thar
first of all you need to recognize the value of these
cooperatives. They are self-help organizadons. They
have 
.performed 
tremendous services for the agricul-
tural and fishing communiries of the European
Community. Let us see if we can use them to help the
people of the Third Vorld.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pedini.
Mr Pedini. 
- 
(I) Mr President, when this debare was
being prepared last year I had an opponuniry ro
express my opinions, and having now read this bulky
report, which has cenainly clarified rhe terms of refer-
ence of this debate, I remain convinced that the prob.
lem of aid rc the hungry and emerging nations of the
worlds demands first of all, on rhe pan of rhe Euro-
pean narions, a willingness ro pursue their sectoral
policies, be they economic, agricultural 
.or indusrial,in full awareness of their responsibiliry'to those who
are hungry, in other words to rhe developing coun-
tries.'!7e shall not be able to change the world, Mr
President, if we are unable to change ourselves.
My hope in rhis debate, Mr President, is that the
honourable Members who have spoken here will be
able to influence their governmenr so that they will be
able to provide a common answer rc this challenge.
This debate has highlighted once again the problem of
how we should link this Assembly, and its political
will, to the national parliaments which, in tuin, bear
responsibility for the panicipation of the various
nations, the authentic wielders of power and the
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economic instntments, in the establishment of this
policy. And since this policy must be'polyphonic' and
requires coordination of all our political activities, I
should like to make a single critical observation.
I regret the fact that in the consultations which led to
,grei..nts between our excellent raPPorteur and the
Commitee on Agriculture, the Economic Committee
and many other committees, no account was aken of
the responsibility of this Parliament for the promotion
of a policy relating to schools, youth, and the raining
of cadres which would reflect this responsibility to the
new developing world.
I know that the vast experience of Commissioner
Cheysson, who has already spoken on this subject, will
make up this deficienry, for I believe that if we ignore
schools and, the training of young people, and fail to
show the young that we are willing to ake pan in this
imponant task of promodng rcchnical and human
assistance in the hungry pans of the world, all'the rest
of our work will be in vain.
For this reason, Mr President, I intend in my capacity
as Chairman of the Committee on Youth, Culture and
Education, to present the document on which we are
voting today to the European Youth Forum as a text
for study and as a concrete foundation aimed at pro-
moting a policy of voluntary help, technical coopera-
tion and understan{ing of the new cultural dimensions
. of the problem, without which, alas, our proposals will
remain a dead letter.
Prcsident. 
- 
I eall Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(/) Mr President, honourable
Members, Mr rapponeur, clearly I am not one of the
majority of men-and y/omen of goodwill who will
vote in favour of this motion. I do not know whether
Mr Narducci will conclude from this that I am a
person of bad will, but I must tell you that I shall not
vote in favour of this repon, not because I am in any
way predisposed to the idea of voting with a large
majority, but for a number of very specific reasons
relating to the text of the motion for a resolution.
In my view the fundamental weakness of this modon is
clear from paragraph 7, which is the crucial one. This
modon is out of date with respect to the 0'7 0/o of the
gross national product which the developed countries
decided, in 1970, to give for public development aid. It
is out of darc indeed with respect to the motion which
we approved in October, when following a debate
which-was to some extent rather rushed, and which
had not been prepared by months of contacts, we
voted in favour of 0.7 o/o of the gross national product
immediately, even though the immediacy may be
regarded ai somewhat relative given the delay of rcn
years which has already accumulated.
In this new motion, however, any commitment, any
indication of dates, has completely disappeared. All we
have is a wish that the countries might be willing to
eive 0.7 o/0, a wish that is already rcn years old and
i,hich could well become twenty years old. The
various governments are invited m honour us with a
timeable within which they might finally be prepared
to allocate this 0.7 o/0.
Now it is true that this Parliament has no binding
powers, but it did have and still has a power and a
duty to direct and to stimulate. Here the only directive
and stimulus which we are in fact puning forward is to
ask the governments if they would, please, let us have
a timetable. I do feel, Mr rapponeur, that this is really
far too little, and we have therefore submitted an
amendment which we offer as a form of compromise,
in which we ask for the O'70/o by 1983. !7hen we
come [o vote on this amendment we shall ask for an
electronic vote by name because we consider it of polit-
ical imponance to know which countries, which
colleagues and which political groupings favour this
specifii commitment, and because the attitudes of the
different political groups will provide us with a means
of judging the behaviour of these same trouPs in their
respective national parliaments.
The second point which I wish to emphasize relates to
paragraph 41 on the Food Aid Convention, which the
i"ppo.teu. has corrected with an amendment which, I
am sorry to say, does not sadsfy me either. Admittedly
a new food aid agreement has to be concluded byJune
1981, but here too no figure has been fixed. !7hat on
earth does 'the quantities to be provided are to be
adequately increased' mean? Adequate with resPect to
what? The only acceptable increase would be to Prov-
ide ten million tonnes for the.new food aid agreement.
This is a figure which has been on the table for at least
ten years and it has never yet been reached and it
*orid hau. been advisable to fix, in the context of our
work, a specific non-demagogic and cenainly not
unrealistic objective 
- 
one indeed that is relatively
modest, but specific.
Thirdly, it is my view that the entire pan B of this
highly disjointed motion, which'deals in one place
with cooperadves and in another with women's educa-
tion, education ofyoung people, aid to agriculture and
rhe industrial sector, does not seem to me to have
much relevance to an organic food strategy leading to
self-sufficienry in food or agricultural development.
Finally, Mr President, with respect to the emergencies,
which, as many Members have pointed out, are occur-
ring and will continue to occur for a long time, in
panicular the present crises in Uganda, Djiboud, the
Sahel, Ogaden, and elsewhere, we have long been in
favour of the creation of a European task force which
would be able to intervene immediately wherever
necessary, and to use the existing miliary transPort
which is generally suppose{ to be carrying out exer-
cises. Instead of inventing exercises, we should be
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using these vehicles ro perform the necessary carriage
of products. It is intolerable that in Uganda mday
there are only rwo helicopters available ro Eansporr
food while we have in all the counrries of the Euro-
pean Community, I believe, plentiful supplies of
unused military means of ransporr.
I shall finish these few words, Mr President, with the
wish that today's sitting will nor mark the end of our
interest in preventing smrvarion, and that the topic will
not be shoved back on the shelf for another entire
year. \(e shall conrinue with this struggle and I can
inform you thar during the next part-session an exrra-
parliamentary campaign will be organized here to
underpin our interest and particularly to call the atren-
tion of all honourable Members rc what will be our
next extremely imponant rendezvous with Mr Cheys-
son, thar is on the budget.
I hope that we shall nor see a reperirion of whar
happened last year, the voting of a motion in October,
with the subsequent approval of a budget which with
respec[ to cooperation and development offered less in
percentage terms than the budget which was rejecred.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(D M,
President, I should first like ro express my thanks for
this very comprehensive debarc, and I should like to
reply to many of the points raised, but unfortunately
time does not permit. Mr President, several speakers,
and then the Chairman of rhe Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation asked the Commission to
explain what had happened in New York, at the open-
ing of the Nonh-South dialogue. I might perhaps just
recall that the aim of the special session which has just
ended, unsatisfacrorily, was rwo-fold. The first aim
was to adopt what is known as the 'developmenr stra-
rcgy for the third decade', rhar meant laying down the
broad lines of Nonh-South relations for the nexr ren
years. The alks had already reached a very
advanced state on this subject ar rhe srarr of the
special session. Only one point was in dispute and the
delegation from this Parliament, presided over by Mr
Bersani, had occasion during its stay in New York to
express its concern at the fact that two of our Member
States showed a marked rericence in stating their posi-
tion.
On this point, I am pleased to be able ro repon rhar
progress has been made, since general agreemenr was
finally reached and because in the srarcgy document
which the General Assembly can now adopt, rhe target
figure of 0.7 0/o for all industrialized countries is
repeated and the document then goes on ro srare rhar
every effon will be made to reach this Ertet before
1985, and that come what may this target will be
reached at the larest during the second half of this
decade. A subsequent target of 1 0/0, then 2 Vo, is also
mentioned. So progress has been made on this point.
The second aim of the special session was ro facilitate
the launching of negoriations between all rhe counries
in the world on all the problems affecting Nonh-
South relations. The Community had adoprcd a deci-
sion in principle before the delegation left for New
York, and this decision, although i$ contenr were
simple and strictly limited, vas at leas[ comprehensive.It accepted that all the rcpics should be examined
because if this were nor rhe case the talks would have
no ourcome. It also stressed how urtent some aspects
of the problem were, the same aspecr which were
noted in the Brandt repon 
- 
and Mr Brandt
reminded us of this the day before yesterday during
the debate 
- 
bur ir also accepted the principle of
discussion on rhe srrucrures ro be used. It was irawn
up wjgh two things in mind, first that all the questions
should be considered by all the countries whiih play a
real par" in negotiation, the countries of Eastirn
Europe, the oil producing counries, roterher with rhe
indusrialized countries and developing countries.
Further, it envisaged a balance berureen the General
Assembly and the specialized agencies so that empry
procedural artumenr and unacceptable delays could
be avoided.
The imponance of this session c/as also highlighted by
rhe notewonhy presence of all the Ministerr oi
Foreign Affairs 
- 
or almosr all 
- 
of our Member
States, whose introductory speeches were extremely
constructive and gready appreciated.
And yet, the procedural discussion wenr on for ages.
Towards the end of it the Communiry, albeit with
reservations from two Member States, was able to
propose a text which was taken up by the yugoslav
delegadon and which appeared also ro be quitJsads-
factory.from our point of view. This rcxt provided for
three-phase negotiations, the firsr phaie being a
centralized one aimed ar deciding on rhe objectives
and laying down guidelines, rhe second taking place
vithin the specialized agencies and ad-hoc commit-
tees, and the third aimed at reaching overall agree-
m.9nrt a'package' as United Nations' jargon puts it.
All the decisions at all levels should be tiken -unani-
mously by consensus. Ve really thought that we had
achieved a breakthrough.
Unfonunately things then staned to go wrong. On
Monday, the failure of the session had to be conieded
although ir was noted 
- 
and I should like to stress rhe
interesting and very specific wording to this rexr 
-that, except for the Federal Republicbf Germany, the
Unired Kingdom and the United States, all the states
were prepared to accept the outline plan which I havejust rcld you about, an outline which I should like to
remind you came indirectly from rhe Communiry. This
is a-very serious setback.
It is serious because ir means funher delay in launch-
ing the comprehensive negotiations on which the
Third \7orld pins so much hope, but it is also serious
for the boosting of the world economy. This setback,
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and the way it was presented, are also 
- 
if you don't
mind me saying so 
- 
srange. The wording of the rcxt
is strange. I think it is one of the first occasions ever in
rhe hisrcry of the United Nations that one of the
'super powers' has been so isolated in this way.
It is also peculiar, Mr President, as far as the Commu-
nity is concerned. Is there any great divergence
between the Nine on the broad lines and basic princi-
ples? No, there is not. The Nine showed in many
different ways at the Unircd Nations, during the
speeches at the closing ceremony, that they had the
same basic principles and rcok the same stand on the
comprehensive negotiations. The same cannot be said
of the Unircd States and I should like to quote the
ambassador Mr McHenry, who was speaking on be-
half of his country and who stated that there was a fun-
damental difference of opinion. Amongstthe three coun-
tries which are explicitly referred to by name in the
final resolution, I thus observe that one clearly states
that there is a fundamental difference of opinion,
whereas the other two, within the Community, recog-
nize individually that they are in complete agreement
on the basic principle and the stand which should be
taken, but they are simply not in agreement on the
tactics to be used. The outcome of this disagreement
on tactics is that the Communiry split apan in New
York, and did so while sating categorically that it was
unanimous on the basic principles, on the stand to be
taken, and on the way in which the text should be
interpreted but two of im Members rejected.
Mr President, I shall harp on this no longer, since it
does not concern the Nonh-South dialogue, which I
shall now return to. Is everphing then lost? Cenainly
not. !7hen the General Assembly meets we can mke up
this rcxt again, the text on which all the countries in
the world except the United States have expressed
their agreement as retards its basic principles, the
stand to be taken, the way it is worded, and the way it
is translated. And then we must take some specific
steps: because the Nonh-South dialogue is not simply
rhis debate at the United Nations, a debate which is
often conducted in terms which are quite incompre-
hensible to the man in the street, but it is also the
examination of specific problems. And we shall have
very specific opponunities to ensure that progress is
made on this matter.
At the end of this month, in \Tashington, the meeting
will take place of the bodies set up under the Bret-
ron Voods atreement. Everyone apcepm that these
bodies could be of great use in solving the problems of
recycling petrodollars and of the progress to be made
in the Third Vorld. Here I refer to the Brandt rePon,
and to the declarations made by all our governments
without exception. So, I am expecting progress to be
made in a few days in l7ashington, on ways of making
better use of the potential of the Internadonal Mone-
tary Fund, on the follow-up which will be given to the
very interesting proposals Mr McNamara made on
this subject in connection with the Brandt report.
'!7e ourselves in the Communiry will have the chance
to show how interested we are in the North-South
dialogue. Negotiadons on the cocoa agreement will
restan at the end of October. I hope that the Commu-
nity will iron out the amazing contradiction which
exists between the aid it gives to cocoa producers, the
guarantees it gives to those producers where expon
revenue is concerned and its desire to ake advantage
of the lowest possible prices in a speculators' market.
There are also, as Lady Elles has said, our discussions
with Zimbabwe, our talls with the oil producing
countries, and some advance is being made in these
talks. Mr Cohen referred m a quite remarkable step
taken by Venezuela and Mexico. These countries have
accorded the right to some Third \(orld countries to a
30 0/o refund on the price of their oil, provided that
rhe funds so generated are spent on development. I am
pleased rc be able to tell this House that both Mexico
and Venezuela are fully prepared to work in close
collaboration with us. Also, political pressure must be
maintained in the summit meetings, Parliaments and
within trade unions. Mr Brandt said this in his repon
and I am simply referring to what he said.
Mr President, I shall nos/ very quickly return to the
subject of our debate. Cenain specific quesdons \rere
put, by Mr Michel for example. No, we naturally do
not intend to reduce development aid in the 1981
budget. Compare it with the 1980 budget and you will
observe that there has been a large increase in aid. I
should also like to say to Mr Michel that it is being a
little ungenerous to quorc the figure of 4.9 0/o as the
propoftion of our development 'aid expenditure in
relation to the overall Community budget, because this
does not take any account of the contributions under
the Lom6 convention which are large. The fact is that
in 1980 1.9 thousand million units of account vere
spent, and I am not talking about commitments,
compared with a total Communiry revenue of 17 thou-
sand million. The proportion is even greater in l98l
and the real shares amount to I I and 13 Vo.
In this debate, Mr President, I was struck by the fact
rhat, with the very few exceptions of people who have
a specific bias or are somewhat behind in their ideas,
there is a general consensus in this House on the fact
that we should give top prioriry to stimulating progress
in the Third'!7orld countries themselves, that is to say
rhat we should encourage progress within their socie-
ties by stimulating rade between them and boosting
their production. I shall not go back over all that. I
should just like to mention one more point before I
conclude and that is the question of the overall balance
of this analysis.
Everyone agrees that it is desirable that the countries
of the Third Vorld be encouraged to define their
development strategies and to define their food stra-
regy as pan of that overall development strategy. I also
rhink that this should be rue for Europe. \7e also
should define our food strategy, our slrateg'y on agri-
i'-
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cultural production and rade in agricultural produce
in relation to overall world strategy. Ve are seeking to
become self-sufficient, or ar leasr ro balance our exrcr-
nal agricultural trade, and in doing so we musr railor
our production, our agricultural strategy to the overall
world food srategy, and the Common Agricultural
Policy should enable us to do this.
The world ourlook is that of a deanh. Figures h'ave
already been given and unfonunarely they cannor be
denied. All rhe countries of the rcmporare zones (Easr-
ern Europe, Nonh America and the Communiry)
should act accordingly. Mr Brandt stares rhat the
Common Agricultural Poliry should not be a means of
obtaining surpluses. \7e all agree wirh him. Mr Debr6
states that surpluses are necessary in order to make
outside action possible, and his reasoning is sound too.
The only reproach I could make 
- 
and it is perhaps
somewhat bold of a mere Commissioner ro do so 
-would be that both of rhem stan rheir analysis of the
problem with surpluses. This is not the right place to
stan, neither if we wish ro condemn these surpluses
nor if we wish to encourage them. ![e should pitch
our analysis in relation ro our potendal, and to our
world responsibilities, and within the framework of a
development srrarcgy and a food str*€g)r/r and as long
as we can see that there are needs we should ensure
that our own strateg'y in agricultural matrers can
conribute towards meering them, and that it can do so
first and foremost in ways consonant with Third
\7orld countries' own development strategies of
course. Our task is to place ourselves in this context,
that is ro render these developments possible, and this
is why we need the means to make long and medium
term commirmenm, by ensuring that our Common
Agricultural Policy is adapted to rheir needs. I shall
not repeat the numerous and well-founded cnicisms of
the Common Agricultural Poliry which have been
made in this House and we must of course keep all
these considerations in mind when we revise rhat
policy.
Vorld food strategy is one of the basic facrors to be
considered when examining the Common Agricultural
Poliry, but I must srare caregorically here and now
that the Common Agriculural Poliry is also one of the
basic factors in our contribution to world food stra-
tew.
INTHECHAIR: MRSVEIL
President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ferrero.
Mr Ferrero, r.tpporteur. 
- 
(I) Madam President, my
dear colleagues, I see no reason, nor indeed any possi-
bility given the lack of time, rc close the debate
following Mr Cheysson's speech, and anyway I have
no ambidons to do so. Moreover, the idea of winding
up a debate such as that which we have been holding
here during these last couple of days seems ro me to be
v/rong, and to run conrary to the spirit which I feel
has animated most of the speeches and which, at any
rate, animated the work of the Committee on Deve-
lopment in preparing the modon for a resolution
which will be voted on in a few moments.
I will tell you whar I think rhe value of this debate has
been. I believe it has lain in the fact that we have been
able rc examine the proposals contained in the motion,
which the Committee on Development has placed
before you, as a stepping stone, a point of depanure as
some Members put it, or as others described it, a
working instrument. Yes, an instrument to perform
work which does not finish today, but which in some
ways merely begins today, and which takes these
proposals, this document, as its sarring point.
\flith the President's permission, I should like to make
a few brief observarions, and at the same time assure
you, that I do not intend to speak during the voting
procedure, in order to ensure that the debare which
we have held can be rounded off by a debate wofthy
not only of this Parliamenr bur also of the seriousness
of the problems which we have been debating.
I wish therefore to stress firsr of all that no-one 
-no-one at all 
- 
will find everything he or she wants in
the motion for a resolution which has been tabled. As
others have pointed our, no-one will find his or her
views reflecred for a 100 o/o in this motion, I least of
all. This, I believe, to be the merit of this motion: the
fact that political groupings with various philosophies
are able to agree on a common basis for action going
beyond their differences, which remain unaffected. I
understand the reactions of honourable Members; I
understand the criticisms which have been made, and
the doubm in people's minds; doubts and criricisms
which I too have with respect ro rhe rexr which we
succeeded in drawing up within the Commitree on
Development. Someone said this was merely a cete-
logue; someone else saw in this morion an indifferent
instrument in the struggle against hunger in the world
and against underdevelopmenr.
But I believe I can say, in all honesry, that for my own
part 
- 
and I believe rhat rhe same is true of all those
who approved this motion in the Committee on Deve-
lopment and the various polidcal groups 
- 
I endorse
the spirit of this motion and its internal logic.
As you well know, ladies and tenrlemen, and it is well
wofth sressint, rhis morion is the fruir of long and
patient labour, requiring dozens of meetings, public
hearings with political figures and top level experts.
Too long a labour perhaps, but a labour carried out
together with politicians from the various polidcal
panies which inevitably had to embreca, if it was
rl
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to be successful, various elements of conflict and
compromise.
I shall not spend time dealing with the happenings ac
the Special Assembly of the,United Nations in New
York. Having heard the courageous and unambiguous
statemenm of Mr Cheysson I do not believe that any
of us will fail to see the link berween the failure in
New York, the difficulties and problems aqising in
New York, and what we are in a position to do today
by adopting this motion in this Parliament, which is a
meeting point for the responsible political groupings
of various countries in Europe.
It seems to me that this motion is likely in the present
circumstances to be the only working insrument of an
international character available at the present time.
The real problem which faces us, therefore, is not that
of improving the text of the motion further. Cenainly
it can be improved, given that it makes no claim to
embrace all the problems relating to hunger and
underdevelopment in the world. The problem is to
possess this working instrument, which offers to
Parliament 
- 
if you 'it ish 
- 
a working and a fighting
means which begins today, but which does not end
today. It is a means of action: it may not be complete,
it is cenainly inadequate, but it is an instrument for
action!
This brings me up immediately against the problem of
the amendments which have been submitted. As you
have all seen many amendments have been submitted,
and this is in my view to be welcomed. I should like to
touch on these briefly. I have read these amendments
with attention, as many of you will cenainly have done
also. My impression is that there are three groups or
categories of these amendments. The first ip those
which aim to improve the wording of the text; I
believe that many of these could be accepted in that
they yield a clearer and more explicit text. However,
as I said, the question is not of adding words to words
but of acting. And that is why I feel, now that we have
got to this stage, that improvement$ in the wording are
not indispensable. There are only rwo amendments of
what I might call a technical nature which I can tell
you now that I am prepared to suPPon as raPPorteur,
which aim to bring the text up to darc with respect to
events which took place following the approval of the
document: these are Amendments No 51 and No 25.
A second group of amendmenrc, however, conains
supplementary suggestions, more detailed proposals
aimed at fleshing out proposals considered too meagie
or merely referred to in the present text. In this cate-
gory belong the amendments, to cite only these, of the .
Committee on Health. Clearly, ladies and gendemen,
we could write an entire book for the purposes of
developing the suggestions and proposals for the
various sectors contained in the present motion.
Finally, as you would expect, there are amendments
which propose real changes, i.e. new proposals or at
least proposals which differ from those contained in
the present text. Here I think that we have to be
responsible and recognize that there is a problem. I
understand the motivations of those colleagues or
political groups who felt at a certain stage in our work
that they were unable to contribute fully rc that work
and who did not approve the motion which is put
forward here, and who now put forward variant tex6,
indeed in a cenain sense a different resolution. And I
also understand those colleagues or those groups who
did in fact take an active part in the work, and who
voted, but who wish now to propose alrcrations to
improve or give greater cohesion to the text. Both of
these proceedings are legitimate and proper, but I feel
I must point out to all these colleagues and to all these
political groups that we shall have funher occasions to
put forward new proposals, improved proposals, more
advanced proposals, and that we shall have funher
opponunities to express our views on these problems.
After all, even in this sense the motion for a resolution
is an instrument for action, because it lays down
precise deadlines, and calls for precise commitments
from the other Community institutions and the
Member States.
I therefore believe that, if we all agree that actions
must follow words, it is essential that we approve this
motion for a resolution and have, as I said, a vote
which is worthy of the debate which we have had and
of rhe problem which we have been discussing.
Clearly, there can be no doubt at all of the legitimacy
and in many cases also the usefulness of many of the
amendmenrc which have been submitted by various
political groupings. There are good, positive and often
useful suggestions, but if we wish rc have the kind of
vote which I have advocated, if we wish to give the
European Parliament this working instrument which
we have all stated that we wish to possess,. I consider
that I must urge you to approve this motion as it
stands. I call on you to do this, honourable Members,
not as the Italian Communist Ferrero, but in the name
of the Committee on Development so that the resolu-
tion will be adoprcd in a form reflecting the consist-
enry and logic which the Committee on Development
wished it to have. Ve may regret the fact, but the
present rcxt and no other represents the document on
which' the various political groupings were able rc
atree.
For rhese reasons I call on all honourable Members,
on all groups and on all committees to withdraw their
own amendments, though not of course to abandon
their positions here or elsewhere or to drop any reser-
vations and doubm which they may have, and to
express these reservations and doubts by means of
their vote. I ask you all to crearc the conditions which
will allow this debate to end with digniry even if, as
my colleague Mr Agnelli has pointed out, it will in some
cases be a sacrifice to withdraw the amendments. I am
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afraid that unless we do this, unless we follow this
route, we risk not only reopening the debate but also
adopting a resolution which is less coherent than rhe
presenr one and which will lower rhe digniry of this
Parliament. I shall therefore give you immediately my
views on various of these amendmenc. Clearly, in
endeavouring to express the spirit which guided our
labours, I am opposed to all the amendments, since I
must defend our common effons. Nonetheless I
recommend thar the two technical amendments ro
which I referred earlier should be approved, namely
Nos 25 and 51. Moreover, following a number of
speeches by Members of rhe Christian-Democraric
Group, that is by Mr Bersani and other Members of
the European Peoples' Ptty, I would ask if possible
for the withdrawal of Amendment No 5 because it is,
in my view, an amendment which will be acceptable in
the budget con[exr, and we shall have an opponuniry
to discuss it in the very near future.
Madam President, before you open rhe voring, I
believe ir to be my duty to thank on behalf of the
Members of rhe Commitrce on Development and the
other Parliamenrary committees, with whom we have
worked closely for many monrhs, all those who have
spoken not only ro supporr our work but also to criti-
cize ft and, in panicular, to rhank the Chairman of the
Committee on Development, Mr Poniatowski, and Mr
Cheysson, not only for his presence here roday, but
for all the assistance which we have received from rhe
Commission depanments during these months of
work.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, I shall comply
with the rapporreur's requesr and, on behalf of my
group, withdraw Amendments I to 5. Ve do,
however, wish to maintain Amendment No 5.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I call Mr Marshall on a point of order.
Mr Marchall. 
- 
Madam President, it has come to my
notice, reading rhe Repon of Proceedings for yester-
day's debate and Question Time, that these are not
accurate in that they omit cenain observations from
my colleague, Mr Howell, and I was wondering why.
President. 
- 
This is not rhe momenr rc propose
corrections to the minutes of proceedings.
Ve shall proceed immediately ro the vore on rhe
motion for a resolution.
Since the rapponeur made his remarls all together
and has given us his overall view on all the amend-
men6, I shall refrain from asking for the rapporteur's
opinion on each amendment. I thank Mr Ferrero for
saving us time in this way.
(Parliament adqpted tbe first three indents of the
preamble)
On the founh indent I have Amendment No 55 by Mr
Pannella+.
I call Mr Simmonds on a point of order.
Mr Simmonds. 
- 
Madam President, I wish to raise a
point of order on all the amendmenrs proposed by Mr
Pannella. Is it in order for a person who has been
appointed a rapporteur by rhis Parliamenq who has
failed to produce a reporr, has failed ro vote against a
report in commirree, is it then in order for him to
bring a vast number of amendmenrs to this House?
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Simmonds, Members are enritled to
table amendmenr.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted the
fourtb indent)
On the fifth indent of the preamble I have Amendment
No 56 by Mr Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and dopted tbefifih
indent)
On the sixrh indent I have the following rwo amend-
ments:
- 
Amendmcnt No 57 by Mr Pannella
- 
Amendmenr No 7 by Sir Frederick Varner on behalf
of the European Dcmocratic Group.
(In successioe ootes Parliament rejected the amendments
and adopted the sixth indent)
After the sixth indent I have the following six amend-
men6:
- 
Amendment No 6 by Mr Bersani and others on behalf
of rhe Group of the European People's Party
- 
Amendment No 5l by Mr Fanti
- 
Amendments Nos 58, 59, 60 and 61 by Mr Pannclla.
(In successioe ootes Parliament rejected Amend.ment No
6, adopted Amendment No 51 and rejected Amendments
Nos 58, 59, 60 and 51)
On paragraph 1 I have rhe following rwo amend-
ments:
+ The complete tcxts of the amendments are givcn in the
annex.
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- 
Amendment No 62 by Mr Pannella
- 
Amendment No 8 by Sir Frederick Varncr on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
(In successioe ootes Parliament rejected tbe two amend-
ments and adopted paragraph 1)
On paragraph 2 I have Amendment No 63 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected tbe amendment and adopted para-
grlPh 2)
After paragraph 2 I have Amendment No 64 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment)
On paragraph 3 I have the following three
amendments:1
- 
Amendmcnt No 65 by Mr Pannella
- 
Amendment No 26lrev. by Mr ChristopherJackson
- 
Amendment No 9 by Sir Frederick Vamer on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
(In successioe ootes Parliament rejected the three dmend-
ments and adopted pdrdgrdpb 3 and the title of section
(a))
On paragraph 4 I have the following two
amendments:2
- 
Amendmcnt No 66 by Mr Pannella
- 
Amendment No 10 by Sir Frederick lTarner on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
(In successioe ootes Parliament rejected the Roo amcnd-
ments and adopted paragraph l)
After paragraph a I have Amendmenr No 28 by Mr
Christopher Jacl$on.
(Parliament rejected tbe amendment)
On paragraph 5 I . have rhe following f,cr'o
amendments:l
- 
Amendment No 67 by Mr Pannella
- 
Amendment No 11 by Sir Frederick 'lTarner on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
(Parliament rejected tbe tan amendments and, adopted
paragraph 5)
I Amendment No 52 by Mr Fanti was withdrawn.2 Amendment No 27 by Mr C. Jackson was withdrawn.
I Amendment No 47 by the Liberal and Democratic Group
was withdrawn.
After paragraph 5 I havC Amendment No 12 by Mr
Fergusson on behalf of the European Democratic
Group.
( Parliament rej ected tbe amendment)
On paragraph 6 I have Amendment No 69 by Mr
Pannella.a
Parliament rejected tbe Amendment and adopted para-
graph 6)
After Paragraph 5 I have Amendment No 59 by Mr
Pannella.
( Parliament rej ected tbe amendment)
On paragraph 7 I have Amendment No 70 by Mr
Pannella. From the Group for the Technical Coordi-
nation and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members I have a request for a roll-call vote pursuant
to Rule 35 (a) of the Rules of Procedure.
The electronic voting sysrem will be used for rhis vore
and for all other roll-call votes which may be
requested.
( Parliament rejected the amendment) +
(Parliament adopted paragrdph 7)
After paragraph 7 I have the following five amend-
ments:
- 
Amendments Nos 29 end 30 by Mr Christopher
Jackson.
- 
Amendments Nos 71, 72 and73 by Mr Pannella.
(In successioe ootes Parlidment rejected Amendments Nos
29, 3q 71 and 72 and by roll-call oote rejected Amend-
ment No 73)
I call Mr Maher on a point of order.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Madam President, I wonder if this
machine is working. There was no print-out on the
board.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Hord on a point of order.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Madam President, I note from the
agenda that the morning sitting is to last from 10 a.m.
to lp.m. I see that the clock novr says 1.05p.m.
Shquld this Parliament not now adjourn until 3 p.m.?
(I-aughter)
Amendment No I by Mr Bersani and others on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (Christian-
Democratic Group) was withdrawn.
See the minutes of proceedings for the detailed voting
figures.
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President. 
- 
The group chairmen have all expressed
the view that, if we are to get through the agenda, we
must finish voting before adjourning for lunch.
I put this proposal to the vorc.
That is agreed.
On paragraph 8 I have the following two amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 136 by Sir Frederick Varner on
behalf of the European Democratic Group
- 
Amendment No 3l by MrJackson.
(Parliament rejeaed the tuto dmendments and adopted
paragrapb 8)
On paragraph 9 I have Amendment No 74 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph 9)
After paragraph f I have Amendment No 75 by Mr
Pannella.
( Parliament rejected tbe amendment)
On paragraph 10 I have Amendmenr No 76 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph t0)
After paragraph 10 I have the following four amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 14 by Sir Frederick Varner on behalf
of the European Democradc Group
- 
Amendments Nos 77, 78 and79 by Mr Pannella.
( Parliament rej ected tbe four amendments)
On paragraph 11 I have Amendment No 80 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph tt)
On paragraph 12 I have Amendment No 133 by Sir
Frederick l7arner on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group.
I call Sir Frederick Varner.
Sir Frcdcrick Var:ner. 
- 
The amendment is with-
drawn, Madam President.
(Parliament adopted paragrapb 12)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 12 I have Amendment
No 81 by Mr Pannella.
( Parliament rej ected the amendment )
On paragraph 13 I have Amendment No 82 by Mr
Pannella.*
(Parliament rejected tbe amendment and adopted para-
graph ts)
Afrer paragraph 13 I have the following six amend-
ments:
- 
Amendmens Nos 32, 33, 34 and 35 by Mr Christo-
pher Jackson
- 
Amendments Nos 83 and 84 by Mr Pannella.
(Parliament rejected tbe six amendments)
On paragraph 14 I have Amendment No 15 by Sir
Frederick'$7'arner on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group.
(Parliament rejeaed the amendment and adopted para-
graph tt)
After paragraph 1a'I have the following three amend-
ments:
- 
Amendments Nos 36 and 37 by Mr Christopher
Jackson.
-.Amendment No 85 by Mr Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the three amendments)
On Title (b) I have Amendment No 86 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejeaed the amendment and adopted Title
(b))
On paragraph 15 I have Amendment No 87 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejeoed the amendment and adopted para-
graph ts)
On paragraph 16 I had Amendment No 15 by Sir
Frederick Varner on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group, but its author has informed me thas it is
withdrawn.
(Parliament adopted paragraph te)
* Amendment No 2 by Mr Bersani and others was with-
. drawn.
'rl.
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On paragraph 17 I have Amendmenr No 88 by Mn
Pannella.
(Parliament rejeaed the amendment and adopted para-
grdph 17)
After paragraph 17 I have Amendmenr No 89 by Mr
Pannella.
( Parliament rejected tbe amendment)
On paragraph 18 I have the following rwo amend-
men[s:+
- 
No l7 by Sir Frederick Varner on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group
- 
No 90 by Mr Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the tarc dmendments and adopted
paragraph t8)
On paragraph 19 I have Amendment No 91 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
grapb 19)
On paragraph 20 I have Amendment No 92 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph 20)
On paragraph2l I have Amendment No93 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph 21)
On paragraph 22 I have Amendment No 94 by Mi
Pannella.**
(Parliament rejeaed the amendment and adopted para-
grapbs 22 and 23)
On paragraph 24 I have Amendment No 95 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph 24)
After paragraph 2a I have the following rwo amend-
ments:
- 
No 39 by Mr Johnson
Amendment No 45 by the Liberal and Democratic Group
was withdrawn
Amendment No 3 by Mr Bersani and others was with-
drawn.
- 
No 54 by Mrs Squarcialupi on behalf of the Commit-
tee on the Environment, Public Hcalth and Consumer
Protection.'I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Madam President, since I
feel that by withdrawing this amendment I would be
complying with the wishes of the majoriry of the
Public Health Committee, I very reluctantly do so.
(Parliament rejecnd the amendment and adopted para-
grdphs 25, 26 aid 27)
After paragraph 27 I have Amendmenr No 95 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph za)
After paragraph 28 I have Amendment No tS by Sir
Frederick'lTarner on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group.l
(Parliament rejected the amendment)
On paragraph 29. 1 have Amendment No 97 by Mr
Pannella.2
(Parliament riiected tbe amendment and adopted para-
graphs 29 and 30 and Title (c))
On paragraph 31 I have Amendment No 98 by Mr
Pannella.l
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph 31)
After paragraph 31 I have the following three amend-
men6:
- 
No l3 by Sir Frederick Varner on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group
- 
Nos 99 and 100 by Mr Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the three amend4nents)
On paragraph 32 I have Amendment No 101 by Mr
Pannella.a
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
grapb 32)
2
J
1
Amendment No 4 by Mr Bersani and others on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Parry (CD Group)
was withdrawn.
Amendment No 53 by Mr-Ippolito was withdrawn.
Amendment No 19 by Sir Fredcrick Varner was with-
drawn.
Amendment No 5 by Mr Bersani and others was with-
drawn.
++
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After paragraph 32 I have Amendment No 102 by Mr
Pannella.
( Parliament rejected tbe amendment)
On paragraph 33 I have the following swo amend-
ments:
- 
No 103 by Mr Pannella
- 
No 20 by Sir Fredcrick l7arner on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group.
(Parliament rejected the two amendments and dopted
paragrapb 33)
On paragraph 34 I have Amendment No 104 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the ammdment atd dopted para-
graph 34)
On paragraph 35 I have Amendment No 105 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph 35)
After paragraph 35 I have rwo amendments, Nos 106
and 107, by Mr Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the tan amendments and adopted
paragraph 36)
On paragraph 37 I have Amendmenr No 108 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected tbe amendmeat atd adopted para-
graph 37)
On paragraph 38 I have Amendment No 109 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected tbe amendmett and &pted para-
graph sa)
After paragraph 38 I have Amendmenr No 110 by Mr
Pannella+.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
grapbs 39 and 40)
On paragraph 41 I have rhe following rwo amend-
ments:
- 
No 111 by Mr Pannella
- 
No 25 by Mr Ferrcro.
First of all I put Amendment No 111 to the vote, for
which I have received a requesr for a roll-call vote.
+
( Parliament rej ected the amendment)
I put Amendment No 25 to the vote.
(Parliament adopted tbe amendment)
On paragraph42 I have rwo amendments, Nos 112
and 113, by Mr Pannella.
For Amendment No 112 I have a request for a roll-call
vote.
I call Mr Simmonds on a point of order.
Mr Simmonds. 
- 
Madam President, in view of rhe
fact that, as I understand it, a roll-call vorc must be
requested by a minimum of 10 persons, could you just
check whether that number of people have requested
it.
President. 
- 
Mr Simmonds, this vote was requested
by the requisite number of people.
I should like to take advantage of this shon break to
inform the House that the Secretary-General is at
present investigating the possibiliry of arranging the
equipment so that there is no time lost between rwo
votes.
(Parliament rejected the tuto amendments and dopted
paragraph 42)
After paragraph 42 the Liberal and Democratic Group
tabled Amendment No 43, which they have now with-
drawn. However, Mr Berkhouwer has taken it over in
his own name.
( Parliament rejected the amendment)
On Title (d) I have Amendment No 114 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliameat rejeaed tbe amendment and adopted Title
(d))
On paragraph 43 I have Amendment No 115 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliameat rejected the amendment and adopted para-
grdpb 43)
After paragraph +f I have Amendment No 116 by Mr
Pannella.
( Parliament rej ected tbe amendment)
On paragraph 44 I have the following two amend-
ments+:
+ Amendment No 49 by the Liberal and Democratic Group
was withdrawn.Amcndment No 50 by Mr Nielsen was withdrawn.
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- 
No I 17 by Mr Pannella
- 
No 2l by Sir Frederick Varner on be half of the Euro-
pean Democraric Group.
(Parliament rejected the tuto dflendntents and adopted
paragraph 44)
On paragraph 45 I have Amendment No 118 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph 45)
On paragraph 46 I have Amendmenr No 22 by Sir
Frederick'lTarner on behalf of rhe European Demo-
cratic Group.
(Parliament rejected tbe amendment and adopted para-
graphs 46 and lzl
After paragraph a7 I have two amendments, Nos 119
and 120, by Mr Pannella.
(Parliament rejected tbe tarc amendments and adopted
paragrapfu43 andlll
On paragraph 50 I have Amendment No 121 by Mr
Pannella.l
(Parliament rejected tbe amendment and adopted para-
graph 50)
On paragraph 5l I had Amendment No 46, which has
been withdrawn.
(Parliament adopted paragrdph S 1 )
On paragraph 52 I have Amendmenr No 23 by Sir
Frederick Varner on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph )2)
Afrer paragraph 52 I have two amendmenrc, Nos 122
and 123 by Mr Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the tuo amendments)
On paragraph 53 I have the following two amend-
ments:2
- 
No 124 by Mr Pannella
- 
No 24 by Sir Frederick Varner on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group.
Amcndments Nos 40 and 42 by the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group were withdrawn..
Amendments Nos 48 and +l by the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group were withdrawn.
(Parliament rejecud tbe two amendments and dopted
plrAgroph t3)
After paragraph 53 I have the following four amend-
ments:
- 
No 38 by Sir Fredcrick Varner on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group
- 
Nos 125,126 and 127 by Mr Pannella.
(In srccessioe ootes Parliame* rejected Amendrneflts Nos
38, I 2t, 125 and 127 and adopted paragraph 54)
After paragraph 54 I have the following three amend-
ments:
- 
No 128 by Mr Pannella
- 
Nos 134 and 135 by Mn Dekker.
I put Amendmenr No 128 to the vote.
( Parliament rej ected tbe amendment)
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs Dekker. 
- 
(NZ) Madam President, under the
existing atreements on voting and as long as this is not
construed as a renunciation on my part of their
content, I am willing to withdraw my Amendmens
Nos 134 and 135.
( Parliament adopted paragrdph t t)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 55 I have Amendment
No 129 by Mr Pannella.
( Parliament rej ected the amendment )
On paragraph 56 I have Amendmcnt No 130 by Mr
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the ammdment and dopnd para-
graph t6)
After paragraph 56 I have Amendment No 131 by Mr
Pannella.
( Parliament rej ected the ameadment)
On paragraph 57 I have Amendment No 132 by M,
Pannella.
(Parliament rejected the amendmett and dopted para-
grapb )7)
I call Mr Fonh on a point of order.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Madam President, I would like under
Rule 35 to call for a roll-call vot€ on the rrholc repoft.
^l
-l ,.,F
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I believe it is imponant that we know how many
people regarded this as sufficiently imponanr to be
here for the vote at the end.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Explanations of vote may now be given.
I call Mr Jackson.
Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
The rapporteur felt it would aid
the dignity of this resolution if no amendmenm were
passed. His argument was obviously acceprcd by many
groups because amendments have been rejected
wholesale regardless of merit.
I must confess that I am less concerned with dignity
than with helping those in need, and I regret his move
which, I believe, has achieved a result positively
unhelpful to those in need. Parliament has missed an
opportunity to improve a resolution which, despite
being seven months late, was prepared in a rush. As
draftsman of the opinion of the Polidcal Affairs
Committee I have to say that, in my view, its consid-
ered opinions on political marters 
-relating 
to world
hunger were not properly reflected in the resolution.
\7hile assenting, with difficulty, to the resolution I
shall be asking my committee ro consider a funher
resolution to pick up rhe imponant points that have
now been left on one side.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vergeer.
Mr Vergeer. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, first of all, I
should like to point out that we shall of course be
supponing the motion for a resolution crhen it comes
to the main vote. '!7e, should also like to give voice to
our satisfaction a[ the fact that this motion for a reso-
lution looks like receiving the suppon of a large
majority of this House, despirc the major political
differences which are bound to emerge in an impor-
tant debate like this. It cenainly lools as though this
House will overcome rhese political differences and
reach its decision with a maximum degree of unanim-
ity. However, this sense of satisfaction is oversha-
dowed by the disappointment felt in my troup ar rhe
fact that this House has nor had the courage to make a
genuine gesture at the conclusion of this debate by
adopting Amendment No 6, tabled by my group. Ve
are extremely disappointed at this failure, and we shall
be coming back rc this point in the course of the fonh-
coming discussion on the budget.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Poirier.
Mrs Poiricr. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I am responsi-
ble for making a shon explanation of vote on behalf of
the French Communists. Firstly, we are all the more
deeply attached to defending the interests of those
peoples who suffer from hunger because we are firmly
convinced that the peoples of our own countries share
the same interesr, and in our own case we refer of
course to the French people. The profit-making greed
of the muldnationals is the same on both sides of the
oceans and their victims are naturally on the same side
of the fence.
The prosperity and purchasing power of the people,
agricultural production together with indusrialization
need to be increased in all countries, be they indus-
trialized or developing countries. This is the sine qua
non for fulfilling the natural and legitimate demands
of people. And in this day and age, it is quite within
our abilities to do it.
I should also like to remind you all that, with the
exception of the Communist Panies, all the political
groups in this House took pan in the setting-up of the
colonial system arid helped to susrain ir for as long as
possible.
(Loud protesafrom the centre and the ight)
I note that my last remark struck a chord in some of
you. \7e should nor, rherefore, be surprised at seeing
those same parties, and the governmenrs of which they
are a pafi now sysrcmatically resisting all the major
demands of the developing countries at all interna-
tional talks. \7e do not approve the noble and gene-
rous prelext which this Parliament would like rc see
irelf as and which it would seem you sorely need in
order td disguise some far less palatable rruhs,
Madam President. As for us, we have only one way of
speaking. Ve make no claim ro a monopoly of good
will, we simply feel that it is our dury to always be
plain spoken. Ve approve some of the main lines of
this resolution, and we disapprove others. But what
counts for us is to know whar the peoples who are
struggling to set up a new international order will gain
by it.
As a result, the French Communists did not panicipate
in the votes on the amendmenrs, and, just as rhey did
in committee, the French Communists will abstain
from voting on the whole motion for a resolution.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mrs Flesch.
Mrs Ftesch. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I should like,
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group to
express our satisfaction at seeing that there is a very
large m4jority in this Parliament which has formed
and is forming around these very imponant reports
and this very imponant motion for a resolution.
This debate was carefully prepared, which was some-
thing which we had been requesting from the outset. It
is a very imponant debarc in my opinion, both for this
'': :i".t,', " ',,.1/-{. 
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Parliament and because of the subjecr. to which it is
devoted. The Liberal Group had drawn up amend-
ments, which it presented sorpetime during the debate.
However, having norcd the efforts made by all the
rapporteurs, the effons made by the competent
Copmittee, and the quality of the repon itself, we
decided to withdraw our amendments in order to
simplify the progress of the debate, and that is why,
Madam President, we were led to vote against all the
other amendments. There were some amonBst them
which we might have been able to support, but we had
taken as our ground rule that we should withdraw our
amendments and thar as a result we should vote
against the other amendments which had been tabled.
I just wished to make this explanation of vote, on
behalf of our troup, and to express onrce more our
satisfacdon at seeing that there is a very large majoriry
in this Parliament to support these motions for a reso-
lution.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dienesch.
Mrs Dicnesch. 
- 
(F) Madam President., I must, on
behalf of the Group of European Progres,sive Demo-
cra6, stress that we fully suppon the passing of this
motion. 'The highest human duty and the most
rewarding policy is to aid the development of peoples
and mankind', as General de Gaulle once put it.
I too, like you all, deplore the fact that these interna-
tional conferences have failed, and this can only give
us concern about what our suggesdons, appeals and
decisions will really lead to. Ve should lilr.e to stress
three points which we feel need to be fully examined
in order to give more weight to the great effon we
have just made and which we in my group are pleased
to have seen, as indeed we are pleased to see this
semi-consensus of opinion in the House.
Ve request that the developing countries be more
closely linked to the drawing up of development
schemes, and that more real respect should h,e paid to
their own scale of values. Secondly, given that a world
lack of resources is inevitable, and given the present
sate of development in all our countries, n,e should
appeal to the men and women of the Iiuropean
Communiry to accept a drastic change in their way of
life. \fle must put a stop to over-consumption and
wasting of resources and decide to really share our
wealth with the poor peoples of the world.
For all the votes aken, we supponed with thc aim of
arriving at a mutual understanding, the views which
had generally been decided upon. There was only one
exception to this rule, when we abstained on para-
graph 46 which does not contain the increase in loans
which we demand and which we in our group agree
upon. This paragraph, because it is so unclearly
worded, might well only penalize one category of
sociery. This is not our aim.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vitale.
Mr Vitale. 
- 
(l) Madam President, as my colleague
Mr Pajetta has already stated, we Italian Communists
shall vote in favour of the motion for a resolution put
forward by the Committee. Ve shall vorc in favour
even though, of course, the motion does not contain
everything we should have liked to see, especially in
connection with cenain imponant problems, for
example the reform of the common agriculural poliry.
But in our Group the overriding consideration was felt
to be the establishment of a unified position, embodied
in the Ferrero Repon which has already received so
much support.
It is our belief that in a matter like this one a single
Parliamentary position, even though we do not
endorse it in every single aspect, represents a step
forrvard in the dialogue berween Europe and the
developing countries, and also means 
- 
and this is
what counts 
- 
that the resolution we adopt will be
more binding on the Commission, the Council and the
governmenr of the Communiry countries. In the final
analysis, too, it will reasure the public that this Parlia-
ment is not merely a talking shop but a source of
stimulus, action and commitment, both at national and
at international level.
Moreover, and this is the second reason for our voting
in favour, we feel that congratulations are due not
only to Mr Ferrero, who has received them in profu-
sion, but to the various committees and the ad hoc
working group for the extremely careful way in which
rhis debate was prepared and conducted, and also for
the seriousness of the present discussion.
\7e believe that the Committee has provided sugges-
dons which can impose real obligations on the
Commission as well as mobilizing public opinion and
aiding the struggle against vested interests. This does
not mean that we intend to avoid the necessary
conflicts or to ignore the problems rc which I referred
earlier: I can tell you now,that wi are in the process of
preparing a scheme for the reform of the common
agricultural poliry; we shall fight our corner on this, as
on other points, both at national and Communiry
level, in order to ensure that the words we have
spoken today lead to concrete action by the govern-
ments and positive policies by the political parties,
which are an essential component of our political and
cultural heritage and of the struggle of the people and
the great working masses. These are the reasons,
Madam President, for our support for the motion for
a resolution.
(Applausefrom the ldt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cohen.
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Mr Cohen. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I should like
to say on behalf of the Socialist Group thar we shall
be voting en bloc for Mr Ferrero's motion for a resolu-
tion. I already said in the course of the debate rhas we
are not 100 0/o sarisfied with the resoludon; rhere is
plenty we can go along wirh, but by no mcans 100 0/0.
\fle too could have abled amendmenr ro improve the
text somewhat, but we thought that the text we have
before us now and which we shall shonly be voting for
gave us the chance ar least to approach the subject of
development, our relations with the Third Vorld and
world hunger from a new standpoint. That was rhe
imponant thing as far as we vere conoerned in this
debate, and that will remain our cenrral concern in the
future. Ve have put forward specific proposals which
are reflected in this resolution. The imponant rhing
now is to put these proposals into practice, and the
Socialist Group will make every effon to ensure rhar
this is in fact done.
let me comment briefly on the amendment tabled by
the Christian-Democraiic Group concerning the I %
of the budget 
- 
an amendment which was rejected by
this House. Of course, we are not againsr this
proposal. On the conrrary, I might even to so far as to
say that we [oo could have tabled an amendment along
these lines. The imponant thing, though, is thar we
should have the wherewithal ro implement such a
proposal. Ve Socialists will be coming back to this
point at the appropriar,e momenr, that is to say, when
we come to discuss the 1981 budget. Ve shall be able
to see nex[ month where everyone stands on this issue.
The Socialist Group's attitude will be unambiguous, as
you will see next month in the course of the budget
debate.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Madam President, I wish to
state, calmly and wirhout impropriery, rhar as far as I
am concerned the sneers and insinuations of the
members of a certain Group, likc Mr Simmonds, are
water off a duck's back.
Faced with the reality of starvation in the world and
all the economic instabiliry, each of us knows where
the responsibilities lie among the various groups and
their ideas. The imponant thing as far as I am
concerned, Madam President, is that in their heans
Mr Scott-Hopkins and Mr Simmonds well know what
the truth is. And rhis truth, which they know and
which their consciences cannot deny, must surely give
them roubled dreams.
Madam President, unanimity was always desirable and
is possible, but it is a unanimity of intenr and not a
unanimiry of vote.
To Mr Ferrero and his Italian Communist comrades I
would say that we have never been in the habit of
doubting the good faith of anyone before the event.
Therefore, until the conrrary is ;,roved, we musr
believe that everyone in this Chamber wants genuinely
[o see this problem solved. But once you take the next
step and claim that in this House unanimiry on a polit-
ical matter is anything but a lie you are denying your
political nature and the realiry of trre facts. Someone
must after all be responsible for rhis lack of political
will or appropriate policies, concerning which we all
mlk of the necessity not of rqformist thinking but of
reforming acions. And any vote c.hich demonstrarcs
the uniry berween persons for whom I have the same
regard 
- 
Mr Scott-Hopkins and Mr Ferrero 
-demonstrates a unity of falsehood and not a unity of
wish or intent; it demonsrrares a unity in a political
manoeuvring which, for once justiliably 
- 
the excep-
tion proves the rule 
- 
your French communist
comrades were righr to point out.
I have no need, rherefore, Madarn Presidenr, to take
up any more speaking time. All that we were unable to
say in the committee is written down here in our
amendments and it will conseouently be perfecdy
obvious, I believe, why in all calnrness and conscience
I cannot vote for this text, which is being presented as
a success and a step forward.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hord.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Madam President. I am conscious that I
am keeping members of this Hc,use for a further few
minutes from their lunch, but I did, of course, try to
give everybody the opportunity ;o break at the appro-
priate dme.
Vhat I wanted to say, Madam President, is that I do
not think I have ever witnessed a bigger abuse of a
democratic insdtution by its ovrn members than what
vre saw this morning when cenain political groups
were clearly being whipped into an absurd stance on
so many sensible amendmen's. I think there can
perhaps be no better examplr: of this House being
brought into disrepute. \7e have devoted one and a
half days to this major debate. I7e had a long speech
from \filly Brandt, and what do we find? Vhen we
tet down to the real issue of vhere this House sands,
we see some very hypocritical decisions being made.
And I may say, Madam President, that Members must
ask themselves if they can justify to their electors the
decisions that so many of them have saken to reject so
many realistic and relevant amendments. It is in a
mood of increduliry and prorest at the way so many
vores were taken that I shall abstain.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Vergds.
Mr VergCs. 
- 
(F) Madam Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like, ar rhis stage in explaining my
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vote, to sress how imponant both the research and
documentation work and the deep study carried out
by fellow Members were both for the main repon and
for the supplementary reports which required the
opinions of the Committees.
But, in my opinion, all the hard work and even our
debate has been sidetracked by choosing at the start
the theme of hunger, which is cenainly an urgent and
serious problem, but which is only one of the many
aspects of the basioproblem which is the consequences
of the under-development of the countries of the
Third \7orld, where an enormous majority of the
world population live.
Although the motion for a resolution in its 57 para-
graphs covers most of the aspects of the problem of
hunger and under-development, sheds light on some
interesting points, puts forward some technical solu-
tions, and expresses some desires, its main weakness,
in my opinion, lies precisely in the fact that it is a
whole camlogue of measures many of which will never
be any more than mere wishful thinking. Of course,
the solutions worked out by the experts and the know-
ledge we have gleaned from our experience can a[
some point form the basis for a global and gradual
solution. But we feel, we believe that we have not yet
reached this stage, because if we approach the present
problems of the Third \florld from this angle then we
run the risk of giving the impression that it is just a
technical problem, a problem of educating people, a
problem of having the desire to do something. At its
worst, this could mean leaving the way open to a
mixture of good intentions and complacent unanimity.
In fact, we are faced with what is perhaps the most
imponant problem of our dme. A problem which is
inextricAbly linked with the questions of peace, disar-
mament, progress in the social field and world democ-
racy. It is a political problem. Both in the industrial-
ized and the Third Vorld counries there are pressure
groups which would like to see the present disgraceful
iitu"iion maintained. There are other groups in the
same countries which would like to see the satus quo
altered. And we must refer rc this option when groups
form to foster progress, democrary and peace in
Europe and in the Third Vorld, and in Africa in pani-
cular, in order to esablish a nev/ economic order, a
new political order, a new social order and a new
cultural order. This is the grand design which can
unite the peoples of these two continents. Only a soli-
dariry of this kind, and a struggle of this n-ature will
enabie us to shake off the Present climarc of barbariry
and lead us to a true renascence of both continents' I
sincerely do not think that the resolution and the way
in which the vote will be passed can really oPen the
path to the type of solidariry and above-the-board
politics I have just mentioned. This is why I regretfully
ih"ll not be able to take pan in this muddled vote.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Frederick'$7arner.
Sir Frcderick Varner. 
- 
Madam President, on
behalf of the European Democratic Group, I wish rc
say thar we shall be voting in favoui of this resolution.
Ve are of course di'sappointed and indeed astonished
rhat all of our amendments were rejected, panicularly
when we saw voting against them people who had
clearly expressed support again and again for the views
which they contained.
However, you cannot make problems disappear simply
by rejecting a piece of paper and I am confident that in
the months and years to come we shall find that much
of what was recommended in our resolutions will be
put into effect. It will be our task in the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, and in our work with
the Commission, [o see that that is done.
Ve had hoped very much that this resolution would be
passed unanimously. Everyone has been disappointed
and indeed somewhat disgusted by the performance in
the United Nations. Our group had felt that here at
least we would get unanimity on a resolution to deal
wirh this trear scourge. After listening to Mrs Poirier
and others I now undersund that for many people it is
more important to score pany or ideological points
than to do something for the starving people in the
world. \7e, however, shall vote for this resolution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maffre-Baug6.
Mr Maffre-Baug6. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, the facr in this debate are quite unam-
biguous.'We farmers 
- 
and I have not heard many
fai.ers speaking here 
- 
are involved and I must insist
on this. Ve will carry out our share of the common
task, but before trying to eradicate this type 
"f p.".b-lem, the root of the evil must be closely defined. The
root of this evil is embedded in the afrcrmath of colon-
ialism which has been supplanted by neo-colonialism'
The riches of the land and minerals of the developing
counries have been exploited with all the profit going
to pressure groups and multinational companies, and
with no consideiation being given, unfortunarcly, rc
the independence and self-sufficiency in food of these
counriei. The food v/eapon is also being brandished
once more as a political lever, even in this House.
There are some obvious contradictions in terms, high-
lighted by the Commission's policy, which plans to
abolish agricultural surpluses. How can this be
compatible with a poliry of effectively combatting
hunger in the world? There are no surpluses, either at
national, or European or world level- There is simply a
lack of consumption as a result of unemployment,
there are 7 million unemployed in the European
Community for example, and there is also a lack of
consumpdon because the developing countries do not
have the financial resources rc properly face up to
the problems of endemic starvation and famine.
,J, ,t 1., ,' ;
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Maffre-Baug6
Bruno Ferrero's reporr 
- 
I should point out that he is
both a colleague and a friend 
- 
forces us to ask
ourselves some quesrions. Vhar should we understand
by a trading policy which is compatible with Commu-
nity developmenr policy, what do we mean when we
sly that priority should be given ro rhe enrry inrc the
Common Market of agricultural producu from devel-
oping counrries? \7ould not such guidelincs mean
ovenurning the Common Agricultural poliry and
abolishing once and for all the rules set by the Treary
of Rome? And what would happen if rhey were over-
turned? !7ould rhis successfully solve the problems we
have? In facq all rhis would lead to is giving more
wealth to the muldnarional companies which- today
control international trade in foodstuffs, againsr the
besr interests of rhe developi4g countries, consr..rs
and producers. This is why, Madam President, I shall
abstain on rhe text submitted, because it is obviously
ambiguous as regards the Common Agricultural
Policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rogers on a point of order.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Madam President, can you use your
powers as Presidenr rc limit the explanations of vote,
which I think you are enrirled to do. All we are hear-
ing n9w from all sides of the House, from the right
and the left, are regurgitations of the debate. Membirs
are simply scoring polirical points off each other.
(Applause)
I really think, Madam President, thar you ought to use
your pov/ers ar leasr to close the lisr for explanations
of vote at this moment.
President. 
- 
Mr Rogers, I have only two funher
requesrs to give an explanation ofvote, and these seem
to me to fit normally inrc this debate.
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi.- (D Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, although we do not withdraw our criti-
cisms of the unsystematic and inadequare way in
which the modon for a resolution has been formulated
and illustrarcd, but unfonunately not amended, I wish
to stare nonetheless that the Iralian non-attached
Members will vote in favour. Our aim in so doing, in
common with the large majoriry of this Parliamenr, is
to accept the responsibility which the European Parlia-
ment has ar this time ro the poor peoples of rhe world,
to those who are suffering and who need our suppon
and help, wherever they are.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(I) Madam President, honourable
Members, I rise merely to confirm that the Ialian
Radicals will vorc against this 'Holy Alliance' built
round this morion, which, as we have just heard, is
also supponed by rhe MSL
I believe that our isolation here is in realiry representa-
tive of a posirion which has widespread support in my
country and in the orher counrries of the Communiry
among Communisr, democrats and Chrisrians. Our
opposition arises primarily from the attitude of the
rapporteur and the majority in this fusembly to the
amendments proposed, some of which, I believe would
have seriously embarassed cenain colleagues, for I do
not undersmnd the positions of the Socialist Group 
-particularly on rhe 0.7 0/o question 
- 
or of 
- 
rhe
Communist Group. But obviously rhey preferred a
facile unanimity: it is extremely easy ro .igree when
you ar€ not committing yourself to anphing ar all.
And I fdar we shall see rhe whole rhing repeated in the
budget vote.
In trurh, this chameleon-like and, opponunistic
approach represenrs one of the major disasters
currently affecdng our countries and our political
panies, which do nor seem to realize that ii is one
'thing to seek unanimity and 'Holy Alliances' bur
another thing altogether to take docisions and to see
what has actually to be done, what specific proposals
we wanr to make ro rhe Commission and the Council
of Minisrcrs.
I wish therefore to emphasize once again the words of
my colleague Mr Pannella, that we oppose this agree-
ment which has been cobbled rogether, and I believe
that our isolation which now appears to be complete
following the adherence of rhe MSI rc this motion, is
nonetheless a position widely supponed by true demo-
cra6, rrue Chrisrians, true Communists and true
Socialisr.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vore, while reminding the House that this
is a roll-call vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
5. Membership of Parliament
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mrs Groes had informed me in writing
of her resignation as a Member of the European
Parliament.
Pursuant rc Anicle 12 (2), second subparagraph, of
the Act concerning the election of the repreientatives
, oJ c 265 of t3.10. 1980
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President
of the Assembly by direct universal suffrage, Parlia-
ment notes this vacancy and will inform fonhwith the
Member State concerned.
Furthermore, out of consideration for the staff, I am
sure you will all agree to suspend the sitting until
3.30 p.m.
The House will rise.
(Tlte sitting was suspended at 2'30 p.m. and resumed at
3.35 p.n.)
IN THE CHAIR: MRJAQUET
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
I Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is the votes on the
motions for resolutions on which the debates are
closed.
\(e shall begin with the Danken repon (Doc. l-373/80):
Structural pioblems affecting the United Kingdom and
setting up a financial mechanism.
Ve must first vote on the amendments abled to the
proposals for regulations.
On the proposal for a regulation I, I have Amendment
No 14 by Mr Taylor on behalf of the European
Democratic Group, which seeks to reinstarc the
original rcxt.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgeu.
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, please
allow me, on behalf of the rapponeur, to put his views
on [hese amendments. Perhaps, Mr President, you
would also allow me rc deal with the amendments to
the pioposal for a regulation all at once so as to save
time. fhe rapporteur holds the view that, after the
discussions in the Committee on Budgets, all the
amendments tabled to the proposal for a regulation
should be rejected. I would therefore ask the House to
vote accordingly.
( Parliament rejected the amendment)
President. 
- 
On the fifth recital I have Amendment
No 10 by Mr de la Maldne and others on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats, seeking to
delete this recital.
(Parliament rejected the amendment)
On Anicle 1 I have Amendment No I I by Mr de la
Maldne and others on behalf of the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democram, seeking to delerc the
second indent of paragraph 1.
( Parliament rejected the amendment)
On Anicle 2 (c) I have Amendment No 12 by Mr de la
Malcne and others on behalf of the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats, seeking to delete this
subparagraph.
( Parliament rej ecte d the amendment )
On Anicle 4 I have Amendment No 13 by Mr de la
Maldne and others on behalf of the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats, seeking to delete the
following words in paragraphs I and 2:
covering the exploitation of coal resources.
( Parliament rejected tbe amendment)
\7e shall now consider the proposal for a reguladon II.
On Anicle 1 (4) I have Amendment No 15 by Mr
I. Taylor on behalf of the European Democratic
broup, seeking to reinstate the original text.
(Voting by sining and standing" Parliament rejeaed $e
amendment)
'!7e now come to the motion for a resolution Proper.
On recital (c)'of the preamble I have Amendment No
3 by Mr de la Maldne and others on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats, seeking- to
add tlre following phrase to the end of this paragraph:
and whereas it should not infringe the principlcs of finan-
cial solidarity and Communiry preference nor introduce
indirectly the concept of a 'fair return';
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Lange, Cbairman of the Committee on Budgets.'
- 
(D) The rapponeur advises the House 
- 
and I
would ask you, ladies and gentlemen, to look at the
amendments concerned 
- 
to adopt Amendments Nos
5/rev. and 1. As for Amendment No 2, the raPPorteur
told me that he leaves the decision to the House, since
this point was not dealt with in committee' He also
adviies Parliament to reject all the other amendments,
including Nos 3 and 4.
I therefore ask the House to vorc accordingly.
"i'l ,:
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(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted the
third recital)
President. 
- 
On recital (d) I have Amendmenr No 4
by Mr de la Maldne and others on behalf of the Group
of European Progressive Democrars, seeking m deletl
this recial.
(Parliament rejected tbe amendment and adopted the
fourtb recital)
After the preamble I have Amendment No S/rev. by
Mr de la Maldne and orhers on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats, seeking to insen the
following paragraph:
Recalls that the agreement of 30 May should be seen as
an overall compromise in which account was mken not
only of financial problems but also of other Community
problems, in panicular fishing, which is a panicularly
urgent matter.
( Parliament adopted the amendment)
On paragraph t I have Amendment No I by Mr
Notenboom, seeking to amend the paragraph as
follows:{'
l Maintains the view that a fair and balanccd budget
can only be achieved by fundamental reform of the
Communicy budget rhrough thc control of cxpendi-
ture on agricultural ttructural surplus scoori and
through rhe strengthening of Communiry structural
policies.
(Parliament adopted tbe amendment and paragraphs 2 to
7)
On paragraph 8 I have Amendment No 16 by Mr
Taylor on behalf of the European Democradc Group,
seekint to delete this paragraph.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted in tun
pdrdgrapbs I and 9)
On paragraph l0 I have Amendment No lZ by Mr
Taylor on behalf of the European Democratic Group,
seeking ro delere this paragraph.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
grdph 10)
On,paragraph 11 I have Amendmenr No 18 by Mr
Taylor on behalf of the European Democratic Group,
seeking to delete this paragraph.
(Parliament rejected tbe amendment and adopted para-
graph 1I)
On paragraph 12 I have Amendment No 9 by Mr de la
Maldne and others on behalf of the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats, seeking to add the
following words after'. . . the Commission's proposal':
which must only be of a provisionat and entircly specific
nature.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
grapb 12)
On Paragraph 13 I have Amendmenr No 19 by Mr
Taylor on behalf of rhe European Democratic Group,
seeking ro delete this paragraph.
(Parliament rejected tbe amendment and adopted para-
grapb t3)
After paragraph 13 I have Amendmenr No 2 by Mrs
Castle and orhers on behalf of the Socialist Group,
seeking to insen the following new paragraph:
l3a. Notes rhe dramadc increase in unemploymenr in the
UK to over two million with funhei increases ro
come as a result of the UK Government's deliberate
deflation of demand in obedience to its monetarist
policies; and insists that rhe resources being made
available to the UK under the supplemenrary
measures be used to reduce rhe intolerable levels of
unemploymenr in rhe UK by expanding public
expendirure.
(Parliament rejeaed the amendment and adopted para-
graph 14)
On paragraph 15 I have Amendmenr No 20 by Mr
J. M. Taylor on behalf of the European Democratic
Group, seeking to delete this paragraph.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted in tum
Pdr$grlphs 15 iltud 16)
On paragraph 17 I have Amendmenr No 2t by Mr
J. M. Taylor on behalf of the European Democratic
Group, seeking to delere this paragraph.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
graph tz)
I put the morion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
, 
o*
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion fof a
resolution contained in the Penders report (Doc. 1-219/
80): Human igha in Poknd.
+ Amendments Nos 6, 7 and 8 were witJrdrawn. , oJ c 265 of 13. 10. 1980
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President
I have the following two amendments, both of which
seek to replace the entire motion for a resolution by a
neY/ text:
- 
No 5 by Mr Pannella and others:
Tbe European Parliament,
- 
welcoming the binh of free radc unions in Poland in
fulfilment, however belatedly, of the commitments to
rhat effect entered into by the Polish Government
with the ratification of Conventions 87 and 98 of the
Internadonal Labour Organization,
- 
stressing funhermore that point 3 of the 'Gdansk
Protocol' lays down in panicular that'the activities of
radio and television and the press must serve the frce
expression of the various currens of opinion and
thought' and is thus fully concordant with Anicle 2 of
the declaration on the contribution of information to
the srengthening of peace adopted by all the Member
States of the international community in UNESCO on
22 November 1978,
- 
aware that the first European Assembly elected by
universal suffrage cannot remain indifferent to the
aspirations of freedom and pluralist democracy which
are stirring the heans of the peoples of Eastern
Europe and cannot jusdfy hiding behind the principles
of 'non-interference' and 'ddtente', which are the
eternal concomitants of 'legitimism' in every era,
- 
with a view to undertaking a full re-examination of
the relations between the EEC and the countries of
so-called 'real socialism' to adapt them to the new
political situation and to the spirit of the Helsinki
Agreements, taken as a whole, and of the othcr instru-
ments of inrcrnational cooperadon,
'1. Expresses the hope that the European counfiies of
Comecon will respect the undenakings entered into
with the ratification of the conventions of the ILO
and the adoption of the UNESCO Declaradon and
embark upon the liberalization of the prcss and of
trade union organizations, the first conquesr in the
struggle for freedom, pluralism and true democracy;
2. Calls upon the Council and Commission to let this
principle guide relations between the Community and
the European counries of Comecon and to ensure
that in practice their political and economic relations
are made strictly dependent on the respect by those
countries of fundamental rights including the inalien-
able right of freedom of information;
3. Calls upon the Commission, funhermore, to study a
draft framework association agreement which will in
future govern relations with all the individual Euro-
pean countries who show interest in such a relation-
ship.
- 
No 4 by Mr Estier on behalf of the Socialist GrouP,
Mr Klepsch on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group), Mr
Fergusson on behalf of the European Democratic
Group, Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli, Mr Haagerup on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group and Mr
Isra€l on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats:
The European Parliamenl
- 
having regard to recent developmens in the People's
Republic of Poland,
- 
referring to the Final Act of Helsinki on security and
cooperation in Europe, which is to be followed up at
the fonhcoming Conference in Madrid, panicularly
with regard to human rights,
- 
mindful of the efforts of the Polish people throughout
their history and in recent dmes to shape their inde-
pendence, often in difficult situations,
- 
recognizing that Poland has over the last rwenry ycars
played an imponant pan in establishing and encour-
eging d1tente in Europe and that this must be
pursued,
l. Velcomes the manner in which the Polish workers,
supponed by forces giving expression to social plural-
ism, have assened their righr and congratulates them
on the results they have obtained over the full range of
their demands;
2. Emphasizes in this regard that the right to strike, the
right to establish free trade unions and non:discrimina-
tion at work are a paft of fundamental rights;
3. Considers that freedom of communication and of
information is also essential;
4. Velcomes the fact that a solution has been sought
without recourse to any violence;
5. Notes that only the Polish people has the right to
decide the future of Poland;
6. Requesu the Commission and the Governments of the
Nine to improve economic and financial cooPeration
with Poland;
7. Instructs its President to fonrard this-resolution to the
Governments of the nine Member States, to the
Ministers of Foreign Affairs meeting in political coop-
era[ion, to the President of the Economic and Social
Committee of the EEC and the Polish Ambassadors in
rhe capitals of the nine Mcmber States.
Amendments Nos l, 2 and 3 by Mr Tyrrell and Mr
Hutton have been withdrawn.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Penders, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am
against Amendment No 5. Mr Pannella was involved
in the discussions on a joint text, but he left the meet-
ing early. I cannot therefore recommend adoption of
his amendment.
As for Amendment No 4 by Mr Estier, Mr Klepsch
and others, I must say that I find it a very balanced
rcxt which amply covers the events in July and August.
It is perfectly in keeping with the debate we had on the
subject, and so I wholeheanedly recommend its adop-
tion.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5 and adopted
Amendment No 4)
r,- ! f'l
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President. 
- 
Explanations of vote may now be given.
I call Mrs Hammerich.
Mrs Hammerich, 
- 
(DK) Mr Presidenr, the reason
for our abstaining from voting on rhe motions for
resolutions on Poland and Turkey is by no means thar
we are indifferenr ro lhe rwo countrie\ or have no
personal opinions regarding the two problems. I
personally, for example, am opposed ro the morion
nbled by the Italian Radicals regarding Poland. In my
view, it is totally out of place if what we want is a
peaceful development. Fonunately, however, nobody
attaches any imponance ro morions of this kind 
-indeed, generally speaking, all such statements are in
fact meaningless when it comes down to it.
Our reason for abstaining is thar we represenr a major-
ity in Denmark which does nor wish the European
Community to develop into a supranational body and
does not think that foreign policy is a matter which
should be discussed in rhis House.
Denmark's foreign poliry should be adoprcd and
controlled by our Parliament, the Folketing, in our
own country where the general public is in a position
to be involved in the debates. Thus, we can hare no
pan, either directly or indirectly, in enabling the Euro-
pean Parliamenr ro arrogarc rc itself influence or
authority in the field of foreign poliry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
0 Mr Presidenr I believe that
many Members of this Parliament support our position
in fact, but that it is their chairmen and their pafties
which take a different attitude.
I shall rcll you what our concern is, Mr Presidenr. Ve
believe rhat when a Stare has oudawed imelf with
respect to human rights 
- 
and with respect to inrerna-
tional agreemenm 
- 
that State represenr a danger not
only to peace and libeny but also to the lives of our
peoples and the presenr state of rhe world.
It rherefore seems to me clear, Mr President, that in
all those countries where there is 'real' communism the
States are outlaws in rerms of the Helsinki agreements,
trade union rights and rhe Chaner of rhe Unircd
Nations. $7e must decide once and for all whether all
c/e want to do is deplore this situadon, and thus make
ourselves accomplices of these governmenm, or
whether instead we wish to help open the road to
peace and libeny, rhe right to the rule of law, without,
however, asking the workers, the men and women of
the countries where 'real' communism reigns, to risk
their lives or libenies to win what is not a privilege but
a right belonging to all of us and to them.
Consequently, Mr Presidenr, we have proposed that
an end should be pur once and for all rc this attirude
of effective complicity wirh the counrries of 'real'
communism when rhey violate inrcrnational Eearies
and the overriding laws of humaniry and right. This
means rhar we musr have the courage and the frank-
ness to refuse ro collaborate with men of violence.
Men of peace do not collaborate with Snen of violence,
otherwiie they become pacifists, may I remind you,
like Daladier, Laval or Chamberlain, pacifists, who
pave the way ro war by rheir collaboration with men of
violence.
For these reasons, Mr President, and because we are
convinced fiat the poliry presented to us is one of
complicity of NATO with the lTarsaw Pact and vice
versa, which strikes at law and human rights, we shall
abstain from voting on rhis morion nou/ rhar our
amendment has been rejected.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) Mr Presidenr, my re4son for
asking to speak is that I should like to draw your
attention to the views of rhe vast majoriry of rhe
people of Denmark regarding the situation which has
arisen in Poland and rhe way in which the Community
has succeeded in reacting ro rhe marrer in a responsible
manner and demonsffaring its solidariry with the
Polish people. There can be no doubt that the people
of Denmark recognize the fact that, in situationi of
this kind, the Communities have resisted the tempra-
tion to go at ir like a bull at a gate, but nevenheless
have tried ro a grear extenr to suppon the people and
the movements who feel that freedom and human
rights should be given pride of place. Both in a
personal capaciry and on behalf of the millions of
Danes who supporr these ideas, therefore, I inrcnd to
vote in favour of the Penders Reoon which clearlv
demonstrates thar, in ma[ters of foreign policy, th!
Community has a great and increasing sense of
responsibility and, by means of our votes here in
Parliament, we hope to play a pan in increasing this
sense of responsibiliry sdll funher with a view to
improving the situation as regards dttente and the
rights of the individual both within and outside
Europe.
(Appkuse).
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Pajetta.
Mt Paiette. 
- 
@ Mr President, I have asked to
speak, firstly because I wish to point out thar the name
of my colleague Mrs Caretmni Romagnoli on this
motion is not accompanied by any political indication,
and I would nor like Parliament to have the impression
i,1
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Pajetta
that she Italian Communists are unwilling to endorse
the spirit of this motion, and to accept the responsibil-
ity which Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli accepted when
she signed it.
\7e shall vote for this resolution because we believe it
to testify to a sense of responsibility and because we
believe and indeed hope that it will encourage a reluc-
tance to use serious foreign policy problems as prob-
lems in internal pany suuggles. I view the statements
of Mr Pannella, as I believe the majority of ho.noura-
ble Members have done, as not only going beyond the
normal canons of Parliamentaqy behaviour, but also as
going beyond reason. Fortunately he represenm
tendencies whose provocative activiry is limited rc
mere mouthings, which we are rightly patient enough
ro tolerate within our Rules of Procedure.
I should like to stress that the motion recognizes that
in the last 20 years Poland has played an important
role in the implementation and funhering of the poliry
of ditente in Europe. I would remind you in this
context, for example, of the Rapacki plan, now some-
what long in the tooth but perhaps not totally out of
date. Norcwonhy too is the fact that a solution has
been reached without recourse rc violence, and this is
something really wonh stressing, because in Poland on
previous occasions both those who expressed their
discontent and called for changes, and those who
opposed them, ended up using violence. I think we
ought to recognize the sense of responsibility shown
by the Polish Bovernment, by the workers' pany and
by the workers themselves, who demonstrated by their
strike their desire to be heard and, having achieved
this goal, the legitimacy of their demands.
Finally I think it would be right to invite the govern-
ments and the Commission to improve their economic
and financial cooperation with Poland because none
of'us can benefit from an economic crisis which would
aggravate the social tensions and inroduce into
Europe elements which would disrupt the policy of
ddtente, a policy which we Inlian Communists at least
think must be fought for and worked for.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a res.olution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
ooo
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution b M, Fanti and others (Doc. 1-392/80):
Coup d'6mt in Turhey.
I call Mr Frischmann on a point of order.
Mr Frisch-ann,- (F) Mr President, we shall not
be supponing the resolution put forward by the
Socialists and the other two right-wing grouPs.
(Ciesfron certain qaarters on the lefi)
The only text we shall be supponing is our own,
because it is the only one which is unequivocal in its
condemnation of the military coup in Turkey. \7e
French Communists really did learn something from
the outrageous statements we heard in yesterday's
debate. In- fact, we were mught that a military coup is
a good coup when it is underwritten or masterminded
by NATO. That is quite appalling! And we heard at
the same time approval for what some members
euphcmistically called the re-establishment of order in
Turkey, in other words the replacement of an authori-
tarian r6gime by a fascist-type military one, and the
consequent disappearance of all libeny, all rights and
all democracy. That is appalling too. That is the son of
order we wish to condemn, unambiguously, plainly,
and vehemently, and we shall vote for the only resolu-
tion which does that: the resolution of the Communist
and Allies Group.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I wish to add my support' and that of a number
of my friends and colleagues from France and else-
where, to that for the resolution tabled by Mr Fanti.
There undoubtedly was a coup d'6tat in Ankara on 7
September, and a coup d'6tat 
- 
the violent ovenhrow
of- a lawful government 
- 
requires unequivocal
condemnation from us, no, matrcr what views may
have been expressed in this house on the nature of the
political situition which prevailed in Turkey before
the coup.
The restrictions on liberty and civil rights, the arrest or '\
house arrest of the count4/s political leaders and of
most of its trade union leaders , are avery clear indica-
tion of the nature of the military r€gime and of the
repression which it has begun.
Our condemnation must be expressed in a tangible
way. Relations between the Community and Turkey
under the Association Agreement must be suspended
as long as the military junta is in power in Ankara. In
addition, the three loans granted by the European
Investment Bank on 17 July must be frozen for the
same duration.
Finally, it would be appropriate to call on those
Member States panicipating in the current NATO
exercises in Turkey to withdraw their troops. That
would 6e an excellent method of emphasizing that the
necessary ind,ependence of judgement is alive in the
countries of Europe, and, as I am sure is the case, thatt oJ C 265 of 13. lo. l98o
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their peoples have not the slightest inrention of sanc-
tioning the new military r6gime in Turkey. S7'e musr
make it abundandy clear that the existence of a mili-
tary regime instituted by force of arms, the ovenhrow
of the lawful governmenr and the suppression of
democratic institutions are incompatible with associa-
tion with this Community.
Some may think that we are only talking abour a tran-
sitional period, bur rc do so is to forget rhat no coap
d'6tat was ever rhe right course of acrion or good for
its counrry. The besr way vre can help in the rlturn ro
democracy is to repeat, without hesitation, without
sitting on the fence, that no-one can ignore his
commitments without suffering the consequences. It is
in the adversity which they are facing today that the
forces for democracy in Turkey will learn who can be
relied upon. And that, ladies and gendemen, will not
be without significance in the future for which we
should now be preparing: the future of a liberated
Turkey once again associated with the Communiry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella, 
- 
U) Mr President, we shall be
supponing this morion, no[, as Mr Frischmann
suggests (if he will allow me to say so) because it is the
only one which supporr parricular principles, but
because it supports exacrly the same principles as we
supporr, in specific rcrms which will be put to rhe vote.
\flith Mr Frischmann's permission, I should like to say
that we supporr this motion because we realize rhat
when the law is ignored, when libeny is crushed, it
makes no difference who is responsible, although Mr
Fischmann frequently makes such distinctions, I regrer
to say. $7e are consequenrly bound to vote for this
motion ro ensure thar rhe European Parliament is not
restricted to mere condemnations, to ensure that it is
free of all compliciry in this coup d'itat of these
murderous generals, who are destroying libeny and
peace, and also as an explicit token of our solidarity,
not only with the Turkish working men and women,
but with our ov/n imprisoned colleagues, with thejudges, the magistrates, and the rrade unionists who
are the victims of this 'clean' milimry cozp which is, in
realiry, as sordid and murderous as all the others.
Mr Presidenr, I think it is appropriare ar this time to
remind the Assembly that in some cases rhe defence of
freedom is a dangerous game. Ve have been mld that
rhis coup d'itat was inevitable, on accounr of lhe
economic crisis and rhe terrorism. Reasoning like rhat
could lead one ro justify a coup d'6tat in Italy, and in
other places, and I. find such reasoning aberrant.
These, Mr President, are the reasons for our vote. I
trust that Mr Pajetta will not be displeased: for once
we shall be voting on rhe same side 
- 
which was nor
the case this morning, in rhe debate on hunger in the
world, or again later, on Poland, when he voted on
the same side as Mr Almiranrc. He is perfectly entirled
to do so, of course, but it is wonh pointing out. That
is.provocation if ever there was: for an old revolution-
ary ro be voring sysremadcally with someone from rhe
other side like Mr Almirante when we are dealing with
subjects like freedom, and peace.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Van Minnen.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I shall of
course be vodng for our common 'umbrella resolu-
tion', as well as for a number of wider-ranging
amendments, because the European Parliament
should nor, a[ this panicular momenr in time, deliber-
ately avoid making any criticism of the new rulers in
Turkey. I think that this House should, as a matter of
principle, condemn any military acrion directed
against a democrarically elected tovernmenr. The
army has no right [o overrule a democracy; on rhe
contrary, a democratically elected government must be
the supreme commander over the army.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mrs Gredal and I
were able to explain in deail the Socialist Group's
point of view during the debate itself, and I do not
wish to re[urn to that now.
I should simply like to say thar if we approve rhe text
which a number of political troups agreed on, we shall
be doing so in the knowledge that today's resolution
constirures a first public warning. Today's resolution
seems parricularly significant to us, especially rhe first
paragraph, which, I would remind you, emphasizes
that the process which will ensure political and trade-
union libenies for the Turkish people in a democratic
contex[ must begin immediately.
It is obvious that the struggle for democracy in
Turkey, for political and trade-union rights,'will
continue. It will continue in a number of forums
within the Community.
A Communist speaker referred to the Socialists just
now as a right-wing troup. I should like to remind
that speaker rhar the political pany I belong to, which
is pan of the Belgian coalition tovernmenr, worked
very hard to bring about the withdrawal in a matter of
days of the Belgian troops who were on exercises in
Turkey.
(Laugbter)
I would like to see others following our example.
In the meantime, Mr President, I believe it is proper
that this Parliament should set rhe strict time-limits
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proposed for monitoring developments in Turkey, and
demonstrating the uncompromising attiilde of the
democracy we represent.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution to the
vote.
The motion for a resolution is rejected.
\7e shall now consider the motion for a resolution by
Mr Glinne, Mr Klepsch and Mr Bangemann (Doc.
1-395/80): Eoents in Turhey.
On the whole of the motion for a resolution I have
Amendment No 12 by Mr Lemmer and Mr Spicer,
seeking to replace the resolution by the following new
text:
The Ewopean Parliament
1 Calls on rhe Foreign Ministers of the Europcan
Communities meeting in political cooperation to
report to the competent committees of the Europcan
Parliament at the earliest possible opponunity on the
situation in Turkey, its implication for the association
agreemenr and the steps being taken to re-establish
democracy;
2. Calls for a full debate on the matter to take place not
later than Novcmber 1980;
3. Insructs its President to transmit this resolution to the
Council, rhe Forcign Ministers of the Nine Member
Sates of the European Communiry mecting in politi-
cal cooperation, the Commission and the Ambassador
of Turkey to the European Communities.
I call Mr Spicer on a point of order.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Mr President, I think everyone would
agree that the shon debate we had in this House
yesrcrday was a very concerned debate. Initially Mr
Lemmer who, as you know, is a senior Vice-President
and the rapporteur of the Turkish Committeer and
myself as Vice-Chairman 
- 
but speaking in a purely
personal capacity 
- 
felt that the dme was not right for
us to express opinions because we had not sufficient
informadon.
However, Sir, we want to show a great degree of
unanimiry in the views of this House and therefore,
with your approval, what I would like to propose is
that the amendment we have put forward should be
considered not as replacing the text but as additional.
As I said, if we want to show concern, let it be a
continuing concern.
All the authors of the original motion can surely
accept that. I hope they will because it expresses the
view, I think, of the whole House. It does not change
their document at all, it just adds to it, so that rwo new
paragraphs, Nos 4 and 5, would be insencd into their
original text. I hope the House will agree with the
spirit in which that is moved.
President. 
- 
Do the authors have any objections?
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the authors of the
motion wish to submit a text for which the great
majority of Parliament can vote. Originally we had
intended to leave this rc the EEC-Turkey Association
Committee, but for personal reasons it was unable to
meet in time, and so Mr Glinne, Mr Bangemann and I
ubled a motion. As far as I can see, the motion is not
changed and nothing is deleted if these two passages
are added. I therefore agree to the adoption of these
two additions to the text.
President. 
- 
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
(Parliament adopted the single indent of the preamble)
After the first indent I have the following three
amendments:
- 
No 2 by Mr Pannella and others, seeking to add
the following new indent:
- 
whereas a military coup d'6tat has abolished constitu-
tional and personal libenies in Turkey, disbanded the
political panies and thc leading trade unions,
dissolved the Grand National fusembly and had many
of its members arrested and has imposcd manial law
throughout the country,
- 
No 3 by Mr Pannella and others, seeking to add
the following new indent:
- 
noting the graviry of the political, economic and social
situation in Turkey and considering, therefore, as all
thc more intolerable all forms of military insurrection
and all moves to climinate popular and democratic
panicipation in solving the crisis,
- 
No 4 by Mr Pannella and others, seeking to add
the following new indent:
- 
nodng with considerable disquiet that the coup d'6tat
in Turkey took place at the very moment when
NATO military exercises were under way in Thraqg
(the European pan ofTurkey),
(Parliamot rejected tbe three amendments)
On paragraph I I have Amendment No 13 by Mr
Romualdi and others, seeking to amend the paragraph
as follows:
l. Hopcs that the new Turkish Government will imple-
mcnt as soon as possible the proposals it has
announced to gu"oniee the Turkish-pcoplc thc enjoy-
ment of political and trade union freedoms, within a
democratic constitutional framcwork.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and dopted para-
graph 1)
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After paragraph I I have Amendment No 5 by Mr
Pannella and others, seeking to insen the following
new paragraph:
la. Strongly condemns the military intewention in
Turkey, since recourse to institutional violence is
always and in all circumshnces an unacceptable
instrument of oppression and the abuse of power.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
grdPh 2)
After paragraph 2 I have Amendment No 6 by Mr
Pannella and others, seeking to insert the following
new paragraph:
2a. Condemns all countries which, in the name of rhe
'sacred' principles sanctioned ar Yalta of dividing up
Europe and the world, endorse any forms of violation
of human rights, of fundamenal libenies and of the
law, provided that they do not disturb the interna-
tional status quo and the military alliances to which
they belong.
(Parliament rejected the amendment and adopted para-
grLph 3)
After paragraph I I have Amendment No 7 by Mr
Pannella and others, seeking to insert the following
new Paragraph:
3a. Calls upon the Member States of the EEC to break off
all miliary, economic and commercial ties with the
regime brought to power by the cou7 in Turkey, until
such time as democracy and respect for human righs
are restored.
( Parliament rejected the amendment)
On paragraph 4 I have Amendment No I by the
Lib.eral and Democratic Group, seeking to add the
following text to this paragraph:
. . . . and stresses in this context the declaration by the
Foreign Ministers of the Ninc meeting in Brussels on 15
Seprcmber 1980.
(Parliament rejected tbe amendment and adopted para-
graph 4)
Afrcr paragraph 4 I have Amendments Nos 8, 9 and l0
by Mr Pannella and others, each seeking to insert a
new paragraph:
No 8:
4a. Requests the Council and the Commission to'freeze'
the EEC-Turkey Association Agreement until such
time as democratic freedoms are resrored and to
suspend all forms of cooperadon with Turkey;
No 9:
4b. Calls for a'freeze' on the appropriations earmarked
for Turkey in the budget of the European Communi-
ties for the financial year l98l;
No l0:
4c. Suppons and approves the Belgian Government's
decision immediately to recall the troops it had
committed rc the NATO military exercises in Turkey
and consequendy calls upon the governments of the
orher Community countries involved in these exercises
rc do likewise.
(Parliament rejected in tum the three amendments)
In accordance with the decision nken e moment ago,
we shall now vote on Amendment No 12 by Mr
Spicer.
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Forgive me, ladies and gentlemen,
but I should just like to make one point in order to
avoid confusion. The amendment, which was
conceived as a substitute text, has been changed by its
authors into an addition, and so I feel I can sum up the
opinion of the Socialist Group as follows: the idea is
to make sure that the competent comrhittees of Parlia-
ment are able to examine without delay a report on the
situation as seen by the Foreign Ministers meeting in
political cooperation, that is by the end of Nov.ember
1980 at the latest. In view of this, we can accept the
replacement text in its new guise of an amendment to
be added.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 12)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5 I have Amendment No
11 by Mr Pannella and others, seeking rc replace this
paragraph by the following new text:
5. Instructs its President to forward this rcsolution to the
Council and the Commission, the governments of the
Member States and the SecretarT-General of thc
United Nations.
(Parliament rejeaed tbe amendment and adopted para-
graPh t)
Explanations of vote may now be given.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
g)One of the arguments which Mr
Glinne has considered at length is the reason for which
I feel I must vote atainst this resolution.
Mr Glinne quite rightly recalted that his olln country,
Belgium, wishing to indicate its displeasure ar rhis
coup d'6tat, took a positive step and withdrew its
troops. Ve consider that to be a very significant
gesture, and n/e applaud it. Bur it is my belief that
there is somehting slightly illogical in restricting
ourselves in this House ro condemnations and state-
ments, without demanding the withdrawal, not of 500
I
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Belgian soldiers, but of the millions upon millions we
are giving, and continhing to give away to these mili-
tary usurpers. Every unit of account we hand over to
such people means another day's sunival for these
torturers, these murderers of democrary.
And since the condemnations merely serve to mask
acit suppon for the line which NATO has already
unofficially expressed, we shall naturally be voting
against the resolution, which condemns the ryrants in
its words, but which supports them in its deeds.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirantc. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am making a
short explanation of vote on behalf of the Italian
non-attached Members, and on my own behalf I
should like to begin by addressing Mr Pannella
because of what he just said concerning the real mean-
ing behind the votes which I and we have all cast.
This time we shall not be 'married' to anyone, not to
Mr Pajetta, not to Mr Pannella 
- 
heaven forbid 
-,nor to anyone else, because we are forced rc stat€ . . .
(Intemrption by Mr Pajeua)
. .. My dear Pajeua, a lot of things can happen whbn
political situations are met with the necessary sense of
responsibiliry! . . . I was saying that we are sorry not to
be able to follow anyone else's lead since we are
forced to absain because an amendment we tabled
c/as not approved, even if some Members 
- 
and I
thank them 
- 
were good enough to approve it,
obviously because they had read it, and the rest of
Parliament did not approve it and I think this was
more than anything else because they had not read it.
'!/har is the subject-matter of our amendment? Ve
asked that paragraph I be amended, and that what,
in our opinion, is excessive in its wording be removed.
Paragraph I states:'(the European Parliament)
urgendy requests that steps be taken immediately
towards . . .'. Please tell me if this is not inrcrference in
the internal affairs of another Member State and of a
State, what is more, which has an association atree-
ment with the European Community? !7e propose
that the following staiement full of common sense and
integrity be putln its placi: '(the European Parlia-
ment) hopes that the new Turkish Government will
implement as soon as possible the proposals it has
announced to guarantee the Turkish people the enjoy-
ment of freedoms . . .'.
Ve have heard lessons being given, yesterday and
today, by all the groups in this House on the subject of
non-interference where Poland was concerned, we
have heard all the groups 
- 
without exception 
- 
in
this House repeating that this Parliament has no
specific powers to intervene in foreign policy within
the meaning of the Treary of Rome and that it should
not exercise such powers until its Regulations had
been changed, and now we see the majority of Parlia-
ment on the point of 
- 
excuse me for srying so 
-
somewhat rashly, approving a document which in its
first paragraph shows that it is a text which supports
interference openly, heavy handedly and above all for
no good reason and in a slightly ridiculous way. It is
slightly ridiculous firstly because we all know that the
Council of Ministers of the European Community,
yesterday or the day before yesterday, adopted an atti-
rude which was very carefully worded and showed a
sense of responsibility. I also think that Parliament's
attitude is a little-iidiculous because the Belgian
Foreign Minister was present at that meeting despite
the fact that Belgium had decided to suspend its deci-
sion to deploy its armed forces during the
NATO manoeuvres in Turkey.
Ve are faced with a military take-over. And there are
all sons of military take-overs just as there are all sons
of democracies. In this case we arb faced with a clamp-
down on violence, which was not the case prior to the
coup d'6tat; we are in the presence of measures aimed
^t immediate commitmenm in the social field,measures which rhe whole of the world press has
noted. Therefore, we think that by absaining from
voting on a text of this nature, which in other circum-
stances we would have been willing to approve, ve
will be making an appeal to the sense of responsibiliry
and the caution which the majority of the Members of
this House possess.
fresidcnt. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
7. Verification ofcredentiak
President. 
- 
At its meeting this morning, the Bureau
verified the credentials of Mr Beyer de Ryke and Mr
Cl6ment, whose appointmenr were announced on
11 July last.
Pursuant to Rule 3 (1) of the Rules of Procedure, the
Bureau has made sure that these appointments comply
with the provisions of the Treaties. 
-
It therefore asks the House to ratify these appoint-
ments.
Since there are no objections, these appointments are
ratified.
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S. Rcgioaal dcoclopne* poglonnct
Prcsilct 
- 
The ncxt irem is thc repon @oc.
l-317 /80't drawn up by Mr Travagliai on bchdf of the
Comminee on Rcgional Policy atl E dorrel Ptanning
on the regbnel dorelopment programrncs.
I crllMrTnve$ini.
lduTwqililda ldp?olteff. 
- 
(DMr Proi&ng ledics
arld gemlenwn, thc Commiucc on Rcgional Policy
and Rcgiorlal Planning fch rhet Parliamcnt rhould be
conruhcd on tlc rcgionel dcvclopmcrn of programrner
rubmiucd co dlc Commirsion by she Mcmbcr Stetcr,
as tlrcsc atc frt ttttts ol grea;trfua.txc o thc cconomic
end polidcal intr,3r:tlrcllr of Europc.
Thc Commiucc on bchalf of vhich I havc thc honour
of grc*ning rhir reporr, ir convinccd ther regionel
dcvcloprncnt ard cowergclrcc policy nos*sirarcr an
orcrdl cxzninatbn of rhc problcuu of rcgional plan-
ning and dr d<velop,ment of producrivc strucrures in
thc lec$-favourcd rcgionr, vhich in turn will necessiarc
clfcsinc coordimrio'n of thc prograrmrmcs and
nwet fiet yhich thc individual lvlcmbcr Satcs and she
regionr in guclrion rcgtrd lt ncccsstry in rhc various
ncctart of the Europcan Community wirh 
"n 
rye ro
regionel dcvcloprncnt and convcrgcncc.
Rqional dcvclopmcnt prryufimes musr nor in future
* regardc.d rnr;rely as rhc insrrumcrrt ncccssary for
oheining bcncfits from thc ERDF but should soon
tekc on thc rignificancc and sontrnr of refcrcncc
instrumsnss for all rhc r.ork aimcd at promcing the
cocio-cconoriic devclopmcnt of the less-favoured
regsont.
This Parliemcnt has repearcdly stresscd thc inadc-
quacy ol C-ommunity aaion in rhc ficld of regional
convcrgeuce and thc fas$atregional policy is onc of
thc morr imponent clemcats, if not thc mosr impor-
tenq which rnay permi mcaningful and cohercnt
Europcan intcgrtuon.
fu rtercd inthc dccbreion me& on rhar occasion, the
Hcads of &atc and Govcrnmcnr as long ago as shc
summir meeting of tglZ gavc high prioriry to the
&iednc of corrcaing srrucf,ural and regional imbal-
anccs within thc Communiry which could be prcjudi-
cial to rhe reiliza;rjon of cconomic and moneurry
union.
For thc rcsq the Tre*y of Rome is quitc clear on this
tn.uEt. Onc of the main driving forces and indeed rhe
vcry raiton d'Atre ol the Communiry is to 'cnsure
harmonious derrelopmcnt' of thc economies of rhe
Membcr Statcs 'by rcducing tle differences exisring
betrrecn the verious regions and rhe backwardness of
thc lcss-favoured regions'. Thus, rhe Treaty does not
merely strtc that thc harmonious developmcnr of rhe
economics of thc Member Sutcs is onc of the basic
obiectives of thc Communiry, but also makes it quitc
clear that this will primarily be brought about by
reducing regional imbalances.
It follows, thcrcfore, thar all common policies,
whcthcr $rucural or nor, relating to all the sectors,
should play their pan in eliminadng regional imbal-
ances. Thc regional policy thus assumeq the role of an
overall Community policy forming thelfoundadon of
European inrcgration.
The aid protrilmmes therefore take onla fundamental
significancc as instruments whereby rhe coordination
of the various Communiry, narional and local regional
developmcnt policics may be formalized.
The Committce for Regional Development and
Rcgional Planning has carried out a rfiorough exami-
nation of the programmes submittcd by the Member
States and has concluded rhat they cohld, on a provi-
sional basis, be used by t}e Regionirl Development
Fund for financing rhe projecs rhat apply to rhe finan-
cial year up to 1981 
- 
I have table( an amendment
changing rhis datc which is given as 1980 in rhe repon.
Thc programmes must, drcrefore, 
- 
and rhis is also
thc viey of Commission 
- 
be revisedland extended so
that they will be ablc to perform tfris coordinadng
function with rcgerd to all the regidnal development
measures which go far beyond the aid to which rhe
Communiry contributcs via the ERDF.
Vhilst reaffirming rhe fac rhat rhcrp is no subsdtute
for the ERDF, which should be corlstandy increased
- 
and I urge Parliemenr to do all it can ro see rhar
this can bc done in timc for rhe 1981 budget 
- 
we
must nevcnheless rcalizc t}at t[re Fund cannot
continuc to be rhe only Community instrument for the
climination of regional imbalances, as is the case in
praaicc today. 
l
Thc Rcgulation governing thc Fun{ should be revised
with a vicw ro giving more weig[rt to Communiry
action. Tte Community cannot I restrict itself rc
supponing narional measures. It should also stimulate
and encourage rhem. The Communiry should get
clorr, in prac'ical r€rrns, to rhel realities of those
regions vhich, for reasons of the lqcal geography, etc.
for a vholc rangc of socio-econoniic problems do not
manage, in spite of thc cfforts mdde by the Mentber
Sates in quesdon, to achieve a satisfactory develop-
mcnL 
r
Vith the enlargemcnt of the Coinmuniry to include
the threc other Mediierranean icounr,ries, regional
problems will assume such dimensions that rhe mesh-
ods used for Communiry action, and to a cenain
exrcnt the objectives, should be rp-examincd in good
time. It would be a good idea foi Padiament rc sudy
thc political and pra&ical implicatii6ns of rhe Commis-
sion's work in this field 
- 
whichj for the rest, is quite
excellcnt 
- 
and make its conuibudon rc deviiing
more suitable approaches.
tliulry of frrrnaay, lt Scptcarba l9E) 7E'
Travaglini
Mr President, in spite of the major politicd difficukies
which are such a common feature of this Parliarncnt,
the Community todey has the possibiliry 
- 
and I
think all the necessary elements are present- ts cerry
out, in a unified and org anizcdmtnncr, the grand dcoign
of economic inrcgration, thus making a fuagmenud
Europe a thing of the past.
Parliament could not avoid coming in for criticism
from the people of Europe, panianl*ly thosc in thc
peripheral and less-favoured treas, if this grand dcsign,
despirc ihe political resolve, the constant stimulus and
strategical proposals which it implies, faihd to arousc
and mobilize, above all in this House, this drive and
political resolve since, whilst recognizing the podtivc
value of this first yeal' of Parliament's vork, it is
nevenheless felt that Parliament has not as yet worked
sufficiently hard to hastcn dre conss:uct;on of
Europe.
(Appkuse)
Presi&nt. 
- 
I call Mr Griffiths to speak on bctralf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Gdffi6r. 
- 
Mr Preeidcng tlrc Socialis Granp
supports the sentiments expresscd in Mr Travaglini's
resolution on rhe regional dcvelopmcm prografinilcs.
Ve feel that his emphasis on the need for Ert,atcr
cooperadon between the Commission, the Member
States and the regions qualifying for assisancc from
the Regional Development Fund is vital for the devc-
lopment of effeccive action to improve the procpcricy
and economic acciyity of the regions. A call to action is
the keynorc of the resolution rather than a fine deda-
radon of grand hopes which are forgottcn wtren tlrc
debating is over.
As the world lurches deeper into recession and thc
regions of the Community takc the brunt of the
damage infliccd by this reces$ion, a reccrtio.l,rr milc
worse by some governments chasing the shadows of
policies that failed disastrourly 50 and mme ye-,ars 
^Bo,it is imperadve that we respond wen in thc srnall way
that the eccerynca of this repon offers us to thc chal-
lenge of the condnuing, 
^il grow'r6 imbalanccbetween the rich ccntre of the Communiny and the
poor, oftcn pcripheral regirons; fu*cen dptr, ztas
where unemployrnent is more oftcn than n@ un&r
4 o/o and rhose arcas where it is rushing torrar.ds 14 o/0.
The Socialist Gr*p acrr4rts dre value of dn r$onal
development programmes as a framcwork for
Community aeion, even though Mr Travaglini's
repon is crtnical of drem.
This criticiem, howevcr, shoutd nc tc tceo aJ an
indictment of drccc prografitrr:l hrt ar e comtnr<tivc
aficmp( to impro.rc thcm rc rh* dlrry can or,crzi& an
effcclirve frerrwro*. for rcgpood &@a. Vc
wish to higfilidrt ffi'/ drrcc areao where lvc tffoh
thc rnoet c{fdt,e action can bc taken and r{rich arr
higfilighted in dre rcoluti<rqr irself.
Ve belicvc k k very impo,rram for drc Comrnis*n to
rrrcive tlrc full of lfcnlbcr Starcr end for
the regiom which receive fii6 all ro be involvcd bodr
in tlre platming of programmcs end ia drir opfietion.
Ve dro fec{ drc nced to rcpcrt o{rc. 
€aic, akfrorryh it
has oftcn becn rcpcaod in dc$arcs concerning rcgionet
rnrllrf , $at dre mcanrnm uhid Sc C-mmuafu har
agyaihbb ucdre w rhorU ur.c;crxd.fudni"'n
hclp ir nrorc effcrlincly garrcrt.
pcnm 
- 
*'here tlrc C-ommuniry ir propoeiog &rsurst
or drrcloprygofxirr,, whdhcr dEy bc in e pertioder
industry or whcttrcr dry arc aoit1g to affcct drc rr$olc
of the C-ommunic,,, dlc Jgxrifilc effcct o{ &orc poli{:i.x
on thc regionr necds a r€eponsc ftoan dre Rcgional
Committee to sce'if, in l*t, thq are going to bcnefit
tlrosc rcgbnc.
So, on bchdf of drc Sociali$ Grorp, Mr Prrri<tcrr, I
conchrdc W r.yrrq dret vc hopc dut ddrh drc lm,
yan, d{airc adion rill bc te}cn to ir'4rca'c drc
of 6crc pr%rr.uffii n,h4. t&c poorcr
mcmbcr ann dE 
'qcnhcrr of 6foCocrrrunity czrt fcr,l .T-. it odfar 6cr e b<fohtcr
furgrc.
Prcdlb,. 
- 
I call Mr ODomcfl rc +cat oa bcfralf
of dlc Grory od drc Europcaa pfr's Perty (Chrb-
dan - Deqrocraric Gro.p) .
Hr OthcL 
- 
}{r Prerfdrn end oo$cagrs, on
hhal{ of dr Grorry of tic Europcan P@s Pzny I
ryioh ro vcry rilnrlxldy mycuccocd fricnd
and collcague , Lk Trx4)ioi; on hb cxcdlcm rcport
oA t vcry vitzl ad fard2rxr^l ary. a{ 6c rcgixel
crli.clryrrrtpo{rc}, of fiit Community.
7k TnragJiai rr4nln. rq4rrlroru;r vay eranarfi tb
rcopoorc of thh Pedianrcndt Regiorlrt PolicyComoit-
tp o drc repo,rt itf,rcd by tsc C.orncbeirxr ia W
1979 aatlrr raiond prqrentrr of 6c
MfiScr Ssrcr. Even dto{€h fie C-qrmissia's report
was issued well over e year ago and migtn thercfore
sccm rcnre*that sx-ofldac, ir is ncrcrdebsr very
apropriate to thc prctcnt x4c ud,ilndrxdbto frrsrc
xaga it drc a'olrrrion of a C-oournmby regilnal
PdEy,
Thc reel cgll;fic2rc of 6c Cmmirnn,r rcport oor
undcr diccuerion ic dlat it errldtrrircs o*rcc agein m
barfr, atn irla{vt:/olrc fa<r" n$"d,{, drd dtit Coarau-
siry, a gaurcr ccnafiy &s frs cfiaffishalffi, fii[ har
no reel cohcrcm or credibh Cornmunitf lrcBkxr l
orc/rur:y. Thio fs bccomo ffynal dar {rs t &*
xtld.y etf 
^ 
craryrrrrciac 
^or,b'etoId*ta;mzrli&r,c-lopmcnt programcrct of dre il€fibcr 9il6.
, ciri",- 
".,r!
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One need only point to the wide variations anending
the policies and the methodology employed by the
various member governments in their respective
regional development programmes. One need only
point to the ludicrous situation in which the regional
development programmes of the Member States now
cover a total of 75 regions and zones, representint
55 0/o of the entire area of the Communiry and 38 0/o
of the total population.
\7e in this group, and indeed this Parliament have
been consistently and contingously demanding over
the years the implementation of a real and efficacious
Community regional policy, a policy designed to
eliminate serious regional imbalances within the
Community.
Let us be realistic and face the fact that such a policy
has not yet been implemented, indeed that it cannot be
implemented whilst we have a situation where a
grossly inadequate Fund is indiscriminately dispersed
over such a wide geographical area of the Community.
The watering-can effect, more than any other factor,
has contributed to the continuing disgraceful and
indefensible situation which unfonunately has become
the most remarkable characteristic of this Community,
the trend of the rich regions geming richer and the
poor getting poorer.
Faced as we are with this alarming situation in the
present Communiry of the Nine, one shudders to
think what the situation will be if we continue with the
same policy following the fonhcoming enlargement of
the Community.
There are imponant, inescapable and irrefutable
conclusions to be drawn from the report before us.
First of all, there can be no real protress in mckling
the problem of regional disparities in the present
Community, and much less in the enlarged Commu-
nity, unless the Council of Ministers and national
governments are prepared to cooperate with Parlia-
ment and the Commission as well as with rhe regional
and local authorities in formulating and implementing
a genuine Community regional policy based on
Community crircria of need and backed by adequare
finance.
Secondly, there must be a far trearcr concentration of
aid in the neediest regions, and less of the watering-
can approach. Such regions musr be selecred on rhe
basis of new and more realistic Communiry criteria.
Regional planning, of course, must form an essential
and integral pan of the Community regional policy in
the future. Plans and programmes appropriate to rhe
needs of each region must be formulated in accord-
ance with Community criteria.' These programmes
should be comprehensive and integrated, so as to
embrace all aspects of developmenr, economic, social,
cultural and educational. They should include agricul-
ture and we in this group have repeatedly emphasized
the vital role of agriculture in the un{er-developed
regions of this Communiry.
In addition to agriculture, .egionall programmes
should include industry, fisheries, forqstry, tourism,
crafts, the services sector, ransport, colnmunications,
education and culture. In other ilords, all the
resources of the region, human as well as physical, must
be utilized to optimum advantage.
Funher, all the instruments of this Corirmuniry having
a regional impact must be coordinated and, together
with national and regional instruments, be incorpor-
ated into a coherent Community regional poliry.
Of course, regional development policies and
programmes affect the lives and the fonunes of the
people of the regions. The people lof the regions
should therefore be consulrcd and involved in the
formulation and implementation of policies and
programmes designed for their betternient.
This can best be done by devising appropriate proce-
dures that will ensure the active panicipadon of local
and regional authorities in the development of rheir
regions. !7e in this Group also, I might say, are very
much in favour of encouraging practical direct inter-
regional cooperarion in Europe and of forging direct
links, in panicular, between the highly-developed
regions and the under-developed regions.
Finally, we must provide the finance necessary ro
implement a new dynamic Communiry regional poliry.
This will require a massive incre4se in the present
financial resources of the Community and a Bready
enlarged Community budget. Studibs recendy carried
out by this Group on the implicaticins of enlargement
for the ERDF indicate the possible need for a new
Community financial instrument tp tackle the enor-
mous disparities which not only ekist in the present
Community, but will exist to an i.ren more marked
degree in'the new Commu"ityj 
- 
the enlarged
Community.
The report before us, Mr Presiddnt and colleagues,
reminds us that the greatest chhllenge facing this
Communiry now and in the futule is a challenge of
creating regional equilibrium in 1 Europe. '$7'e must
create economic and social condi[ions in the regions
which make it possible for every$ody who wishis to
do so to find in their own areas satisfacory employ-
ment and a decent standard of I living. Compulsory
emigration and migration, which (or so long have been
characteristic of my country and bf many counrf,ies in
this Communiry, have no place in the Europe of rhe
80s and the Europe of the future. I
I believe, therefore, we musr fade rhe challenge with
courage and wirh determinadoh and I respebtfully
submit thar the Travaglini Report provides the frame-
l
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work within which this Parliament can spearhead a
new {rive to crearc a just society in Europe.
(App lause from the centre)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Harris to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Mr President, first of all I wish to
move the amendment which stands in my name on
behalf of the European Democratic Group. Although
it is being moved by.my group, I think it does reflect
the views of the Committee as a whole. I believe it is
probably acceptable to the rapporteur and I think it
will strengthen the report.
One of the distinctive things perhaps about the
Committee on Regional Poliry and'Regional Plan-
ning, under the chairmanship of Mr De Pasquale, is
the fact that we really do not have great differences of
views. I think we are a united committee. All of us on
it do, of course, look at the whole business of regional
policy with enthusiasm, and that enthusiasm was
shown today by Mr Travaglini in the way in which he
moved his excellent report. Mr Travaglini brings a true
zest to the proceedings of the Committee on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning, and I join with the
other speakers in congratulating him on the rePort.
I too, like the last speaker, would like to pick on a
couple of aspects of the repon, and it so happens that
basically they are the same aspec6. This again illus-
trares what we have said a number of times, and that is
that it is an illusion to think that there is such a thing
as a European regional policy 
- 
there is nbt. !7hat we
see is our national governments interpreting regional
policy according to their own lighm and according to
their own preferences. If we are going to have a.
regional policy we really should have better criteria.
On the point which Mr O'Donnell mentioned, the fact
that 55 0/o of the Community is regarded as being
eligible for regional aid is quite frankly a nonsense,
and indeed I think it equally wrong that Ireland 
- 
the
whole of Ireland 
- 
should be listed as an assisted
area. I am not just picking on Ireland, because
Germany also has a big percenaBe 
- 
6l q/o of
Germany, the richest country in the Community, is
scheduled as an assisrcd area. Of course, people can
equally point to the United Kingdom and to the
defects in the policy pursued over the years by both
governments in the United Kingdom on regional
policy. !7hat we need to do is to have a completely
fresh look at the crircria of the Regional Fund, and
cenainly I believe it is the intention of the Commitrce
on Regional Policy and Regional Planning to serve
notice, in a friendly way, on the Commission that that
is what we intend to do in that committee.
Speaking quite personally, I would like to see a reduc-
tion in the number of assisted areas in the Community,
but also a much larger non-quota section where we
can have the flexibiliry which is also needed, because
we must recognize that in some of the prosperous
areas there are very real problems. The regional policy
musr tackle those black spoff, as I like to call them 
-horrid word though it is. \fle must have the flexibiliry
m tackle the problems that exist, say, in London,
undoubtedly in Dublin and undoubtedly in pans of
Germany. On the one hand w'e must reduce the
number of assisted areas which benefit from the main
pan of the Fund, but on the other hand we must
increase the non-quota section so that we can have
that additional fl exibility.
Could I also underline another point already made?
That is the vital imponance of having these close deal-
ings between the regions themselves and the Commis-
sion. I believe this is happening inevitably, indeed
panly as a result of our own election to this Parlia-
ment. The regions are looking through us, the elected
Members, to Brussels. They are looking for help and
finding in Brussels rympathy with and understanding
of their problems. This, I believe, will develop and
must develop. Somehow, without necessarily duplicat-
ing the machiner.y that already exists in national
governments, we have got to find some means of
harnessing this enthusiasm and interest which
undoubtedly does exist in the regions for the Commu-
nity's Regional Fund. They are interesrcd because, of
course, they see money there to be got, but I think we
have got to develop our procedures in this respect. I
feel that only good can come of a building up of direct
contact between the regions and the Commission and
Brussels.
In conclusion, Mr President, I would say that before
long 
- 
and this is inevinble because of the conse-
quences of enlargement of the Communiry 
- 
we must
have a fundamental and radical review of the Regional
Fund. In the meantime I am very happy indeed to
suppon the words of our rapporteur and his repon.
(Applause from th,e centre and from the ight)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Damette to speak on behalf of
the Comgrunist and Allies Group.
Mr Damctte. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, before I give the French Communist and Allies
view of Mr Travaglini's repon I would first like to set
it properly against the background of what the
Community calls its Regional Policy. There are in fact
two sides to this poliry: the financial side, based on the
fund, and the political side based on the proBrammes.
Theoretically the two sides hang totether since the
protrammes should depend on and justify resources
from the funds.
Even at first sight it is in fact clear that the reality is
completely different and that we are dealing with two
.1
t
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different policies and conducted by means of rhe fund, '
to other by means of the programmes. The fund
known as Regional Development is a rystem of using
regional questions as a means of ransferring funds to
the two Member States which take up most of the
credim. I observe that in fact the Unircd Kingdom's
share of the funds granrcd by the ERDF remained at
260/o f.rom 1975 to 1979, and rose miraculously to
almost 38 0/o in 1980. It seems to me rhar as far as
Europe is concerned the regional question is a conven-
ient umbrella which will shelrcr anything and every-
thing. In fact the Regional Fund is a convenient
supranadonal means of financing somerhing
completely different. And in effect it is pan of the
British Government's attack on the Common Agricul-
tural Policy.
Under these circumstances what meaning can one
attach to the regional development programmes and
the Travaglini Repon which is devoted to them? Basi-
cally the repon by the Regional Policy Committee, on
which I have the honour of serving, can be reduced to
a single line, in point 7 of the motion for a resolution
which states that the Parliament 'agrees with the
Commission's opinion on the development
programmes drawn up by the Member Sarcs'. The 
,
repon is in fact an almost word-for-word copy of the
executive Commission's opinions and recommenda-
tions. And without wishing to take anythint au/ay
from the excellent work of the rapponeur, I am bound
to observe that as far as policy is concerned, as will be
plainly seen from the Commission documents annexed
to it, the repon might just as well be called the 'Giolitti
rePort'.
Vhat then does this repon offer us by way of regional
poliry? The anwer is given in point 4 of the motion for
a resolution which commonly states that 'all the
common structural policies must be more effectively
developed and properly coordinated so as ro ensure
that they make a decisive contribution ro rhe process
of developing the less-favoured regions'. Put in simple
terms what you u/ant is more, and more vigorous,
Davignon plans, higher co-responsibility levies on
milk, and more European regulations on sheepmeat
and other products. But these are precisely the policies
which bring about regional crises in a country like
France. This is of course not the time for a guided tour
of France's regional crises, but I think I should point
out that their principal characteristic is that they are
closely connected to such European structural policies.
The Nonh and Lorraine are first in the queue for the
knacker's yard as far as the ECSC and the Davignon
plans are concerned. The Mediterranean coast is
breaking all unemployment records with the wine
policy and the damage done to the shipyards. And
even that is nothing compared with the l-ozdre depan-
ment which is a tragic illustradon of the situadon. The
lozdre has been given a special European develop-
ment programme at the very moment when regulation
of the sheep trade is dismantling im last real economic
base. Even worse, all the evidence indicates that
enlargement of the Common Market would adversely
affect a number of regions in France, not just in the
South-\7est, possibly ruining their economies.
So, we dismantle the French mining industry and irs
sheep-farming, we dismantle machine tools and fish-
ing, and at the same time we are bold enough to talk
about developing and balancing the regions.'S7e are
doing exacdy the opposite. The regional policy which
is being proposed to us goes hand in hand with the
policy for redeployment of capital which has been
decided on by the European multinationals. This
so-called regional poliry is nothing more rhan a means
of implementing a class-based policy. If I may use rhe
expression, I should call it the casualty hospital for the
victims of the Davignon plans and enlargement of the
Community, which is the way it was quite clearly put
in the definition of the supplementary ERDF. I could
also mention that this policy will only serve to extend
the one already imposed in France by the Giscardien
authorities, compounding all its negative characteris-
tics.
Having said that I would like rc raise another ques-
tion, one which is more strictly political. How has this
Assembly given.imelf the right ro pass judgment on
Member States' regional programmes? \7e all know
that Anicle 3 of the Treaty makes no reference ro
regional policy and that it is by constantly going
beyond the terms of rhe Treary thar this policy which
they call regional has been established. This overstep-
ping of authority is the result of a double act by the
Council and the Commis3ion, and rhe Assembly is
now getting in on the act with reports like the one we
have before us today. The Council established in its
resolution of 5 February 1979 what it called coordina-
tion between the regional policies of Member States
and of the Community. This idea of coordinating
regional policies is no more than an appearance. Coor-
dinating regional policies for the Mezzogiorno and for
Vales has neither sense nor value from rhe point of
view of the region. It does on the other hand serve as a
blind for the introduction, via the regions, of a process
of political integration, that is of supranationality. And
on that Mr Travaglini's repon is quite explicir, since
he uses an expression which we have heard before,
saying that he is convinced of the great imporrance of
regional poliry in the economic and political integra-
tion of Europe. \7hat he is calling the coordination of
regional policies is nothing more rhan a fig leaf for
integration. Regions are being used as a tool in a
supranational movement whose ultimate purpose is an
internal attack on national sovereignty.
All in all the main inrerest of this reporr is that is
shows the close connection between the structural
policies dictated by the multinationals and rhe pursuit
of political supranationaliry. Visible through rhe
regional acdon is the class contenr of supranationality.
It is of course quite logical that the multinationals
should wish to draw up and impose their policies on a
European scale since there they are sheltered from
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national class' struggles. No-one, though, has the
power to end those struggles. In France they are
becoming more determined and morg broadly based
and the French Communists have the honour of play-
ing a decisive role in this struggle. Our own position is
rhat we shall campaign for genuine development in
€very one of our regions, knowing full well it can only
be achieved by developing all their resources against a
background of national sovereignry and new interna-
tional cooperation. The French Communist and Alliis
will therefore be voting against this repon since it
forms pan of the grand design of supranational poli-
tics which is masterminded by the multinational
corporations.
9. Speahing time
President. 
- 
The enlarged Bureau proposes that
speaking time for tomorrow's sitting be allocated as
follows:
- 
five minutes for one of the auihors of each modon for
a resolution or report
- 
90 minutes for the Members, allocarcd as follows:
- 
Socialist Group 20 minutes
- 
Group of the Europcan People's Party 19 minutes
- 
European Democratic Group
- 
Communist and Allies Group
- 
Liberal and Democratic Group
- 
Group of European Progressive Democrats 5 minutes
- 
Group for the Technical Coordination and
Defence of Independent Groups and
Members 5 minutes
- 
Non-atached Members 8 minutes
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
will have on rhe already scheduled meetings of the
committees? It is very important that we know this as
soon as possible.
President. 
- 
Since the decision was only aken this
morning, the committees have obviously not yet been
able to come to any decisions of their own, but the
group chairmen are already meeting to fix other dates
for committee meetings. You will therefore be
informed of these shonly.
I l. Regional dcoelopment progr*nttes
(continued)
President. 
- 
\fle shall now continue the debate on
the repon by Mr Travaglini on regional development
Programmes.
I call Mr Maher to speak on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group.
Mr Mahcr. 
- 
Mr President, I think Mr Travaglini
must be complimented on adding another building-
block to the now very solid case that exists for a more
comprehensive and more dynamic approach to the
problems of the regions in the European Communiry.
Of course more blocks are needed: the building is not
eritirely complete, but he must be complimented
neveftheless.
\7hen Mr Jenkins, the President of the Commission,
assumed that position nearly four years ago, he said
that the divergence between the rich and poor areas of
the Community was the greatest danger to its cohe-
sion. I wonder if Mr Jenkins could honestly say today
that the position has improved gready under his presi-
denry. This is not meant as an accusation, because I
think it would be quite wrong to blame Mr Jenkins for
the fact that we have not made very much progress.
Perhaps he should take some of the blame, but I think
the main share must lie with the member governmenr,
who do not seem to have the political will to bring
about a really cohesive and dynamic approach to the
difficuldes confronting people living in these regions
which have been losing population 
- 
for many
decades and, indeed, in some cases for many tenera-
tions.
There is one point that I should like to underline at
this moment, and it is that some people seem to enter-
tain the illusion that if you carry out development
programmes in regions where depopulation is nking
place, you are helping those regions and those regions
only. I should like rc introduce a correction here. Of
course you are helping to attract more people to live in
rhese regions and to stabilize the population, but you
are also in fact helping the more developed regions;
13 minutes
10 minutes
9 minutes
10. Calendar of part-sessions
President. 
- 
At the request of the Committee on
Budgets and after consultation with Parliament's other
committees, the enlarged Bureau has decided that the
pan-session initially scheduled for 27 to 30 October
1980 will be deferred to the period from 3 to 7
November 1980.
I call Mr Adam.
Mr Adam. 
- 
Mr President, with regard to the
announcements tha[ you have just made relating to the
pan-session in Luxembourg, when can we exPect to
haue 
" 
funher announcement of the effect that this
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because what has been happening is that people have
been moving out of rhese remote areas and areas
where there is unemployment towards the areas that
are already overcrowded. And if they do, then of
course financial resources have to be found ro take
account of their arrival in these already overpopularcd
areas. 'We have seen this happen in many countries.
My own, perhaps, is a classic example, for now almost
one-third of the toml population of the Republic of
Ireland lives in Dublin; and as ure have only a litrle
over 3 million people altogether, that means that rhere
is a very sparse population spread over a large area.
But Dublin is grossly overcrowded. 'S7'e cannot rake
account. of the people rhere: there are not services
enough. Everything is bursting ar rhe seams: there are
not enough houses, hospitals or public services; where-
as in other regions of our country these same services
are being closed down. So there are rwo sides to this
problem. By carrying our regional developmenr
programmes, we are helping those regions, but we are
also relieving rhe pressure on rhe more populated
areas. I think that should nor be forgorren, because roo
often we consider rhe problem of rhe regions alone
without looking ar the picrure as a whole.
Mr President, you will forgive me if, because I am a
farmer, I emphasize more rhe difficulties of the more
rural regions than I do those of the indusrial regions
that also have problems. I accept fully the fact that
there are industrial regions in our Communiry which
panicularly today in the midst of this economic
depression, are facing serious problems, and I do not
for a moment wish to be charged with ignoring them.
Of course they are there, and in some cases the need, I
would concede, is even more urgenr today than in
some of the rural areas. Bur in the rural areas rhis
problem of depopulation is endemic and has been
going on for generations, and I believe strongly that
unless we can achieve a real convergence berween the
various instruments that we have 
- 
the farm policy,
the regional policy and the social policy 
- 
and use
them together to home in on the problems of rhese
rural areas, we are not really going to be as effective as
we ought to be.
In fact, what I personally would like to see developed
is a rural policy, perhaps overshooting the farm poliry,
because we wanr a toral approach to the problem in
these regions, not a piecemeal one, not using the farm
policy here, the regional policy somewhere else and
the social policy in yer anorher area, wirhour any idea
of whar rhe totality of the effect is going to be. \7e
need to establish objectives and head towards those
objectives, using the various insrruments rhat we have
to achieve those ends. Consequently, we ought to be
thinking about a comprehensive policy, a policy that
will take accounr not only of the farming problems in
the regions, bur also rourism, the question of small
industries, or rhe one menrioned by ,y friend Mr
O'Donnell 
- 
forestry.
It is a great drawback that we have no forestry policy
in the European Community today. That is a marter of
greal urgency, particularly living, as we do, at a rime
when energy has become one of our major problems. I
am not sutgesting that we can all burn wood in our
fires or use it to drive our moror-cars'with, but there
are many activities where in fact highly energy-absorb-
ant materials are being used. For insrance, ro menrion
one example alone, cement: it mkes more than a tonne
of oil to drive five ronnes of cemenr, when in fact we
could be using more wood to build our houses. 'Ve
know rcday how to pestproof, fireproof, and wearher-
proof timber; we could have very good houses out of
wood, yet we all continue ro build rhem of concrere
and brick, and these are making very serious demands
on the energy we have. Apan altogether from that, we
have the paper indusries that could be developed into
industries using cellulose. Above all, we know rhat in
the world today the consumprion of wood is rising at
double the rate of production in terms of cosr, it is the
highest impon into this Communiry after oil, and yet
we are doing very little about expanding our forests.
Here is an ideal way of utilizing underproductive land.
In many remote regions, that is rhe most plentiful
material we have, and by using underproductive land
to produce more timber, we could crear new possibili-
ties of employment in the planting, processing and
care of the forests. I am sorry if I emphasize this
unduly, but it is one area where I think there are a lot
of possibilities; and so wrap that in to this whole idea
of a total approach to the problems in rhese areas
under the heading of rural policy.
I would also like to emphasize 
- 
or re-emphasize,
because I know it has been said before, but we cannot
ignore it 
- 
the imponance of a dynamic regional
policy in helping people to recognize the value of
being pan of a communitiy of nations. Too few citi-
zens in our streets and in our countryside recognize
the value of being togerher in a communitiy: on the
contrary, because of the way rhe media have treared
this subject, many of them are regretful that they everjoined. They do nor see the benefits, and I must say
that some of our governments, particularly in connec-
tion with the use of the Regional Fund, have contri-
buted towards that ignorance of what the Communiry
can do. Governments are using these monies without
indicating that rhey have come from the European
Community; they are, in fact, giving the impression
that they come from state funds. In some counrries,
the authorities at least mark the work that is going on
by putting up a norice saying that the project is being
aided by the European Development Fund. That is
very useful and I hope that more counries will follour
this practice, then the man passing by on the road at
least can see rhe fact and perhaps reflect that the
project would probably not be carried out were it not
for funds from the European Communiry.
I want to underline also something which has been
said before and repeated today by a number of people,
and that is the danger of what, Tom O'Donnell cailed
the watering-can effecr. I agree completely. I rhink
that if we are going to get real results, we have to have
r.- .a ,,
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more concentration and let the concept of the treatest
need apply. I am appalled at what is being done in my
o*n couniry, and I know it is happening in others too.
Dublin is overpopulated, yet we are using some if this
money very close to an area like Dublin, when we
know that in the western pan of our country there is
still serious depopulation. The money is not being used
in the areas *ith the trearcst need. Ve are, in fact,
tending to atract more people toward the areas where
there is overpopularion. I know the same thing can be
said of other countries.
Vith regard rc the cross-border effect, I think that
here again the Regional Fund can be a veqy imponant
polidcal instrument in promoting cooperation between
our various countries, and my own is an example. Both
in the Nonh and South of Ireland we can cooPerate
across our border to perform useful work that will
help people regardless of what side of the border they
live on. Ve can cooperate in carrying out develop-
ment, providing more jobs and stabilizing the popula-
tion.
Mr President, I would emphasize one other point. I
hope that more account will be taken, both in the
planning and the implemenadon of regional policy, of
the existence of imponant voluntary organizations in
'rhese regions, panicularly cooperatives that are
already engaged in trade and commerce, organizations
that have been set up voluntarily and funded voluntar-
ily by the people themselves. These organizations have
a lot of expertise, a lot of knowledge, and are already
carrying out development projects. lfhy not utilize
these structures to bring about more development in
these areas? Ve can use the structures that are already
there instead of seming up new structures which will
not be as acceptable generally as the slructures set uP
by the people themselves. I would appeal to the
Commissioner to recognize that in many of our coun-
tries there is a highly developed cooPerative struciure
ready and willing to be used in order to carry out
these projects.
the second generation regional development
programme which is aimed at covering regional deve-
lop.ent in the period from 1980 to 1985' Similarly,
this repon fails rc make the point that the programme
in question was a first approach at Community level, a
faci which juitifies a sympathetic approach to its
examination. On the basis of the experienci gained as
well as the observations made by Mr Travaglini in his
report I think the second teneration Programmes
should represent a significant improvement.
This imponant report contains many of the criticisms
that we in the European Progressive Democram have
been making of Community regional policy up to
now. For example, no Member State has generated an
infrastructure development programme over a period
of years. There has been failure rc link projects that
are submitted for aid to other national and Commu-
nity development programmes. I think I can justifiably
say that bureaucratic bungling and bad administrative
prlparation of projects is one of the main reasons why
all the money available to the Regional Fund is not
spent annually.
The repon raises the whole question of economic
convergence .in the development of EEC policies in a
coordinated fashion that will have an impact at differ-
ent national levels. It highlights the classic tension
between the national governments on. the one hand
and the Community institutions on the other with
regard to overall economic planning. I think it can be
said that the regional effects of the Communiry poli-
cies is a point that we have always been insisting on.
That is to say that in the application of Community
policies, whether it be in the industrial or market
organization sector, account should be taken of the
impact of such policies on the advancement of the
depressed regions. Regional impact assessment must
be constantly to the fore in drafting Community poli-
cies that could lead to economic divergence rather
than convergence. I believe that coordinated and inrc-
grated use of Community instruments can be achieved
with existing mechanisms and panicularly through the
programme for regional development elaborated and
submined by Member States, In this context it is not
clear what is intended by 'integrated measures' in
point 10 of the motion for a resolution in Mr Trava-
glini's report. If, however, it refers to the Commis-
iion's proposed integrated operations which concern
programme areas it should be noted that the Commit-
i.. on Regional Policy and Regional Planning has
taken a nigative attitude to this concePt pn the
grounds that attention should not be divened from
Programmes. '
In his repon Mr Travaglini raises the essential ques-
tion of restricting the geographic areas. Ve in the
European Progressive Democratic Group are
convinced that regions in need of development must
be identified on the basis of Communiry criteria.
National criteria are more suitable for setding national
disparities and are merely indicative of the Community
IN THE CFIAIR: MR ZAGARI
Vce-President
President. 
- 
I catl Mr Lalor to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
Mr President, I am happy to join with
the others who have gone before me and who have
complimented Mr Travaglini for his excellent and
comprehensive report. In passing, I would like to note
that this repon is somewhat belated. Although this is
no reflection on the rapponeur 
- 
in that it concerns
programmes submitted prior to 1977. Hopefully,
h6*.u.r, it is in time to influence the preparation of
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requirements. But in applying a Community policy for
regional development I feel that the regions must be
idendfied on the basis of Community criteria, so rhat
the disparities and imbalances at a Communiry level
can be properly attacked and remedied.
Vhat then, you may ask, should Communiry criteria
be? Let me say that we in the European Progressive
Democrats advocare rhe following criteria: a prepon-
derance of agriculrural difficulty in an area; a history
of outward migration; unemployment levels subsran-
tially above the Community level; gross narional prod-
ucr per head subsmntially lower than the Communiry
average; the level of indusrial development substan-
tially below the Communiry average; the existence of
climatii and geographical disadvanrages; poor demo-
graphic strucrure and under-developed social infra-
structure. I rhink that rhose could provide very useful
criteria for a Communiry regional policy. It should not
be left to narional governments to determine whar
these criteria should be.
Ve have already heard various speakers today: my
colleagues, Mr O'Donnell and Mi Maher. \7e'heari
Mr Harris srate rhar Ireland as a whole has been
declared an under-developed region. I think this isjustifiably so, and I rhink rhat it is indicative of the
situation as it exists in my country that the European
People's Pany, the Liberal and Democratic Group and
the European Progressive Democram have nominated
Irishmen as the opening speakers on rhis ropic. I see
that the European Democrats have John Taylor from
Northern Ireland obviously waiting to speak on this
issue and I see my friend, Mr Paisley, waiting rc speak
as well. So I think it is indicarive of how seriously the
Irish people 
- 
both North and South 
- 
regard this
issue and of how we feel. As Mr O'Donnell said, 5l Yo
of !7est Germany is, by national definition, regarded
as under-developed. However, it should be pointed
out that rhere are far more under-developed areas in
the Communiry as a whole.
The challenges facing the European Communiry are
many, but the implementarion of a real and effective
regional development policy remains one of rhe most
fundamental. The Communiry must choose berc/een
saving its poorer regions and protecting the richer
onesl between developing its poorer regions or allow-
ing funher economic concenrarion in irs richer
regions. This can only be achieved by a realistic and
effective overall European regional developmenr
poliry, the purpose of which is to stress the need to
strengthen the uniry of the economies and ro ensure
hhrmonious development by reducing the differences
existing between the bemer-off regions and the back-
wardness of the less favoured ones.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Skovmand on behalf of the
Group for the Technical Coordination and Defence of
Independent Groups and Members.
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, one of the
major problems with rcchnical development is that it
can lead to serious differences berween the regions in
the individual countries and a modern state musr
therefore strenghten the weak regions and apply a
brake to the development of rhe stronter ones. This isjust as true in the case of Denmark as in she case of
France, Ireland or Vest Germany, and it is obvious
that the necessary decisions must be made in the indi-
vidual countries as they know where the problems lie
and what can be donl. It is, therefore,'unfonunate
that the Community should interfere so much in
regional poliry. In Denmark, there has been an unmis-
takable ironing-our of differences between the strong
and weak regions since the middle of the 1960s. Since
1975, however, rhis levelling process has been Iess
marked, as a resulr of the Community staning to inter-
fere in the poliry of the Danish Government and
oppose aid rc a series of weak regions. There is in fact
a danger of the process grinding to a halr completely.
In spite of this, we are expecrcd ro vo[e here today on
a motion proposing rhar even more power should be
given to the Community and even less to the indivi-
dual countries. !7e in rhe People's Movement against
the European Community must oppose this motion for
a resolution and we urte everyone else to do the same.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Petronio.
M1 Pctronio. 
- 
(I) Mr President, in the repon
submined to us for examination and possible adopiion,
Mr Travaglini righdy quorcs the Treary of Rome and
the words with which the inidarors of European
economic, and possibly political, union expressed rheir
sense of commirment with regard to thq problem of
regional imbalances, i.e. that rhe basic task and
purpose of the Communiry was ro ensure harmonious
development by reducing the differences existing
berween rhe various regions and the backwardness o1
the less favoured regions. This then is the statemenr of
fundamennl principles, about which, I think, we can
have no doubts. Otherwise, Europe would be and
would remain a free :':;ade zone, a more or less
common agricultural market which might also in addi-
tion be able to make political statements. fu far as we
are concerned at least, there can be no doubts about
the basic aim of eliminating imbalance, of bringing
about convergence between the poor and the iicfi
regions 
- 
this economic, social, moral and perhaps
even historical mission.
Nevenheless, Mr Travaglini is right in drawing atten-
tion in his repon to the fact that these imbalances
continue to exist, sometimes even in acute forms, and
observes that attempts are frequently made to solve
new imbalances 
- 
which might be purely a resulr of
the shon-term economic situadon 
- 
for example, by
means of the non-quota section 
- 
while no ierious
action is taken with regard to other imbalances which
in some cases are very long-standing. This view is also
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borne out by a study produced by the European
Parliament's Directorate-General for Research and
Documentation, which concludes that, from a statisti-
cal point of view, there was admittedly a reduction in
the imbalances between the various regions between
1977 a,nd 1979 whereas in fact these imbalances had
worsened. This seems self-conradictory but in reality
the data given by the researchers of the European
Parliament and the Commission confirm this sate-
ment which is not merely a general interpretation of
the situation but represents the resulm of work carried
out by a team on the basis of cenain facts.
In other words, it was stated in the preamble to the
Treary that the aims of the Community were harmon-
ious development, convergence of the economies and
elimination of regional imbalances. After many years,
however, we are forced to recognize the fact that, in
spite of the instruments which have been devised or
revived with a view to achieving this aim, we have still
got nowhere in our attempts to make the divergence
between one region and another as small as possible.
\7e find it unacceptable that this European Regional
Development Fund should be described, as.has been
the case, as a sort of anti-agricultural instrument, since
we take the view that its endowment, its financial
sustenance, is still very modest. Even if the Council
should agree ro increasing it to I 600 thousand million
units of account, a slight increase in agricultural prices
- 
an 'adjustment' as these things are known 
- 
would
be enough to cancel out practically the entire sum y/e
had managed m squeeze out of the Council, not to
mention the fact that it has even been proposed that
instead of 1 500 thousand million unim of account it
should be reduced to 1 100 thousand million or I 200
thousand million, which would mean that we could do
no more than deal with dairy produce surpluses or
boost cenain funds, such as the guidance section,
which, however, all though the necessary goodwill is
present, does not come into it, as Mr Filippi has, inci-
dently, recently demonstrarcd.
This regional policy is an imponant matter. Mr
Travaglini's report sates, for example that75 regions
are interesrcd in this poliry and that the area covered
by these 75 regions is over half the entire area of the
Communiry, 55 0/o to be precise, and that some 38 0/o
of the population of the Community live and work
there 
- 
the 38 0/o which, like us, is trying rc see to it
that this undertaking has a political future in addidon
to a certain economic future. The Fund is therefore of
enormous significance and several problems are
coming to light, one of which was stressed by Mr
Pasquale on behalf of the Committee on Regional
Policy, i.e. the need to streamline the reguladon
governing the Fund, which at the moment is so unne-
cessarily involved.that it is impossible to put projects
or protrammes into practice without considerable
delays, with a result that everything remains a dead
letter or only comes into effect so long after the
machinery has been set in motion' that, in practical
terms, it results in very little or nothing at all.
And then there is the question of improving the way in
which the Member States and regions assess the
impact of our economic aid in real terms, not only as
regards sructural measures, but also as regards the
labour market and employment. This is not merely a
question of obaining dry statistics but of gening a
clear understanding of precisely what a single unit of
account, or a thousand br ten thousand units of
account, can actually contribute towards alleviadng
the unemployment problem in a cenain region. Nor
should we forget, funhermore, that the accession of
Greece will give rise to still funher problems over and
above the vast number which already exist.
Finally 
- 
and this is something we should take into
account when we come to discuss the budget 
- 
is the
fact rhat our European budget should be such as to
tuarantee that appropriate action will be possible at
regional level, by increasing own resources. In other
words, a European fiscal system is called for.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Boot.
Mrc Boot. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Member of the
Commission, ladies and Bentlemen 
- 
in panicular my
colleagues from the Committee on Regional Poliry
and Regional Planning, almost all of whom are here
today 
- 
I should like rc begin by saying what a great
honour it is for me today to speak on behalf of my
group, panicularly on such an important subject as
regional poliry in the Community. This is the first
report on regional development programmes. Mr
Travaglini's report is an initiative report, and in this
respect he is following a tradition in this House which
reaches as far back as 1960 on regional poliry issues;
on a number of occasions, the European Parliament
has stressed in plenary session the importance' of a
European regional poliry.
Regional policy is pursued at two levels 
- 
Member
State and Community. Fortunately, there is no funda-
mental contradiction between these two levels,
although in practical terms, the Member Starcs all too
often adopt a national approach which turns out to be
to the deriment of other Member Sates or the
Community as a whole. The aim of regional policy is
not so much to bring about a general redistribudon as
rc avoid significant i-b"l"n".i*ithin the Communlty.
To enable it to achieve this aim, the Community can
make use of three instruments: the quotas, the quota-
free part of the Regional Fund and the regional deve-
lopment protrammes. Since the Council adopted its
resolution .in February 1979, we may regard these
regional development protrammes as the most appro-
priate instrument for the effective coordination of the
regional policies pursued by the Member Sates and
the Community. My group is therefore panicularly
pleased rc see the production of a repon on precisely
this subject.
Ir 
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I shall restrict my remarks to a few brief, general
marginal notes, as it were. My task is made all the
easier by the facr that there is a wide measure of
atreement wirhin rhe Commitree on Regional Policy
and Regional Planning on the Travaglini repoft. The
regional development programmes are regarded as a
framework within which money may be allocared
from the Regional Fund, and also as an effecrive
instrument for coordinating. and improving regional
policy. It was thought that the latter poinr in panicular
was of great imporr,ance in view of the fact that
regional poliry is one aspecr of economic policy as a
whole. This is rrue ar both levels 
- 
Member Starcs
and the Community. At a dme when the disparities
between the various narional economies ari b"ing
acutely felt, we must use every means at our disposal
to exert influence on rhose facors which are influen-
tialin the convergence of the national economies.
By the formulation of regional developmenr
protrammes by the Member States and their coordi-
nation in a Communiry conrexr, the Member Starcs
are forced to realize thit an effecive regional policy is
only possible on the basis of prior economic coordina-
tion, although so long as regional policy accounts for
such a small share of the Communiry budget, the
Community can play only a very limited coordinating
role.
Mr Travaglini's reporr righrly points out that
economic coordination is not the be all and end all.
Mr Travaglini refers to the qualitative 
- 
as well as the
quantatirive 
- 
basis of regional policy. As regards the
quantatitive aspecr, it is regrettable that a number of
Member Sates are deliberately withholding compara-
ble statistical data.
As regards regional development objectives, I should
like to point our rhar. it is not necessary to develop all
the aspects at regional level; a number of aspects
require delaying or conservation measures, for in-
stance, the over-population problem, or rhe prorcction
of the countryside. All theee maters are essenrially
pan and parcel of an integrated regional economic
and regional planning poliry.
The qualitative aspecr of regional planning requires
more detailed'examination. The imponant thing- here
is not only the creation of a wider range of qualitative
objectives 
- 
such as the qualiry of living accommoda-
tion and the level of services 
- 
but also the qualitative
aspects of such things as employment policy, for in-
stance, the continuing relevance of occuparional train-
ing, the quesrion of part-time or full-time employ-
ment, the nature of the work and working conditions,
such as diny and dangerous work, irregular hours,
shift work, and so on. This will make is possible for us
to ackle specific problem groups on rhe employment
market, such as women and young people.
In the excellenr explanatory srarcmenr attached to rhe
motion for a resolution, rhe poinr is made on a number
of occasions that account must be taken of the
regional consequences of the various forms of
Communiry poliry and projects. Studies of the effect
of these are essential, whereby arrendon should be
devoted not only rc whether the projecr is being
properly execured, but also ro the shorr, medium and
long-term repercussions of a project for all the parries
and regions affected.
Ve musr also make a sarr on strengthening the posi-
tion of regional authorities as parr of the activities of
the European Regional Fund. These authoriries should
not be consoned merely incidentally, but should be
involved intensively in the overall policy process going
on in a panicular region. The benefits of this kind of
approach are a higher degree of involvement of the
regions in Communiry affairs, utilization of local and
regional knowledge and the early detecdon of discre-
pancies between intentions and realiry, as well as an
intensification of the democratization process at
Community level.
As I said earlier, the aim of regional policy is to elimi-
nate serious imbalances. A study published recently by
Mr Cardol and Mr Van Engelenburg, of the European
Parliament's' Directorate-General for Research - and
Documentadon shbws by way of statistics that
regional disparities within the Community increased
sharply berween 1970 and 1977.1 therefore feel that
we should do everything in our power to supporr rhe
Commission in its work on regional poliry. Up to
now, the Council has played 
" 
too gr."t- and' mo
retarding a rsle in the decision-making process. \7e
have only to think of the Council meeting of July,
which failed rc radfy even rhe minor regulations
covering specific Communiry projects. My group will
be putting forward proposals for institutional improve-
ments this week.
(Appkuse)
President 
- 
I call Mr Cardia.
Mr Cardia. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
two relatively recenr publicadons 
- 
one by rhis
Parliament's Directorate-General for Research and
Documentation and rhe other by the Commission 
-have enabled us to place this debate in a frame of
reference sufficiently realistic to dispel any optimism.
Although the difference between nonh and south is
admittedly not as dramatic wirhin rhe Communiry as itii at internadonal level, it nevenheless remains the
major problem facing this Community wirh the persis-
tent mass unemployment and large regions of poverry
which it entails. The first of 'the publicadons I
mentioned 
- 
an analysis of regional imbalances
within the Community over the period 1970-1977 
-tells us that the difference between rhe rich and poor
countries of the Communiry has increased considera-
? ,nii:{.rr."rP Y+t a" v
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bly. For example, the difference between, say, the
Federal Republic of Germany and Italy in terms of
gross pel capita production increased over the seven
years from about 40 to 50 0/0, and the difference
between France and Ialy from 30 to 45 o/o.It tells us
that within the individual countries, the differences
between the rich and poor regions have increased and
thar, finally, the divergence, still in terms of Bross per
capita production, between rich regions 
- 
such as
some regions of Denmark, or the Federal Republic or
France 
- 
and poor regions 
- 
such as pans of Ireland
and the south of Italy, particularly Sicily and Sardinia
- 
have increased still funher.
The statistical analysis thus confirms the point which
has been made frequently, including today, in this
House, i.e. that Community integr'ation insofar as it is
left and continues to be left to spontaneous market
forces, tends to be in the interests of the relatively rich
at the expense of, the relatively poor, thus increasing
the extent of polarization and inequality at both
national and Community level. Clearly, as has already
been pointed out this evening, this situation will get
worse with the accession of the three other southern
European countries.
The second publicadon to which I referred is the draft
fifth repon by the Commission on the activities of the
European Regional Development Fund in 1979 which,
as the Commissioner is well aware, is not likely m do
much to improve the picure suggested by the statisti-
cal analysis in the near future, Indeed, it strikes me
rhat the situation has deteriorated still funher in
cenain respects which I might sum up briefly as
follows: there is the fact that the commitment appro-
priations for regional development poliry, even after
the increases of tgzg-go and those contained in the
proposals for the 1981 budget 
- 
which as you know
were strongly opposed by cenain tovernments includ-
ing those of the Federal Republic and France 
- 
still
remain at a rather modest level. And then there are the
delays in actually making the payments, which from
1975 to 1979 did not exceed 530/o 
- 
this figure
speals volumes 
- 
of the sums earmarked. Then again
there is the fact that Community aid tends almost
exclusively to be used as a substitute for expenditure
by the individual Member States themselves and the
facr rhat an averate of 70 0/o of the monies from the
Fund are destined for the financing of public works,
which in many cases remain non-productive for a long
time, while only 30 o/o is used for the financing of
directly productive projects with an increasing
tendency towards a still greater reduction in the
proportion spent on financing of industrial or
directly-productive projecm, i.e. 32 0/o in the period
1975-79 as against 280/o in 1979. Funhermore, there
is the vagueness of the regional development
programmes which do not precisely specify and quan-
tify the development objectives and the methods to be
used to achieve them. On top of this, there has been,
at least up to now, a lack of serious coordination
between the regional development policies of various
regions 
- 
at least in cases where they have been insti-
tutionalized 
- 
the Member States and the Commu-
nity, nor has there been any coordination among the
various Community policies or between Community
policies and national policies. This lack of coordina-
tion can clearly be seen in the delays and limited finan-
cial resources provided for specific non-quota projects
and integrated projects of the Naples variery. Then
there is the fact that the pan played by the regions as
such in the drawing up and implementation of the
Community regional development policy is minimal or
non-existent, and this is aggravated by the fact that
only some Member Starcs are run, to varying degrees,
on a regional basis, whereas others tend rather to take
a centralistic and technocradc approach to problems of
regional development and planning.
A study of the two documents to which I have referred
suggests the following conclusions. The overall
process of Community integration should not in future
be dependent on sponaneous market mechanisms
which are dominated by the more powerful economic
and political groupings. Cenain elements of public and
democratic direction and planning of the complex
process of development should be inroduced, whilst
taking account, of course, of essential commercial and
market considerations, not simply for reasons of
ensuring a balance in the development of the various
regions and the various pans of the Communiry, but
also and, I would say, chiefly at this present moment,
so that we will not be the losers in the vast struggle
currently in progress, and which has been exacerbated
by the recession, over the new international division of
resources, labour and the various sectors of produc-
tion.
'$7e must establish a closer link berween economic
development and the balanced and rational utilization
of our territories and natural and human resources.
Regional development policy must not continue to be
regarded as a mere palliadve for the distonions and '
imbalances which arise if things are left to run their
natural course, or as a son of aid to poorer, mor peri-
pheral and more backward regions such as Ireland or
Sardinia, but rather as an additional, supplementary
instrument for guiding a development which covers
the entire territory of the country in a balanced fash-
ion. In a word, there must be a dramadc change of
direction, on a democratic basis, in the running of the
Community and the individual Member States. Other-
wise there can be no hope of spontaneous market inte-
gration freeing itself from the domination of the
strongest and the laws of concenration and centrali-
zation, which nowadays hold full sway. Nor will it be
possible to avoid increasing inequality in the distribu-
tion of the various sectors of production and of
revenue over the various regions or rc hope that a
regional development policy might be effective.
The repon on the regional programmes, which,
although the result of highly complex discussions in
the Committee, bears the name of Mr Travaglini who
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in fact drew it up and is a man of great experience and
a convinced regionalisr, does nor, however, go inrc all
the aspects of the change of approach and direction
which I mentioned 
- 
nor indeed could it have done
so. Nevenheless,'it is symptomatic rhat, with an
eye to a multiannual medium-term Community
programme for 1981-1985 which contains or could
contain elements of democratic planning and with an
eye to a revision, which is becoming constantly more
urgent, of the regulation governing the regional fund,
it calls for clear coordination with a view to ensuring
harmonious regional and Communiry development of
all the common policies from the agricultural poliry to
the social poliry to [ransport and energy policy, and of
their regional impact, which would necessitate inte-
grated action by area and programme, on the basis of
increasingly clear-out democratically produced models
and plans for the development of the rcrritory, and
would also mean that the funds available for such
purposes would need ro be increased and that specific
priorities would have to be established by means of the
direct panicipation of the regions in the drawing up
and implementation of developmenr protrammes of a
new'type. This would be a step in the right direction,
even if it might strike some people here and outside es
very modest. Hence the vinually unanimous vote by
the Committee on Regional Policy, which I can reaf-
firm in this House on behalf of the Iralian Communists
whilst nevenheless repeating the requesr that regional
development poliry should be accorded, both in this
Parliament and in the Community as a whole, the full
prominence which is irs due, both by vinue of the
Treaty and in view of the pressing needs, demands and
expectations of the people of Europe.
I should now like rc address a very brief observation
to Mr Giolitd in connection with the amendment
nbled by Mr Travaglini rc the effect that the validiry
of the old regional protrammes should be extended rc
the end of tggt. I can undersrand the pracrical modve
behind this request, bur I wonder whether or not ir
would be somewhat out of keeping with the require-
ment on which I think borh the Commission and the
rapporteur are agreed 
- 
rc rhe effect rhat the new
regional programmes should cover the whole of rhe
next five-year period, which in fact begins with 1981. I
should like m ask Mr Giolini whether or not, in his
view, the proposed extension of these protrammes
causes a contradiction since we will have rc ask the
regions ro prepare new programmes for the period
1981-1985.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cl6ment.
Mr Cl6ment. 
- 
(F) Mr Commissioner, ladies and
gentlemen, we cannot and shall not be able to call this
continent'Europe' so long as there remains within rhe
Community the disparities which we know exist
between the centre of Europe and the peripheral
regions. One only has ro compare the Ruhr to the
Highlands, or the Ile de France to Donegal or rhe
French overseas d6panements, to see just how far we
still have to go.
Realizing just how grear rhe differences are, rhe
Community has drawn up a regional development
policy on a European scale. The regional developmenr
protrammes which are a fundamental element of this
policy are hindered, it seems ro me, by three sem of
difficulties.
First of all the very concepr of a region covers rwo
distinct cases. Of course rhere exists the economic and
social concept of a region, which is identical through-
out the Community. That is the sense in which one
can speak of a peripheral or underprivileged region.
Shonages of employment, geographical distance,
transport. difficulties and a rural character are rhe
criteria by which such regions are defined. However,
there also exists an administrative, perhaps even politi-
cal concept of the region, which varies from one
Member Stare to another. This variation makes it diffi-
cult in a number of cases to adopt standard measures
throughout the nine nations with the differences in
their history, their geography and their instirutions
which now constitute the European Community.
Looking a[ this concepr of the region, ir seems unac-
ceptable to me rhar for example, the regions of France
should negotiare agreemenrs directly with the
Community. On the orher hand, they most certainly
should be involved, perhaps even consulted, in the
making of decisions which concern [hem. And admit-
tedly, a resolute policy of decenralizing economic
decision-making will be needed. Admittedly, such a
policy implies the transfer of pan of rhe funds availa-
ble for regional development to the local and regional
authoriries. And finally admittedly my own country's
policy on the quesrion is inadequarc. On the orher
hand, speaking for myself, I could not rhink of putting
the French regions on rhe same political level as rhe
French Republic where foreign affairs were
concerned.
The second kind of difficulty vhich regional develop-
men[ programmes encounter is the lack of ranspar-
ency of the Community's contribution or, rather, the
fact that a number of governmenrc erecr barriers which
prevent the beneficiaries of regional poliry from
knowing exactly where rhe Communiry funds which
are intended for them actually go. The truth of the
matter is thar to raise this problem is to raise the prob-
lem of Communiry aid overlapping orher forms of aid.
It is my belief that mosr represenratives of underprivi-
leged regions in this fusembly would consider rhat
Member States who use Community funds to reim-
burse themselves for pan of rhe cosr of their own
regional programmes are guilry of nothing less than
embezzling Community money. By way of an exam-
ple, may I remind rhe Assembly that in Copenhagen in
December 1977 the nine Heads of State signed a
prorccol which has been published, which provided
for the French share of the ERDF to be increased
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from 15 to 17 0/0, with the stipulation that the extra
2 0/o were to be spent on the French Overseas Depan-
ments for the next three years. Translated into cash
terms, that provided approximately 60 million EUA
for those Overseas Depanments. Knowing their rela-
tively small size, becomes clear that such a sum is
essential to the financing of supplemennry regional
development programmes. And it is at rhat point,
ladies and tentlemen, that ir becomes clear that the
problem of controlling the use of Cohmunity funds
cannot be separated from the problem of regional
development programmes.
I should like m make a third and last observation. The
regional development programmes are a major
element in the European land use policy, but nor the
only one, and in this connection I would like rc make
the point that use of the EAGGF and the Social Fund
in the Community policy for regional development
gives rise to the need for adequate coordination
between the various Commission depanments on one
side and the Government of the Member States on the
other. It is funhermore quite ludicrous that the Euro-
pean Investment Bank, which is one of the most
appropriate sources of finance for rhe peripheral
regions, is not able to take any action in cenain
regions. I hope you will allow me to express my regrer
that this is in panicular rhe case for the French Over-
seas Depanments which are excluded from the EIB's
area of influence in accordance with Anicle 18 of the
Bank's statut€s.
I would like to say in conclusion that rhe Communiry
needs to be consistent in its regional policy. Ir is all
very well rc talk of the political will m raise rhe level
of the most underprivileged regions ro rhat of the
richest. \7hat is also needed is for rhe resouroes
intended for the poliry to be used in it, and not
divened elsewhere.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirante . 
- 
(D Mr President, I shall make a
few brief points as Member for Southern Italy.
Firstly, I, and indeed we, thank the rapponeur, Mr
Travaglini, for his clarity and courage. Ve hope that
this first step will not turn out to be a step backwards
in the context of the imminent approval of the new
budget, bearing in mind that the 1980 budget was
rejected by a large section of this Parliament, particu-
larly because of the inadequacy of the Regional Deve-
lopment Fund. Finally I would like rc point out, Mr
President, that this debate so wearily followed by
Parliament, is much more important than the previous
publiciry-orientated debate on world hunger, because
whereas peoples may die of hunger, continents die of
imbalances. Europe will be born only through a
balanced policy taking account of the needs of indivi-
dual couirtries, and especially of the count{F orr behalf
of which I speak, Italy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Costanzo.
Mr Costanzo. 
- 
(0 Mr President, ladies and gende-
men, Mr Travaglini's report has, in my view, the merit
not only of having brought out rhe limir and conrad-
ictions which often charaaerize the regional develop-
ment programmes of somc Member States, but also
and above all of having drawn the attention of dl of us
to the essential i6le of such programmes, which
cenainly represen[ thc most suitable basis for a systc-
matic coordination of the policics implemented by the
local and regional authorities, the Member Statcs and
the Communiry with a view to achieving a better
balance amont the different areas. Hovever, this
coordination requires more than just a suitable basis.
In my view, the chief need is for a 'coordinatol, i.e.
the political power to coordinate. Then, it is necessary
that, instead of a policy of Community aids for
regional development, there should be a real common
policy for developing the regions and improving the
balance among them. The resourc€s of the Regional
Fund cannot go on being uscd for occasional and
episodic aids to this or thar projee submiucd to rhe
Commission by a Member Statc.
The projects to bc aided must insrcad form an intcgral
pan of ilre regional programmes, which musi,
however, be systematically implemented in weqy part
and not merely in those pans which are Community
-aided. At all ,events, what matrcrs mo$ is rhat rheregional policies of the Member Statcs should bc coor-
dinated, harmonized and unified as far as possible, i.e.
that we should at last achieve a common regiond
policy.
The regional fund is often scen as a 'solidarity fund'
for emergency aids or for deding vith short-tcrm
crises an imbalances, whereas rhesc aids should rcally
be granted only to arcas suffering from structural
imbalanccs and historical dfficuldes and not to corrccr
short-tcrm imbalanccs frequendy causcd by other
Community policies.
More than 20 years after the sigfng of the Treaty of
Rome, ve have r, not€ that the disparities among the
various regions and the delays in devcloiment have by
no means been eliminated. Yet this is a basic aim of the
Community. In some cases thc disparities have
increased, and not only because of the inadcquacy of
the financial resouroes of thc Rcgional Fund, bur
above all 
- 
in my vicw 
- 
bccause of dre absence at
Communiry level of a serious effon at coordination of
aid policics and instrumcnts, and of practical opcral
tional planning.
'' tt t'a 1* t l,lI
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The periodic report on the social and economic deve-
lopment of the regions of the Communiry, which the
Commission is to submit shonly, must ake account of
the regional implications of all Communiry policies,
and especially of their effecm on employment and
development.
The structural policies, an especially the common agri-
cultural poliry, must be developed with much greater
incisiveness than has so far been shown by Community
action. In that conrcxt, for the Mediterranean regions
it will be necessary to take account of the special
requirements of the agricultural sector arising from the
policy of enlargement and the external trade policy, as
well as qf the r6le which agriculture can play in the
implementation of an overall regional development
plan, panicularly in some peripheral areas of the
Community.
\7e all know that the most disadvantaged and under-
developed regions of the Communiry are the peri-
pheral ones in the North, and especially, those in the
South around the Mediterranean. The Mediterranean
regions, characterized by the predominance of the
agricultural sector in their economy, pay the highest
price both for the enlargement of the Community and
for the preferential trade relations with the
non-Communiry countries of the Mediterranean basin
and the ACP countries. The regional development
programmes for those Mediterranean regions must
also take account, of these conditions and require-
ments.
Mr. President, the fravaglini repon leads us to'
conclude that, if the regional development
programmes must be the frame of reference for
Communiry panicipation, and if it is desired that such
panicipation should not continue to be merely a
'cash-desk', service, the Community must be asso-
ciated with the planning process in the Member States
and must at the same time succeed in givingltre local
authorities a more imponant rOle in the Communiry
regional development policy.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Pasquale.
Mr De Pasquale. 
- 
(I) Mr President, in my capaciry
as Chairman of the Committee on Regional Policy, I
too s,ould like to express the greatest appreciation of
the compercnce and passion with which Mr Travaglini
has approached and completed this msk. Moriover,
these qualities are inherent in him, and I am not there-
fore saying anything new.
I also wish to pay tribute to the contribution which the
whole Commimee made to the Travaglini Repon, to
the seriousness of the discussions and the political will
expressed in this effon. That said, I would like rc
sress to the Commission and Council 
- 
none of
whose members or officials I see present here 
- 
but
expecially to the Commission, the need for everyone
ro make an effon to ensure that the guidelines indi-
cated by Parliament do not remain a dead letter. Ve
know that this depends also on us, albeit to a limited
exrent. Ve think it essential for the Commission to
give an ever greater and increasingly forceful stimulus
to a transformation of the instruments of regional
poliry. In this context, I wished to speak before Mr
Giolitti solely in order to put to him cenain questibns
to which I think he will wish rc reply.
Our Committee, and Parliament as a whole, have
always fought for higher financing of the Regional
Development Fund. Ve have achieved some success in
this regard. Now the Commission has submitted a
draft budget for 1981 which seriously threatens all
non-compulsory expenditure, and first and foremost
the Regional Fund. I think there is no doubt that
Parliament will fight with all its energy to provide tlre
Regional Fund with adequate financing.
Indeed, I would like to ask Mr Giolitti if he can also
give us this assurance on behalf of the Commission,
given that we shall undoubrcdly have to fight another
battle together to defend the proposals made to us for
the Regional Fund for 1981.
Vith regard to the nature of regional aids, I think the
representative of the Commission will have noticed the
general dissatisfaction of Parliament. A change in the
regulation governing the Fund is essendal. Mr Giolitti
is in favour of postponing the deadline envisaged for
renewal of the regulation, and we do not endrely
agree with the reasons which he has publicly given for
this. But it is not about this that I would like to speak.
I would like to ask Mr Giolitti for informadon on the
pieparadons for changing the regulation of the Fund,
because we are very concerned about the procedures
for allocation of the Regional Fund and the other
funds intended for regional poliry.
The procedures proliferate.- Now we have at least
three of them: the quoa procedure, i.e. financial
contributions with delayed payment, the non-quota
procedure, i.e. specific programmes for specific actions
with delayed payments, and now the British proce-
dure, consisting of advanced paymenr of 90 o/o on
programmes submitted by the British Government.
I think that overall there is a need to move towards
unification, simplification and a greater incisiveness in
the procedures of the Regional Fund, and to this end I
should also like to ask what policies are being consid-
ered within the Commission. '
The Travaglini Repon has the great merit of having
shown that Parliament intends to move away from
conributions to projects, and rcwards aid on the basis
of programmes. The Commission rightly cridcized rhe
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programmes submitted in 1977, and these criticisms
were shared by Parliament and our Committee.
The question I should like to put to you now is this:
what is the Commission doing to ensure that the new
programmes are true programmes and a genuine
response to the guidelines which the Commission laid
down with regard to choices, concentration of aids
and financial transparenry? Is there a political will to
follow these principles in a fruitful, open, continuous
and critical relationship with the Member States and
the regions?
The Treaty does not starc that regional programmes
must be drawn, up behind the closed doors of the
Commission by national or Communiry technocrats.
Of course, the work of the technocrat is essential, but
I think a democratic relationship in drawing up the
programmes would encourage everything that we are
asking for in terms of publicity, of bringing the
peoples of Europe closer together and involving them
in a common effon to develop European integration.
Another question I would like to put concerns the
coordination of the Community and European Invest-
ment Bank funds. This principle has also been
affirmed, but no substantial srcp seems to have been
aken in this direction. Vhat stage have we reached,
and what instrumenm are envisaged to ensure that this
coordinatibn is effective and beneficial to the weaker
areas of the Community?
Of course, I do not wish m 'swamp' with these ques-
tions the reply which the Commission will give to the
Travaglini Repon and the guidelines which our
Committee suggested through that repon. I wish to
raise these questions so that the representadve of the
Commission may be aware that we must all make a
considerable joint effon rc maintain the size of the
Fund, alter the nature of regional aids and achieve true
regional programmes. I would remind you that a reso-
lution or an authoritative and solemn vote by Parlia-
ment, however essential, are not enough to meet these
needs. There must also be the political will on the pan
of all the institutions rc achieve tangible results in this
field.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Giolitti.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission 
- 
(I) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, first and foremost I
wish to express satisfaction on behalf of the Commis-
sion because I have seen that the almost unanimous
atreement 
- 
with only one dissenting voice 
- 
which
Mr Travaglini deservedly obtained for his repon in the
Committee on Regional Policy has been repeated in
Parliament as a whole.
It seems to me that with this debate Parliament, on the
basis of the excellent repon provided by Mr Travag-
lini, and by means of a critical examigration of the
regional development proBrammes submitted to the
Communiry by the Member States, is now making a
wider and more general contribution to that overall
re-examination of Community policies and their effects
on the Community budget to which the Commission is
now comqritted. The conclusions of this in-depth
analysis will of course be a matter for the new
Commission, because the deadline for this ask, as has
been announced, is June 1981; but the present
Commission intends shonly to provide the new
Commission with a preliminary analysis and prelimi-
nary draft proposals. This critical and constructive
contribution by Parliament, in the form of this debate,
therefore comes at the right time. There is no doubt
that, as I expected, this has been another opportuniry
to note the inadequacies of the Communiry regional
policy. Frankly, I share this negative judgment. It has
been an opponunity to nbrc the lack of a true
Community regional policy in keeping with the scale
and nature of the problems of regional imbalance aris-
ing in the Community 
- 
the famous problems which
nolr go under the name of'convergence'.
Ladies and tentlemen, I must also note that the
proposals made in formal documents by the Commis-
sion have been seriously obstructed by the Council's
decision-making procedures and delays. One of the
most obvious examples available to the Members of
Parliament concerned with this subject is that of the
regulations relating to the specific measures to be
financed by the non-quota section.
I think I can now say rhat a new phase of regional
policy can be glimpsed, and the Commission is com-
mitted to actint resolutely and vigorously in this new
phase, at three levels 
- 
firsih through the repon on
the socio-economic situation of the regions of the
Communiry, which will, I think be submined in rwo or
three months time, i.e.. before the deadline envisaged;
secondly rhrough asks which the Commission must
carry out in connection with the mandarc which I
mentioned earlier, to be completed byJune 1981; and
finally through the proposals which, on the basis of the
repon and of this general analysis of the development
of Community policies, the Commission will make for
'the new Regional Fund regulation.
I would'therefore say that there are three basic
elements which enable one already to sketch out a
new, more promising and encouraging phase for the
development of Communiry regional policy. This
conrribution by Parliament, and panicularly by the
Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning
and by Mr Travaglini with regard to the protrammes
is therefore, I repeat, panicularly useful and timely.
The good quality of the programmes is essendal in
order to move, as the Commission proposes to do,
from aids for projects 
- 
to use a formula 
- 
to aids in
the basis of programmes. And this brings out to the
full the basic elements of that new srategy which is
'\'. "'ll J
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beginning to emerge and on which the Commission
has been providing guidance for some time.
The overall element is by no means in contradiction
but rather closely linked wirh the need 
- 
vigorously
and effecdvely stressed by the Travaglini Repon 
-for vigorous and precise decisions on priorities,
designed to permit an effective concentration of aids
and avoid their dispersion. This inevitably leads rc the
consideration of coordination among the various
instruments, even to the point of urning this coordi-
nation into true integration.
I shall confine myself to summarizing very briefly
what seem to me to be rhe guiding principles of rhe
analysis and the artument in the Travaglini Repon.
Vhat I want to sress above all, what I find of trearesr
inrcrest for the Commission in the Travaglini Repon
and the debate to which it gave rise, is the practicaliry
of these approaches. Ve are really moving from
theory to practice, because we have had many oppor-
tunities to talk of these concep6, but one must
acknowledge 
- 
and I am the first to do so 
- 
rhat it
has proved difficult in this field to move from words to
acdon.
These are the very brief remarks which I thought it
desirable to make on behalf of the Commission abour
what seem to me ro be the essendal aspects of the
repon and the debate; but I wish to make some addi-
tional remarks on some aspecs which, alrhough more
specific and detailed, cannot be omitted even in a very
brief survey such as that vrhich I am now making.
I accept once more 
- 
because it is not the first time
that we have had occasion to speak of this 
- 
the chal-
lenge to make the grearcst possible use of the contri-
bution which can and must be made by what we
usually call the regional and local authorities, a
generic term which we use to cover thc various institu-
tional siuations in the different counuies. I am
pleased that in the course of this debatc rhere has also
been mention of the imponance of, and the role which
can and muii be play-ed by, the cooperadve movemenr,
which should be associated u,ith this effon to activate
the regional and local level in both the planning and
the implementadon stages.
Mr Travaglini's report, and I think also a number of
the speeches in this debatc, righdy sressed rhe need
for a careful, continuous and consrandy updated
analysis of the results and for an equally conrinuous,
frequent and regular transmission of information. They
call for a flow of information not merely of a statistical
or quantiurdve kind, bur also of a quditadve narure,
panicularly from the Commission to the Parliament. I
welcome this invitadon and respond to it by a commit-
ment which the Commission undenakes rowards
Parliamenq but rrith one warning: of course we shall
see thet the flov of informadon is as frequent and as
regular as possible but, with regard to analysis and
assessment of the results, ode musr always bear in
mind that in this field rhe results achieved cannor be
measured in the shon rcrm but must be looked at over
quite a long period of dme.
I shall now reply to the specific quesdons which have
been put ro me, and especially rc the four questions
addressed to me in the last speech by the Chairman of
the Committee on Regional Policy. But before going
on to answer these four questions, I wish to reply to
the question put to me by Mr Cardia on whether it is
desirable to extend for one year the validiry of the
regional development protrammes currently adminis-
rcred by the Commission. I would reply that I think it
is desirable, not to make a formal extension for one
year 
- 
it is not a question of extending the present
programmes f.or ayear 
- 
but without rigidly adhering
to the deadline envisaged of early 1981, to allow a
wider margin of dme rc enable programmes which
may be submittcd in 1981 to take accounr of the
recommendations arising from the debate on the
Travaglini report, and also from the guidelines which
the Commission will work out on the basis of Parlia-
ment's sutgestions.
I now turn to the questions put to me by Mr De
Pasquale. I can assure him 
- 
with regard to the ques-
tion on the budget 
- 
that the Commission holds very
firmly to the position it took up with its proposals in
the draft budget, and especially the proposal which it
made with regard to the financing of the Regional
Fund for 1981.
\Zith regard m the preparadon of the new Regional
Fund regulation 
- 
for in my view it is that which is
required and not merely a few changes here and there
- 
we are at a stage of reflection involving above all
the report which is being drawn up. The early drafu of
the repon us with ideas and guidelines, but when we
have the report are already providing itself- as I said,
I hope it will be available in a couple of monrhs 
- 
it
will provide us with practical indications which will
enable us to clarify valid proposals for the new Regu-
ladon. Apan from the indicasions with which the
repon will provide us, we shall of course have rc draw
on the study which we shall make of the overall
context of Communiry policies and their developmenq
within which regional policy must be seen.
Vith regard rc the effon which the Commission must
make 
- 
as Mr De Pasquale rcld us 
- 
to improve rhe
regional development programmes, the Travaglini
repon irelf acknowledges that we have done rhis in
due form through the observations and recommenda-
tions sent rc Member States. Now Parliament has
provided us with funher food for thought, and we
shall therefore exert funher pressure to ensure that
these improvements are made to the programmes.
'!7ith regard to rhe merhod for drawing up these
programm€s, it is clearly nor up rc the Commission to
decide on it, since these are regional development
programmes submittcd by the national governmenr.
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The degree of panicipation at various levels of respon-
sibiliry and representation, in the drawing up of these
protrammes is obviously beyond our control 
- 
it
cannot be imposed by the Communiry institutions, but
is a matter for the Member States and their institu-
tions, under the terms of the relevant legislation.
Finally, I hope Mr De Pasquale will allow me not to
reply here and now to the vast and complex question
on the coordination not only of the funds but of all the
financial and structural instruments of the Commu-
niry. I would ask him rc seek on another occasion such
a reply, which would require a lorig speech, for this is
clearly nor the time to make it.
Mr President, I shall conclude by assuring Parliament
that the Commission will make proper use of the
contribution which Parliament has made rc the critical
assessment of the Community's regional policy. The
Commission will respond to the urging of Parliament,
so that the frequently invoked aim of harmonious
development of the Community may be pursued in the
future with treater vigour and consistency than it has
beeg in the past.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time .
12. Agenda
President. 
- 
In view of the many items still to be
dealt with on today's agenda, Mr Hahn, rapport€ur
for the last item down for debate this evening, has
requested that his report on European Music Year(Doc. 1-345/80) be postponed rc the next p:ut-
sesston.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
13. Reguktion on supPortfor projects to exploit
alte rnat io e energy s o urce s
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the repon (Doc.
l-214/80) drawn up by Mr Sassano on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-627 /79) for a regulation amending Regulation No 726/
79 as regards the granting of financial suppon for projects
to exploit alternative energy sources.
I call Mr Sassano.
Mr Sassano, rdpporteur. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the repon before you concerns a
modification to Council Regulation No 726179 which
aims to double Communiry aids for the liquefaction
and gasification of coal.
The European Parliament must be fully in favour of an
increase in financial aid to projects designed to exploit
energy sources which ire alrcrnatives to oil. Indeed,
we are faced with a constant increase in the price of oil
and with a demand for oil products which will proba-
bly exceed the possibilities of supply in the next few
years, so that it is necessary to exploit all energy
sources to the full.
The present Commission proposal is however not
entirely satisfacory, for two reasons vhich I shall now
summanze.
Firstly the Commission proposal concerns only lique-
faction and gasificadon of coal. In my view, and in
that of the Commitrce on Energy and Research, this is
not enough. SThy increase the funds intended for
liquefaction and gasification, without increasing, at
least rc the same extent, the aids intended for renewa-
ble energy sources of fundamental imponance such as
geothermal and solar energy? Partly as a result of thc
pressure exert€d by me and by the Committee on
Energy and Research, the Commission has agreed rc
submit a new proposal for increasing the funds
intendid for solar and geothermal encrgy, and I
would like here to ask the Commission to confirm this.
My second objection rc the Commission proposal
relates especially to Parliament's budgea{F powers.
In accordance with Council Regulation No 1302/78
relating rc the granting of aid to projects designed to
exploit alrcrnative energy sourcrs, on the basis of
which Council Regulation No 726/79 was drawn up,
the Council of the European Communities has arro-
gated to itself the power to fix unilaterally the maxi-
mum amount of aid for projects. The European
Parliament has already vigorously protrsted against
this procedure, and repeats this protest now.
The Commission has alrerdy panially responded to
Parliament's prot€st about the unilateral fixing by the
Council of a ceiling for aid, by adding the words'for
guidance purposes' in both the first and second para-
graphs of the Sole Anicle of she amended Reguladon.
Ho*ever, this does not prevent the maximum level of
aid being fixed by means of a regulation. Parliament
maintains that the allocation for individual
programmes should be fixed ioindy by Parliament and
ihe Council as budgetary authorities, in the contcxt of
rhe annual budget procedure. [t is thereforc proposed
rc add one sentence to the Commission proposal in
order to sress the purely indicadve naure of thc
figures given.
I i ".. rr (i."!-.r,
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The Commission proposal also contains an entirely
unsatisfactory provision on the basis of which the
Council, by unanimous decision, can modify the
distribution by an amounr grearer rhan l0 0/o of the
amount for each sector. The motion for a resolution
now before Parliament proposes the deledon of thar
provision, and I would like to urte you strongly to
fight to safeguard the powers of Parliament by
supponing this amendment.
The Commitree on Budgets has also examined the
Commission proposal and has expressed a view in
agreemen[ with that of the Commitree on Energy and
Research with regard ro rhe budgetary aspecr I
mentioned. The Committee on Budgets added that,
should the Council once again follow its method of
fixing definitive amounts, it would rhen be neoessary
to resorr to rhe conciliadon procedure. On behalf of
the Committee on Energy and Research I give my full
support to that proposal.
Moreover, I consider it imponant that the Members of
Parliament should be kept conrinuously informed of
the way in which funds intended for projects have
been and will be used, and for that reason the motion
for a resolution calls on rhe Commission m provide
such information at frequent and regular intervals. Iri
this way the European Parliament would be in a posi-
tion to monitor the development of the programme
and carr out more efficiently the task for which it was
elected.
In conclusion, I would say that I am fully aware of the
fundamenral imponance for the European Communiry
of the liquefaction of coal which will provide us with
the hydrocarbons necessary for industry, transpon and
petrochemicals.
The srengthening of the energy research srnrcrures
can confer significant advantages on the Communiry
in the supply of energy.
It is true that renewable enelgies, including solar
€fl€rg/, will be more intensively used in the long term,
but if the Communiry devotes larger sums to research
it will be possible significantly to reduce the develop-
ment ume.
I therefore wish to express my agreement with the
principle of increasing the funds intended for the
exploitation of alternative energ:f souroes, including
the gasification and liquefaction of coal. Furthermore,.
I urge the Commission to submit immediarcly a new
proposal for increasing the funds intended for orher
alternative sources such as geothermal and solar
energy, and I protest vigorously once more against the
violations of the European Parliament's budgetary
powers to be found in Regulation No 1302/78 on
which the Commission's presenr proposal is based.
Ladies and tentlemen, I hope you will vote in favour
of this motion for a resoludon.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Adam to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Adam. 
- 
Mr President, the Socialist Group
supports the report by Mr Sassano and the two
amendments that have been tabled by Mr Seligman.
Ve welcome the proposed expenditure. Bur rhe work
on these projects will not be a fruitful use of Commu-
nity resources unless, alongside it, there is much grea-
ter support for our own coal industries resulting in a
significant increase in Communiry coal output. This
point cannot be overstressed.
Now, there is no dispute that the Community must
reduce its dependence on imponed oil and increase
the role of coal in its energy srraregy, particularly in
electricity generarion. Yesterday, at the OPEC meet-
ing in Vienna, Saudi Arabia increased its oil price by a
further $ 2 per barrel, ro bring it in line with the other
OPEC prices. This is a clear sign of the unrelenting
upward pressure on prices and reinforces the correct-
ness of Community srraregy.
In the longer term it is not sufficient simply to replace
oil in power stations. Alrcrnatives are nedded for a
whole range of liquid and gaseous fuels as natural
resources are depleted. And, of course, transpoft Ind
the chemical industry are rhe prime examples of this,
to which Mr Sassano has just referred, It is therefore
of crucial impon4nce that the Community should
increase its financial support for projects ro exploit
alternative energy sources, and in this the liquefaction
and gasification of coal, given the presenr technology
that we have, is the best means rhe Communiry has of
mainmining an adequate energy supply into the 21st
century.
I want to emphasize, roo, th. importance of including
underground gasification of coal in this programme. I
appreciate that successful techniques will mke longer
than surface projects, but success will do turo things:
firstly it will greatly increase the rotal recoverable coal
energy, and secondly it will be a significant boost to
older coalfields where such reserves are locarcd. The
appropriations under the Council Regulation are
almost used up, and I hope that the Council will
quickly approve the Commission's proposals and the
allocation of funds to suitable projects. I underline the
word 'suitable'.
The Socialist Group wants these allocations to be
more carefully considered. The wrinen question that I
put earlier this year, No 451l80, soughr information
on the allocation of these funds. The answer was nol
printed in the Official Journal, presumably because it
was too long; but according to the reply I received,
out of four projects approved, one was ro rhe privare
sector taking 25 0/o of the funds allocated, and out of
twelve funher requesm for aid, while only rhree were
in the privarc secror, these 25 0/o of the submissions
sought very nearly 50 o/o of rhe rctal aid available.
"l'?-'l 'rr:''{'r it ,!
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It is the view of the Socialist Group that the Commu-
nity funds should not be going to large multinational
companies, which are capable of financing their own
research programmes. Community funds should be
very firmly under public control and accountabiliry.
Nor should research and development in thi's area of
vital imponance be concenrated in multinational
hands. The Community must challenge this supremacy
with its own funds. That is why we support Mr Selig-
man's Amendment No 2.
I hope funher that the Commission will declare its
suppoft for the acceptance of paragraph 3 of Mr
Sassano's motion for a resolution, which calls for
detailed information on the allocation of funds. The
solution of the energy crisis which the Community
faces cannot be left in unscrutinized hands, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr McCanin to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Party (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).
Mr McCartin. 
- 
Mr President, I would like on
behalf of my Group, the Christian-Democratic Group,
to welcome this document by Mr Sassano and to
congratulate him on his very wonhwhile elaboration
of all the. implications of this subject and the whole
enerSy cflsrs.
I do not claim to be an expen on this subject, but I
welcome his proposal for further investment in devel-
oping the liquefaction and gasification of coal. Since
we have just been debating regional problems and
since a large percentage of whatever coal will be used
in this Communiry for one process or another must be
imponed and transponed over long distances, these
ari industries which- could well conribute in a worth-
while way to the development of underdeveloped
regions. New industries must be planned and consid-
ered carefully in the light of the regional problems
which we have in this Community. There is no ques-
tion about our overdependence'on oil, there is no
question about the need to develop our coal industries,
and there is no question that this Communiry cannot
survive without the use of atomic enerry; nevertheless,
I think we should not put all the emphasis on the spec-
acular sources of energy but should consider a wide
variety of possible sources with which some of our
needs could be met.
I want to draw attention to the amount of research
that has been done in my region of the Communiry, if
you like, in the Republic of Ireland, into the whole
question of biomass. This research is at a well-developed
smge, not only to the extent that we know what our
climate and soil conditions can produce per.hecare,
but also we have done research into the utilization of
this in generating-stations. At the moment, a comPara-
tively small amount of money is saved,,but at least t 4
to 5 million of imponed oil is saved annually through
the use of wood by-products. Now, it is quite clear
from the research which has been done in Ireland that
one hectare of biomass can produce something
approaching the equivalent of 5 to 5 tonnes of oil per
hectare. This is a significant amount of energy, and
2.3o/o of our land resources could produce at the
moment something like 10 0lo of our energy require-
ments. Going further, you could say that all of our
energy requirements could be produced from some-
thin[ like 20 o/o of our land. Funhermore, as far as the
production of food is concerned, with modern tech-
niques there is no question but that the amount of
food required could be produced from considerably
less than the land area which is available in the Euro-
pean Economic Communiry at the moment. Nevenhe-
less, no wonhwhile assistance is available from the
European Economic Community for the development
of this imponant energy source, even though the Peat
resources of Ireland, which are making a wonhwhile
contribution both rc employment and to the genera-
tion of enerty, are being funher deplercd. On the
other hand, grant aid is at present available to conveft
cut-over boys to agricultural production, despite the
surplus of cenain agricultural products which we have
in the Community at the moment. Surely it would be
much more sensible [o Brant increased assistance to
the funher exploitation of the idea of biomass. It does
not carry with it any environmental hazards; it is a
clean and useful way of promoting employment in the
regions and helping to solve our energy problems.
Vhile the usefulness of wind as a source of energy has
long been proved in some countries in the European
Economic Community, I think sufficient emphasis has
not been placed on this as another possible source of
energy at the present time. In rural communities, pani-
cularly in connection with agriculture, much more use
could'be made of wind eneigy to reduce the cost of
food and so reduce our dependence on imponed fuel'
The use of wind energy is certainly not exploited to
the exrcnd that it could be. Some experiments are
going on on this too in lreland, and some exPefts are
ionvinced that a very considerable contribution could
be made, particularly in the western half of our coun-
try, where wind from the Atlantic can play an impor-
tant part in the generadon of energy. The European
Economic Community must not rely on a solution
provided by individual nations. I think the solutions to
the energy problems of this Community must be found
at Community level, and I would join with Mr Sassano
in emphasizing the importance of promoting research
and development and increasing assistance.
ln Ireland, we have made considerable progress in the
utilization of peat resenr'es, but in view of the fact that
energy is such a serious problem in the Community, is
it not ironic that we can get grants for'the develop-
ment of agriculture in marginal areas and yet where
private individuals have prepared watenight plans for
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the development of peat resources, which can give
employment in underdeveloped arehs and reduce our
dependence on oil, no granr from the Communiry or
the national level are available?
I think the European Economic Community has a
serious obligation ro take a closer look at all this and,
following the lessons we have learned from the
Regional Fund, nor to rely entirely on informarion
provided by national governmen$ on how the money
is spent but to keep a firm grip on every unit of
accourit that is spent and ensure thar the Communiry is
kept informed of what is being done and how the
money is being spent.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seligman to speak on behalf
of the European Democraric Group.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Mr President, the Commission is
asking for an additional 50 million unirc of accounr for
these demonsrarion projects on coal liquefaction and
gasification. To my mind this is quite inadequate. I
have nbled an amendment ro paragraph I of Mr
Sassano's excellent reporr, which I am glad he accepts
and I am glad Mr Adam accepts on behalf of the
Socialists. The object of this amendmenr is merely m
stress the vital imponance of properly supporting rhis
imponant source of alternative energy. Ve musr
develop nevr economic liquid and gaseous fuels to
replace importtd petrol and diesel oil, especially for
use in motor cars and heavy vehicles, and we must do
this without radically changing their engine sysrem.
Elecrical power shtions can perfectly well use coal
and nuclear power, but motor cars and heavy vehicles
cannot. And the most promising substiture for petrol is
liquefied coal. Gasified coal is another possibiliry.
Hydrogen and alcohol from biomass are still too
expensive for that purpose, excepr in specialized cases
like Brazil. So far the only successful liquefaction
process has been at Sasol in South Africa, that is, apan
from the liquefaction process used by the German
Government during the Second \7orld Var, and that
was a similar process. However, the Sasol process is
very expensive and very inefficienr. It is an indirect
system and it is a two-smge process. Modern research-
ers are aiming at a single-stage direcr process, which
should be 60 o/o efficient instead of 40 o/o.I know it is
a little way eway, probably rcn years away, but still
this is what we should be aiming at.
Now, Members will know rhat there is at the momenr
a glut of oil. Giant ankers are being used to stock
surplus oil, but this does nor mean that the oil crisis is
over. It is not over, not by any means. Commissioner
Brunner claims a reduction of l2V2 0/o in Community
oil imports in the firsr eight months of this year. The
USA claims a much bigger saving in oil impons, but
these reductions, I am afraid, are only temporary.
Vhile they are pa;nly due m the increase in fuel prices,
they are mainly due rc the economic recession and rhe
collapse of many industries in our countqy. Ve have
also had a remarkably warm winrer even in Nonhern
Ireland, and this has caused a major reducdon in the
consumption of fuel oil, about 8 0/0, but European
consumption of motor fuel has actually increased
during this period by 20/0. So where is the conserva-
tion? Vhen economic growth is resumed, and I hope
it will be one day, our oil demands are going ro rise
rapidly and we shall again be depeirdent on the rcnder
mercies of OPEC, that is, unless we start taking
conservation really seriously. So far we have only
nibbled at it. If we are going ro escape from the grip of
the oil producers, y/e must find a cheaper way of
extracting liquid fuel from coal.
I am told that our European scientists, including many
in Britain, have found brilliant technical solutions to
this problem. Ve do lead the world, but if we starve
our scientists of resources, how can we hope m keep
up with our world competirors? In July the American
President signed a new Synthetic Fuels Bill, which will
allocate 83 billion dollars to developing rynthetic fuels
- 
88 thousand million dollars!And s,hat are we plan-
ning for Europe? One hundred million 
- 
one rhou-
sand dmes less. Vhat a pathetic effon! Vhat a ham!
Europe is going to be rhe laughing-stock of the world
if we go on like this. Admittedly, our German friends,
through Ruhr coal, have jumped on rhe American
bandwagon. They are joining the USA and Japan in
launching a massive SRC2 liqucfied coal project in
Morgantown in Vest Virginia. Thar is going rc cost
one billion, four hundred million dollars. So where
does that leave the rest of Europe? Under this
proposal we are considering today, I undersrand that
23 organizations have pur in requesr for assisrance
with coal gasification and liquefaction, which added
together come ro 271 million units of accounr. Yer all
we are considering 
- 
in this resoludon 
- 
is an exrra
50 million units of accounr.
Mr President, the Commission, knowing that this
money is needed 
- 
and they must know it, because
they rcld me 
- 
has neverrheless cur rhe l98l energy
budget by 37 o/0. This is unbelievable. If Europe is
going to achieve its objective of reducing dependence
on imponed oil, to 40 o/o in 1990 and thus masrer
oil-induced infladon and unemploymenr, ir is vital that
we increase our financing of demonsration projects
for coal liquefaction and gasification, as well as many
other measures which Mr Sassano has referred to,
such as solar and geothermal. Therefore I call on the
whole House unreservedly to back Mr Sassano's reso-
lution, but I do think we should review the position
v€ry soon, not only to see if she Commission has spent
the money we recommended for them, but also
because they may need some more money very shonly
if they do the job properly.
(Applause)
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Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, Mr Sassano's repon gives us a clear picture of
the problem facing us. \7e shall vote in favour of the
rhotion for a resolution. Indeed, we agree with the
reasons which Mr Sassano gave for it. Moreover, we
have discussed this question at length in committee,
and we voted unanimously in favour 
- 
also in
committee 
- 
of the motion for a resolution which is
now before us.
The Italian Communist and Allies Group wish rapidly
to raise only two questions, which have already been
touched on by the repon. The first is the procedural
question covered by paragraphs 4 and 5 of the motion
for a resolution. It seems to us that the attention of
Parliament must be drawn to the need to defend its
specific prerogatives in the budgetary procedure. It
would be a serious matter if doubts or uncenainties
remained on this question, and Mr Sassano was right
to make it explicit.
The second question, which is much more imponant
in subsrantive terms, relates to the failure to increase
aid for geothermal and solar energy projects. Ve are
well aware of the significance and importance of
adequate support for research into liquefaction and
gasification of coal.'Ve understand the dmeliness, nay
the urgency, of an adequate development of these
rcchnologies, both because coal is a notable resource
of the Communiry and because ever more threatening
clouds are gathering on the oil horizon, as was clear
recently from the meeting of the OPEC countries.
However, the role of geothermal and solar energy 
-which are, moreover, already suitable for use at low
rcmperatures 
- 
must not be underestimated. If we
wish to make the Community energy policy effective
and complete, we must not lose sight of ir overall
implementation. It is therefore incomprehensible that
the measure which we are debadng should have
ignored the other alternative sources. I myself have
never given credence to the popular myths about
rhem, but I think it is our dury to assess their porcntial
objecrively for what it is wonh. In the shon term, this
requires adequate financial provisions, and we there-
fore formally call upon the Commission and Council
to provide these. If necessary, we would be prepared
to approve Mr Seligman's second amendment, if it
also contained a reference rc the other alternative
sources such as geothermal and solar energy. In other
words, we call for a real srengtheninB of Communiry
energy policy. This is what we wished to stress, and we
reaffirm our support for the motion for a resolution
before us.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Paisley.
Mr Paislcy. 
- 
Mr President, I would congrasularc
my colleague on the Committee on Energy and
Research for his excellent report. I trust it will have
the full backing of the whole House.
There is no pafl of the Communiry generally, and of
the United Kingdom panicularly, which is more in
need of intervention in the energy field than Nonhern
Ireland, which I represent in this House. Electriciry
prices in Nonhern Ireland are 21 0/o higher than in
any other pan of the United Kingdom. Coal is
between I 9 and ! 12 dearer per tonne than in the rest
of the Unircd Kingdom. And gas is three times 
-
3OO 0/o 
- 
dearer than in any other part of the United
Kingdom.
\7ith the refusal of the London Government to apply
to this Community for a trant to let Nonhern Ireland
share in Nonh Sea gas, electricity is going to be more
and more our principal energy supply. At Kilroot in
County Antrim a new power smtion is being
constructed, but of course it is oil-fired. Because of
British Government cutbacks stage two of that station
has now been halted.
It is essential that stage two of the Kilroot station go
ahead, but that it be, as this Communiry has recom-
mended, on a conversion basis i.e. a conversion from
oil-firing to coalfiring. I trust that the Commission will
take this matter into consideration and emphasize rc
the United Kingdom Government the need for Nonh-
ern Ireland's energy not to be wholly dependent on
oil. I trust that the Commission will make known rc
the Nonhern Ireland Office of the United Kingdom
Government that substantial grant aid will be available
for such a conversion.
Now if the United Kingdom Government and the
Government of the Irish Republic can deal at long last
effectively with the IRA terrorists, then the electricity
interconnector between the nonh of Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland could be re-established. The
Republic needs elecricity. Nonhern Ireland has an
overcapacity and could sell to the Republic. As I
would be delighted to help to bring light to that part
of Ireland, I hope this will be accomplished.
A common energy policy for all nations of this
Community is imperative. Energy is surely a field, Sir,
in which a common policy and real cooperation will
harvest real benefits for all peoples of the Communiry.
I agree with the report where it expresses dissatisfac-
tion that increases are proposed only for funds to be
allocated to coal gasification and liquefaction and not
for equally imponant energy sources such as geother-
mal and solar energy. I trust that this matrcr will be
reconsidered by the Commission and that it will give a
ready response to the strong call from this report to
reverse this decision.
I welcome the fact that the Unircd Kingdom Govern-
ment are spending almost f 2 million sterling in explo-
ration for geothermal energy sources in Nothern
Ireland and I trust that this will be grant-aided by the
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Commission. All sources of energy, Sir, musr be
sought and then these sources exploited in the service
of all the people.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Beazley.
Mr Beazley. 
- 
Mr President, I should very much
like to lend my support to Mr Sassano and his repon
and also to the new proposals which he has mentioned
that we are looking forward to receiving from rhe
Commission. Naturally I also suppon the amendments
of my colleague, Mr Seligman.
I fear that in the Vest, and in the European Commu-
nity in panicular, our. reactions to the havoc which is
being caused by our dependence on oil imporu have in
no way matched the gravity oI the situation. Ve
appear m have accepted the continuous increase in the
price of oil and the inflation which it has brought in its
train. Some people even justify the situation and take
for granted the rigid limitadons to the growth of our
economy which inflation and a lack of circulation of
petro-dollars imply. Vhilst the Venice communiqu6's
first paragraph stated thar if we cannor solve the
energy problem we cannot solve any other, there has
been much too much acceptance of rhe aphorism rhar
the substiturc for oil is oil.
This is clearly not the case. The Vest, and the Euro-
pean Community in particular, must use science and
technology to creare the means which will lead us out
of this most vicious of vicious circles. But science and
technology need programmes and money. This repon
takes us a small step forward in the right direcrion. It
is, however, essenrial that the Member States should
recognize more clearly than they do at present the
advantages to be gained from concening rheir effons
in joint research programmes and joint demonstration
projects. \7e have already heard what the preliminary
draft budget for 1981 holds in srore, and that is a
reduction. I hardly need remind the House how far
this is from meeting the situation which faces the nine
Member States of our Communiry. The estimares of
these same Member States show that the Community
is still dependent in 1990 on oil rc rhe extent of 440/o
of which 38 0/o will need to be imponed, whilst the
main new componenr of our energy balance to meet
the Community's increased energy requirements in
1990 is nuclear power.
Here we are dependenr on rhe building and commis-
sioning of 150 nuclear power srarions rc supply 15 0/oo
of our requiremenrs, a quantity slightly bigger than
that expected to be played by coal production in the
Communiry in the same year. Present progress in the
nuclear sector would appear rc put this forecasr very
much at risk. However, by 1990, and during the
following decade, it is most likely that oil supplies will
be much less freely available than today and the cost
will be even more punitive than today. This makes
more feasible and economic many processes of prod-
ucing oil from coal and using coal instead of, or
combined with, oil than could previously be consid-
ered. The cost and the shortage of oil supplies will
keep the economies of the Vest in ,thrall unless we
find alternative energy sources. It will strictly limit the
Community's abiliry not only to help itself but to help
others and for others to help themselves. The effect of
this on the Third Vorld ro meet even its minimum
aspirations will be disastrous.
'!7'e 
are rherefore left with two major courses of action
to improve the situadon; the first is energy saving and
the second the exploimtion of nev/ energy sources. I
will resrict my remarks ro rhe lattrr. My colleague,
Mr Seligman, has already spoken of the importance of
demonstration projects to produce liquid fuels derived
from coal for the ffansport industry. I would like to
add a few words of grear importance to rhe chemical
industry and in the use of coal in power smrions y/irh
fluidized combustion, gasification, etc.
Ve all know rhe large pan played by oil in the prod-
uction of peuochemicals, with an enormously wide
field not only of fuels and basic chemicals but of
modern industrial and consumer products like plastics
and synthetic fibres. \(hilst imponant work has been
done in making use of coal in this area for many years
there is still a vast amounr of work to be done which
will mke many years to complete. Let us remember
that the liquefaction and gasification of coal provide
many other advantages: not only will they avoid the
wastage of very many valuable chemical products
which may be extracted prior to burning, but they will
greatly assist the handling of coal ar power srarions
and its transporr not only within the coal-producing
Member States of the Communiry but also in those
Member States which have lide or no coal of their
own. Some forms of gasification of coal being devel-
oped et the present time will supply
1% times as much power for every ronne of coal used.
Finally, let me say a few words abour the other rwo
areas which this repon suppons for demonsration
projects: the exploitation of geothermal fields and of
solar energy. In the long run there is no doubt that the
exploitation of solar energy is vital to the provision of
future energy supplies, but it is acknowledged rhat it
will takg many decades before this can be achieved in
any really significant way.
Meanwhile, however, much good work has been done
in simple forms of utilizing solar power which could
conribute in pan ro rhe energy supplies of the devel-
oped world but which could be funher developed to
play a more significant role in the less developed econ-
omles.
Yesterday's issue of Le Figaro indicated that by rhe
year 2020 the size of the energy demand of the devel-
oping countries would be equivalenr ro rhe world's
total present production of oil. How accurarc rhis
figure is I cannor rcll 
- 
what is imponant, however, is
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that the developing world does not only need food but
enersv as well. The Third Vorld has suffered much
.bre"'seriously than even the Vestern world from the
shortage and cost of energy supplies. Many of im more
fragile economies require simple means of providing
energy which can take advantage of local resources
and be operated by local communities where present
solar developmenr may be very helpful. The work
being done in the geothermal field will also be appli-
cable in many such areas.
I therefore fully suppon this report and repeat my call
for much greater effons backed by appropriarc sums
of money to be provided by Member States for joint
research'programmes and development projects in the ,
energy field as a whole and in alternative energy
sources in panicular.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natdi, Vce-President of the Commission. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I wish first and
foremost to thank Mr Sassano for the repon which he
has presented here, and for the text of the explanatory
statement accompanytng the motion for a resolution. I
would also like rc thank all the Members who have
uken part in this debate.
I think that we are all fully convinced that energy
supply is the basic condition for the development and
ec-onomic growth of the Communiry, and that in the
long term the Community must resort to other energy
souicer to eliminate or reduce im dependence-on oil.
It was not by chance that the Venice Summit on 23
June 1980 also came out decisively in favour of greater
use of coal and of the development in the longer term
of production of synthetic fuels derived from coal' !7e
theiefore maintain that the imponance of coal is likely
rc increase in the next few decades, since this fuel on
its own could have a significant influence on the
energy balance of the Community.
I do not think there have been any objections on this
point. The need to speed up the process of study and
iesearch has been stressed by all the speakers in this
debate. Vhereas the first-generation technologies can
be regarded as already tried and tesrcd, it will thus be
possible to begin the process to make available a new
technology as soon as possible.
As you know, we have already launched a series of
demonstration projecm in the sector of liquefaction
and sasificationof fuels. I shall cite a few facts briefly,
p".t[ b.""ute I should like to say to Mr Sassano and
the Members who have explicitly called for this that
the Commission accepts paragraph 3 of the motion for
a resolution, i.e. it agrees to provide the information
needed by Parliament for the action which it intends
to take, and partly in order rc avoid such comments as
those made by Mr Adam which, in any case, have no
basis in fact given that the project he mentions 
-
entrusted to a private firm 
- 
has been withdrawn.
\7e published a first invitation in 1980 and received 12
proposals for demonstradon projects, three of which
orer-e financed by the Commission in the first phase.
The second invitation led to the submission of 23
proposals by the end of July 1980, of which eight were
irom the United Kingdom, six from the Federal
Republic of Germany, three from France, three from
Italy, two from the Netherlands and one from
Denmark. Of these 23 proposals, four had already
been submiwed in response to the first invitation, but
the projects in question have been updated. The total
esdmarcd expenditure for the projects is equivalent to
724 million units of account. For six of them the cost
will vary between 50 and 100 million units of account,
for seven of.them between 10 and 50 million, and for
the remaining 10 it will be less than 10 million. If all
the proposals obtained the Commission's approval,
271 million unim of account would be required'
In October the Commission will decide to allocate the
remaining quota out of the 50 million units of account,
i.e. 32 million units of account, to a cenain nurnber of
projects chosen from the 23 submitted.
In order to continue this action and finance the other
priority projects, the doubling of the 50 million ceiling
- 
and this has been stressed by all 
- 
is not only
urgent and decisive, but represents the indispensable
minimum, Mr Seligman. I think that if we were to
debate the financial needs of the Community budget,
we would be exceeding our brief. This question should
probably be raised again on the occasion of another
debate. At all events, as I was saying, this doubling is
urgent, and represents an indispensable minimum
given the scale of the investmenr made and the useful-
ness of the projecs.
I must tell you very frankly that we have been calling
for the doubling of this maximum from November
1979 onwards, not only because of the intrinsic value
of the gasification and liquefaction projects and the
high coit of implementing them, but also as a result of
a carefully considered Communiry decision' It seems to
me that there has been no objection to a coal conYer-
sion programme either.
Vith regard to the observation made by Mr Sassano
and other speakers on the question of solar and geo-
thermal energ:y, I must say that the demonsuation
projects on soi". and geothermal energy have got off
io a slo*e. start, and we thought it best as a matter of
priority, and in view of the urgency and importance of
what was at stake, to concentrate the financial effon
by calling for the doubling of the amount intended for
solid fuel projects.
Mr Sassano, I must however say 
- 
and confirm to
you 
- 
that this does not mean that the Commission is
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abandoning demonstration projects for solar and
geothermal energy. On the conrrary, I am pleased to
be able to tell Parliament that in October we shall
transmit to the Council and Parliament a proposal to
double the amount of the credia envisaged for geo-
thermal and solar energy.
One last observarion made by Mr Sassano and other
members concerns budget problems. I wish rc tell you
that we share Parliamenr's reseryations about rhe
method for determining the financial ceilings, and we
hope that they can be fixed, as proposed in rhe motion
for a resolurion, on the basis of the annual budget
procedure.
For this reason the Commission 
- 
as envisaged by the
amendmenr, which we accepr 
- 
must fix the maxi-
mum amounts only for guidance purposes, and we
agree on the amendments ro paragraph 2 of rhe Sole
Anicle of the draft regulation, as recommended by Mr
Sassano. \7e also agree on rhe desirability of deleting
the sentence under which the Council could modify
the distribution of the sectoral amounrs.
Ladies and genrlemen, we are all well aware rhar rhis
provision can be described as modest. However, we
believe it is significant, as is the announcement I have
made abour the proposal which we shall submit in
October on the geothermal and solar energy projects.
Ve do not pretend to be solving all rhe problems,
which are vasr, bur we cenainly believe that this provi-
sion indicates the road we intend to follow, and 
- 
I
repeat 
- 
we are panicularly grateful ro rhe rapporreur
and all the speakers in this debate who have substan-
tially supported rhe solution proposed by the Commis-
slon.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voring time.
, 14. Urgentprocedure
Prcsident. 
- 
I have received the following morions
for resolutions with requesr for urgent debate,
pursuant to Rule 14 of rhe Rules of Procedure:
- 
by Mr Michel and others on the urgent introduction
of social aid measures for workerc in thc iron and steel
industry (Doc. I -402 / 80 / rev.)
- 
by Mrs Salisch and others on behalf of rhe Socialist
Group on the crisis in the stcel industry (Doc.l-414/
80)
- 
by Mr Linde and others on behalf of thc Socialist
Group on rhe sentencing to death of Mr Kim (Doc.
t-407 /80)
- 
by Mr Fanti and otherc on behalf of the Communisi
and Allies Group on the sentcncing to death of Kim
Dae Jung (Doc. 1-al9180)
- 
by Mr Glinne and others on behalf of the Socialist
Group on the Adams case (Doc. l-4lol80).
The reasons supponing these requests for urgent
debate are contained in the documenr rhemselves.
I shall consulr Parliament on rhese requesr ar the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
15. Directives on tbefuel consumption and engine power
of motor aehicles
President. 
- 
The nexr ircm is the repon withour
debate (Doc. l-340/80) drawn up by Mr von Vogau
on behalf of rhe Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs on the
proposals from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-710/79) for:
I. a dircctive on thc approximation of the laws of thc
Member States relating to the fuel consumption of
motor vehicles
II. a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member Starcs relating to the engine power of moror
vehicles.
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Wce-President of the Comiission. 
- 
(l
Mr President, rhe Commission would first of all like ro
thank Mr von Vogau for the work he has done.
However, I must also say that the Commission has
considerable reservarions with regard to the new reci-
tal proposed in the preamble, since it is convinced that
the present wording of Anicle 2 does not lend itself to
a different interpretadon from that which the Euro-
pean Parliament itself desires and well understands.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de Ferranti.
Mr dc Ferranti. 
- 
Could I just add a word, as the
chairman of the Vorking Pany on Technical Barriers
to Trade, to the remarks made by Mr Namli, and
thank Mr von \7ogau for the work he has done.
As a matter of interest, Mr President, when rhis direc-
tive was first presented ro us, it read as if it was an
attempt 9o approximate laws governing the consump-
tion of fuel in motor vehicles and engine po*er. In
fact it relates ro the merhods of measuremint of the
fuel consumption and engine power, which is very
desirable in the interests of the consumer. I would like
to make the point that even on rhese rcchnical ques-
tions it is imponant for the description thar appears in
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front of Members of this House to give the right
impression. A great deal of difficulry can be caused if
the wrong impression is given by the way in which the
directive is described. Obviously, Mr President, in the
case to directives of a technical nature, one does not
want a long and elaborate description which only gives
the subject a bad name. But we do want a reasonably
accurarc description so that we can do our work
properly.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The modon for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting dme.
The proceedings will now be suspended undl 9 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was saspended at I p.m. and resumed at
9 p.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR KATZER
was suggested that both reports be considered without
debate. However, as several people have asked to
speak on these repons I should like to take this oppor-
tunity to explain why we requested that they should be
taken without debate and how we view the future
discussion on the question of technical barriers to
trade. Parliament receives avery large number of indi-
vidual directives. These directives are very carefully
considered in the Vorkint pany on technical barriers
to trade set up by the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs. The working party is extremely
painstaking in its work, which is then considered by
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. If
we find that these rcchnical directives have no political
content we propose making the work of Parliament
easier by dealing with the texts without debate. This
also serves as an example of how to cut down the
work of Parliament. However, if we find that there is
some political content in the technical details 
- 
and,.
in fact, this happens very often 
- 
we want a political
debate to take place. !7e believe, above all, that the
question of open frontiers within Europe should be
discussed in depth at least once a year: matt'ers relating
ro the customs union and the removal of barriers to
trade. This kind of debare should not be held at
midnight on Thursday . . .
(Mixed reactions)
. . .but at a time when it will have a suitable impact
from the pubticity point of view. I cannot conceal the
fact that I am very disappointed at the decision aken
by the Bureau this afternoon. '!7e said as early as
February and March of this year that we wanted to
have a debate in October on opening frontiers within
Europe during which two reports would be presented,
one dealing with customs union-and the other with the
removal of barriers to trade. Now we find that this
report, which should originally have been discussed on
Tuesday, was held over until Thursday and anyone
who knows Parliament's way of working must realize
that this inevitably means that the repon would be
dealt with on Thursday eveniqg when it will have little
impact from the publicity point of view. As everyone is
aware of the problems which still exist at the Commu-
nity's internal frontiers and everybody who works in
constituencies knows that constituents will come uP to
us and say that it is scandalous that this situation
should still exist in a Community, we believe that the
Bureau should have changed ir decision and sched-
uled the debate on these reports for a suitable time
during the October pan-session.
I should like to take this opponunity rc make a brief
political comment on the report on the fuel consumP-
tion of motor vehicles. The repon and the Commis-
sion's proposal for a directive state that the maximum
limits of fuel consumption should no longer be fixed at
national level but by common European decision.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
regards this proposal as very sensible, but feels at the
Wce-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
16. Directioes on safety belu and interiorfittings of
motor oebicles
President. 
- 
The next item is the report drawn up by
Mr von Vogau on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs on the proposals
from the Commission of the Communities to the
Council (Doc. 1-83l80) for:
I. a directive amending Council Directive 77/541/EEC
on the approximation of the laws of the Member
States reliiing to safety belts and restraint systems of
irotor vehicles
II. a directive amending Council Directive 76/lls/EEC
on the approximation of the laws of the Member
States relaiing to anchorages for moror vehicle safety
belts
III.a directive amending Council Directive 74/408/EEC
on the approximation of the laws of the Member
States relating to the interior fittings of motor vehicles
(strength of seats and of their anchorages) (Doc.
t-343/80).
President. 
- 
I call Mr von \flogau'
Mr von 'tWogau, rdpPorter4r. 
- 
(D) Mr President,
fellow Members, as you can see from rhe agenda it
I,
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same rime rhat rhe Commission should have made this
clear in its repon.and ir proposal.
I call upon my fellow Members to approve the two
repons, given these circumstances.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Nielsen to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mrs Nielsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, firsr of all I
should like ro tell Mr von !/ogau that it was nor that
we Liberals wanted ro prolong Thursday's debate. IUTe
know in advance that Thursday is a long day. Nor was
it because we wanted ro speak [o an empry Chamber,
nor rhar we hoped rhe public would nor'be presenr.
The public can come whenever it chooses. Ve knew it
had been agreed rhar rhis item was to be adopred wirh-
out debate. Ve agreed ro that yesrerday, but when it
was pointed ou! ro us later that some Members had
elected. ro speak we felr rhat we rco had somerhint we
wanred to say.
I should like to address myself to the harmonizarion in
respect of industrial products. Ve Liberals would
stress thar harmonization includes the elimination of
technical barriers ro trade, which reduce or prevenr
the free exchange of goods, as specified in Anicles
30-36 of rhe Treaty of Rome.
For with rhe complere elimination of financial barriers
to trade such as cusroms duties by the end of rhe
1950s, the establishment of a common market now
depends on rhe removal of rcchnical barriers. The
economic recession of recent years provided fenile
ground for national measures ro prorect domestic
producers against exrernal comperirion. The Commis-
sion itself has said thar the number of cases referred to
it more than quadrupled between 1974 and 1978 and
thar rhe number of complainrs lodged is only a frac-
tion of the actual number of infringements.
Technical barriers to rrade include legislation serring
quality and rechnical standards for the sale of goodi,
cenification, rest and approval sysrems and- rules
which give the superficial impression of consumer
protection. Although many of these rules seem at firsr
sight to be justified and proper, they frequently cause
the fragmentation of rhe common mark-r, especiallyfor smaller manufacturers who cannor afford to
change their producrs ro meer expon specifications
and are thus prevented from selling ouride their home
markets. The result is that the free movement of goods
has been only partially achieved. Danish inJusry
includes large numbers of small and medium-sized
firms whose operarions are consequently hampered.
Some of these firms are rherefore at a considerable
disadvantage in comperihg with companies in the
larger Member Stares.
!7hile the Commission has attempted ro simplify rhe
complaints procedure and has urged national govern-
men[s ro display grearer understanding of the prob-
lem, I do not think thar even hundreds of individual
decisions can be expected to provide a real solution to
the problem. So long as individual governments
continue to rhink it righr and to their advantage to
introduce measures ro prorecr their domestic induitries
the common market for indusrial goods will remain
fragmented and the Treaty of Rome held irf contempt.
There is one aspec[ which seems [o me ro be playing
an increasing role; I am referring to the rise in publii
procuremenr. I have tabled a question to the Commis-
sion on the subjecr, and am looking forward to its
reply wirh some inreresr. I asked what the Commission
is doing at this very momenr to combar the increasing
practice of public aurhorities' giving preferential treat-
menr ro domestic industry in their purchasing policies.
Public calls for render are frequently wordeJ so as ro
fit the products of narional industriei like a glove. This
kind of favouritism implies that on rhe one hand
manufacrurers in other countries will be prevented
from competing on an equal footing with-domestic
industry, and rhar foreign invesrment in manufacturing
subsidiaries will go to those counrries where this typi
of malpractice is most prevalent, that is to say thoie
countries which have the largest home markets.
The larger Member Srares are therefore far better
placed to attract American and Japanese investment
for example. I am very much looking forward to hear-
ing what the Commission is currently doing in this
field.
In conclusion I should like to hold the Commission to
its- avowed policy that free trade absolutely must be
safeguarded as essential ro rhe'operarion and growth
of the internal marker, and thar it is resolved tJ inter-
venc rapidly and vigorously, and has therefore given
high priority to the campaign ro eliminare technical
barriers ro trade. Of course in times of crisis there is
always pressure in the individual counrries for prorec-
tion against impons. It is common knowledge that
with increasing unemployment and high inflation
some people regard this as a way of solving their prob-
lems. I should like to point out that the very exisience
of the Communiry is at risk if we allow'individual
Member Srates to divide up the marker for rhe benefit
of their domestic industries. A fundamental principle
of the Treaty of Rome is involved here. Manyof rhise
technical barriers to rrade have indeed been intro-
duced in recenr years, afrer the removal of economic
barriers, and I feel we cannor pur roo much effon into
combating them, as in rhe long run all industries in the
Member Smtes will benefit from free comperirion on
equal terms.
As I said we did nor wish to prolong the febarc. !7efelt there were some imponanr rhinfs thad had to be
said, as the matrer was opened to liscussion. But I
should like to say in conclusion rhat if, as I hope, we
a_re given the opponunity of an extended debate, we of
rhe Liberal Group will have many more and exhaustive
1
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contributions to make as we of course, as I hope you
realize from these few words, feel that we are dealing
with a vital subject.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission. 
- 
0 |
should like, very briefly, to make a few clarifications,
Mr President. Before the sitting was suspended I
considered that we had finished discussing point 175,
but it now seems to me that we are discussing 175 and
176 together. I must therefore, Mr President, rePeat
the statement which I made on point 175, the thapks I
gave [o Mr von \7ogau and the comments, Mr von
'Vogau, that the Commission wishes to make on that
famous recital of which you have spoken, as it consi-
ders that principles in accordance with the wishes of
Parliament were stated in Anicle 2 and that there is no
need to stress them in the recital.
As regards the.more general discussion, Mr President,
I must say in relation to the speeches of Mr De
Ferranti and Mr Nielsen that on this occasion the
Commission has not 
- 
as, moreover, the raPponeur
himself stressed 
- 
tackled more general matters
concerning the policy of liberalization of trade. \7e
have before us a series of directives which move along
this line, but we know very well that we shall have to
undenake a more wide-ranging debate, and I should
like to take this opponunity to say that Mr Davignon
is considering how to follow up the implementation of
Anicles 30 and 36 after the famous Cassis judgment of
Dijon. I am not, therefore, able, Mr President, to
enter into the more general matters which were the
subject of Mr De Ferranti's and Mr Nielsen's
comments; I can only say, as regards the two items on
the agenda and the substance of the five directives,
that they represent 
- 
as Mr von 'S7ogau has fittingly
stressed in the report 
- 
a funher step forward 4long
this road. !7e know that the way ahead is long,
fraught with obstacles and difficult, but the Commis-
sion wishes now to reassert its desire and will to main-
tain the principles of our Community. It is with this
state-eni that I wish to renew my thanks to the
committee, and to Mr von Vogau in panicular, for
the two reports which he has submitted to us.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council (Doc. l-247 /79) for a direc-
tive on the coordination of the laws, regulations and
administrative provisions relating to insurance contrac$.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Turner.
Mr Turner, rdpPorter'tr. 
- 
Mr President, this directive'
harmonizes thi ,ost imponant pan of the law of
insurance 
- 
that is, the law governing the relationship
which is set up between the policyholder and the
insurer. If we succeed in harmonizing this law, it will
bring great benefits to the consumer 
- 
the policy--
hold-er. It will give them simplicity in their contracts of
insurance and uniformity, so ve shall have the same
type of contract throughout the EEC. Of course,
insuranie is an extremely complex matter and it would
be ridiculous to suggest that one could ever have very
simple insurance contracts; but in so far as they can be
simplified, this directive, if it were put into effect,
would, I think, achieve that result'
Secondly, it would have an equally good result for all
of indusiry, who, of course, insure their premises and
their activities on a very large scale and very often
across frontiers, because they would from now on be
able to have the same type of insurance protection for
all their enterprises and properties wherever they were
in the EEC, regardless of countrY.
Finally, it would be of great benefit ro the insurers,
because it would enable them to compete with each
other in each other's countries on an equal footing,
which they are not able to do now. \7hen I say
'compete on an equal footing', I must add that the
Council of Ministers has now sPent three years trying
to sort out the second directive on insurance services
and has so far failed to achieve any result' That has
got to be done before this directive is put into effect;
6ut it is most imponant that both directives
should be put into effect at the same time, so that we
can have a harmonized system of law throughout the
EEC.
This directive is not intended primarily to Protect the
consumer: ir object is to harmonize law, to produce a
uniform law. Of course, the Legal Affairs Committee
has been extremely careful to make sure that the
consumer is properly protected, but the main object is
to have uniform law- Any suggestion that we could
have a minimum directive giving minimum righrc for
consumers is therefore complercly misplaced, because
that would result in nine different laws and no
harmonization at all, and that is not the object. So it is
a misconception to say that one wants to have a mini-
mum directive giving minimum protection to consu-
mers.
Vhat we have aimed at and, I think, have achieved is a
rue balance between the rights of the policy-holder
and the rights of the insurer. There are two main
17. Directioe on insurance contracts
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon drawn up by
Mr Turner, on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee,
(Doc 1-237180) on
lr
I
I
t.f 
' 
'r '-',,'
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pillars in this direcdve. The firsr one se$ out rhe righr
and duties of the two parties 
- 
the policy-holder and
the insurer 
- 
ar rhe rime thar rhey negotiate the
contracr; the second pillar sets out rhe remedies which
are to be given ro eirher party when somerhing goes
wrong in the conrracr though borh parties were acting
quite honestly 
- 
in orher words, when there has been
some misunderstanding berween rhe panies.
Now, raking rhe firsr point, whar rhis directive does is
to say thar the policy-holder shall use ordinary, typical
common-sense when he is describing rhe risk he wanrs
to insure ro the insurer. It says that the insurer shall
only complain abour the description given rc him if
any rypical insurer 
- 
any prudent or ordinary insurer
- 
would have been misled by what he was told.
Thar is the cornersrone of this directive 
- 
the rela-
tionship between the two parries; the Legal Affairs
Committee gave a great deal of thought to rhis rela-
tionship. \fle ahered what was given to us by rhe
Commission. The Commission's proposal was
certainly rhe rock bottom, the most rudimentary kind
of conrract you could obtain, and we raised the stan-
dard to what I have given to you. I believe, having had
many ralks throughour the conrinent of Europe with
both sides, the consumers and rhe policy-holders, thar
that compromise is a fair balance which they wanl
The second point is rhis: the Commission's proposals
would have left the policy-holder wirh an obligadon to
tell the insurer anything which mighr influence him in
his decision abour what rhe premium should be. That
is an absolutely open-ended invitadon to the insurers
to say, when rhings go wrong and they go to courr, 'I
might have been influenced if I had been told this'. No
policy-holder could ever know what might influence a
particular in'surer, and that is why the Legal Affairs
Committee has gone nor for what might influence the
insurer, bur for what should influence a prudent
insurer, and anybody can decide what a prudenr
insurer should be influenced by.
The second pillar, as I said, comprises rhe remedies.
Supposing the policy-holder.has misled rhe insurer by
disclosing less than he ought rc have done, less than
the typical person would have disclosed abour his risk,
then rhe policy-holder, if he did this honestly, by
genuine mistake, is paid a pan of the risk which he losr
which is proporrional to rhe failure he made to give a
full disclosure. I will give a simple example: iI you
have a cortage with a rhatched roof and you fail rc-tell
the insurer that ir has a thatched roof, and so he gives
you a policy wirh a premium of X, whereas if he had
known it had a thatched roof, he would have doubled
it to 2X, when the corrage is burnt down the policy-
holder gets half rhe value of the cottage, not the whole
value, because he misled the insurer to thar exren[,
even rhough quire innocendy. That is called the
proponionality rule, and it is almost universal on rhe
continenr. It is nor known in Britain and it is not
known in Holland, but apan from that it is common
on the conrinenr. The Legal Affairs Committee
adopted this rul'e of thumb for this directive, and I am
quite convinced ir is rhe best rule of thumb that one
could adopt.
I would urge on rhis House that they supporr rhis
proposal; ir is not political, it provides a framework for
the very hean of insurance law, a framework of law,
and it does nor prevent consumer interesm within that
framework from urging their governmenrs ro elabor-
ate this or elaborate that to give panicular prorecrion
to their consumers in rhis or that respect. But what is
vital is thar the actual framework of the law musr be
uniform in all nine counrries, and I hope that rhe
House will suppon this direcdve.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Seibel-Emmerling ro speak
on behalf of the Commirtee on rhe Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Prorection.
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling, drafisman. 
- 
(D) Mr Presi-
dent, Ladies and.Gentlemen, it is incumbenr on me,
pursuant to Rule aa $) of the Rules of Procedure, ro
explain the opinion of the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protecrion. The
members of this commirtee were torally unanimous in
regretring the facr that our committee was not
involved in rhe discussions until the stage where Mr
Tu-rner's repon had already been adopred by the Legal
Affairs Committee. Ve believe, however, that the
opinion of rhe Commirree on the Environment, public
Health and Consumer Protection is absolurcly indis-
pensable for rhe whole area of insurance. It is in this
area in panicular that the consumer can suffer irrepar-
able damage unless he is given adequate legal prorec-
tion. The commirtee therefore expecred the Commis-
sion to put forward a proposal which would provide a
comprehensive system of rules governing insurance
and would assign insurers, policy-holders and third
parties a balanced measure of rights and duties.
Instead, rhe commitree found itself confronted wirh a
patchwork in which consumer rights had been
neglected to a frighrcning exrenr.
The committee c/as pleased that Mr Turner eliminated
some of the panicularly objectionable aspecrs in his
repon. Nevenheless, our commirtee still regards this
report as totally unsatisfactory in a number of respects.
Ve cannot harmonize at the expense of the consumer.
I therefore submit on behalf of rhe committee Amend-
ments No 1-9, which were adopted in committee by a
convincing, if not quire unanimous, majority. These
amendments are all aimed at redressing to some exrent
the imbalance between the conrractinB panies for the
benefit of the consumer. On rhis point we are all
a-greed: that the consumer who is to be prorected is 
-if I may call him this 
- 
the final coriume, and not
industry with its insurance conrracr; when industry
concludes insurance conrracts the panners are equally
strong and equally well versed in insurance malrers.
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'!7e have in mind protection for policy-holders who
are not in such a position of equal strength.
The most important amendment we have tabled is the
one which asks that Member States should be able to
lay down more rigorous provisions on consumer
protection. !fle would find it unacceptable if the
Commission proposal were to be considered as a
maximum. For this reason, Anicle l2 of the proposal
for a directive simply must be amended. Moreover, the
committee could not understand why the Commission
in, say, the proposal on consumer credit, was totally in
favour of a directive setting minimum standards,
whereas in this case it is seeking to preven[ any devel-
opments which might benefit the weak, and, indeed, is
attempting to undermine the existing legal position of
consumers on the insurance market by means of a
directive which imposes maximum rules.
Mr President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection asks you to approve its amendments. I
would also like to ask for a correction to be made to
Amendment No 9. A typing error, involving the repe-
tition of rwo words, for which I apologise, has
cropped up in all the translations. I would ask y6u to
delete the words 'in respect of the claim and' in the
fifth and sixth lines of paragraph 4 of Amendment No
9. I would ask my fellow Members once again to
adopt our amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fich to speak on behatf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Fich. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should like to give
the Socialist Group's views on the Commission's
proposal on the harmonization of insurance contracts,
and on Mr Turner's report.
Harmonization can take several forms, and our Group
feels thar the worst alternative has been chosen here,
putting the consumer, i.e. the insured Person, at a
disadvantage. Ve feel that the Commission has
adopted the wrong policy here and we regret that Mr
Turner has so largely accepted it. '!(e are not alone in
taking this view. The Commission's Consumer's
Consultative Committee has criticized the proposal, as
have the European consumer organization, the Euro-
pean cooperative movement, the European family
organizations and the European Trade Union Confed-
eration. 
I
Vhat, then, is wrong with the proposal? \7ell, first of
all, the main thing wrong with it is that it is what we
call a maximum directive, i.e. harmonization here
means the elimination of some of the good points of
present systems. Some consumers in some countries
are therefore penalized. !7hat should have been done
was to adopt the minimum form of harmonization,
which would raise standards for everybody.
The second point is the introduction of a cenain form
of proponionality into insurance which we cannot
accept. The example given is that if a poliryholder
does not do enough to avoid a loss, he cannot be sure
how much the insurer will pay out.
The third point is that insurance contracm may be
drawn up in a language other than the policyholder's
own. But why should the consumer accept a poliry
drawn up in another language?' It might well be
because a quotation from an insurance company in
another country is cheaper than one from a company
based in his own country. But that weakens his legal
position, I have not said anything new here; the
Consumer's Consultative Committee made these
points to the Commission as long ago as July 1977 end
one cannot but regret that the Commission did not
take them into account. The European Parliament
when it debated the first consumer programme in
1974, said exactly what I have just said. I am therefore
taking the same line that Parliament took six years
ago.
'!7e feel that the free movement of services has been
given priority here over the protection of the
consumer, and that is something we heartily oPPose.
\7e therefore intend to support the amendmens abled
by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection as well of course as those
tabled by our own group. If these amendmenr are
adopted we shall not feel obliged to vote against the
Turner report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Janssen van Raay to speak on
behalf of the European People's Parry (Christian
Democratic Group).
Mr Janssen van Raay. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, fellow
members, ir is my pleasant task as spokesman for the
Christian Democratic Group to congratulate Mr
Turner warmly and to compliment him on his work.
This is no mere platitude. Ve, the members of the
Legal Affairs Committee 
- 
and I believe that I am the
first member of this committee to speak after Mr
Turner himself 
- 
know that he has done a very consid-
erable amount of work on his own. He has carefully
examined the Commission's proposal for a directive
drawing on his legal background as counsel for both
policyholders and insurers and has tried hard to strike
as fair a balance as possible between the interests of
insurers and poliryholders. I firmly believe that he has
been successful in achieving a fair compromise
between the interescs of these tvro groups.
To stress the praccical imponance of this direcdve I
would simply mention the claim that perhaps as few as
2 0/o of. the citizens of the European Community are
not insured. All the others have concluded insurance
policies of one kind or another. The harmonization
which the proposal seeks to introduce is therefore of
direct, practical value. Unlike the members of the
i'? -,r'1 '1r ,t
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Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Proteccion, I find that the drawing up of
this directive is in irelf a contribution ro consumer
protecdon, for the perfectly simple reason that it seeks
to introduce fair competition and harmonized compe-
ddon and that the result of this competition in the
field of insurance is to give rhe consumer in all nine
(and soon ten) countries of rhe European Community
a broad measure of protection. All the insurance
companies will seek the consumer's business and he
will be free to choose, his choice being made easier by
the harmonization of legislation in this area. This is
really the most important premise.
Furthermore, I believe that Mr Turner has succeeded
in improving the position of the policyholder in
comparison with the original proposal, a fact which we
welcome, although I.fully understand the complaint
made by the previous speaker. Ve are all frustrated at
rhe fact that we receive documents so late. I received
the 3l amendments translated into Dutch only this
morning. I do not hold this against anyone but we all
have to work under difficult circumsances. Nevenhe-
less, I can assure [he Member that we examined these
amendments very seriously and that while I under-
stand fully the reasons behind them, we mus[
nevertheless say that we, the Christian Democrats, do
not atree since we find that the interests of policy-
holders are adequately safeguarded.
I should like to give you an example. Amendment No 1
reads as follows: 'considers that in general the direc-
tive does not provide a suitable balance between the
rights and duties of the insurer and rhose of the
insured person'. Of course this will win the votes of
those who believe that the balance is weighted atainst
the insured person but you will also gain the votes of
those who believe that the balance is weighted against
the insurer. This rcxt does not in itself make a choice
and I believe the fact that Amendment No 1 finds
support from both directions is the best proof that an
excellent balance has been struck. Ve therefore feel
that we should welcome and suppon Mr Turner's
report. I am not going to begin here to to through all
31 amendments. Ve have considered them seriously
and the way we vote tomorrow will show what we
think of them.
The directive also appeals to me as a Dutchman since
the United Kingdom and the Netherlands are the tvio
countries which have not adopted the principle of
proponionality in their own laws. This is one of the
most important things about the European Commu-
nity, namely, that this kind of practical legislation
allows countries to take over the good ideas of other
countries. '!fle therefore also suppon the imponant
principle of proportionality which is contained in this
directive. In shon, we are particularly pleased with this
directive in the form in which we have now amended
it. !7e congratulate Mr Turner and ourselves, and
believe that the adoption of this directive will consti-
tute a major practical advance in the interests of our
respective electorates.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tyrrell to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Tyrrell. 
- 
Mr, President, Members of this
House, I think I had better srarr, in the light of the
first,two speeches rhat have been made after the
rapporteur's, by reminding the House that the
Community does not stand for harmonization for
'harmonization's sake; rhe Community does not stand
for it; the Commission has said on a number of occa-
sions in recent years they do not want it; the people of
Europe do not want it; my Group does not want it.
Harmonization is acceptable to the exrcnr thar ir is
both necessary and reasonable ro facilitarc the effec-
tive exercise of freedom ro provide services. Now, in
some cases, it may be that this would lead to a uniform
law; in other cases a uniform law is quire unnecessary.
Thus, whilst associaring myself with whar Mr JanssenVan Raay said of Mr Turner, I would draw rhis
nuance between us 
- 
a uniform law is not necessary
in order to provide effective exercise of freedom of
servlce.
There is the desirability of establishing genuine free-
dom of services in the insurance induir| and rc that
extenl some harmonization is necessary, and that we
accept. It is necessary both in rhe interesm of the
consumer and of the industry itself. I would say, again
in the light of earlier conimenrc that have been made,
that great care has obviously been taken by the
Commission and by the Committee on Legal Affairs to
see that the balance in this complex directive is fair as
berween the insurer and the poliryholder.
In approaching rhe insurance industry, however, wirh
a harmonization directive, even greater care than
normal is necessary. The industry is a complex indus-
try; it is a vast industry; it is a worldwide industry and
I am referring, of course, to the Community insurance
industry. The Community insurance industry makes a
massive contribution ro the community's balance of
trade with the resr of the world. So harmonizarion is
only justifiable when freedom to provide services is
established.
But the Commission proposal designed to provide
freedom of services, which dates back to January
1976, is sdll awaiting the decision of the Council of
Ministers over three and a half years later. The Coun
at Luxembourg has reached the decision that pan of
Anicle 59 and part of Anicle 50 were of direct appli-
cation, at least so far as discrimination on rhe grounds
of nationality and residence is concerned.
So thar was an advance. But ir is no substiture for a
comprehensive directive. It would be quirc wrong for
the industry to face the disruption that harmonization ,
of contract law would bring unless it is a corollary @ a
services directive.
Fcir that reason my troup has down amendments Nos
12 and 14 to provide that rhis harmonization directivi:
"Jr h'1 ;'
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should not come into effect until the services directive
which it supports comes into effect. So in Amendment
No 14 we propose that the proposal for a direcdve
should not be enacted until after the enactment of the
second Council directive on the coordination of laws
and that its subsequent enactment should. seek only to
harmonize insurance contract law in the European
Community to the extent that it is strictly necessary in
the light of the eventual shape of the second Council
direcdve.
I now turn to the scope of the directive we are consid-
ering. As it stands a[ present it extends to risks outside
the Community. By the amendment in the name of
Lady Elles and myself on behalf of the Group, the
scope would be limited to risks situated within the
Member States.
There was a similar amendment put down in commit-
tee which failed by one vote 
- 
it is enough for the
purpose of this directive that it should be limited to
risks inside the Community.
If the risks are outside the Community, insurance
companies will in any event have the choice of law, but
why should they have to choose some foreign law
instead of being able to choose one of the Communiry
laws? Laws which have served well over many years. It
would put them at a disadvantage against foreign
competitors when insuring outside the Community.
For rhat reason we have put do\rn our amendment No
15. It will preserve flexibility.
I turn now rapidly to the detail of the amendments.
Amendment No l0 in the name of Mr Kirk and myself
deals with dme-limits and I think that he will be
moving that amendment later, so I shall say litde about
ir except that I hope it will be observed that it shifts the
balance in favour of the consumer. That indeed is its
Purpose.
Amendment No I I deals with Article 5. The Legal
Affairs Committee considered that this anicle should
be limited to conffac$ of less than one year. Ve
cannot see convincing reasons for this. There are
reasons, but they are not sufficiently convincing.
Again, we propose to restore the Commission text.
That, I would point out, will benefit the policyholder.
I come to our amendment No 13 to Article 2 (5)
which raises the question of language. There is some
misconception about this. There are three possible
versions: in the Commission's the language of the
policy would be the language of the Member State in
which the law is applicable.
Now which law is that? Vell, it depends what is in the
services directive. In the draft services direcdve that
would mean free choice for che pardes, the insurer and
the policyholder. The Legal Affairs Committee
amended that so that the language would be in
accordance with the provision of the services directive.
But suppose there is none when that becomes law? If it
became law in its present form 
- 
the draft proposal
- 
then again there would be free choice for the
parties. So we propose cenainly: let the parties choose
the language. \7hy not?
Now I come to the question of salvage 
- 
my amend-
'ment No 17, also in the name of Lady Elles and myself
on behalf of my Group. On that we have put down an
amendment which limits the liability of an insurance
company to the sum insured.
A moment's reflection will, I am sure, persuade
anyone who cares to think about it that it would be
playing with fire to expose insurance companies to
risks the extent of which they could not possibly calcu-
late. One has only to think these days of oil pollution
at sea and the hundreds of millions of damage that
might be caused, or saved, if persons acted unwisely
under the policy. So we propose rc limit it to the
insured surn, but we add a proviso for the protection
of the poliryholder. If the policyholder expends more
on the instructions of the insurance comPany, then
that would be recoverable.
I come now to the question of warranties, perhaps the
most difficult of all. It is our amendment No 16, Ani-
cle 3 (3) of the proposal. The amendment leaves the
question of principle as it was in the directive and
accepts the Legal Affairs Committee's amendments' It
leaves proponionality in the proposed directive, but
with the proviso that the panies to the contract may
agree otherwise.
Now, why should they be allowed to agree otherwise,
ir may be asked. Only in the Netherlands and in the
United Kingdom is there at present no proponionality
law. Is it necessary to harmonize British and Durch
law in this way?
It is not necessary. The law has stood the test of many
generations. The Dutch insurance industry and the
British insurance industry have served the Community
and their countries well, and the world too, by leaving
the choice to the panies whether they want Propor-
tionaliry in their contracts or not.
One is in effect extending consumer choice and it
would mean that if the British and Dutch insurance
companies stuck to their present and well-tested rules
and the consumer did not like it in the face of compe-
tition from the other Member States, it would be open
to the Dutch and British insurance companies to make
changes. That is the purpose of the amendment'
I would conclude by saying that in the Uniqed King-
dom at least this will be the first major legislative inter-
vention in the field of insurance law. Our law has been
built up over very many generations by practice,
experience and as declared by the judges. One hopes
that in these measures of harmonization, which we
'tn,,"' ll"'-
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accept, every precaution will be taken ro preserve rhe
industry against damage and disruption.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Gucht to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Mr De Gucht. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, ir is clear thar
those of us who are in favour of exrending and
harmonizing rhe common marker, in this case rhe
market for insurance, welcome rhis proposal for a
directive, particularly as provision has also been made
for protecting policyholders in a field which is
acknowledged to be highly technical and complex and
in which the dominance of the insurer somerimes
restricts the insured person's freedom of choice and
contract. For this reason we welcome rhe facr rhat rhe
principle of proponionality is to be introduced gener-
ally, so that insured persons, save in exceprional cases,
are no longer suddenly left without compensation in
respec[ of a claim despite their trust and the premiums
paid.
On this poinc, I think that there is some difference
between the example which has just been given by Mr
Tyrrell and the situarion in, say, Belgium. This princi-
ple does protecr the consumer and ir can happen thar
certain companies, having collected the premium, rhen
try their hardest to avoid providing cover, which also
leads, to distonion of competition, something which
we can now eliminate. Even from the insurer's point of
view it makes economic sense that a reduced pre-
mium, calculated on the basis of an underestimated
risk, should entirle rhe policyholder to reduced
compensation instead of no compensarion ar all. Often
a far-fetched and irrelevant facror, which is nor nori-
fied and which may have scarcely any effect on the
premium, is sufficient, as ma[rers stand at presenr 
- 
I
should say according to Belgian law 
- 
to justify the
refusal of any benefit under the policy. This is unfair
from the standpoint of the policyholder and from the
point of view of insurance practice is an unreasonable
attitude for the insurance companies to take.
'!7e therefore welcome the introduction of an obliga-
tion on the policyholder rc declare any circumsrances
of which the insurer ought reasonably to be aware
coupled with the principle of proponionaliry in the
case of sanctions. In rhis conrexr it seems to me rhar
the rext of Anicles 3 and 4 of the proposal should be
harmonized and simplified in respect of rhe policy-
holder's obligation to describe the risk and rhe rule of
proponionality ar the time,of settlement of the claim.
Anicle 3 deals with the conclusion of the contrac and
Anicle 4 with changes made while the conrract is in
force. There is no reason ro rreal changes differently
from the original giving of vital information for rhe
assessmen[ of the risk at the time the contracr is
concluded. There is no need to impose different obli-
gations and different rules governing proof. I believe,
therefore, that Anicle 3 (l) and Article 4 (l) could
both state thar the policyholder should nodfy rhe
insurer of any circumstances of which he ought
reasonably to be aware and which he oughr ro expecr
to influence rhe assessment of the risk borh ar rhe rime
of the conclusion of the conrrac and when notifying
changes affecting the risk. This would mean rhar nori-
fication pursuanr to Article a (l) would nor merely be
confined to facrors explicitly menrioned in the policy.
The sanctions provided for in Anicle a (5) on rhe
other hand could simply be made the same as those in
Anicle 3 (3) (c). Then there is no poinr in making
Anicle 4 (5) require the policyholder to prove rhat the
circumstance which he failed to nodfy was irrelevanr.
There is therefore no sense in reducing the obligarion
imposed on the policyholder in Article 4 and in distin-
guishing it from that imposed in Anicle 3 while
compensating for rhis by proposing a funher or heav-
ier burden of proof. By definirion, Anicles 3 and 4
deal with relevant circumstances in addition ro rhose
for which notificadon is explicirly requested by the
insurer both at the time of and after the conclusion of
the contract. In borh cases rhe same reasonable obliga-
tion to notify should be imposed on rhe policyholder
with identical sancrions and burden of proof. In my
humble opinion, Anicles 3 and 4 could be made
consistent in this way. If the Commission agrees with
this it can adjust its texr accordingly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonde.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, some people have compared membership.of the
European Community ro an insurance policy. Thar is a
reasonable comparison, as rhe premiums go up all the
time. But it is probably the only insurance that guaran-
tees you will suffer accidents. Some of these mke rhe
form of maximum directives, forbidding the Member
States to make more progress than the Community has
been able to agree on. But the insurance direcdve we
are debating roday is 5rot simply a policy against
progress. Ir guarantees regression. It is an attempr ro
turn the clock back to the last cenrury as far as the
protection of policyholders is concerned.
This is not simply the view of the people's movemenr
against membership of the Community; the Danish
Consumer Council has said the same thing in a letter
to the Ministry of Justice. I should like to quote from
their conclusion: 'Ve find ir unacceptable thar this
draft directive should have been put in rhe form of a
maximum directive, as pans of it do nor even reach the
standards of the 1930 Insurance Conrracts Acr'. Yes,
l9l0! It goes on ro say rhar orher pafts do not meet
the standards put in practice under the Insurance
Contracts Act and that the Ministry of Justice itself,
when setdnt up the Committee on Insurance
Contracrs, had instrucred it in its terms of reference ro
consider whether existing legislation on insurance
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contracls was satisfactory from the policyholders'
point of view 
- 
implying the need for funher
progress. But according to the proposal before us
today, you are in danger of not getting a penny or an
ECU.
The proposal is opposed not simply by the Danish
Consumer Council, but by consumer organizations in
all the Member States of the Community. It is typical
that the Commission's Environment and Consumer
Protection Service was not involved in drafting the
proposal. The real task of that unit seems to be to put
up a smokescreen for consumers in the Member States
while the Commission helps the larger Community
insurance companies swallbw up the smaller ones.
The proposal should be withdrawn immediately and
we shall urge the Danish Government to announce
that it will veto all maximum directives on principle' If
this insurance directive is inroduced we shall need
insurance companies to insure people against the inad-
equate cover provided by the insurance companies.
\flould that kind of insurance be permitted, Mr
Commissioner, or will you listen to the Consumer
Council and drop all plans to introduce maximum
directives in this field?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I think we have good reason to be satisfied with
Mr Turner's excellent repon. It is a very imponant
subject, as the introduction of a binding code for
European insurance companies in their dealings with
their customers must be in the latter's inserest.
Insurance companies are obviously more international
in their operations than most other types of company,
and I therefore feel we should welcome Mr Turner's
success in picking out the major defects of the
Commission's proposal and remedying them in such a
way that the directive should help both policyholders
and probably the insurance companies as well.
'!7e must conclude that one way of improving comPe-
tition between companies in the long run would be to
cut premiums.
I was also pleased to note that, at least for one fleeting
moment, the Socialist Group was able to be repre-
senrcd by a Member to put forward what it regards as
the consumer's interests. Ah, here comes another one!
The Socialist Group is the largest group in Parliament
- 
from time to time! But I do not think its spokesman
knew what he was talking about when he spoke of
minimum and maximum directives, for in the nature of
things insurance contacts concluded across frontiers
cannot be governed by what is normally understood as
a minimum directive; that would be impossible to
implement in the individual Member States.
I am sorry to say that Mr Fich has clearly not read Mr
Turner's report, but simply leafed through the
Commission proposal; as my friend Mr Tyrrell
poinrcd out, Mr Turner and the committee objected
strongly to the Commission's proposal on precisely the
question of the language in which the policies were to
be written, and amended the proposal to make it by
agreement between the policyholder and the insurance
company. I regard that as a most satisfactory solution'
Mr President, Mr Tyrrell and I have tabled an amend-
ment which I think will improve the report. It
combines the Commission proposal and Mr Turner's
suggestion in the repon in respect of Article 3 (2) (b)
(i). It relates to the period for the amendment or possi-
ble termination of insurance contracrc. It is obvious
that in these circumstances the general consumer
would like a reasonably long period while the business
world wopld prefer to act more quickly. Ve have
therefore tabled amendment No 10, which I hope
Parliament will adopt tomorrow, as I regard it as a
clear improvement.
Finally, Mr Bonde of the Movement against the Euro-
pean people, has obviously forgotten what you dial
999 for. I hope that those against harmonization and
against better conditions for the European people will
realize that they have missed the ambulance.
In conclusion I would also point out that there is an
error in the Danish version 
- 
which probably went
over Mr Bonde's head too 
- 
by which the meaning
has been completely distoned. It occurs in the
amended text proposed for Anicle l0 (3) (c), the
Danish reading (in transladon) 'provided that the
contract vas not agreed upon the basis of a fixed rcrm'
instead of, as it should, 'provided that the premitms
were not agreed upon the basis of a fixed term'. I
would suggest, Mr Presidint, that we have the Danish
version corrected accordingly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vce-President of the Commission. 
- 
(I)
Mr Presidenq all the speakers have said that great
effons have been made recently to provide a Commu-
nity framework for the insurance sector. There have
been many proposals for directives, some of which
have alrtady been adopted while others are still being
considered. The direcdve ure are discussing is pan of
this process.
I wish to express the Commission's gratitude to Parlia-
ment, which has brought out the imponance of activi-
ties in this sector, and panicularly to thank the commi-
tees which examined this proposal, especially the Legal
Affairs Committee and im rapporteur, Mr Turner, for
dedicating so much time and atrcntion to it and, as Mr
Janssen van Raay and others have said, for succeeding
in striking so fair a balance berween the interests of
poliryholders and insures.
':' . rt':,,'*
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I am now facing a serious dilemma, Mr President: I
should like rc be able to end our meering swiftly, and
yet it is my dury to clarify the Commission's position
on the various amendments. You know that we have
also discussed this matter in rhe enlarged Bureau, and
I am afraid rhar I shall have to steal some time to clar-
ify the posirion of the Commission on a series of
amendments which have been tabled.
There is a series of amendments tabled by Mrs Seibel-
Emmerling on behalf of the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling has spoken on rhese amend-
ments this evening. I wish to make some general
observations on this marter. Ve consider thar rhis
proposal for a direcrive which concerns insurance
contracts should not be considered as an automaric
exrension of the choice of law, provision for which
was already made in rhe second coordinating Directive
on insurance and damages, known as the Directive on
the freedom to provide services. Any addition to the
circumstances in which rhe choice of the law to be
applied to insurance conuacr may be exercised will
require specific, separate measures, in respect of which
it will be appropriate to consider rhe possible need ro
further harmonize rhe law on conrracr,s. At the
moment, it is simply nor possible for an insurer to be in
a position to impose his own national law on private
citizens. One objection which is often raised ro-rhis is
that the harmonization proposed would be a rero-
grade step for some existing national legislations. I am
not very expert on rhis matter, but I should like to say
to Mr Bonde that, as far as I am aware, the protection
ensured by our directives is not inferior to rhar
ensured by the Danish law of 1930. Ir is not therefore
true to say that our measures are a rerograde step on
matters of protection. This might, perhaps, have been
said of previous drafts but no longer corresponds ro
the truth.
It might, however, still be said that all this is valid for
the moment, but that the Member States should be
free to make progress in the future. This should be a
directive laying down minimum requirements: this is
what is stressed in Amendments Nos 2 and 8. It is
assened thas rhis directive lays down maximum
requirements, while a directive laying down minimum
requiremenm is what is needed. In facq the problem
does not seem so simple to me. Many of the provisions
of the directive are already of the kind which lay down
minimum requirements. Consider, for example, rhe
provisions of Anicles 7 and, 9. Moreover, the provi-
sions for rescue cosrs in Anicle 8 are so clearly
inrcnded to protect the consumer that I wonder if
more would be possible in this direction.
I should also like ro say on this marter that I have
heard the opinion of the Consumers Committee
invoked, but I seem ro remember that in this very
Chamber, and by some of those very speakers who
have t6day invoked the opinion of the Consumers
Committee, it was stated to be inappropriare to consult
this Committee since a parliamennry committee
existed. The Committee is valued at cenain times and
attacked at others. However, other provisions exist
which are not concerned to establish a greater or lesser
degree of protection, but rather ro define criteria for
making choices between different possibilities. I am
thinking in panicular of the most imponant provision
of the directive, that is, rhe principle of proportionality
established by Anicle 3 (3). A choice had to be made
between rhis principle and rhe principle of causality
which is a[ presenr followed in Germany. If, contrary
to our opinion, Amendment No 8 is adopted,
Germany could continue to maintain the principle of
causality in its legislarion on the basis that, in its
opinion, it provides more favourable conditions for rhe
pany insured. I note with pleasure rhar both rhe
Commitree on Economic and Monenry Affairs and
the Legal Affairs Committee have recognized that the
real aim of the directive would nor be achieved if such
a possibility were conceded.
The neutralitiy and rransparency of conditions of
competition are at the basis of rhis directive. Insurance
companies must have the same opportunities for
competition. Compedtion musr nor be distoned by
differences in rhe law on insurance conuacm. This
directive contains the poinrs which expens have
considered most important from the point of view of
competition and attempts a harmonization in the light
of this objecdve.
If Amendment No 8 wer6 introduced, harmonization
would not be possible. Individual parties insured can in
any case derogate from the provisions of the directive
under Anicle 12, as they can esrimare what c/ould be
advantageous to rhem 
- 
which might obviously not
be advantageous for orhers.
'Panies insured are nor necessarily at a disadvanrage in
negotiations with insurance companies if they are
supponed by consumer organizations, including 
-for example 
- 
the automobile .clubs. I therefore
consider that Amendments Nos 2 and 8 should be
rejected.
As regards the other amendmenrs tabled by Mrs
Seibel-Emmerling on behalf of the Commitree on rhe
Enviionment, Public Health and Consumer Prorec-
tion, we shall cenainly consider rhe points raised. The
solutions proposed could be insened in a possible
second directive on insurance contracts.
As regards Amendments Nos 5 and 5, I am cenainly
particularly interested in the possibility rhat a machine
disributing insurance policies for journeys by air,
located in an airport, might be able immediately to
issue the documenrs indicated in Amendinent No 5.
Horrever, I do nor know if, ar the present stage of
technology, we are able to guarantee a service oT this
kind, or if, in order !o meer rhis need, we mighr possi-
bly have recourse to Japanese machines, for example.
.{.
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Provision is already made in Anicle 6 for the points
raised in Amendment No 7, unless my interpretation
of this Amendment is wrong.
'S?'e cannot accept Amendment No 9, which would
protect insured panies who are dishonest. Those who
are honest 
- 
and they are consumers too, Mrs
Seibel-Emmerling 
- 
would have to pay the consequ-
ences.
The intentions of Amendments No 10 and 11 seem
valid to me, from what I have understood. I admit to
Mr Tyrrell that I was eagerly awaiting his explanation
of Amendment No 12, because I did not really under-
stand it. He has not mentioned it, and I am therefore
forced to think that even he, who drafted it, is like me
doubtful about its validity.
Amendment No l3 is not desirable: why should it be
possible to choose the language in cases where there is
no choice as to the law which is applied?
'!(i'e cannot accept Amendment No l4. If we did accept
it, this would run counter to the proPosal which we
have put forward. I think Mr Tyrrell should under-
stand that while we consider 
- 
and the rapporteur
himself agrees with us 
- 
that this proposal for a direc-
tive is a proposal which must go forward, to decide
rhat its enactment should be delayed means, in prac-
tice, nullifying all the work which has been done by
rhe various committees.
As regards Amendment No 15, the law of a third
country may be chosen for risks outside the Commu-
nity. However if the law of a Member Sate is chosen,
it must be the law stated in the present direcdve.
\fle cannot have a situation where f,wo seParate sets of
national laws are in force.
Amendment No 15 seems inadequate, except where
provision is already made under Anicle 12. Amend-
ment No 17 reduces protection.for consumers, and it
is not, therefore, desirable that it should bq adopted. 
.
Next there is a series of amendments put forward by
Mrs Vayssade, Mr Megahy and Mr Sieglerschmidt, on
behalf of the Socialist Group. Many of rhese amend-
ments, Mr President, seek restoration of the text of
the Commission proposal; obviously I can only be in
favour of this. However, there is no amendment
proposing that Anicle 3 (1) of the Commission rcxt
should be restored. Since what remains of Articles 3
and 4 flows from the precise terms of Anicle 3 (1), I
am not certain that a coherent result can be obuined if
Amendments Nos 25 and 29 are adopted.
I should now like to speak briefly 
- 
and I apologise
for the length of this speech 
- 
on the amendmenm to
the Commission text proposed in the repon of the
Legal Affairs Committee. In large measure, the
Commission could accept them. However, we would
prefer, Mr Turner, not to delete words from the
preamble and we have reservations about changing
Article 2 (5) in respecr of the legal validity of transla-
tion.
\7e have basic reservations concerning Anicle 3 (1)
and Anicle 4 (5). There are two reasons for objecting
to Article 3 (l). The first is that'it shifts the balance
away from benefiting the insurer to the advantage of
the pany insured. $/hat the Person insured knows is a
.rti., of fact, but what he should know is a matter of
opinion: the opinion of someone else, who might notb; panicularly sympathetic. I am surprised that
consumer rePresentatives have not raised this point'
The second is that this amendment moves away from
the path to harmonization. National ribunals would
give different judgments on the circumstances which
ihould be made known to a party insured.
As regards Anicle 4 (5), it does not seem to us desira-
ble to mix the principles of proponionality and causal-
ity. It is better to have one principle and to abide by it.
Ve are, therefore, against this.
Having said this, I should, however, like to-thank the
Legal -Affairs Committee for the long, difficult and
,rli-d *o.k which it has undenaken, and so thank the
Members of Parliament who have spoken in this
debate and all the Members of Parliamenr who have
been present during this sitting.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Turner.
Mr Turner, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President. I would like
to say first of all to Mr Fich and Mrs Seibel-Emmer-
ling, who wanl a minimum directive, that they really
c"nnot have that when one is harmonizing law. I am
very grateful to Mr Janssen van Raay and,Mr de
Goedi who poinrcd out that we have achieved in this
commitree a good balance between the two interests. I
believe that is the basis of all our work. I would stress
to the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection that there is scope for
elaboration by national law to Protefi consumers
within the framework of this directive. \7hat you
cannot do is call it a minimum directive, otherwise you
end uo with nine different laws. You must have a
co..on'fra.ework, but within that there is scope for
funher protection of consumers.
bf .ou.t. I entirely agree with Mr Tyrrell when he
says we want a comprehensive directive covering all
insurance. That is absolutely right. That is one reason
why I do not feel that one can allow proportionality to
be in opdonal factor because you do not get harmoni-
zation when you have a vital pan of the law optional
ro the panies.
As to Mr Natali, I am glad that he stressed balance
rather than minimum or maximurh. Minimum and
,,r..1.",' ,r,
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maximum are irrelevan[ in this directive; it is balance
that.we are looking for. I rhank him for rhanking us
for the work we have done.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote ar
the next voring rime.
Before I hand over rhe Chair to my colleague, Mr
Gonella, I should like rc take rhis opponunity to
convey rc him the heany congratulations of this
House on his 75th binhday. I think ir is marvellous
that he should be seeing out his binhday here.
(Applause)
before the House last December and rhe commirree's
findings were fully endorsed by rhis House.
Briefly, in our resolution we deplored rhe failure of
some Members of rhe Commission to comply wirh the
existing internal rulqs concerning mission expenses
and entenainment allowances, as well as the lack of
ru,les in many cases. \7e did however note, contrary to
what was implied in many newspapers and press ani-
cles, thar the vasr bulk of expenditure in question was
incurred correcrly. Ve expecred that surm drawn from
the Communiry budger in circumstances which did not
respecl the operative rules would be repaid, and we
undenook ro pronounce further on the issues in a later
report. Indeed the repon before you ronight deals with
these issues. In the discharge reporr in respect of the
1978 financial year which was considered in this
House lasr May, Mr Battersby, the rapporreur,
confirmed rhat the necessary repaymen$ by Members
of the Commission had indeed been made. He was
able to do this following discussions with rhe Coun of
Auditors. Funhermore, I can say rhat the Committee
on Budgetary Control is satisfied that the new rules
are operaring effectively. The commirtee has also
checked the pace of expenditure in this area during the
first four months of tggO and found them to be
reasonably acceprable. This latter verification was in
line with a paragraphe of the resolution adopted by
the Parliament last December.
I would also remind the House th"t follo*ing a
recommendation of rhe Commitree on Budgerary
Control, the amounr available to Members of the
Commission under Item 1 300 for mission expenses
was cut back by 37 000 EUAs and a ceiling was placed
on expenditure for air taxis. These steps reduced the
scope of any substantial misuse of appropriations on
this line of the budget. Thus, both the House and the
9omrnittee on Budgetary Control acted in a compre-hensive manner in responding to what was a delitate
situation. The Commilree on Budgetary Control
followed up the matter at its meeting on 23 June rhis
year when the Commission'furnished a writren and an
oral satement on ihe pace of expendirure for the first
four months of this year. Indeed, ro quote one exam-
ple which 
-received a lor of publicity lasr year, namelythe use of jet air taxis: in the comparable period in
1979 73,air-taxi flights were made. In the first four
months of this year rhe number of flighrs was 2l .
Finally, at its meeting of 10 June 1980 the Committee
on Budgetary Control adopred the repon which is
before you this evening. I would direct the arrention of
the House ro paragraph 7 of the explanarory stare-
ment. This paragraph explains why the commitree
considers that this specific issue can now be regarded
as closed. However, there are two observations I
would like to make.
The first is rhar I was surprised rhat a rather exatter-
ated and rendentious anicle about this affair sliould
have appeared very recently in a well-known monrhly
IN THE CHAIR: MR GONELI.{
Vce-president
18. Use of appropiations aoaikble aithin Srtion III
of the budget oftbe Communities
President. 
- 
The next irem is the repon by Mr Key,
drawn up on behalf of rhe Committee on Budgetary
Control, on the use of appropriations available under
Items 1300 and 2400 of Section III of the general
budget of rhe European Communides (Doc. l-334/
80).
Mr Key, rrrpporter4r. 
- 
Mr President, may I wish you
many happy returns of the day. Seventy-five years is a
great number to reach. One would only wish there
were sevenry-five people in this Chamber tonight rc
lisrcn to the debate.
Early last year a report concerning the representarion
expenditure of the Commission came ro the attention
of what was then rhe Control Subcommittee of the
Commitree on Budgets. That subcommirtee wished
that the matrer be carefully considered in the full
knowledge of rhe facts, and accordingly rhe Coun of
Auditors was called upon ro give an opinion on rhe
expendirure in question. The Coun of.Auditors issued
an excellent repon which provided excellenr informa-
tion, and the whole issue was examined thoroughly by
the new Commirtee on Budgemry Control in Siptem-
ber and November of last year. Indeed a special public
meeting was held and the President of the Commis-
sion, Mr Jenkins, and Mr Tugendhar, the Commis-
sioner responsible for budgetary marrers, helped the
commitree in its work. In addidon we had rhe excel-
lent services of Mr Johannsen and Mr Man of the
Coun of Auditors. This comprehensive reporr was put
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magazine. I was extremely surprised that it did not
mention anything about Parliament's role in this affair
or the response of the Commission and Parliament. I
know that the chairman of the committee, Mr Aigner,
wrote to the editor of this journal to ask for a correc-
tion. The sad thing is that the reply from that editor is
not satisfactory. I am afraid one of the big problems in
this whole affair is that on many occasions ceftain
members of what is termed the journalists' profession
have exploited some of the more exravagant issues in
this case and have not then followed it through to see
what we did about it.
Secondly, and rather more seriously, I sincerely hope
that we shall never again have a repeat of the situation
which gave rise to the resolution of last December. If
we should have a similar situation in future. I am
convinced that this House would in fact table a motion
of censure against the Commission or any other Insd-
tutions that abuse powers and public money. Vith
those introductory remarks, Mr President, I recom-
mend the repon for the approval of the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Wce-President of the Commission. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, first of all, please allow me rc join in the
good wishes which have been expressed to you. You
know that I am doing this not only on behalf of the
Commission, but because of my own personal friend-
ship and admiration.
As regards Mr Key's report, I should like to say that,
as has been said, during the last twelve months
expenditure under Items 1300 and 3400 in respect of
mission and entenainment expenses incurred by
members of the Commission have been submitted to
deuiled examination by the Court of Auditors and
Parliament's Committee on Budgetary Conrol. It is
my pleasure to report that Mr Key, rapponeur of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, is satisfied with the
new rules applied to this type of expenditure and the
way they are being strictly observed. The Commission
will continue to do everphing to ensure that they are
scrupulously respected.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.
)9. Discharge to be granted to the Management
Board of the Europeafl Centrefor the Deoelopment
ofVocational Training
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr Ryan,
drawn up, on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary
Control, on rhe discharge to be granted to the
Management Board of the European Centre for the
Development of Vocational Training in respect of the
implementation of its appropriations for the financial
years 1975, 1976, 1977 and 1978 and the commen$
accompanying this decision (Doc. 1-3aal80).
President..- I call Mr Ryan.
Mr Ryan, rdpportear. 
- 
Mr President, the repon
which I am now presenting on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Budgetary Control illustrates the way in which
the committee follows up the implementation of the
budget, to ensure that Community funds are spent in
the manner which the House intended when adopting
the budget. It concerns the European Centre for the
Development of Vocational Training. This centre has,
of course, assumed dramatic relevance in these times,
'when, while there are over 31/z million young people
unemployed in Europe, many enterprises operate
below capacity because of the scarcity of skilled,
trained personnel. Such massive unemployment of
young people is socially scandalous, economically
stupid and politically dangerous. This ragic situation
should, therefore, focus our attention upon the great
imponance of the European Centre for the Develop-
ment of Vocational Training. Vith enlightened educa-
tional programmes, there could be a significant drop
in unemployment and hope, instead of frustration and
desperation, for many of our young citizens.
Although I draw attention to the relevance of the
European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training ro Europe's current crisis, the House may be
assured that the judgment which Mr Kellett-Bowman
and I brought to bear on the Centre was not influ-
enced by these considerations, because our mandate
was confined to thas of the Committee on Budgetary
Control, which was to inquire into issues of financial
management, and my comments will relate to them. By
way of preface, however, I would wish, and I am sure
I speak on behalf of the House, to pay tribute to the
work and dedication of Dr Roger Furst, the director
of the Centre, Mr Reever, Mr Adams and all the other
members of rhe staff. In order thar in future the work
of this cenue may be better understood by Members
of Parliament, and through them by the public, you
will find in our repon a recommendation that the
Centre should be represented at meetings of the
Committee on Budgeary Control and the Committee
on Budgets when they are preparing the estimates for
future years.
An interesting feature of the activities of the Commu-
nity is the existence of a variety of satellites which
carry out very specific tasks. The administrative and
control arrangements for these bodies vary considera-
bly. Some of them enjoy only limited autonomy within
rhe aegis of the Commission, e.g. the Data-Processing
Centre or the Official Publications Office, which carry
', / 1 ,'I,
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out specialized msks and are really pan of the
Commission struc[ure, although for practical reasons
they have operational freedom. On the other hand,
there exist a number of full satellites which have their
own financial regulation, separate budgetary provi-
sions and significant independence of operation. My
repon concerns one such satellite, which is not only
independent in its day-to-day operations but is also
located at a considerable distance from Brussels, the
principal working-place, and from other temporary
working-places of the Community. I speak, of course,
of the European Centre for Vocational Training in
Berlin. To assist Members of Parliament and the
public in general, my written explanatory statemenr
runs ro 46 pages. It describes the role of the Centre, its
origins and the procedure which governs its opera-
tions. My oral conrribution can therefore be brief.
Moreover, my colleague and co-rapporteur, Mr
Kellett-Bowman, who participated in the control visit
to the Cenue, will undoubrcdly have much more peni-
nent and worthwhile commenls to make.
As Parliament is aware, the Committee on Budgetary
Control's function is to see that the funds are spenr as
intended by the budgetary authority, that therc are no
irregular procedures or infringements of proper
accounting methods and that there is no inefficiency,
extravagance or waste in the uSe of the Community
taxpayer's money. On the basis of the on-rhe-spot
inquiries which Mr Edward Kelletr-Bowman and I
made and the repons of the former Audit Board and
the Coun of Auditors, rny report recommends the
grant of a discharge to thp Centre in respect of its use
of appfopriations for four financial years: 1975,1976,
1977 and 1978.
The repon includes one of the rarher rare acrions rhar
Parliament can take, and that is a decision; we also
append a resolution of recommendations.
A discharge decision, a decision uniquely within the
competence of Parliament, is imponant for two
reasons 
- 
firstly, because it paves the way for a posi-
tive approach to the consideration of future appropria-
tions, such as the appropriation for 1981, and secondly
because refusal of a discharge would amounr to a
motion of censure and, conversely, granting a
discharge constiturcs a vote of confidence. From the
point of view of parliamentary control the repon
amounr to a catching-up operarion. A discharge has
not been granted in earlier years, largely because of
cenain concerns over growing pains or teething trou-
bles experienced by the Centre in its initial period of
operation.
I would like to emphasize that there was never any
evidence of any irregularity and the concerns were
about a certain lack of conformity to Communiry
practices. All these have now been cleared up satisfac-
torily.
I should like to draw the artention of my colleagues to
the questionnaire and answers in Annex II, which
furnishes a Breat deal of information abour the
Cen[re's adminisration.
The conclusions of rhe Commitree on Budgetary
Conrrol call for a number of changes that would
enhance the role of Parliamenr, make financial proce-
dures more transparent and enable the Cenrre to.oper-
ate in a flexible and effective manner. I believe theirjustificadons are self-evidenu Their adoption would
result in a suengthening of the powers of Parliament
and an improvement in democratic control and
responsibiliry.
I refer to the srandardization of the final grant of
discharge and the budgetary authority's conrrol over ,
significant transfers. The morivation for rhese changes
is in accordance with rhe financial disciplines already
adoprcd by this House with regard to the European
Foundation for the Improvement of Living and lfork-
ing Conditions, located in Dublin. The paragraphs
regarding staff recruirment and mobility and the need
to safeguard flexibility of operation and the impon-
ance of improved contacts between Parliament and the
Centre are, I trust, well argued and accepted. The
issues of cost-effectiveness and the use of data-
processing equipment, which was a matter of some
concern rc the Budgetary Control Committee, will be
gone into later when the committee receives the next
report of the Coun of Audircrs.
'!/ith these commen6, Mr President, I recommend rhe
adoption of the repon ro rhe House .
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
- 
Q)
Mr President, the Commission is grarcful to Mr Ryan
for his proposal for a discharge decision for rhe imple-
merltation of appropriations for the European Centre
in Berlin. I must, however, say as regards the resolu-
tion that I have some comments to make both on rhe
motion for a resolution and on rhe repon presented
this evening by Mr Ryan. Firstly, the Commission is
invited to presenr a written report before I February
on the measures taken in the light of the observations
accompanying the discharge decision. I would be
grateful to you, Mr Ryan, if 
- 
in consideration of the
shon period of time available for drafting such a
,report 
- 
in accordance with Anicle 74 (2) of the
financial provisions for the Centre you would make
this request direcdy to the Management Board of rhe
Centre as regards the recommendations which direcdy
concern it. As regards the discharge decision, I agree
with Mr Ryan that the special financial regularion
applicable to rhe Cenrre no longer applies as it does
not take accounr of the fact rhar the granting of a
discharge now falls exclusively within the terms of
reference of the European Parliamenr. 'Sfe, Mr Ryan,
are preparing a proposal to amend rhis regulation.
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Unfortunately, I regret that I cannot accept the other
two proposals put forward by the rapporteur on the
special financial regulation. Firstly, it is not appro-
priate to insert this special financial regulation in the
general financial regulation, which is at the basis of the
implementation of the general budget. This is because
the Centre has its own budget, completely separate
from the general budget, which is drawn up and
adopted by the management committee according to
special rules. Secondly, you regret the fact that trans-
fers within the budget of the Centre do not require the
approval of Parliament. I should like to make it clear
that the present system under which the Commission
decides on matrcrs of transfers within the budget of
the Centre was adopted by the European Parliament
on 6 April 1976.The reason for this procedure is that
the subsidy for the Centre is entered under a single
anicle of the general budget, Anicle 3010, and the
financial regulation for the general budget makes
provision for a decision by the European Parliament
only in the case of transfers of appropriations between
the chapters of the general budgeu Mr Ryan's
proposal would jeopardize the unity of the financial
regulation.
As regards the problem of recruitment, the Smff Regu-
lations of the Centre lay down specific procedures for
recruitment which are different from the provisions of
the Staff Regulations of the Commission of the Euro-
pean Community. The Commission believes that staff
should be recruited in accordance with special rules as
the staff in question work for ortans run by a ripanite
management board and, therefore, do not fall within
the terms of reference of the Communiry institutions.
If Parliament's resolution on the recruitment of
non-specialized staff were implemented on this matter
the saff o.f the Cenre would become Community
officials, and there would be a fundamental change in
the nature of the Centre and im organization which
would make it, in effect, a branch of the Directorate-
General of the Commission. As for the specialized
staff, I should like to remind you that the Director is
responsible for their reciuitmenu In consequence, the
Commission does not intend to propose changing the
Staff Regulations on this point.
Finally, we approve the proposal made under point 9 to
invite Centre representatives to take pan in meetings
of the parliamentary committee. I consider that it is
normal and desirable for the directors of the Centre to
provide the Members of Parliament concerned with
explanations about their work programme.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Gaiotti De Biase.
Mrs Gaiotti Dc Biase. 
- 
(/) Mr President,
colleagues, I should not like to be responsible for
delaying the celebrations for your 75th binhday by
speaking more than is necessary.
If I have asked to speak on this repon, it is in order to
raise a problem on which I know my opinions are
shared by the chairman and members of the Commit-
tee on Youth. This is not the time to state our convic-
tion, expressed more than once, of the imponance of
the role which the Centre for Vocational Training in
Berlin has, and could funher develop, and of the need
for a Community training policy which could include
the Centre's programme.
I am speaking because of an omission 
- 
probably
involuntary 
- 
on the pan of the rapponeur, as the
Committee on Youth would have liked to be asked for
its opinion in advance. Paragraph 9 of the motion for a
resolution proposes that the Centre may be asked to
give its views and invited to participate in meetings of
the competent committees of the European Parlia-
ment; but in paragraph 18 of the explanatory state-
ment, the only two committees referred to are the
Commitrce on Budgets and the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment. This is not the first time the
Committee on Youth, Culiure, Education, Informa-
tion and Spon has had rc complain of a want of inter-
esr on the pan of Parliament which, after having set it
up, seems to have forgotten its existence. The prob-
lems of vocational training are not only social, but also
involve general aspects of training, teaching choices
and choices concerning youth policy and culture. I
trusr that the rapponeur'will have no difficulty amend-
ing paragraph 18 of the explanatory statement to this
effect.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.
Mr Kelhtt-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, it is unusual
for this committee to have its repons discussed in the
House before I I p.m. 
- 
we usually burn the midnight
oil. I think some people are under the impression that
budget control is a dark science and cannot stand the
light of day. However, tonight is an improvement'
(Laugbter)
Now, in conjunction with Mr Ryan I looked at cenain
features of operations in the Centre. My panicular
interests were data processing and the cost-effective-
ness aspect. Date processing has economic and indus-
trial implications of vital interest to Vestern Europe.
There is a need to ensure, at Community level, that
everything possible is done to secure effective coordi-
nation, at least at the institutional level' This is a
subject to which we will return in this House when we
have funher reports from the Coun of Auditors.
Vhile mentioning them, I should like to thank them
for all the help they have given Mr Ryan and myself
and all the help they generally provide for the commit-
tee's work.
I cannot sit down, Mr President, without replying io
something that Mr Natali said just now. He was talk-
-l
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ing about the financial regulations and rhe facr rhat we
in the Commirtee on Budgeary Control feel that the
general financial regulations of rhe Community are
paramounr and superior to any others that may be
lying around in the Community and that it was to this
end that we made rhis repon.
I think Mrs Gaiotti de Biase will be pleased to hear
that the Committee on Social Affairs and Employmenr
intends to visit Berlin before the turn of rhis year and
while there to go and look ar the Cenre. The
Committee on Budgetary Control is also very happy
about that. Ve do nor think that we should be the
only contact between Parliament and rhese satellite
and decentralized bodies. I hope we will be able to
complete our political control work on the various
satellites in the years ahead and place them on a sound
footing.
Mr President, the committee and the House are very
lucky that someone of the calibre of Mr Ryan has
been able ro concentrate on rhis work. I think his
repon is a valuable control documenr and I commend
the discharge to the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ryan.
Mr Ryan, rdpporteur, 
- 
I have no desire to detain
you, Mr President, and in making this comment I
attach no blame whatsoever ro Mr Natali, who has so
many topics ro cover. However, if he looks at the
latest edition of the repon, paragraph 1, he will find
that Parliament requesm the Commission to furnish
the report by I February next, and not I November, as
he stated in his speech ro rhe House. I trust rhat the
additional three monrhs will give the Commission
adequate time co repon ro the House.
Finally, I feel that it is a piry he spoiled your binhday,
Mr President, by not generously conceding all rhe
points made by Parliamenr. I know that, personally, he
would have wished to do so, and we look forward to a
better response on the next occasion.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting rime.
20. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place at 9 a.m.
tomorrow, Friday, l9 September 1980 with the
following agenda.
- 
Decision on reques$ for urgency
- 
Second Blaney repon on the common organization of
the market in flax and hemp
- 
Joint debare on rhree motions for resolutions on
Community aid to the depanments of Guadeloupe
and Maninique devastated by Hurricane Allen
- 
Joint debate on two morions for resolurions on
fisheries
- 
Motion for a resolution on the persecution of the
members of the Bahai Community in Iran
- 
Joint debate on two modons for resolutions on events
in Bolivia
- 
Motion for a resolution on protecting the site of Tyre
- 
Motion for a resolution on the termination of Mrs
Maria Antonietta Macciocchi's appointment with thc
French University
- 
D'Angclosanre reporr on Petition No 1/79
10.30 a.m.:Yoting time
Afier this time: The motions for resolutions will be put
to the vote after the closure of each
debate.
The sitdng is closed.
(The sitting roas closed dt 10.55 p.m.)
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ANNEX
AMENDMENTS
relating to the motion for a resolution on the
Europi.an Community's contribution to the
camparBn to eliminatL hunger in the world
These amendmenrs are reproduced in numerical order. Numbers missing belong to texts that were
withdrawn before the vote.
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Motion for a resoludon on the European
Community's conffibution to the campaign to
eliminate hunger in the world
(Doc. t-341l80)
Amendment No 6
tabled by Mr Bersani, Mrs Cassanmagnago Ccrretti, Mr Michel, Mr Narducci, Mrs Rabbethge, Mr
Vergeer and Mr Vawrzik
on behalf of the EPP Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
After the first recital, insen the following new recital:
declaring its willingness to'make available, on the occasion of the budget discussions,
one per cenr of the total budget appropriation over and above the sums entered by the
Commission for'cooperation with the developing counrics (Title 9), by way of emer-
gency relief to combat hunger in the world,'
Amendment No 7
tabled by Sir Frederick Varner
on.behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLT]-TION
Preamble, last indent
Delete the words:
'. . . and of the deterioration . . .'
Amendment No 8
tabled by Sir Frederick !flarner
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph I
This paragraph to read as follows:
'1. Affirms that the campaign against hunger is a moral imperadv for all the more fonu-
nate and wealthy nations;'
+*+
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Amendment No 9
abled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the European Democraric Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 3
Indent (a) to read as follows:
'(a) to draw up a coherent series of measures for the campaign against hunger, taking ac-
count of the global North-South negotiations and the adoption by rhe UN of a stra-
tegy for rhe Third Development Decade,'
Amendment No l0
tabled by Sir Frederick !/arner
on behalf of the European Democradc Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 4
This paragraph to read as follows:
'4. Considers that the Community's primary aim in combating hunger musr be to help
each developing country to achieve a position in which it has sufficient food to feed ir
own population, either from its own agricultural iesources or from its abiliry ro pay for
imponed food;'
Amendment No I I
tabled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the European Dcmocratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 5
This paragraph ro read as follows:
'5. Emphasizes, in this connection, the need rc srcp up effons to establish a new and more
equitable sysrcm of international relations which will ensure rhat a higher proponion of
the world's resources are devoted to creating wealth and abolishing undei-nourish-
ment;'
Amendment No l2
tabled by Mr Fergusson
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 5a (new)
After paragraph 5, insen the following new paragraph:
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'5a. Deplores the unparalleled amounts spent by the USSR on its arms budgec which ob-
liges the aid-giving nations in self-defence to diven huge resources which could other-
wise be used to help the hungry and developing countries more fully;'
+**
Amendment No 13/corr.
mbled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 13a (new)
After paragraph 3 l, insen the following new paragraph i
'3Ia. Requests rhat urgent action be taken to increasc the percentage of food aid given by
Member States through Community channels, so that this should become the normal
method of giving. such assistance;'
**+
Amendment No 14
ubled by Sir Frederick lTarner
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l0a (new)
After paragraph 10, insert the following new paragraph:
''0"Y::::,'l'-'i1-.t",ff llt.:Tf ::il:".:1t:'Jffi ilii:',[:T:H:rT.TL":"':$
on rhe counrries of the Third Vorld which is aidaing the gap between the rich and
the poor of the world;'
**+
Amendment No l5
tabled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l4
This paragraph to read as follows:
'14. Requests the Commission and Council, in order to help increasc thc uansfer of re-
sources to the rural development of the developing countries, to enrcr a substantial sum
in the 198 I budget for rhe revival and strerigthening of the lntcrnatipnd Fund for Agri-
cultural Developmenr (IFAD) under proper conditions of control and supcrvision;'
**+
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Amendment No l6
tatled by Sir Frederick Varncr
on behalf of the European Dcmocratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 16
Delete this paragraph
Amendment No 17
tabled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph I 8
This paragraph to read as follows:
'l 8. Considers that all contribudons by thc Community towards agricultural and rural de-
velopment should be conceived within the framework of the economic growth strate-
gies adoptcd by the individual recipient developing countries, in panicular:
- 
to orient producdon structures more closely to internal requirements without, how-
ever, disregarding the importance of expons for the development process;
- 
to encourage the development of rural areas on thc basis of integrarcd programmes
designed rc develop agriculture, create craft and agri-industrial activities and im-
prove scrvices and infrastructures, and to do so in a manner vhich ensures a bal-
, anced distribution of the populadon throughout the country concerned;'
+*
Amendment No l8
mbled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
' Paragraph 28a (new)
After paragraph 28, insen the following new paragraph:
'28a. Expresses thc hope that, in drawing up aid programmes with recipient counrries, rhe
Commission will pay particular attention to the imponance of providing adequate
water supplies ro meet the needs of the population;'
+++
Amendment No 19
ubled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the European Democratic Group.
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 3l
Delete this paragraph
+++
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Amendment No 20
tabled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the European Democradc Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 33
This paragraph to read as follows:
'33. Asks the Council and Commission to consider the possibility of establishing emergency
reserves of,food aid in developing countries, and to determine the most suitable cenres
and methods of control over these stocks;'
***
Amendment No 2l
table! by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 44
Add a new indent (c) to read as follows:
(c) the effect of European impons of food from developing countries on the latters' bal-
ance of payments;'
Amendment No 22
ubled by Sir Frederick \flarner
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 45
This paragraph rc read as follows:
'46. Calls on the Commission and Council to consider, within the framework of the Com-
munity's exisdng agreements in this field, mking early action:
(a) ''';'
(rest unchanged)
Amendment No 23
tabled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the Europcan Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 52
This paragraph to read as follows:
'52. As envisaged in paragraph 32 above, requests the Community to take an active pan in
the preparations for. . .;'
(rest unchanged)
**+
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Amendment No 32
tabled by Mr C. Jackson
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l3a (new)
Afrer paragraph I 3, insen the following new paragraph:
'13a. Requests the Commission to reconsider its aid criteria in the light of Parliament's re-
solutions, debates and repons on world hunger, and to make an explicit statement of
the criteria employed in granring aid;'
Amendment No 33
tabled by Mr C. Jackson
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l3b (new)
After paragraph I 3, inscn rhe following new paragraph:
'13b. Believes that whcre regimes that do not respect human rights are concerned, aid
should be restricted to food aid, medical aid and possibly rural development aid. All
such aid should go direcdy to those in need of assistancc, and its distribution closcly
monitored;'
Amendment No 34
tabled by Mr C. Jackson
MOTION FOR A RESOLUIION
Paragraph l3c (new)
After paragraph I 3, insen rhe following new paragraph:
'13c. Considers that, subject to giving priority to the poorest regions, aid should preferen-
tially bc provided to those countries that not only use it for the purpose for which it is
intended, but also-use it effectively. In this coniext, the Communiry should insist on
greater freedom of inspection, making use of the Coun of Auditors where required;'
*+*
Amendmenr No 35
tabled by Mr C. Jackson
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l3d (new)
After paragraph I 3, insen the following new paragraph
'13d. Requests the Commission to give greater prioriry to ex-posr evaluation, which can
confirm the true value of aid and lead to significant improvemenr in rhe effectiveness
of aid;'
+++
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Amendment No 36
ubled by Mr C. Jackson
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 37
tabled by Mr C. Jackson
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 38
mbled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 39
tabled by Mr Johnson
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l4a (new)
After paragraph 14, inscn the following new paragraph:
'14a. Believes that private invesrment also has a valuable role to play in the development
process, and resolves to give funher study to, and to repon on, measures to encourage
private investment in developing countries;'
*++
Paragraph 14b (new)
After paragraph 14, insen the following new paragraph:
'14b. Considers that European Communiry aid for family planning and population conrol
may be an imponant aspect of the campaign to eliminate hungcr, and resolves to carry
out a funher study and to report on this;'
++*
Paragraph 53a (new)
After paragraph 53, insen the following new paragraph:
'53a. Resolvcs to give funher study to the encouragement of private investment in develop-
ing countries;'
$*+
Paragraph 24a (new)
After paragraph 24, insen the following neu paragraph:
'24a. Considers that the problems of population growh in many developing countries ex-
accrbate the pressurls on food suppiies and oiher resources and therefore calls for grea-
ter,support by the European Community 1s. suc!, and-by the Member States, to
counrres requesung assisance in the field of health and family planning, such assist-
ance to be given either through bilateral aid programmes or by increased conributions
to multilatJral aid agencies iuch as the'Vorld Health Organization and the Uniced
Nations Fund for Population Activities;'
*+*
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Amendment No 5l
mbled by Mr Fanri
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 54
tabled by Mrs Squarcialupi
on behalf of the Commiltee on the Environment, Fublic Health and Consumer Protection
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
After the last rccital insen the following new indent:
'- dceply disturbed by the failure of the extraordinary session of rhe UN General Assem-
bly to reach an agreemenr on the 'global Nonh-South negotiations';'
+++
Paragraph 24a (new)
After paragraph 24, insen the following new paragraph:
'24a. Requests the Commission:
(a) to extend the intenentions of the European Development Fund beyond infrastruc-
ture and supplies of medical equipment to cover the uaining of staff specialized in
the pharmacological and conraception problems encountered in speiific areas of
the world, if necessary in cooperation with the vorld Health organization and
other agencies;
(b) to make a study of the present-day market in mcdicines in Third Vorld counries,
the prices of the products and the possibilities of commencing independent pro-
duction 
- 
at least of cenain medicines 
- 
so as to begin a graJual disengagemcnt
from international markets ;
(c) to encouragc funher by means of suitable action programmes communiry produ-
cers and others to undenake research inro medicines and vaccines vrhich will cure
and prevent endemic diseases;
(d) to seek out ncs/ forms of cooperatipn in the implementadon of health education
protrammes' including family planning, especially amongst womcn since they can
have an imponant influence on rhe health of the population panicurarly by helping
rc reduce infant monality;
(e) to encourate grearer supporr by the Community as such, and by the Member
States, to countries requesting assistance in the field of hcalth and family planning,
such assistance to be given either through bilareral aid programmes o. by irrcreased
contributions to multilateral aid agencies such as the Voild Heahh Oiganization
and the United Nations Fund for Population Activities;
. +*+
Amcndment No 55
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Preamble, founh indenr
Replace this indent with the following:
'- a;hgrsas there are more than thiry million victims of every age-group of this cynical
destruction and their number, according to Vorld Bank estimatei, *ill irr".ease-at an
exponential rarc over the next few years;'
+++
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Amendment No 56
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 57
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 58
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 59
abled by Mr Pannclla
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Preamble, fifth indent
This indent to read as follows:
.- whereas hunger and malnutrition are no[ an ineradicable biblical scourge, but one of
th. .ons.qu.i"es of the underdcvelopment of the countries of the Third Vorld and of
the extreme poverty suffered above all bythe rural populations ofthose counries;'
+*+
Preamble, sixth indent
Replace this indent with the following:
'- whereas the moral dury ro solve rhe problem of hunger in the world does not diminish
rhe urgency of the problem; whereis, on rhe conrary, the continuing extermination
th.oug-h hunger and malnurition of scores of millions of human beings constitutes a
serioui threai to international peace and security because of the dangerous concenEa-
tion in vast areas of the world-of suffering and misery that has not been slow and will
not be slow to create an explosive situation;'
***
After the sixth indent add the following new indent:
'- convinced of the necd to make it obligaory to intervene in cases where failure to do so
would be Bnramount to failure to co.e to the assistance of a person in danger and that
the right of peoples to self-determinarion cannot and must noc be construed as a right
of governments arbitrarily to decide the fate of their peoples;'
***
After the sixth indent add the following new indent:
.- whereas according to UNICEF records, out of the 15 million children who each year
die of hunger andhalnutrition in the world, l3 million would not die if they were born
in an industrialized country,'
***
,/_.ll-. r. tt
.'('
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Amendment No 60
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
After the sixth indenr add thc following new indent:
'- whereas the technical measures capablc of guaranteeing the survival of scores of mil-
lions.of human beings already vinually on the point of death are many, varied and
well-known, as are the measures that would permit the economic development of the
Third and Founh Vorlds.'
*++
Amendment No 6l
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
After the sixth indent add the following new indent:
'- recalling the Universal Declaration on the final elimination of hunger and malnutri-
19n'. 3{opt9d by- all the member countries of the Inrcrnational cimmuniry at theVorld Food Conference of 16 November 19741
+**
Amendment No 62
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph I
This paragraph to read as follows:
'1. Reaffirms that the right to be free from hunger is an inalienablc right of the human
being; declares that it is the duty of the European Community to contribute to the ef-
fective exercise of this right by all mankind, is affirmed in thl 'Pact on economic, so-
cial and cultural.rights', adopted on 16Dccember 1966 and ratified by many oi the
tovernments of thc Community Mcmber States;' 
I
+**
Amendment No 63
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 2
This paragraph to read as follows:
'2. Solemnly requess the council, the commission and rhe governments of the membcr
countries:
(a) to make the elimihation of hunger and malnutrition the primary objective of thc
entire development coopcradon poliry,
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(b) to, adapt, at the very next meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers and Con-' ' 
sultative Assembly,'the technical and financial cooperation machinery provided for
by the Second Convention of Lom6 to the objective specified in point (a),
(c) to direct the entire Community effon, within the framework of the global Nonh-
South negotiations scheduled for January 198 1 in New York, towards attaining the
objective specified in point (a);'
s+*
Amendment No 64
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 2ainew)
After paragraph 2 insen the following new paragraph:
'2a. Deeply regrets that the Unired Nations special session devoted to the formulation of a
srraregy fo-r the Third Development Decade and to an examination of the Nonh-South
dialofue was wrecked by rhe intransigence of a few industrialized States which used
electo'ral considerations and hair-splitting technical argumen$ rc block the adoption of
a document on practical international measures to eliminate hunger and malnutrition;'
*++
Amendment No 65
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 3
This paragraph to read as follows:
'3. Requests the Council, the Commission and the governments of th-e.m-ember countries
to ,"k. 
"..ount 
of the proposals set fonh below for the purpose of defining a comPre-
hensive Community strategy for rhe campaign against hunger and malnutrition and to
adopt them as the EEC joint posirion at the fonhcoming Nonh-south conference res-
poniible for coordinating and conducting the 1981 global negotiations;'
**+
Amendment No 66
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 4
This paragraph to read as follows:
'4. Considers the princ'ipal course of the present exterminadon of populations through
hunger and mainutriiion to be the absence in the governments of the'rich' counries
and-many of the developing countries of the political dercrmination needed to tackle
rhe probfem by means oi 
"lack"g. of practical and coordinated measures capable 
of
increasing agricultural and food pioduction in the developing countries and of secur-
ing a moie balanced internationa[ market, greater price stabiliry and an improvement in
th- purchasing power of thc populations suffering extreme poveft/i'
$++
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Amendment No 67
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 5
This paragraph rc read as follows:
- 
'5. Considers the elimination-of hunger and malnutrition ro be the ccntral problcm hcing
the international communiry; accordingly calls upon the Council, the Clmmission, drl
new member countries, all the other Eastern arrd Vestcm industrialized oounrrics aod
the oil-producing.countries to step up their efforts to securc a doubling or e ripling of
harvest yields in the tropical and sub-tropical regions, r,hcrc dcath frot sarrrioriis a
. daily reality, in-order to achievc the objeoive of ielf-sufficiencv in food supplics for j$c
individual and for the population as a whole;,
Amendment No 68
tabled by Mr Pannclla
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amcndmcnt No 69
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendmcnt No 70
abled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 6
This paragraph to read as follows:
'6. Considers that military expcnditure and cxpons of arms should bc lmong tbc vinr,ry
sources from which the intcrnal 0.7 o/o'ts found; thcreforc invics thc c6oiri6,a;
study the practical possibilities of setting up ar Europcan lercl z\AT 4einst hunge/
on the tcrrirory of the nine Member States and to su-bmit a rcpon wfthiniir r""*s 
"fthe adoption of this resoludon;'
+**
***
Paragraph 6a (ncw)
After paragraph 6 inscn the following new paregraph:
'6a. Instrucrs thc commission to surdy a proposal for conrcning thc escobh lirr of rr
matcrial and othcr rclarcd products in thc wor of dcvdopmd oopjraim eod ro
report to it on the subjcct rrithin six monttrs of tbc adoprin of fia rcrolaini
***
ParagnphT
This paragraph ro read as foltoys:
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'7. Urges thc Member States of the EEC to atain the objective of contributing at least
o.io/o of the GNP in public development aid by 1983 md I o/o by 1990 by means of a
rystcm of binding deadlines zgreed at Communiry level;
also invircs the Member Statcs ro allocate, this year, the difference berween their pre-
scnt conribution to public development aid and the rate laid down in Unircd Nations
General fusembly resolution No 2626 (0.7 o/o) to special measures to combat hunger
and malnutrition coordinarcd at Community level;'
Amendment No 7l
tablcd by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 7a (new)
After paragraph 7 insen the following new paragraph:
'7a. lJrges rhe Council, the Commission and the governmens of the Member States to ac-
cord priority in their public dwelopment aid to:
- 
the financing of projecs to reduce poverty and hunger by increasing the produc-
tion of foodituffi for internal consumption, especially in the less-developed coun-
tries,
- 
the financing ofenergy sources and mineral resourcesl'
***
Amendment No 72
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 7b (new)
After paragraph 7 insen the following new paragraph:
'7b. Urges the Member States of rhe EEC to divorce public development.aid from internal
poiitical and economic interests and ro allocate the equivalent of at least 0..7 olo of the
bNp ,o development aid and the elimination of hunger rather than to military aid or
other national security measures 1'
***
Amendment No 73
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 7c (new)
After paragraph 7 insen the following new paragraph:
'7c. Appeals to the peoples and governments of the industrialized countries in both east and
*e.t 
"nd 
to rhe oii-produci-ng countries to contribute, by allocating at^le*t}.7 o/o ol
their GNP to public development aid, to that major international financing_ drive
which, as mentioned in the Biandt repon, is thc only means of reducing thc number of
deaths from hunger or malnutrition;'
+**
Lo'ri. l,?'"ri''I r. .irt, 1 r! i.
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Amendment No 74
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 75
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 76
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 9
Add the following to this paragraph:
'9. . . .; hopes therefore that rhe netotiations on the guidelines for the reorganization of
the international public debt by the countries conceined will be concludedls quickly as
possible a.nd in keeping with the general principles adopted by the UNCTAb Trade
and Development Board in resolution 165 (S-IX) of t t March igZE;
the following special measured should be aken:
- 
the panies concerned should give consideration to writing off the debts, both
public and private, of the 25 poorest and least-developed countries, and an interna-
donal compensadon organizarion could inrervene to offset the more imponant
losses suffered by the creditor countries;
- 
the automadc writing-off of debts will form pan of lending atreements in order to
protect che developing counries concerned from any unforeseen deterioration in
exrernal conditions outside their control;'
s+*
Paragraph 9a (new)
After paragraph 9 insen rhe following new paragraph:
'9a' Considers that writing off the debts of all the less-favoured developing countries coutd
make good the shonfall in public financial aid for development untilihe donor coun-
tries comply in full with thc obligadon to conribute at liast 0.7 o/o of their GNp; in
other words, a-counrry which currently contributes only 0.3 o/o in public devclopment
aid should each year cancel a proponion of its credit rc the less-favoured counries
equivalent to the difference between what it contributes and whar it should contriburc;'
+s+
Paragraph l0
This paragraph to read as follows:
'10. Requests the council, the commission and the Member states to expedite the imme-
diate adoption of measures to deal with the developing counries' balance of payments
deficits, which rh.is-year amounr to more than $ 70 000 million; considers in ianicularthat international finance organizations should increase their suppon so as io enable
commitments and loans to the developing countries ro grow st..iily and consequently
Proposes:
- 
that the capital of the vorld Bank be doubled so as to allow its capacity ro grant
loans and orher facilities to be increased four-fold,
- 
that rhe number of IMF quotas be increased so as ro enabre a conriburion to be
made to the financial aid granted to low-income counrries with a balance of food
_,. r(,,,1"11 -'.r,
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payments deficit to allow them ro meer the cost of food-imports, panicularly.in
"i.* of their domesric shonages and rhe increased prices of imponed goods, whichmake these additional food-financing facilities necessary;'
+**
Amendment No 77
mbled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l0a (new)
Insen the following new paragraph, after paragraph I 0 :
'10a. Draws atteniion to rhe fao rhat the policies of the international and monetary organi-
zations and their programmes for aciion in favour of individual states or regions.must
conform fully to ihe priorities and objectives fixed by the international community in
the UN General Assembly and its subsidiary bodies;'
*++
Amendment No 78
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 10b (new)
Insen the following new paragraph after paragraph l0:
.10b. Considers thar, in addition to the financial organizations for development cooPeration
which already exist, there should be an internadonal institution solely to hclp the poor-
est peoples and countries and that it should not be dependent on contributions from
individual States;
hopes therefore that a vorld Development Fund, as described in the Brandt repon,
should be set up with the power to take binding decisions, this power to be shared
equally by industrialized countrics and developing countries;
rhis Fund shoutd be financed from an 'internadonal dcvelopment tax'on intemational
trade, and panicularly the trade in arms, on arms production, on the exploitation of
the marineiesources of the oceans and on the other riches held in common by man-
kind;'
*+*
Amendment No 79
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 10c (new)
Inscn thc following new paragraph aftcr paragraph I 0 :
'10c. Funhermore, all countries, and in panicular those states having nuclear weapons.and
oth., 
"ounoi., 
with large-scale miiitary forces, should gradually reduce their military
spending by common agreement and reinvest tlre money at Prcsent sPent on arma-
ments in-rhe campaign afainst extermination through hunger and malnutrition;'
+**
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Amendment No 80
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph I I
Delete rhis paragraph
s*+
Amendmenr No 8l
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l2a (new)
Insen the following new paragraph aker paragraph 12:
'12a. Considers that, while the agricultural development and self-sufficicncy in food of the
' developing countries are indeed priority objectivcs, tcchnical and financial supporr
must be given in the meantime to measures which will facilitate the distribution and
the direct consumption of food by large masses of the dcveloping counrries' popula-
rions, particularly the most vulnerable groups;'
+**
Amendment No 82
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 13
This paragraph ro read as follows:
'13. Hopes that, at the UN Conference on Least-Favoured Countries scheduled for 1981,
the Member States will insist on the need to develop the economies of the poorest and
weakest countf,ies to encourage the forms of development which producc ireatcr self-
s.ufficiency, to accelerate progress in agriculturc and ind,rstry 
"nd 
,o .rrrlur. a, lairer
disrriburion of national income;'
Amendment No 83
tabled by Mr Pannclla
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l3a (new)
Insert the following ncw paragraph after paragraph I 3 :
'13a. Calls on every industrialized country that has not already done so to undenake to
provide a minimum of O.l5 % of im GNP in public aid to the least-dcveloped coun-
tries by 1985 and 0.20 0/o by the end of the decide;'
+++
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Amendment No 84
tebled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l3b (new)
Insen the following new paragraph after paragraph l3:
'llb. Vishes to see the crearion of a programme of emergency acdon and medium and
long-term measures in favour of rhe areas of absolute poveny in Africa and Asia; the
programme should provide additional aid amounting rc $ 4 000'million per annum
over the nexl two decades in the form of granm or other types of assistance to under-
write projecm concerned with regional planning, eradicating the diseases most closely
connected with poveny, improving conditions of hygiene and rhe quality o{ drinking
water, reafforestation, the development of solar energy, prospecdng for oil and miner-
als, and invesrmenr in industry, Eanspon and infrastructures;'
Amendment No 85
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l4a (new)
Insen the following new paragraph afrcr paragraph 14:
'14a. Points to the lack of knowledge in Europe about the problems and tragedies of exrer-
mination through famine and malnutrition and instructs the Commission to study the
possiblity of creating protrammes and documentation centres to provide education on
development and underdevelopment panicularly for people of school age and rc pre-
sent a report within six months of the adoption of the present resolution;'
Amendment No 85
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Sub-heading (b)
This heading to read as follows:
'(b) aith regard to food production and tbe campaign against hunger in the dcoeloping coun-
ties : national phns for agricahural deoelopment'.
Amendment No 87
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph I 5
This paragraph ro read as follows:
'I 5. Takes the view that, in order to meet the increased investmcnt in the developing coun-
tries'agricultural sector, the industrialized countries and intcrnational financial institu-
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tions ought to take the measures needed to increase the flow of public aid finance to
the developing countries;
the developing countries' requirement is estimated to be $ 8 3OO million at 1975 prices
and should reabh $ l3 000 million by 1990 (ar 1975 prices)f
i+*
Amendment No 88
mbled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 17, first indent
This indent to read as follows:
'- provide funher appropriate financial assistance commensurate with the needs and
based, inter ali4 on mulriannual financing measures and financing provided jointly
with Member States or international organizadons,'.
, s+*
Amendment No 89
mbled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l7a (new)
Insen the following new paragraph after paragraph 17:
'17a. Consider
- 
that increased production or a grearcr volume of food aid will not be sufficient to
overcome the problem of hunger; the principal cause is the poverty of the popula-
tions it afflicts, paiticularly rhose in the countryside: it therefore understands that,
while the food may be there, the pcople may not have the money to buy it,
- 
that a sysrem of direct grants to the starving in the form of the allocation and ra-
tioning of locally produced food is the road to be explored in the hope of finding a
solution to the problem
- 
that one of the most imponanr duties of the international community will be to
suppon projects providing food aid to consumers and other schemes for direct dis-
tribution on a wide scale as a means of incrcasing food production by boosting
consumpdon amongst the poorest and most hungry;'
+++
Amendment No 90
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 18, second indent
This indent rc read as follows:
'- to orienrate production srrucrures ro domestic requiremenr as a matter of priority, re-
ducing, if need be, the area under crops for expon until an adequate degree of self-suf-
ficiency in food is reached;'
*f+
il
'I
,l
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Amendment No 9l
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 19
The beginning of this paragraph to read as follows:
'19. Sresses the imponance for aggicultural and rural development and for the campaign
against hunger of such factors as: (rest unchanged);'
Amendment No 92
nbled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 20
This paragraph ro read as follows:
'20. Considers that agrarian reform is essenrial in the majority of developing countries to
ensure grearer productiviry, increase the incomes of the least-favoured social groups
and eradicate hunger and malnutrition;
to this effecr panicular attention will have to be givcn to agricultural research and stor-
age and the use of fenilizers and other producm;
considers nonetheless rhar this reform must take shape from within and that it would
be presumptuous ro want ro export modcls for development which are those of one
particular civilization to all pans of the world;'
+++
Amendment No 93
ubled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 2l
Add the following:
'21. ......;requests the Council and Commission tb direct part of the Commdnity's
technical and financial assistance towards this type of project and to increase
rhe Community's aid to NGOs;'.
+++
Amendment No 94
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 22
This paragraph to rcad as follows:
'22. Draws arrention ro the invaluable role played by training and education and calls on
the Community to give priority ro protrammes and practical sihemes concerned with
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vocational training in relation to economic development and the campaign against
hunger and malnutririon in the developing countries; in panicular finance should be
made available for a system of intermediate and specialized technical schooling since
this is the sector which is least adequare; rhe Community's delegations in the ACP and
other developing countries would seem the most zuitable centres for giving the neces-
sary stimulus and finance to this end as well as any technical and logisric suppon which
may be needed;'
Amendment No 95
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 24
Add the following:
'. . . . . .; requests the Council and Commission ro cooperarc with the ACP countries within
the insdtutions operating under the Second Lom6 Convention with a view to attaining an
acceptable level of health in the associated developing countries by the time rhe Convention
has expired; asks in panicular that an adequate first aid system should be set up as the nu-
cleus of a more general system of health care including improvements in nutrition, living
standards and the most essenrial infrastructures;'
Amendment No 96
mbled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 27a(new)
After paragraph 27, insen the following new paragraph:
'27a. Calls upon the Council and Commission to study, in ccinsultation with the ACP coun-
tries, an early warning project for the prevention of famine capable of conrributing in
good time to the material relief of the populations concernedl'
Amendment No 97
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 29
This paragraph to read as follows:
'29. Draws attention to the vast quantities of food which are lost after the harvesm, 1 0 o/o of
cereak and 30 0/o offtuil and oegeubles according to the figures of the ryorld Food coui-
cid and requests the Commission and Council:
(a) in the conrexr of rural development cooperadon policy, to provide for practical
measures designed rc improve harvesting techniques and rhe arrantemenr io. sto.-
age and conservadon, panicularly with regard to cereals,
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(b) to introduce ad hoc uaining programmes to help ensure that use is made,of these
measures on a large scale, and
(c) to study an ooerall plan to combat trypanosomiasis;'
&$$
Amendment No 98
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 3 I
Replace paragraph 31 with the following new rcxt:
'31. Believes that EEC food aid and more generally the whole of the Community's food aid
policy and that of the nine individual member countries should be profoundly changed
to rake accounr of rhe real and practical needs of the peoples concerned rather than of
the requirements of the governmenm and the ruling classes of the majority of the devel-
oping countries; aid should be channelled to where it is really needed, when it is
needed; it must reach its desrination and be efficiently distributed to all of the people
threatened by hunger and malnutrition;'
*+
Amendment No 99
ubled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 31a (new)
Insen the following new paragraph:
'31a. Asks the Commission to consider the possibility of invening the existing rado between
the quanrities set aside for food aid and those for emergency food aid with the aim not
so much of contributing to the equilibrium of the balance of payments of the countries
receiving 'normal' food aid, but of being able to intervene effecdvely rc help the peo-
ples directly concerned when an emergency arises;'
Amendment No 100
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 3lb (new)
Insen rhe following new paragraph:
'31b. Is aware of the damaging results which food aid often produces among the beneficiary
peoples, discouraging local production and creating dependence which can prove
harmful in the long run and, while recognizing the continuing imponance of a ra-
rional food aid poliry accompanied by financial effons to achieve self-sufficiency in
food for the peoples concerned, wishes in the long term to see the concept of'food
aid'transformed into that of 'nutritional aid', aid to help them feed themselves; the
notion of 'malnutrition' too often akes second place to that of 'under-nourishment'
and this aid should be used ro creare nutrirional rehabilitation centres, thus saving
those millions of people who die each year not so much from lack of food as from a
chronically poor diet;'
***
'i 't --" I '''
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Amendment No l0l
mbled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 102
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 103
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 104
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 32
Replace the phrase after the words 'developing countries'with rhe following new rexr:
' . . . and requests thac the appropriations entered in the budger under the title for food aid
in cereals be doubled in relarion rc rhose granred in 1980 and be used as a matrcr of prcfer-
ence for emergency food aid;'
+++
Paragraph 32a (new)
Insen the following new paragraph:
'32a. calls upon the commission, in cooperation with the represcnratives of the Member
States, to assess case by case *ith the developing counrries cohcerned the balance be-
tween inrcrnal production, food imports and food exports within the framework of an
overall planning of supplies anC thus determine real food aid needs;'
+++
Paragraph 33
This paragraph ro read as follows:
'33. Deplores the fact that security of food supplies in the developing countries is seriously
threatened by the problems existing in the storage of food, transpon and infrasructure
and calls upon rhe Council and the Commission to ac in closscontact with the gov-
ernments of the member countries to ensure that food aid is used to regulate the mar-
ket and is stored in the countries concernedl'
+&+
Paragraph 34
This paragraph to read as follows:
'34. Notes the disparity between the 'supply' of Community products which are often mere
market surpluses, and the needs of the countries receiving food aid and srresses the
need for Community aid ro be better adapted to the food requirer4ents of rhe peoples
concernedl calls upon the Council and Commission to make more regular use of
'triangular operations'and to cooperate with the countries concerncd, with the logistic
support of the FAO, in the creadon of regional or sub-regional food reserves, so as ro
facilitate the purchase of food stocks in countries closest to rhe countries receiving aid;'
41,' r
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Amendment No 105
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 106
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 107
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 108
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
laragraph 35
Delete the first indent of paragraph 35
*Yc*
Paragraph 35a (new)
Insen thc following new paragraph:
'35a. Requests the Commission to draw up plans for an efficient distribution network. by
"r."ng...nt with the aurhorides of the developing countries and examine 
the possibil-
iry ofionvening, in response to local needs, the military vehicles-(grou-nd, sea and air)
oi the armed forces of rhe nine Member States into a logistic force for transporting
food and other types of aid.
This ,task force against hunger' would rranspon aid rapidly free of international
freight charges and ,.. to its distribution in the recipient counry in cases of extreme
urg-n.y or panicular graviry. The personnel would be trained by (unarmed) troops
from the .nginee.r, rhe medical corps and the carering corps and should be pur ar the
disposal of an ad hocCommission division.'
+++
Paragraph 35b (new)
Insen the following new/paragraph:
'35b. Requesm the Commission to study the possibility of considerably sffengthening the
Community's delegations in the ACP and other developing countries with volunteer
workers; panicular thought should be given to serdng up a 'civilian service against
hunger' ai an alrcrnative ro military service open to conscientious objectors in the nine
Meibe. States and coordinated 
"i Co.rnunity level; asks 
the Commission to present
a repon within six months of the adoption of the present resolution;'
Paragraph 37
After the words 'emergenq aid' add 'and emergenqfood aid'
+ri+
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Amendment No 109
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 38
This paragraph to read as follows:
'38. Requests the Community to mobilize sufficient additional resources without delay to
save the millions of men, women and children condemned rc death rhrough srr*arion;
asks for the appropriations under the food aid and emergency food aid chapter of rhe
EEC budget for the 1981 financial ye^r to be brought up ro a level equivalent ro a
contribution by the communiry and the Member states of 2.5 million tonnes;'
Amendment No l lO
abled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLT]-IION
Paragraph 38a (new)
After paragraph 38, insen the following new paragraph:
'38a. Asks funher that the Community contribute immediarely to raising the appropriation
laid down in the vorld Food Programme (vFP) by one thousand million-doilars;'
AmendmentNo lll
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 41
Add the following new rexr:
'- requests rhe Council, the commission and the Member Starcs ro speed up the negotia-
tions on the creation of a new Inrcrnational Convention on Food Aid so 
"r 
to raiie the
appropriation to a minimum of 10 million tonnes immediarely, 18 million in 1985 and a
minimum of 20 miltion in 1990f
Amendment No I l2
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 42
Replace the 4th indent wirh the following:
ProPose the figure of 500 000 tonnes of cereals as an immediate objective for the emer-
gency food reserve and also propose that an international conference be called as soon
as possible to guaranrce a minimum reserve of 5OO OOO tonnes of cereals each year and
at the same time plan a progressive increase in the reserve which will be legally'binding;
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Amendment No 113
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 42
Add the following new fifth and sixth indents:
'- a financial facility for food aid;
- 
an emergency plan for food crises;'
+:i+
Amendmenc No I l4
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Tide of Section (d)
This title to read as follows:
,(d) with regard to interndtiondl trade in agricuhural and food Prodttcts and the security of
uorld food supPlies'
Amendment No I l5
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 43
Expand this paragraph to read as follows:
'4t. . . .stabilization of their food supplies; asks that the Community promote a Conference
on International Trade to be held under the aegis of the United Nations by 1983;'
:ix.*
Amendment No I l6
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 43a (new)
Insen the following new paragraPh:
,43a. Reminds the Commission and the Council of the obligation on all the industrialized
countries to respect the undenakings given within UNCTAD and other inrcrnational
organizations and panicularly the ban on new trade restrictions or the strengthening
of-existing .."tu..i to discourage impons from developing countries;'
*t*
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Amendment No I l7
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 44
This paragraph to read as follows:
'44. Asks the Commission to make an analysis of the cost of the common agricultural pol-
icy and its economic and commercial repercussions on the developin{counries and
th-eir expon Porcndal; requesm it to submit a repon within six rnorihr-of the adoprion
of the present resolution;'
Amendment No 1 l8
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 45
This paragraph to read as follows:
' 
'45. Asks the Council and Commission to redirect the common agricultural poliry to take
account of rhe urgent need to eliminate hunger and malnutritiin;'
Amendment No 119
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 47a (new)
Insen the following new paragraph:
'47a. Stresses that the Tokyo Round agreemenr on non-tariff barriers must be immediately
implementcd by the States that signed it and, in pafticular, by the nine Communiry
Member States.
Calls upon the Council and the Commission ro propose orher measures aimed at eli-
minating by 1990 all the other non-tariff barriers- to impons from the developing
countriesl'
Amendment No 120
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 47b (new)
Insen thc following new paragraph:
'47b' Considers that-the Generalized System of Preferences must be improved and reviewed
with the aim of extending its period of 
.validiry, making it legallybinding, simptifyin!its procedures.and making it universally appiicable bo-th as-rejardr p.oiu.r.'"ni 
"lregards countries;'
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Amendment No 121
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 122
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 123
abled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 50
Expand this paragraph to read as follows:
.50. 
... developing counrries; calls on the Community also--to discontinue,any measures
likely 
"dr.rriy to affect the developing counrries' efforts 
to strengthen economic
.ooi..",ion and dirersify their produitio-n rrru.t,r.r; the EEC should also support the
deueloping countries' markqting companies and foster the preferential agreements con-
cluded by these countries among themselves;'
+++
Paragraph 52a (new)
Insen the following new paragraph i
'52a. Poinrs out that world food security can be achieved only on the basis of a legally bind-
- 
*; internadonal agreemen*o rrhi.h all the member countries of the international
community must adhere ;'
*+rl
Paragraph 52b (new)
Insert the following new paragraph:
'52b. Appeals to all the countries of the inrcrnational community to widen and make effec-
,i". the International Undenaking on vorld Food security announced by the FAo in
1973 by mking the following measures:
- 
se6ing up an International Food Reserve Fund of l2 million tonnes of cereals, half
of which to be stored in the developing counries while awaiting the conclusion of
the Inrcrnational Conventioh on cereals;
- 
opening negotiations to produce a Solemn Undenaking on urgent Food Crises
*ith pr"ecise-commitmenu by the governments to adopt various measures should a
world-wide food crisis occur;
- 
creadon of an Executive commiree for rhe Food crisis under the Secretary-Gen-
, .eral of the UN. It would be responsible for applying the Solemn Untenaking on
U.g.nt food Crises, supervisini obseruance of the iommitments assumed by the
States which h"ue ,iirr.d the Uitenaking, resolving disputes and coordinating aid
to the developing countries.
The committec would be dissolved as soon as the Secretary-General had an-
nounced the end of the crisis.
The Execurive commitrce would be made up of 14 members, 7 for the industrial-
ized countries with eirher a market ..ono-y or a planned economy and 7 for the
developing countries which are imponers of food'
It would have overall responsibiliry for administering the solemn-undenaking.on
Urgent Food Crises, supervising the various obligations arising from the Under-
1
.i
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taking and resolving any disputes- The specific duties of the committee would in-
clude coordinating the allocation of quotas from the Reserve Fund to the various
countries, should rhe International convenrion not yet have entered inro force. It
would also coordinate all the food aid supplied independently by bilateral donors
and specialized international organizationi so rhat the total amount might be used
as efficiently as possible, it would supervise rhe logistic system of food iid and de-
cide on emergency action to deal rapidly wirh pioblems arising in the exponing
country, whilst_ rhe goods are in transit and in rhe recipient cointries. The func-
tions, membership and powers of rhe committee would become an integral pan of
the Solemn Undenaking.
To make the Solemn Undenaking binding in law, it should be ratified by the var-
ious national parliaments.'
Amendment No 124
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 53
Replace this paragraph by the following:
'53. Requesm the Community independently to draw up a rough code of conduct for mul-
tinational companies based in the Community, ,rking ii possible to prevent cenain
commercial practices by the major agric_ultural .onglo.c.aies, such ai rhe manipula-
tion of ransfer prices or 'restrictive irade practicesl feels thai the EEC guidelints to
p.rotect private investment in the developing countries, which the EEC iishes to en-
shrine in atreemenm with States or.g.ouis oI Smr., ani a series of projects designed to
encourage European investment, should be amended to make the'prorection r'nd.n-
couratement of private investment compatible wirh the provisioni of the projected
code;'
+++
Amendmenr No 125'
abled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLI.ITION
Paragraph 53a (new)
Afrer paragraph 53, insen the following new paragraph:
'53a. calls for the creation of a new Community instrument making it possible appreciably
to improve conditions for privare investmint in the developirig .ornt.i.r, lnd which
would embody the following elements:
(a) the determination of protected investmenr by aking account of all deveropmentpolicy aspects (e.g. the impact of production i.chnoiogy on th. .i.k.r of the de-
veloping counrry)
(b) an obligation on the companies concerned to take into accounr the social and eco-
nomic consequences of such investment;'
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Amendment No 125
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 127
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 128
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 53b (new)
Insen the following new paragraPh:
'53b. 
- 
Calls upon the Member Starcs and the Commission to recognize speculation in-
volving essential foodsruffs as being a criminal offence under public law;
- 
Also calls upon rhe international communiry to declare as'illegal" inthe develop-
ing councries, any agricultural development policy aimed at.exPorting-products
*f,.n thos. produ.ts,-o. products obtained from a different cultivation of the land,
could resulr in a sbortfall'in the food requiremenw of the population of the country
that applies, encourages or tolerates such a policy;'
+*:i
Paragraph 53c (new)
Insen the following new paragraPh:
,53c. Decides that it will draw up an economic chaner of human rights undet the terms of
*t i.t, any community o. non-com-uniry multinational company.that flou$ the con-
ditions set out below in any of the Third lrorld countries in which it operates would
U. J.prir.a by rhe Community of rhe right to.impon into the Communiry as such the
produ.t, it manufactures in rhe Third vorld or, in the case of particularly serious
infringemenrs, would be denied the right of esablishment in Europe:
(a) purchase of raw materials and basic products at a high.price, the minimum price to
' ' fe fixed by the EEC in such a way as ro reduce the chances of a deterioration in
the terms of rrade,
(b) reinvestment of profits in the countries in which they were made,
(c) respect for trade union and political freedoms, no matter where,
(d) acceptance of international sundards established by the International Labour of-
fice as regards working conditions,
(e) a ban on salaries lower rhan the average world salaries paid by the multinationals
themselves;'
Paragraph 54a (new)
Insen the following new paragraph:
.54a. calls upon rhe council and Commission ro draw up a joint position of the member
countries in the energy sector
_ granting top prioriry ro rhe maximum use of conventional energy sources, renewa-
61. o, o-the.*ise (animal and vegetable wasre, charcoal, wood, wind and solar en-
ergy) which currently cover mosr of the energy needs of the developing countries;
'!i:i
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- 
cont-ributing to rh9 creation of a world research fund in rhe energy sector, within
the framework of the uN, to finance projects for prospecting fI. n.o, oil fi.ld,
and mineral deposits and projects for rhl use of rehe*able .n..-gy ,ou...r;
- 
laying down an energy assistance plan for the less developed countries studying in
panicu.lar the possibility of setting up a doubre markei for oil prices foi th-ese
countries; rhe shonfall in income for the producer countries could be reimburscd
i-n p.an- by an intcrnational compensation office set up using a proponion of the
funds for public development aid-;
- 
providing for a general morarorium on the use and production of nuclear energy
in the developing countries;'
Amendment No 129
tabled by Mr Pannella
.MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendmenr No 130
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 55a (new)
Insen the following new paragraph:
'55a. Insructs thc commission to finance a survey on the management, from 1970 rc thepresent rime, of public aid to development in che mcmber co-untries of the EEC and topresent a detailed repon within 8 months from the dare of adoption of this resolution;in panicular, this repon should indicate what proponion of the aid effectively fi-
nanced economic development in the developing countries and contributed to iom-
barring h.u-nger and malnutrition,.what proponioi of the aid directly finalced ag.i.ui-
tural and food projects to meet the internal needs of rhe populations conccrnedl what
proportion was used for military or deJence aid or was in.,eitment by private compan-
ies; the survey should also indicate if there is and has been sufficient cliriry in the
allocation and management of aid, wherher these were dicated by political and sra-
tegic interests rather than the real needs of thc popularions and wiether and to what
extent the nation-al parliaments panicipated in t[e decision-making process as regards
rhe desrination of aid;'
++*
*livr
Paragraph 56
Add rhe following point (c) to paragraph 56:
'(c) prepare a vhite Paper on the repercussions on the populadons of the developint coun-
tries of the economic measures applied by the induitrializcd countries vi" th'. ,1,uttina-
tional companies;'
***
,t ,
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Amendment No 131
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Amendment No 132
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Pardgraph 56a (new)
Insen the following new paragraPh:
.56a. urges the council, rhe commission and the Governmenr of the Nine to comply_with
the commirments aimed at rhe practical implementation of the Strategy for the Third
D.u.lop.ent Decade and to make rhe .esults of global North-South negotiations le-
gally binding;
ro g1ke rhe initiative of calling an international conference on the abolition of hun-ger
and malnutrition if the globaliegotiations do not reach a positive outcome by the first
halfof t98t;
to call immediately for a meeting of rhe Security Council of the United Nations on the
qr.stion of o,orli hunger whiih, as it constitutes a serious threat to inrcrnational
i.".e 
"nd 
security, is filly within rhe competence of the Council under Anicle 24 of
the UN Chancr;
pursuanr to rhat Anicle and Anicle 25 the Security council, on the,basis of the theory
Lf ,residual powers' granted to rhe Council by the International Coun of Justice,
should:
- 
ensure thar inrcrnational resolutions on the problem of hunger in the world
adopted unanimously or by a consensus by alL the members of the international
.orrunity be given iegallybinding force and madc effective immcdiately;
- 
instruct rhe Secretary-General of the UN to take steps to ensure the drafting and
swift implementation of a plan, in concert with the specialized international bodies
and thc'Member States to transfe. by l98l the sums allocated to arms expenditure
if itr. inairiaual Membcr Srares ro ihe financing of the world fund"for the aboli-
tion of hunger and malnutrition which the Council could set up if other bodies
failed to do so;
that rhe results of the global Nonh-South negotia-tions, the Conference on
;i;;b"liri"" of hunger and ihe Conference on the l-ess-fauoured counries, to be
held in I 98 I , are giuJn legally binding force and rendered immediarcly operative;
- 
instruct the Secrerary-General of the UN to set up and-bring into operation imme-
diately, under rhe iesponsibility of the Council imelf, an international army to-
.o.b"i hunger, with ihe aim of gua.anteeing-the immediate physical survival of
those who are or will be in dang-er of dearhlrom hunger and malnutrition; this;uN hung., force', unarmed, Jould oPerate under the orders of the UN but
*"rld [ii.t up by decrees ,obiliring milirary or other organizrtions, national or
international;'
Paragraph 57
Insen the following berween 'commission' and 'and to the Secretary-General':
to the ACP-EEC Coancil of Ministers and tbe co-Presidents of theACP-EEC Consilta-
i*| ,lrn^bly 
- 
to thdt the- text may be debated at the next meeting of tbe Assembly fron
22 to 25 September 1980 
-'.
***
I
lt
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Amendment No 133
tabled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 12
Delete this paragraph
Amendmenr No 134
nbled by Mrs Dekker
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Insert a new paragraph 54a afrcr paragraph 54 :
'54a. Rcquests rhe commission ro prepare a repon for rhe European parliament supponed
by sratistics as from I January l98l on the deveropments and progress of thi'Euro-
pean Community's strueural, financial and technical development policy;,.
+++
Amendment No 135
tabled by Mrs Dekker
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Insen a new paragraph 54b:
'54b. Requests the Commission to institure an auromaric information procedure (.fiche,) asfrom I January 1981 under which all imponant measures such as decision. Uy rt. ir-
ropean Community panicularly in the field of policy on external trad. anj agricul-
' tural policy which. may have an effect on the develoiing counrries will be broulghr rc
the attention of the other institutions and bodies of c'[e Co-munity competJnt in
. these matters;'.
Amendment No 136
tabled by Sir Frederick Varner
on behalf of rhe European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLL]-TION
Paragraph 8
Delete this paragraph
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IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
(The sitting opened at 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
The minutes are adopted.
2. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
I have received various documents,
which you will find listed in the minutes.
3. Membership of committees
Presidcnt. 
- 
I have received:
- 
a request from the Liberal and Democratic Group for
the appointment of Mr Beyer de Ryke as member of
the delegation to the Joint Parliamentary Committee
of the EEC-Greece Association;
- 
a request from thc European Democratic Group for
the appointment of Mr J. M. Taylor to the Committee
on Budgetary Control, to replace Mr Patterson.
Are there any objections?
The appointmenm are ratified.
4. Consultatioe Assembly ACP-\EC
Presidcat. 
- 
The non-attached Members of Parlia-
ment have informed me that they have nominated Mr
Romualdi as representative to the EEC-ACP Consult-
ative Assembly.
Are there any objections?
The nomination is ratified.
347
347
347
347
20.
21.
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5, Urgentprocedure
President. 
- 
The next item is a decision on the adop-
tion of urgenr procedure for five morions for resolu-
trons.
'!7e begin with two morions on the crisis in rhe iron-
and-steel industry:
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Michel and others
(Doc. l-402180/rev.); and.
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mrs Salisch and others,
on behalf of the Socialist Group (Doc. l-414/
80/rev.).
Since these rwo motions rel'are to the same subject, I
propose thar the rwo requesE for urgent procedure be
put to a single vote.
I put the requesr ro rhe vore.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
This item will be enrered on rhe agenda for this sitting.
Ve proceed to rwo morions for resolutions on rhe
sentencing to death of Mr Kim:
- 
the motion for a resolution by the Socialist Group
(l-407 /80/rev.); and
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Fanti and othcrs on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group (Doc.l-
419/80).
Since these tv/o motions for a resolution relate to the
same subject, I propose thar the tl/o requess be put to
a single vote.
I call Mr Fonh on a point of order.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of my Group I
would like to requesr a roll-call vore on the adopdon
of urgent procedure in respect of the matter you havejust mentioned.
President. 
- 
A request for a roll-call vorc made on
behalf of a Group musr be complied with. The roll-call
will be taken by means of the electronic system.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, if ever rhere was a
case for adopting urgenr procedure 
- 
which happens
very frequently in this House 
- 
it is this one. A man
has been senrcnced to death, and there is an imminent
risk of this execution.
This Parliament would be unworthy of rhe name if,
after all the matters on which it has voted for the
adoption of urgent procedure, especially just two
mlnutesago...
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, are you for or against the
adoption of urgent procedure?
Mr Pannella. 
- 
Mr President, that is what I am
trying to explain.
President. 
- 
Yes, bur according to rhe Rules of
Procedure no more than one speaker in favour and
one speaker atainsr may be heard. I therefore ask you
to state whether you are in favour or against.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, you may ask me to
say whether I am in favour or against in the three
minutes which I have available.
I can well understand that rhe Conservatives may be
frustrated by the fact rhat cenain Members will shonly
enter the Chamber who would otherwise have been
absent for the roll-call, but these parliamentary games.
do not justify their impatience and intolerance!
All I want is quite simply rc srare rhar by reason of the
imminent risk of execution Parliament cannot refuse
to adopt urgenr procedure for this debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fergusson on a point of order.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, with the very grea-
test respecr to you, is it not right that once rhe vote is
open people cannor speak, as Mr Pannella has just
done? The vore was open. I had actually voted before
you called him. The lights were on. Surely this is
w'rong.
President. 
- 
Mr Fergusson, I am very sorry to have
to contradict you, but I had not yet declared the vore
oPen.
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
@ Mr President, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, I should like to speak in suppon of
the adoption of urgent procedure for rhis motion for a
resolution.
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Sarre
Having regard to the extremely serious threat to Mr
Kim, I should like the House to demonstrate a litde
more dignity in the face of the dramatic events which
may mke place shonly. Since the opening of this part-
session, the political trial in Seoul has ended and Mr
Kim Dae Jung, leader of the democratic opposition,
irnprisoned in South Korea, has been condemned to
death. Following a disgraceful trial whose outcome
was obvious from the start, Mr Kim Dae Jung has
been condemned to death for his opinions on the basis
of unfounded accusations.
This founder member of the Democratic Party and
former candidate for the presidenry of the republic i3
an embarrassment to the dictatorial rEgime of General
Chon. Enjoying great populariry among his people,
Mr Kim has always based his actions on the rule of
law, whereas his opponents have not failed rc perse-
cute him by every means. Forced into exile in 1973, he
was arrested in Tokyo shonly thereafter by the secret
services and has been incarcerated in his country more
or less continuously for eight years.
The sentencing rc death of Mr Kim Dae Jung has
aroused great feeling throughout the world and from
the most diverse quarters. This appalling political trial,
at which 23 other accused persons were given prison
sentences, some of them very heavy, represents a chal-
lenge by the new r6gime in Seoul. It is a violent assault
on the liberty of conscience and therefore on a funda-
mental human right.
Our first duty today, ladies and gentlemen, is to
launch an urgent appeal to save the life of Kim Dae
Jung and to call for his release and that of those
accused with him. By so doing, this House will be
standing by its commitment to human and civil rights.
For this reason, I invirc you to vote in favour of adopt-
ing urgent procedure for this motion for a resolution
in order to call upon European public opinion to
suppon the campaign throughout the world. Let us
stop this crime and save Mr Kim!
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I shall be brief. I
should like to thank the President of the House for
sending a telegram the day before yesterday express-
ing a view which I am sure the whole House will now
adopt. I am in favour of urgent procedure.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Lady Elles..
Lady Elles. 
- 
My Group will have a free vorc on this:
I myself will abstain. I believe, however, that the
Parliament should have the right to debate this item,
and I strongly protest at the comments made by Mr
Pannella, which were totally without foundation. It is
our Group who asked for a roll-call vote precisely on
this motion in order to see how many of those who
make protests on paper fail to turn up here and show,
by their presence and their vote, what their views are.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Manin.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I speak here on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group. The need
for urgent debate is clear. Vhen a man's life is at
stake, it is regrettable tht people in this House should
find it necessary rc behave in a theatrical manner'
A democrat awaim death in prison in Seoul. Yesterday,
for humanitarian reasons, our colleague Mrs De
March proposed the sending of a unanimous telegram
by the Bureau of Parliament to save Mr Kim. I wish to
place on record that apan from the Communist Grgup
ill the other Broups yesterday refused to send such a
telegrani. I repeat: all the other grouPs. Ve shall vote
in favour of urgent procedure because we must save
Mr Kim and stop the crime . . .
(Load interruptionsfrom Mr Pannella and Mr Glinne)
President. 
- 
Mr Manin, I cannot allow what you
have just said to pass without correction' As Mr
Klepsch stated a moment ago, the day before yester-
day Mrs Veil, as President of Parliament, on behalf of
Parliament and hence on behalf of the Bureau, sent a
telegram asking that Mr Kim should not be executed'
This being so, it is quite irrelevant to mention what
may have been said in the Bureau. It was the President
of Parliament who took the initiative in sending this
message, and today the whole House will be called
upon to express its views.
(Applause. Cies of 'Apologize!from tbe ight)
(The oote utas tahen) '
I call Mr Donnez.
Mr Donnez. 
- 
(F) As my button aPPears not rc be
working, I wish.rc state that I am in favour of urgent
procedure.
President. 
- 
I note what you have said.
Urgent procedure is adopted.l
This item is entered on the agenda of this sitting.
I For details of thc vote by roll-call, sce the Minutes.
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President. 
- 
!/e proceed ro the morion for a resolu-
tion by Mr Glinne and others on behalf of the Socialist
Group (Doc. l-410/ 80) on the Adams case.
I call Mr Van Minnen.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
Mr President, I hope we do not
need a roll-call vote on this request for urgenr proce-
dure. The text of this motion for a resolution is in
effecq Mr President, the same as rhar adopted by
Parliament on 23 May. The urgency of this matter is
undeniable in the lighr of Parliament's vore for the
Donnez reporr, panicularly for that amendment call-
ing upon the European Commission to ask the compe-
rcnt bodies,of the Swiss Confederation ro re-examine
and to reopen the Adams case. May I remind the
House thar this decision was raken unanimously. In
view of the discussions in the Chamber and rhe
obvious conclusions of the Donnez repon, one might
have expected an appropriate response from the
Commission. On the conrary, nothing posirive has
been done in that direcdon. The Commission's excuse
is that they did not feel that any represenrations to the
Swiss authorities would be productive. In panicular,
the Commission emphasizes thar they do not consider
it proper to make represenrations on rhe question of
reopening rhe case, given the firm rule, followed by all
the Community institutions, nor ro respass on rhp
processes of the judicial aurhorities in non-member
counries. But whatever the Commission may argue,
Parliament musr insisr thar the Commission carries out
the decision of this House without any funher delay.
\[e do nor need, Mr President, a long debate today on
the merits of the Adams case. Ve had that months
ago. \fhat we v/anr today is a simple demand that the
Commission act now on Parliament's unanimous deci-
sion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fischbach.
Mr Fischbach. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I do not intend
to go inro the details of the question, bur I should
nevenheless like to point out that this Adams case u/as
discussed at length during the consideration of the
excellent repon by Mr.Donnez. On that occasion the
authorities of the Swiss Confederadon were asked to
review this mattbr. Thus, in May of this year Parlia-
ment clearly gave its opinion.
Now we are being asked m rerurn ro this question and
consider a text which, aparr from a few details, is the
same as that adopted in May.
Our Group considers that ir does not help Parliament's
reputarion to return several times to the same queidon.
Ve have clearly stated our opinion on the Adams case;
we agreed with the conclusions of the rapporteur, Mr
Donnez; and for this.reason we shall vote against the
adoption of urgenr procedrrre for this morion.
President. 
- 
I pur the request ro rhe vore.
As the result of the vote by show of hands is doubtful,
we shall now vore by sitting and standing.
As the result of the vote by sitting and standing is
equally doubtful, the vote will be taken by roll-call,
using the electronic sys[em.
(The oote was then tahen.l Mr Barbagli stated that be
ooted against)
I call Mr Donnez.
Mr Donncz. 
- 
(F) MV button is still not working!
Since it is a matter of one vote either way, may I siy
that I vote in favour.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sherlock.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Mr President, my red lighr against
did not come on. I voted against, which makes iidead
even.
(Mr Spinelli and Mr Ceraoolo stated tbat they ooted in
faoour)
Presidcnt. 
- 
Urgent procedure is adopted.
The motion for a resolution is entered on today's
agenda.
6. Reguktions onflax and bemp
President. 
- 
The next irem is the repon (Doc.
l-389180) by Mr Blaney, on behalf of the Commitree
on Agriculture, on the
proposals from thc Commission to the Council (Doc.
1-134/80) for
I. a reguladon amending Regulation (EEC) No 1308/
70, on the common organization of the market in flax
and hemp; and
IL a reguladon on the measures cncouraging the use of
flax fibres for the 1980-81 and l98l-82 marketing
years.
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, Mr
Bla_ney unfonunately cannot be with us this morning,
and I have been asked ro presenr this report formally
rc the House.
I For details of rhe vote by roll-call, see the Minurcs.
,,1
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The history of it is that Mr Blaney originally produced
a report to the Committee on Agriculture, which was
"-.nd.d so considerably by amendhents fr-om MiLigios that these have become the report' I gather that
we have some amendmenm forward from Mr Coppie-
ters: I recommend Parliament to reject them, as they
do not reflect the wishes of the Committee on Agricul-
ture.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am 
-grateful
to rhe ripporteur for describing the dispute between
Mr Blaney and the majority of the committee so
correctly. My amendment is in fact intended to rein-
srate not oniy Mr Blaney's view but also that of the
Commission itself. This matter is of no little impon-
ance, because it concerns support measures for a sector
of agriculture which is in danger of going to the wall
and ihe promotion of the use of flax fibres, which have
always been praised for their qualiry on all sides. The
Commission had stated that for this purpose a reason-
able amount would be allocated from the agricultural
fund. Mr Blaney, wanted to alter the text of the
Commission's directive by means of an amendment so
that 50 Vo of the finance would come from the produ-
cers themselves and 50 o/o from a contribution from
the EAGGF. That is the amendment which I have the
honour of proposing.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sutra.
Mr Sutra. 
- 
(F) Mr President, just a few words in
support of the report by Mr Blaney. Perhaps, as Mr
Coppieters has said, it is not enough, but at least it
goes in the right direction.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
Mr President, I am very grateful to the committee
and to the rapponeur for their excellent report and I
am grateful that the main idea expressed by the
Commission in this proposal has been suppcirted by
the Committee on Agriculture, its raPPorteur and the
other speakers this morning. It is imponant that we
look for suimble substitutes for agricultural products
at present in structural surplus wherever we can find
them, and we should suppon such measures from the
Community. The only disagreement which seems to
exist between the rapponeur and the Commission's
proposals therefore concerns, not the principle, but the
iatio between EAGGF payments and payments mken
from the grants already made to the producers (which
are also actually from the EAGGF). The rapponeur
proposes a different proponion 
- 
i.e., 100 0/o from
the grants. I can understand the reasons behind that
proposal, but I must nevenheless, taking into account
ihe serious budgetary situation of the Community as
such and the agricultural policy in particular, stick to
the formula which has been put forward. It is not
really a matter of a very substantial disagreement, but
rather of administering the limited money which is at
our disposal. As you know, the budgetary proposals
for 1981 actually go very close to the limit of the
Community's o*n iesoutces, and we must therefore
show on all ircms, big as well as small, the greatest
possible restraint.
Vith these few comments in regard to ways of financ-
ing the budget, I hope Parliament will be able to adopt
this resolution.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.
7. EEC emergency aidfor Martinique and Guadeloupe
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Cl€ment and others
on EEC emergency aid for Martinique, devastatcd by
Hurricane Allen (Doc. l-362/80);
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Sabl6 and others on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Grgup and Mr
d'Ormesson and others on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pa;ny (Christian-Democratic
. 
Group), on Community aid to the depanments of
Maninique and Guadeloupe, devastated by Hurricane
Allen (Doc. l-337 /80);
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Vergds and others
on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group, on
Community aid to the depanments of Guadeloupe
and Maninique, devastated by Hurricane Allen (Doc.
l -384l80).
I call Mr Cl6ment.
Mr Cl6ment. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the French overseas departments are disadvan-
'taged not only economically but somedmes also
climatically as is shown by these hurricanes, whose
frequency aggravates their effects.
Having discussed the subject on several occasions, the
House knows the effects which these disasters can
have on the population, on their equipment and facili-
ties and ot the economic activity of'the region. Today
Guadeloupe and, even more, Martinique have once
again been seriously hit, this time by Hurricane Allen.
Iihould like to thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for
having unanimously agreed to adopt urgen[ procedure
fa: j I ri.tx
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in order to provide the maximum assisrance from rhe
Community ro rhese regions. May I also thank rhe
Commission and panicularly Mr Cheysson, whom I
alened on 8 August and whose diligence has permitted
the rapid transfer of 700 OOo EUA in emergency aid
to the French Andlles. Obviously this aid,-although
welcome, is insignificanr in relation to the extent of
the damage caused to housing to equipment and facili-
ties and, even more, [o crops. In Maninique alone, the
damage [o crops and livesrcck amounm to FF 240 m,
to which musr be added the losses of fishermen and
hotel-keepers.
Accounr must also be raken of the indirecr effects of
the hurricane, panicularly on employments but also on
transporr., industry and tourism. All in all, excluding
public facilities, Hurricane Allen has cost Maniniqui
FF 540 m, or over 92 million EUA.
However, no price can be put on the distress caused to
those men and women who for the second time in a
year have lost their homes, their work and their
lncomes.
The support offered by rhe Community musr be
commensurare with thar distress and with the courage
which rhe stricken populadon of Guadeloupe 
"rdManinique is showing in rebuilding its life. This is
why I have requested quick action from the EAGGF,
the Social Fund and the Regional Developmenr Fund
in order ro make good rhe damage done to crops,
housing and equipmenr. Only quick actiqn of this kind
can remedy the pessimism of the farmers of rhis
region, some of whom, as a result of cumbersome
national adminisrrarive procedures, are srill waiting,
one year afrer Hurricane David, to be paid the aid
allocated to them. It is now necessary to devise and
implement a regional development plan which will
provide for rhe diversification of crops, in panicular
the revival of sugar-cane growing, and the- develop-
ment of industry by coordinating Communiry
resources and national resources, it being always
understood that Community aid does not-supplanr
national aid. In this way the economy of these regionr,
starting from an unhappy combination of eventq will
be rebuilt, and a youthful population, whose wish it is
to live in rheir own counrry and not be cut off from
their roots, will be assured of local employment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr. Sabl6.
Ve must pay triburc to rhe speed with which, in borh
Paris and Brussels, supporr was given m the depan-
ments of Marrinique and Guadeloupe and to the
neighbouring islands in that region, whether or nor
associated with the Communiry. On l0 September, the
Commission decided ro gran[ France an emergency
aid of 700 000 EUA and, in response to rhe appeal
from the Caribbean states hit by the hurricani, it
granted 300 000 EUA to Jamaica, Sr Lucia, Sr
Vincent and the Grenadine Islands and ro Dominique,
50 000 EUA to Barbados and 400 000 EUA to the
Republic of Haiti, which is not a signatory to the
Lom6 Convention. As in rhe case of Hurricane David,
I was on rhe spor and the spectacle of the power of
Nature was even more smggering: Rain and wind at
speeds. of up to 230 km per hour in one night wiped
out all the export and garden crops which *e.e Just
beginning [o recover.
A team of French and other European expens visited
the area ro assess the demoralizing efficts of this
double carastrophe. Disturbed by so much misfortune,I made enquiries with rhe national meteorological
archives service on rhe frequency of these cliriatic
phenomena. Ladies and gendem;n, the information
which I received will reassure rhose who may be
concerned or sceprical. Between 1535 and iglg,
Maninique was affected by hurricanes on rhe average
once every twelve ys415, and we have to go back io
1776 to find a case similar ro rhar now before us. In
that year, the official repon records rwo hurricanes,
on 13 August and 7 September, which laid waste the
plantations, causing 800 deaths and the loss of over
100 ships. Forgive me, President, for giving this infor-
mation, but some of my colleagues were-afraid rhat
hurricanes might be an annual occurrence in our
regions. The fact is, however, that accordint ro our
information they happen only once .u.ry iO y.".r.
Not until the year 1963, followed by Hurricane bavidin 1979, do we find the regular parrern of these
disturbances reappearing.
I. will not go into rhe detail of the damage caused ro
the various spheres of economic and soJial life. Full
information has already been published. Vhat I would
like to poinr our is that during rhe debate on 2g
September 1979, which ended with the unanimous
ad-option of rhe motions we had tabled, Mr Cheysson
affirmed the need to use jointly all the Commrniry',
resources 
- 
EAGGF, ERDF, Social Fund, EIB 
- 
and
to use rhem, not as a replacement for, but in addidon
to, national aid. That is the doctrine which we have
always supported, both in rhe French National Assem-
bly and in the European Parliament, panicularly since
the Hansen decision, which put 
"n 
.nd to rhe uncer-
tainty over the legal situarion of rhe overseas depan-
ments, which are in fact amont the less-favoured
marginal areas of rhe Community.
The enormous damage suffered is all the more serious
in that these are small, overpopulated islands which
can only maintain their standard of living by relying
Mr Sabl6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and tendemen,
less than one year after Hurricanes David and Freder-
ick devastated the Anrilles, a new and equally serious
disaster srruck on 3 August 1980. ThC unlxpecred
magnitude of Hurricane Allen, much reponed in the
French and international press, has piolonged and
aggravated the disastrous consequences of the
previous hurricanes.
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on national and European solidariry, on growing
productivity, the diversification of crops and profes-
iional skills, which, thanks to social legislation and the
spread of education, have reached a fairly high level of
development.
The problems with whith we have to deal are not only
physical and human but also administrative and finan-
cial. The level of indebtedness means that planters can
no longer contract new loans, and the revival of agri-
culturJwill, according to the exPerts, require a sum of
around 150 million francs. Vhat is needed now is a
new strarcgy of development to fight these disasters
which from time ro time set back social and economic
progress, a strategy which takes account of the climate
ind the environmen[ but also of the need to moder-
nize economic structures. Aid from the Social Fund
would go directly to those concerned and would
permit retraining and the creation of many jobs. The
General Council of Maninique has mobilized consi-
derable resources precisely to enable the Social Fund
to intervene, including a 20-million-Franc programme
for measures extending over three years.
If, ladies and genrlemen, it is true that every cloud has
a silver lining, we now have an excellent opponunity
of demonstrating this during the cooperation which
will cenainly be introduced under the 8th national
plan between the government in Paris and the
Commission in Brussels. It will be imponant in.this
period to demonstrate that the overseas depanments,
within the framework of their constitutional system,
by choosing suinble development models set out on
the best road to economic modernization.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vergds.
Mr VergCs. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I will be fairly brief
after what the two previous speakers have said about
Maninique. I should simply like to draw the attention
of the House rc the fafi that not only did we see last
year with Hurricanes David and Frederick that hurri-
canes have devastating effects on the fragile economies
of our countries, our islands 
- 
which still retain their
colonial structures 
- 
but what is serious is that one
year larer these islands should be hit by a second and
more devasuting hurricane. This period of one year
was not enough for the farmers to reorganize their
crops, for unemployed farm-workers to have any
chance of finding new jobs, or for the fishermen to
resume fishing. No sooner were the conditions created
for the economy to start up again than we had this
even more destructive hurricane. As we were saying
the day before yesterday, the most catastrophic
periods in the history of our islands have been those
marked by destructive hurricanes in two successive
years. That is my first point.
My second point is that last year Parliament unani-
mously voted aid for the island of R€union and the
Antilles, which had been hit by hurricanes, and the
Commission sent missions to these disaster areas, and
rhus we had not only emergency aid appropriations
bur also decisions on long-term aid from the EAGGF,
the ERDF and the Social Fund; but the lesson to be
drawn from the experience of R6union and the
Antilles is that the transfer of appropriations takes a
long time and such aid is distributed by systems over
which there is no control. Consequently, both in the
Andlles and in R6union there have been protests from
agricultural workers and farmers at the slowness of aid
and inadequacies in its distribution. Ve think that
there is a lesson to be learnt here. \fle must know what
happens to emergency aid sent to such places. 'We take
a ,ote here and congratulate ourselves on an act of
solidarity, and then a few months later we learn that
the local organizations, municipalities, rade-union or
professional organizations are protesting because they
hau. not seen the aid or, if they have, that it is insuffi-
cient. It is on this point, I believe, that we should draw
conclusions and by our vote show not only our soli-
darity and our feeling that the matter is urgent but also
our desire for checks to be made to see that all the
resources allocated for these countries are actually
distributed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr d'Ormesson to spgak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr d'Ormesson. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the European
People's Pany believes that there are times when the
Community's goodwill and financial assistance take on
the significance of an essendal contribution to the
survival of one of its members. How can we fail to
appreciate the disress of the people of the French
Antilles, where two successive hurricanes in 1979
vinually ruined the islands' agriculture just before
harvest-time, as Mr Sabl6 reminded us so well a
moment ago?
Hurricane Allen has completed that ruin: practically
100 o/o of all banana plantations have been destroyed
in Martinique and 45 % in Guadeloupe; while sugar-
cane and pineapple plantations, plantations of flowers
or market-gardening products or avocados have
suffered very serious damage, depriving planters of
their harvest. This loss has been aggravated by the
need to rebuild their stocks ravaged by the last hurri-
cane, and the cost of this alone amounts to half that of
another harvest. This situation threatens considerable
unemployment and ruin for the planters.
In these circumstances, the Community would gain
moral credit by taking financial measures through the
various funds at its disposal to revive agriculture in the
Antilles and rc give a brave but stricken population the
means !o e^rn a living and the feeling of fraternal
support from the Community.
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Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Surra to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Sutra. 
- 
(F) Mr President, very briefly 
- 
since
all the argumens have already been heard 
- 
I wish to
express my Group's supporr for rhis morion for a reso-
lution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vice-President of ybe Commission. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, as a number of speakers have poinrcd
out, the Commission has always come ro the aid of
populations affecred by natural disasters. As regards
the French depanmenrs of Maninique and Guade-
loupe, devastated by Hurricanes David and Frederick,
the Commission in 1979, subject m the opinion of the
European Parliament and decision by the Council,
granted the following aid: I million units of accounr as
emergency aid; 12 million units of accounr by way of
panicipation under the EAGGF ar rhe rare of SO %
for the reconsrruction of the banana-growing industry.
Following the recent Hurricane Allen, the Commii-
sion at its meering of 10 September decided 
- 
as has
been stated 
- 
ro granr France an emergency aid of
700 000 unirc of accounr under Chapier 59 of rhe
budget,. for rhe purpose of repairing the damage
suffered in the departments of Maninique and Guadi-
loupe. This aid is intended for housing and ro
compensate losses of the inhabirants' private propeny.
In a message from the Secrerary of Sate for rhe Over-
seas Depanments, rhe French Government referred to
the Commission's diligence in taking rhar decision,
and a similar view has been expressed in this House by
Mr Cl6ment.
But, Mr President, the frequency of the damage to
these plantations leads us ro rhe conclusion thai ihe
most effective form of aid for rhese populations would
be to enable them to diversify their crops. In June, the
Commission therefore submirted a proposal ro rhe
Council which will be considered for a second time at
a forthcoming Council meeting. The proposal
concerns irrigation, rationalization of suuctures and
diversification of agricultural products and provides
for a Community aid of 96 million units of accounr for
the French overseas depanments as a whole.
The French Governmenr has also rec6ntly applied to
the Commission for funds for the devilopment of
agriculture in the departmenr of Maninique. This
project, like the previous one, responds ro the need
frequently expressed by rhe popularions of these
regions for secure sources of income based on acrivi-
des independenr of climatic factors. The Commission
will consider this. quesrion ar the earliest opponunity
and hopes rhat the Council will be able to adopt iis
more general proposals concerning diversification as
soon as possible.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
The modons for resolutions will be pur ro the vore ar
the next voting-rime.
8. Fisheries policy
President. 
- 
The nexr item is a joint debare on:
- 
rhe motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Glinne and
orhers, on behalf of the socialist Group, on the crisisin the European fishing industry (Doc. l-3g2/
8O/rev.);
- 
the motion for a resoludon tabled by Mr Calvez.and
others on the common fisheries poliry (Doc. l-403l
80).
I call MrJosselin.
Mr Josselin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men,- once again ir is in a three-quaners-empry Qham-
ber that the European Parliament comes ro diicdss the
question of fisheries. Ve have never been able rc
debate the fisheries quesrion excepr a[ the end of a
part-session, as if we were absolutely determined to
renew the tradition of Friday as fish-day; but the tra-
dition has been abandoned, as have rhe fishermen.
Nevenheless, there is a crisis in Europe's fishing
industry, and the long struggle of the French fisher-
men, witnessed by hundreds of thousands of European
tourisrs and interrupted 
- 
no more 
- 
by rhe decision
to return to work, taken on \Tednesday in Boulogne,
deserved better. The causes of the crisis are Jell-
known: rhe increasing scarciry of fish due to rhe
anarchic exploimrion of certain species and reduced
opportunities for catches in the waters of rhird coun-
tries following the setting up of 200-mile exclusive
economic zones. These, now structural, factors are
aggravared by the considerable increase in shipbuild-
ing costs and panicularly by frequent and heavy
increases in fuel costs, which have totally over-
whelmed the economic basis of rhe fishing industry.
Between 1973 and 1979, the price of .fishing, diesel
rose by 500 0/0. In the same period, the average selling
price of fish rose by only 88 o/0. Finally, *e know thai
an organization of the markets 
- 
both narional and
European 
- 
would play inro rhe hands of powerful
troups,.many of them multinational, which are engag-
ing in shameless speculatidn, ar rhe expense of fishei-
m-e1 
-and consumers, in the markering and processing
of fish products.
In these circumstances, it seems to me absolutely
necessary for rhis House ro ask rhe Council so look
into this ques[ion on 29 September and to honour its
undenaking ro reach an agreement before the end of
this year, as tequired by the Treaty, of 
.which parlia-
menr.is the guardian. I do not deny the difficulty of
reaching such an agreement where national interests
,.\| ' | ,' - -a.
I
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are at stake and the present economic difficulties
regrettably tend to favour national selfishness. But as
fai as the French Socialists are concerned, the
Community aBreement should at ,least insist upon
respect for the principle of equal access to resources
ani decide upon a non-discriminatory system for
catch quotas while, of course, taking account of the
legitimate interests of coastal regions and also of
hiitorical rights acquired by certain fleer.
The agreement should also per.it the development of
a st.uftr."l poliry for the adaptation of fishing-fleets
to the new- international situation, mobilizing the
EAGGF, the ERDF and the SocialFund perhaps, so as
to permit not only the implementation of a-coherent
ryti.tn for the control and supervision of fishing-
grounds but also a reform of the common organiza-
iion of the market in order to provide effective Protec-
tion for the Community market against third countries
and speculators.
Lastly, and most imponantly, the agreement should
record the intention of the Member States to improve
and harmonize the working conditions and safety
measures for Community fishermen as well as their
social benefits in accordance with Ardcle 117 of the
Treaty of Rome. Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
one of the main objects of the motion which the
Socialists now ask you to adopt is to point out the
responsibility of the governmen$ for this matter'
Beiause fishermen account for only a small proPortion
of the population, the governments, overlooking the
fact that the loss of one fisherman's job entails the loss
of six jobs upstream and downstream of the fishing
industry, have all too often neglected the fishing
industry in both economic and social rcrms. In this
connection, the acceptance by the French Government
of the supposedly irretrievable decline of its fishing
industry and the use of the fishing industry as a
bargaining counter in international negotiations, its
,.nJ.n.y 1o set fishermen at loggerheads with other
."tego.i.s of citizens and its willingness in this field
alsolo accept social decay in refusing to intervene in
negotiations between shipowners and fishermen are,
urifonunately, typical. Alio typical is the way in which
it has tried to make Europe responsible for the crisis in
the French fishing industry. This Parliament cannot
allow Europe to be held uP as responsible in the place
of the governments.
By adopting this resolution condemning the serious
failure by the Council of Ministers to adopt a common
fisheries'policy, by obliging the Council to accept its
responsibilities, Parliament will be recording. its
intintion not only co defend the jobs of a panicularly
deserving section of workers, not only to ensure that
the fishing industry contributes to Europe's self-suffi-
ciency in food, to the fight against hunger in the world
- 
*hich we have been taking about this week 
- 
it
will also be manifesting ia intention rc defend the
future of the Communiry institutions. The physical,
biological and economic factors of fishing make it a
sector which callp for Community solutions. But we
must refuse to tolerate the use of Europe's fishing
industry by certain people to remove blame from
themselves or by others to justify their anti-EuroPean
attitudes. By voting for this motion for a resolution,
you will be affirming that Europe should be neither
ihe good consciencJ of some nor the scapegoat of
others.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, on 29 September a fisheries Council will be held
in irussels. As several governments have already
contacted Mr Gundelach with requests for a more
rapid implementation of the common fisheries policy
and a review of the organization of the markets for
fish products, no one can be unaware of the economic
and'social imponance of the fishing industry. In this
matter it is noi for us to push the blame for the crisis in
the European fishing indusry onto the tov-ernmen6,
"ny -or. than 
it is ior us to'denounce the failures of
thi Council of Ministers to act, because the fishing
industry is no exception to the long list of sectors
supponed by public ind Community resources. I think
that this has to be recognized objectively.
But there is an ingrained habit of relying on the
Member States to produce remedies for all ailments' Is
ir not reasonable-that aid to shipowners should be
made subject to improving the viability of their
companies? The fishing industry of today should also
adait its management methods to the requiremenr of
today, to the divelopment of fishing techniques and to
the difficulties on the fish market.
It is true that there are problems. Some fishermen are
in serious straits, and all possible energy and goodwill
must be mobilized to work out satisfactory soludons
rationally. '$7e cannot allow the deadline of 30
Decembir 1980 to be extended. The Council has given
undertakings and must stand by them. Ve 
.ask the
Council to do all it can to reach agreements between
the Member States and so to Prevent another crisis
from following on the one which we are noq experi--
encing in othlr sectors of the Community. A lot of
peopli are looking to the European Parliament to see
whither it is capable of bringing into being, in-
conjunction with'the Commission and Council of
Ministers, a European fisheries policy. \fle should not
underestimate thC imponance of the squalls that we
ahead, because the question is tricky and complex, but
the reputation of the European institutions will reflect
the resulm achieved.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Battersby to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic GrouP'
r
I
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Mr Battersby. 
- 
Mr President, the European Demo-
cratic.Group welcomes the fact that urgency has once
again been recognized in connection wiih the common
fishing policy, because rhe situation is desperarcly
urgent. I don'r rhink we realize how urgent ir is. Time
is nor on our side, and the policy has to-be established
by 3l December. That is only 102 days away, and that
includes week-ends, holidays, everything 
- 
102 days!
The fishermen are finding it harder and harder to
make a living, and it now rakes 30 o/o more oil to catch
a ton of fish than it did ten years ago. In the same
period oil costs have escalated, and the price that the
fisherman is gerting for his fish has not klpt pace with
rhis escalation in fuel cosrs. Fish has to comperc in the
open marker with other protein foodstuffs which have
a much lower energy inpul Competition from coun-
tries with lower oil prices has also disrcned rhe
market. The cost of new vessels, due to increased
labour cosrs, more sophisticated electronic gear, larger
engines and the burden of loan-servicing wirh high
interest-rates, is causing prospective o*nirs to ho-id
back. This is creating a serious problem in rhe small
specialist shipyards. Some Community pons, including
my own pon of Hull, have suffered disproportionately
over rhe last few years, owing not only to rhe lack of
decision over the common fishing policy, but also to
the Icelandic closure, high fuel cos6, loss of fishing
opporrunities and reduced stocks. These casualties 
-these ports, these communities 
- 
must be catered for
in the new policy.
Ve cannor.gg on. withour a common fishing policy.
The Commission has now produced for our"opinion
'two of the three conceptual documenm basic io thepolicy, documents on sructure and resources, but
these two elements cannor be effective without a
marketing policy..The purpose of the fishing industry
is.to provide food for our people ar ,easona"bl. prices
while giving a reasonable r.tuin to the fisherman and
the processor and to conserve the resource for all time.
Vhat I am asking the Commission is: where is the
basic conceptual document on marketing? Vhen shall
we see this proposal? The fishermen harvist every day,
not once.a year. They ere very vulnerable to oveinigirt
changes in exchange-rates and fuel prices, to dumplng
and unconrrolled impons. The existing withdrawal-
pnce sysrem is not suited ro- rhe present Community
situation. It has not been for many years. Seventy
thousand rons of fish will be landed by the largest
Community producers' organization between now ind
the end. of rhe year with no guaranteed price. Refer-
ence prices do not reflect reality. They are too low.
They should be raised now without waiiing till the end
of the ye,ar. Expon refunds need urgent ieview. The
new marketing sysrem must be flexible, realisric and
sophisticated, bur it must nor create a wirhdrawal-
price system.in which good fish is caught deliberarcly
for inrervention, with resulranc overfiihing and stocir
destruction.
Ve must have the marketing proposals, and we must
have them immediarcly. Ve have only 102 days, and in
this period we call on ih. Corn-ission and the Council
to spare no effon in reaching agreement and produc-
ing rhe basic conceptual regulations before 31 becem-
ber. The industry has waited too long. It has been
waitint now for five years, and it has suffered long
enough. There are 78 OOO fishermen in nonhern
waters and half-a-million or more Europeans involved
in the fishing and associated indusuies. The parlia-
menr, rhe people of Europe and the fishermen are
looking ro rhe Council and the Commission to do
their duty and ro do it quickly.
(Appkuse from the right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Papapietro to speak on behalf
of the Communisr and Allies Group.
Mr Papapietro. 
- 
@ Mr President, we consider this
initiative to be useful and timely, having regard to the
struggle of the fishermen in France 
"nd lt"ty and tothe worsening fisheries siruarion in the Mediterranean
and the Nonh Sea.
1{s Mr Battersby, the chairman of the sub-commirtee,
has just stated, rhe fisheries sub-committee is consider-
ing this problem and will be presenting documents
specifically.on.the Mediterranean and onTishing in my
country, which has been dramatically affected-by rhl
economic crisis, by rising fuel costs, by rhe progrissive
depletion of fish stocks, by the effect on thi ma'rket of
sp-ecularion by middlemen, by the sffucrural weakness
of the process.ing.indusry, and is funher aggravated
by relations with third countries and by the clidnuous
and serious lack of an agreement in the Mediterra-
nean, one result of which is that 22 Sicilian fishermen
are still in Libyan jails.
!/e have.frequently and dramatically raised this prob-
lem in this House. The inadequacy of my govern-
ment's policy is not much offset'by interveniion in the
form of fuel subsidies or in marketing questions for
the regions concerned. There is inadeqiary even in the
devailability of information and statistics, affectirrg ,rot
olly Ty counrry but also other fishing 
"ourrt 
i.r.
There is no exacr informadon on the num-ber of those
employed, nor is there any precise idea not of the
quandty but of the species of fish caught. Insufficient
value is attached to scientific research and ro inrcrna-
tional cooperation agreemenrc 
- 
as far as my Medi-
terranean_ country is concerned 
- 
on conservation,
repopulation and the processing indusrry, quite apan
trom the happiness and,even the physical libeny of
those employed in this industry.
There is an urgenr need for a general change in rhe
Community's fisheries policy ro take accouit of the
industry's general requ.irements and of the diversiry
and inrerrelation of the fishing economies of thl
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various Community regions. Fishing in the North Sea
is different from fishing in the Mediterranean. Ve
therefore agree with the flexible approach adopted by
the sub-committee under the eminent chairmanship of
Mr Battersby when looking at these questions. Ve
further consider that there is an urgent need to impress
upon the Commission 
- 
along the lines of the resolu-
tions and speeches this morning 
- 
the urgent need for
a profound change in policy in thiS sector.
Ve shall vote for the resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Remilly to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Remilly. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in the little time
available to me I should like to state the position on
the fisheries question of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, which has grasped the magni-
tude of the problem and the risks enmiled in letdng
Europe slide into maritime lethargy.
The trouble was already latent.'\[hat brought it out
was, of course, the rise in oil prices, which should have
been speedily mitigated by a reduction in the price of
fuel used in fishing. Ve were repeatedly told that it
was not possible to grant subsidies to French fuel, the
price of which was aligned on that of fuel in other
countries. That, however, is incorrect. It is true that
the fuel used for fishing is exempt from duty, but it
still costs about. I .14 francs in France, whereas in
Italy it only costs 0.70 francs; and at the same dme
'!flestminster is granting about 140 million francs to its
fishermen to offset recent increases. Vhen one realizes
that it takes one litre of diesel to catch one kilogram of
fish, it would seem elementary to provide special
shon-term measures to reduce the price of fuel used in
fishing. The Commission should act at this level by
making proposals, just as it proposed that Germany,
Belgium and the Netherlands should subsidize fuel
used for agriculture under grass. \7hy should this be
possible for one agricultural sector but not for
inother? Such support would be particularly justified
as French fisheries produce more than 750 000 tonnes
of fish and employ over 30 000 people, with whom
must also be considered the many related activities:
transport, canning, shipbuilding, etc. Moreover, if the
Third Conference on the Law of the Sea has decided
to extend the economic zone to 200 miles, rules must
be laid down for exploiting resources within that zone
in order to preserve the rights established by fishernien
over several decades.
'We are confident that the Council will respect its
undenaking, given on 30 May 1980, to reach an
agreement before 30 December of this year. This
"gr..-.nt should lay down a fairer and more realisticquota policy, taking account of the situation of stocks
ind allowing all fishermen to panicipate fairly in their
reconstitution. Further, we must stop favouring cheap
imports and grant higher guaranteed prices to our
producers. There is an urgent need to restore rc fish-
ermen the social and economic standing which they
have lost. These, together with the development of aid
for modernizing fleets and the promotion of agricul-
ture, are the requirements for the success of rcmor-
row's fishing industry in Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Miss Quin.
Miss Quin. 
- 
I welcome the chance for a debate on
this subject at this point so that our views can be made
known before the Council meeting the week after
next. Once again I am rather sorry that the debate has
to be on a Friday; there can be something of a clublike
atmosphere here with those of us interested in fishing
matters discussing these issues on a Friday, but the
clublike atmosphere should not blind us to the exrreme
gravity of the situation.
I would like to mention very briefly a few aspects
which I hope will be taken into account by the Council
and by the Commission. First, quotas: I do not feel, on
grounds of fairness, that the Commission's proposals
on quota allocations really do justice to the UK's
claims. More account of the United Kingdom resource
conribution to EEC waters needs to be taken and also
of the loss of catch opponunities in third countries.
Because of this, and with two-thirds of the EEC catch
outside the Mediterranean in the UK waters, I feel
thar an allocation of between 40 0/o and 45 0/o is not
unreasonable.
Secondly, I would like to mention the problem of
regional preferences. I feel, as does the Commission,
thit areas which are panicularly dependent on fishing
should have their interests taken into account, but I
am still perturbed that one of the areas mentioned,
that of north Britain, has not been clearly defined. I
know that fishermen in my own area of England,
north-east England, are still very concerned about this.
Their case for inclusion in such an area is, I feel sure,
that there are many fishing communities between
Berwick and Flamborough Head that would face a
very bleak future if they were not given some sort of
special provision.
The Nonh-East, too, has such a high level of unem-
ployment in general 
- 
in the last few months second
only to Nonhern Ireland in the Unircd Kingdom 
-
rhat this too needs to be taken fully into account'
Despite my pleas to the Commission and my- having
made various requests and various approaches, no
clarification of this area has yet been made 
- 
perhaps
some answer will be fonhcoming this morning.
Thirdly, the aspect of policing is an imponant one.
Many'of us who represent fishing areas know that
fishermen can be suspicious that others are overfish-
ing. For this reason there needs to be some transna-
,i
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tional elemenr in any policing arrangemenr in order to
try and crea[e a climate of confidence.
Founhly, I hope that proposals that come forward on
restrucuring will nor only include the question of
capital projects but will also have a human element
and include social paymenm for those who have
suffered, or will suffer, hardship because of reduced
opponunities.
Fifthly, I should like very briefly to mention the way
these fishing negoriadons are ct.,ducted. In July, in
this Assembly, rhere was an astonishing degree of
unity among parliamentarians who spoke tn the
Gautier repon in their criticism of the way Commis-
sion proposals had been presented ro us, ofren far too
late for us ro make any useful contribution. Often
documents were given to us which confused rather
than clarified. This was sre.ssed again and again. I
think the way the Council operates, too, gives us some
cause for suspicion, because many of us aie concerned
that fishing may be a trade-off issue, bargained against
complercly dissimiliar issues.
Finally, I would say that the issue musr be decided on
its merits. Otherwise a fair solution will elude us and
the fishing communities of Europe will blame us
bitterly for a long time ro come.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I do not think everyone here in the House really
appreciates what it is that we are debating now and
have debated so many times in the past year. Vhen I
listen to the discussion, when we srarr to go into
slightly more detail, I get the impression rhai many
people think that rhe crisis in the fishing industry can
be resolved merely by having a common fislreries
poliry, that these three words alone are enough to
overcome the crisis in the.industry. This is cenainly
not the crucial facror. The crucial question is how thl
common fisheries policy is to be builr up and on what
principles it is going rc be based. Ir seems ro me rhar in
some of the Member States one often finds an ardrude
which is not really directed towards setting up a
common policy for the benefit of the Community, bur
toward crearing a so-called common policy around the
issue of how much control can be gained over
common resources at national level. But this is not the
kind of common fisheries policy which I think parlia-
menr ought to be discussing.
I would also like ro say thar what we have seen and
heard in recenr monrhs borh in France and in the
United Kingdom is clearly an indicadon of rhe serious
problems which have arisen in the fishing industry
since the exrension of the economic zones and the
onset of the energy crisis. But I am not sure, judging
by the proposals which we have seen so far from thi
Commission and which the Commission's Directo-
rate-General for Fisheries has drawn up, rhat rhe
situation has in fact been correctly assessed. I am not
sure that there has been rhe re-assessment made neces-
sary by the economic zon'es, the energy crisis and the
problems which these have caused for the fishing
industry, while we continue ro operare in practice on
much the same principles as in 1976 and 1977 . I should
therefore like to take the opportunity today of urging
the Commission and Mr Gundelach to try to analysi
the situation in greater depth and then ro see in what
areas the Community can inrervene to ward off these
after-effecm; also ro ensure rhar rhis is done at
Community level and that the common fisheries poliry
does not become a poliry whose sole aim is to distri-
bute our common resources in relation to the inrcres$
of national governmenrs.
Furthermore, ir is quite clear to me that ar the moment
there is a grear risk of funher forms of prorectionism
appearing in rhe fishing indusry. Ve have seen rhe
French Governmenr, during the fisheries crisis in
France, produce a solution to rhe problems of the
French, based on the view that a further, sricrer
system of health control would solve the problems of
the French fisherman and the French fishing industry.
I do not rhink this is rhe path we should take. If we
choose this path, it can'only be with the aim of seeking
to interfere with free internal rade in fishery products.
I would warn strongly against this. The same applies
to the various forms of national support measures
which exist in some Member States. It is very danger-
ous for these to be allowed to flourish too widely, ind
cenainly it then becomes even , harder to achieve a
common fisheries poliry capable of providing all the
fishermen in the Communiry with rhe same conditions
of comperition. It is my hope that the common fisher-
ies policy will be able to live up to this aim, but I am
also convinced that there should be a change of
course.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DE FERRANTI
Wce-President
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Le Roux.
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, it was with calm-
ness, determination and responsibility that fishermen
from all rhe coastal areas of France a few weeks ago
staned an acrion whose proponions must have bein
obvious to all, The reasons for rhis acdon are simple.
Fishermen no longer wish to live on an inhuman salary
in inhuman working conditions. They do nor want
their families to bear the brunt of the austerity
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imposed by the capitalism. They do not want the fish-
ing industry, which provides a living for more than a
million French people, simply to disappear from our
country's economy. The French workers have under-
stood this and lent active support, giving moral and
material assisance to the fishermen and their families.
Our analysis of the causes of the crisis and the reasons
for the difficulties is not that of Mr Glinne and Mr
Josselin and their friends in, the Socialist Group, nor is
it that of Mr Calvez and those who here suppon the
French Government. It is obvious, and it is one of the
proposals which we are defending, that fish-stocks
muit be organized, rationally and reasonably in order
to safeguard the future. But to say, as the Socialist
Group ioes, that the increasing rariiy of fish resources
and the reduced catch possibilities are the causes of
the crisis, at a time tntt.'n fist are being destroyed in
massive quantities and millions of people are dying of
hunger, is to overlook the fundamental reasons for the
phenomenon, and I cannot believe that, in a political
group which includes among its members several
distinguished economists, this omission is accidenml.
The cause of the fishing crisis is the policy pursued by
lar, -which has deliberately favoured the big ship-
owners, the fish-processing companies and in panicu-
lar the leaders in the agri-foodstuffs industry. Every-
thing has been done to promote the emergence of a
few fishing and processing companies, with the result
that there has been an acceleration in concentration of
shipping companies and, in the long term, a decline in
fisliing.-Processing factories have been built in Africa
to tak. adrantagi of cheap labour, so putting the
canning indusry in our own country out of business.
The quest for maximum productivity and the elimina-
tion of jobs have adversely affected the living and
working conditions of the fishermen.
Ve are told that there is no common fisheries policy
and that one will have to be worked out. There is a
fisheries policy, and we will fight it. The interventions
of the EAGGF, like the shon-rcrm measures, have
been systematic, selective and specific. The last deci-
sive aci was the proposal from the Commission, which
we alone in this House rejecred firmly, for the restruc-
turing of non-industrial fishing, which will destroy the
jobs of hundreds, perhaps thousands of fishermen and
'penalize 
French non-industrial fishing. The reality of
ihe harmful poliry pursued by the Community, i.e., by
the governments of the Member Sntes; is recognized
by the great majority of French fishermen, who regard
' the Common Market as harmful to their interests and
dangerous. The result of this damaging policy can be
seen in the figures. In France, the trade in fish shows a
deficit of I too million francs, as against a turnovsr of
3 l0O million francs. Every year since 1971, the deficit
has increased by 7'8 o/0. \7hat then, faced with this
crisis, are we proposing? 
- 
Certainly not that the
problems of the fishing industry, and in particular the
French fishing industry, should be settled by the
Community. '!7e have enough sorry evidence, from
steel-making to ship-repairing, of the harmful effects
of European integration.
However, the Community can and must use its powers
under the Treaty of Rome to protect resources by
prohibidng the catching of immature fish and reserv-
ing fish for human consumPtion; to guarantee fair
""cesr 
to fishing zones for the ships of the Member
States and to allocate fishing quotas in accordance
with the mutu'al interesm and economic traditions of
the populations concerned; to combat the practice of
third cbunries' flying flags of convenience of Member
States of the Community; to guarantee fishermen a
decent standard of living by guaranteeing minimum
prices corresponding to the realitircs of the cost of
iiuing; ard by the application of Anicle 117, which
proiid.s for iocial security systems m be harmonized
on the basis of the kighest standards. Lastly, and, we
think, the essential element which would show that the
Members of this Assembly and the Community are
prepared to express their concern for the future of the
firhlng industry in actions and not just words, we must
stop ihe enlargement of the Common Market to
include Spain and Ponugal.
These are the considerations which have led us to
amend the text tabled by the Socialist Group, because
the proposals and statements contained in that text, as
also in that of Mr Calvez and his friends, are not, in
our view, such as to sadsfy the claims of the fishermen
and provide real lasting solutions to the serious crisis
affecting that industry.
President. 
- 
The agenda stipulates that we stan
voting at 10.30. However, I persbnally feel that you
would probably prefer to finish the debate and begin
the voting when the debate is over.
I call Mrs Castle on a point of order.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, further to what you
have just said.
This habit of deciding a voting-time in the morning
and then quite arbitranily altering it during the course
of a debate really makes life impossible for Members
who may have other work to do. There are no division
bells in this place; no means of knowing what is
happening in this Chamber without having a noisy
instrument on in one's room all the time.
Can I ask that you stand by the decision taken and
that we vote at 10.30?
President. 
- 
I therefore put the matter to the vote.
(Parliament ooted to intem,tpt tbe debate and proceed to
tbe ooting)
t'
I
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President
I call Mr Kirk on a poinr of order.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I think it is unrea-
sonable of Mrs Castle to insist on inrcrrupting the
debate in rhis way. I must respect the Presidenr's deci-
sion; but it is not good enough for those people who
are inte.ressed in the debate, and who also feel that
they have work to do, if others have no respecr for a
debarc which is in progress in Parliamenr.
President. 
- 
\7irh respecr, that is hardly a point of
order. It is for rhe President to decide, and I try and
follow the wishes of the House.
9. Votes
President. 
- 
The next irem is the vore on motions
for a resolution on which the debate has been closed.
I call Mrs Casrle on a point of order.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, I have just been to the
distribution office to collect the amendments. I have
found two in English. Am I to take ir that rhey are the
only amendmenrs that are going ro be put today? This
really is a very odd way ro run a parliamenr.
President. 
- 
I take note of what you have said. \fle
begin with rhe motion for a resolution contained in the
Traoaglini report (Doc. 1-347/80): Regional deztelop-
nent Programmei
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs I
to 3)
O_n paragraph 4, I have Amendment No 2, tabled byMr Harris, on behalf of the European Democratit
Group, seeking to delete the word 'stiuctural,.
'\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Travaglini, rapporteur. 
- 
(Dl am in favour, since
it improves rhe wording.
(Parlia.ment ldopted Amendment No 2, paragraph 4 as
amended and paragraphs 5 to I 1)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 12, I have Amendment
{o 1, by M1 Travaglini, seeking to replace the figure
1980 by the figure 1981.
(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No l,
paragraph I 2, thus amende4 and paragrapbs I 3 to I 7)
I put to rhe vote rhe motion for a resolution as a
whole, incorporating the amendments which have
been adopted.
The resolution is adopted.r
I call Mrs Kellet-Bowman on a poinr of order.
Mrs Kellet-Bowman. 
- 
\Zould Mrs Castle care ro
withdraw her quirc unfounded commenrs, because the
procedure has been perfectly correcr?
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, I asked a question, as I
have a right to do,, whether the rwo amendmenm were
all that there were. Nobody seemed to know.
Mrs Kellet-Bowman. 
- 
\7e did!
President. 
- 
Ve now proceed to Lhe Sassdno report
( Doc 1 - 2 1 4/8 0) : Alternatioe enelgy sorlrces.
(Parliament adopted tbe preamble) 
.
On paragraph 1, I have Amendment No l, tabled by
Mr Selig6an and deleting the phrase: 'including the
liquefacdon and gasification of solid fuels'.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Sassano, rapporter.n. 
- 
U)l am in agreement.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No I and paragraphs I
tbus amended)
Presidcnt. 
- 
After paragraph l, I have Amendment
No 2, abled by Mr Seligman and adding rhe follow-
ing new paragraph:
I a. Stresses rhe need to devote substantially incrcased
financial resources to liquefaction and gaiificacion of
solid fuels, in view of che urgent need to find substi-
tutes for liquid and gaseous fuels and in order to
keep pace with the much larger expendicure on rhese
processes by the Community's compcdtors in the
world.
Vhar is the rapporteur's position?
, OJ C265 of 13. 10. t980.
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Mr Sassano, rdPporteur. 
- 
(l)I am in agreement.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2 and then para-
grapbs 2 to 6)
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution as a whole, incorporating the amendments
which have been adopted.
The resolution is adopted.l
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the oon V'ogau report (Doc. 1-340/
8Q: Fuel consumption and engine-pouter of motor-oehi-
cles.
The resoltition is adopted.l
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the oon lVbgau report (Doc. 1-343/
80): Sefety-behs and inteiorfittings of motor-ttehicles.
The resolution is adopted.r
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the Turner
report (Doc. 1-237/80): Insurance contracts.
'Sfe shall first vote on the amendments to the proposal
for a directive
On Anicle I of the proposal for a directive, I have two
amendments mbled by Lady Elles and Mr Tyrrell on
behalf of the European Democratic Group:
- 
Amendment No 12, seeking to reword the article
as follows:
The object of this directive is to coordinate the funda-
mental 
'laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions
governing those classes of insurance contracr designated
ior coo.dinadon in the services dircctive as adopted by
the Council of Minisrcrs.
- 
Amendment No 15, seeking to add the following
sentence at the end of the article:
The scope of this directive is limited to risks situated
within Member States.
'\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Turner, rapporteut. 
- 
The committee would
most certainly have supponed Amendment No 12,
because they presuppose this.
They did consider Amendment No 15 and were in
sympathy with the idea, but were persuaded by the
Commission that it was unnecessary to insen it. So I
think it is a question of being safe rather than sorry
when one votes for No 15.
(Parlianent adopted Amendments Nos 12 and 15 in
succession)
President. 
- 
On Article 2, I have three amendments:
- 
Amendment No 5, tabled by Mrs Seibel-Emmer-
ling on behalf of the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection and
seeking to reword paragraph 2 as follows:
2. Pending the issue of such a document, thi: policy-
holder shatl receive, without delay, a document which
attes$ to the exisrcnce of an insurance conract and
contains at least the informadon referred to in para-
graph I together with a statement of the risks not
covered by the contract, the risk covered and the
amount insured. If the insurer fails to include this
information, the policy-holder shall be entitled to
terminate the contract.
- 
Amendment No 6, tabled by Mrs Seibel-Emmer-
ling on behalf of the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection and
seeking to delete paragraphT;
- 
Amendment No 13, tabled by Lady Elles and Mr
Tyrrell and seeking to reword paragraph 6 as
follows:
The contract and the documents referred to in paragraphs
1,2,3 and 4 shalt be drafted in a language to be agreed
between the panies.
'\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
t OJ C 265 of 13. lo. 1980
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Mr Turner, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, the commir-
tee did. consider the poinr in Amendment No 5 very
carefully and decided against it. They also considerei
the poinr in Amendment No.l3 and postponed the
decision ro the orher directive we are conceined wirh.
Bur I must point out that the amendment does not
make any- provision for translation if rhe language is
different from that of rhe policy-holder. The iommit-
tee would therefore be against it.
As far as Amendment No 5 is concerned, the commir-
tee 
.expressly decided that a one-year period was
needed.
(Parliament rejected the three amendments in tarn)
President. 
- 
On Article 3 (2) (a), I have Amendment
No 23 tabled by Mr Megahy and others on behalf of
the Socialist Group and seeking to delete, in the
amended text proposed by Parliamenr, rhe words .or
the policy-holder' and 'or rerminarion'.
Vhar is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Turner, rdpporteur.- !7e are against this. It
deprives the poliry-holder of a right.
(Parliament rqected Amendment No 23)
President. 
- 
On Anicle 3 (2) (b) (i), I have two
amendments:
- 
Amendment No 24, rabled by Mr Megahy and
others on behalf of the Socialist Group and sieking
to delete, in the amended text proposed by parlia-
ment, and the words'or termination' in each casel
- 
Amendmenr No 10, tabled by Mr Kirk and Mr
Tyrrell and seeking to amend the paragraph as
follows:
- 
The other pany shall be endtled to a period of fifteen
days from rhe date on which he receives the proposal
for an amendment in which to accept or rejict'it. If
the. other pany rejects the proposal or fails rc reply
within the above time-limit, the pany p.oposing
amendment or termination may terminate thl contract
within a period of eight days by giving fifteen days'
notice. \fhere the policy is noc taken out in rhe course
of commercial activiry the periods referred ro above
shall be extended ro one monrh, three weeks and one
month.
'!7hat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Turner, rdpporteur. 
- 
Amendment No 24 prev-
ents termination of an ag,reemenr and thus would lead
to unacceptable terms being put forward, so the
commirtee is against that. I believe the committee
would have supported Amendmenr No 10, because
they-discussed it ar length bur could nor come ro any
satisfacrory conclusion. It is a good one, I think.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 24 and adopted
Amendment No 10)
President. 
- 
On Article 3 (3), first senrence, Anicle
3 (4) (b) and Anicle 3 (5), I have Amendmenrs Nos
25, 26 and 27, rabled by Mn Megahy and orhers on
behalf of rhe Socialist Group and seeking ro reinstare
the Commission's rexr in each case.
On Anicle 3 (3) (c), I have Amendment No 16, by
Lady Elles and Mr Tyrrell, seeking ro add the follow-
lng sentence:
The provisions of this subparagraph shall not apply where
. the panies ro this contracr expressly exclude them.
\flhat is rhe rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Turner, rapporteur. 
- 
Amendmenr No 25 is
inconsistent with Anicle 3 (l), which has not been
amended. No 26 curs our damages for fraud, so the
commirree is againsr ir. Amendmenr No 27 is also
inconsistent with Anicle 3 (l). Amendment No 15
does not accord with the committee's acceptance of
the applicabiliry of the proporrional principle, so rhe
commirree is against it.
(Parliament rejected allfour amendments in tum)
President. 
- 
On Anicle 4 (2), Anicle 4 (4), Anicle 4(6) (b) and Anicle 4 (7),1have Amendmenm Nos 28,
29,, 30 and 3l respectively, tabled by Mr Megahy and
others on behalf of the Socialisr Group and sieking to
reinstate the 
€ommission's te;<t in each case.
\7hat is rhe rapporteur's position?
Mr Turner, rdpportear. 
- 
Amendment No 28
proposes unacceprable terms on the conrract. The
committee is againsr Amendment No 29 because it is
inconsistent wirh Anicle 3 (3) (c). It is against Amend-
ment No 30 because it would cur out payment of
damages for fraud, and Amendment No 3L ijinconsis-
tent with Anicles 4 (5) and 4 (6).
(Parliament rejected allfour amendments in turn)
President. 
- 
On Anicle 6, I have Amendment No
l.l,by Lady Elles and Mr Tyrrell, seeking to reinsrate
the Commission's rext.
Vhat is rhe rapponeur's position?
Mr Turner, rapporteur. 
- 
There is no doubt that the
amendment made in committee wen! wrong and does
-.,. 
i
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Turner
not reflect what the committee intended. There is no
alternative but to go back to the original, which is
what ihis amendment proposes.
(Parliament rejected Amgndment No I 1)
Prcsident. 
- 
On Anicle 8, I have Amendment No
17, by Lady Elles and Mr Tyrrell, seeking to add the
following sentence at the end of paragraph 2:
Should the cosr exceed the insured sum, they shall only
be defrayed by the insurer in cases where the policy-
holder has acted on the express instructions of the insurer.
\7har is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Turner, rdpporteur. 
- 
I considered this problem
and came to no clear solution. I think rhe committee
would have considered this sensible, but I must give it
a free vote.
( Parliament adopted Amendment No I 7 )
President. 
- 
On Anicle 9 (4), I have Amendment
No 9, nbled by Mrs Seibel-Emmeiling on behalf of
the Committee on the Environrirent, Public Health
and Consumer Protection and seeking to reword the
paragraph as follows:
4. If the insurer proves that the policy-holder's failure to
fulfil one of the obligations laid down in paragraphs I
and 2 was intended to cause him loss or to deceive
him, he shatt be released from all liabitity to inake
payment in respect of the claim and in respect of the
pan of the claim to which the policy-holder's failure
rc fulfil these obligations applies'
'!/hat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Turner, rdPportertr. 
- 
\fle are against the amend-
ment, because it gives rights to a fraudulent party.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 9)
Presideirt. 
- 
On Anicle l0 (3), I have Amendment
No 7, tabled by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling on behalf of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection and seeking to add the
following new subparagraph between subparagraphs
(c) and (d):
Should the insured risk cease to apply, the policy-holder
shall be entitled to terminate the conract and shall not be
required ro pay the premium; if the premium has already
been paid, the policy-holder shall be entitled to rePay-
ment of the appropriate sum.
'\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Turner, rdpporteur, 
- 
They have covered it
already in Anicle 10 (2) (d).
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 7)
President. 
- 
On Anicle 12, I have Amendment No
8, tabled by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protecdon and seeking to add the follow-
ing sentence at the end of this paragraph:
r . . . The Member States may also make provision in their
national legislation for more favourable terms for the
poliry-hotder, insured person or injured third pany.
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Turner, rapporteur. 
- 
The committee was defin-
itely against this ,amendment, because it proposes that
the directive should be a minimum directive, whereas
it is a harmonizing directive.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 8)
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution itself.
(Parliament adopted the preamble)
On paragraph 1, I have Amendment No 14, tabled by
Lady Elles and Mr Tyrrell on behalf of the European
Democratic Group and seeking to add the following
rext at the end of this paragraph:
but considers that the proposal for a directive should not
be enacted until after the enactment of the seQond Coun-
ci[ directive on the coordination of laws, reguladons and
administrative provisions relating to direct insurance
other than life insurance (hereinafter the services direc-
rive), and that its subsequent enactment should seek only
to harmonize insurance contract law in the European
Community to the extent that is srictly necessary in the
light of the eventual shape of the second Council direc-
tive.,
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Turner, rdpporteur. 
- 
This would cenainly be
accepted, as- it is in line with the first amendment
adopted this morning.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 14 and paragraph 1
as amended)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No
18, mbled by Mr Megahy and others on behalf of the
Socialist Group and seeking to reword the paragraph
as follows:
2. Is of the opinion that approximacion of legislation
going beyond the provision of this draft directive is
necessary to ensure equivalent safeguards for all
policy-holders.
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\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Turner, rapporter4r. 
- 
This parricular amendment
was rejecred by the committee.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 18 and adopted
paragraph 2)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 3, i have two amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 19, tabled, by Mr Megahy and
others on behalf of the Socialisr Group and seeking
to reword the paragraph as follows:
3. Regrets that the introduction of a period for reconsi-
deration of the contrac, the prohibition of abusive
clauses, the express menrion of exclusions and of
completion dates rogerher with rhe condidons for
rerminating rhe contract are not adequately covered
by unambiguous provisions in this draft directive;
- 
Amendmenr No l, nbled by Mrs Seibel-Emmer-
ling on behalf of the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protecrion and
seeking to reword rhe paragraph as follows:
3. Considers thac in gencral terms thc direcdve does not
provide for an appropriare balance between the rights
and obligations of the insurer and rhose of the insured
Person.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Turner, rdpporteur. 
- 
Amendment No 19 was
withdrawn by Mr Sieglerschmidt in committee and
Amendment No 1 criticizes the directive, saying that ir
is unbalanced, which rhe commirtee does nor ihink ir
is.
(Parliament rejected Amendments Nos 19 and I and
adopted paragrdph 3)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 3, I have three amend-
menrs rabled by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling on behalf of
the Committee on rhe Environmenr, Public Health
and Consumer Protection :
- 
Amendmenr No 2, seeking rc add the following
new paragraph:
3(a) Therefore considers thar this directive should be
regarded as laying down minimum requiremenm
which permit rhe Member Smtes to provide where
necessary for greater protection of the policy-holder;
- 
Amendmenr No 3, seeking to add the following
new paragraph:
3(b) Request the Commission to supplement the directive
rhrough:
(a) harmonization of the wording of insurance contracts
so that their meaning ,is immediately clear to the
consumer and he is able to compare rhe terms
offered,
(b) regulations on unfair terms,
(c) provisions allowing time for consideradon;
- 
Amendmenr No 4, seeking to add the following
new paragraph:
' 3(c) Requests the Commission to modify the directive so
as ro ensure a better balance beween the rights.and
obligadons of the contracting panies in rhe ivent of
termination of the conrract.
\7har is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Turner, rapporteur. 
- 
The commirree is against
Amendmenr No 2, because it seeks to make it ahini-
mum directive. Ir is against Amendments Nos 3 and 4,
because they are inconsistenr with what has been voted
so far.
(Parliament rejeaed Amend,nents Nos 2, 3 and 4 in
succession and adopted paragraph 4)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No
20, tabled by Mr Megahy and orhers on behalf of the
Socialisr G-r9.up and seeking ro reword this paragraph
to read as follows:
5. Stresses that rhere should be an equitable balance
between the intcrests of the insurer and insured in the
case of volunmry insurance contracts concluded to
cover major indusrial and commercial risks on the
one hand and smndard insurance contrac$ of the rype
concluded by privare poliry-holders wirh a limitid
knowledge of their legal position on the other.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Turner, rdpporteur, 
- 
This amendment was
rejected in committee.
(Parliame.nt rejeaed Amendment No 20 and adopted
pLr^grLPh t)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 6, I have Amendment No
21, tabled by Mr Megahy and others on behalf of the
Socialist Group and seeking to delete this paragraph.
'Vhar is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Turner, rapporteilr. 
- 
This amendment is incon_
sistenr with the vote already taken on the draft.
(Parliame.nt releoed Amendment No 2I and adopted
parggrapbs 7 and 8)
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President. 
- 
On paragraph 9, I have Amendment No
22, abled by Mr Megahy and others on behalf of the
Socialist Group and seeking to delete this paragraph.
'\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Turner,. rdPporteur. 
- 
Ve are against this amend-
ment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 22 and adopted
paragraphs 9 to 11)
President. 
- 
I can now give the floor for explana-
tions of vote., I call Mrs Seibel-Emmerling.
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling..- (D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I am giving an explanation of vote on
behalf of the Socialist Group. Our group will vorc
against this repon for several reasons. The debate
yisterday evening 
- 
which unfonunately took place
before an empty house 
- 
made it clear lo everyone
rhat this repon does not take sufficient account of the
righr of the consumer. This proposal from the
Commission, and what is now going to happen
because of the vote in this House, will deprive the
consumer in cenain Member States of rights which he
had fought for; it will set back the entire development
of consumers' rights in the field of insurance. You,
ladies and gentlemen, have for the most pan refused
to recognize rhis directive as one which lays down a
'minimum. There could have been an opponunity to
advance the cause of consumer Protection in the
Member States. Ve are rherefore unable to vote in
favour of rhis.
Furthermore, we in the Socialist Group must Protest in
no uncertain terms at the accusation made by the
rapponeur and unfonunately not only not refuted, but
almost given some degree of credence by being
repeated- by the President of the House, that when
seeking to amend paragraph 9 the Socialist Group was
rrying to secure rights for fraudulent panies. Vhat
*ar ih. point at issue? The point at issue was that
insurance companies cannot avoid the obligations
otherwise imposed on them by the conract of insur-
ance by refusing to provide any insurance at all if one
section of the contract proves invalid because of false
information having been supplied. Therefore, the
Socialist Group 
- 
like the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection 
-
sought to introduce a clause through its amendment
whiih merely stated that only that section of the
contract of insurance obuined by deception need not
be fulfilled, while other clauses unaffected by this
' would continue to form a contract of insurance.
The committee 
- 
and I can also speak here on behalf
of the committee, whose opinion I drafted 
- 
looked
at this very carefully; and I must say how surprised I
am that some of its members, who in committee voted
in favour of all the amendments which they are now
rejecting, have now changed their minds 
- 
in my
opinion, against their better judgment.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Janssen van Raay.
Mr Janssen van Raay. 
- 
(NZ) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, as spokesman for the Christian-Demo-
cratii Group I repeat this morning, befote a somewhat
fuller house than yesterday, that in our honest opinion
the Turner report is quite rightly a broad compromise
between the interests of the insurers and those of the
insured. I also wish rc defend those members of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection who apparendy changed their
minds as a result of the debate yesterday evening'
They are perfectly entitled to do so. Yesterday, some
panicularly good argumenm were put forward, to
which I myself contributed, to demonstrate that we do
indeed have a clear understanding of the background
to these proposals, but that our advice is, firstly on
legal grounds and secondly because of the balance
*[i"hlightty exists in this resolution: vote in favour.
And if piople change their minds because of a debate,
they have every right to do so. That is exactly what a
debate is for.
The Legal Affairs Committee put forward a1Sumenrc
which, I 
^rn 
uety pleased [o say, were sufficiently
convincing for our own colleagues in the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection. Let me say, finally, that I should be very
sorry, not least on behalf of the consumers, if this
direttive were to be rejected' The adoption of the
directive, which regulates the competition between
insurance companies in all the countries of the Euro-
pean Community, is in itself the best means of protect-
ing the consumi.. The consumer is protected by the
increased harmonization of competition.
He has a choice: if one company does not suit him, he
can go to another, and so the legislation is-harmon-
ized. Ve shall therefore definircly vote in favour of
this direcdve.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Scrivener.
Mrs Scrivener. 
- 
(F) Mr President, to my great
regret I think I shall recommend a vote against this
..po.t, because, as a result of the votes that have taken
place, the text before us is no longer coherent. In such
an important matter which affects the interesm of
insureis 
- 
obviously 
- 
as well as those of consumers,
it is necessary ro review this quesdon in order rc prod-
uce a better-prepared draft more acceptable to both
sides.
;'.r r,\'1l
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President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of my group, I
wish to say rhar we shall cenainly suppon this-motion
for a.resolurion and Mr Turneis .Cpo.t, and would
like to thank Mr Turner for the work he has done on
this draft directive.
However, I-am surprised that the consumer group in
the Legal Affairs Committee should now gay ,h", ih.y
have nor had a chance, because, 
"s 
I .eLj rhe drait
directive, all rhe improvemenrs 'in rhe original
C-ommission proposal have been quite rightly in favour
of consumers. So I am very surprised ai the commenr
made by rhe mover of some of the amendments.
Secondly, I would like to poinr out that only rwo of
her colleagues, out of l13 members of the Socialist
Group, were presenr rc lend this poor young lady rheir
suppon. Many will know rhar rhere were many
members of rhe European People's Pany and my own
group here until 10.55, when the'House rose. I would
like.to have ir put on rhe record thdt we were suppon-
ing borh rhe subject marrer and the repon irelf.
I am grateful that the House has decided that rhis
draft directive should only be considered in the light
of a previous drafr directive before rhe Council
concerning the provision of services, because this
panicular draft directive is really an expansion of Ani-
cle 5 of the original draft direcdve. \7e hope rhat the
Commission and the Council will get on with their
task of-adopting the first draft directive, on the provi-
sion of services, and rhen rurn rheir minds to ihis. I
agree thar it will need some considerable tidying up,
but as it stands I think it is a vast impro*,ement on ,h.
original draft that came before rhe Legal Affaiys
Committee. I would therefore advise my grorp to .,ote
in favour of it on the basis of this present iexr-
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution [o rhe
vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
President. 
- 
I pur ro the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Key rgport (Doc. l-334/80): Use
ofcertain appropriations aoailible in the budget.
The resolution is adopted.r
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the Ryan riport(Doc. 1-3.34/80): Discharge to tbe European Centri for
tbe Deoelopment of Vocational Trainin[.
(Parliament adopted tbe decision proposed in the report)
I put the morion for a resolution to rhe vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
* 
o*-
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider rhe Blaney report(Doc 1-389/80): Flax and bemp.
(Parliament adopted the preample)
p-n {e sole paragraph, I have Amendment No l, byMr Coppieters, seeking to replace the single p"r"g.aph
by rhe following text:
l. Requests the Commission to amend its proposals in
such a manner rhat 50 Vo of the finaniing for the
proposed informarion campaigns will take the form of
, direct aid from the EAGGF;
2. Approves the Commission's proposal subject to this
amendment being made.
Vhar is rhe rapponeur's posirion?
Mr. Provan, depaty rapporteur. 
- 
Mr president, as I
said rhis- morning, when I introduced the repon on
behalf of Mr Blaney, rhe Committee on Agriculture is
against this amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1 and adopted the
original paragrapb)
President. 
- 
I put the resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
President. 
- 
!/e shall now consider rhe three
morions for resolurions on Community aid rc rhe
depanments of Guadeloupe and Maninique devas-
tated by Hurricane Allen.
I put to the vote the Cl*ment er al. motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-362/80): Emergenqt aidfor Martiniqae.
The resolution is adopted.r
' oJ c 265 of 13. t0. 1980.
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President. 
- 
I put to the vote rhe Sabl6 et al. motion
for. a resolution (Doc. 1-377/80): Community aid to
Martinique and Gaadeloupe.
The resolution is adopted.r
o**-
President. 
- 
I pur to the vote the Vergis et al. motion
for a resolution (Doc, 1-384/80): Community aid to
Guadeloupe and Martinique.
The resolution is adopted.r
I call Mr Collins on a point of order.
Mr Collins. 
- 
Mr President, you will not, I think,
have failed to observe a certain confusion, unusual
even for a Friday, in the way in which people have
been recording their votes over the last half-hour'
There seems to be some doubt about whether they are
for or against. I really do think it would help a great
deal if, as well as reading out the author of the repon,
you would give the House the title of the repon,
because not everybody remembers the rapponeur's
name.I think people would find this very helpful and
would then know which way to vote, because it would
be much clearer.
Prcsident. 
- 
Your point of order has been noted'
lO. Fisheries policy (contd)
Prcsident. 
- 
The next, item is the continuation of the
joint debate on two motions for resolutions on fishing
(Doc. I -3 8 2/80/rev./corr. and Doc. I -403l80).
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to congra-
tulate Mr Josselin on the responsible way in which he
moved this resolution. I am sorry that once again I
have to quarrel with Mrs Le Roux, but it is on one
point only. She said in her speech that the fishermen of
France had acted with a sense of responsibility. I am
afraid that they did not. They caused tremendous
inconvenience and hardship to holiday-makers, both
French and English, and other nationalities as well,
and I think that should be said.
I would, however, like to assure her that I spent my
holiday in Britnny this year. I went through a lot of
fishing-ports in Brittany, and I can well understand the
plight of the fishermen there. I look at the uble in the'
Commission's document charting the way in which the
French fishing-fleet has declined drastically over the
years. So this is not just a problem facing one country.
It is facing several countries 
- 
my country, the United
Kingdom, has also had a decline in its fishing-fleet. It
is sometimes represented as a battle between nations in
the Community. It is not just that. In my pan of the
world, down in Cornwall in the South-!7est of
England, the main controversy is over the appearance
of large fishing-boats from Scotland and the easr coast
of the United Kingdom fishing for mackerel.
'\flhat I want to say to the Commissioner today is thad
the Commission and the Council must not forget the
interests of the small inshore fisherman, whether in
Britnny, Cornwall or other regions of the Commu-
nity. I believe it is absolutely essential to have special
safeguards for those inshore fishermen. As I said
earlier, it is sometipes a question of the size of vessels
coming in to fishirig-grounds and scooping up fish. It
is vital that we have adequate protection for local
inshore fishing-fleerc. For my part, I think there does
need to be a limit on the size of vessels and some
control on how close they can come to the shore. That
is my plea ro the Council and to the Commission,
because I feel that ultimacely the future of a restruc-
rured Communiry fishing industry will depend basi-
cally on the smaller boats, the inshore and the middle-
water boars. I am afraid that the big boats no longer
have anywhere to go since Iceland extended im limim.
I want tci see a common fisheries policy which'is fair to
the fishermen of all nations, and I give you my word
that ir will have my support if it meew the criterion of
fairness and also ensures'an adequate conservation of
stocks.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Miss Brookes.
Miss Brookes. 
- 
Mr President, Vales is very much
pan of the European Community, but does not,
'perhaps, have the largest fishing industry. That does
nor mean, however, that the fishermen of Vales are
less concerned than those in other areas in the United
Kingdoh and the Community about the present situa-
rion regarding the common fishing policy.
The Velsh fishing industry is concerned about the
trespais into the small Celtic Sea of the very large
beam trawlers that follow the sole exclusively, a fish
which is extremely profitable on the Continent of
Europe. This beam trawling is overfishing the Celtic
Sea. In addition, this panicular form of trawling
destroys the seabed and in time will make the more
traditional forms of trawling impossible.
t oJ C 265 of 13. lo. 1980.
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The rcml allowable catch is fair, bur the proponion of
the TAC granted to the United Kingdom fishermen
should be between 40 0/o and 45 o/o.The UK proposals
for historical fishing-rights are that the limii foi each
nation should be taken from rhe fishing patterns of the
past twenry years. Overfishing during the last few
years should nor be rewarded by taking too shon a
period as the historical basis.
A recent industry in Nonh \7ales is that of processing
and freezing rhe fish as rhe carches are landed on thi
quayside, and rhis creares much employment. If the
Velsh fishing industry has rhe opponunity and is
allowed ro grow, rhen new jobs will be automatically.
created. Fishing is one of rhe indusries in !7ales rhat
provide employment for rhe major pan of the year,
and the fishermen and rawlermen are eage. fo. a
common fishing policy and are quite prepared to face
fair competirion. They do ask, howevei, that Euro-
pean odds shall not be stacked against them.
\flelsh fishermen are among thousands of other
Community fishermen eager io have their industry
assured. Mr President, Mr Gundelach, I ask rhis
Parliameit, on behalf of Nonh \7ales and \trelbh fish-
ermen, fbr a 35-mile preferential zone in rhe small
Celtic Sea and for the efficienr policing of rhose
waters [o ensute rhar the Celtic Sea will nor be over-
fished.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(DK) Mr President, I also regrer rhar debares on
fisheries 
- 
which may nor accounr for a high percenr-
age of the Community's domesric product, but
nevertheless provide social security for a considerable
number of people, whether they fish ar sea or work in
the fish-processing indusrry 
- 
should rake place
under the pressure of time which inevirably occurs on
Fridays. I hope rhar a furure debate, which will have to
be held when the Commission's proposals for updadng
the existing proposals are referred to Parliaminr 
- 
I
shall rerurn to this in due course 
- 
and prior to rhe
Council taking its decision before the end of the year,
will mke place on the broadesr possible basis and ar a
time when Parliament's full artention can be devoted
to- it, because we are, ifter all, dealing wirh a problem
of considerable social and economic imponanci.
Let me add that here we are on the point of crea-
ting a new European policy. It is some years since
the Community and its institutions suiceeded in
achieving this. Creating a common fisheries policy will
be a major step forward, reaching our beyond the fish-
ing industry to promore cooperacion in Europe, and it
therefore demands a full contriburion from all rhe
Community institutions: the Council, the Commission
and also the Parliament. Vhen the specific details
which are yet ro emerge become available, this contri-
bution must not merely rake the form of a debate in
general [erms, bu[ must also be concerned with
specific topics and specific disputes which have to be
solved in connecrion wirh the establishmenr of rhis
common policy, and I acknowledge that some of rhe
Members who have spoken in roday's debate have
touched on this point.
The motion for a resolurion which has been tabled
here emphasizes strongly to rhe Council thar the polir-
ical decision of principle, taken as pan of a major
agreemen[ at rhe end of May rhis year, thar a common
fisheries policy should be implemenred by the end of
the year should be pur inrc effecr. I consider this
emphasis on the pan of Parliamenr extremely valuable
from the political point of view, and express rhe
Commission's full suppon for rhe motion now before
the House. The Commission considers it absolutely
essential, both for rhe economic and social reasons
which I have menrioned and for political reasons such
as the need to supplement and complete our set of
common policies with a common fisheries policy, that
the decision of principle should now be put-into effect,
as was envisaged in the overall political agreemenr
reached ar rhe end of May, in which coniiderable
sacrifices were made by various countries in order to
solve the problems of other counrries.
The Commission, for irs part, will do all in its power,,
both polirically and materially, in the nexJ three'
months, as in the previous year, [o ensure that this
date is adhered ro. If, by misfonune, rhis does not
happen, lor only will rhe fishing industry be
confronred with even grearer difficulties than those it
faces ar the momenr, bur the Community will
undoubtedly be plunged inro a new crisis of propor-
tions which I do not rhink rhe small Assembly here
today fully appreciares. Ir cannot be stressed enough
that there is this polirical aspect besides the economic
and social aspecr.
I shall not go into rhe details of this fisheries policy in
my remarks today, because in the nexr rwo months I
anticipate a wider-ranging discussion of rhe main
elemenrs of the policy in Parliament; but I should like
to discuss rhe timetable, ar i[ v/ere, necessary for reach-
ing this goal, as I believe ir should look, and in rhis
connexion it will also be possible for me to indicare
which elements I believe must form pan of a common
fisheries policy ro enable ir to rn.ei rhe needs of the
fishing indusry as parr of our overall economy. Of
course I agree with Mr Kirk that this cannor be
achieved merely by saying that we now have a
common fisheries policy: the contenr of rhis fisheries '
policy is certalnly rhe mosr imponant thing when we
are discussing how to overcome rhe crisis which Euro-
pean fisheries are undoubredly facing.
This crisis may be more serious today in some coun-
tries than in others, bur it is spreading. I will not go
any funher inro the reasons for ir: they are cleaily
described 
- 
as clearly as is possible in brief rerms 
-
j. rlry" i | ". r'gn'-FlFry.r
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in the motion for a resolution before the House; but
we must not forget that it is pan of the general
economic crisis, which has brought with ir a reduction
in the demand for fishery products. It is due to high
energy prices and the high level of costs. It is even due
to the taking of carches. It is the legacy we have
received in recent years from a reduction in our fish-
ing facilities in the waters of third countries, not so
much in terms of quantity as in terms of value, but that
is still bad enough. All these factors are known and
documented, and there is no reason for me to go into
them any funher here, but one must keep them in
mind as i diagnosis when seeking to work out a fisher-
ies poliry capable of meeting the challenge presented
by this situation.
First and foremost, what are known as conservation
and control measures must be implemented, and the
Commission has submitted all the proposals necessary
in this respect, to which Parliament has long since
given its approval and on which it has delivered ir
views. Ve are. seeking the adoption of these proposals
at the forthcoming CounciI meeting on 29 September,
and considerable progress has been made. Problems
. 
concerning, for example, the 'pout-box', which for a
long time appeared insoluble, now seem capable of
being solved in a reasonable way. A final solution has
still io be found to other problems such as the size of
nets, but I hope we have come so far that a solution
may be achieved with the necessary political will in the '
Council.
Vhen I refer to these as rcchnical arrangements, this is
the term which is used to designate the document, but
it does in fact conceal a range of measures such as
conservation, monitoring the catches which are being
taken, ensuring that controls are uniform in the indivi-
dual Member States and so on, a series of basic condi-
tions 
- 
the constitution, one might say 
- 
for the way
in which fishing is to be practised, rules on stationary
catches, and a great deal more. This also includes the
question of the size if vessels to be used in certain
waters, a subject which is gaining in imponance,
because if a certain coastal population is to be main-
tained which is 100 0/o depertdent on fishing, we must
ensure'that in some areas there is no use of a rype of
equipment which makes any other method of fishing-
complet.ly impossible. It has always formed part of
' the Commission's philosophy, if I may put it that way,
that this problem must also be solved'
This is a network of problems which covers a wide
field, but it is now nearing a solution. I hope the politi-
cal wifl exists 
- 
one can cenainly never do more than
hope where the Council is concerned 
- 
I hope it can
be brought to a conclusion, but this depends on the
final outcome in September, as the decision on the
'pout-box' must be put into effect by I October at the
latest.
On the same occasion, the Commission wants the
Council to discuss the ideas we have had. \fle have
already informed the Council, as I have said here in
Parliament on previous occasions, that the organiza-
tion of the market 
- 
the regulations by which we
guarantee cenain prices on the domestic market and
protect our industry against excessive competition
from oumide 
- 
which was set up in the early 1970s,
must in our opinion be replaced by a new policy better
suited to the conditions of today, which are the result
of the various factors to which I have already drawn
atrention, especially the change in our fishing facilities
in the waters of third countries and the inroduction of
th6 200-mile limit. Ir is the Commission's intention to
discuss the main lines of such a new marke! policy at
the meeting on 29 September, with a view to submit-
ting more detailed proposals at the next Council meet-
ing, after consultation with Parliament, producers'
organizations and others. Thus the ground has been
prepared for the decision to be taken a[ the next meet-
rn8.
The Council has before it the Commision's proposals
on quoras for 1980, but most of tg8O is now over. It
serves no purpose to go on and on discussing these
proposals, which in the view of some lay too much
weight on compensation from third countries and
preferential treatment for one country or another,-
while those countries which receive comPensation
from third countries,and preferential reatment do not
think enough weight is laid on this. This debate, based
on the figures for 1980, was interesting uP to a point,
but is now of no funher interest, because 1980 is
nearly over and no quota proPosals can be imple-
mented for 1980.
The Commission's view is that this exercise has served
its purpose . It has produced a rational debate in which
a wide range of views has been expressed by the
various Member States, dnd we can learn from this.
Now it is a question of establishing, on the basis of
advice from biologists and from the advisory commit-
tee which represents the industry, and taking into
account the various social and economic interests
which are concerned in this 'exercise', a proposal for
1981 which will form the real basis of the discussion
on quotas in the Council, and which we hope will also
become the real basis for a debate on the same subject
in Parliament in the autumn.
A question is raised in the motion for a resolution
which I think is justified namely, whether a sufficient
number of Council meetings have been arranged
during the ausumn to deal with the various 'exercises'
which l have mentioned. These, of course, include the
structural proposal which is already before Parliament
and the Council, a proposal for aid in adapting the
fleets in the Member States to the new conditions in
which fisheries have to operate now and in future
years, together with rhe establishment of expe_rimental
iisheries and the building up of other forms of fishing,
fish-farms and a great deal more. Have enough Coun-
cil meedngs been arranged to deal with this very
extensive body of work and to enable decisions to be
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taken before the end of the year? I have ro say rhat rhis
is nor rhe case: my advice to the Presidency is rhat
fur-ther Council meerings musr be arranged, especially
in November, so thar we can be sure there are 
-enough
Council meerings ro rake rhe necessary decisions and
avoid the disasrrous situarion of holding a mararhon
meeting at rhe end of December, under conditions of
great urgency, and raking decisions which will have an
effect for many years ro come 
- 
all rhis under a pres-
sure of time which is hardly appropriate for decisions
of the kind involved. I must make it clear ro parlia-
meht that while our rhoughts are rurned towards 1981,
E'e are in fact mking fundamenral decisions on how
fisheries are to be operated in the Communiry for
many years to come, and such decisions cannot be
taken ar one brief meering ar rhe end of the year, but
must be built up methodically, as I have tried to indi-
cate when describing the programme of work which I
have put forward here and which the Commission
believes is rhe one to be followed, as I also hope it will
be. Parliament's programme of work will be adjusred,
so that we can all pull rogerher and achieve the result
which, I repear, is vital not only for the fishing indus-
try but also for rhe unity of rhe Community 
-namely, the adoption of a common fisheries policy
before the end of the current year. In my opinion, any
other course of action is impossible.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Ve shall now consider rhe morions for resolutions.
ltr(e begin with rhe Glinne et al. motion for a resolurion
(Doc. l-382/ 80/rev.).
I have Amendmenr No 1, by Mrs Le Roux and orhers,
seeking to replace the motion for a resolution by rhe
following text:
The European Parliament,
- 
having regard ro the gravity of the crisis in the fishing
industry in the Member Srates of the Community,
- 
whereas, despirc France's economic tradition and role
as a coastal State, the fishing industry is consantly
declining,
- 
having regard to the responsibility of the tovernmenrs
and rhe Communiry with regard ro rhe successrve
serbacks suffered by the fish-ing industry and the
increasing role assumed by impons from third coun-
tries, which are creating a rrade deficit of almost the
same proponions as the industry's turnover,
- 
having regard to rhe negarive nature of the guidelines
laid down by the Commission and the Council, whose
declared aim is to reduce appreciably the number of
vessels,
- 
whereas pursuit of an integration policy rhat would
merely aggravate the difficulries in the fishing industry
and related sectors would have disastrous consequ-
ences,
- 
whereas the proposed enlargement represenr a threat
to the very survival of the industry,
- 
whereas rhe demands of the French fishermen for
immediate implementation of narional protective
measures are fully justified,
- 
whereas supplementary measures are required at
Community level ro supersede the guidelines
previously laid down,
l. Calls for free access by rhe fishing vessels of the
Member Srares to all Communiry warcrs;
2. Calls for a review of rhe quotas allocated on the basis
of criteria that take accounr of the mutual interests
and economic traditions of the peoples whose liveli-
hood depends on fishing and in the light of rhe stocks
available;
3. Calls for an end ro all negotiations on rhe enlargement
of the Community to include Spain, whose fishing
potential represents 50 % of producrion and which
accounts lor t/t of all fishermen in rhe Community;
4. Calls for an increase in guaranreed production prices
rhar takes accounr of operating costs and affords fish-
ermen a decent standard of living;
5. Calls for strict compliance with the Community
preference rules to prevenr rhe market from being
flooded by impons from third counries;
5. Calls for the effective application to fishermen of Ani-
cle 117 of rhe Treaty, which provides for harmoniza-
tion of social sysrems at the highest level;
7. Insrrucm its President to forward this resolution to rhe
Commission and Council.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1)
President. 
- 
I can now give rhe floor for explana-
tions of vote.
I call Mr'!7elsh.
Mr Velsh. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, the crisis in the fishing
industry is an extremely serious one rhat musr occupy
our minds a great deal in this House, and therefore I
shall vote for borh these resolutions.
I would, however, like ro point our that, were ir not
for the rather perulant inrervention by Mrs Castle
earlier this morning, these vores could have taken
place in a much fuller House. More of us would have
had the opportunity [o hear rhe Commissioner's reply,
and I rhink it is a piry that the real inrerests of British,
French and orher Community fishermen have been
treated this way on what was a very minor procedural
Polnt..
President. 
- 
I call Mr Enright.
Mr Enright. 
- 
I shall be voring for rhis morion and
have srayed ro vore for it, bur I would like to poinr
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out, in reply to Mr Velsh, that it is absurd nonsense to
say that you will vote at 10.30 and then not vo[e at
tO. fO. pither we have procedures cut and dried in this
House or we all pack up and go home'
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adoptqd.l
I put to the vote the Calvez et al. motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-403/80).
The resolution is adopted.r
the Bahais in Iran. It is therefore quite natural that the
Bahais should turn to us as the Parliament of Europe
and that they should look to our Assembly for the
suppon which they lack everywhere else in the world.
Mr President, this Parliament would greatly add to its
dignity by adopting this resolution which is moreover
tabled by the five major groups in this Assembly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Habsburg to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Pany (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the Group of the
European People's Party has also been greatly
dismiyed to wiiness in recent months an exarnple of
religious persecution which is particularly abhorrent
because the people concerned are completely defence-
less. I therefore believe, as my colleague Mr Israel has
said, that we must make our voice heard, although I
am not generally a supporter of resolutions which have
no direct bearing on European matters.
I have one further point. It has been stated here that
Islam is responsible for the persecution of the Bahais. I
would stress that someone like the Ayatollah Khom-
einy is nothing more than a traitor to Islam' The
Ulimas in Morroco have already made that quite
clear. Islam is a deeply tolerant faith. \flhat Khomeiny
is doing is as much a travesty as were the policies of
Stalin, Amin or Mac(as. I therefore believe it is our
dury to protest. most seriously, in the interests of Islam,
in ihe interests of the peoples of Iran and also to
uphold the honour of Europe.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Purvis to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mr President, having been led
privately to concern for the Bahais of Iran by repre-
ientatives of that faith in my Pan of Mid-Scotland and
Fife, I found subsequently that there was widespread
concern amongst my colleagues in this SrouP' and on
reaching Srasbourg this week I found myself pan of a
Europe-wide concern. The Bahais of Europe have put
their faith in the European Parliament. They fully
believe that it is through us that the protection of their
co-religionists in Iran can best be safeguarded. So our
constituents have placed their faith in us and we mustjustify that trust by wholeheanedly supponing this
resolution. And I would like to see it supponed right
round the Chamber.
Certainly, we must also condemn the fact that Euro-
pean missionaries and religious figures in Iran have
Leen imprisoned without trial and have been expelled
ll. Persecution ofBahais in lran
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution by Mr Lalor and Mr Isra€l on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats, Mr
Glinne and Mrs van den Heuvel on behalf of the
Socialist Group, Mr Klepsch and others on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (CD
Group), Mr Scott-Hopkins and others on behalf of the
European Democratic Group, and Mr Bange,nann
and Mr Berkhouwer on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, on the persecution of members of
the Bahai community in Iran (Doc. 1-397 / 80/rev.).
I call Mr lsradl.
Mr Isra€I. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
the Bahai religion is separate and distinct from the
three great monotheistic movements which preceded
it. However, it shares a common origin with those reli-
gions in that it accepts much of their teaching. In Iran,
where this religion was born, there has been a revolu-
tion which has totally disrupted human relations. The
Bahai are a religious minority of 300 000 people living
within the empire of the Ayatollah Khomeini. Iran's
recently adoprcd constitution, like all constitutions,
provides in theory for the protection of religious
minorities.
Unfonunately, the Bahai religion is not one of the
minority religions protected by the Constitution. The
..aron for this omission is that in Iran followers of the
Bahai faith are generally former Modems. The fierce
persecution to which they are subject is aggravated by
ih. fr.t ihat members of the Bahai sect appear to be
considered as unfaithful to Islam according to the
ideas of the Ayatollah Khomeiny.
In these circumstances, the followers of the Bahai faith
are totally isolated and deprived of legal protecdon
inside and outside their own country. There is no
Bahai Vatican, there is not a sufficiently strong world
community to protest against the fate handed out to ' oJ c 265 0f 13.10. 1980.
'-.,r-1'.---. f.
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unreasonably from rhe country. Cenainly we musr
express our concern for other religious minorities in
Iran 
- 
the Christians and rhe Jews, whose security is
at risk, who have been harrassed and in some cases
execurcd. But the Bahais are altogether rhe mosr
extreme case. There are over 300 OOO in Iran. Their
faith is tolerant of other religions. Their faith does not
permit involvement in politics, but enjoins loyalty and
obedie.nce to rhe government of rheir country. Rnd yct
the Prime Minister of Iran has vowed to rid-the coun-
try of rhe Bahais. \7hy? They surely pose no rhrear ro
th.e stability of either his government or his counry.
Their.sacred pla-ces have been destroyed. They have
been harrassed from rheir homes and villages. They
have been dispossessed of rheir propeny. fhey ha"e
been removed from gov-ernment.jobi. They are being
pr.essed ro recanr their faith. They have been arrestei
and imprisoned, and some have been executed after
secret, so-called rials. Their leaders are even now held
incommunicado in prison, and one can but fear for
their'lives. They are nor even recognized as a religious
minority, as orher religious minorities are. In facf the
Iranian governmenr claims they don't exisrl The regis-
tration of their binhs, marriages and deaths is not
permitted and so they do nor exist.
For these. reasons, my colleagues in the European
Democratic Group join wholeheanedly with
colleagues rhroughour the European parliament and
all our consriruenr, Bahai and non-Bahai, throughout
Europe, in an appeal directed to the Iranian Governmenr
to observe rhe basic human rights of their Bahai coun-
trymen, and we ask the Council of Ministers and the
Member States to use all the pressure that they can
musrer with the Iranian Government to ensuri that
these. tolerant and peaceful people are protected in
their horneland.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Hahn.
Mr Hahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
Tgnt j, is panicularly grarifying thar all the groups in
this House should stand up for rhe Bahai relfiion and
plead for rolerance ro be shown rowards it in Iran. \7e
can only say that it is panicularly abhorrent that perse-
cution on religious grounds can still occur in thi ZOth
cenrury. Vhat is happening in Iran ar rhe momenr can
only be compared with what happened to the Jews
'under Hitler's so-called Third Reich. The tacdci are
a.lmost exacdy-the same as they were then in Germany:
the leaders of Bahais are being murdered, they are
being killed and executed, temples are beirrg
destroyed, these people are being stripped of all righti
and their children expelled from schools. Ladies -and
gentlemen, when such action claims to be taken in the
name.of a religion, it can only bring that religion itself
into disrepute.
I agree with my colleague Mr Habsburg that this is
not the nature of Islam. Precisely becausJwe say ,yes,
to religion we musr protesr at its exploitation for such
repressive and destructive measures against a large
minority within a people and within a State such as
Iran. The whole House should speak out against this.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
\7hat we are discussing this morning
is really a cover-up of what is taking place in Iran
today, and if it had not been rhe case thar had been
brought forward so eloquently by the Bahais in
Europe, this might nor well have been discussed this
morning. It is a cover-up because we have fanatical
factions roaming the streem and the countryside of
Iran, secret courts, imprisonments, murder, all of
which is going ahead in the name of relieion. but it is
not religion at all. It is religious p.rse.uiion, because
tl;e Iranian authorities are lookhg for a scapegoar.
They are'rrying to deceive their people: one deiep-tion
is the use of a previous British Ambassador's signature
on a documenr, and yer he ceased to be Ambissador
four years ago.
Religious persecurion, Mr President, of the Bahais 
-yes, and of Christians also. The Christians basically in
Iran are erhnic groups, and therefore it is persecuiion
of erhnic minorities within Iran as well as religious
persecurion. But it is the religious persecution rhat we
abhor most, because these religious bodies thought
that with rhe arrival of Ayatollah-Khomeiny they were
going to tel some help. They vere deceived, and
Christianiry iaelf is only receiving lip service as a
recognized religion.
'!/hat is the history of this? In the first monrhs since
the revolution, we have had an Anglican priest
murdered. In rhe second monrh, we have had a hospi-
tal taken over, and unfonunately the health standards
are very much lower because of it. Ve have had other
hospitals seized, ahd the Anglicans are nor allowed to
do their business. I suppon very strongly indeed the
third paragraph of the morion, which iehrs ro orher
religious minorities, because Bishop Dequani Tafri's
son has been murdered and now- or. aiso find his
secretary, Jean \faddell, who is a constiruent of mine
in East Scotland, in prison. \7e do no( know where
she is, we do nor know what her fate is; she has
already faced arrempred murder when she was
molested and imprisoned, and we know not what is
going to happen. Ve are not allowed any access whar-
soever ro her to find out, and this cannoi be applauded
by anybody who thinks properly and sanel'f in rhe
'!Testern world.
Therefore, Mr President, I ask rhis parliamenc to
supporr most strongly an amendment which has been
pur forward 
- 
Amendment No l, which reouests the
Commission and Council of the European Ctmmuni-
ties to impose an embargo on all sales of surplus prod_
,1'i
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ucts to Iran where subsidies are involverl, so that
human righm can be restored to Iranian citizens.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commisnon. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, the Commission shares the deep
concern expressed in the two motions for resolutions
over the fate of the Bahai Community and will do
everything in its power to comply with the vote of the
European Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I should just like
to say that the Italian non-attached Members share the
indignation and protest expressed by all the groups in
this Parliament at the acdon being taken against the
right to life and religious liberty of the Bahai in Iran.
Ve shall therefore vote in favour of this resolution in
rhe name of freedom for all faiths and for the defence
of the lives of all those who profess their religious
belief.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs Dekker,- (NL) Mr President, I also want
briefly to express my full suppon for the resolutions
on the persecution of the Bahai community in Iran,
and I am pleased that they are finding such clear and
broad suppon in this Parliament. I agree that the
Bahais' case has been well stated in the European
Parliament, and I therefore hope that our clear
condemnation of this situation will also apJrly to other
groups now being persecurcd because of their religion,
panilularly in Iran. I am thinking of the Jews and of
the Christians, but this should apply in general to
groups which are persecuted because of their religion,
race or sex, or on the basis of any other distinction.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Ve shall now consider the motion for a rest>lution.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragr'aphs 1 to 4)
After paragraph 4, I have Amendment No 1, abled by
Mr Hord and others, seeking to insert a new Para-
graph:
4 a. Requests the Commission and Council of the Euro-
pe"n Co.*rnties to impose an embargo on all sales
of surplus agricultural products to Iran where subsi-
dies by European Bxpayers are involved until full
human righs are restored to Iranian citizens.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No I and paragraph 5)
I can now give the floor for explanations of vote.
I call Mr Papapietro.
Mr Papapietro. 
- 
(l) Mr President, just a very brief
ro,.rnini. \7e should have supponed this motion for a
resolution if there had not been a purely technical
error. The motion tabled is different from that which
was discussed.
However, we support the principle of the motion for a
resolution and will vote for it, expressing our total
solidarity with the followers of the Bahai religion who
are being so ruthlessly persecuted.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prag.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Mr President, I just want to explain why
I voted against the amendment.
Very simply, it was because I think that when we Pass
a resolution of this kind, it must be in order to achieve
an effect. I am afraid that, given the present snte of
mind of the Iranian Government, we are not likely to
do a great deal of good with paragraph 4 a.
Unofficially, there are some 450 000 Bahais in lran,
rather than the official figure of 300 000. I think they
are all in danger. '!7'e can, perhaps, Prevent a quirc
appalling pogrom, which is what they are threatened
with. If children dare to be born, they are illegitimate.
If people dare to rn rty 
- 
becaus'e their marriage
cannot be recognized 
- 
they are accused of prostitu-
tion.
If we are to prevent a quite appalling massacre, we
should have kept our resolution a little more mpderate
than it now becomes with Amendment No I' That is
why I voted against the amendment. But I do hope
that the power of this Parliament, through its unani-
mous resolution, will be recognized by the Iranian
Government and that we shall see some moderation of
their appalling Eeatment of the Bahai faith.
President. 
- 
i call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowtrlan. 
- 
I voted for the amendment
for the perfectly simple reason that all too often this
Parliament seeks to take action with words only. This
would be a practical way in which we could help rc
bring home to the Iranian Government our very strong
feelings in suppon of the Bahai communiry'
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
As co-author of the amendment, I
would like ro supporr the last speaker in rhis, although
I do respect the views of my colleague, Mr Prag. I can
see that it is a finely balanced argumenr. Very often we
in this place need to focus on marrers which are within
our own comperence. This is a mamer within the
competence of this Parliament, or at least the shared
competence of rhis Parliarnenr. I think the amendmenr
highlighm the relevance of this Parliamenr to this
panicular issue. I feel that we musr take a stand on
this, panicularly as we understand that considerable
amounr of subsidized food are being supplied to Iran,
and that we really should speak out as a parliament on
this issue. I do not think we can just shirk it.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fergusson.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, I very much
welcome whar we have just heard from the other side
of the House. For the second time in a week we have
the whole House, everybody and every group in the
House, prepared to back a parliamentary resolution. It
comes almost without any kind of opposition evident
at all. The House is ar one in condemning what has
happened in Bolivia, just as it was at one, or to all
intents and purposes at one, in expressing its fears and
congratulations in respect of Poland.
On behalf of my group, I wish to suppon this motion,
because we wanr to lend our voices to those which
have already been raised throughout the world to
condemn the coup in Bolivia. This coap is panicularly
repugnant because it took place immediately after a
free and fair election. The weight of military repres-
sion was brought to bear on rhe Bolivian people
because they had taken advantage of their opponuniry
to express their views, and the colonels rhere, as we
know, have now ser their face against what they quite
cynically describe as any funher electoral adventures.
Ve can only regret this. Obviously we all have differ-
ent views about democracy and about military dicta-
torships, bur we all regret it whenever a military dicta-
rcrship supersedes a civil adminisrrarion. However, we
may perhaps make some instructive comparisons
between this coup and another, which we discussed
earlier this week, in Turkey, where the political parries
had reached a snlemate and the military, on taking
power, immediately swore, with a very good record of
the same thing behind them, from the outset to pro-
vide a speedy rerurn to democracy. One might also
contrasr whar has happened in Bolivia with the orher
Andean Pact countries, notably Peru, whose new and
freely-elected governmenr took office in July'this year.
I would draw the attenrion of the House panicularly
to the second indent of paragraph 4, because the justi-
fication here for this very shon debate and'a rather
long resolution is that for once there is action which
the Community has taken and can rake to counter
what has happened. Therefore, Mr President, I
supporr this motion and express the hope that this
resolution, and the acdon aken by the Commission
and the Heads of Governmenr of the Nine. will now
bring about a speedy end to this very dark period of
Bolivian history.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Bersani to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group).
12. Eoents in Bolisia
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is a joint debate on
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Glinne and orhers
on behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr Klepsch and Mr
Blumenfeld on bchalf of rhe Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group), Mr
Fergusson on behalf of the European Democratic
Group, Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli, and Mr Berkhou-
wer on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group,
on the events in Bolivia (Doc. l-381/80/rev.); and
- 
rhe modon for a resoludon by Mr Fanti and others,
on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group, on
relations between the EEC and the new .r6gime in
Bolivia (Doc. l-385/S0).
I call Mr Papapietro.
Mr Papapietro. 
- 
U) Mr President, we shall vore in
favour of the motion tabled by the other groups (Doc.
l-381/80/rev.).\7e should have preferred also to vote
for our own morion (Doc. l-385180), because .ir
contains an extra element 
- 
namely, the implied
recognition of the lawful governmenr elected by uni-
versal suffrage, which does not feature in the other
motion. The other motion, however, is satisfactory in
all other respec6. Ve shall therefore vote for rhe other
modon and ask that ours be dealt with pursuanr ro
Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure. , oJ c 265 of 13.10. 1980.
,;"'i , 'r
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Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the debate on Bolivia and the motion for a reso-
lution tabled 
- 
on which the Group of the European
People's Pany collaborated and which it fully suppons
- 
ir, 
^ 
real token of our keen interest in fundamental
questions of human rights and democracy in the world
in general and in Latin America in panicular.
Hardly a session goes by without this House having to
consider situations such as this in Latin America, a
continent with which for various reasons we have close
links.
This underlines once again the need for more organic
Community measures in Latin America as this House
has tirelessly stressed for many years.The reactionary
turn of events in Bolivia is all the more imponant for
those of us who recall the solemn meeting in this
Chamber with rhe Christian Democratic President of
the Republic of Venezuela, Mr Herrera Campins
Latin America's authoritative spokesman for freedom
and development within democracy who had some
years before heard the prophetic voice o-f Simon Boli-
var exhorting the people of that pan of the world to
cooperation and unity in democracy.
The events in Bolivia 
- 
the latest in a long line of
brutal interventions by the armed forces against a clear
and firm expression of the popular will 
- 
therefore go
against nor only the inalienable principles of human
"nd "i"il rights' but also against 
the rue ' destiny of
Bolivia and the Latin American continent.
The Community with the full backing of this House is
at the moment carrying out a specific initiative for a
first cooperation agieement with the five countries of
the Andean Pact including Bolivia. The agreement will
not be blocked. Ve must reaffirm that it should go
forward speedily and smoothly in accordance 
- 
I
believe 
- 
with the wishes of all the grouPs in this
Parliament.
From this point of view also, the coup d'6tat in Bolivia
goes against the true interests of the Bolivian people
ind of the Bolivian State as well as those of interna-
tional cooperation in the wider sense.
Our position must therefore, as the motion for a reso-
lution states, be firm, resolute and exemplary in its
condemnation of the coup d'etat, expressing solidarity
with the representatives and downtrodden forces of
democracy,- blocking any diplomatic or economic
initiative for cooperation, denouncing immediately
acts of persecution, applying international political
pressure so that the situation may return to democratic
normality as soon as possible 
- 
I repEat as soon as
possible.
Mr Nanli, a rapid and generous action in favour of
she Andean Pact can at this moment and in this
context have a precise significance. The forces of
democracy must show their abiliry to respond in
conbrete meaningful terms to the common dury to
achieve an ever stronger, fairer and more democratic
coopera[ion at international level.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Arndt to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I must apologize on
behalf. of my colleagues Mr Glinne and Mrs Vieczo-
rek-Zeul, *ho *erJalso down to speak in suppon of
this motion for a resolution, for in a situation like this
it is necessary for every SrouP to voice its opinion' In
my view, the sittings we have had this week here in
Strasbourg have been notable ones for the European
Parliameni, because they have shown that in basic
questions of human rights 
- 
whether 
-it was the
motion for a resolution on Poland, on Turkey or, as is
now the case, on Bolivia 
- 
the vast majoriry of Parlia-
ment realizes that when something of this kind
happens in the world, Parliament must stand up and
."k. itt democratic convictions clear, and also make
it clear that human rights may not be violated
anywhere in the world without the Europeaa Parlia-
mint and all its groups stating quite clearly where they
stand. It is of course quite understandable if one group
or anothei has to withdraw from ir original demands,
and I hope that what has been seen here in the past
week will continue to happen in the futu,re.
Let me make three brief commenm on the situation in
Bolivia from the Socialist Group's point of view.
Firstly, our view is that we should have spoken out
more-clearly than is the case in this joint motion for a
resolution on behalf of the legitimate government of
Bolivia, which was prevented from governing by the
military coup.YIe in panicular, who were also directly
elected, should regard it as imponant that when a
majority is achieved anywfrere in the wotld through
free and direct elections, that majority then has the
opportunity of governing, even if it happens not to
s6ire the uiews of our own political group.
Secondly, it should be clearly understood that the
military coup in Bolivia must also be seen in connec-
tion with thi conflict over the disribution of wealth
within the country. That is, the people who have
seized power there share the opinion of many other
forces in the world when it comes to denying the
. 
people, the broad masses of the population, their share
of what is produced. The military coup in Bolivia is a
clear-cut example of how the landowners in that coun-
vy are ready to do anything 
- 
even to se-e democrary
go by the board 
- 
when it comes to defending their
f,ossissions. And perhaps we should reflect more often
in this House on the fact 
- 
as we saw in the motion
for a resolution on Poland 
- 
that time after time it is
the workers in these counsries who stand up for free-
dom, democrary and human rights.
,'
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Thirdly, South America is in our view a pan of the
world in which things like rhis happen to such an
extenr rha[ more light needs to be shed on the real
facts behind rhem. The primary fact is 
- 
and I am
glad that this has just been stated by the spokesman for
the Chrisdan-Democraric Group 
- 
thai dire poveny
exists throughout these counrries. Therefore ir is one
of the European Community's greatest tasks to ensure,
by supponing the democrarically governed counrries,
that at leasr an atrempr is made there 
- 
with our
supporr 
- 
to overcome rhis dire poveny, because if
we succeed in relieving the hardship rhere ro some
extent, we shall also remove the danger of such mili-
tary cot4pt.
That is what I have to say on behalf of the Socialist
Group; but let me now add something on a personal
note. 'Sfle are often willing to adopt such resolutions;
that is very right and proper; but what is more impor-
tant is that afterwards, in rhe months which follow, we
ensure thar we srand by rhe principles of this resolu-
tion and do not one day, because of pressure or for
other polirical ieasons, slowly but surely begin to
a_ccepr the situarion, simply because that is the way
things have rurned our. It is not merely a question of
adopting such resolutions but also of then taking the
necessary acrion, thereby making ir clear that this is
not simply lip-service, but that the European Commu-
nity stands ready to act throughour the world on
behalf of rhose who are fighting for freedom, democ-
racy and justice.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Isra€l to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive 
-Democ.ats.
Mr Israel. 
= 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
technical difficulties are the reason for rhe absence of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats from
the motion for a resolurion before you.
Like Mr Arndt I rhink that this sitring will have been
panicularly important for human rights by reason of
the lighr we have been able to shed on counrries where
human rights are not respected.
But our analysis is incomplete in one respecr in rhat ir
does not rake inro accounr Bolivia. Vhat is happening
in Bolivia? !7hat is happening is a phenomenon whic[
I would rerm ordinary fascism. Ve find in that coun-
try the movemenr which was born in ltaly in 1923
which as we all know spread through Europe and
today lives on dramatically in Latin Amirica.
'S7e. musr be panicularly vigilant in considering this
problem. Ordinary fascism can,return exactly in the
form in which we have known it: military coups d,6rat,
arbitrary arres6, plain clorhes policemen knotking on
doors in the middle of rhe night with people
complercly helpters ro srop them. Ve therefore-firmly
support this resolution on Bolivia and we welcome thl
wide approval that it attracts in this House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Nateli, Vice-President of the Commission. 
- 
Q)Mr President, the Commission wishes io srate rhat'ii
fully endorses the condemnarion of the coup d'emt by
the military junm in Bolivia which, as was pointed out
in the debate, is all the more reprehensible in that it
took place immediately after free and fair democratic
elections in that country.
The Commission had the opponunity to express its
disapproval on the occasion of rhe visir to peru by Mr
Burke, a Member of the Commission, for a ceremony
held on the transfer of power to the new Head oi
State of that Republic.
As regards relations with Bolivia, ir should be pointed
out thar we have decided to suspend all aid planned
for Bolivia under the 1980 progiamme for non-asso-
ciated developing countries.'!7e have also suspended
programmes for commercial development, the tranr-ing of direct aid under rhe food aid programm-e and
the commencement of negodations for an agreement
with Bolivia under the multifibre arrantemenr.
{,s you kow, the Community had staned negoriationsfor the conclusion of a framework cooperari6n agree-
ment with the Andean Group. The first round of
negotiarions took place in June and the second round
was planned to-take place between 16 and 19 Septem-
ber. In view of political developments in Bolivia, the
Commission has decided to suspend the negotiations
pending clarificadon of Bolivia's position within the
Andean Pact. The agreemenr was ro be concluded
between the Community, the Andean pact and the
individual Member States of the Andean pacr Clearly,
in the presenr state of affairs, the Communiw cannot
accepr rhe signature of the agreement by the Bolivian
military junta.
However, in order not to penalize the other members
of the Andean Pact, the Commission intends to
conrinue conucm in connection with the negotiations
at the level of rcchnical mlks. It will coninue, Mr
Arndt and Mr Bersani, to maintain close and cordial
relations with the other democratically governed
Andean counrries.
President 
- 
The debate is closed.
I can now give the floor for explanations ofvote.
I call Mr Casrellina.
Mrs C-astcllina. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I only wish to
say that I hope that the significance of this modon for
a resoludon is quirc clear. Ve intend to regard
Bolivia's democratically elected Head of State as lfead
of State in any event, despite his being precluded
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from performing his duties by reason of the coup
d'€tat. This means that we shall not consider him
merely as a political refugee but that this Parliament
must undenake to maintain with Bolivia's elected
representative such relations as are normally main-
tained with a person who has been democratically
elected as Head of State. I think it would be desirable
for this Parliament to take an initiative in this sense,
possibly inviting the Bolivian President or Vice-Presi-
dent to speak in this Chamber in order rc be able to
express our total solidarity. I believe that this would be
a wonhwhile act which would surely give more
concrete expression to our feelings of solidariry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
0 Mr President, I shall vote in
favour of this motion for a resolution in the conviction
that the only way of seriously expressing Protest is not
to coope."ie and to cease cooPeration with men of
violence and aggressors exactly as the Commission has
done in this case.
If you will allow me, Mr President, this demonstrates
the truth of what we said on previous days and that it
will not merely be a quesdon of vague intentions
becausb now we have confirmation. Vhen Parliament
and the Commision wish rc strike at the authors of a
coup d'6tat they know how to take practical action
and not merely empty words. By contrast, it is clear
rhat the majority of this Parliament has sided with the
authors of the coup d'6tat in Ankara. I say this clearly
and firmly and once more record my Protest. All the
same, Mi President, I shall vote in favour and I
request, on behalf of my group, a vote by roll-call
beiause it is not right that this Parliament should
continue to operate in this way without sanction and
without the knowledge of the electors. This will show
clearly who votes, who is Present and who tables
motions for resolutions and then goes away.
President. 
- 
\7e can go straight to the voting and use
the electronic system.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I just want to take
the opportunity of giving a brief explanation of vote'
Mr Pannella constantly complains that he feels
offended by remarks made by some one or other in the
course of the day; but his own comments, from begin-
ning to end, were an affront to the majoriry of the
House...
(lnterruptions)
I just wanted to make that clear 
- 
in fact, vinually ro
the whole House, because what he is insinuating is, as
he knows very well, completely untnre. Certainly, if a
group requests a vote by roll-call, it must be held; but
one only has to look at his group's benches to see that
his request is only supported by the formalities of the
Rules-of Procedure and not by the presence of his
grouP.
(lntemtptions)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fergusson on a point of order.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, for the second time
today, after a vote has been called, people have been
allowed rc give an explanation of vote. Vith all
respect to Mr Klepsch, whom I respect very much,
eitfier we have these rules or we do not have them.
Everybody else seems m be allowed rc disobey the
rules. You can imagine how indignant we feel sitting
here all morning, on Fridays, while Parliament Eoes
on making a fool of itself because it does not obey its
own rules.
President. 
- 
It is up to speakers, if they wish to catch
the President's eye, to try and do so in good dme. But
Mr Klepsch was doing his best to speak, and I think it
was very marginal. I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr Klepsch said
that he too would speak for an explanation of vote. I
was unable to understand how he was going to vote,
and his speech was therefore not an explanation of
vole.
(The oote tooh pkce)
President. 
- 
The resolution is adopted.l
73. Protecting tbe site of TYre
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lurion by Mr Beyer de Ryke and others, on protecdng
thb site of Tyre (Doc. 1-388/80).
I call Mr Beyer de Ryke.
Mr Beyer de Ryke. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, sometimes events confirm or ratify motions
for ,rg.nt debate. And I would say that unfonunately
euenti confirm the urgency which you, ladies and
gentlemen, with the exception of one group, have
yourselves requested. In fact, according to the
despatches of France-Presse on the teletape machines
yesterday, the site of Tyre has been bombed yet again.
I For details of the vote by roll-call, see the Minutes.
,it, | '
ri.
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The urgency of the matrer is therefore greater sdll
because ir is a question of protecting thiisite which
forms part of mankind's hisrcry: 2 000 years of
history, 2 000 years of humanityts recorded history.
And bombed by whom? I was, ladies and gentlemen,
expecting your intervendon and I will nor dodge the
question. Bombed yesterday by the Christian militias
but it would be unfair to take sides because these
evenm need to be seen in rheir conrexr. If you will
allow me, I should like ro srarr ar the beginning. Ve
should sran, bearing in mind rhe wide ind d-iverse
, responsibilities involved, with the Cairo Accord under
which the Palesrininans moved to Lebanon'and took
control of whole areas of thar rcrritory. And if you will
permir me I would recall Raymond Edd6 who told me
of his meeting with the then President, Charles L6lou.
He told me: 'I said to Charles: "Charles, you have
been cuckolded".' Ir was perhaps over-rheatrical but it
was an expression which strangely presaged the wreck
and subsequent submersion of Lebanon. -
But Tyre, ladies and gentlemen, is the result of a
whole situation. Vhat do we find at Tyre? All around
the ruins of Tyre and the pon of Tyre we find the
Palessinians. For two years. Tyre has been the most
importanr pon for Soviet arms impons. Looked at
therefore from the Israeli point of view 
- 
and I would
not myself deny cenain Israeli claims with regard ro
South Lebanon 
- 
this is the'background to their
bombing Tyre. Finally to round it all off, there are the
Christian militias which I menrioned to you and which
are also a sign of Lebanon's inrernal fragmenration
and breakdown. In the end Lebanon hai come to
resemble Poland in rhe 18th cenrury, namely a counrry
which no longer exists, a counrry presendy' undei
Syrian domination where the only institution wirh im
head still above water is rhJ presidency of the
.Republic- It is a counrry which has genuinely
collapsed. Ladies and genrlemen, some members of thl
group facing me have accused me of being more inrer-
esrcd in srones rhan men. Cenain voices- were raised
the other d^y 
- 
I do not say it was you 
- 
to make
that accusation against me, bur I think it is unfounded.
It is unfounded because if we endorse this great move-
ment launched by UNESCO, this great movement of
opinion 
- 
I will not here mendon the names of all the
signatories bur you should know rhar Marguerite
Yourcenar is among them 
- 
if we endorse this
UNESCO movemenr it will not save a single life else-
where in Lebanon but at leasr no one else will die in
Tyre.
Here, in my view, we sh'ould emulate the Commission,
and Mr Thorn who the orher day launched an
anguished app.eal in favour of Lebanon, by encourag-
ing any initiatives which might resrore even a modeit
level of'peace ro this war-rorn counrry. I can circ the
precedents. I am thinking of Rome, paris, and Lahore
at the time of the Indo-Pakistani conflict. In these in-
stances b-elligerents full of hate and hostility, put aside
their differences understanding that often ihioughout
hisrory it had been necessary ro prorecr a common
heritage, a heritage belonging to mankind's past That
is why I make this appeal to you. That is why here arrd
now I endorse and ask everyone here to endorse rhis
proposal from UNESCO.
Ladies and genrlenien, the history of mankind is full of
love and hate and also regrettably indifference and I
am nor sure whether indifference is not the mosr
serious of all. Let me rherefore conclude by quoting
P6guy:'Do nor kill, no do not kill the little lifethat ii
hope!' In rhe name of Tyre I thank you and let us all
say together; cease fire!
President. 
- 
I call Mr Habsburg to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European PJople'i pany (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(D) Mr President, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Pany I wish rc
endorse the comments just made by Mr Beyer de
Ryke.
Further, I would like to emphasize the following
poinr. For us, this quesrion is principally one of humai
culture. J myself come Jrom a counrry in which barely
15 0/o of rhe works of an of the past have survivei
since the beginning of this century. \7e know there-
fore how greatly later generations are deprived by
such destruction. This is nor a question of-troublini
ourselves over pieces of stone, bur of preserving thi
cultural heritage for future teneradons. i therefori ask
everyone to support this resolution, so rhat Tyre may
also be kept intact for furure generarions.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I put the morion for a resolution ro rhe vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
14. Termination of Mrs Maccioccbi\ appointment
uitb the French Unioersity sysiim
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe motion for a reso-
lution by Mr Glinne and others, on the termination of
Mrs Macciocchi's appointment with the French Uni-
versity (Doc. I -395180).
I callMrs Roudy.
llrs Roudy. 
- 
(F) Ladies and genrlemen, many of us
Eu-ropean parliamentarians elecred by universal
suffrage who over the last year have gio*n 
"""ur-
, oJc 265of13. lo.1980.
I
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tomed to rubbing shoulders with one another and
contrasdng out diu..s. cultures within our various
political gioupt, whose job here is the sometimes diffi-
iult but 
"1*"ys 
rewarding one of expressing our politi-
cal and cultural identities, think that Europe can only
live and grow ro maturity if it is also a Europe 
.of
culture, b-ased on the traditions of the nine countries
that make it up. \(e think that one of the best'ways of
contrasting naiional cultures is precisely to rub shoul-
ders as *Jdo h..e and as can be done in other places
such. as universities.
For this reason many of us have found it curious and, I
must also say, shocking that an Inlian professor
elected to the European Assembly cannot, it appears,
'teach in a French university. The measure mken by my
country's government against Maria Antonietta
Macciocchi, whose employment as an associate
teacher at Paris university VIII has been terminated on
rhe ground that her duties are incompatib.le with her
offici as Italian Member of the European Assembly, is
perfectly absurd.
This measure by the authorities is not only absurd and
shocking fo. the manner in which it was taken, it is
also crais, obscurantist'and narrow-minded' It is more
than curious, especially for us who work here and
value cultural exchange.
It is also unjustifiable in that although Article 5 of the
law of 7 Juiy 1977 providing that no one shall at the
same timi hold offiie in the executive and the legisla-
ture, may be justified when applied to a parliamentar-
ian who is a French citizen, it has no jusdficadon
when applied rc an Italian Member of this Parliament
elected-by the cirizens of Italy and, I imagine, receiv-
ing a salary from Italy. One might eYen say that this
"riounm 
to interference by the French Government in
the internal affairs of ItalY.
The" measure is also discriminatory and as such
conrary rc the Treaty of Rome and to the. repeated
declaraiions of the Fiench Government in favour of
the development of cultural cooperation-in Europe'
But on the evidence its inrcntions go no funher than
fine phrases.
That it is why it was urgent for this Parliamdnt to take
a decision on this affaii because it is not yet too laie'
contrary to what was said in this House yesterday by
one of our colleagues, Mr Simonet, it is not too late
since Mrs MacciJcchi confident of the influence of
'this Parliament's opinion has not yet appealed to the
Council of Sate. I would add that in asking the
French university authorities to reconsider their deci-
sion we 
".. "t ih. same time defending a 
principle
which forms part of our identity: the principle of
cultural exchange.
On behalf of the'socialist Group I therefore ask this
Assembly to aPProve the resolution seeking the annul-
ment of this measure which, I repeat, is absurd, shock- -
ing, intolerable and unjustifiable.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic GrouP.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like to
address myself to Mrs Macciocchi seriously and say
rhis.
The strength of your feeling today is quite under-
standable."First olatl it is part of your normal-charac-
rcr and it is reasonable alJo because your professional
life and your intellectual commitment to Europe hre
affected.'I for my pan should like rc take the heat out
of this debate. i ioo, Mrs Macciocchi, am a radical
Member of this Assembly, but of a rather different
co.plexion from yourself, in that I am a supponer of
Mr biscard d'Estiing. However, contrary to what Mr
Pannella might think-, Mrs Macciocchi, radical parlia-
mentarians in F."nce rcday pride themselves on steer-
ing clear of the exremes of systematic d-emogoguery
on" the one hand 
- 
and in my opinion Mr Pannella
would do well to emulate this French form of radical-
ism 
- 
and blind loyalty on the other hand' \7e are
free parliamentariani and have no concePtion of what
it is to be systematically aligned with governm.ent posi-
tions even'if we have clearly chosen the side of the
fence on which we sit. It is in this spirit, Mrs Maccioc-
chi that I should like to speak, hoping that you will
listen to me for your own sake. There are two points
which have to be distinguished in this matter subsance
and form and I would remind you that we have not
sought to avoid the debate. The whole Liberal Group
,orJd for the adoption of the urgent procedure'
The subsunce is the legal question which Mrs Roudy
mentioned. It is mori complex than Mrs Roudy
explained. Anicle 142 of our electoral code provides,
as you kno*, that there shall be absolute incompatibil-
ity'between public office and parliamentary office'
Th.re ,te only two excePtions to this rule, and, like all
exceptions, they should 'be interpreted restrictively,
n".ily, ministirs of religion. in Alsace-Lorraine 
-
and you clearly do not falfin this category 
- 
and titu-
lar professors or directors of research who have fixed
tenrre and complete independence from the.tovern-
ment. In such a case the holding of more than one
office is possible, but you, as an associate teacher, do
not quality.
That is the law in France. It is quite clear' The legal
problem which you seem to raise is as follows' As an
italian Member, your parliamentary salary is paid by
the Ialian Gorrernment. Therefore you are not receiv-
ing two French salaries and.you 1aY !h1 y-ou are not
co"nce.ned by our electoral law of 7 July 
-19.77 
laying
down provisions governing the election o{ the French
representauves to our Assembly' Anicle 5 of that law
I
I
I
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refers to Anicle 142 of rhe electoral code which is
applicable ro us.
For these reasons in particular, Mrs Macciocchi, you
must refer this matter ro the French Council of State.
If you have not already done so, I am surprised and
you should cenainly do ir. This brings me tomake rwo
remarks. First, it is essential for this House and ir
would be wise for you ro wait for the French Council
of State whose seriousness, jurisdiction and independ-
ence will nor be questioned by anyone 
- 
to decide. It
is for rhe Council of State and not for this House to
say what the law is and pass judgment.
My own feeling, Mrs Macciocchi, is that you will not
get round the incompatibility rule. Of course we have
some work to do before v/e can achieve this impossible
aim of a Europe of culrure. But do you seriously
believe that whereas our colleague Mr Dilors, like you
an associate rcacher, had to stop teaching 
- 
and'the
Couircil of State has given a decision in hiJ case 
- 
you
will be able to conrinue? You cannot seriously pursue
equaliry in employment and equivalence of quilifica-
tions in the Community and ar rhe same time have
situations where the narionals of a country are
precluded from exercising an activity which foreigners
in their counrry may exercise. Behind the law there are
sometimes signs of common sense.
And then Mrs Macciocchi, there is the quesrion of
form. The tim.ing of the notification of rhe 
-decision 
is
cuflous, coming one year after your joining this
Assembly. I do not see how rhere can be any quistion
of retrospective effect panicularly with regard to the
financial aspec6. In my opinion, Mrs Maciiocchi, the
way in which your case has been dealt with is unac-
ceptable. First of all, you could have been offered a
choice between conrinuing with your rcaching or with
your office as Member of the European palliamenr.
Indeed, although ignorance of the law is no excuse, in
your panicular case you might at least have been
reminded. And then you should have received a little
more respecr for your position. The way in which you
were rreated is exceptionally rude and whatever'rhe
merits of your case, intolerable. Please accept my apol-
ogies Mrs Macciocchi. I represent no one-herj, I'am
simply one Frenchman among many, but I offer you
my apologies for the way in which ,you have been
treared, about which I will say no more but which
must deeply affect all rhose who every day fight for a
good image of France in Europe. Your tieatment, asyou realize, illusrares the low esreem in which
Members of the Europeqp Parliament are held in my
c.oun!ry and in government circles in my country and
that, I assure you, applies ro us all.
I turn now, Mr Presidenr, to rhe vote. Our group will
ask for a vore item by ircm. And I woulJ 
"rk ou,colleagues to be most artentive. \7e shall vore, Mrs
Macciocchi, for paragraphs I and 2 of rhe motion for
a resolution. Ve shall abstain on paragraph 3. It could
have been better drafted and was pe.haps unnecessary.
As regards paragraph 4, for the legal reasons which I
have stated, the French Council of State has jurisdic-
tion. This House cannot take its place. \7e shall vote
against it. Depending on how this House vores, Mrs
Macciocchi, on paragraph 4 
- 
if paragraph 4 is
adopted, we shall vorc against the whole m-otion for a
resolution. If paragraph 4 is rejected, we shall vote for
the motion for a resolution. I would also suggest that
),!u. light laye added that, in cases of incompatibility
of this kind, the President of Parliament shouli also be
informed. Ladies and genrlemen, I have attempted in
this debate ro be objective, dispassionate and Euro-
pean. I hope I have been successful.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, in my view the case that we are discussing, which
will in the end be referred ro as the Macciocihi case,
does..not merely affect our colleague as an individual.I believe_that is symbolizes a mo.I widespread pheno-
menon. I am not a legal expen bur I should like rc say
two things ro Mr Galland who has apparently gone
inro rhis question in some detail.
The law is not neutral and often depends on inrerpre-
tation. Cenainly Mrs Macciocchi will appeal rc'the
Council of State, but the Council of State has two
years in which to reach a decision and in the meantime
it seems our colleague must accept the situation as it
stands.
I do not share the view that in this case we are dealing
with a simple discounesy in a marrer of form. I do noi
believe that Mr Galland's legal interpreadon of rhe
electoral law and Anicle 6 of the law of 7 July 1977 is
complete, because Mrs Macciocchi is in fict-a ritular
professor although as a foreigner she can officially
only occupy grade of associate. The exceptions which
you menrion, Mr Galland, in connection with the
French electoral law do apply to her case. The reason
for Mrs Macciocchi not being a titular professor in
facr is not thar she does not have the necessary qualifi-
cations but merely that she is a foreigner. '
From this point of view rherefore the siruation is not
free from doubt. Of course we have confidence in the
Council of Sute, of course Mrs Macciocchi will
appeal m the Council of State. But I think that account
should be taken of the moral and symbolic significance
that a measure such as that appliid to our-colleague
can have. It means that a parliamenarian having Iial-
ian nationaliry elected- under Isalian law can no ilng.,
teach in a French or foreign university. This mkes-on
the dimensions of a p.e.edent vhich in my opinion
should be rejected. It is true, Mr Galland, rhat our
Parliament has no binding power but it does have a
power [o persuade and rc deliver opinions. I therefore
invite this House ro vore for this morion for a resolu-
tion with the amendments tabled by Mr Habsburg for'
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the reason that what is at stake is not the single, indivi-
dual case of Mrs Macciocchi but a wider principle.
There is the risk that no Member elected to the Euro-
pean Parliament may teach in France and this, in my
Lpinion is intolerabli if we intend to build a Europe of
culture.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Habsburg.
Mr Habsbur1. 
- 
@) Mr President, I have tabled
four amendmints, which in my view correspond to the
line uken by both Mr Galland and Mrs Bonino, for
the simple i."ton that they display confidence in
French justice. Hence our attemPt to defuse the situa-
tion. On the other hand, however, it should be said
quite clearly that the manner and form of the whole
procedu.e 
-is 
extremely regrettable and affects us
directly as a Parliament' I can only re-gret, as.s.omeone
orho al*ays regards himself as a francophile, that
something has 6een done here on the pan of.France
which is not in its ffue nature. I can only hope that as a
result of the attitude taken by Parliament, France will
once more act in accordance with its traditions.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Ve shall now consider the motion for a resolution'
On the preamble, I have Amendment No 1, by Mr
Habsburg, seeking to replace the preamble with a new
texi to read as follows:
- 
rmazed by the action aken by the French Govern-
ment in rigard to Mrs Maria Antonietu Macciocchi,
*hose app-ointment as associate professor with the
University of Paris-VIII has bcen terminated on rhe
grounds ihat the appointment was incompadble with
. f,er mandate an Italian Member of the European
Assembly.
The author accepts the amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1)
On paragraph 1, I have Amendment No 2, by Mr
Habibu.j, seeking to replace this paragraph with a
new text to read as follows:
l. Notes that the Minister for the Universities informed
Mrs Macciocchi of her dismissal, backdated to 30
September 1979, the day she became a.Member of the
European Parliament, in a letter merely invoking hcr
office as Member.
The author accePts the amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2)
On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 3, by .Mr
Habsbutf, ieeking to replace the paragraph with a
new text to read as follows:
2. Notes wiph regret that Mrs Macciocchi was never
consulted or informed and that the decision concern-
ing her was taken without her knowledge a-nd without
an-y rega.d for her status as a Member of the Euro-
pean Farliament, which entitled her to the same
i.tp..t 
"t is due to 
members of national parliaments'
The author accepts the amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 3 and paragraph 3)
On paragraph 4, I have Amendment No 4, tabled by
tvtr Habltuig and seeking to replace the paragraph
with a new text to read as follows:
4. Calls on the French Government to rescind this action
in the spirit of cultural development and cooperadon
in Europe.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 4 and paragraph 5)
I can now give the floor for explanations ofvote'
I call Mrs Casrcllina.
Mrs Castellint. 
- 
(I) I shall vote in favour of this
motion for a resolution because from the legal stand-
point it raises two contradictory points. If we consider
ihe procedute adopted in relation to the injury to Mrs
Maiciocchi from the French point of view, we cannot
escape the argument used to show that she is not a
titular profesior but merely an associarc professor
being an Italian citizen. If we look at the 
-question
fronithe point of view of her Italian citizenship, then
the incompatibility rule cannot apply in that she was
elected by'Italy and not by France. The two viewpoints
cannot be combined wirhout creatint a great legal
muddle .
Leaving legal questions aside, I think that this Parlia-
,n.n, tf,orid take a decision on a political question of
principle which is this: are we interested 
- 
given that
*e 
".i here talking about the need to build 
Europe 
-in having the maximum amount of political and
cultural exchange? Do we want to have people sining
in this Parliarn*, ."p..t.nting the Ialian peopfe and
at the same time periorming cultural duties in a uni-
versity in a diffCrent Communiry coul!ry such as
Franie? I think that if we believe in building Europe
we must hope for more cases like that of Mrs
Macciocchi, by which I mean that there should be
more people performing these duties of spreading
different i*peii.nces, cultures, raditions and train-
ings. It is thirefore on this political principle which, in
mi opinion, we should exPress ourselves leaving aside
leial questions. For this PurPose I invite the Members
oithis House 
- 
who may have doubts over this intri-
cate case but on which I think Mrs Macciocchi is quite
right 
- 
to consider the sense and meaning of a vote
bv this Parliament which can only be this: do we want
the maximum transfer of different ideas and raditions
iri,i
' 
a' 
- 
-l
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Castellina
from one counry ro anorher? That is the sense which
I give rc my vore in favour of this motion.
President. 
- 
I call Lord O'Hagan.
Lord O'Hagen. 
- 
Mr President, I do nor supporr
this motion because I wish to atmck the Fiinch
Governmenr, nor do I suppon it because I am wholly
satisfied rha[ we, in this Chamber, know the precisl
nature of the difficulties that have been encountered,
although I- listened with great attendon, as I alwayi
do, ro my friend, Yves Galland, and found his accounr
extremely sympathetic.
I inrervene because this is one of the few subjects on
which Parliamenr has a right ro express urgenr
concern. If we cannot defend the libenv of -our
Members rc work in the time thar is free to them so
that they can better conrribute as individuals and poli-
ticians ro the. building. of the 
-European Communiry,then it would be far better if we itopped now and
replaced the individual choices in the ballor box by a
series of numbers to be pressed by some distant and
alien computer in Brussels. If we cannot defend the
dignity of rhe Members of this parliamenr, whatever
their political view, whether we agree with it or nor, ro
work for us and work in the Community under ihe
law of. the Communiry, then we musr siop meeting
altogerher.
Finally, Mr Presidenr, it is a sad and macabre thought
that after the ridiculous promiscuity of our concern
for political causes all over rhe world, in the wasteland
and desen of this empty Chamber, late on a Friday
when the journalists have gone home ; when the media
have swirched off; when rhe radio and the television
plugs have been pulled our, we should have a calm,
moderare, sensible debate about a matte, of .eai
lrtgncy ro us as Members and to the dignity of this
Parliament.
(Applause)
The hours and the days of the journalists and the
demands on rhe patience of members of the public
who have come ro watch have extended beyond the
{egree of endurance that can be imagined. \iz. *"rt.
this Parliament's rime in endless 
-ot]on, of urgency
on subjects which are outside rhe concern oI this
Communiry and 
-this conrinent. Late on a Friday, we
are debating rhe farc of one of our Members.
Mr President, I appeal ro you, let us have urgenr
debates abour urgent marters. Is Mrs Macchiocchi-too
_unimponant for our Members here to stay and listen?
Yes, bur is-it too unimportant for Memberi ro put their
names ro foolish resolutions and rhen go away? No, it
is not! Mr President, I shall try and be moderate. I
shall shut up. I have gor ro rhe end of my dme. But let
this serious, imponant, debate, about one of our own
Members, and the principle of our membership of this
Parliament be a warning to the future of thii parlia-
ment of the dangers of abusing the urgency procedure
as we do now.
Presidenti 
- 
I call Mr Chambeiron.
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I asree with
cenain speakers who have spoken before ire but I
shall be a little less eleganr and more firm in my
larrguage..The very least that orie can say about this
affair is that the measure to which the motion for a
resolution relates is shockingly mean. Bur this does not
surprise me, knowing rhe reputation in France of rhe
Minister for rhe Universities, who, amonsst orher
rhings, has elevaled authoritarianism to an iistiturion.
\7e should have liked whenever, similar cases arose in
any of our cou{rtries nor [o find ourselves alone in
condehning rherp. This affair is worrying in the sense
that it creares a frecedent which could bi used to call
into question rh( right of our universities rc bring in
people from outCide in order to achieve their purpose
of spreading knowledge.
Having had to consider comparable cases in my career
as a senior French official, I wonder whether we have
adopred the right approach m rhe case before us. In
my view, it would have been wiser to consider it more
seriously and I would say with less haste and more
reflection because I would repeat, I am nor sure that
rhe procedure which we havi followed is the best. I
would refer to rhe exchange of views rhat we have jusr
heard. The legal complexity of the quesrion leads me
to' believe that it would have been-wiser and more
expedient, since the question concerns a Member of
this House, ro refer it either to rhe Bureau or ro rhe
commitree responsible 
- 
but avoiding giving the
problem a purely political significance oi.o-urr. 
- 
ro
that. we might quickly reciiue a full report which
would enable'us to consider all the 
"rpi.t of thiscomplex affair arld form our judgment. the majoiiry
of the House had chosen other*Ise. That is its'right
but I am not entir{:ly sure that it is the correc choice-.
As far as our position is concerned, havinq said that
we always have been and always shall be ihe first to
condemn any arbftrary acr and although' we have
voted for cenain amendmenE which seJm ro us r,c,
reflecr the reality of the situation, I wish to say rhat we
cannor vote for this resolution for the simpie reason
that we cannor associate ourselves with certain of our
colleagues who have such a selective atdtude towards
defending the rights of individuals or with cenain
others who when in France happily supporr. the poliry
of the Minister for the Univeisiriis and *ho seek rc
disrance themselves from him when they are in Siras-
bourg.
President. 
- 
I call Miss Robens.
,4
,, ii
il
t{jt
J'
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Miss Robcrts. 
- 
Mr President, I shall suppon this
motion for a resolution, and I offer my sympathy to
Mrs Macciocchi in the situation in which she finds
herself.
I am in 
" 
position, as perhaps no other Member of this
Parliament is, to draw on my personal experience in
this respect. \flhen I was elected to this Parliament in
June of last yeer,l,like Mrs Macciocchi, held a p.ublic
-"ppoirrtrn.ni. I sat on a board which advised the
Biitish Government on pension matters. I was told at
rhe time of my election that since this work had
nothing whatevir to do with the European Parliament,
it 
"rouid 
not be incompatible and I need not resign the
appointment. 
- 
V.ry sensible advice, but unfortun-
"iity. 
i, was wront ln law. Under British law, the
apporntment was rncomPatible with membe.rship of the
European Parliament. I think this was a bad law; in
poini of fact, I believe that my experience in dealing
iirh rn"rr.tt of employees' pensions would have been
of value in the European Pailiament and that much of
what I have learned in the European Parliament would
have been of value to me in my work on that pensions
board: so both the board would have benefircd and, I
humbly believe, the European Parliament also, from
the reipective experience that I could draw upon in
either place.
Unlike Mrs Macciocchi, I hope she will offer me some
svmDathv. I was more unfonunate than her, because
Jre b.itiih law in this resPect is a jolly sight sillier than
the French law. Although there were some five or six
weeks from the time of my election in June till the day
on which we were to take our seats in this European
Parliament and therefore I was not effectively a
Member and was not, or would not have been, draw-
ing any remuneration until some time in the middle of
JJy, under British law I was not permitted.to resign
irom this incompatible office. Instead, my election to
the European Pirliament was declared void, and I was
disqualified. It was necessary for me., therefore, 'to
.oni.tt a by-elecdon in September, and I amhappy to
say that with a great deal of ' suppon from my
.il.rgr.t in the European Democratic Group, who
came 
-along to help me magnificently, I won that
by-election. . .
, 
(Applaase)
and was able to take my seat in this Parliament'
I think it was a thoroughly senseless piece of British
law. I think the French law is senseless' I believe we
should ry rc draw uPon as wide a body of experience
", 
*. potiibly can in this Parliament, and I hope that
Parliament's'effons rcday will perhaps have some
influence upon both the British and French Govern-
ments in this resPect.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, iust a word to say
that this morning, the working Pany resPonsible for
considering the status of Members of the European
Parliamenimet and that one of the questions which it
is considering is that which we are discussing now' I
hope that in a few weeks from now this working pany
*iil b. able to submit proposals to the House for a
general solution to these irksome problems.
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr President, first I supponed the
amendments of Mr Habsburg, excePt Amerrdment No
4, but I will vote for the resolution as a whole. I recog-
nirc the complexity of French internal law as
described by Mr Gailand, but the Treary of Rome is
not in queslion. There are derogations for:rationals
and for non-nationals. It is not a question of European
law, but of insernal law.
The reason why I am going to vote for this resolution
but exclude arrrend.eit No + is that the treatment of
an alien by an arbitrary action which has retroactive
effect deprives a colleague of this Parliamen-t, or any
other ind-ividual who hippens to be in Mrs Maccioc-
chi's place, of her right to."tn her living' It is not the
Frenih law that I am questioning, it is the way it was
implemented, which I ihint is intolerable for any citi-
zen *he.erer they may be' I can only congratulate
Mrs Macciocchi ihat she has found so many friends
here to support. her in her action, and I-feel very sorry
for those aliens working throughout the Community
who will not have the suppon of the European Parlia-
ment to safeguard their rights. It is for this reason that
I disagree wiih Amendment No 4: the French Govern-
ment 
-should be called on not merely to rescind the ir
decision, but to make adequate col4pen-sation to Mrs
Macciocchi and to revise their internal law for future
cases of this kind.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schtin.
Mr Konrad Schtin. 
- 
(E) I believe that in this case
we should vote in favour. By doing so, we shall finally
be tackling a major problem, which is that the various
national rigulations and methods of applying the law
must be done away with, so thdt European rePresenta-
tives are treated in the same way throughout EuroPe
from the point of view of their status' I therefore
believe thai this problem should be seen in connection
with the legal status of Members of the European-
Parliament. Ve cannot have several categories of
Members! That is why I think we should tackle this
subject.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland.
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Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, I should firsr of all
like to say to Mr Chambeiron that the French Liberals
do.nor-need.any lessons on libeny in judgment and
action from rhe French Communisipany, *:hich is the
most Sralinist in Europe. As far as the substance of the
debare is concerned, I should like to express to Mrs
Macciocchi, my deep regret that the Frinch Liberals
will be voring against the morion for a resolution,
because of Paragraph 4, which we believe to be wrong
as a marter of law.
Mrs Macciocchi, I think that you have handled rhis
badly.. I will rcll you why. You will have an impressive
majolill but you will lack the suppon of thoie who
could have been useful had they voted with you, i. e.
the French Members who suppon their government
majority. Their favourable vore would cenainly have
influen_ced our government in your case more than any
other. I am sorry for you, we have done everything we
could and we pushed liberalism to the uery'exrreme,
but we shall vote against the motion for a reiolution.
Presideot. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieterc. 
- 
(NL) Mr presidenr, I shall vore in
favour of rhis resolution, nor as a mark of sympathy
and nor for the sake of academic freedom 
- 
l;;nig;ni_
tion au pouooir!' was rhe cry in Nanterre 
-- 
but
because the issue at stake here is the political freedom
of the members of rhis Parliament. For me this resolu-
tion sounds a note of warning against the dangerous
tendency of the French GovernmCnt and of somi poli_
ticians, which we have already witnessed on another
score, !o interfere in the affairs of the European
Parliament and in our freedom of action. In this sense,
this resolution is very imponant indeed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella , 
- 
(F) Mr president, I shall vote in
favour of the motion for a resolution for precisely the
reasons which Mr Galland uses ro iusiifu his'vote
against. For myself, on the legal substance of rhe affair
I, put my trust in the jurist Maurice Duverger and in
the many jurisrs who have expressed their vi-ews in the
French press in full knowledge of the facts, speaking
nor ou! of emp-ty liberalism but our of a completel|
differenr kind of liberalism. I shall vorc for this modon
because in a year or rwo the Council of State will give,
its judgment on the merits. Ve only hope rhat-the
French governmenr will express its ionfijence in its
Council of Sate by allowing Mrs Macciocchi rc
continue her duties. If subsequently the Council of
State finds that ure are u/rong, thln of course rhe
French Governmen[ can only decide one way. That,Mr Galland, is reasonable, right and prudent. you
talked about exrreme liberaliim and i rhink it is
exueme in the way it habitually contradics itself. In
that at leasr you have not disappointed us. I shall vote
for the resolurion.
President. 
- 
I put rhe morion for a resolution as a
whole to rhe vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
15. Crisis in the iron and steel industry
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is a joinr debate on
- 
the morion for a resolurion tabled by Mr Michel
and others on rhe urgent introduction of social aid
measures for workers in the iron-and-steel industry(Doc. l -402/8O/rev.) ; and
- 
the motion for a resolution mbled by Mrs Salisch
and others, on behalf of the Socialist Group, on the
crisis in the iron-and-steel industry 1Doi. t-+t+/
80/rev.).
I call Mr Schtin.
Mr Konrad Schiin. 
- 
(D) Mr presidenr, ladies and
genrlemen, rhe motion for a resolution tabled by the
Group of rhe European People,s pany is an imponant
one, because ir is high rime we deali with the social
problems in the srcel indusry. \7e have supponed
these social measures right from the start, since thedebare.on rhe budget for 1980. Ve have always
believed that the provisions of the Treaty esmblishing
the European Coal and Sreel Community a.e qritl
adequate to deal wirh urgent cases. The Commisiion
should_s.imply have been enabled to apply these provi-
sions. There is no understanding in thi ouside world
for rhe fact that the crisis is continually being debated,
but thar the crucial social issues a.i then- blocked,
simply because this debate is weighed down in phn by
demands which in our opinion should first be
thoroughly examined. This is-the only way ro prevenr
a decline in 
_th-e productivity of the iteel induiry, sofar as it is sdll functioning ai all, and to re-establisir the
competitiveness of rhe European steel industry in the
world market.
Notwithstanding this concern, we have tabled a
modon which, so far as its aims are concerned, we can
associare entirely with that of rhe Socialist Group.
Quite briefly, the intention is in principle rhe same.
Y. in rhe Group of the European plople,s panytherefore recommend that both resofutions b;
adopted.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Salisch.
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Mrs Salisch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, we considered the problems of the steel industry
in the European Community during the last part-
session before the summer recess, on the basis of the
Peters repon, and this is cenainly not the time to go
into every aspect of this debate. But I think all of us in
the Houie agree that since then the trend in the steel
sector has trk.n ,n alarming turn for the worse, parti-
cularly when we think of what has happened in the
Unirci Kingdom, France and Belgium. It is to be
feared that b..rut. of this crisis quite arbitrary and
uncoordinated measures will be taken, which will then
have a long-term negative effect on the position of the
European steel industry.
The reason why we have tabled a motion on these
problems is that in our view it must alwaysbe ensured,
in 
"ny measures 
which are aken, that Europe has
sufficient steel-producing capacity in the medium and
long term.
Ve agree in substance with the motion tabled by the
Christian Democrats 
- 
that is, with the demand put
forward by Mr Michel, and so I would join with the
previous ipeaker in asking for both motions to be
adopted. The msk of the House must be to urge the
Council and the Commission 
- 
panicularly the
Council 
- 
to take action here on the lines of the
repon which has been adopted. Vhen akin-g imme-
diate measures, it should not, in my view, be forgotten
that supplementary measures also need to be nken. I
am refirring to the four main points, vhich include a
certain ,*ount of reorganization of shift-work and a
reduction in working-hours. None of this should be
forgotten, and it must form an integral pan of the
immediate measures. As the Council meeting is being
held in October, we shall be doing the steel-workers of
Europe a good turn if we now issue an urgent appeal
to thi Council to get rc grips with this question and
finally put these measures into effect.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Wce-President of the Commission. - (I) Mr
President, the Commission shares the concern of the
signatories to the motions before Parliament. The
ro-"i"I .tp..,t of the restructuring of the iron and steel
industry-are indeed in our view a fundamenml aspect
of the policy in this sector.
The Commission will once again do everything within
its power to ensure that the Council of Ministers
considers this question in October.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. I can now give the
floor for explanations of vote. I call Mr Chambeiron'
Mr Chambeir (F) Mr President, the French
Communists and Allies are against the European steel
plan and against the new measures being applied or
prepared and which are likely to make it vorse. \7e
ihoutd like to make the following observations on the
rwo rcxts that have been tabled.
In the first place, I should like to say that I see once
again a growing tendency in this House to 
.consider
rh-e 
-osi diverse kinds of questions. It does not
moreover hesitate to interfere in the affairs of other
countries while neglecting problems as imponant as
those in the iron and steel indusry. Indeed, it is quite
impossible to discuss such an imponant question
properly and calmly vinually at the last minute at
almost 2 o'clock on a Friday afternoon.
I read the other day, Mr President, in the records of
rhe British House of Lords that in the lgth century it
was possible to pass a law imponant for the 99Yn!ry !y
5 voies to 2. Vi are picking up the worst British habits
in this House. I repeat: it is unacceptable that such
imponant questions sh6uld be treated in this way.
'V'e 
ourselves tabled a resolution yesterday without a
request for urgent procedure seeking an 
-immediate
ttop to the European steel plan and to the current
,n."ru.., which aie aggravating the situadon. Yes, the
urgent priority is to stop the break-up of indusry and
the dismantling of the srcel-making industry.
No social measures can ever be sufficient to repair the
,damage that has been done unless they 
-are- 
measures
'taken- with the unexpressed aim of facilitating
programmes of redundancies and running down. But
*. *rill not resist such social measures' Ve would
simply and clearly reaffirm that the first priority is to
rejeci the European steel plan and condemn the new
measures now being implemented.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellet-Bovman.
Mrs Kcllet-Bowma^4. 
- 
Vhilst I did not agree with
every aspect of the Peters rePort, I agreed with very
.u.-h of it, and I feel very strongly that the social
aspects of restructuring are vital to the wellbeing of
the areas which are so heavily dependent on iron and
steel. I therefore welcome Mr Natali's assurance tha[
these social aspects will be kept very firmly before the
Commission's eyes.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution by Mr
Michel and others (Doc.l-402/ 80/rev.).
The resolution is adopted.l
' 
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Prcsident
I gut 1o the vote the motion for a resolution by Mrs
Salisch and others (Doc. l-414 /80/rev.).
The resolution is adopted.r
16. Sentencing to death of Kin Dae lung
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on
- 
the motion for a resolution by the Socialist Group
on the sentencing to death of Mr Kim (Doi.
l-407 /80/rev.); and
- 
the motion for a resoludon by Mr Fanti and others,
on behalf of rhe Communisr and Allies Group, on
rhe sentencing to death of Kim Dae Jung (Doc.
r-419/80).
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in relation to rhis
texr, whose eloquence is already quite sufficiint, I
wish.only to underline the imponanie of intervention
by the President of Parliamint by telegram ar rhe
beginning of this week.
Various political groups have also taken the view that
it was their duty to address themselves directly rc rhe
governments concerned. These inrcrventions preced_
ing and accompanying rhe tabling of the motions now
before us will surely influence the decision which we
hope the governmenr concerned will ake.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Chambeiron.
}-tr 
-C!ambef9n. 
- 
(F) Mr President, my colleague
Mr Manin, who was to speak has had to leave -the
Chamber like many others among our colleagues 
- 
rojudge by the void in which *e iro* coniinue rhis
debate 
- 
and is now unable to do so.
In a p,revious discussion, he was the subject of accusa-
tions from some Members of this House, which do nor
appear.ro be enrirely founded. I should like briefly and
dispassionarely, 
.I assure you, ro say what really
happened.
After the relegram senr on Vednesday evening by the
President of Parliamenr ar rhe requesr of Mri Oe
March among orhers, Mrs De Marcli yesrerday morn-
ing proposed ro rhe enlarged Bureau ihe sending of a
new solemn telegram message in the name of th.
Bureau then meeting. Our colleague made that
proposal in view of the imminenr rhreat to the life of
Mr Kim ar a rime when every hour counted, as we all
realize. I can confirm rhar yesterday morning that
proposal was nor accepted by any Member of th.
Bureau presenr with the exception however 
- 
let the
truth be known 
- 
of Mr Pannella.
I.wantedlo s.a.y thal on behalf of Mr Manin although
thar Mr President does not ro me seem to be the most
important thing. Vhat is imponant is the life of a man.
That is why we shall vorc for the proposal before us.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I put the modon for a resolution by the Socialist
Group (Doc. l-407 /80/rev.) to the vote.
The resolution is adopred.r
I pur rhe Fanti et a/. motion for a resolution m the vor,e(Doc. l-al9l80).
The resolution is adopred.r
17. Adams case
President. 
- 
The next irem is the motion for a reso-
lution mbled by Mr Glinne and others, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, on rhe Adams case (Doc. l-4l)/
80).
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, rhe rexr is quirc
clear. The purpose is to repeat a position previously
taken by Parliament. That is what tliis ."tt.i requires.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Namli.
Mr Natali, Wce-President of the Commission. 
- 
(l
Mr President, I am very soiry to have to disappoini
the generally legitimate expectation thar at the ind of
the dinner comds the deisen, but the Commission
cannor comply with the requests addressed rc it in
connection with the final item of this sitting.
The resolution contains a request to invite the procur-
ator-General of the Swiss Confederadon to examine a
decided case. D_uring rhe previous debate on 23 May,
my colleague Mr Giolitri srated that it was an invaria-
ble rule of the Commu'nity institutions 
- 
and hence
t,
,i
.i:]
t
n
t,
i
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Natali
also of the Commission 
- 
not to interfere in the
jurisdiction of the judicial authorities of third coun-
tries. This invariable rule is, I might add, also observed
by the Commission in relation to the Member States'
All the rirore reason therefore to apply the rule to rela-
dons with States which do not form pan of the
Community. This does not however alter the fact that
the Commission has accepted responsibiliry for the
situation of Mr Adams. As you know, it has already
inrcrvened in favour of Mi Adams in the form of
financial contributions.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
18. Petition No 1/79
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next ircm is the repon, without
debate, by Mr D'Angelosante' on behalf of the
Committei on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions,
oir Petition No 1/79, on non-uniform interpretation
by the Member States of EEC Regulation No 1408/71
(Doc. l-285l80).
I note that no one wishes to sPeak.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vorc.
The resolution is adopted.t
19. Dates of tbe next Part-session.
President. 
- 
There are no otfier items on the agenda'
I thank the representatives of the Council and the
Commission for their contributions to our work.
The enlarged Bureau ProPoses that our next siuings be
held from 13 to 17 October in Strasbourg.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
20. APProoal of the minates
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of pioceedings of the sitting, which were
written during the debates.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
21. Adjotrnment of the session
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 1 '40 P.n.)
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